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We use the Weyl quantization W in a general context valid for any finite-dimensional Lie algebra G. to 
derive an explicit fonnula for (PI' P2)= W -1([ W( PI), W( P2)]), PI' P2 polynomials. In the particular case of 
the Heisenberg Lie algebra, this fonnula reduces to the familiar Moyal bracket. 

1. THE VON NEUMANN QUANTIZATION 

Let G be a complex Lie algebra with commutation 
relations [AI,A}] =iLkC1.0-k' in a given basis {;l}t' 
Its symmetric algebra S, isomorphic to the polynomial 
ring a: [au' •• ,an] in n commuting variables {a }}~, 
admits a Poisson structure l defined by the Poisson 
brackets: 

{ }
_" k aPI aP2 PI> P2 = L...J cljak -~ - -~ -, Pu P2 F S. 

i,J,k ual Uaj 

On the other hand, the universal enveloping algebra2 U 
of G includes all (noncommutative) polynomials in the 
elements of G, and has natural Lie algebra structure 
given by 

[u, u] =uv - vu, u, VE" U. 

Suppose a quantization rule a} - A j' j = 1, ..• ,n, is 
fixed. Following von Neumann, 3 we are interested in 
finding all algebraic quantization prescriptions 
compatible with it, in the following sense: 

Definition 1: A linear map p : S - U, defined on S is 
said to be a von Neumann G-quantization if and only if 

(1) p(a j ) =A j , 'ItJ}' 

(2) p(P"') = (P(P»'", 'ltJPr-c S, 'ltJm E IN, 

It turns out, however, that these requirements are in
compatible. Therefore, as it will be explicitly shown 
below, a given Lie algebra G does not necessarily admit 
any such quantization .. In particular it is so for the 
Heisenberg Lie algebra {p, Q, 1}. 

It is because we propose a weaker version of von 
Neumann notion: 

Definition 2: A linear map a: S - U, defined on S will 
be called a weak von Neumann G-quantization for G if 
and only if it verifies 

a«L~jaj)m)=(.0~.0-j)m, 'ItJ~ = (~I>"" ~n)r-c a:n
• 

j 

Proposition 1: For a given G there exists a unique 
weak von Neumann G-quantization. Furthermore, it is 
characterized by the symmetrization: 

1 ')' a(a. a· ... a· ) = - LJA . A· ... A· 
)1 3 2 Jr r! I' ).".(1) 3 .. (2) JlI'(r)' 

where the summation runs over all permutations rr of 
r objects. 

Proof: It is easily verified that (1) defines a weak 
von Neumann G-quantization. Uniqueness follows 
from the fact that every polynomial P(aI> .•• ,an) can 

(1) 
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be written as a linear combination of terms of the form 
(Lj ~jaj)m (QED). 

We are already in a position to prove that the 
Heisenberg Lie algebra GH={AUA2,A3}, lAI>A 2 ]=iAa, 
lAuAa]=[A2,A3]=0, does not admit any G-quantization 
of the type included in Definition 1. In fact, as a simple 
calculation shows, 

a(a~a~) =A~~ + 2iA00I - iA~ = (a(aI a2»2 - iA~. 

2. THE WEYL QUANTIZATION 

At this point we make some useful notation 
conventions: 

a=(au ... ,an)ElNn, a! =a l !a2 !'" an!, lal s.0a}, 
J 

~A =.B~.0- j' C' = ~fl~;2' .. ~:n, 'ItJ ~ F a:n
, 

al",1 _ al",1 
a~'" = a~fIa~;2" . a~~n . 

As it is well known2 U= (f'lmU'"' where U'" stands for 
the linear subspace of U generated by the elements 
a(a "') , la I=m. Let us consider the set U* of all formal 
series in the a(a"'). As a typical example we quote 

The underlying idea in what follows is to use the 
right-hand side expression in order to freely manipulate 
the coefficients without interference of the noncommu
tative part a(a"'). Thus, given a set of complex-valued 
functions F,,: Rn - a:, a E N n, we define an associated 
map: 

F:Rn_ U*, F(~)=.0F,,(~)a(a"'), 

'" 
which assigns to each point ~ F R n a formal series in 
U*. Furthermore, if our F", are good enough, we can 
apply tempered distributions T to get 

(T, F) =.0 (T, F ,,)a(a"'). 

'" 
(3) 

This produces a formal series with complex coefficients. 
It is in this context that Weyl quantization 4 makes 
sense: 

Definition 3: W:S-U. W(P) = (27T)-n/2 (P,e lfA), PES, 
where P(O=(27T)-n/2f P(a)e-ifada is the Fourier trans
form of P. But since P was a polynomial, P is a finite 
order distribution with point support ~ =0. Therefore, 
W(P) = (2rr)-n/2 L" (il "'1/ a! )(P, ~ "')a(a"') E U [observe that 
W(P) is nothing but a polynomial in the Aj]' 
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Proposition 2: W{P) = a{P), 'fIPE S. 

Proof: From the familiar properties of Fourier 
transform, 

01,,1 
a"(~)=(21T)"/2il"l a~" 0(0, 

we conclude that 

Hence W=a on S, by linearity (QED). 

3. CONVOLUTION VERSUS QUANTIZATION 

Since a: S - U is a bijective map,2 the element 

P, * P2 =' (J""(a(p, )a(P2», P2, P2 E S, 

is well defined in S. The formal analogy between (4) 
and the convolution productf*g=]-'(Jf· ]g) in 
Fourier theory is obvious, and as a matter of fact.it 
will be made explicit in what follows, 

Proposition 3: 

(4) 

where V"=,ojaa', V'''='ojoa'', and T(~,11)='I\.(~,11)-~-11 
denotes the nonlinear part of the exponent in the Baker
Hausdorff-Campbell5 formula: eHAeinA = eiil.(f,n)A. 

Remark: Since P" P2 are polynomials, the right-
hand side in the previous formula has a finite number of 
terms, so it is also a polynomial. 

Proof: 

By expressing I\. "(~, 11) =' I\.t"(~' 11 )1\.:2(~, 11) •.. I\.:"(~, 11) as 
a (finite) Taylor series relative to the point ~ +1), we 
obtain 

Thus we can write 

where 

D "a =' (21T)"n / 2( TB(~, 1) )PI (~)1'2(1), L aa(~ + 1)), 

o ISII\." I 
Laa(x)=, a7 . 

x.=x 

(5) 

In order to calculate D "a, we only need to recall the 
analycity of TB at the origin, 5 let us say 

TB(~, 1) = .0 t",,,,, ~ "'1) a" 
a',a" 

and some well-known properties of the Fourier 
transform: 
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D"a=(21T)"n/Z 

X '£ t",,,"«~)(~)(i~)(1), LaB(~ +1)) 
~~ . 

= 1::: ta'a,,«IV0-::;:(;i")*(i~,),Letll) 
a'.O(" 

By substituting in (5) we get 

a(PI )a(P2) 
'Ietl = (21T)"n/2:0 _z _, 

a 0'. 

= «e laT (1<;", iV" ) PI (a')P2(a") I a'''''=a)" (~), elf A ) 

= a(elaT(IV',IV") P , (a')P2(a") I a'=a" ..,). 

The rest of the proof is trivial (QED). 

We will now define a new Lie structure on the sym
metric algebra S as follows, If PH P2 are elements in 
S, also (PI' P2) =' PI * Pz - P2 * P , E S, and has the follow
ing properties: 

(1) (P" Pz) = (f"l([ a(p, ), a(Pz)]) , 

(2) (P" P2 ) = - (p2 , P,), 

(3) (P" I\.P2 + IJ. P3) = I\.(p" P2) + IJ. (P" P3), 

(4) (P" (p2, P3» + (P2 , (P3 , P,» + (P3 , (p" P2» = 0. 

Finally, by making use of the Proposition 3, we have 
the explicit formula 

(p P.) = (elaT(lV', IV") _ elaT(IV", iV'»P (a')P. (a") I 
U 2 1 2 a':;;:a"=a-

(6) 

4. THE CANONICAL EXAMPLE 

Let GH be the Heisenberg Lie algebra. In this particu
lar case we find: 

I\.(~, 1) = (~, +1)" ~2 +1)2' ~3 +113 + t(~z1), - ~,1)2» 

and thus 

T(~, 1) = (0, 0, 'H~z1), - ~11JZ». 

The formula (6) gives us the result 

In quantum mechaniCS, where a, = q, a2 = p, a3 = Ii, 
this reads as follows: 
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. ( . n (a a a a)) 
=2t Sln 2 aq' ap" - aq" ap' 

x Pi (q' ,P')P2(q", p") 1.,=.,,= .. 
p'=p"=p 

This is identical with the well-known expression ob
tained by Moyal, 6 which can also be written in the form 

(Plo P2 )(q, p) 

. '" ~l( n)2n+l (_ 1)n+k a2n+l Pi a2n+l P2 
=2t:0L.J - 1(2 1)1 n=O /pO 2 k. n - k + . apkal"+l-k alap2n+l-k • 

One easily sees that if one (or both) of the polynomials 
Plo P2 have degrees < 3, then 
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( )() 'n(aPl aP2 aPl ap2 ) 'n{P p.} Pi' P2 q, P = t aq ap - ap aq = t 10 2' 

where {Pit P2} is the familiar Poisson bracket. 
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We consider scattering by screened Coulomb and screened short-range potentials. We prove. in Born 
approximation. that the cross section for a sharply cutoff Coulomb potential does not converge to the 
Ruth~rford cross section as the screening radius p-+oo. On the other hand. for certain "smooth" screening 
functIOns we show that the screened Coulomb cross section does approach the Rutherford cross section as 
p->oo. In the case of short-range potentials. we prove (exactly. not just in Born approximation) that the 
screened cross section approaches the unscreened cross section as p-+ 00. whether the screening function is 
smooth or not. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we discuss scattering cross sections 
for screened potentials and examine the limits of these 
cross sections as the screening radius p tends to in
finity. The main interest in screened potentials derives 
from the well-known difficulties in the scattering theory 
of the Coulomb, and other long-range, potentials. 
While none of the standard methods of time dependent 
scattering theory apply to the Coulomb potential 

the same methods do apply to a screened Coulomb 
potential 

Vp(r) = (y /r)Cl'.(r) , 

(1.1) 

(1. 2) 

where Cl'.(r) is some function which goes to zero with r 
in a distance of order p. It is natural to hope that the 
differential cross section computed for the screened 
potential Vp would converge to a limit as p- 00 and that 
this limit would be the differential cross section for the 
pure Coulomb potential (1.1). 

The idea of using screened Coulomb potentials is, 
of course, an old one. It dates back at least to the 1928 
paper of Gordon, 1 and is described in several text 
books. 2,3 Nonetheless, it is only in the last few years 
that it has been carefully studied. 4-9 

In two recent papersB
,9 we have established some re

sults for a wide class of screening functions Cl'p(r). We 
considered functions O'p(r) that satisfy 

Ctp(O) = 1,. 

monotonically like O(r-2
.,) 

as p- 00 (r fixed). 
as r- 00 (p fixed). 

We examined the scattering probability 

Wp(dn - rp) 

(1.3) 

that a particle incident on V p , with in state given by the 
momentum-space wave function c,b(p), be scattered into 
a small solid angle dn. Provided rp(p) is infinitely 
differentiable lO and dn does not include the forward 
direction, 12 we were able to show that 

(1.4) 

where Weou,(dn- cp) denotes the probability for scatter
ing of c,b into dn computed using the conventional 
Coulomb amplitude 
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fcou' = -yexp{2iarg[r(1 +iy)]} 

xexp[-iyln sin2(8/2)1/2 sin2(8/2). (1. 5) 

The result (1.4) goes a long way toward justifying 
the ideas of the first paragraph. Unfortunately, it does 
not itself quite prove that the cross section of the 
screened potential Vp approaches the Coulomb cross 
section as p- 00, In (1,4), Wp(dn- cp) is the probability 
of scattering off Vp for a fixed wavepacket cp. Now the 
definition of the cross section involves a large number 
of collisions with many different wavepackets. Specifi
cally, if rpb denotes a wavepacket obtained from rp by 
rigid displacement through an "impact parameter" b, 
then the crosS section for scattering into dn is defined 
as '3 

(1.6) 

where the integral over impact parameters b runs over 
the plane perpendicular to the incident direction. 
Similarly, 

O'eoul(dn - cp)= J d2bWcou,(dn- cp). (1.7) 

The result we would like to prove is that the screened 
cross section O'p approaches O'coul as p_ 00, 

limO' p(dn - <p) := 0' Coul (dn - <p). (1. 8) 
p'~ 

Clearly this follows from (1.4) provided we can inter
change the order of the two limiting processes of inte
grating over b in (1.6) and letting p_ 00. 

Unfortunately, we have been unable to prove that the 
necessary interchange of limits is justified; and we 
have, in fact, found fairly compelling evidence that it 
is not justified for certain screening functions O'p(r). 
In Sec. 2 we examine the sharply cut-off Coulomb 
potential 

V.(r) =y/r, r";; p, 

=0, r>p, 

that is, we take Cl'p(r) = 8(p - r) [which obviously satisfies 
the conditions (1. 3)1. We show that the cross section 
O'p in Born apprOXimation does not converge to O'eoul as 
p-oo.lnfact 

limO'p(dn - cp) = to'cou,(dn - cp). (1.9) 
p'~ 

We shall show that the additional scattering off Vp is 
caused by the discontinuity in the potential at r = p. 
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However large we make p, this discontinuity causes an 
appreciable scattering of those packets with impact 
parameters b of the order of p. This scattering off the 
discontinuity contributes precisely the unwanted ta Coul 
in (1. 9). 

It is perhaps not particularly surprising that a sharp 
screening of the Coulomb potential leads to difficulties, 
and one might well guess that the desired result (1.8) 
would hold only when the screening function Q!p(r) is 
reasonably smooth .. We have been unable to prove this 
result. However, we do show that the result (1. 8) holds 
in Born approximation, provided the screening function 
'Q!p(r) has a derivative whose total variation tends to 
zero as p - co. This condition excludes the sharp cutoff 
[for which QI~(r) = -li(p - r)] but includes any 
"reasonable, " smooth screening function such as 
exp(-r/p) or exp(_r/p2). 

In view of these difficulties with screened Coulomb 
potentials it is interesting to consider some of the same 
questions for screened Short-range potentials. In parti
cular, if V is a short-range potential [which we define 
by the condition V = O( r-3-E) as r- co 1 and if 

Vp(r) = V(r)Q!p(r), 

then we can ask whether the cross section ap for Vp 
approaches that for Vas p- co. 

Dollard14 has shown that the scattering operator Sp for 
Vp converges strongly to the scattering operator S for V 
as p- co. 15 From this one can deduce that the scattering 
probabilities Widil - cf» and W(dil - cf» are equal in the 
limit that p- co. But, just as in the Coulomb case, this 
does not settle the corresponding question for the cross 
sections. In Sec. 3, we consider a class of screening 
functions that includes all those of (1. 3). (Note that this 
includes sharp cutoffs.) We show that, as p- co, the 
scattering probability W/dil - cf», the scattering ampli
tude f p, and the cross section ap(dil - cf» for the 
screened potential Vp all converge to the corresponding 
quantities, W, f, and a, for the unscreened V. 

2. SCREENED COULOMB SCATTERING IN BORN 
APPROXIMATION 

In this section we consider the cross sections for 
screened Coulomb potentials, USing amplitudes com
puted in Born approximation. We show that for the 
sharply cutoff Coulomb potential 

(2.1) 

the cross section ap does not converge to a Coul as p_ co, 

the difference being accounted for by particles that are 
scattered by the discontinuity at r = p. On the other 
hand, we show that for smooth screening functions 
(which we shall define as functions with derivatives 
whose total variation goes to zero as p_ co) the screened 
cross section does converge to a Cool as p_ co. 

lt would, of course, be better to prove these results 
for the exact cross sections (rather than those computed 
in Born approximation), and it is unfortunate that we 
have so far failed to do this. Nevertheless, the Born 
results are presumably reliable for potentials that are 
sufficiently weak. In particular, the result that the 
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cross section a p for the sharp cutoff does not converge 
to a Coul in Born approximation suggests that the same 
must surely be true in the exact case as well. 

For any given target potential the cross section for 
scattering a packet of shape cf> into a solid angle dil is 
defined as the integral over impact parameters b 

(2.2) 

where W(dil - cf>.,) is the probability that the incident 
packet cf>b' with impact parameter b, be scattered into 
dn. It has been shown16 that this integral is certainly 
convergent if (i) the potential is O(r-3-E) as r- co (this 
is the case with all of our screened potentials), (ii) the 
packet cf>(p) is infinitely differentiable with compact sup
port contained in the forward half-space P. > 0 (we take 
the incident mean momentum Po to lie along the z axis), 
(iii) the direction of observation, defined by dil, does 
not overlap the forward cone, defined by cf>(p). We 
assume that these conditions are satisfied. 17 

The cross section defined by (2.2) can be written in 
a more familiar form: The probability W is written in 
terms of the scattered wavefunction, and the latter is 
written in terms of the amplitude f and incident packet 
cf>. Standard manipulations (Ref. 3, pp. 49-51) then 
give the result 

a(dil- cf»=dil J d 3p(p/p.)lf(pU-P)cf>(p)12, (203) 

where u is a unit vector in the direction of observation. 

For normal short range potentials under ordinary 
conditions, the factorsp/p. andf(pu-p) in (203) are 
essentially constant in the region where cf>(p) is non
zero. Thus both factors can be taken outside the inte
gral, with P replaced by Po. The remaining integral 
is the normalization integral for cf> and the cross sec
tion reduces to the familiar dil 1 f(Pou - Po) 12. In our 
case, we shall be using (2.3) with the screened ampli
tude f p , and we shall need to be more careful since f~ 
may oscillate very rapidly when the screening radius 
p is large. However, we may remark here that in some 
cases (for example, in the Born approximation for a 
smoothly screened Coulomb potential) it can happen 
that, as p- 00, fp approaches fCoul uniformly for all p in 
the region of integration in (2.3). In these cases, it im
mediately follows from (2. 3) that a p approaches a Coul 
as p_co. 

The sharp cutoff: We consider first the sharply cut
off Coulomb potential (2. 1) for which the amplitude (in 
Born approximation) is known to be 

where q is the magnitude of the momentum transfer 
q=p'-p. Since the Coulomb amplitude (in Born 
approximation) is 

fcoul(P' - p) = - 2my/q2, (2.5) 

we can write 

(2.6) 

displaying the well-known fact that the amplitude fp for 
the sharply cutoff Coulomb potential is equal to the 
Coulomb amplitude plus a term proportional to cosqp, 
which oscillates more and more rapidly as p - 00. As 
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emphasized in Ref. 8, if we consider fp as a distribu
tion, then this second term goes to zero as p _ 00. 
However, to compute the cross section (2.3), we must 
examine 

1 fp(P' - p) 12 = 1 fCoul(P' - p) 12(1 - 2 cosqp +cos 2qp). 

(2.7) 

When this is inserted into (2.3), we obtain three terms. 
The first term alone gives exactly the Coulomb cross 
section. The second contains the factor cosqp in its 
integrand; this factor oscillates more and more rapidly 
as p grows, and, by the Riemann-Lebesque lemma, 
the integral goes to zero as p- 00. The third term also 
contains an oscillating factor, cos2qp, in its integrand; 
unfortunately, cos2q p oscillates about the average value 
%. Thus as p- 00 the third integral contributes %CTcOUI> 
and the complete cross section therefore approaches 

(2.8) 

That is, the cross section for the sharply cut-off 
Coulomb potential does not approach that for the pure 
Coulomb as p- 00. We shall return to examine the ori
gin of the extra %CTcou ! on the right of (2.8). First we 
consider the cross section for a smoothly screened 
Coulomb potential. 

Smooth screening functions: Let us now consider a 
smoothly screened Coulomb potential 

Vp(r) = (y!r)ap(r), 

where ap(r) satisfies the three conditions (1. 3) and in 
addition is differentiable with a derivative O'~(r) which 
is of bounded variation on [0,00) and whose total varia
tion tends to zero as p- 00. IS As mentioned in the 
Introduction, these conditions exclude the sharp cutoff 
O'p(r) = e{p - r) but admit, for example, an exponential 
screening a.(r) = exp(- r/ p) or a GaUSSian screening 
exp(- r / p2). 

The amplitude for V. (in Born approximation) is 

fp(p'-p)=-(2my/q) fo~ drsinqrO'p(r) 

Since ap(r) is differentiable, we can integrate by parts 
to give 

f/p'-p)=-(2my/q2)[l + fo~drcosqra;(r)] 

= fCOUl + Of, 

where 

5f(P' - p) = - (2my/q2) fo" drcosqr a;(r). 

Since a;(r) is a function of bounded variation, it can be 
written as the difference of two positive, bounded, 
monotonically decreasing functions /.lp(r) and IIp(r). The 
expression for 5f can then be bounded using the second 
mean value theorem as follows: 

1 of(P' - p) 1 ,,; (2m 1 y 1 /q2)[/.lp(0) + IIp(O)] 

xsupl JR drcosqrl 
Il 0 

,,; (2m 1 y 1 /q3) [/.l.(0) + IIp(O)]. (2.9) 

Under the stated conditions both terms in the braces go 
to zero as p- 00. Therefore, the right-hand side of 
(2.9) tends to zero, uniformly for all p and p' in any 
compact regions that do not overlap (i. e., such that 
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p'* p). As we have already mentioned in connection with 
(2.3) this immediately guarantees the desired result, 
that 

Behavior of the scattered wave from a sharp cutoff: 
To understand better why the cross section CTp for a 
sharply cut-off Coulomb potential does not approach 
<lCoul as p- 00, let us examine the scattered wave </J 
=(5-1)</> corresponding to an incident wave </>b with im
pact parameter b: 

</J.,b(P)= (i/27Tm).! d 3p' O(E -E')f.(p- p')exp(-lb 'p') </>(p'). 

(2.10) 

Note that this depends on p, the radius at which the 
potential is cutoff, and b, the impact parameter of the 
incident wavepacket. If we insert the expression (2.6) 
for the amplitude fp, then we can write 

(2.11) 

The first term here is exactly the scattered wave one 
would compute using the Coulomb amplitude (in Born 
approximation) and is independent of the screening 
radius p. The second term, 

OijJ.,b(P) = (iy/7T).f d 3p' o(E _E')q-2 cosqpexp(- ib .p') </>(p'), 

(2.12) 

is, of course, the source of our difficulties. 

From the scattered wave (2.11) we can compute the 
scattering probabilities Wp(dn - </>b)' and using the 
latter we can compute the cross section (2.2) 

<l.(dn - </» =dn I d2 b Jo~ p2 dP 

x{ 1 </J;oul I2 + 2 Rel/{Oul o</J~, b + I O</JP,b 12}. (2.13) 

It is easily checked that the Coulomb scattered wave 
</J;OUl falls off faster than any inverse power of the im
pact parameter b. Thus the first term in (2.13) is con
vergent, yields precisely the Coulomb cross section, 
and has its main contribution from small impact 
parameters b. 

To discuss the second and third terms in the cross 
section (2.13), we must examine the extra piece o</J of 
the scattered wave, as given by (2,12). If we take any 
fixed cutoff radius p, then O</JP,b goes rapidly to zero as 
b - 00, because of the oscillatory factor exp( - ib . p') in 
the integrand. This guarantees that, for fixed p, the 
cross section (2.13) is finite, just as we would expect, 
However, as we make the screening radius p larger the 
factor cosqp in (2.12) also oscillates rapidly. Thus, 
however large we make p, we can expect that for cer
tain impact parameters b, with b '" p, the integrand will 
not oscillate at all and the scattered wave OlfJ •. b will be 
appreciable. This suggests that, however large p, the 
extra term O</J.,b may contribute to the crosS section, 
and that, the larger p, the larger the impact parame
ters b at which this contribution will occur. 

To make these conclusions precise, one can analyze 
the integral (2.12) by the method of stationary phases. 
The conclusions of such an analySiS can be briefly 
stated as follows ll

: The integral (2.12) runs over the 
small neighborhood of the incident mean momentum Po 
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Po 

Po 

FIG. 1. The two values of the impact parameter b for which 
there is appreciable scattering off the discontinuity at r~ pin 
the cutoff potential. Note that in both cases ej = er • and the 
scattering is classical specular reflection off the discontinuity. 

where 1>(p) is nonzero, and for most values of b the 
integrand has no stationary point inside the region of 
integration. As p_ 00 these values of b make no contri
bution to the cross section. On the other hand, for a 
certain small range of impact parameters b there is a 
stationary point of the integrand inside the region of 
integration, and when b is in this small range 6,/, is , '+'p,b 

not negligible however large we make p. The values of 
b for which this occurs can be found most easily by 
evaluating D<jJ in Cartesian coordinates with Po as z 
axis. The result is that there is appreciable scattering 
when b is in the immediate neighborhood of either of the 
two points such that 

b is coplanar with p and Po, 

b=pcose/2, 
(2.14) 

where e is the scattering angle (the angle between p and 
Po). These two values of b are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Some simple geometry shows that the conditions (2.14) 
imply that a classical particle incident in the direction 
of Po with impact parameter b undergoes specular re
flection at one of the two discontinuities and emerges 
in the direction of observation p. 

The important point about the conditions (2.14) is 
that, however large we make the cutoff radius p, there 
are always two values of the impact parameter b that 
satisfy the conditions. And the larger we make p, the 
larger the corresponding values of b. We can evaluate 
the contribution to the cross section (2.13) of this scat
tering, using the stationary-phase method to write down 
Dlpp.b in the relevant regions. The results of this rather 
tedious calculation are as follows: First, the second 
term in (2.13) makes no contribution to ap as p_ 00. 

(This is because <jJCoUl is appreciable only when b is 
small, while DIp is appreciable only when b is close to 
pcose/2.) Second, the last term in (2.13) picks up an 
appreciable contribution to ap only from those b in the 
neighborhoods of the values in (2.14), and the contribu
tion from each of these two neighborhoods is exactly 
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tacoul (in the limit that p- 00). Since the first term in 
(2.13) is already equal to aCouH we conclude that the 
complete cross section for large screening radius is 

limap(dn - 1»=~acouMn - 1» 
p'~ 

as already derived by a different method. 

To summarize: We have proved the following results 
in Born approximation. The cross section ap for the 
sharply cutoff Coulomb potential does not approach the 
pure Coulomb cross section however large we make the 
cutoff radius p. The scattering of packets with small 
impact parameters b contributes exactly aCoul; but the 
specular reflection off the discontinuity of those packets 
with b near pcos8/2 contributes a further unwanted 
tacoul ' This second term is not present for smoothly 
screened Coulomb potentials, and for such potentials 
a p does approach aCoul as p- 00. 

3. SCREENED SHORT RANGE POTENTIALS 

We next consider a short-range, central potential 
V(r) satisfying 

V(r)=O(r- 3
.') as r- 00, 

V(r) = O(r-2
.') as r- 00, (3.1) 

V(r) piecewise continuous for 0 <r <00. 

We define the screened potential 

V/r) = V(r) Cl'/r), 

where we now require only that 

Cl'p(O) = 1, 

Clp(r)- 0 monotonically as r- 00 (with p fixed) 

Cl'p(r)-l as p- 00 (with r fixed). 

(3.2) 

We shall prove that as p_ 00 the exact cross section ap 

for Vp converges to the exact cross section a for V, 

(3.3) 

We should perhaps emphasize that in this section we 
work with the exact cross sections, not just those of the 
Born approximation. 

Some comments on our assumptions are in order. 
Our result can actually be proved for nonspherical 
potentials, but the proof is more complicated and needs 
some additional technical assumptions on the poten
tials. 19 For simplicity, therefore, we confine attention 
here to central potentials. Concerning the screening 
function Cl'p(r) it will be seen that we require somewhat 
less than the conditions (1. 3) used in the Coulomb case. 
In the Coulomb case we had to require that Cl' (r) be 
O(r-2

-') as r _ 00 in order that the screened p~tential be 
of short range; in the present case this is unnecessary 
since V(r) is itself of short range. It will be seen that 
we do not require any kind of smoothness for the 
screening function. Therefore, our proof includes 
screening functions that are not smooth, like the sharp 
cutoff Cl'.(r) = e(p - r). 

We begin by noting that Dollard's work 14 can be easily 
extended to all potentials and screening functions 
satisfying the conditions (3.1) and (3.2). Thus it follows 
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that the scattering operator S. for V. converges strong
ly to that for Vas p- 00 

(3.4) 

Now the scattering probability W(dn - ct» can be written 
as 

W(dn - ct» = J
dn 

d 3p 1 s.p(p) 1
2

, 

where the integral extends over the semi-infinite cone 
defined by dn, From (3,4) it immediately follows that 
the probability W. for scattering off the screened poten
tial V. converges to that'for Vas p- 00 

(3.5) 

As we have seen, the result (3.5) does not by itself 
guarantee the corresponding result for the cross sec
tions. Rather than trying to prove the latter starting 
from (3.5), we shall prove it directly, We uSe the ob
servation, made in connection with Eq. (2.3), that the 
screened cross section ap certainly converges to a, if 
the screened amplitude f.(pu - p) converges to the un
screened amplitude f(pu - p) 

limf.(pu -p)= f(pu- p) (3.6) 
p-~ 

uniformly for all p in any compact region not containing 
the origin p=O, We shall prove (3.6) by examining the 
partial-wave series for f. and f. 

The amplitude f.(pu - p) is given by a partial-wave 
Series 

(3.7) 

with a similar series for f in terms of partial-wave 
amplitudes f '. Martin20

,21 has shown that the partial 
wave amplitudes satisfy bounds of the form 

1 f/(P) 1 ,,; const P -2J
o 
~ dr 1 i,(pr) 121 V.(r) 1 (3.8) 

for I sufficiently large. Since I Vp(r)1 ,,; I V(r) I we can 
replace I Vp(r) I by I V(r) I in this bound and obtain a 
bound which is uniform in p. The integral in (3.8) can 
be evaluated to give 

(3.9) 

for all p and I and for all P in any finite interval. The 
unscreened amplitudes fl(p) satisfy the same bound. 

It follows from (3.9) that the partial-wave series 
(3.7) for fp(pu - p) is uniformly convergent for all p and 
all p in any compact region. Similarly the partial wave 
series for the unscreened amplitude f(pu - p) is uni
formly convergent for all p in the same region. Thus, 
to prove (3.6), it is sufficient to prove that, as p_ 00 

for any fixed I, the screened partial-wave amplitude 
tpl(p) converges to the unscreened amplitude fl(p) 

limf:(p) = fl(p) (3.10) 
p_ 00 

uniformly for p in any finite interval not including p = O. 

We can prove (3,10) using Calogero's variable phase 
method22 (much as in Ref. 8 for the Coulomb case). We 
let o~(r) denote the phase function of angular momentum 
I for the screened potential Vp. We first note that be-
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cause VCr) is short range [as in (3.1»), the screened 
phase shift can be written as 

o!=o!(R) +O(R-2
-'), (3.11) 

where the estimate O(R-2-') is uniform for all p and all 
p in the relevant intervals, There is a similar expres
sion for the unscreened 0 1

• Secondly, one can check that 
for any fixed R and as p- 00, the screened phase func
tion o!(R) approaches the unscreened ol(R) 

limo!(R) = 15 1(R) (3.12) 
p-~ 

again uniformly for all p in the relevant intervals. 
Combining (3,11) and (3.12), we see that 

and hence that the corresponding limit holds for the 
partial-wave amplitudes!} andfl as required. 

lW. Gordon, Z. Phys. 4B, 180 (1928). 
2M. L. Goldberger and K. M. Watson, Collision Theory (Wiley, 
New York, 1964). 

3J.R. Taylor, Scattering Theory (Wiley, New York, 1972). 
4J.D. Dollard, J. Math. Phys. 5, 729 (1964). 
'E. Prugovecki and J. Zorbas, Nucl. Phys. A 213, 541 

(1973). 
6E. Prugovecki and J. Zorbas, J. Math. Phys. 14, 1398 
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7E. PrugoveckiandJ. Zorbas, J. Phys. A 7,1557 (1974). 
BJ.R. Taylor, Nuovo Cimento B 23, 313 (1974). 
9M.D. Semon and J.R. Taylor, Nuovo Cimento A 26,48 

(1975). 
IllJn Refs. 8, 9 we assumed that the function J r d<{J <1> (p) is twice 

differentiable in cos e. This is certainly true if <1> (p) is infi
nitely differentiable in rectangular coordinates (see Ref. 11). 

1( M. D. Semon, "Scattering by Long-Range and Screened Po
tentials, " Ph. D. thesis, Dniv. of Colorado (1976). 

12That is, we assume that the cone defined by the incident pac
ket does not overlap the observation cone defined by dQ. 

13For notational convenience, we work with the cross section 
cr(dQ- <1», which is the usual differential cross section times 
the solid angle, crltm- <1» = (dcr/dn)drl. 

14J.D. Dollard, J. Math. Phys. 9, 620 (1968). 
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but it can be extended to all screening functions and potentials 
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locally Holder continuous except at a finite number of point 
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to include spherically symmetriC potentials which satisfy 
conditions (3.1). As we mention below, (2.2) is also conver
gent when W is replaced by WCou1 , computed with the conven
tional Coulomb amplitude. 

180ur precise conditions should probably not be taken too seri
ously since we are working in Born approximation. It seems 
quite possible that more stringent conditions would be needed 
in the exact case. 

19In this case we require that the potentials satisfy the condi
tions (2.1) of Ref. 16. See Ref. n. 

2oA. Martin, Nuovo Cimento 23, 641 (1962). 
21Martin's proof is reported in De Alfaro and Regge, Potential 
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Branching rules for the second lowest dimensional representation of the exceptional simple Lie algebra of 
type E. are given with repsect to all its 14 maximal semisimple subalgebras. This representation of E. is of 
dimension 3875. the maximal subalgebras are of types As, D., Aj • A7, Aj • E7, A2 * E6, A3 * Ds, A. * A., 
A j * A2 * As, G2 * F., Aj * A2, C2, and three nonconjugate subalgebras all of type A j. The Clebsch-Gordan 
series, necessary for decomposition of the direct product of three representations of dimension 248, are 
given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to present the solution of 
two computational problems arising in some recent 
group-theoretical applications in particle physics. More 
precisely, we reduce the second lowest dimensional 
representation of the exceptional simple Lie algebra of 
type Ea (this representation is of dimension 3875) to the 
representations of all its 14 maximal semisimple sub
algebras by finding explicitly the irreducible represen
tations of each of these subalgebras contained in the 
representation of Ea. Such a reduction is often called a 
"branching rule." We also find a decomposition of four 
direct products of representations of Ea into direct sums 
of irreducible components (Clebsch-Gordan series), 
which are necessary for a complete decomposition of 
the direct product of three lowest dimensional repre
sentations (dimension 248) of Ea. 

Our computation is motivated by a class of models 
currently being considered as possible classification 
schemes for elementary partices. 1 The relevant feature 
of these models is the use of the simple exceptional Lie 
groups generated by the Lie algebras of types G2 , F4 , 

E s' E 7 , and Ea. It is well known from past experience 
with particle symmetries, that the branching rules as 
well as reduction of direct products of representations 
are indispensable mathematical tools for such applica
tions. Our results are also of interest in pure mathe
matics, for instance, as intermediate steps in some 
questions related to finite groups over fields of charac
teristic different from zero. 2 

The branching rules for the lower representations of 
all exceptional simple Lie algebras but Ea are known. 
Indeed, in Ref. 3 all their representations of dimen
sion less than 1000 are reduced to representations of 
all maximal semisimple subalgebras. Among the non
trivial representations of Ea only the lowest one has di
mension smaller than 1000 so that its reduction is con
tained in Ref. 3. Clearly this is insufficient in any ap
plication. The next lowest dimension of an irreducible 
representation of Ea equals 3875. The branching rules 
for this representation are published here for the first 
time. 

The method of our branching rule computation is that 
of Ref. 4 implemented as a computer program5 and 

used in a simpler version in Ref. 3. Our results are 
summarized in Table II of Sec. 2. An independent ver
ification of the table was done by checking the equality 
of dimensions, second-, and fourth-order indices of 
representations. General properties of these indices 
are described in a separate paper. 6 

Much simpler is the problem of the Clebsch-Gordan 
series. There, at least in principle, exists the 
Kostant-Steinberg formula7 which solves the problem 
in general. For the cases of interest here it is, how
ever, far Simpler to guess the solution just from the 
equality of dimensions and indices. Table IV of Sec. 3 
summarizes the four Clebsch-Gordan series needed to 
decompose the direct product of Ea representations 
(248) ® (248) ® (248). 

In the Appendix a table of a few supplementary branch
ing rules is presented, which together with Table II and 
the tables of Ref. 3 yield the branching rules of the Ea 

representation of dimenSion 3875 with respect to any 
semisimple subalgebra of E a, not necessarily maximal. 

TABLE 1. Numbering of simple roots. Black dots represent 
shorter roots. 

] 2 3 n-] n 
An o~ -0 -0 ... 0--0 

] 2 3 n-] n 
Bn 0 -0 -{) .,. Q~J 

1 2 3 n-] n en .~ ____ .,. __ ~:D 

12., n-2SJn-l 
On o~~o--{) .,. 0:' 

1 2 
G2~ 

] 2 3 4 
F4 0--0 ~.-. 

] 2 3 4 5 

E60~--o 

Un 

]23456 

E70--01~ 
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TABLE II. Branching rules for representations (10000000) and (00000010) of Es with respect to maximal semisimple subalgebras. 
Irreducible representations belonging to the same reducible representation of each subalgebra are arranged vertically. 

E8 E8 
(10000000) (00000010) ............... .............. ............... ............... 

A8 G2*F4 A8 Al*A2*A5 
(00100000) (01 )(0001) (10001000) (1) (10) (01001) 
(00000100) (00)( 1000) (01000010) (1)(01)(10010) 
(10000001) (10)(0000) ( 00010001) (0)( 10)( 10100) 

(11000000) (0) (01) (00101) 
D8 A1*A2 ( 0(000011) (0) (00) (01010) 

(00000001) (2)(22) (10000001) (1)( 11 )(00100) 
(01000000) (4)(30) (0) (11) (10001) 

(4) (03) D8 (1)(00)(11000) 
AUA7 (6) (11) (00010000) (1) (00)(00011) 

(0)(0001000) (0)(11) (10000010) (2)(10)(00010) 
(0) (1000001) ( 2)(00) (20000000) (2)(01)(01000) 
(1)(0100000) (2) (00) (10001) 
(1)(0000010) C2 AUA7 (0) (20) (01000) 
(2)(0000000) (60) (0)(0100010) (0) (10) (00002) 

(23) (1)(1000100) (0) (02) (00010) 
A2*E6 (20) (1) (0010001) (0) (01) (20000) 

(00)(000001) (0) (1010000) (1)(20)(00001) 
(10)(100000) Al (0)(0000101) (1)(02)(10000) 
(01)(000010) (58) (2) (0001000) ( 1 ) (00) (00100) 
(11)(000000) (46) (2) (1000001) (0) (10) (00010) 

(38) (1)(2000000) (0)(01)(01000) 
A3*D5 (34) (1)(0000002) (0) (00) (10001) 

(001)(00010) (26) (0)(1000001) 2(1)(10)(10000) 
(100) (00001) (22) <1 )(0100000) 2(1)(01)(00001) 
(010)(10000) ( 14) (1)(0000010) (2) ( 11) (00000) 
(000)(01000) ( 2) (0)(0000000) (0) (11) (00000) 
(101)(00000) 2(0) (00) (00000) 

Al Al*E7 
A4*A4 (46) (0)(0000100) Al*A2 

(1000)(0010) (3S) (1)(0000001) 2( 8)( 22) 
(0100)(1000) (34) (2) (1000000) ( 6) (41) 
(0010) (0001) (2S) ( 1 ) (0000010) ( 6)( 14) 
(0001)(0100) (26) (0)(0000000) ( 4)( 33) 
(1001)(0000) (22) (10)(11) 
(0000) (1001) ( IS) A2*E6 6 )(:::'>2) 

(14) (01)(010000) 01)( 41 ) 
Al*A2*A5 <10 ) (10) (000100) 4)(14) 

(0)(00)(10001) ( 2) (00) (100010) ;» (3~3) 

(0) (01) (01000) ( 11 ) (000001 ) 8)(U) 

(1) (00) (00100) Al (20)(000010) 2( 6) (:JO) 
( 0 ) ( 10)( 00010 ) (38) (02)(100000) 2( 6) (03) 
(1)(10)(10000) (34) (10)( 100000) 3( 4)<:~2) 

(1) (01) (00001) (28) (01)(000010) ;>)( 4l.) 
(0) ( 11 ) (00000) (26) (11) (000000) 2)( 14) 
(2)(00)(00000) 2(22) (00)(000000) 0)(60 ) 

(18) 0) (06) 
AUE7 (16 ) G2*F4 2( 6)(1l.) 

(0) (1000000) ( 14) (01)(0010) ( 4) (30) 
(1)(0000010) (l0) (10)(1000) ( 4) (03) 
(2)(0000000) ( 6) (00) (0002) .2 ( 2)( 2:!) 

( 2) (02) (0001) 3( 4)(11) 
(01) «J001) 2( 2) (30) 
(02) (0000) 2( 2) (03) 
(00) (0000) 2( 0) (22) 

( 6) (00) 
2( 2)(11) 

( 4)( 00) 
0)(11) 
0)( 00) 

II. BRANCHING RULES 

We describe the notations in Tables I and II. They 
coincide with those of Ref. 3. Since our results are 
straightforward reproductions of computer outputs, they 
do not contain any lower or upper indices. Thus simple 
Lie algebras are denoted as E8, E7, G2, A8, etc. An 
irreducible representation of a simple Lie algebra of 
rank n is specified by n components a j as (al~'" an)' 
where 

(1) 

In (1), Q'. denotes the ith simple root of the correspond
ing algeb'ra. For each algebra the simple roots are 
numbered as in Table I. The brackets ( , ) denote a 
scalar product; A is the highest weight of the represen
tation. The components ai are known to be nonnegative 
integers. 

A representation of a semisimple algebra which is a 
product of several simple ones is written as (at~ .0' ant) 
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............... ............... 
A3*D5 A4*A4 C2 

(010) (00100) (1010)(0100) 2(44) 
(100)(10010) (1001)(1001) (81) 
(001)(10001) (0101)(0010) ( 43) 
(101)(01000) (0100)(0101) (80) 
(000) (00011 ) (0010)(1010) (24) 
(110)(00010) (1100)(0001) (61) 
(011) (00001) (1000)(1100) (05) 
(000)(20000) (0011) (1000) 2(42) 
(200) (10000) (0001) (0011) (23) 
(002)(10000) (2000) (1000) (04) 
(100)(00001) (0110) (0000) 2(41) 
(001) (00010) (1000) (0002) (2?) 
(010)(10000) (0002) (0001) ( 0 ~l ) 
(020)(00000) (0001) (2000) 2(40) 
(101)(00000) (0000) (OllO) (02) 
(000)(00000) (1.000)(0010) (ot) 

(0100)(1000) 
Al (0010) (0001) Al 

(92) (0001) (0100) (60 ) 
(S4) ( 1001) (0000) (56) 
(SO) (0000)(1001) (54) 
(78) (0000)(0000) )(52) 
(76) (50) 

2(72) Al 3(4S) 
(70) (72) 2(46) 

2(68) (68) 4(44) 
(66) (64) 3(42) 

2(64) (62) 5(40) 
(62) 2(60) 5(38) 

3(60) (~)8 ) 7(36) 
2(58) 2(56) 5(34) 
3(56) 2(54) 0(32) 
2(54) 3(5~) 6(30) 
3 (:i::» 2(SO) 9C~8) 

:? (~.:;O) 4(48) 7(26) 
4(4[1) 3(46) j 0(24) 
:":1)(46 ) :1(44) ](22) 
4(44) 3(42) 10(20) 
2(42) 5(40) 7(18) 
4(40) 4(38) 9(16) 
3(38) l<;16) b( 14) 
5(36) 4(34) 9(12) 
3(34) 6(32) 4(10 ) 
4(32) 5(30) 6( 8) 
2(~O) 7(.28) 3( 6) 
4(28) 5(26) 5( 4 ) 
3(26) 7(24) 3( 0) 
5C?4 ) 4 C~:.~) 
~) (22) 7 (~?O) 
4(20) 4 (18) 

( 18) I.d 16) 
3( 16) :3<14 ) 
.2 <.14) 6(12) 
4(1.) 2(1.0) 
2( 8) 4( 8) 
2( 4) ( 6) 
2( 0) 3( 4) 

2( 0) 

(b 1b2 " • bn)" " where each bracket characterizes an 
irreducible representation of a simple algebra in the 
product and nu n2 , •• , are corresponding ranks. When-

TABLE III. Dimensionss, second-, fourth--<lrder indices for 
some representations of Es. 

Representation Dimension [(2) [(4) 

(10000000) 248 480 960 
(01000000) 30380 11 7600 ,,17440 
(00100000) 2450240 14227200 96744960 
(00010000) 146325270 1132840800 10422135360 
(00001000) 6899079264 66 765283200 774477285120 
(00000100) 6696000 42336000 314979840 
(00000010) 3875 12000 41280 
(00000001) 147250 684000 3666240 
(30000000) 1763125 10920000 79497600 

(20000000) 27000 108000 492480 
(11000000) 4096000 24576000 173015040 
(00000020) 4881384 :n 492 800 239345280 
(10000010) 779247 4021920 24131520 
(10100000) 344452500 2755620000 26233502400 
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TABLE IV. Clebsch-Gordan Series for E 8• 

Direct products Direct sums 

(10000000) x (10000000) (20000000) + (01000000) + (00000010) + (10000000) + (0000000) 

(10000000) x (20000000) (30000000) + (11000000) + (10000010) + (01000000) + (2000000) + (10000000) 

(10000000) x (01000000) (11000000) + (00100000) + (10000010) + (00000001) + (0100000) + (20000000) 

+ (00000010) + (10000000) 

(10000000) x (00000010) (10000010) + (00000001) + (01000000) + (00000010) + (10000000) 

ever the multiplicity of an irreducible representation in 
a direct sum exceeds one, it is written in front of the 
representation. 

We remark that representations of algebras Al and 
A2 sometimes have the component a l equal to a two digit 
number. When this happens for Al algebras, no mis
understanding is possible, in the case of A2 (cf. Table 
VI) a comma separates a1 from ~. 

III. CLEBSCH-GORDAN SERIES 

Dimensions and indices of relevant representations of 
Ea are summarized in Table III. a 

Our problem is to find the decomposition of the direct 
product of three lowest representations of Ea, 

(10000000) x (10000000) x (10000000) , (2) 

into a direct sum. First we decompose the direct prod
uct of two, (10000000) x (10000000), into a direct sum 
and then multiply each of its components by (10000000). 
Corresponding Clebsch-Gordan series are found in 
Table IV. 

The results of Table IV were obtained in a straight
forward way by requiring equality of dimensions, sec
ond-, and fourth-indices. Thus for instance, 
(10000000) x (01000000) has dimension NIN2 = 248·30380 
= 7534240, the second index6 NII~2) + NzI:

2) 
= 248 • 117 600 + 30 380 • 480 = 43 747200, and the fourth 
index6 NII~4) + N~:4) + t I?) I~2) = 248·517440 + 30 380.960 
+ t 480·117600 = 298609920. Here N, [(2), [(4) denote 
dimension, second index, and fourth index respectively; 
their values are taken from Table III. These numbers 
must respectively be equal to the sums of dimenSions, 
second indices and fourth indices of the irreducible com
ponents contained in the corresponding direct sum. Just 
looking at Table III one readily concludes that our re
sult in Table IV is the only way to satisfy all three 
requirements. 

In every direct product of two irreducible represen
tations one can easily find the two highest irreducible 
components of the direct sum. Indeed, it is well known 
that the first component is obtained just by adding the 
representation labels. Thus in the example above we 
get the representation (11000000) of Ea. The highest 
weight of the second component is equal t09 

AI +Az -(G' II+G'12+···)' (3) 

where Al and Az are the highest weights of the repre-
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sentations which are being multiplied and the expression 
in the brackets is the minimal chain9 of simple roots 
connecting Al and A2 • In our example above we have 

Al = (10000000) 

A2 = (01000000) 

(4) 

Hence the highest weight of the second component in 
the direct sum is 

= (00100000). (5) 

APPENDIX 

The purpose of this appendix is to supplement Table 
II in such a way that branching rules for the Ea repre
sentation of dimension 3875 with respect to any semi
simple subalgebra of Ea (not necessarily a maximal one) 
can be read off directly from tables. For that we have 
to find the branching rules for all irreducible repre
sentations of subalgebras of Ea which occur in Table II 
and whose dimensions are equal to or exceed 1000. In
deed, for the remaining ones the branching rules are 
found in Ref. 3. Consequently, we have to find the 
branching rules for the representations of Table V, with 
the exception of (00010001) of As which is contragredi
ent to (10001000). 

TABLE V. Dimensions (N?lOOO), second-, and fourth-order 
indices of irreducible repre.sentations of semisimple subalge-
bras of E8 contained in (00000010) of E8• 

Algebra Representation Dimension 2-index 4-index 

A8 (10001000) 1050 3360 11 760 
A8 (01000010) 1215 3888 13824 
A8 (00010001) 1050 3360 11760 
D8 (00010000) 1820 ;'824 20608 
D8 (10000010) 1920 5888 19968 
E7 (0000100) 1539 4536 15120 
B7 (0001000) 1365 4004 13244 
D7 (0001000) 1001 3080 10640 
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TABLE VI. Branching rules for representations of Table V with respect to all their maximal semisimple subalgebras. 
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The branching rules for all representations of Table 
V with respect to all maximal subalgebras were ob
tained uSing the same computer program. The results 
are summarized in Table VI. 
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The state labeling problems for SO(N) in U(N) and 
U(M) in Sp(2M) 

H. S. Green, C. A. Hurst, and Y. lIamed* 

Depa'!ment of Mathematical Physics, University of Adelaide, S. Australia 5001 
(Recetved 20 August 1975) 

It is sh~wn that, in a boson representation, the operators whose eigenvalues serve to label representations of 
SO(N). In U(N) als~ serve ~o label. re~resentations of U(M) in Sp(2M). The problem of labeling U(2) in 
SP(4) '~ conSidered In detal!, and It IS shown how to find labeling operators with rational eigenvalues, 
dependl~g, however, on the representation. The solution of this problem is shown to provide a solution of 
the eqUivalent problem of the labeling of SO(3) in U(3). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The study of the representations of the classical 
groups has, in recent year s, been motivated as much 
by important physical applications as by its intrinsic 
mathematical interest. Most of the associated problems 
have been solved, in principle at least, but several 
problems remain which, in spite of their apparent 
mathematical simplicity and physical importance, have 
not yielded to persistent attack. One of these, formu
lated by Racah1 and Hamed, 2 concerns the definition of 
an operator with known eigenvalues, to complete the 
labeling of irreducible representations of 80(3) within 
U(3). Hughes3 and Judd, Miller, Patera, and 
Winternitz4 have recently shown how to determine the 
eigenvalues of two different operators, which however 
turn out to be irrational in general, and no general 
formula for the eigenvalues is known. Green and 
Bracken,5 on the other hand, have introduced an opera
tor with integral eigenvalues, probably related to the 
integral parameter of Bargmann and Moshinsky6: but 
so far no explicit definition of this operator has been 
found. There is a similar problem, of some importance 
in relativistic quantum mechanics, concerning the 
labeling of irreducible representations of 80(4) within 
U(4): this has been considered in a similar way by 
Jarvis,7 but again only a partial solution has been ob
tained. This is, of course, true also of the more gen
eral problem of labeling representations of 80(N) with
within urN). 

An apparently unrelated problem concerns the labeling 
of the states of 8p(2M) with operators related to the 
integral parameters of the Weyl or Gel 'fand bases. 
Using boson representations of the generators, Lohe 
and HurstB have considered the problem of labeling 
8p(2M - 2) in 8p(2M), but again no explicit labeling 
operators have been found in general. 

Finally, it may be mentioned that Govorkov9 has 
encountered an apparently intractable problem (for p 
~ 3) when seeking labeling operators for representa
tions of UrN) within generalized parafermion algebras 
of order p. There is, besides, an analogous problem, 
not yet discussed in the literature, assoc iated with the 
labeling of representations of generalized paraboson 
algebras. 

Our intention is to show that all the problems men
tioned above are closely related, and, as usual, pro-
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gress made in the solution of one of the problems is an 
important aid to the solution of the others. We shall 
make use of boson realizations of the generators of 
the algebras (or, equivalently, of differential opera
tors), and the reciprocal relation between representa
tions of 8p(2M) and UrN) which has been exploited re
cently by Quesne and Moshinsky. 10 It is easy, in this 
formalism, to show that the problem of labeling ir
reducible representations of 80(N) within UrN) is 
equivalent, for a suitable choice of M, to the problem of 
labeling irreducible representations of U(M) within 
8p(2M). We establish simple relations between the in
variants of the algebras concerned and show that for 
N = 3 or 4 and M = 2, the solution of the problem ~ay be 
found within an interesting algebra, which is not a finite 
dimensional Lie algebra, though it has finite-dimension
al representations. It is shown how to compute matrix 
elements of all the invariants of 80(3) or 80(4) within 
U(3) or U(4), equivalently of U(2) within 8p(4), and 
hence to determine their eigenvalues. 

2. TENSOR REPRESENTATIONS OF U(N) AND Sp(2M) 

In canonical form, the generators blJ of UrN) satisfy 
the commutation relations 

[b/i,bkl]=Okibil-Oilbki' (i,j,k,l=l, ... ,N). (1) 

Irreducible representations may be labeled by eigen
values of the first N of the invariants 

(b) = biP (b'-'> = bijbiP 

(b 3
) = bij bikbkP 

(2) 

etc. , or of the set of invariants (L 1 ,L 2 ,. • ,L N ) whose 
eigenvalues in finite dimensional representations are the 
highest weights. They are related to the (br ) by 

N 
(3) 

6 Lr(Lr + N+ 1 - 2r)= (b 2
) , 

r:d 

and similar but more complicated identities of higher 
degree. The (eigenvalues of the) Lr differ by integers, 
andL,~L2?co,o?cLN' If 

e ii = /) ij + cO ii ' ( 4 ) 

where c is a constant, the eii are also generators of 
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U(N), with representations labeled (L 1 + c, L2 + c, ••• , 
LN + d. 

The generators llj of the orthogonal subgroup SO(N) 
of U(N) may be defined by 

(5) 

or l = b - b, where b denotes the transpose of the matrix 
b whose elements are bw If H = [tN] (i. e. , tN when N 
is even, but tN -t when N is odd), irreducible repre
sentations of SO(N) may be labeled by eigenvalues of 
the first H of the invariants 

(l2) = 2W - bTl) = loln' 

(l4) = «b - b)4) = lOljklkPlpj' 
(6) 

etc., or of the set of invariants (lUl2' ... ,lH) cor
responding to the highest weights. They are related to 
the (l2S) by 

H 

2.0ls(ls + N - 2s)=(l~ (7) 
S'=1 

and similar identities of higher degree. 11 

Next we consider Sp(2M). If we denote the generators 
by Spo (P, Q = 1,2, ... ,2M) the commutation relations 

[Spo' SUy] =gupSOY + guoSpy + gypSOU + gyOSpu (8) 

are satisfied, where Spo = SOP but gpo = - goP' If sP 0 
=gPRSRO' wheregPRgRo=oPo, the invariants (S2), . .. , 
(S2M) defined by 

(S2) = sP oSO p, 

(~) = sP oSO uSu ysy p, 

(9) 

etc., may serve to label irreducible representations. 
Alternatively, the set of invariants (At> A 2 , ••• ,AM)' 
whose eigenvalues in finite dimensional irreducible 
representations are the highest weights, may be used: 
these are related to the (S2p ) by11 

.Il 

2.0 As(As + 2M+ 2 -2S)= (S2) (10) 
Sol 

and similar identities of higher degree. We may choose 

If A and Il take integral values between 1 and M, we 
define 

O!~I" = S ~I"' a~I" = S~+M I"+M' 

a~I" = S~+M 1"' 

so that the commutation relations (8) reduce to 

[a~ 1"' a"p]= o"I"a\ - o\a" 1"' 

[a~ 1"' a"p] = 0" I" O'~ + oP I" a~", 

[a~I"' a"p] = o\al"p + 0" I"O!~P' 

[a~I"' a"p]=o\aPI" + oP~O'"I" + o"I"a\ + O"~ aPI"' 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

The elements O'~ I" are evidently generators of the uni
tary subgroup U(M) of Sp(2M), and the invariants of this 
subgroup analogous to the (bT

) are (a), ...• (aM), where 

(a) = a\, (a2) = a~ I" al"~, 
(14) 
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etc. The set of invariants (A1'~' ... , AM), analogous 
to (l1>l2' •.. ,IN)' are given by 

M 

.0 \. =(0'), 
r=l 

t \.(\. + M+ 1 - 2r)=(a~ 
r=l 

and similar identities of higher degree. 11 

We now introduce a set of boson creation and an
nihilation operators [or coordinates and differential 
operators], denoted by api (P=l, ... ,2M: 
i = 1, . . . ,N), and satisfying 

[apI' aOj ] =gopOlj' 

We may suppose that 

a1.+MI=ail [or a/aaAj], A:<sM':<sM, 

a1.I=-~+MI [or -a/aax.MI], M'<A, 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

where atl now means the Hermitian conjugate of apl ' 
Then, if 

if 1= ax.MIt 

a\ will be a creation operator [or coordinate] for A:<S M' , 
and an annihilation or differential operator for A> M' . 

Products of creation operators like if lal' j ••• a"k 

apl '" (where A,Il, "':<sM' and v,p, "'>M') can be 
regarded as vectors of (reducible) representations of 
either U(N) or Sp(2M). In such representations, the 
generators of U(N) are 

blJ = a1.laAJ + tMOIJ, (18) 

with an appropriate choice of the constant c in (4), and 
those of Sp(2M) are 

Spo=aplaol + tNgpo , (19) 

a\ = iflal"1 + tNo\, (20) 

a~I"=iflal"I' a1.I"=a~lal"I' 

The commutation relations (1) and (13) are satisfied on 
account of (16), or 

[a1.1t al'j] = 01"1.°1}' (21) 

Since each generator blJ of U(N) commutes with each 
generator a~ I' of the unitary subgroup U(M) of Sp(2M), 
the invariants of U(M) are also invariants of U(N) in 
this representation. It is, indeed, easy to see that 

(a) = iflaAj + tMN = (b), 

«a - tN)(a + tN) = a1.jal'jaAJal'j = «b - tM)(b + tM), 

and, more generally, it has been shown by M. C. K. 
Aguilera-Navarro and V. C. Aguilera-Navarro 

«a -tN)(a + tN)") = «b - tM)(b + tM)n) , 

«ii + tN)(a - tN)") = «b + tM)(b - tM)") , (22) 

for n = 0, 1,2, •• 0 , where ex again means the transpose 
of the matrix a with elements a\ [so that, e.g., ({i2)\ 

= a\a" I' = 0'\ 0'1' v], A short proof of the results of (22), 
and others needed below,_ is given for conven.ience in the 
Appendix to this paper. It follows from (22), together 
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with (15) and (3), that the invariants (A1 ,A2,. 
of U(M) are connected with those, (L1>L 2, . 
urN) by 

A: - iN=L: -iM, r"" min(M,N), 

>';'-iN=O, N<r""M, 

L~-iM=O, M<r""N, 

(23) 

where A: and L~ are defined in terms of the Ar and Lr 
by relations of the type>.;. - r= A. - s, L: - r=Ls - s, 
chosen so that the eigenvalues of both (Al'~' ... ,AM) 
and (L 1 ,L2, ... ,LN ) are in decreasing order. 

Similarly, since each generator SpQ of Sp(2M) com
mutes with each generator llj of the orthogonal subgroup 
SO(N) of UrN) in the representation considered, the 
invariants of SO(N) are also invariants of Sp(2M). It 
may be verified explicitly that 

«(S - iN)(S + iN) = rr1aQ1ap/fi j = «(l - M)(l + M + 1) 

and, as shown in the Appendix, 

«(S - iN)(S + iN),,) = «(l - M)(Z + M + 1)") (24) 

for n = 0, 1,2, •••. It follows from this, together with 
(10) and (17), that the invariants (A1 ,A2, ... ,AM) of 
Sp(2M) and those, ([}>l2' ... ,lH)' of O(N) are connected 
by 

A~+M+ l-iN=ls' s"" min(H,M) , 

A~+M+l-iN=O, H<s""M, 

l~ = 0, M < s "" H, (25) 

where A~ and l~ are defined in terms of the As and ls by 
relations of the type A~ - s = Ar - r, l~ - s = lr - r, chosen 
so that the eigenvalues of both (A}>A2' ... ,AM) and 
(l1>l2' ... ,lH) are in decreasing order. 

The operators whose eigenvalues could serve to label 
equivalent irreducible representations of SO(N) within 
an irreducible representation of UrN) are also related 
to the operators whose eigenvalues could serve to label 
equivalent representations of U(M) within an irreducible 
representation of Sp(2M). To construct such operators, 
we introduce linear operators A,.4, B, and B, defined 
on arbitrary symmetric tensors CPA'" cPl.", and <Plj by 

CP). "A = cP).vav" + CP" va" A' 

CPA"A= cpA"a" v+ cp"v a\, 

B<piJ = blk<Pkj + bjk<PkP 

B<P/i = bki <Pki + bkj<pw 

(26) 

The tensor (bb + b)1j = bkibkj + bjl is symmetric, and it is 
readily verified that 

(aea) = al.I' al.I' = «(b - iM - 1)(b - iM) , 

(aeae(A + N) = a AI'(2aAva" I' + NaAI') 

= «(b - iM - 1)(b - iM)(2b + M) 

= «(5 - iM -1)(b - iM)(B + M), 

and, more generally, as shown in the Appendix, 

(aeae(A + N)n)=«(o - iM - l)(b - iM)(B + M)"). 
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(27) 

Similarly, 

(aeae ) = OixI'aXI' = «(b+ iM+ l)(b+ iM) 

and, as shown in the Appendix, 

(aeae(A - N)") = «(Ii + iM + 1)(1i + iM)(B - M)"). (28) 

These, and similar results which can be derived by 
the same method for expressions involving more than 
one pair of factors ax", a VP

, show that a solution to the 
problem of labeling representations of SO(N) within an 
irreducible representation of SU(N) is also a solution to 
the problem labeling representations of U(M) within a 
corresponding irreducible representation of Sp(2M), and 
conversely. However, as can be seen from (23) and 
(25), the most general representation of SU(N) can only 
be realized by taking M ~ N - 1, while the most general 
representation of Sp(2M) can only be realized by taking 
H = [iN] ~ M. In particular, the solution of the problem 
of labeling general representations of SU(3) is solved 
by taking M = 2, but the solution of the problem of label
ing general representations of Sp(4) is solved by taking 
N=4. 

The representations of Sp(2M) in terms of boson 
operators, constructed in this section, are necessarily 
infinite dimensional; finite dimensional representations 
could be obtained, if desired, by using fermion or para
fermion operators13 instead. The infinite dimensionality 
may be thought of as associated with the multiplicity of 
distinct representations of U(M) contained within an 
irreducible representation of Sp(2M). The operators 
whose eigenvalues serve to label equivalent representa
tions of U(M) within Sp(2M) are, as we have seen, the 
same as those which label equivalent representations 
of SO(N) within UrN), and generate an algebra 6 with 
finite dimensional representations. For M = 2, we shall 
investigate the structure of this algebra below. For the 
sake of symmetry, we eventually choose M' = 1 in (17), 
so that U(2) is strictly replaced by the noncompact form 
U(I, 1). However, analogous results hold also for lvI' = 0 
and M' = 2, so that the conclusions do not depend in any 
essential way on this choice. 

3. LABELING OF U(2) IN Sp(4) 

An irreducible representation of Sp(4) is labeled by 
the eigenvalues of the invariants (A}> A2), related to 
those defined in (9) by 

(S') = 2(A2 + A,2 - 5), 

(S4) = 2(1\4 + A,4 + 3A2 + 3A,2 - 32), 

A = Al + 2 = II + iN - 1, 

(29) 

A'=A 2 + 1 =l2+iN - 2, 

where II and l2 take nonnegative integral eigenvalues. 
Distinct representations of U(2) in an irreducible rep
resentation of Sp(4) are labeled by eigenvalues of 
(A}> ~), related to the invariants defined in (14) by 

(a)=A-A', (a2)=A2+A,2_i, 

A= Al + i, A' = - ~ + i. 

If M' = 1 in (17), the following inequalities are satis
satisfied: 
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A~ i(N -1), A' ~ i(N - 1), 

A+A'~l'=l1+l2+N-1, (31) 

so that if N = 3 and l2 = 0, A and A' are positive integers 
such that A + A' ~ l1 + 2, but if N = 4 they are half -odd
integers ~ % such that A + A' ~ l1 + l2 + 3. 

Equivalent representations of U(2) within an irreduc
ible representation of Sp(4) are distinguished by eigen
values of elements of the algebra ~ of invariants of 
U(2), constructed from the tensors aXJ.L and ax", as well 
as the generators of U(2). In order to determine the 
representations of the algebra~, it is helpful to intro
duce also a set of operators (P,P,Q,Q,R,ii,S,S) which 
shift from one i.rreducible representation of U(2) to 
another. The simplest of these operators can be defined 
directly by 

R ). I. R- X2 1 Xl 2 =a 1a X2 -a 2a).lO =a a).-a a)., 

S = all a 22 - (a12f = rl'''Epa 
aXpa"a' 

S= a ll a 22 
_ (a12)2=Ex"EpaaxPa"a. (32) 

They can be regarded as nonvanishing elements of anti
symmetric tensors, and therefore change the eigen
values of (A,A'), as defined in (30), by (-1, +1), (+1, 
-1), (-2, +2), and (+2, -2), respectively. The 
remaining shift operators can be constructed from sym
metric tensors, and are easily derived by making use 
of the characteristic identities II 

(A - A + A' - 2 )(A - 2 A - 1 )(A + 2 A' - 1) = 0, 

(..4 - A + A' + 2) (..4 - 2 A + 1)(..4 + 2 A' + 1 ) = 0, 

satisfied by the linear operators A and ..4 introduced 

(33) 

in (26), when M=2. By the omission of one of the fac
tors of the left sides of these identities, we obtain 
projection operators which, applied to ax" and a).", 
isolate the required shift operators. Thus, if 

Pj = A + A' + j 

and 

a)." = a~" (P_1PO)-1 - 2a~" (P_1P1)-1 + a~~ (POP1)-1, 

a~" = ia)." (A - A + A' - 2)(A + 2A' - 1), 

a~J.L = i a). I' (A - 2A-l)(A+ 2A' -1), 

a~" = ia).,,(A - A+ A' - 2)(A - 2A. - 1), 

(34) 

(35) 

then any component of the symmetric tensors a~", a~", 
and a~J.L will change (A,A') by (-2,0), (-1, + 1), and 
(0, +2), respectively. Similarly, if 

a)." = a~"(p_1PO)-1- 2a~"(p_1P1)-1 + a ~"(POP1)-1, 

aZ" = iax" (..4 - A+ A' + 2)(..4 - 2A+ 1), 

a~" = ia)." (..4 + 2A' + 1)(..4 + 2A+ 1), 

a~" = i a). " (..4 - A + A' + 2)(..4 + 2A + 1), (36) 

then any component of aZ", a~", and a:" will change 
(>",A') by (0, -2), (+1, -1), and (+2,0), respectively. 
Clearly a~" and a~J.L must differ from R and Ii in (32) 
only by factors depending on the U(2) generators; and all 
the required shift operators, except Sand S can be de
fined by 
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• ( / )1/2 11 p-( / )1/2 all = P YoY1PoI P2 ,a_ = Y_2L 1PoI P_2 , 

a~1 = -Ra2
u a~l= -Iia\, 

ail = Q(a\)2(pJ YOYlP_2)l /2, a;1 = Q(a1
2)2(pJ Y_2 Y_lP2)1/2 

, 1 . + 1 " + 2 +. +.!. Yj = " - a 1 + J "2 = " a 2 J 2 , (37) 

with normalization factors chosen so that 

-
RIi=a)."a~", RR=ax"a~", (38) 

QQ ax" a~J.L, QQ = aX" a~J.L' 

Commutation relations for the shift operators so 
defined can be obtained from the commutation relations 
satisfied by a).J.L and aX", by substituting from (33) and 
(34) into (13) and separating terms which shift between 
one irreducible representation of U(2) and another. 
Thus we obtain 

[P,Q]=4PaS, [p,QJ=O, 

[P,R]=O, [p,Ii]=[Q,R], 

[p, S] = [Q,S] = [R,S] = 0, 

[S, Ii] = 2 (A - A' + 1)R, 

[S,P]=4AQ, [S,Q]=4A'P, 

(39) 

together with conjugate relations, like [Q,P]=4poS. 

All elements of the algebra A can be expressed as 
functions of A, A' ,A, A', and two independent invariants 

(40) 

Obviously RR = X + Y and RR = Y - X, but if we make use 
of the explicit expressions for (S~ and (,s4) in (9), and 
the above relations (39), we also obtain 

PP=Y+P_7+P_12¢_1, PP=Y+P7+P12¢1, 

QQ=Y -p7+p/¢t', QQ=Y -P_7+P_12¢:1, 

SS= Y - (0- 2)X + ¢_1¢t'+K,SS= Y - (0+ 2)X+ ¢l¢~1 + K, 

SR2 + Rs= (¢_2 + ¢~ - P02 + 1)Y _X2 + (0 - 4)X + (1 - Po2)K, 

SIi2 + R 2S= (¢2 + ¢:2 - P02 + 1)Y -X2 + (0+ 4)X + (1 - Po2)K, 

where 

¢j = (A+ j)2 _i(A2 + A,2 -i), 

¢;=(A'+j)2_i(A2+A,2_i), a=>"-A', 

(41) 

K=i(A2+A,2_i)_HA2 _A,2)2. (42) 

It also follows from the commutation relations that 

Clearly the operators X and Y do not commute in 
general, and are not elements of any finitely generated 
Lie algebra. However, there are several special 
classes of representations of U(2) in which X and Y 
commute, and in fact have unique eigenvalues. Since for 
M' = 1. A + A' ~ l', according to (31), if I r) is a vector 
belonging to a representation of U(2) ~uch that A + A' = l' 
or l' + 1, we must have pi r> = QI r> = 0; it then follows 
from (41) that X and Y have eigenvalues 
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x = - tp_l2a, Y = - tP_l2(¢_l + rf>~l) 

(A+A'=l' or l'+1), (44) 

in such representations. Also, when A has its minimum 
value t(N - 1), so that pp = 5S = 0, and when A' has its 
minimum value t(N -1), or next to minimum value t(N 
+ 1), so that QQ=SS=O, X and Y have unique eigen
values given by 

X - 2rf>_2= Y + 2P_2rf>_2 = - P_lrf>_l, [11.= t(N + 1 )], 

X=-Y=P_lrf>~l> [A'=t(N-1)], 

X+2rf>~2=Y+2p_2rf>~2=-P_lrf>~l [A'=t(N+1)]. (45) 

To construct a general matrix representation for the 
operators 8S and S8, and hence for X and Y, we note 
that !J.l = A - tN + t and J.l2 = A' - tN + t have nonnegative 
integral eigenvalues in irreducible representations of 
U(2) within the irreducible representation (A,A') of 
Sp(4), and that J.l l + J.l2 is odd or even according as A + A' 
is odd or even. Let us introduce a set of eigenvectors 
I r) P,. of !J. l and !J.2 such that 

!J.l!r>P,. = (r+ 2p)! r)p,., !J.2! r)p,.= (s + 2q) I r)p,., (46) 

r+s=A+A', !r\,.=PQ"o!r)o,o, 

! r+ 2)0,0= [(r - A + 1)2 -1/4]8 Ho,o' 

Clearly, in a representation of U(2) in which J.l1 and !J.2 
have fixed eigenvalues, states are sufficiently labeled 
by r, which takes even or odd values ranging from 
max(17,A+A' - J.l2) to min(!J.l>A+A' -17) where 17=0 
or 1 according as !J. l is even or odd. From the com
mutation relations (39), and the known eigenvalues of 
X and Y in the states I r)o,o, given by (44), we find that 

8S! r)p,. = {g(r - l)g(s + 1) + (!J.l2 - Y)[(J.l 2 + 2f- S2]}\ r)p,a 

+ (!J.l2 - r2)g(s - 1)! r+ 2) 

+[(J.l2+2)2-(s+2f]g(r-1)!r-2), 

S5! r)p,. = {g(r+ 1) g(s -1) + [(!J.l + 2)2 - r2](!J.2 
2 

_ S2)} 

X ! r) p ,. + (J.l/ - S2) g( r - 1) ! r - 2) 

+ [(J.l l + 2)2 - (r+ 2)2]g(S -1)! r+ 2), 

where 

g(x) = (x - A') - t. 

(47) 

(48) 

These formulas provide an explicit matrix representa
tion for 5S and S8, and hence for X and Y, in an ir
reducible representation of U(2), labeled by 11.= !J. l + tN 
- t and J.! = J.l2 + tN - t, within an irreducible represen
tation of Sp(4), labeled by A and A'. From the matrices, 
eigenvalues can of course be computed without difficul
ty; they are irrational in general. In the next section 
we shall discuss the definition of an operator with eigen
values corresponding to the integral parameter r. 

4. LABELING OF 80(3) IN U(3) 

The problem of finding an operator with known eigen
values to label representations of SO(3) within an 
arbitrary irreducible representation of U(3) is the 
simplest and best known of the problems under con
sideration. 
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According to (23), if a representation of U(2) is 
labeled (Au ~) = (J.l l + N/2 - 1, - J.l2 - N/2 + 1), the cor
responding representation of U(N) will be labeled (L l , 

L 2, ... ,LN), where Ll = J.l l , LN= - J.l2, and the other 
Lr vanish. We therefore consider a representation of 
U(3) labelled (!J.uO, - J.l2), with invariants 

(b) = J.ll - !J.2= a, 

(b~ = J.l l (J.l1 + 2) + J.l 2 (!J.2 + 2). (49) 

The corresponding representation of SU(3) is labeled 
(!J.1 , J.l2) and the invariants of SU(3) defined by Racahl 
and Ilamed2 are 

g= 2[J.ll (J.l l + 2) + J.l 2(!J.2 + 2) - (!J. l - !J.2)2/3], 

g3= 4(J.l l - !J.2)[5(J.ll - !J.2)2/9 - J.ll(J.l l + 2) 

- J.l2(!J.2+2) -2]/3. (50) 

Different representations of SO(3) contained within an 
irreducible representation of U(3) of the type considered 
are labeled by the operator l, defined by 

(51) 

this is, of course, the angular momentum in quantum
mechanical applications. In the corresponding repre
sentations of Sp(4), the invariants defined in (9) are 
given by 

(S2) = 2l (l + 1) - 9, 

(S4) = 2[(Z +t)4+ 3(Z + t)2 - 32 + H]' (52) 

and the representations are labeled by 

(Au A2)=(Z-t, -l±t). 

Operators whose eigenvalues, if they could be found, 
would serve to label equivalent representations of SO(3) 
in an irreducible representation of U(3), have been 
defined by Racahl and Ilamed2; given by 

x= (bfib + bbb - 2b) + (W + (b)(4l(Z + 1 )/3 - 3(b2») , 

Y = 8(b)x/3 - 4(b2~ - (16(b~/9 + 9)Z(Z + 1) 

+ 2(b2)(b~ + 2(W + 4) + (W - 4 (53) 

in the present notation. The operators 01° and Q I ° in
troduced by Hughes3 are related to them by 

0,°= - 3V6x, 

Q
I 
° = - 18y + 12l(Z + 1 )[2(b2) - 2(W/3 - Z(Z + 1) - 3], 

while those considered by Green and Bracken5 are 

S3 = (bbb + bbb) , 

S4 = (bTrb + bb2b) 

=2(b2b~ + 9(b2) - 3(W -12l(l + 1). 

Although the eigenvalues of these operators have been 
obtained in special representations, 3 they are irrational 
numbers in general, and no general formula is known, 
The algebra of the operators x and y was studied by 
Ilamed,2 who has shown how to derive commutation 
relations of the type 

[x, [x,y]]= 24y2 + tlY + tly + t2X2+ ~3X+ t 4, 

[y,[y,x]]=32x3+ ~2(XY+YX)+ ~3Y+ ~5X2+ ?:sx+ ~7) 
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[x ,y]2 = 16x4 + SaX3 + 16y3 + Sg(X2y + yx2
) + SlO(XY + yX) 

+ SllX
2 

+ S,~2 + S'3X + S,4Y + SIS' (54) 

where the Sj are given as simple polynomials in g, gs, 
and 

s=Z(Z+l). (55) 

Our object in this paper is to show how the results 
obtained in the previous section can be used to solve the 
above equations. As all the operators to be used are 
80(3) invariants, we may consider an irreducible rep
resentation in which l has a fixed integral value. How
ever, we shall find it convenient to consider a variety 
of representations of U(3), in which /1, and /12 take dif
ferent nonnegative integral eigenvalues. The dimen
sions of the irreducible representations of x and y de
pend on the eigenvalues of /1, and /12 and are, as one 
can see from (46), never greater than t(/1, + /12 - Z) + 1. 

To solve (54), we first consider the representation 
for which [x, y] = 0. These can be found by setting the 
right sides of (54) equal to zero; as we have already 
seen in the last section, the solutions fall into six 
classes, all included in (44) or (45): (i) /1, + /12 =l, (ii) 
iJ.,+/12=l+1, (iii) /1,=0, (iv) /1,=1, (v) /12=0, and 
(vi) /12 = 1. The eigenvalues of x and y in these repre
sentations are related to those of X and Y found in the 
previous section, the precise relationship between the 
operators being given by 

x=2X+ as/3, 

y = - 4Y + 4aX/3 + (2(b~ + 3 - 8a2/9)s. 
(56) 

Now, a general representation of U(3) is related to a 
corresponding representation of one of the classes (i) 
and (ii) listed above by a shift operator of the type p-r 
Qtt+T, with j5 and Q defined as in the previous section. 
Thus, to determine a general representation of x and y, 
labeled by s, /11> /12' and r, it is sufficient to define P 
and Q. The considerations of the previous section show 
that the following factorizations are possible: 

Y + (/1, + /12)X + (/1, + /12 + 1)2¢_, = j5p, 

Y + (/1, + /12 + 4)X + (/1, + /12 + 3)2¢, = PP, 

Y - (/1, + /12 + 4)X + (/1, + /12 + 3)2¢~ = QQ, 

Y - (/1, + /12)X + (/11 + /12 + 1)2¢~1 = QQ, 

¢j=(/11+j+l)2-h, ¢;=(/12+j+1)2-h, (57) 

where P and Q are represented by rectangular matrices 
with two more rows than columns, and j5 and Q are 
their adjoints. By different factorizations, 

Y + X = RR, Y - X = RR, 

Y - (a- 2)X + ¢_1¢/ + h(1-h)=5S, 

Y - (a+ 2)X + ¢'¢~1 + ~(1 - h)=S5, 
(58) 

we can define the shift operators Rand S and their 
adjoints. As shown by (47), a representation can be 
found in which 5S and S5 have codiagonal form. In such 
a representation, certain linear combinations of 5S 
and S5 can be found with upper and lower triangular 
form, and these have rational eigenvalues. But the 
eigenvalues of other linear combinations of X and Yare 
in general irrational. 
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We now recapitulate by stating explicitly a simple 
solution of the classical problem of defining an operator 
or operators with integral eigenvalues, which can be 
used to label representations of 80(3) in 8U(3). 

Let 

W,(v,)= (/1, + v, + 4)5S - (/1, + v1)S5, 

W2 (V2) = (/12 + v2+ 4)S5 - (/12+ v2)5S, 
(59) 

where v, and v2 are operators whose eigenvalues are 
the parameters rand s in the states defined by (47), 
which are related by 

r+s=A+A/. 

Then it follows directly from (47) that if 

w1(v,) = (/1, + v, + 4)g(vc 1)g(v2 + 1) 

(60) 

- (/1, + v,)g(v1 + 1)g(v2 -1) + 4(/1, + V,){(/12 + 1)[(/12 + 2)2 

- (v2 + 2)2] - (II, + 1)(/122 - 1122)}, 

W2(1I2) = (/12 + 112 + 4)g(lI, + 1)g(1I2 -1) - (/12 + 112)g(lI, -1) 

Xg(1I2 + 1) + 4(/12 + 112){(/1, + 1)[(/1, + 2)2 

- (II, + 2)2] - (112 + 1)(/1,2 - 1112)}, 

then 

[W,(r) - w,(r)] I r) 
= 4(/12 - s)( /11 + /12 + r + s + 4)g(r - 1) I r - 2), 

[W2 (s) - w2 (s)] Ir> = 4(/1, - r)(/11 + /12 + r+ s + 4)g(r - 1) I r+ 2) 

(61) 

It follows that w, (r) is an eigenvalue of W, (r) in a non
orthogonal basis, and that w2 (r) is an eigenvalue of W

2
(r) 

in a different nonorthogonal basis, for each value of r 
between min(1),A + A' - /12) and max(/11,A + A' -1)). 
Hence if we define II, and 112 by means of the algebraic 
equations 

(62) 

111 and 112 will have integral eigenvalues. This may be 
compared with the definition of l by means of the al
gebraic equation (51). Either of the operators 111 and 112 
defined by (62) may be used as a labeling operator for 
the representation of 80(3) in 8U(3). 

APPENDIX 

We now provide a proof, in the notation of this paper, 
of the results stated in Eqs. (22), (24), (27), and (28). 

First we note that, since 

(et + tN)\ = aILja\, (b + tM)lj = aAjd'1' 

the relation 

aAj[(et + tN)n]\ = aILj[(b + tM)n]jj 

(AI) 

(A2) 

is trivially satisfied for n = ° or 1. Also, since etA IL and 
bij commute, it follows from (A2) that 

aAj[(et + tN)n+'Y IL = a"j(a + tN)" IL[(b + tM)n]jj 

= aILk(b + tM)kj[ (b + tM)n]jj; 

so (A2) is true for n = 2 , 3, ••• , by induction. If we 
multiply (A2) on the left by aIL j' we obtain the first re-
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lation of (22). The second relation of (22) is obtained in 
a similar way by multiplying 

(A3) 

on the left by a"i' Results of this type have been already 
obtained by the Aguilera-Navarros. 12 

To prove (24), we proceed in a similar way. We note 
that 

(S + 1N)P 0 = aOjaP i' (l + M)lj = apjaPl' 

so that 

aOj[(l + M + 1 )"]ji = apj[(S + 1Nl")P Q 

(A4) 

(A5) 

is easily verified for n = 0 or 1. Since llj and sP Q com
mute, it follows by induction that (A5) is true also for 
n= 2,3, •••. The desired relation (24) is obtained from 
(A5) by multiplying with aQ

j on the left. 

Finally we prove the results (27) and (28) by a similar 
method. We use the representations 

AP\" = O!a" 6P 
A + O!\ 6\, Bljkl = bjk6jl + bik6u 

for the linear operators A and B, and note that the 
relation 

(A6) 

a"kaA/[ (B + M)"]klli = apiaai[(A + Nl"]P,\" (A 7) 

follows immediately from (Al) and (A6), for n=O or 1. 
As BkllJ and AP\" commute, this result follows also by 
induction for n = 2,3, •••. If we set i = j in (A 7) and 
multiply on the left by a A", the result (27) follows, with 
the help of 

aA"a"kaAI = Wi - 1M - l)(b - 1M)], etc. (A8) 

In a similar way, we use the representations 

AP\IL= Oio,,6P
A + ii\6P

" , BlJkl=bkj6J1+bIl6Jk (A9) 
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for A and B and, establish the relation 

aIL kif I[(B - M)"]jikl = aPJaOj[(A - N)n)p,\". (AlO) 

Then we set i = j and multiply this relation on the left 
by Q!xIL to obtain the result (28), with the help of 

(All) 

A wide variety of interesting and useful identities can 
be established by the use of this technique. 
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Particle permutation symmetry of multishell states. I. Two 
shells· 
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A method is developed for constructing N-particle states of definite symmetry from nl-particle and ~
particle states of definite symmetry where N = nl + n2• A canonical resolution of the attendant multiplicity 
question is given. The results. which are a first step toward the construction of appropriate coefficients of 
fractional parentage, do not rely upon any particular form for the N-particle Hamiltonian. Rather, the 
results are based entirely upon properties of the symmetric groups 8.

1
, S02' and SN' The group theoretic 

problem which is the construction of irreducible representations of SN from those of S'1 XS02 is solved using 
induced representation theory together with projection operator techniques. 

INTRODUCTION 

Among the central mathematical problems in the study 
of many-particle systems is the construction of an ap
propriate set of basis states possessing the proper sym
metry under the exchange of particles. In the many
nucleon case such baSis functions must, of course, be 
totally antisymmetric, and it is often convenient, as 
well as physically significant, to accomplish this by 
using spatial states of some symmetry coupled to spin
isospin states having the conjugate symmetry. In many
particle calculations in which all phYSical quantities are 
represented by either one- or two-particle operators, 
one does not actually need these many-particle states. 
Rather, one needs the single particle baSis states from 
which they are constructed and the appropriate one-
and two-particle coefficients of fractional parentage. 
These coefficients may be determined once one knows 
the following: (1) the manner in which the many-particle 
states are built from the single-particle basis and (2) 
a complete labelling scheme for the many-particle states 
including the resolution of any multiplicites. 

Formal solutions to the problem of overall antisym
metric states have been known for a very long time, 1 

but detailed solutions which are usable in actual calcula
tions have been by and large limited to the following: 
(1) the case where the only single-particle states in
volved are degenerate both in energy and angular mo
mentum (i. e., the case of several particles occupying 
a single shell), z (2) special cases involving limited sets 
of single particle states all degenerate in energy, 3 and 
(3) the case where the single-particle states are those 
of the isotropic harmonic oscillator potential. 4-6 The 
latter has been the most extensively studied and much 
use is made of the particular symmetries of the oscil
lator potential to simplify various calculations. The 
techniques therefore are not very readily generalized to 
the use of single-particle states arising from a common 
potential which is somewhat closer to reality. In this 
paper we present a technique which is independent of 
the particular potential giving rise to the single-particle 
basis states, but rather depends for its validity solely 
upon the properties of the permutation group. 

The mathematical problem is that of constructing the 
basis states of the irreducible representations of Snl+nZ 

from those of S"l XSnz • That is, we shall construct states 
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of definite permutation symmetry for nl +nz objects from 
states possessing definite permutation symmetry sepa
rately on the first ~ objects (1,2,3, ... , nl) and on the 
second nz objects (nl + 1, ~ + 2, ... ,nl + nz)' This is 
accomplished by induced representation theory applied 
to the symmetric group and by making use of projection 
operations, The results are applicable whatever the 
nature of the objects. 

As an example for motivation one might consider the 
first n1 objects to be nucleons (1, 2, 3, ... ,~) which be
long to some shell appropriate to a common but unspeci
fied potential. The second nz nucleons (~ + 1, n1 + 2, ... , 
n1 + nz) then belong to some other shell. By a shell, one 
would mean a set of single-particle states of this com
mon potential which are degenerate in energy and share 
the same angular momentum. This angular momentum 
could be orbital only, in which case one would need the 
appropriate spin-isospin states to produce overall anti
symmetry. The spin-isospin problem has essentially 
been solved. 7,8 If the angular momentum is total (orbital 
plus spin), then appropriate isospin functions are re
quired; the solution of this problem is also well known. 9 

The coupling of the individual angular momenta of par
ticles within a shell to states labelled by the shell an
gular momentum and the coupling of the shell angular 
momenta to an (n1 +nz)-particle state of definite angular 
momentum is a separate problem which may be handled 
by standard angular momentum techniques, 9 To make 
use of our formalism it is necessary to regard the states 
of the ~ particles in the first shell as having been ar
ranged to form the basis functions for some irreducible 
representation of the symmetric group Snl; Similarly 
nz and Snz' This latter problem, which is not entirely 
divorced from the question of shell angular momentum, 
is solved in principle and in practice by the use of 
standard techniques. 8-10 It remains unsolved, however, 
in any truly elegant manner. 

In a future paper we intend to generalize the formalism 
to the case of S"1+nz+n3"'+nk basis fUnctions expressed in 
terms of those of S"l XSnz XS"3 x' .. XSnk • The techniques 
used in this first paper are, we feel, close to the ex
perience of most many-particle theorists. In future 
publications we intend to also deal with the problem of 
coefficients of fractional parentage and with the question 
of spurious excitations of the center of mass which are 
inherent in any many-particle, common potential basis. 
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In Sec, I a simple sketch of the basic ideas of induced 
representations is presented as this is central to the 
entire approach, Also, the example of constructing 
states for S3 from those of Sl xS2 by "brute force" meth
ods is presented. In Sec, II the general problem of con
structing states of S"1 +n2 from those of S"1 XSn2 is present
ed and our main results are in Sec, III. Also in Sec. III 
we consider the multiplicity and orthogonality problems 
and illustrate our formal results by once again return
ing to the S3 example, Section IV is a final example and 
commentary. 

I. INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS AND AN EXAMPLE 

The basic problem is, given the direct product states 

I nv\ rl; r1 2Azr2) (1) 

how does one construct the states 

(2) 

In (1) the labeling means the state belongs to the r l row 
of the \ irreducible representation (IR) of Snl and to the 
r 2 row of the A2 IR of Sn . It is to be understood that the 

. f 2 permutatlOns a Snl are permutations of the first nl ob-
jects (1,2, . ", l'lt) while those of Sn2 are permutations of 
the second nz obj ects (nl + 1, nl + 2, ... , nl + r12). The set 
of all states (1) labeled rl and r2 for fixed \ and A2 are 
the basis for the direct product representation Al x Az 
of S"1+n2' The states (2) belong to the r row of the AIR 
of Sn1 +n2' and the extra labels are to remind us how this 
state was constructed. The product representation Al 
x Az which is an IR of Sn1 XSn2 induces a representation 
of S"1 +n2 which is to be broken into irreducible parts. 
The state 1111 + n2 Ar; nl Ai> n2Az) will be a linear combi
nation of all the states ri> r2 of the form (1) together 
with other states having the same form as (1) but re
fering to S~l XS~2 in which the permutations of S~; in
volve some different nl of the III + n2 obj ects and those 
of S~2 involve the remaining n2 objects. In fact, the state 
1111 + n2 Ar; n1 Ai> 112 Az) will be a linear combination of 
states involving all possible ways of selecting 111 objects 
out of the total nl + n2 objects. From now on we shall 
omit the labels nl, n2 and lit + n2 from the basis vectors. 

We consider first of all the simple example in which 
we have one particle (1) in one shell and two other par
ticles (2 and 3) in a different shell. The particle 1 must 
be described by a state which belongs to the [1] IR of 
Sl. 11 For Sl this is the only IR and it is one dimensional. 
The state of particles 2 and 3 may be either symmetric 
under the exchange of 2 and 3 or antisymmetric, In the 
former case it belongs to the [2] IR of S2 while in the 
latter it belongs to the [1,1] IR. For this example we 
choose to use the [2] IR. There is then only one direct 
product basis state <p(1; 2, 3) whence 

<p(1; 2, 3) = U(l) V(2, 3) (3) 

in which U(l) is the state of particle 1 belonging to the 
[1] IR of Sl and V(2,3) is the symmetric state of par
ticles 2 and 3 and belongs to the [2] IR of S2' 

The possible states of three particles may be grouped 
into basis functions of the IR of S3' There are three such 
IR: [3], [2,1], and [1,1, 1lo The first problem is to de
termine which of these is compatible with the state Eq. 
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(3). By standard tableaux multiplication one has 

[1]x[2]=[3] + (21]. (4) 

The reducible representation of S3 on the right of Eq. 
(4) is essentially the representation of S3 induced from 
the IR (1]x[2] of Sl XS2, The next problem is to express 
the basis states for either the [3] or [21] IR contained in 
the induced representation of S3 in terms of states like 
that of Eq. (3L In particular we will need the states in 
which each in turn of 1, 2, or 3 is in state U while the 
remaining pair is in state V. We shall use the shorthand 
notation 

<PI = <p(1; 2, 3) = U(1)V(2, 3), 

<Pz = <p(2; 3, 1) = U(2) V(3, 1), 

<P3 = <p(3; 1, 2) = U(3) v(1, 2) 

(5) 

and regard these as a column vector. Each of these is 
the basis for the [1]x[2] IR of SlXS2' but they differ in 
the identification of the particular S1 XS2 subgroups of 

S3' 

In the basis given by Eqs. (5), the matrix representa
tives of the permutations (12) and (13) are 

(
010) (001) 

(12) = 1 ° ° , (13) = ° 1 ° . 
001 100 

All the permutations of S3 may be built from products 
of these two. 

(6) 

We next order the basis function of the [3] and [21] IR 
of S3 contained in the reduced representation as 

z/1 = 1jJ([3] (111); [1], [2]), 

iJiz = 1jJ([21] (211); [1], [2]), 

1jJ3 = 1jJ([21] (121); [1], [2]. 

(7) 

In Eq. (7) the essential labels are the [3] and [21] which 
label the IR of S3 and the (111), (211), and (121) which 
are Yamanouchi symbols labeling the rows within an IR. 
In the basis of Eq, (7) the permutations (12) and (13) 
have the standard forms (indicated by superscripts) 

(
100) (10 0) (12)s= ° 1 ° ,(13)s= 0 - 1/2 - ,[3/2 . 
° ° - 1 ° - ,[3/2 1/2 

(8) 

Equations (6) express the induced representation in 
terms of the basis [Eq. (5)] which is constructed natural
ly from the IR [1]x[2] of S1XS2' On the other hand, Eqs. 
(8) express the same induced representation in terms 
of the basis [Eq. (7)] which displays the irreducible 
components of the representation in an explicit manner. 

The problem at hand then is to determine the trans
formation which expresses the basis of Eq. (7) in terms 
of the basis of Eq, (5), This transformation is unitary 
and is defined by 

3 

~Jj=~ Ujk<Pk' (9) 
k=l 

For any permutation of S3 represented by 7T
s in the stand

ard basis, Eq. (7), and by 7T in the natural induced basis, 
Eq. (5), we must have 
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rrsU= Urr, (10) 

in which U is the matrix whose elements are the Ujk of 
Eq. (9). By using standard matrix techniques together 
with Eqs. (6) and (8) we find 

(

1/,;3 1/,;3 1/,;3 ~ 
U= v'6/6 16/6 -16/3 • 

1/n l/n 0 

From Eqs. (11) and (9) we then have, for example, 

(11) 

iJ!([21] (211); [1][2]) = (16/6)cp(l; 2, 3) + (v'6/6)cp(2; 3,1) 

- (16/3)cp(3; 1, 2). (12) 

Now, we want to examine what we have accomplished 
by "brute force." First of all we note that the subgroup 
81 XS2 of S3 contains the elements e and (23). The left 
cosets of Sl XS2 in S3 are the sets of elements {rrrrl, where 
rr is any fixed element of S3 and different elements of the 
left coset defined by rr are obtained as rr' runs over the 
elements of the subgroup 81 XS2 • Any element of a left 
coset can serve to label the coset, and we may arbitrari
ly choose a standard labeling element for each such co
set. These labeling elements are called coset represen
tatives. From the group multiplication table of S3' Table 
I, we may construct the entries in Table II, which indi
cates the left coset to which each element of S3 belongs 
together with a coset representative. The basis states 
CPl, CPz, CP3 [Eq. (5)] in terms of which we expand the 
iJ!1, iJ!2' iJ!3 [Eq. (1)] may all be formed from cp(l; 2, 3) by 

CPl '" cp(l; 2, 3) = ecp(l; 2, 3) '" CPe' 

CP2 '" cp(2; 3, 1) = (12) cp(l; 2, 3) '" cP (12), 

CP3 '" cp(3; 1, 2) = (13)cp(l; 2, 3) '" cP (13)' 

(13) 

Hence, the basis states of Eq. (5) are formed from the 
basis states of the JR [l]x[2] of the subgroup 81 XS2 [in 
this case the single state cp(l; 2, 3)] by operating with 
coset representatives of the left cosets of 81 XS2 in S3' 
The dimension of the induced representation of 83 is 
clearly d([l]) d([2]) Xthe number of left cosets of SlXS2 
in S3' where d(A) is the dimension of the [A] JR. In this 
example the induced representation has dimension three 
and decomposes into the one-dimensional JR, [3], plus 
the two-dimensional JR, [21], of S3' As indicated in Eqs. 
(13) the natural basis for the induced representation may 
be labeled by the label [1]x[2] of the JR of 81 XS2, the 
row labels within this JR, and the left coset representa
tion; in this example we have omitted the first two of 
these labels. 

We now give a more general review of those aspects 
of induced representation theory which are central to 
the remainder of the paper. Suppose H is a subgroup of 
order (H: 1) of some group G of order (G: 1). Each ele-

TABLE 1. Group multiplication table for 83, 

e (12) (13) (23) (123) (132) 
(12) e (132) (123) (23) (13) 
(13) (123) e (132) (12) (23) 
(23) (132) (123) e (13) (12) 
(123) (13) (23) (12) (132) e 
(132) (23) (12) (13) e (123) 
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ment g of G belongs to one and only one left coset of H 
in G and may be written as 

(14) 

where gj is the representative of the appropriate left 
coset and h(g) is an element of H depending upon g. The 
number of left cosets is the order of G divided by the 
order of H, i. e., 

(G: 1)/(H: 1) '" (G: H). (15) 

Now, let I Ill) be a basis state for the lth row of the 
[11] JR of H; the dimension of [11] is d(Il). The set of 
states 

gj I Ill) '" I Ill; gj), 

l=I,2 .. ·d(Il), j=I,2.·.(G:H), 

forms a natural basis for the representation of G in
duced by [11] of H; the dimension of this induced repre
sentation is (G: H) d(Il). From Eq. (14) it follows that 

gl Ill; gj) = g' I Ill), 
where g' =ggj belongs to G. Hence also g' belongs to the 
some (unique) left coset of H in G, say that labelled by 
gm' So g' =gmh(g'). Since I Ill) belongs to the [11] JR of 
H, and since h(g') belongs to H, 

gl Ill; g,) = gmh(g') I Ill) 
(16) 

l' 

where Dj'l is the matrix element (Ill' I h(g') I Ill) of h(g') 
in the [11] JR. We may make Eq. (16) more transparent 
by defining 

_ \ Di'l (g) if gE H, 
Dj'I(gEG)=\ (17) 

\0 if giH. 

In Eq. (16) then one may sum over left coset represen
tatives and the h(g') = g,;ggj will pick out the appropriate 
one. Thus, 

gllll;gj)= 6 i5i'I{gj~ggj)IIll';gj')' (18) 
l 'gjl 

Hence the matrix of the representation [11 t G] of G in
duced by the [11] JR of H is given by 

(19) 

The general problem then is to determine which IR 
of G occur in this induced representation, how often each 
JR occurs (the multiplicity question), and specifically 
how to determine appropriate bases to reduce the in
duced representation into irreducible parts. This was 

TABLE II. Left coset decomposition of 83 with respect to 
81 X S:!. 

7I"E 8 3 left coset coset 
representative 

e [e,(23)] e 
(12) [(12) ,(123») (12) 
(13) [(13), (132») (13) 
(23) [(23) ,e) e 
(123) [(23) ,(12)] (12) 
(132) [(132), (13)] (13) 
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done for S3 by inspection. In the more general case we 
shall use projection operators often called the method of 
idempotents. 

Consider the operator 

_ d(A) * 
Pik ~ (G . 1) ~ IYjk (g)g, 

• KEG 
(20) 

where [A] is the d(A)-dimensional IR of G which We have 
presumed to be unitary; the sum is over all elements 
gE G. The Hermitian conjugate operator is 

."At _ d(A) '> x (g 1 x 
Y j l<-(G'l) L..J Djk )g- =Pkj 

. KEG 
(21) 

so that 

(22) 

follows from Eq. (20) together with the representation 
property of the matrices DX. 

Now, we define a state belonging to the jth row of the 
Ath IR of G projected from the state Illl;g"J to be 

[Aj:k/ll;g"J=Pik\p.l;g",). (23) 

In Eq. (23) the extra labels kp.l and gm serve as poten
tial multiplicity labels. By inserting Eq. (20) into Eq. 
(23) one finds 

[Aj:klll;g",)=.B (1ll';gm.\Aj:k/ll;g"J\Ill';g",.), (24) 
l'gm' 

where the transformation bracket is given by 

From Eq. (23) and the orthogonality of the bases I III ;gm) 
it follows also that 

(Ill'; gm'\ Aj: kill; g",) == (/ll'; gm'\ P;k I Ill; g",). (26) 

The projected states are orthogonal on A and j but not 
upon the multiplicity labels. The overlap of two such 
states follows from Eqs. (22) and (23) and is 

(A'j': k'Jl!' ;g",.\ Aj: klll;g",) ==(Ill';gm' \p~:!,P~k[ Ill;g",) 

= OJ·A.x(lll';gm,[P~'k\lll;g,,,) 

= OJ'jOx.x(lll' ;gm' \ Ak'; klll;g"J. 

(27) 

Hence, for states belonging to the same row of the same 
IR of G, the overlap matrix is dependent only upon the 
multiplicity labels. 

Equation (25) which gives the transformation brackets 
and also the overlap matrix elements may be processed 
further. From Eq. (17) it follows that in summing over 
g E G there is no contribution unless g;;.ggm == h E H. 
Hence, we may replace the sum on g by a sum over 
hE H and write g=gm.hg-';. Thus 

(Ill' ;gm'[ Aj : kill; g",) = (Gd(.Ai) ~ D~:(gm.hg"';)D';'1 (h) 
. hEH 
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(28) 

We may write Eq. (28) in a very useful form by noting 
that the operator which projects onto the l state of the 
[Ill IR of His 

P'" - d{ll) "'D"'*(h)h- d(ll) "'D"'*{h-1)h-1 
II' - (H : 1) ~ /I' - (H : 1) 'i;-' II' 

= d(J1.) "'D'" (h)h-1 
(H :1)~ 1'1 • (29) 

so that 

(At\ Pil' \ As) = (~~~» h~ D~i(h)D't'I(h). (30) 

Thus, 

< 
Z" I" l· )- d(A) (H:1», x*(g ) A*(g_l) 

J1. ,gm' AJ· kJ1. ,gm - (G: 1) d(ll) ;:DJS m' Dtk m 

x (At\P'tI'\ As) 

_ d(A) (H: 1) ( \ P'" _1 \ .) ( ) 
- (G : 1) d(ll) Ak gm lI·gm· AJ 0 31 

The equality of Eqs. (27) and (31) is a manifestation of 
the reciprocity theorems of Froebenius. 12 Specifically, 
if the [A] IR of G is induced from the [Il] IR of H n(A, Il) 
times and the [Il] IR of His subduced from the [A1 IR 
of G n(ll, A) times, then n{A, Il) =n(ll, A). Thus the multi
plicity is given by 

n{Il'A)=n(A'Il)={H~1)6 l*(h)XI" (h), (32) 
. hEH 

in which l(h)=l'.jD;j(h) is the character of 11 in the [A] 
IR of G and Xl" (h) = 1'.1D't1 (h) is the character of h in the 
[J1.1 IR of H. 

We have introduced three labels, k, l, and gm, to dis
tinguish the (possibly degenerate) states of the IR [Al. 
In fact, all the occurrences of [AJ may be projected from 
the states I Ill; g",) with arbitrarily chosen but fixed val
ues of I and gm' To see this, we use the results (i) for 
every group element g of G, 

(ii) 

\ Ill;g",) =gm\ Ill; e), 

and (iii) 

I Ilz'; e) = P't'/1 Ill; e). 

Hence 

\ Aj : kill' ;gm') = P;k \ J.1.l; gm') 

where 

= P~k(gm.P't'lg;;) [ J.1.l; g",) 

=.Bck,p;k.1 Ill;g",) 
k' 

=6 Ck.\Aj:k'J.1.l ; g",) , 
k' 

d(ll) )' DI" (h)*~ (g h -1) 
C k • =-( . 1) LJ 1'1 ilkk • m' gm ' H. hEH 

(33) 

(34a) 

(34b) 

Hence the state \ Aj: klJ.l';gm') has been expressed as 
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a linear combination of the states I Aj : k I gl; g"j with 
arbitrarily chosen but fixed 1 and gm' It is most con
venient to choose gm = e, as was done in the 83 example, 
and we shall make this choice in all that follows. We 
are left with d(A) possible values of the remaining de
generacy label k. Of course, these need not yield dis
tinct states. 

It is now convenient to relate the number of occur
rences of [A1 in [Il t G], viz., n(\ Il) to the trace of the 
d( A) x d( A) over lap matrix (Aj : kill; e I Aj : k I jJ.l; e) (for 
arbitrary but fixed 1). We have, from Eqs. (27) and (31), 

"£(Ai:klll;eIAj:kgl; e) 
k 

= d(A) (H: 1)~(Ak I PI' I Ak) 
(G; 1) d(jJ.) k II 

= d(A) B "'E(Ak I h I Ak)D';r(h)* 
(G: 1) hEH k 

d(A) '" A() ()* =(G:1)~HX hD';rh 0 

But from Eqs. (34) this expression can be shown to be 
independent of 1. Hence we may average over 1 to obtain 

E(Ai: kill; e I Aj: kill; e) 
k 

(35) 

For fixed I and gm = e, we adopt the simplified notation 

I Aj: kill; e) =1 Aj: kgl) 

and have 

I Aj: kgl) = P;k I gl; e) = 6 (gl'; gm I Aj : kgl) I gi' ;gm')' 
l'gm' 

(36) 

where 

( 1" IA··k)- d(A) (H:1)"'..l.*(g IP" I Il ,gm' J. III - (G: 1) d(g) ~iliS ml ) (Ak Il' As) 

d(A) '" DA*(g ) A ( ) ,,*( ) =(G.1)L.J is m·DkshDII,h. 
• hEH 

The overlap of these states is 

(AJ··k'IlIIAJ··klll)= deAl (H:1)(AkIP" IAk/) 
. . (G: 1) d(ll) Il 

deAl v A * 
= (G '1) LJ Dkk·(h)D';r (h). 

, hEll 

(37) 

(38) 

These projected states are not normalized nor are they 
orthogonal on the multiplicity label k. The normaliza
tion factor is the square root of the overlap of the state 
with itself; we choose the phase convention of taking the 
positive square root. Thus 

. I. d( A) (H: 1) 
(Aj : kill AJ: kill) = (G : 1) d(ll) (Ak I P';II Ak) 

deAl ~ ..l. ( ) ,,*( = (G . 1) 2...J ilkk h DII h). 
• hEH 

(39) 
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From Eq. (34), the induced representation is guaranteed 
to be not more dense than the regular representation 
of G. That is, [AJ occurs at most deAl times. In general, 
the multiplicity of [AJ will be considerably less, the 
actual number of occurrences being given by (G: H)d(Il)/ 
deAl times the trace of the overlap matrix for the non
normalized projected stateso Thus the possible values 
of k overdetermine the multiple occurrences of [AJ in 
(Il + GJ. Many of the states projected with different k 
values will be identical when normalizedo One therefore 
needs criteria by which nonidentical states may be 
chosen up to n(\ g) in number. Such a criterion is af
forded by considering normalized projected states 

I Aj: kgl) = I Aj: kgl);'; (Aj: kgll Ai: kgl) (40) 

Thus, two states are identical if 

(Aj : k' III I Ai : kgl) 

=,; (Aj : kgll Aj : klll)(Aj : k' III I Aj : k' Ill) (41a) 

or 

(41b) 

We notice in passing that Eq. (41b) is a reciprocity 
statement again, in that it says that if in the subduced 
representation of H, the states of [J.L] of H projected 
from IAk) of the [AJ IR of G using Pjr are identical with 
those of [IlJ projected using Pi! on IM/), then the states 
of [AJ projected from I Ill) of H using P1k are the same 
as those of [AJ projected from I Ill) using P;k" For 
practical purposes, however, it matters not which ex
pression one uses, for in either case it is the overlap 
and normalization factors which must be computed. 

The remainder of this paper is devoted to exploiting 
the foregoing method for the case of S"1+"2=:J8n1XS.Z' 

II. LEFT COSETS OF Sn X Sn IN Sn + n 
I 2 1 2 

In this section we shall enumerate the left cosets of 
Snt XS.z in S'1+'2 by giving a complete set of left coset 
representatives. The number of elements of S'l XS.a is 
nl! nz! and the number of elements of S"1+'a is (nl + na)! . 
Thus, the number of left cosets is 

(nl +na)! 
nl Ina! . 

Consider the set of transpositions (x, Y), where x is any 
of the symbols {I, 2 000 nl} and y is any of {nl + 1, 
nl + 2 • 0 0 nl + nJ. There are 

such transpositions. Next consider the set of products 
of these of the form (Xl' Yl)(Xa, Y2) with the restriction 
Xl < X2, Yl < .Va; there are 
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such doubles. In a similar manner there are 

triples (Xl, Yl)(Xa, Ya)(x3, Y3)' Xl < Xa < X3, Yl < Ya < Y3' The 
total number of such elements of S"1 '"2' including the 
identity, is 

Thus the set 

S ;{e, (x, Y), (Xl, Yl)(Xa, Ya), .•• } 

x J E{l, 2, 3"'nl}, YJE{nl +l,nl +2, .•. ,nl +nJ, 

(42) 

has precisely as many members as there are left cosets. 
It remains to show that these are suitable left coset 
representatives which we shall do by explicitly demon
strating that an arbitrary element TT of S"l+"Z may be 
written as 

TT= gJ TTl TTZ' 

where gj E.5 and TTl E S"1' TTz E S"a' One must keep in mind 
that the elements of S"1 are permutations on the symbols 
1, 2' . , nl and those of S"2 are permutations on the sym
bols nl +l,nl +2, ... ,~ +na. 

A typical element of S"l +"z has the form 

(t 2 ... nl : nl + 1, nl + 2· .. nl + n 2 ) 

\"'Yil"'YJZ"'YJs'''! "'Xkl"'XkZ"'XkS'" ' 

in which 1 ", Xl < Xa < x3 •.• ", nl and nl + 1 ", Yl < Yz ... 
", nl + n z. The indices jb jz . " must then be some per
mutation of the induces kb kz .. '. We have divided the 
permutation by a vertical dashed line to indicate the 
S"l xS"z decomposition. By direct multiplication one 

r~:a:i.l~ .f~~dS ! ~ + 1, ... ~ + nz ) 

... Vi ••• ". , •• Yi :.,. Xkl " • Xk .. , Xk '" 
. 1 -'1Z S, Z S 

I 

= (Xl> Yl)(XZ, Yz) .•• 

(
12 ... n l ! nl +1,n1 +2".nl +nz), 

x '''Xit '''Xia ,,,Xi3 ''': "'Ykl'"YkZ'''YkS''' 
I 

(43) 

which proves the result. The "out of place" symbols are 
ordered in increasing order on each side of the dashed 
line and are brought out as transpositions which involve 
one of 1,2' .. nl together with one of ~ + 1, ~ + 2, .. " 
nl + n z. This is done pairwise in increasing subscript 
order which yields a factor from the set S. The re
maining permutation obviously has the form TTITTZ and is 
constructed from the original by interchanging X i1 with 
Yil'Xiz with Yiz' etc. An example from Sg=>SSXS6 is 

(
1 2 3 ~ 4 5 6 7 8 9) 
941'::175823 
I I 1 I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I ' I 
I I I I I • 

Ys Y1 }'z Xl Xz X3 
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= (14)(26)(39) (1 2 3 l 4 5 6 7 8 9) 
312:475869 

(14)(26)(39) (132) (5786) 
~ 

gjES 

Similar ly, for S9 => S4 X S5 the same permutation is de
composed as 

(
1 2 3 4 : 5 6 7 8 9) 
9 4 6 1 : 7 5 8 2 3 = (26)(39)(1324)(5786), 

These results now allow us to apply the methods of Sec. 
I to establish a natural basis for the representation of 
S"1+"2 induced by the [~]x[~] IR of S"l XS"Z' 

III. THE Sn, +n, ::> Sn, X Sn, PROBLEMS 

The basis states for the representation [~] x [~] of 
S"1+"z induced by the [~]x[~] IR of S"l XS"Z are labeled 
I ~Sl' ~sz;gi)' where AlS1 labels the Sl row of the [AI] 
IR of S"1 and AZSZ the Sz row of the [AZ] IR of S"Z; gj is 
a left coset representative. A state belonging to the S 
occurrence of the rth row of the [A] IR of S"l +"z is then 
projected according to Eq. (36) as 

I Ar: SAl S1 AZSz> = P~s I A1 Sl AZSZ) 

= 6 <Altl~t2;gjIAr:sAlslA2S2) 
gjtltz 

X I Altl~tz;f[j), (44) 

in which the transposition brackets are given by [after 
Eq. (37)] 

<~tl ~tz; gj I Ar: SAl S1 ~Sz) 

d(A) <)' 1.* ) l. ( ) l. ( ) ( + ) , L.J Drt (gj D!OJ 711 Dvt TTz 
~ nz · ~1 ~2 

t v 

(45) 

In writing Eq. (45) we have made use of the direct pro
duct property of the [AI] X [AZ] IR of S"l x S"Z and also 
made use of the representation property of [A]. We now 
want to perform the sum on 711 E: S"l and TTz E: S"Z' To do 
so we note that Y(TTl) is irreducible when TTl is regarded 
as an element of S"l +"z but is reducible when TTl is re
garded as an element of S"l xS"Z or just S"l' In the latter 
case, Y(TT1 ) is the direct sum of matrices which are 
irreducible under S"1' The Yamanouchi form of the ill 
matrices readily lends itself to performing the explicit 
reduction since the matrices are in fact constructed by 
exploiting the above fact. For example, the [4,1] IR of 
S5 for the element (13) is the direct sum of the IR ma
trices of S3' viz., 

21111 
12111 

D[41 1(13) = 11211 
11121 

21111 

(i 
12111 11211 11121 

o 
1 
o -t2 _~/2) 
o - .[3/2 1/2 

~
[Sl(13) 0 ) 

= D[Sl(13) 
D[Z1 1(13) 

o 
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wherein we explicitly display the reduction. In general 
then, one may write 

).-

D",;(7f1) = 0;;; D'!t (7f1)' (46) 

The notation 0;;; of Eq. (46) means that the upper or 
leftmost nz symbols of the Yamanouchi row labels must 
be the same. That is, the Yamanouchi row label is 
r"1+'Zr"1+"2_1" .rZr1' where the subscript, j say, is the 
number to be placed in the rj row of a standard Young 
tableaux. The notation a, (3 refers to the lower or right. 
most n1 parts of the Yamanouc~!. symbols which are the 
row and column labels of the D 0< m of S"1 ._ The pattern 
[\;] is obtained from [A) by removing the a boxes from 
the [A] pattern. For example, in the [41] lR of S5 the 
removal of the 11 from 11211 and 11121 means the re
moval of two boxes from the [41] pattern to yield the 
[21] pattern which denotes the [21] m of S3' viz" 

EfWj · tp , 
The sum over 7f1 E S"1 in Eq. (45) may then be carried 
out by using Eq. (46) and the orthogonality of the IR 
matrices of S"1' The result is 

.0 D~(7T1)D~:1 (7T1) 
'E""1 

= osV-0!S1 0~.t1 0~XSn1! /d[A1] (47) 

in which the meaning of 0).1).- is merely that the [A] rn. 
of S"1+"Z must contain the [~j rn. of S"1 at least once or 
the sum vanishes. 

At first sight, one might be tempted to use exactly 
the same technique to perform the 7Tz sum of Eq, (45). 
This would be incorrect, however, since that sum is 
over permutations on the symbols n1 + 1, n1 + 2· .. n1 + nz• 
The matrices of S"1+"Z in the Yamanouchi scheme are 
constructed to be block diagonal for the elements of 
Sk, k,,;: n1 + nz, with the sequence S1> Sz ' , . S"1 +.z. In each 
case, the permutations involve the first or lowest or
dered symbols 1,2·· . k. Hence, prior to performing 
the 7Tz sum it is necessary to convert the 7fz in D~t(7TZ) 
from a permutation on the symbols n1 + 1, ~ + 2, ... , 
n1 + nz to a permutation on the first nz symbols 1,2· .. nz' 
We denote the n1 + 1, n1 + 2'" n1 +nz permutation by 1TZ 
and the corresponding permutation with n1 + j - j by 7!.2. 
Since [Az] is an IR of S"Z it is immaterial whether 7TZ 

or 7!.2 is the argument of D~~:Z(7TZ)' We require then a 
permutation x of S"1 +nz such that 

- -1 7Tz=X !2x (48) 

and such that x is independent of the particular 7TZ' An 
adequate choice of x is 

x=(1 2·· ·n1 n1 + 1 n1 + 2" 'n1 +nz) (49) 
nz + 1 . , . nz + n1 1 2 . , . nz . 

Only the right part of the lower row, 1, 2 . , . nz, is criti. 
cal; the left part could be chosen to be any convenient 
permutation of n1 + 1, n1 + 2, .. '. With an appropriate x 
then 

(50) 
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Then 

B D~t ( 11' z)D~~t 2 (7T 2) 

'z 
=.0 ~",(x-1)D~s(7!.2)D~t(X)D~:2(7!.2) 

",s 
Lz 

= .0U"", (x-1)ffat(X) 0;;8' Oq.sz 0~tz0).a).2 nz! /d(Az) (51) 
",s 

in which an overbar denotes the upper n1 parts of the 
Yamanouchi label and a undertilde denotes the lower nz 
parts. Also D~", (x-1) = D~~(x) = ~v(x) because the IR 
matrices are real unitary. Thus finally Eq. (45) 
becomes 

(~t1 \tz; gj I Ar: 8~81 \8Z> 

n1 !nZ! deAl ,,). (g) 
(~ + nz)! d(~)d(\) ~ Drt J 

o/s 

x.v~v(x)D;t(x) osV' o!!h oaB o'!,sz 0s,...t2 (52) 

with the proviso that this transformation bracket van
ishes unless [A] contains [~]x[\] at least once. To ex· 
plicitly calculate these brackets we need only know the 
matrix elements of the elements of 5, which consist of 
products of transpositions and are therefore most easily 
constructed, and the elements of a single permutation x. 
If one always takes n1 to be the larger of nb nz, then 
instead of the x given in Eq. (49) one could use 

(
1 2· .. n1 - 2 ~ - 1 n1 nl + 1 . , 'n1 + nil 
n1+1"'n1+nz"'n1-2n1-1n1 1'" nz ) 

(53) 

which is a member of 5 as welL If n1 < nz, this choice 
cannot, of course, be made, With [A] written as 
[~Az\ '" A.] and rand 8 written explicitly as 
(r.r'_1 .•. r z), (8.8._1'" 81) respectively, one has for 
the transposition (n - 1, n) 

and for r. ;< r._1 

x 0 0 ( 1) (54a) 
T.s" T._1 s._1 A.. - A.

n
_
1 

+r._1 - rn 

o'nTn_loS._1T. (1- (A. _ A. }r 1 _ r )z) 1 /z 
n n~ n- n 

and for the transposition (i - 1, i) in Sn 

(54b) 

These readily computerized expressions together with 
the identity 

(i, j) = (i, i + 1)(i + 1, i + 2) ..• (j - 1, j)(j - 1, j - 2) .•. 

x (i + 1, i) (55) 

enable one to easily program the transposition brackets. 

The overlap of two projected states fOllows from the 
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special form of Eq. (38) and is 

(Ar' : s' "-t S1 A2S21 Ar: s"-t S1 ~s2) 

= 0r'r[n1! n 2! /(n1 + n2)! ][d(A)/d("-t)d(~)] 

x ~~ Ax) D~ s. (x) 0: SJ. 0~.,s2. (56) 

From the normalization factor which is Eq. (56) with 
s' = s one has that the proj ected state vanishes identical
ly unless the lower n1 entries of s are the same as those 
of S1. Hence we could add to Eq. (56) the factor 05 '"1 

as well. -

The condition that two states be identical (when nor
malized) is 

(Ar: S'''-tS1~S21 Ar: SA1S1~S2) 

= «Ar: S"-tS1~S21 Ar: SA1S1A2s2) 

X(Ar: S'''-tS1A2S21 Ar: S'''-tS1~S2»1/2. 

Hence the following is the procedure used to resolve 
the multiplicity: 

(i) Choose the maximal values of s1 and S2. 

(57) 

(ii) Compute the matrix whose elements are given by 
Eq. (56). 

(iii) Form the trace of that matrix to determine 
n(A, "-t x~). 

(iv) Start with maximal s consistent with s = Sl label-
ing the first occurence. -

(v) Consider successively the possible s in decreasing 
order checking the condition of Eq. (57). The first such 
S' which does not satisfy the condition is to label the 
second occurrence, etc. 

If we return to the S3=:JS1 XS2 example, we have [A1 ] 

= [1] so that Sl = 1 is the only possibility. Also [A2 ] = [2] 
so S2= 11. Since [A]= [21], rand s may take on the val
ue 211 and 121. We note that X= (132) and gj= e, (12) or 
(13). Thus, in abbreviated notation, the transformation 
bracket of Eq. (52) becomes 

(gj I r : s) = ~ .0D~~1l(g;lDlliW32)Dllil (132). (58) 
t 

The overlap matrix is easily found using the matrix 
representative of (132) which is 

211 121 

211 (- 1/2 v'3/2) 
Dl

21
l(132) = 121 .f3 /2 - 1/2 ' 

which follows from (132) = (23)(12) and the IR matrices 
of (12) and (23) which follow from Eqs. (54) as 

Dl21 l(12) =(1 0) Dl21 l(23) = (- 1/2 v'3/2) o - 1 ' .f3 /2 1/2 . 

Thus the overlap matrix given by Eq. (56) becomes 

<s'l s) = ~D~rU(132)D~m.(132) 

1(1v'3) 
="6 v'3 3 . 

One sees immediately that the state projected using 
s' = 121 is the same as that using s = 211. Indeed, if one 
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normalizes the projected state, the normalized trans
formation bracket (gj I r: s)//fsTS) is given by 

(gj 1 r: s)/v'TsTS) = v'273.0D~rl(gj)D~rW132), 
t 

which is independent of s. If one successively inserts 
gj= e, (12) and (13) for r= 211, one finds that the pro
jected state differs from the "brute force" state of Eq. 
(12) only by a trivial overall minus sign. 

IV. THE SIMPLEST EXAMPLE WITH MULTIPLICITY 2 

The simplest example in which an IR of Sn +n occurs 
1 2 

more than once in a representation induced from an IR 
of some decomposition of n1 + n 2 is the case 8a=:J 83 XS3, 

where the [21]x[21] IR of 83 XS3 induces the [321] IR of 
Sa twice. In this case, the possible choices of S1 and S2 
are 211 or 121. The dimension of [321] is 16, but the 
condition that §.. = S1 leaves but 12 of these as valid po
tential multiplicity labels for each choice of Sl' If, in
stead of fixing S1 and S2 by the choice indicated earlier, 
one considers all possible choices together with all 
possible consistent values of s, the overlap matrix has 
dimension 24. When the normalization factors are in
serted, one finds that there are but four distinct (not 
identical) state labelings. That is, for example, the 
states projected from S1 = 211, S2 = 211 with s = 321 211 
are identical with the states projected from S1 = 211, 
S2 = 211 with s = 312 211. But these states are distinct 
(their overlap is not 1) from 

S1 S2 s 
211 211 231211 
211 211 132211 
211 121 132211. 

In addition, these above states are distinct from one 
another. Hence with this scheme, there are but four 
distinct state labelings of which only two can be linearly 
independent since the multiplicity is but 2. An alternate 
resolution of the multiplicity is to diagonalize this 4 x 4 
overlap matrix which, of course, has two zero eigen
values. The corresponding eigenvectors give then the 
weighting coefficients for each of the four distinct state 
labelings. But this is not without ambiguity on account 
of the multiplicity of the zero eigenvalues, which means 
that the corresponding eigenvectors are not uniquely 
determined. 

Within the procedure we have outlined, the first oc
currence of the [321] IR is projected using s = 321211 
from the state labelled by S1 = 211, S2= 211. The second 
occurrence is projected using s = 231211. The projected 
states from the two occurrences are not orthogonal this 
way, but they are uniquely determined, and their over
lap is minimized insofar as the use of any other pair of 
the four distinct states is concerned. 

It is to be noted that we have not proved that our 
scheme always gives minimal overlap of the multiple 
occurrences. Indeed we must confess our inability to do 
so in the general case. Nonetheless, the use of induced 
representation techniques together with our resolution of 
the multiplicity provides a complete labeling scheme 
and a "canonical" resolution of the multiplicity. These 
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states may now be used to form appropriate coefficients 
of fractional parentage and useful calculations performed 
with them. In any physical problem, of course, this 
arbitrariness in the multiplicity resolution does not show 
up in the final answer. The scheme presented here is 
admittedly aimed at computerization of the process, and 
it is with regret that we note that a truly elegant resolu
tion of the multipliCity remains an unsolved problem. 
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The introduction of the group theory in the treatment of the Boltzmann equation shows the reducibility of 
the collision integral operator on the invariant subspaces of Klein V or S02 group. Especially we prove the 
equality of matrices representing the collision integral operator between inequivalent subspaces first in its 
linear form and then in its general form. These results are finally expanded to the full Boltzmann equation 
when we consider its properties as a whole in the phase space ([rxt,).This brings back Boltzmann 
equation following the Chapmann-Enskog process to the differential equation system depending solely on 
the variable !ri. The examination of the Boltzmann equation symmetries allows us to obtain the selection 
rules which lead to an important simplification in theoretical as well as numerical calculations of the 
distribution function. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that group theory makes an important 
contribution both towards our understanding of a certain 
number of physical processes and towards research 
conducted on their solutions. This is the case of atomic 
or molecular spectroscopy and nuclear physics. The 
majority of positive results obtained are linked with the 
demonstration of the symmetries of the basic equations 
of these processes (Schrodinger, Dirac, Klein-Gordon, 
... , equations). 

We propose to apply the same technique to the Boltz
mann equation. The structure of this equation is well 
known and is the subject of many studies. A considerable 
bibliography is to be found in the works of Chapman and 
Cowling, 1 Hirsfelder et al. 2 and, more recently, 
Ferziger and Kaper. 3 

However, in view of our aim, we feel it is particular
ly important to call attention to the work of Kumar. 4_6 

This author exploits, by algebraic methods, the invari
ance property under rotation of the Boltzmann collision 
operator. This enables him to express this operator in 
a spherical coordinate basis in the space C T of the 
velocities which is in fact a standard basis for rotation 
group representations. Consequently, it is possible for 
him to simplify the description of the Chapman-
Enskog process, used for research on the solutions of 
the Boltzmann equation, and to show that this equation 
can be decomposed into irreducible tensorial operators 
in relation to the rotation group of C". 

The expansion obtained by Kumar is thus linked both 
to the invariance property under rotation of the collision 
operator and to the choice of a determined basis, the 
standard basis of the rotation group. However, other 
bases may be used to describe the distribution function 
j(r, v, t), solution to the Boltzmann equation, and partic
ularly bases of cylindrical or Cartesian symmetry. 
Indeed the choice of the basis is especially influenced by 
the boundary conditions of the problem when these condi
tions are taken into account and by the symmetry of 
forces F applied to the particles. 

The collision operator has a well determined reduc-
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ible structure in each of these bases. This structure 
corresponds to an invariance of the operator with re
spect to a particular group of transformations and gives 
rise to precise selection rules which is essential to 
know for the calculations. 

In order to demonstrate these results and to show the 
nature of the transformation groups under which the 
collision operator is invariant, we shall use a more 
rapid method than that employed by Kumar in the case 
of a basis with spherical coordinates. In this work, we 
shall directly apply theorems arising from the group 
theory and in particular the Wigner-Eckart theorem. 
The demonstration will be made when the operator is 
linear, then when it is expressed in its general form. 
Owing to its reducibility the operator is expressed 
according to the direct sum of matrices associated with 
the irreducible representations of the invariance groups 
which are basically inequivalent. We shall show in fact 
that certain of them are necessarily equal and we shall 
complete this study by indicating the symmetry prop
erties of the matrix elements. This work is the subject 
of Secs. 2 and 3, for the invariants with respect to the 
Klein V group, and of Sec. 4 for those concerning the 
S02 group. 

All the above properties are those which result only 
from the study of the expression of the collision opera
tor in the velocity space C". One can go further and 
consider the phase space (CrXC,,) as a whole. In these 
circumstances, it is possible to show that the Boltz
mann equation possesses invariance properties which 
are determined according to the symmetries of the F 
force applied to the particles of the system. In order to 
exploit these properties, it is necessary to refer to the 
results expressed in Secs. 2,3, and 4. EspeCially, 
besides demonstrating the selection rules and invariant 
subspaces when the F force is invariant by rotation or 
zero, we express the Boltzmann equation eigenfunctions 
in the subspace (C;XC;), which is the tensorial product 
of the spaces corresponding to the angular parts of the 
r and v variables. This brings the Boltzmann equation 
back to a differential equation system corresponding 
to the variable I r I to which the Chapman-Enskog pro
cess is still applicable. Section 5 will be devoted to 
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these questions and it will be shown that the moments of 
the distribution function expressed in a local basis are 
finite linear combinations of the moments connecting to 
an absolute basis. 

2. REDUCIBILITY OF THE INTEGRAL COLLISION 
OPERATOR IN THE HERMITE POLYNOMIAL BASIS 

A. Definitions and elementary properties of the 
linearized integral 

The calculation of the collision integral in its linear
ized form was achieved by Kumar. 4_6 By following the 
traditional notations7 and limiting ourselves to the case 
of a single gas in order to simplify the expression, we 
have 

(2.1) 

where SV represents the polar angles of the vector V' 
= v' 1 - v~, relative velocity vector of the particles 1 and 
2 after the collision, and where V is the modulus of this 
same vector before the collision. Finally a(v,SV) is the 
effective differential cross section of the colliding 
particles and 

the functions ¢I being deduced from the distribution 
function fl by the well-known relation 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

and f~ being the Maxwell distribution. 

Under these circumstances, it is possible to evaluate 
the collision operator D in spherical basis Qnlm = 
= Rnl Yr m (see definition in Appendix A) which gives 

J Q:·I·m·D[Qnl m] dv i = (n'l'm' ID I nlm). (2.4) 

In the absence of any polarization of the physical sys
tem constituted by the particles 1 and 2, the effective 
differential cross section (J depends solely on the rela
tive angle between the vectors V' and V, and the opera
tor D is invariant under rotation. It is then simple to 
see that the matrix elements (2.4) are diagonal in land 
m by using the Wigner-Eckart theoremB

•
9 which gives, 

in this case, 

(n'l'm' I D I nlm) = 0Il' 0mm.D~'n . (2.5) 

The explicit calculation of the matrix elements D~n 
was effected in detail by Kumar4

,5 and the corresponding 
result is found in the relations (103)4 and (121).5 

B. Reducibility of the collision operator in the Hermite 
polynomial basis 

In this section our aim is to show that the operator D 
is still reducible in the basis I nXnynz) spanned by the 
Hermite polynomials H.(v)=Hn (v)Hn (v)Hn (vz) 
(nx,ny,nZ integers ~ 0). These polynomials are defined 
in Appendix A. They differ from those used by Gradio 

in that they are immediately factorizable according to 
the variables (v x , v y, vz) which Simplifies their use. 

The two bases I nlm) and I n,nynz) are bases of the 
L2 Hilbert space of square-integrable functions. Thus 
there exists a unitary transformation with coefficients 
(nlm I nXnyn.) such that 
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H. = :0 (nlm I nXnynz)Q nlm 
nlm 

with 

:0 (n'l'm' I nXnynz) (nXnynZ I nlm) = 0nn' 0Il' 0mm' 
• 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

This transformation has been studied by many authors 
and especially by Domergue. 11 The explicit expression 
of (nlm I n) can be found in Appendix B. 

Then, we can evaluate the matrix elements of D in 
the Cartesian basis, 

J H •• D[H.] dv i = (n' I Din) = D ••• , 

where by using (2.7), (2.8), and (2.5), 

D ••• = L; (n' In'lm)D~n(nlm In). 
nn'lm 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

With selection rules [Appendix B, Eq. (B2)] we can see 
that 

(2.11) 

and 

(2.12) 

On the other hand, the matrix elements D~'n and D ••• 
being real and the coefficients (nXnynZ I nlm) being real 
or imaginary according to the parity of ny, it is required 
that (ny + n~) be even. Therefore, 

(_)ny= (_)~. (2.13) 

Finally, with S the signature {( - )nx, (- )ny> (- )nz} we 
have 

S=S'. (2.14) 

Thus 

(2.15) 

where the notation (n) means that the indices (nXnynz) 
are taken in such a way that S be constant. 

Thus we have proved that D was reducible in the {HJ 
basis. The number of possible signatures S being finite 
and equal to eight, the number of invariant subspaces and 
therefore the number of submatrices, which result in 
the reduction of D, is finite and equal to eight. The 
complete set of S values is 

{S}={(+ + +), (+ + -), (+ _ +), (_+ +), (+ __ ), 

(-+-),(--+),(---)}. (2.16) 

C. Dimension of the invariant subspaces for a basis of 
finite dimension 

The reducibility examination would not be complete if 
we did not compute the dimensions of each submatrix 
when the basis is of finite dimension, equal to the num
bers of independent polynomials H. of maximum degree 
NM • We shall show that one relation is enough to express 
the dimensions connecting to the eight possible 
signatures. 

The submatrices DS of elements Df.)( •• ) have dimen
sions which can be deduced from all the possible values 
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of the indices nx' ny, n.E [O,NM] for the signature Sand 
such that 

(2.17) 

Let us consider first of all the signature (+ + +). 

The indices nx' ny, n" are necessarily even and equal 
to 2kx, 2ky, 2k., so that 

2kx + 2ky + 2k. ~ 2K, (2.18) 

where K = [NM/2] is the integer part of NM/2. 

Thus the dimension of the submatrix (+ + +) is given 
by 

dim[D(+++)]= d(K) = 61 = ilK3 + 6K2 + 11K + 6]. 
kx+ky+kz~K 

(2.19) 

After some calculations, the other signatures give the 
same relation d(K) with 

K- [NM -kJ 
- 2 ' (2.20) 

where 

~
1 ifSE{(++-),(+-+),(-++)}, 

k= 2 ifSE{(+--),(-+-),(--+)}, 

3 ifS=(---). 

(2.21) 

As an example, we give in Fig. 1 the structure of D 
with a basis of 20 polynomials (NM =3). 

3. STUDY OF 0 IN THE CARTESIAN BASIS H~ 

A. Groups leading to the reducibility of 0 

The above calculations are of an algebraic type. They 

subspace p = + I 

nx nynz 
o 0 O'""'"?"T7'T77"rTrnr----..--------------
o 0 2 

020 

2 0 0 

o 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

1 11 

1 0 0 

30 0 

1 2 0 

1 0 2 

o 1 0 

030 

o 1 2 

2 1 0 

00 1 

00 3 

o 2 1 

201 

o 

=~""'4"",--- --- --- --------- -----

o 

subspace p = - I 

FIG. 1. Representation of the integral Boltzmann operator in 
the Cartesian basis H~r for NM~3. 
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enable us to demonsbate the reducibility of D in the 
{HJ basis, but their possibilities are limited. In partic
ular, they cannot give us the physical reasons for the 
existence of this reducibility. 

Thus, the aim of this section is to answer this ques
tion. In so doing, we shall obtain new results such as 
those concerning the equality of the matrices D(++-l, 
D(+.A-) , and D(-++) on one hand, and D(--+), D(-+-), D(+--l 

on the other hand. Moreover, we shall enlarge these 
results to the general case of the operator in its non
linear form. For this, we shall show that D commutes 
with all the operators of the Klein finite V group. 

Let us remember first of all that D commutes with 
the operators R of the rotation group and also with the 
inversion operator of space P. So let us consider the 
operators Ix, I., and Iz defined as the inversion opera
tors of axis x, y, z. These operators commute 

[Ix'!.] = [I., Iz] = [Iz'!x] = 0, 

and we have 

IxHn=Ifln (v)Hn (v)Hn (v z ) 
x • z 

=Hn (-v)Hn (v)Hn (vz )' 
x • z 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

But the Hermite polynomials have a defined parity. 
Thus, 

(3.3) 

So, in the general case 

Iilnxn.n)=(-)nilnxnyn.) 'f/ iE[x,y,z]. (3.4) 

Thus the states I nxnyn); are eigenstates of the opera
tors Ii' Also, they are eigenstates of the operator P, for 

(3.5) 

This operator is peculiar to an Abelian group, 
isomorphic to an S2 group possessing two i.rreducible 
representations, 

p=± 1 with p= (_)n/n;nz. 

Let us consider then the three operators R i , such that 

(3.6) 

If we denote by E the operator identity, we can see 
that these three operators form with E a finite group 
which is easily identified12

,13 with the Klein V group and 
we have 

RiRj=Rk , ERj=R j• RiRi=E. 

Moreover, these operators commute, 

[RpRj]=O. 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

We know that this group is Abelian and that there are 
four irreduCible representations of dimension one 
(A,Bu B 2 ,B3 ), the characters of which are given by 

A 1 1 1 1 

Bl 1 1 -1-1 

B2 1 -1 1 -1 

B3 1 -1 -1 1 
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The action of the operators R j is the same as a 
directional change of the axis (j, k). It is therefore 
equivalent to a rotation of the axis i by the angle + 7T. 

Then these operators are rotation operators which com
mute with the collision operator D. Thus 

iE [x,y,z]. 

On the other hand, we have 

[RI'P]==O, 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

for P and R j are made with I j which commute between 
them. If we study the action of the operators Rj on the 
basis [nxn,n.), we have, bearing (3.4) and (3.6) in mind, 

R j I nxn,n.) == I/k I nxn,nz) == (- )"l"k I nxn,nz) . (3. 11) 

Thus the basis [nxn,nz) is the basis belonging to the 
operators R j • It therefore defined a standard basis for 
the irreducible representations of R j and the same holds 
true for the operator P, given the relation (3.5). As 
the operators (P,RX,Ry,R.) commute between each 
other, it is possible to classify the states I nxn,nz> ac
cording to the irreducible representations of P and R j • 

If we classify the states with the help of the eigenvalue 
p of P and the representation rE {A,B l ,B2,Ba}, denot
ing [nxn,n.) by [(n), p, I'), we have 

pi (n),p, r) == p I (n) ,p, I') == (-)"j +nj +"k I (n),p, r), (3.12) 

(3.13) 

The examination of the characters of the R j repre
sentations in the basis [(n),p, r) enables us to identify 
the irreducible representations. Thus we obtain the 
mapping 

r S(p==+l)S(p==-l) 

A (+ + + ) (- - - ) 

(+ --) 

(-+ -) 

(- -+) 

(-+ +) 

(+-+) 

(++ -) 

(3.14) 

We can therefore connect two distinct values of the 
signature S with each representation, everyone of 
them belonging to the two eigenvalues ± 1 of P. 

Thus, we can write [(n),p,I')"" [(n),S). At last, we 
have 

«n) ,p, rip I (n'),p', r') == <5{n){n' /Jrr- owP, 

«n) ,p, r I R j I (n') ,p' , r') = O{n){n' )Op/>' Orr-R[. 
(3.15) 

Then, according to the Wigner-Eckart theorem, we 
have 

(3.16) 

The number of possible values for couple (p, r) is 
equal to the product of the numbers of irreducible 
representations of the 82 and V groups, i. e., (2 x4)== 8. 
Thus, the D operator is broken into a direct sum of 
eight matrices belonging to the eight invariant subspaces 
which then can be labelled by (S) or (p, n. 

B. Equality of the matrices of the subspaces r = B; 

A priori the eight matrices ])pr =Ds are neither iden-
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tical nor equivalent, because the irreducible repre
sentations are inequivalent. 

However, the results obtained in Sec. 2, Part C 
show that the dimension of (p,B!) invariant subspaces 
is independent of i value, in each space of finite dimen
sion NM' Thus, we may ask whether the resulting sub
matrices DJ>B j are equivalent. Actually, we shall see 
that they are identical. 

For this, the commutation relation [D, R] == 0 gives 

(3.17) 

Generally, the action of any operator R on a state 
[(n),pr) does not give rise to a state (or a linear com
bination of states) of the same subspace (p, r) for this 
is not invariant with regard to group rotation operations. 
Thus, the relation (3. 17) expresses an equality of 
matrix elements belonging to different subspaces. 
However, the expression (3.17) is too general to be 
easily exploitable. Let us consider therefore the partic
ular rotation operators R~ by ± 27T/3 about the ternary 
symmetry principal axis passing through the origin 0 
of the frame (Oxy z). 

So it is obvious that this operation permutes the axis 
in a direct or inverse cyclic way. Thus 

(3.18) 

and finally, as this operation conserves the parity, we 
find 

R~ I (nxn,n.)p, A) == I (n.nxn)p, A) , 

Eol (nxn,nz)p,B1) == I (nznxn)p,B j ) , 

(i ,j, k) cyclic permutation from (1,2,3). 

(3.19) 

Thus we establish that the subspace r == A is invariant 
with regard to the action of RD. On the other hand the 
subspaces (Ell B2,Ba) are permuted Circularly. By 
using these results with (3.18), we have 

«(nxn,nz)pA jD I (n~n;n;)pA) 
== ({nznxn)pA \D I (n~n~n~)pA) 
== «n,nzn)pA I D I (n;n;n~)pA) , 

«(nxn,nz )pB11 D I (n~n~n;)pBl) 

== «(nznxn)pB2 \D I (n~n~~)pB2> 
== «n,nzn)pBal D I (n~n;n;)pBa>. 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

Thus the matrix elements DJ>ft are dependent since 
the two relations (3.20) exist between them. 

On the other hand, the matrix elements of the DJ>B l , 

DJ>B 2 , and ])PBa matrices are identical according to 
(3.21). Finally, we can say that in the Hermite poly
nomial basis, D is the direct sum of the eight matrices 
J)Pr with 

C. General case of the nonlinear collision operator 

In this case, the operator D is such that 

D[jJ2] == J VO'(v, 11')[fU~ - fJ2] dl1' dv2 • 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Its matrix elements have been given on the basis 
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I nlm) by Kumar5 (relations 85,91). Formally, these 
are written 

f Q!lmD[Qn11 tmtQn212m2] dv1 

= (nlm iDinlllmUn2l2m2)' (3.24) 

In this form, the matrix D is not reduced according 
to the invariant subspaces under the rotation group, 
since the basis Injljmj,n2l2m2> is not a standard basis. 
Nevertheless, it is a complete basis for the operations 
of the group and it is possible to construct a standard 
basis on it by introducing the Clebsch-Gordan co
efficients 8 (llmll2m2Ilm) of the group. 

Thus, D must be expanded on the standard basis 
Qlm(nln2l1l2) such that 

(3.25) 

whence, in this basis, 

(3.26) 

In this form, the Wigner-Eckart theorem can be ap
plied and we have 

«(nOlO)lm iDi (n 1n2l1l2)l'm') = 0Il'Omm,DI"o/o) , ("1"2/112)' 

(3.27) 

We note that this result does not explicitly appear in 
Kumar's work because he uses the nonstandard basis 
{Q 1m' Qn 1m} and this is why his matrix elements nl 1 1 2 2 2 
directly depend on the indices (m 1 ,m 2 ,m) by the use of 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

The above technique can be used when the basis 
considered is the {HJ basis. However, it requires the 
construction of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the 
irreducible representations (p, r). We will note these 
by (Plrlo P2r2IP3r;;. The irreducible representations of 
P or {R

i
} being of dimension one, the Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients are equal to 0 or to 1 following the selection 
rules described below. These selection rules are ob
tained from the characters of the expansion in irreduc
ible parts of the tensorial product ])PI r 1 X ])Par 2. We 
necessarily find P3 = PtP2' The value of r 3 is given in 
the following table: 

A A Bl Ba B3 

Bl Bl A B3 B2 

B2 B2 B3 A Bl 

B3 B3 B2 Bl A 

Then, we can introduce the standard basis 
HPr«nl)Plrl , (n2)P2r2) of the group by the relation 

(3.28) 

Hpr ((nl)Pt r 11 (n2)P2r 2) = (Plr 1 ,P2r 2ipDHP(tr)lHP(2r
2. (3.29) 

"l 112) 

Here we do not have the summation over indices such 
as m 1 and m 2 as in the relation (3.25) because the ir
reducible representations of S2 or of the Klein V group 
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have dimension one. The matrix elements of D in the 
standard basis are so given by 

J HPr(a)DflP' r' (a') dv2 = (a ,pr i D i a' ,p'P) = 0Pl>' orr'nt;.~, , 
(3.30) 

where we applied the Wigner-Eckart theorem and we 
denoted by a and a' the indice sets [(n)pr, (O)lA] and 
[(n1)Pl r U (n2)P2 r 2]' 

The relation (3.30) therefore shows the existence of 
invariant subspaces for the collision operator when we 
consider it in its general nonlinear form and these sub
spaces are obviously identical and equal in number to 
those obtained when D is linearized. Moreover, the 
sub matrices ])PB I with the same P value are equal to 
each other according to the result (3.21). Likewise 
(3.20) has to be used for the calculation of matrix 
elements of ])PA. 

D. Reduction in irreducible tensors 

To conclude, we must note that, because of the exis
tence of eight invariant subspaces, the distribution func
tion can be decomposed in a sum of eight functions in 
connection with each subspace, 

fir,v,t) = 6 pr(r,v,t}. 
p,r 

Especially, on the {HJ basis we have 

pr(r,v,t)=6 Ffll~(r,t)~~)(v) 
(II) 

with 

Ft:;(r, t) = f WHfi:J
pr dv= f WH~i:)fdV, 

where we usually have7 

W(v) fo(r,v,t) = (i3m)312exp(_f3mv2/2). 
n(r, t) 27T 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

The relations (3.31)-(3.33) enable us to expand any 
function (and any distribution moment) in irreducible 
functions of the(S2 xV) group leading to collision 
operator symmetries. 

On the other hand, evaluation of irreducible tensorial 
operators can be done using the Wigner-Eckart theo
rem. If Tpr is an irreducible operator of the (S2 xV) 
group, this theorem still gives 

(3.35) 

The Clebsch-Gordan (pr ,P2r2IPtr;; is real and equal 
to 0 or 1. The reduced matrix element is therefore 
equal to the integral if the selection rule imposed by 
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is satisfied, i. e., if 
Pt = PP2 and if the representations r, r 2, and r 1 conform 
to table (3.28). 

The results corresponding to these selection rules 
are given in Fig. 2 for a subspace of maximum finite 
dimension NM = 3. In each subspace, we have given the 
(p, r) value of the irreducible tensors which are not 
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n"nynz +A +B, +B, +B3 -A -B, -B, -B3 
o 00 

10 0 2 +A I+A) +B,) I+B,) I+B3) -A) I-B,) I-B,) I-B3 ) 
020 

2 00 

+B, 0 1 1 
(+B,J A) f1-B3) ~B,) I-B,) I-A) I-B3) I-B,) 

+B, 1 a 1 I+B,) +83) +A) +8,) I-B,) I- B3) (-A j I-B,) 

+B3 , 10 1+83 ) +82 ) I+B,) +A I-B3) I-B2 ) I-B,) I-A) 

-A 1 11 I-A! !-B,) B,) (-B3) I+A) I+B,) I+B,) I+B3) 

I' "" 300 
I-B,) !-A) -B3) I-B,) f1-B,) I+Ai I+B3) (+82 ) -B, 

1 2 a 
1 02 

r'o -B2 0 3 0 
I-B2) -B3) -A) B,) +B) I+B3) I+A) I+B,) 

012 

2 1 0 

1: :; I- B3) Y-B,) /-B,) -Ai I+B3) I+B,) ItB,) I+A) 
-83 0 2 1 

2 a I 

FIG. 2. Representation of -rr tensors in the Cartesian basis 
~r for NM =3. 

zero. We will notice that each time there exists only 
a tensor which respects the selection rules. 

Given these elements, it becomes elementary to 
decompose the Boltzmann equation according to the 
invariant subspaces of (82 XV). Especially, the 
Chapman-Enskog process I can be developed by using 
the reducibility of the collision operator and by expand
ing the first member of the equation in irreducible 
tensors for the transformations of (82XV). This calcu
lation is straightforward and can be formally followed 
in a similar way to that used by Kumar for the 803 
group. 

We will not undertake this study because it falls 
outside the limited framework of this paper. 

Let us point out, however, that this calculation in
volves, in the reduction of the first member of the 
Boltzmann equation, the evaluation of matrix elements 
of the tensors V and 

For instance, for Vx we easily find with v2 = f3m/2 

!WHIISIIV llaS22dV=2v1 (/2( +1)" ",' v n2x Vn n +1 
Ix' 2x 

+~o )0 I) 
x nIx' M2x-I nbn2~ nt.o"2 .. (3.36) 

and for %x, 

WHSI_O_ H S2dv 
DI oV

x 
~ 

(3.37) 

Therefore the Vx and %vx operators are irreducible 
tensorial operators T(-B 1 ) and very generally the veloc
ity v and the operator V belong to the same invariant 
subspaces (-El ). 
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Finally, we have to note that all the results which we 
have established are still valid for a gas mixture for the 
structure of the Boltzmann equation and there-
fore the collision integral possesses the same proper
ties with regard to the Klein V group, whatever the 
number of gas constituents. On a practical basis we 
operate in the [ == [I X [2 X 0 0 0 x [G tensorial product 
space of the G vectorial spaces corresponding to each 
gas; each subspace [pr of [ remains invariant but its 
dimensions are multiplied by the number of gas 
constituents. 

4. STUDY OF D IN THE CYLINDRICAL BASIS C kmn
z 

A. Reducibility of D in this basis 

In this section we shall very rapidly show the reduc
ibility of the integral collision operator in an L" orthog
onal basis of the same weight W as the basis constructed 
on the Hermite polynomials but which is naturally ex
panded with regard to cylindrical coordinates. 

Let Ckmn be the basis whose explicit definition is 
given in Appendix A. The parameters corresponding to 
the velocity v are denoted by {V, cp,v }. We can write 

• 
Ckmn (V, cp,v .. )= Ukm (V)(exp(imcp)/f21T)Hn (v .. ), (4.1) .. . 
where k, n. are integers"" 0 and m is an integer. 

In this basis the matrix elements of D are given by 

JC;m ~D[Ckmn ]dvl=(k'm'n~IDlkmn.)=Dt'm' tm (4.2) .. . ' 

with k= {k, n .. }. 

Let (plm'l kmn .. ) be the unitary transformation co-
efficients from the basis Q., • to the basis {C

k 
}. We ",.m mnz have 

Ckmn = 6 (plm'lkmnz)QfJlm" (4.3) 
Z Plm' 

With the selection rules [Appendix B, Eq. (A4)] the 
sum over m' in (4.3) disappears. The operator D being 
diagonal in 1, m in the basis I plm), we finally have 

D = 6 (k'm'n'lp'lm")DI (plm" Ikmn) (4.4) t'm' ,ltm ~ pIp 11 • 
pp'lm" 

Moreover the D t • m• ,tm matrix elements are zero 
except when 

m' =m" =m, (_)n~~ (_)nz=S... (4.5) 

Consequently, the D operator is diagonal in m and 
such that the parity of nz is conserved. Thus 

(4.6) 

where (k) is such that (-)""=Sz' The operator D is 
therefore reducible into two subspaces labelled by the 
parity Sz =± 1 and in each subspace into a set of invari
ant subspaces identified by m. 

B. Dimension of the invariant subspaces for a finite 
dimension basis 

Let NM be the maximum degree of the polynomial 
Ckmnf The dimensions of the submatrices D('t.),<t) are 
obtaIned by evaluating all the possible combinations of 
the values of k and nz such as 
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subspace p = + 1 

k nz 
J 

o 0 1:>7'77'777777---.,--------------. 

o 2 

I 0 

o I 

o I 

o 0 

o 0 

o I 

o 3 

I I 

o 0 

o 2 

I 0 

o 0 

o 2 

I 0 

o I 

o I 

o 0 

o 0 

---------' 
subspace p - - 1 

FIG. 3. Representation of the integral Boltzmann operator in 
the cylindrical basis C~) for NM = 3. The value of th!; couple 
(pm) is noticed in the figure by (m)p and moreover (k) = (k n~. 

2k+n.+ Iml ""NM, 

with (- )n. == S •• 

(4.7) 

We notice immediately that the matrices Drt' )<t) and 
D(~ )<t) have the same dimensions, since the relation 
(4.7) only depends on I mi. 

After some calculations, we find 

dim[D±m]==(K+1)(K+2) , 
2 

with 

K==~NM-2ImIJ if (_)n.==+l, 

and 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

As an example, we give in Fig. 3 the structure of D 
with NM == 3 (basis of 20 polynomials). However the state 
classification can only be understood with the support 
of the following. 

C. Groups leading to the reducibility of D 

These groups are the S2 group generated by the parity 
operator P and the S02 group of the R.(Q) rotations by 
any angle a about the axis z. Given that P commutes 
with rotation operator R and that D commutes with P 
and with R, then with R., it is therefore possible to 
form an eigenbasis common to P,R., and D. We shall 
see that the basis Ckmn.(V, cp,v.) is such a basis. 

In a space inversion cp is changed i.nto (cp + 1T) and the 
axis z into - z. Using (4.1) and (3.3), we have 
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= Ckmn (V, cp + 1T, - v.) = (_)m+n,Ckmn (V, cp, v.). 
• • 

(4.11) 

Thus 

pi kmn.) = (- )m+n. I kmn.). (4.12) 

In the same way, the Rz(a) rotation changes cp into 
(cp + a). Then 

R.(a)Ckmn (V,cp,v.)=Ckmn (V,cp+ a,v.) 
• • 

=exp(ima)Ckmn (V,cp,v.) 
• 

(4.13) 

whence 

R.(a) I kmn.) = exp(ima) Ikmn.). (4.14) 

This result is well known for exp(imcp) forms a basis 
for the irreducible representations exp(im a) of the S02 
Abelian group. In the present case, the (S2XS02) ir
reducible representations are labelled by P = (- )m+n. and 
m, whence by noting 

(4.15) 

with k= (k, n.) we can write, by applying the Wigner
Eckart theorem to the D operator, 

(4.16) 

The S02 group being a continuous one, the number of 
its irreducible representations is not finite. Then it is 
the same with the invariant subspaces in which D is 
developed. However, in any subspace of finite dimen
sion N M , we have mE [- NM , + NM ] according to (4.7) 
which finally gives 2(2NM + 1) invariant subspaces with 
the two possible values for p. These are the subspaces 
seen in Fig. 3, each of them being labelled by the 
notation m P = ± I m I ± • 

D. Equality of the matrices Dpm and Dp-m 

As D commutes with any rotation operator, we have 

(4.17) 

where R/ 1T) is a rotation by + 1T about the axis x. In this 
rotation, the axis z is changed into - z and the angle cp 
into - CPo So, 

R
X

(1T) Ikmn.) = (_)n. Ik - mn.). (4.18) 

By using (4.16), (4.17), and (4.18), we have 

(4.19) 

but the conservation of the parity p = (- )m+n. implies 
that (_)n~+n.= 1; therefore, finally 

DPm=DP-m. (4.20) 

The matrices [)pm representing D in the basis I kmn.) 
are therefore only dependent on I mi. 

E. Case of the nonlinear collision operator 

This problem is dealt with in the same way as in Sec. 
3. The expression (3.23) is evaluated in the coupled 
basis by introducing the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
(P1ml>P2m2Ipm) of (S2XS02) such as 

CPm«k1 ) Plm 1 , (~)p2m2) 

(4.21) 
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Examination of the characters of S02 and S212•13 shows 
that we necessarily have 

(P1m1 ,P2m2ipm) = 1\'1P2.pom1+m2.m • (4.22) 

Taking (4.21) into account, we can evaluate (3.24) in 
the coupled basis which gives 

J CPm* (a)DCP'm'(a') dV2 = (a,pm iD i a' ,p'm') 

(4.23) 

where we applied the Wigner-Eckart theorem and we 
denoted by a and a' the index sets [(k)pm, (0)1,0] and 
[(k1)P1ml> (~)p2m2]' 

The invariant subspaces are therefore the same for 
the operator D in the coupled basis as when D is 
linearized and evaluated in the simple basis ct~) . 

The observations, concerning the decomposition in 
irreducible parts of the distribution function j(r, v, t) or 
the tensorial operators T, are still applicable here. 
We have only to take the relations (3.31)-(3.35), re
placing the indices (pr) by (pm) and the Clebsch
Gordan coefficients (p1rUP2r2Ipr) by (P1ml,P2m2Ipm). 

Finally, the invariance under rotation of D being 
independent on the number of constituents of the gas, it 
is clear that D will still decompose following the same 
invariant subspaces whatever the number G of these 
constituents, the dimension of each subspace being 
multiplied by G. 

5. REDUCIBILITY OF THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION 
IN THE PHASE SPACE C-;. X c; 
A. Proof 

The Boltzmann equation can be expressed in the 
general form 

15[j)=D[j], (5.1) 

~ 

where the operator D is 

~ a F 
D=-+v'V +-'V at r m v 

(5.2) 

and where D is given by the relation (3.23). The dis
tribution function j(r, V, t), solution of (5.1), is there
fore defined in the space C .. y=C .. XCy of the r and v 
variables. The traditional methods to determine j(r, V , t) 
are essential related to a decomposition of the distribu
tion functio~ in the space Cy, independently of the prop
erties that D and D possess with regard to C ... 

We shall demonstrate that the consideration of prop
erties of 15 and D in relation to the phase space Cry 
gives us important information for the determination 
of the solutions f. 

Let us consider first of all the case where the exter
'lal forces F are zero. The operator 15 is simplified in 
d, such as 

~ a 
d=at +V' VI" (5.3) 

The Boltzmann equation is written 

d[j]=D[j]. (5.4) 
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The collision operator D is independent by construc
tion of the variable r. It commutes with all the trans
formation operators relating to r and, in particular, 
with rotation operators and space inversion operators. 
It therefore commutes with all the operators of the 0 3 
group relating to r. On the other hand, D still commutes 
with the operators of this same group when the trans
formations are applied on the variable velocity v. Only 
this last result has been exploited by Kumar in the 
spherical basis and by ourselves in the Cartesian and 
cylindrical bases. Finally, D commutes with all the 
operators of the [(03 ) .. x (03) .. ] group, the direct product 
of the transformations on r and v. 

If we consider the operator d, we detect that this 
operator commutes with all the operations of the Og 
group (rotation plus space inversion) performed in the 
phase space. This is clear for the differential operator 
a / a t independent of r and V. On the other hand, the 
operator V· V r is invariant for all space rotation and 
inversion performed simultaneously in C .. and c ... 

In these circumstances, J commutes with all the 
operations of the group (Og) ..... As D commutes with 
the operations of [(Og) .. x(Og)y], it commutes ajortiori 
with those of (Og)..." for we have [(Og)rx(Og).,] 
::J (Og)...,. 

Consequently, if we expand f on the irreducible 
representations of (Og)..." the Wigner-Eckart theorem 
will be applicable to the two members of the Boltzmann 
equation and this will be totally resolved in subsequent 
independent equations, each one relating to determined 
invariant subspace. 

The above observations can be used when the external 
forces F(r, t) are no longer zero but possess a deter
mined symmetry. If F is invariant under rotation about 
a fixed point 0, the invariance group is still (Og)..." the 
origin of frames being in 0, for (F / m) , V) is an 
invariant of this group. 

If F has an axis of determined symmetry, the invari
ance group of (F / m) • V) is then (02 )...,. As we have 
(Og)...,::J (02) .. ,., the Boltzmann equation is completely 
resolvable into the irreducible representations of (02),... 
Then an expliCit calculation requires the use of the 
cylindrical basis Ckmn which we discussed in Sec. 4. 

z 

Finally in the case where F has Cartesian sym
metries, the invariance group of (F / m) • V) is the 
(Vl..,. Klein group. There again, (Og)rv contains (V),... 
In these circumstances, 15 and D are resolvable into 
the irreducible representations of V discussed in Secs, 
2 and 3. The basis to use is clearly the Hermite poly
nomial Hn basis. 

The construction of the irreducible representations 
of (03 ) .. ,., (02) .... , or (V)rv when the distribution function 
j(r, v, t) is expanded on a local basis, is a difficult 
problem, because the parameters f3 and mean velocity 
u, which are included in the definition of the weight 
function W, depend themselves on rand t and this de
pendence complicates the expression of its expansion. 
On the other hand this study is simple when the adopted 
basis is such that f3 and U are independent of rand t. 
As an example, we shall look at this in the next section 
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and then see the problem concerning the local and 
absolute basis. 

B. Study of a particular case 

In order to illustrate the technique to be used we are 
going to consider the simple case where j(r, v, t) is 
expanded on an absolute basis ({3 = (30 and U = uo) by taking 
F:= O. The cases where F is different from zero or is 
of determined symmetry may be dealt with similarly. 

In this case, the invariant group is (Os)n' The 
distribution function j(r , v, t) is thus expanded on the 
Qnl,Jv) basis, 

j(r,v,t)=W 6 Fn1m(r,t)Qnlm(v). (5.5) 
Imn 

According to the Chapman-Enskog process, the 
Boltzmann equation for a simple gas is written 
(Kumar,5 relation 111) to the (r -1) order 
approximation, 

r-1 
6 (nlm I al n'l'm') (,.-1) F If I'm' (r, t) + 6 

n'l'm' 5=1 

x 6 (nlmIJ\tl:ll2m2,n1l1mJ 
"111ml 

"2 L2 m2 

= - 26 (nlm jJ \n2l 2m 2, n1l 1m1) 
n111m1 
"2 12m2 

x (O)Fn I m (r,t)(r)Fn 1m (r,n, 
222 III 

where the matrix element (nlmIJlnlllml>tl:ll2m2) is 
given by Kumar5 (relation 91). 

(5.6) 

Then, if we introduce the standard basis Tt(nllr;rv) 
of (03 \,,, such as 

;:=r/r, 
(5.7) 

denoting a:= (nllr ), we obtain 

j(r, v, t) = W 6 Ft(a;rt)Tt(a;;'v). (5.8) 
LMo< 

Then with 

- 6 (L'M' I L M L M) (51) FL1(a rt) (52) FL2(a rt)(5 9) - 1 1 22M 11M2 2 • 
M1M2 

the Boltzmann equation is written 
r-l 

6 (aLM\a\a'L'M,)(r-llFI;;.(a',rt)+6 6 
"" L' M' 0-1 "'1 "'2 L 1 L2 

1400 

:= - 2 6 <aLM\ J\ a 1 a2L 1L 2L' M') 
"'1"'2L IL 2 

L'M' 
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L'M' 

where 

(aLM I JI a 1 a 2L 1L 2L'M') = :0 (L1M 1L 2M21 L'M') 
M1M2 

(5.11) 

Under these circumstances, the Wigner-Eckart 
theorem can be applied and we obtain 

<aLMI dl a'L'M'):= I5LL,I5MM,d~"" (5.12) 

(aLMIJla1a2L1L2L'M')=6LL,I5MM,J~ ('" '" L L)' (5.13) 
, 1 2 1 2 

Then, we have the system of equations 

(5.14) 

Each relation is a differential equation which, in op
pOSition to (5.6), is only relative to the variables rand 
t, On the other hand, the solution (o.rlct does not de
pend on M. It suffices therefore to calCUlate (O.r)cZ 
(ME [- L, + L]) whence we deduce (r) F~(a,rt) by 

= L) (LM\L1M 1L 2M 2) (0.r)ct(a1a2L 1L 2;rtl. (5.15) 
LM 

At last the functions (0) Ft(a;rt) are given by the zero
order approximation of the distribution function, i. e. , 

j(O)(r,v,t)=n(r,t)W=W L) (O)Ft(a;rt)Tt(a;rv), 
LM", 

(5.16) 

whence 

(0) Ft(a;rt) = JWn(r, t)Tt*(a;rv) a;dv 
= 0naol o15 lrL J n(r, t)Y!M(r) a;. (5.17) 

Finally, we establish that there exists a Chapman
Enskog hierarchy relative to the value of L and these 
hierarchies are independent. 

The Eq. (5.14) therefore represents the most com
plete expansion of the Boltzmann equation in the absence 
of external forces (F = 0). 

If the external forces are no longer zero but have a 
symmetry center 0, we situate the origin of the frame 
of reference in this point, which gives the same result 
(5.14), with only the matrix element dL 

",,,' being 
modified. If F has a cylindrical or Cartesian symmetry, 
we use the same method in order to expand j(r, v, t) on 
the basis introduced in Secs. 4 and 3. 

Let us notice here that the expansion (5.14) was ob
tained with the hypothesis {3 and u being independent of 
rand t. If this was not so, the expansion would have no 
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incidence on a theoretical point of view, because the 
result (5.14) is obtained from the invariance of the 
operators jj and D under the transformations of various 
groups. This invariance is independent of whether the 
basis is absolute or local. 

However, the use of a local basis presents a certain 
technical complexity because f3 and u must be expanded 
on the spherical harmonics y1m(r). This complexity 
therefore decreases the interest of the result (5.14) 
when the basis is local. However, it would seem clear 
that a local basis is generally better adapted tc the 
description of the physical phenomena than an absolute 
basis. This is because the variations of temperature f3 
and of mean velocity u are also included in the weight 
function Wand not only in the Fn1m(r, t) coefficients, as 
in an absolute basis. We shall see, however in the 
following paragraph that each moment of the distribution 
function, expanded on a local basis, is a finite linear 
combination of the moments of this same function, ex
panded on an absolute basis. The two bases are there
fore equivalent in any L 2 subspace of finite dimension 
for the determination of the distribution function 
moments. 

C. Equivalence of "absolute" and "local" moments in 
any subspace of finite dimension 

This equivalence exists independently of the spherical, 
Cartesian, or cylindrical choice of the basis. We make 
calculations in the usual spherical basis {Qnlm} and the 
parameters of the absolute basis will be noted Vo 
=,; f3om/2 and uo, v and u being those of the local basis. 
In order to simplify the calculations, we shall first 
consider the case where u=uo' 

So, we have 

j(r,v,t)= ~ WOF.:lm(r,t)Qnlm(vOV) = ~ WFn1m(r,t)Qnlm(VV)' 
nlm nlm 

(5.18) 

But with the definition of Qnlm (Appendix A) we can see 
that Qnlm(vv) and Qnlm(voV) are orthogonal polynomials 
with respect to the v variable. Then we find 

Fn1m(r, t) = J Q~lmjdv 

= ~ ~'I'm' JWOQ~/m(vv)Q"'/'m'(voV)dv 
rf I'm' 

=~ F:..lm J WOR n/ (vv)R"./(VOV)V 2 dv, (5.19) 
n' 

but Rnl (v, v) is a polynomial in v of degree (2n + Z). We 
can therefore expand it in a finite linear combination of 
the polynomials R"./(vov) and we obtain 

Rnl(IlVl=t Cn.(l,v/vo)Rn'/(vov), (5.20) "'0 n 

where C;:. is given in Appendix C. 

From this, and by using the orthogonality of the 
polynomials Rn/(vov) we deduce 

n 

Fn1m(r,t)= ~C;:'(l,v/VO)F.:'/m(r,t). (5.21) 
n'=O 

Thus the moments Fn1m(r, t) of the local basis are 
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finite linear combinations of the moments F.:lm(r,t) 
of the absolute basis. The converse is evident. Finally, 
we must observe that the n first moments F.:lm 1:mable 
us to calculate the n corresponding F n1m moments. 

The interest of the relation (5.21) is to allow the 
utilization of an absolute basis for the solution of the 
Boltzmann equation and therefore finally the exploitation 
in particular of the relation (5.14). 

This relation was established by making the hypothe
sis u=uo' The result, however, was still acquired in 
the general case because it is a consequence of the fact 
that the set Qnlm is a polynomial set and that it is always 
possible to expand Qnlm(v(v-u» on the set {Q". I'm' (vo(V 
-Uo})}· 

The demonstration can also be made simply by using 
the Cartesian basis {H!r}. So we have 

j(r v f)- ~ WOFl(pr>HPr(v (v -u » , ,- D. It. 0 0 (5.22) 
11 

=~ WF,~pr)w.r(v(v-u» (5.23) 
11 

and by following the same process as before, we finally 
obtain the result 

F(:n(r ,t)= ~ Il~,(v/vo,uo _u)~!l>r)(r, f), (5.24) 
1.':10 

where K} is given in Appendix C. 

NOTE: The results of Sec. 5, Parts A and B were 
established in group terms on (CrXC.,). We also can 
express them in an equivalent way in algebraic terms: 
The reducibility of the Boltzmann equation in the sub
space C;XC~ of Crxc.., shows that the basis used for this 
reduction is an eigenbasis of the Boltzmann equation in 
this subspace. Explicitly, when for example the exter
nal forces are zero or invariant under rotation about a 
fixed point, this basis is given by the examination of the 
relations (5.7) and (5.9), i. e. , finally for the subspace 
(C; xc v) by >lit such as 

>lit (l11fLu 121~L2;r, V1' v2) 

~ (L 1M1L 2M2! LM'; 
M 1M 2m1mi 

m m' 
2 2 

x (11m11fmf ! L1M1)(12m21~m~! L 2M2) 

x Y1 m (V1)YI'm'1(r)Y, m(V2)Y,•m.(r). (5.25) 
11 1 22 22 

In the cylindrical and Cartesian basis, expressions of 
the same type are established by considering the func
tions Ht~) and ctt') as well as the corresponding 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The results obtained in the above sections show the 
interest presented by the theorems of the group theory 
to solve practical problems concerning the structure of 
the Boltzmann equation, and this without passing by the 
intermediary of complicated algebraic equations. We 
have thus been able to show that the Boltzmann collision 
operator was reduced in the determined basis such as 
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{H .. } or {C klnn) in a direct sum of matrices, each of 
them belonging to invariant subspaces. The groups in
volved in this reduction have been identified (V) and 
802 groups) and the invariance of the collision operator 
under the rotations was fully exploited to prove the 
equality of different matrices of the expansion following 
specific rules. 

The above results have been enlarged to the full 
Boltzmann equation. This has enabled us to define 
totally the structure of this equation in the space (c I' 
xCy ). Full application of the resulting properties has 
finally been made in the case where the external force 
F is zero or invariant under rotation. 

This application enabled us to find the eigenfunctions 
of the Boltzmann equation in the subspace (c; xc;;) and 
to show how the Chapman-Enskog process could be 
used. The method followed in this particular case can 
be utilized point by point when the force F is of cylindri
calor Cartesian symmetry. It gives very similar re
sults to the previous methods if the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients for the corresponding groups are used 
together with the indices (pm) or (pr) of their irreduc
ible representations. 

The previous considerations lead to a great simplifi
cation in the determination of the distribution function 
j(r, v, t), for instance in the cases of the Chapman
Enskog procedure or the direct calculation process for 
the linearized equation. 

It must also be noticed that the research and utiliza
tion of the Boltzmann equation symmetries allow us to 
derive the selection rules, which in an essential manner 
depend on the boundary conditions of the problem, to 
which j(r, v, t) is subjected through its expansion on dif
ferent basis. The knowledge of these selection rules is 
a fundamental matter since they directly lead to the 
reduction of theoretical as well as numerical 
calculations. 
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APPENDIX A 

We give without commentary the definitions of the 
various functions used. 

(a) Spherical basis {Qnlm}: 

Qnlm(vv)=Hn,(vv)Y,m(V) (v=v/v), 

where Y1m(i!) is the usual spherical harmonic (see 
Messiahs for example) and 

1 
H (Vl')= ~ (vv)ILI+1/2( V2V 2) 

nl y Nnl n , 

LI+l/2( )-t (_)k2k(n) (2l+1)!! Xk 
n X - k 0 (2l + 2k + 1)! ! ' 

k 

N _ n![(2l+1)!!]2 
nl - 21-nt-2(2n + 2l + 1)! ! 7f 
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with 

v3 
2 2 

W=37"2 exp(-v v ). 
7f 

(b) Cartesian basis H .. : 

H .. (llV)=Hn (vvx)Hn (vv)Hn (vv.), n= (nx,ny,n.), 
x y • 

1 [n/
2

J ( n ) 
H .. (vvl=(2nn!)1/2 ~ (-)P2n-p 2p (2p_1)!!(vv)n-

2p
, 

jWH .. (llV)H.,(llV) dv = 0 .... ,. 

(c) Cylindrical basis {Ckmn }: z 

Ckmn (llV)= Ukm(vv)(exp(imtp)/v'2;)Hn (vv.) 
• • 

with 

1/2 
_ (vV)"'L;;'(V2v 2

) 

and 

APPENDIX B 
A. Unitary transformation coefficients <nlm I nx nv nz ) 
of (Onlm <+ Hn" ) 

These coefficients have been examined by several 
authors. Their explicit value is given by Domerguell 

to which we refer for the calculations. We have for 
m~O, 

6 ( )5 (2l - 2S)! (n + S)! 
X 5 - S!(I-S)!(l-m-2S)![S-(l-m-nz )/2] 

xL?(-)t {t! (ny - t)! (t _ ny -~x -m ) 

x[(nx + ny _ m)/2 _ t]!}_1 

with Nn = 2nx+ny+n. nx! ny! nz ! , and the following rules: 

(nXnynZ I nlm> = (nlm I nXnynz>* = (- )ny(nlm I nXnynz> , 

(nl - m I nXnynz> = (- )m+ny(nlm I nXnynz> , 

2n + I = nx + ny + nz' 

(_)n:ny+m=+ 1, 

(_)nz+I+'" = + 1. 

B. Unitary transformation coefficients <nlm' I kmnz > 
of (Qnlm <+Ckmn z ) 

(B1) 

(B2) 

The calculation of these coefficients was carried out 
by Talman. 14 These are given by 

(l Ik >
_(_)<m+lmll/2(l-lml)! \1/2(_)k+n 

nm mnz - (l+lml)!"j 
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( 
nz!(k+ imi)!(2l+1) )1/2 

X k! n! (2l + 2n + 1)! ! 2nz+ l - n 

X6 (-)P(2l - 2p)! (p + n)l 
p pl(l-p)I(2k-2n+n

Z
-2p)!(p+n-k)1 ' 

and also with 

<nlm I kmnz> = <kmnz I nlm> , 

(nlm Ikm'n.> = 0mm.<nlm I kmn.> , 

(_)m+n.+I=+ 1, 

2n + 1 = 2k + nz + I m I· 
APPENDIX C 

(B3) 

(B4) 

Transformation coefficients of Rn/(vv) and H!r(v(v 
-u)) polynomials follow: 

nl .::...) _('(2n+2l+1)!!(2n'+2l+1)!! )1/2 
Cn'~, Va - 2n+7f n! n'! 

(~)It t (_ )k+k.(n)(n:) 
X kOk'O k k 

Va 

(2k + 2k' + 2l + 1) ! ! ( V yk 
X (2l + 2k + 1)! I (2l + 2k' + I)! I V:J ' 

[n"J2] "x ... 2p 

Ki =6 n 
6 (_)/2nx-2p-k 

x. 10 

1403 

k n' 
x 
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One-component plasma in 2 + E dimensions 
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The one-component plasma (ocp) model with neutralizing background is extended to real dimensionality 
v = 2 + ( with - 2:s; (:s; 2. The equilibrium properties (pair correlation and thermodynamic functions) 
investigated within the Debye approximation, up to the second-order in the plasma parameter e 2/ kB T"Ah, 
with the aid of the Wilson quadratures, interpolate between two- and three-dimensional results for 0 < ( < 1, 
and extend the v = 3 behavior to all v:s; 2. The dimensionality v = 2 is shown to play a special role. 
Quantum diffraction corrections are included in the high temperature limit through a temperature
dependent effective Coulomb interaction. As a by-product, the particle diffusion coefficient (Bohm) of the 
strongly magnetized two-component plasma taken in the fluid limit may be given a finite volume
independent expression in the thermodynamic limit when v = 2, provided due attention is paid to the 
Tauberian properties of the Coulomb potential for - 2:S; (:s; O. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is a common experience that the well-known one
component classical plasma model (ocp) with a neutral
izing background exhibits Significant modifications of 
its properties when the dimensionality parameter v takes 
various integer values. This model has received a con
siderable attention, in the context of plasma physics as 
well as in the framework of basic equilibrium statistical 
mechanics. It is now a well-known fact- that, for v ~ 2, 
the total Coulomb interaction energy per particle does 
not remain finite in the V - 00 limit, a phenomenon im
mediately explained by the analytical form of the v
dimensional Coulomb interaction, 

¢(V)(y)={sgn(v_2) IY I2-V, v;e2, 

In lrI-l, v = 2. 
(I. 1) 

Solution of the Poisson equation 

(v)()_ I I () _21T"/2 
A¢ Y -- v-2 SJJv Y, SV-f'(v/2)" (I. 2) 

Then the total Coulomb energy of N particles with 
unit charge e, in the presence of an inert and homogene
ous neutralizing background reads1 

(Yij = I ri - rj I) 

W(V)(N) =~~ ¢(V)(Yi) _ pe2 j] d'r 2 Nf 
2 i*j j=l 

p2 e2 (f 
x¢(V)(\ r- d) +-2-}} d'rd'r' 

With the background self-energy [V= (SjV)RV] 

(
V + 1 (y)() v-iI e2

N
2 

Bv(v, R,N)= v +2 +¢ R R "} 2Rv-2 

= U V - 2\ (~: ~) + sgn(v- 2)J e;(p~v) l-2/V 

XN1+2 / V
, v;e2, 

[v + 1 +~ln(PSV\Je2w 2 
v + 2 2 vN J 2 ' v = . 

(1. 3) 

(1. 4) 
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Equation (i. 3) embodies all the previously considered 
ocp with integer v. The case v = 1 with 

(1 ) - e2 Ii- . 2 ~ 2 Ii, 
W (N) =-2-~ (2t - 1-N)Y j + e p~ r7 - e PR~ Yi 

e2pNR2 e2p2R3 
+-------

2 3 
(I. 5) 

has been extensively considered by Baxter and Kunz, 2 

while the v = 2 ocp with 

(I. 6) 

has recently1 received a lot of attention. As well as 
any other ocp, it provides a simple tool for testing the 
coherence of the basic principles of the Gibbsian en
semble theory for particles interacting through a long
range potential. Also, it allows for a very useful model
ling of the strongly magnetized v = 3 plasma. Equation 
(1. 3) shows that v = 2 is a landmark for the ¢ (V)(v) long
range behavior. For v ~ 2, the absolute value of the lat
ter is a decreasing function of Y, while it increases with 
it for v < 2. Therefore, in order to render more sys
tematic and more transparent the v-dependence of the 
equilibrium properties (pair correlation and thermody
namic functions), and also to allow for a local study 
around v=2, badly needed for the determination of the 
particle diffusion coefficient in a real two-component 
magnetized plasma, 3 we are led to extend (1. 3) to any 
real v. This process is an interpolation of the above 
integer-dimensionalized ocp models with an infinite num
ber of real ones. Indeed, it is a very common technique 
both in atomic physics4 and in phase transition theory, 5 

as well as in high-energy physics6 to realize (and even 
complexity6) the relevant parameter: space dimensional
ity or angular momentum to get additional information 
for the physical models with discrete values of their 
quantities. Generally speaking, it allows for the intro
duction of a much wider perspective through the unifi
cation and extension of apparently uncorrelated tech
niques and results. We expect the same kind of proce-
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dure to be fruitful in the theory of the one-component 
plasma, where so many results have already been 
gathered in v= 1, 2, and 3 dimensions. Our feeling is 
supported by the inverse quadratic form of the Coulomb 
interaction in momentum space [Eq. (1. 1)] 

(I. 7) 

allowing the extension of the Poisson equation to any v 
values. A first by-product of the extension (I. 7), already 
noticed previously, 1 is the v-independence of many fea
tures of the high-temperature (Debye) treatment in k
space of the equilibrium properties. As an example, 
the limits g2(0) and g2(00) of the pair correlation function 
exhibit analogous trends for all v. However, the range 
of validity of the high-temperature approximation based 
upon a perturbative expansion with respect to the 
plasma parameter A remains strongly v-dependent. 
The introduction of an infinite number of ocp models 
with a 1'" (v-2) interaction between v = 2 and 3 should give 
access to a selective extrapolation of the suitable v = 2 
behaviors needed in the modelization of the three
dimensional magnetized plasma, while keeping away 
the pathological featUres arising from the nonvanishing 
harmonic term in the V _00 limit for v ~ 2. This latter 
is responsible for the breakdown of the translational 
invariance used in the standard Debye analysis of the 
Mayer-Salpeter diagrams. Recent calculations2 have 
revealed that the v = 1 ocp model exhibits a periodic 
(rather than fluid like) equilibrium structure persisting 
to all temperatures. An important question is the deter
mination of the smallest v retaining the translational 
invariance, thus allowing for a continuous extrapolation 
of the v= 3 equilibrium properties. The Debye expan
sion performed below makes clear that vml• = 2 + EO with 
EO> O. In this perspective, the interest of the real v 
extension of the Coulomb interaction seems to lie in a 
more flexible modelization of the three-dimensional 
plasma, as explained below in Sec. IV where a well
defined Bohm-like particle diffusion coefficient is de
tained in the EO = 0 limit. 

On the other hand, the projection of the v = 3 ocp onto 
smaller v ocp's could be of value for the determination 
of high order corrections to the usual model companion, 
free from the well-known short- range divergence of the 
r-1 interaction. Whenever possible, this procedUre com
bined with a t.v expansion of a given equilibrium quan
tity resummed with respect to the plasma parameter A 
should provide an alternative derivation of the high
order corrections to the most diverging graph in the 
r = 0 limit, as explained in a forthcoming work. In so 
doing we shall encounter truncated ocp models with the 
nonvanishing harmonic sum deleted for v < 2. 

The present paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 
II, we establish the equivalence of the real-v Coulomb 
interaction y2_v in configuration space with the Poisson 
equation solution Svk-2. We extend, to 0 ~ v ~ 2, the cor
responding Fourier integrals with the aid of suitably 
selected Tauberian factors. The high-temperature 
(Debye) analysis is displayed in Secs. III (pair correla
tion function) and IV (thermodynamic functions) up to 
the second-order in A with EO = v - 2, as a running pa
rameter. The previous v-integer results are then re-
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covered as special cases of the present extension. In 
Sec. V, we consider a wavepacket extension of the point
like charged particles taking into account the uncertainty 
prinCiple in the Short-range part of the particle-particle 
interaction. We conclude with the above-mentioned de
rivation of the particle diffusion coefficient for the two 
components v = 2 plasma taken in the fluid limit (Debye 
length - 00 ) • 

II. COULOMB INTERACTION WITH NONINTEGER 
DIMENSIONALITY 

The compact expression (1. 3) may be immediately ex
tended to any real v with 

(II. 1) 

Similarly, we have already obtained, in k - space, the 
extension (I. 7) of the Poisson solution. Therefore, it 
remains to introduce a noninteger Fourier relationship 
to connect these complementary aspects of the extended 
Coulomb interaction. This may be achieved through the 
straightforward extension of the volume integral 

!oR y--1 dv for sinV
-

2ep1 dep1 10' sinv-3 ep3 dep3 ••• 

t (' 27T"/2 S 
X J 0 sinepv_2 depV_2 J 0 depv_1 = vI' (V /2) R

V 

= ; R
V 

(II. 2) 

and the corresponding Wilson quadratures' 

(21T) ..... f d'kj(k . k1) 

K (~ t 
= :;';1 Jo dk )0 dep kV

-
1(sinep)"-2j(k2, k1k cosep), 

where Kv = Sj(21T)", specialized to the generalized 
Fourier transforms 

(n.3) 

ep(V)(r)=~2~)~v i~ dkkv-1 fur dep (si~f)V-2 exp(ikrcosep) 

= _ SvSv_1 ( ~)' 12 r e ; EO) v'rr fo~ dk k-1+e 12J, dkr) 

-1 
EO> 0, (II. 4) 

and 

Sv 
=-0' 

As in three dimensions, ep (V)(k) is obtained through a 
regular quadrature for EO > 0, while the inverse trans
form (II. 5) is only meaningful in the usual Tauberian 
limit 

lim (~ dr e-ar r' 12 J, 12(kr) 
a-O Jo 
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We may wonder if the present analysis is able to repro
duce the lJ = 2 logarithmic potential1 in the lJ = ° limit 
and also make sense for E < 0, when ¢ (v )(r) increase~ 
with r. These subtle points may be answered affirma
tively provided the Tauberian factors are given their 
Debye-like analytical forms A' 12K, 12(Ar) /r" 12 and 
(k2 + A2J-1 as explained below in Sec. III. Let us resume 
the derivation of (n.4) with 

l' i~ dk k
1
" 12J, 12(kr) 

1m k 2 + ,\2 
). - 0 0 

_ ,'12K (,)1 _1'(E/2) 2'/2 
- 1\ ,Iz I\r ---- --

"0 2 r 
(n.7) 

giving back the two-dimensional interaction through 
Ko(r,\) -,_olnIArl provided the limit E=O is taken first. 
An immediate outcome of this approach is that ,\ - R-1 

in the thermodynamic limit, in order to reproduce the 
dimensionless interaction In I r /R I. R could also repre
sent any other infinite quantity available when the plasma 
model is made more specific. For instance, one could 
also have A - L -1, L being the infinite length of the mag
netized rods supporting the linear density of charge. 
This Tauberian limit makes clear that the length scaling 
the logarithm has to be a very large one. Apparently, 
this is the first unambiguous indication for that property. 
The relationships (II. 6), (n. 7) do confirm that the 
Fourier transforms (n. 4), (n. 5) may be analytically 
continued down to - 2,,; E ~O when ¢(V)(r) is given the 
Tauberianized expression lim,_ 0(,\,/2 Ire IZ)K, 12(,\r), 

while ¢(V)(k) is obtained as 

l?-' 12 L~ dr rJ, Iz(kr)Ke/z(,\r) = (l?Z + AZJ-1. (n.8) 

III. DEBYE PAIR CORRELATION FUNCTION 
A. Basic formalism and first order 

Once the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential 
is defined, we are allowed to develop the usual high
temperature formalism based on the perturbative analy
sis of the pair correlation function1 

(III. 1) 

in terms of the potential of average force wZ(r1Z )' with 
respect to the dimensionless plasma parameter 

mean potential energy at screening distance AD 
mean kinetic energy 

e2 

= !?BT'\~' 
(m.2) 

wZ(r1Z) is then explained by 

_ - u(r1 ):", ) k 
w2(r1Z) -/iT- + DI\(r12 p , 

B k=l 

(III. 3) 

in terms of the bare potential u(r12) = e2¢(V)(r12)' and 
the simple 12-reducible cluster integrals 

(III. 4) 

with ~(k) denoting the summation over all possible 12-
irreducible cluster diagrams that can be obtained from 
the root points 1 and 2. k refers to the model points. 
lij = exp(- (3u(r i ) - 1 is the usual Mayer function. Equa-
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tion (IlL 4) is meaningful in the N, V - 00 limit for finite 
k. Now, let us introduce the high-temperature approxi
mation with the condition 

(III. 5) 

without any further restriction on the number density p. 
Thus we hope to find a small parameter in terms of 
which the cluster expansion may be constructed with 

u(rij»M»O, rij<rM, 

u(rij)-E', rM<r<A', 

(I1I.6a) 

(III.6b) 

u(ri ) decreases faster than r-v
, r>,\', (III.6c) 

d ·,' , an r M / 1\ «E «1. lij is then approximated by - 1 in 
the region (III. 6a), of order E' in (III. 6b) and negligible 
in (III. 6c) with f d"ru(r) -E',\'v. Now, only cases where 
the range of the potential is long compared to p-1/v 

(pA'v> 1) will be considered. Each cluster integral 13k 
contains k field points and 1 lines. The order of mag
nitude is given by E'I(p,\'V)k=E'Z-k(PE'A'V)k. Although E' 
is by definition small, the quantity PE' ,\'v may be large 
for sufficiently large ,\'. It is therefore useful to re
group the cluster expansion terms for wZ(r12) according 
to the value of l - k, the summation is over!? values for 
fixed l - k. The only dimensionless parameter in the 
problem being e2¢ (v )(r) /k B T, one has to put E' = II = (e 2

/ 

kBT)¢(V)(,\') = e2/kBTA;. In order to get a realistic re
sult free from the harmonic symmetry-breaking term, 
we first restrict to lJ = 2 + E with E > 0. Therefore, the 
first-order (l- k = 1) contribution to (III. 3) is the usual 
Debye chain 

~ 

B(r1Z) = l(r12 ) + 6- p" J ... J d" r3 ••• d"r "+2 
n=l 

(III. 7) 

The introduction of lij - - (3u(rij) in Eq. (III. 7) leads to 
[V(k) = - (3e 2Svk-2 ] 

Cv(r12 ) '" B(r12) 

= (27TJ-V!dVkexP(ikrcose) V(~ 
1-pV(k) 

K l~ /C' V(k)k
V

-

1 

= 2V
-
1 dk de(sine)"-2 exp(ikr cos e) --_--

7T 0 0 1 - Pv(k) 

_ -A K,/2(r/AD) A2 _ ksT 
-2,/2r(1+E/2) (r/AD)'/Z D-SvpeZ' (IlL 8) 

giving back at once the well-known results 

C3(r) = - (3e2 exp(- r/AD), C2(r) = - (3 e2Ko(r/AD) , 

C1(r)=-{3e2exp(-r/"v), (III. g) 

with K,/2(X) second kind modified Bessel of order E/2, 
and the E parameter analytically continued down to 
E < ° for the truncated ocp's with only the Coulomb re
pulsion retained in Eq. (I. 3). In so doing, we may also 
contemplate the lJ = ° limit 

_ 2{3e2A~ r (r) 
Co(r) = reO) AD ·K1 '\D = 0, (III. 10) 

corresponding to a gas of noninteracting harmonic oscil-
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lators, with the Debye approximation identical (to all 
orders) to the perfect gas. Equation (III. 10) stresses out 
the topological content of the dimensionality concept 
already noticed in Sec. I, with the emphasis put on the 
local density in the neighborhood of a given point 
charge7

,8 rather than on the metric properties of a sys
tem, everywhere dense, and filling homogeneously the 
available space to it. Negative dimensionalities may 
also be given a meaning through first-order Debye ex
tensions such that 

(III. 11) 

B. Second order (/ -k = 2) 

Once the first-order is known, the analysis may be 
pursued further to high orders along the same way al
ready used1 for E = O. In so doing, we shall both empha
size the particular role played by the two-dimensional 
ocp, and also allow for an overwhelming simplification 
of the previous model calculations separately performed 
for integer v. Let us first notice that the Fourier trans
form of the nth power of the Debye chain (III. 8) is pro
portional to 

[i~ drY'-l 1~ de (sin8)V-Z(CD )" exp(ikrcose) 

=r(E;l)11T i~drY'-l(:r)'IZ 

(
-K'/2(r/AD ) \ " 

xJ'/2(kr) 2'/2r(1 + E/2)rE!2} , (III. 12) 

a locally summable quantity in the vicinity of r= 0 for 
n < 2 + C 1

; so the Mayer-Salpeter analysis outlined in 
Sec. IlIA may be worked out further to order n < 2 + c 1

, 

without embarking in the tedious Meeron resummation 
of the most diverging graphs9 in the r= 0 limit. Restrict
ing to second-order, we have first to pay attention to 
the simplest 2-bubble made of two Debye lines curved 
between the root points 1 and 2, i. e. , 

( ) _ AZ K~/2(r) 
2a -2T 2'r2(1 + E/2) , r in number of AD' (III. 13) 

The next two graphs are equal to the convolution product 
of (2a) with a single Debye line (III. 8) 

K f . (2bc) = ;;1 d"k exp(zkr12)C(Jl)H(k), (III. 14) 

where 

given in terms of the Meijer function C~", as detailed in 
Appendix A. As an example, for E = 1, one recovers the 
v = 3 bubble function 

C(k) = C1,z _ 4rrA 2 (kZll'3IZ) 
--;?2 2,2 4 1,1/2 (III. 16) 

= 4 A Z tan-1(kI2) 
rr 217? ' 
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obtained through 

C1,z (x 1-G1 ,-G2) = r (a + C1)r'(a + Cz) xa-1 
2,Z a-l,b r(a+b) 

X ZF 1 (a +C1 , a + Cz; a + b; - x). (III. 17) 

On the other hand, the Fourier transform of the Debye 
chain (m. 8) reads 

() -Asv_lr((1+El/2),fiT -'/2 r~ ( () 
H k = r(1 + E/2) k Jo drrK'lz r)J, 12 lu 

- ASv_lrrl/Zr« E + 1) 12) 
= r(1+E/2)(k2+1) 

(m. 18) 

giving back the v == 3 result - 41T(k2 + 1t1. Introducing 
Eqs. (III. 16), (III. 18) into Eq. (III. 14) yields the com
pact expression 

_Az ( r«E+1)/2»)3 1T2 
(2bc) =21 Sv_1 r(l + E/2) (2rr)"(2r)el2 

x dk 0/2 !a
~ k-1+' IZJ (kr) 

o k 2 + 1 

(
kZ!l'l+'IZ) 

XC1:~ 4' 1,112 , (m. 19) 

suitable for numerical computation with r (in number of 
AD) as a running parameter. However, it appears too 
compact to extract in a convenient way the so important 
r== 0 and r== 00 limits, and it is therefore useful to con
sider (III. 19) under the form 

_AZ{ r«E + 1)/2»)3 rr3/2 r~dkk 
(2bC)==---zy-\SV_l r(1+E/2) (2rr)"r'12 Jo k2+1 J ,lz(kr) 

x 1~ du u1
-. 12 K~ Iz(u)J, Iz(ku), 

explained by 

r<u, 

r>u, 

(III. 20) 

(III. 21) 

while the last two-legged nodal graph (1< = 2) is a con
volution of (2a) with two single Debye lines located sym
metrically, given as 

(2d) == 11. 2 (SV_lr«E + 1)/2») 4 rr2 r dk kJ, Iz(kr) 
21 r(l +E/2) (2rr)"r' 12 Jo (k2 + 1)2 

(III. 22) 

with 

2 r~ dk kJ, Iz(kr)J. 12(ku) 
10 (k 2 + 1)2 

uI, Iz(r)[uK, 12+1 (u) - tEK, IZ(U) J - K, IZ(U) 

x[tEl'/2(r) +rI,IZ+l(r)], r<u, 

I, liu) [rK, 12+1 (rl - tEK, 12(r)] - K, IZ(r) 

x [tEl, 12+1 (u) + uf, 12+1 (u)], r > u. 

(III. 23) 

Collecting altogether Eqs. (m.13), (m.20), and (III. 23), 
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we can write the total second-order correction to 
w2(rl2 ) as ({3e2AvSv = 1) 

W~(rl2) = (2a) + 2(2be) + (2d) 

A 2 {K~ IZ(rl2 ) 
-=2-=-! -::-2""'er-(""'1-+-E--'/-2~)2'-r""'U""2 rtf 2 

27T3/2r«1 + E)/2)2Sv [(fT
l2 1-e/2 2 ) 

- r(1+E/2) 0 duu K e/2(u) 

XKe/2(r12) + I, 12(ra) f'" du u1-, 12K~ '2(u)1 
T12 J 

+Sv7T2r «1+E)/2)3[(T12 d 1-' /2K2 () 
2r(1+E/2)Z Jo uu ,/2 U 

- (tEle/2(u) +uI,/z.t(U»Ke/2(r12)] 

+ (oo du u1-e 12K~ 12(U)[- K, 12(U)(~EI, 12(r12) 
JT 12 

+ r1l, /2+1 (r12» + uI, 12(r12)(K, /2+1 (u) - ~EK, 12(U»]]}. 

(III. 24) 

Equations (III. 8), (III. 24) bring into light the central 
role played by the E = 2 ocp in the high-temperature 
range. It is a remarkable fact that the v = 0 limit of 
these expressions give back the previous v = 2 resultsl 

worked out with In I r /R I, thus making clear that the 
screening process does not depend on the detailed form 
of cf;> (V)(r), as long as the bare interaction remains long
ranged. 

On the other hand, the substitutions 

K1/2(X) = (7T/2x)1/2 e-X, 11/2(x) = (2/1T')1/2 sinhX, 

K3/2(x) = (7T/2x)1/2e-X(1 + l/x), 

13/2(x) = (7T/2x)1/2 e-X(1 + 1/x) 

allow us to recover the v = 3 well-known correction10 

WL(r)/A 2 = e-2T /r _ (1/2r){e-T In3 + e-T Ei(- r) 

- eT Ei(- 3r)~ + (1/8r)[(1 + r)e-T In3 

_ i(e-T _ e-2T) + (1 + r)e-T Ei(- r) 

- (1- r)eT Ei(- 3r)], (III. 25) 

thus illustrating the unifying power of this V-dependent 
model analysis. 

C. Long-range and short-range behavior 

An alternative method providing a direct access to 
limy _ oW2(r) and liIDy_",W2(r) is afforded by the following 
specialization of (Ill. 17): 

1.2(k
2

\1.1+' 12)_r(1_ E/2) k2 (1-~' ~. -k
2
) 

G 2 •2 4 1.1/2 - r(3/2) 42F1 1, 2' 2' 4 ' 

(III. 26) 

introduced in Eqs. (III. 19), (III. 22) with the result 

r(1-E/2) ("'dkkl+'/2 I, E 3 _k2) 
(2bc, 2d) "'27T172r'12 Jo (k2+W.22Fl \1,1- 2;2;4 . 

(III. 27) 
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More generally, any higher order convolution graphs 
with n Debye lines and P bubblesll may be explained as 

r-' 12 ,12 F 1 1 .. -~r (1 + E/2»)P f '" dk k1+' 12J (kr) ( E 3 k2)P 
21Tl/2 0 (k 2 + l)m 2 1 , -2'2'4 

(r (1- E/2»)P r m
-
1 

(1T ) 1/2 _y o 2rrl/2 2m-1l'(m) 2r e. (III. 28) 

The longest convolution chain with m = nand p = n - 1 
displays the characteristic V-independent behavior 

(
f(l- E/2») "-1 r"-3/2-' 12e-Y 
-2;rrrr- -f1i 2"-372r(n) , r- co

, (III. 29) 

thus extending, to any v value, the well-known r"-2e-Y 

three-dimensional asymptotic equivalent. 9.12 As a con
sequence, the hypernetted chain (HNC) approximation13 

to W2(r12) consisting of the resummation to infinity of 
the second-order nodal graphs, appears also valid for 
v < 3, as evidenced by a preliminary study of the non
convolution (Bridge) graphs Which are nonnegligible, 
but with an increasing finite contribution, in the r- 0 
limit, when v gets smaller. 

The short-range behavior of W2(rU ) is obtained from 
the resummation to all orders of the parallel graphs 
(the most important ones in the r= 0 limit), i. e., the 
n-bubbles made of n Debye lines between the root points, 
in the exponential series 

(III. 30) 

As a consequence, in the high-temperature range, one 
gets the limit behavior 

{

exp(- A/E' l/E), E > 0, 
g2(r12) - exp[-Cr (r12)]"" 

Y12-0 exp(- A/E), E < 0, 

(Ill. 31) 

while, for E = 0, 

g2(r12) - (:12) A . 
Y12 - 0 D 

The E > 0 result extends the already known '"y== 3 short
range behavior, 14 while, for E < 0, the results agree 
with the nonrepulsive character of liffiy_ocf;>(V)(r). 

IV. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS 

This nodal analysis of the pair correlation function 
allows for a straightforward computation of the standard 
virial expressions for the canonical thermodynamical 
quantities. In contradistinction to our previous E = 0 
studies,1 we have to pay some attention9 to the lineari
zation of (III. 1) when g2(r12 ) is introduced in the virial 
quantities, with its first-order approximation 

(IV. 1) 

Such a procedure is receivable as long as the series 
expansion of exp(- ever)) may be term-by-term inte
grated with 

('" drr'-1(K'/2(r»)P <00 allP (IV. 2) Jo ~ , , 
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a condition fulfilled for v'" 2, and retaining a meaning 
for v < 3 when p < 2 + C 1

• Nevertheless, in this explora
tory paper, we shall restrict to the first A-correction 
with A «1, so that (IV. 1) can be considered as good 
enough an approximation. The systematic study of the 
high order corrections is postponed to another work. 
Therefore, we obtain the virial pressure 

Pv p2 (ra¢(V)(r) p2 ( a_, 
kB T = P - 2vk

B 
T Jd'r r g2(r) + 2VRB T Jd'r r or (r ) 

- p
2e2

Sv i~ l ,,JJ Cv(r) a (,.2-") - p - --- ( r f ---;;-z - ',-
2vkB T 0 Be or 

( 
A(1- E/2) \ 

= p 1 - 21+Evr (1 + E/2») , (IV. 3) 

taking into account the contributions of the unscreened 
positive neutralizing. It easily reproduces the well
known integer equations of state 

P 3/kBT=p(1- A/6), P 2/kBT=p(1-A/4), 

and 

P 1 = kB T(1- A/2) =pkB T - eipkB T/2 (IV. 4) 

with the v = 1 result explained in a form equivalent to 
the two-component Prager result22 P 1 = 2pkB T - (e/2) 
x"; pkB T obtained from the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. 

The corresponding internal energy is 

1 + v~Tfd'rg2(r)¢(V)(r) -V:eT/d'r¢(V)(r) 

A r(l- E/2) 
=1- z'vr(1+E/2)' (IV. 5) 

including the v = 3 result E3/NkB T = ~(1 - A/3). However, 
it should be noticed that our present 'cz/N ke T = 1 - A /2 
differs from the In I r / R I quantity1 E2/NkB T = 1 + (A /2) 
x[l- yln(AD /2R»). These contrasting behaviors in the 
E = 0 limit are easily explained by the ¢ (V)(r) dependence 
of the above vi rial expression. Equation (IV. 2) shows 
that any repUlsive long- range potential with the same 
ra¢(V)(r)/ar yields the same equation of state. This is 
precisely what happens here with In I r /R I and l/rE. In 
contradiction, Ev does not show up the same invariance 
property, thus motivating the above discrepancy. A 
more basic explanation for this result is afforded by the 
independence, already noticed in Ref. 1, of P 2 with re
spect to the way the thermodynamic limit (N - ao, V _ ao, 
p < - ao) is obtained, while E2 strongly depends on it. 
The other thermodynamic quantities are easily derived 
from P v and Ev' 

The excess free energy is 

(3 F
exc 

= (B d(3' E«(3') = - AI' (1 - E/2) 
N Jo 2'vr(1+E/2), (IV. 6) 

while 

Cv =( aE) = vkB + AEkBl'(1- E/2) 
N aT N 2 2vr(1 + E/2) , (IV. 7) 

and 

sexc 

N 

withS·XC=-Cv·XCfor v=2. 
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These results show that the usual polarization pic
ture16 of the first-order A approximation, with all the 
corrections negative except Cv

exc
, holds only for E > O. 

The truncated ocp's obtained for E < 0 exhibit an opposite 
behavior which unambiguously demonstrates that the 
deleted harmonic terms in Eq. (I. 3) are needed to se
cure the usual long-range polarization (screening) ef
fect, for ¢(V)(r) increasing with r. 

High order corrections to Ev and P v may be obtained 
in a straightforward, although tedious way, by inserting 
the A corrections to Wz(r12), obtained in Sec. III, into 
(IV. 3) (IV. 5). As far as P v is concerned, a more direct 
insight into the corresponding contributions may be ob
tained from its higher nodal expansion 

( 1 - ~'iJ) (pi' Ii fd'r i Ii (_ Cv(arikp1 /3») 
up 1=1 k=l 

E 
(IV. 9) 

Vanishing with E, in terms of the first-order correction 
(III. 8) to gz(r12), which indicates that the first equation 
of state (IV. 3) is an excellent approximation for I E I < 1. 

One may also wonder if the ring resummation per
formed in R-space, on the free energy itself, will re
produce the vi rial result (IV. 6). It turns out that the 
Tauberian procedure involved in the resummation of the 
given diverging quantities is strongly v-dependent, as 
shown in Appendix B, so that the expected finite result 
comes out only when v= 3. 

High order corrections to F may also be obtained 
from Eq. (III. 8) through 

(3Fexc = _Nz ~ {~dXx"-1 £ (-Cvt ») m. 
2 V /l;,D J 0 m=3 rn. 

V. 01 FFRACTION CORRECTIONS 

Apart from the dimensionality extension of the ocp 
model, it is also possible to consider another generali
zation of the Coulomb potential which amounts to re
placing the pointlike r-' interaction by the corresponding 
one between spreaded out charges over quantum-mechan
ical wavepackets, to take into account the diffraction 
effects which become nonnegligible in the high-tempera
ture regime, defined by (A = 1f/V meRB T) 

(V. I) 

The corresponding temperature-dependent and finite at 
r= 0 effective interaction may be worked out for any E, 

thus extending the v = 3 procedure17 leading to the ef
fective interaction (e 2/r)(1- e-Gr) with C - r1, because 
the main steps of the corresponding k-space derivation 
are essentially v-independent. 

Let us consider the standard trick approximating the 
two-body high-temperature quantum Slater sum with 
the classical Gibbs expression through the ansatz17 

exp[ - (3(H 0 + H1») = exp( - (3H') exp( - (3H o)G, 

where 

N pZ 
H -'>' i o-LJ--

1=1 2rne' 
H ' -- ,,-; ZI- - I ' L. e ri - rj - . 

1~ i<j~N 
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G is thus a measure of the noncominutativity of H 0 and 
H' in the small {3 range. It is obtained as a solution of 
the Bloch-like equation 

~~ = exp({3Ho)[Ho - exp({3H')Ho exp(- {3H'] exp(- {3H o)G. 

(V. 3) 

Expanding the bracket with respect to {3, one gets a se
ries stopping exactly after the second-order, i. e., 

aG {' {32, } a]3 = - exp({3H 0) {3[H, H 0] + 2T [H ,H 0]] exp(- (3H o)G. 

(V.4) 

Restricting to the term linear in H', we get 

(a d 
G = 1 +)0 d{31 [exp((31H o)H' exp( - (31 H 0)] d(31, (V. 5) 

which allows the density operator p = exp[{3(F - H)], with 
H = Ho + H', to be written as 

p exp(- (3F) = exp(- (3H) 

, ) ( 'f8 d = exp(- (3H ) exp(- (3Ho + exp - (3H) 0 {31 d{31 

x{ exp[ (/31 - /3)H o]H' exp[ - (/31 - /3)H oJ} 

x exp( - /3H 0) d(31' 

simplified through (3' = {3l - (3 with 

exp((3'Ho)H' exp(- /3'Ho) 

(V. 6) 

=~,;s exp({3'H o)(2Tf}-V(f7? exp(ik' rij)¢ (v )(k) exp(- /3'H 0) 
2 i'j J{ 

and 

Fij = exp((3'Ho) exp[ik. (ri - rj)] exp(- (3'Ho) 

= exp[ik' (ri - rj)] exp({3'Tik/me • (Pi - P j)] 

x exp({3' rr21<2 /m. ), 

explained in Appendix C, in the form 

(V. 7) 

(V.S) 

, 1 '" ') exp(- (3H) = exp(- /3H ) exp(- (3H II ) + 2(2TfJV~ exp(- (3H 

x f: i{¢(V)(k)exP(ik.r i j 

x /31 d~JXP[((31 - (3)hk/m e • (Pi - P j )] 

x exp[ (/31 - /3)h2k2 I me ]exP( - {3H on d/31 dk. (V. 9) 

The corresponding canonical partition function Z 
= Tr exp(- (3H) is explained by 

and also 
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(V. 10) 

(V. 11) 

so that 

(V. 12) 

Now, let us simplify the /31-quadrature with the new 
variable O'=/3'/{3 and /3' +(3'2/(3={3O'(c<-1), and approxi
mate the high order quantum corrections through the 
exponential expansion 

obtained after an integration by parts with respect to 
0', and explained with the temperature-dependent effec
tive interaction 

which has the Fourier-transform 

W(k) = q, (V)(k) i1 dO' exp (- rr
2
k

2
;!1 - 0»(3) 

= q,(V)(k) !al dO'exp(-~2k20'(1- 0')) 

(V. 15) 

Equations (V.14), (V. 15) extend to any 1/, the 1/=3 ef
fective interaction finite at y= 0, in the form 

W(Y) = a)' 12 I' (E ; 1) Tf1/2 I ~ dk 1<-1+< 121Fl (I; ~; _ t~2k2) 

(
E+1)(2)'/2TT (rll'3/B) 

XJ,/2(/ZY)=I' -2- r 4·G~:1 ~ ,/4,1,0 ' 

E > 0, 

including the E = 1 result17 

W3{Y) = y-l(l_ exp(- y2 /~2» + (TTl 12 IA) Erf(Y/~) 

(V. 16) 

::ey-l(l_ e-CT ) {V. 17) 

with Erf(x) = 1- 2/fTr (X exp(- t 2 ) dt and C ",~-1. Jo 
The Tauberian generalization of the Fourier recipro-
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city relationship (n.4), (n.5) allow to extend the effec
tive interaction (V. 16) down to E ~ 0 with 

_. (2). /2 . (E + 1) 1/210 '" dk k1
+< /2 

W( r) - hm - 1 -2 - 7T k2 + A'2 
l.' ~O r 0 

VI. PARTICLE TRANSPORT IN A STRONGLY 
MAGNETIZED TWO-COMPONENT v = 2 PLASMA 

(V. 18) 

As a first application to current plasma physics, we 
consider the evaluation of the time-independent trans
port coefficients such as the particle diffusion coeffi
cient on the corresponding d. co conductivity in a two
component II = 2 symmetrical plasma taken in the fluid 
limit, i. e., with close collisions and any other discrete 
processes neglected. The given analysis is performed 
in momentum space with kmin ~ k ~ Ai}, and kmin - R~l, 
We suppose the system to be confined by a very strong 
magnetic field B, which enables us to modelize and re
strict very efficiently the time dependence of the parti
cles trajectories. The v = 2 version of that model has 
already received a considerable attention, 3,18-20 because 
it is expected to provide a realistic approximation of 
the strongly magnetized v = 3 plasma with the particles 
dynamics restricted perpendicularly to B. For instance, 
the transverse velocity diffusion coefficient in the v = 2 
model of charged filaments3,18 aligned along B is given 
as (e = speed of light) 

e2 r~ 
D =~ Jo (E(O)' E(T» dT (VI. 1) 

in terms of the autocorrelation function of the electric 
field E(T) seen by a test charge at time T, with the guid
ing center approximation 

X(t) = e 1t E(T1~B dT. 

The bracket in Eq. (VI. 1) is explained as3,18 

(E(O) . E(T» 

= 6 (E k1 (0) . Ek1 (T) exp(ik1 . X(T») 
t1,k2 

(VI. 2) 

where 

E(T) = 6 Et(T) exp(ik . X(T». (VI. 3) 
t 

To go farther, one neglects the correlation between the 
positions of the test particle and those of the background 
plasma [the X(T)]. That assumption reduces (VI. 2) to 

(E(O) . E(T» "" LI (Ek1 (0) . E t2 (T» 
t1'~ 

x (exp(ik· X(T») (VI. 3') 

for a spatially uniform system with E.t(t) = Ek(t) , since 
E is real. Then the use of the central limit theorem 
allows us to explain (VI. 3) as 
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where (I Ek 12) is now a stationary quantity obtainable 
from the ocp equilibrium properties, Let us define3,18 

R(T) =~ r dT1 r dT2Q(T2 - T1), 
2B Jo Jo 

Q(T) = 2~1(E(0) . E(T» 

so that Eq, (VI. 4) may be expressed in the form 

2B2 d
2
R )"' ( [ [2 ( 2 ( """CT (fi2=~ Ek ) exp - 2k R T», 

which has the first integral (dR(O)/dT=O) 

!(dR)2_ e
2 

)"'([E [2)1-exp(-2k
2
R(T»=0 

2 dT 2fj2~ k 2k2 . 

(VI. 5) 

(VI. 6) 

We can extract the long time behavior analytically, by 
noting that R(T) _00 as T _00, so that 

(
dR) 2 _ e

2 
(I Ek 12) T _ 00 (VI. 7) 

dT IF ----;g;z- , , 

or 

D(t) =~lt Q(T) dT= 2dR(t) 
B 0 dt 

approaches the limit 

00 _ e2 [-' (I EtI2)J 1 /2 
D( ) - 2& L;---vr- (VI. 8) 

with the characteristic B-1-(Bohm) dependence. We may 
estimate Eq. (VI. 8) for a large volume V::::R2 by replac
ing the sum over discrete values of k by an integral over 
continuous k according to the prescription 

(VI. 9) 

using the thermal spectrum19 

(I Ek 12) = kB T /7T«kAD)2 + 1). (VI. 10) 

Equation (VI. 8) becomes 

[
e2 k Tfdk 1 J1/2 

D(OO) = 2 & + 2i?21 + k 2Afi • (VI. 11) 

According to the previous discussion given in Sec. II, 
concerning the Tauberian extension of the relations 
(II. 4), (n. 5), it appears now convenient to replace the 
bare Coulomb interaction k~2 in Eq. (VI. 11) with 
liml.~o(k2 + A2

), so that 

e[1km
ax dkk 1 J1

/2 D=D(oo)=lim- ~.~ 
l.~O B kmin k + A k AD + 1 

(VI. 12) 

with the usual fluid-limit cutoffs kmin = 27T/R and kmax 

= Ai}. Therefore, the transport properties of the real 
two-component system may correspond to the sym
metrical superposition of two ocp's (electron + ion). If 
we were to take the A - 0 limit in a crude way, we would 
merely reproduce the already known diverging resu!t3,18 

D = F2 ekB T [A In (~)J 1/2 (VI. 13) 
eB 27TAD 

So, we invoke previous two-dimensional numerical analy
sis20 showing clearly that the v = 2 transport coefficients 
are more conveniently shielded by the average diameter 
R of the system, rather than by AD, and the Tauberian 
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parameter A may be taken ->'i} with An _00 (T-oo) and 
AD «R in the fluid limit with 

1. ~ dkk 
1m (k2 2) ( 2 2 ) ~~0.1~~~D11 ~O + A k AD + 1 

1 [- a (2 2 a (2 2) ] =~ ~lnkmax.+Ah2'1o;}+~lnkmln+A ~2'~i} 

_1(1+ 1 ) 
-2 -2 k~lnA£+l ' 

(VI. 14) 

Introducing (VI. 14) into Eq. (VI. 12) yields 

D =.f2..5:.- k TA 1 12 [_ ..! + 1 ] 112 kmlnAD « 1 
eB B 2 k2A~ + 1 ' 

""..5:.- kB TA 1 12 (VI. 15) 
eB 

the usual Bohm-like result without the In V divergence. 
The same result holds for the d. c. conductivity a, a 
result expected from the Einstein propertionality be
tween D and a, valid when the recombination processes 
may be neglected. 

As a consequence, we can write the previous diverging 
result20 in the form 

'" cpe A 112 ( ..! + 1 ) 112 
a B-2 k2 A2 + 1 . (VI. 16) 

min D 

On the other hand, it is easy to convince oneself that 
the potential arising from a moving test charge20 cannot 
be screened that way in the fluid limit. 

APPENDIX A 

Here, we explain the radial integral involved in Eq, 
(m. 15) 

with the aid of the McDonald relationship 

1"' dv (- V - r2) (r2) 2K2(r) = -exp -- K -
" oV 2V"V 

in the form 

1= 2-1 1"' dv exp(- V /2) 1"' dryl-e 12 
o V 0 

x exp(- r2 /V)Je 12(kr)Ke 12 (~) 
evaluated through 

fa"' dr yl-' 12J, 12(kr)Ke 12(~) exp(- r2 IV) 

( )
112 (k2 11+' 12) =.: 2(3-')/2k-2+E/2G~ ~ 2 

2 8 1,112 

and 

i "'dV 11 (k2V 11+E/2)_ 1.2(k211.1+e/2) 
-exp(-v/2)G12 -8 -G2 •2 "4 

o V 1.1/2 1.1/2 

with 

1- k-2+E 12G1.2 _ vGr (k2 \1.1+</2) 
-~ 2.2 4 1.1/2 ' 

r in number of AD' 
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(A1) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

APPENDIX B: RING RESUMMATION FOR Faxe 

It is also possible to perform directly the long- range 
resummation of the Coulomb potential, within the frame 
of the so-called ring resummation method,15.21 on the 
cluster integrals building up directly the excess free 
energy. ¢ (V)(r) indicates that the most divergent cluster 
integrals involving f particles are those of the type 
fuf23' . 'fi -1 ifj1; each particle is joined to just two others, 
the whole cluster forming a ring. Furthermore, when 
the f functions are expanded in powers of ¢ (V)(r), the 
first term is always the most divergent, when the rela
tive distance rij _00. The vi rial coefficient B j is thus 
approximated by the expression15 •16 

(-Jiej - 1)1 f3j f f B.= "-'" d"r" ·d"r ,+,(V)(r ) 
J 2 j! V 1 j'P 12 

X ¢ QJ )(r23 ) , , . ¢ {v )(rii ), (81) 

where the combinatorial factor (j - 1)! /2 is the number 
of ways the j particles can be placed on the ring. 

This convolution integral can be treated with the aid 
of the reciprocity relations (n. 5), (n.6) together with 

o(V)(k) = (2rr)vj d"r exp(ik· r) 

to yield 

_ (_)i Sv(Svf3e2)j r"' dk k1+' 
B i ;~ 0 2j(2rrj" ) 0 (k2 + A2)3 

(B2) 

where A is the Tauberian parameter. To eliminate the 
long- range (k = 0) divergence, we sum over j before in
tegrating over k, so that we retain the ring contribution 
to the free energy 

BFrlng=~ Bjpi 
i=2 

=~ ("' dk kv-1 i5 '-1 (- Svf3 e2
p)j 

2(2rrj" )0 i'/ k2 + A2 

_ - S.,NG(T/) 
2(2rr)V pA~ 

where15 (T/= AAD) 

G _ ."'.. (-)" dx xv~1 
(T/) -~ n (x2 + T/2)" 

- 1 <Res < 2, 1 ji", ds rr 10"' dx x
v

-
1 

-2irr _j", ssinrrs 0 (X2+~)" 

(B3) 

(B4) 

using the Mellin transform representation of the discrete 
sum, With the change of variable X= 17tane, the integra-
tion becomes 

...,-2S (" de . 2e e2s-v-1_ rj'-2
S 

r Wr(s - 1- E/2) 
'I )0 sm cos - 2 res +i - E/2) 

(B5) 

so that we have 

rW r ds rrrj'-2 S r(s - 1- E/2) 
G(T/)=4irr Jc ssinrrs 'r(S+i-E/2) 

(B6) 

to generate a series in power of T/ appropriate to T/« 1. 
The contour defined in (B6) is closed to the left. Thus, 
the contour C encloses the entire axis to the left of and 
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including the points s = 1 + E/2. Similarly, to generate 
a series in T/-t appropriate for large T/, the contour is 
to the right. The integrand of (B6) has simple poles at 
s = 1 + E/2, t + E/2, ... , - m + 1 + E/2, from r(s - 1- E/2) 
and two additional simple poles at s = 1 and 0 from 
(sin7Ts)-t when E = 1, or a simple pole at s = 1 and a 
double pole at s = 0 for E < 1. Thus we see the particular 
analytic structure of the ring sum for 1/ = 3. 

Let us first consider the general case E < 1 

rW7T{ -(1+7ft I2 r(1-E/2) 
G(T/)=-2- 1/sinr(l +E/2) 2lnT/rf r«l- E)!2) 

+ rf [>¥(- 1- E/2)r(- 1- E/2) - >¥«1- E)/2)r(1- E/2)1 
7Tr(l- E/2) J 

if r(s - 1- E/2) I -rf-2 r(-l- E/2)} 
+ 7TS r(s + 1- E/2) s=o-7T- r«l- E)/2) . 

(B7) 

Equation (B7) diverges if the Tauberian limit T/= 0 is 
taken (as usual) at the end. For 1/ = 3, the E = 0 pole be
comes simple, and the above expression is replaced by 
the much simpler one 

G(T/) = (7T/3)(1 + T/2)3 12 - 3T//2 _ ~ (B8) 

with G(O) = 7T/3 and f3Fr1n.= - NA/3, in accord with the 
virial result (IV. 6). This study makes clear that the 
usual ring resummation procedure is quite a touchy pro
cedure, which cannot be extended without appropriate 
modification to any 1/ t- 3. 

APPENDIX C 

The relationship (V. 8) is easily derived from the 
usual quantum-mechanical expansion 

exp(:~e p~)exp(ilqi) exp (- :~e p~) 

= exp(itq i) + 2f3 ' [pt exp(itq i)] 
me 

+ 2~ (:~J 2 [p~, [p~, exp(itql)]] +-

for the canonical variables (q i> P i) of the electron i. 

If f depends only on q;, one respectively obtains 

n2 2 ~ (}2f . of 
r'lf -fP·=- n-~- 2Iff-P. 

• oq'j (Jql' 

and (f= exp(ilqj» 

P~exp(itqi) - exp(itql)P~ 

= ~k2 exp(ilqi) + 2nk exp(itqi)P j 
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(Cl) 

(C2) 

(C3) 

allowing us through 

[Pt [p~, exp(itqj)]] = exp(itqj)(~k2 + UikP j )2 (C4) 

to represent the rhs of (C. 1) with an exponential expan
sion, so that 

( f3') (- f3' ) exp 2me P~ exp(itqi) exp 2me Pt 

= exp(itq j) exp [~e (nkP i + ~k2) ] 
yields the rhs of Eq. (V. 8), when the reduced mass 
me/2 is introduced in it. 

(C5) 
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Stability and instability conditions for nonlinear evolutional 
equations in Hilbert spaces 
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Sufficient conditions for stability, global asymptotic stability, and explosive instability are established for a 
class of nonlinear evolutional equations defined in Hilbert spaces by using certain relations between an 
abstract function and its Gateaux differential. These results are applied to specific forms of nonlinear 
evolutional equations arising from physics, in particular, a finite-dimensional system of complex ordinary 
differential equations, functional differential equations, and systems of complex partial differential equations 
describing nonlinear diffusion or wave phenomena. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The equations governing the dynamics of many physi
cal systems such as finite systems of nonlinearly inter
acting particles, and continuum systems involving non
linear wave propagation, diffusion and other phenomena 
can be formulated as evolutional equations in suitable 
abstract vector spaces. This formulation is particularly 
useful when one is interested in the stability or the 
qualitative behavior of the solutions. Recently, at
tempts have been made in developing general stability 
theories for abstract nonlinear dynamical systems. 1_3 

Also, a considerable amount of attention has been 
focused on seeking exact explicit solutions of specific 
classes of nonlinear partial differential equations arising 
from physiCS. 4,5 In general, the solutions to a nonlinear 
evolutional equation may not be well-behaved at all 
time. Explos ive instabilities or finite escape -time 
phenomena may occur in which some of the solutions 
become unbounded in finite time. 6-8 In this paper, we 
develop sufficient conditions for stability or instability 
of solutions for a class of nonlinear evolutional equa
tions defined in Hilbert spaces. These conditions are 
expressed in terms of the Gateaux differentials of the 
equations' right-hand sides. They may be used to 
determine the existence or nonexistence of explosive 
instabilities. The applications of the main results are 
illustrated by specific examples. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

Let 1== [t 0, co [ and H be a complex Hilbert space with 
inner product (0 ,.) and its induced norm II 0 II. We con
sider the initial-value problem for the following non
linear evolutional equation: 

du/dt=f(t,u), t>to, 

u(to)=uo, 

(1 ) 

(2) 

where f is a given function from IX U into H with U being 
a linear subspace of H, and Uo is a given element in U. 
A function u: 1- H is called a solution of (1) with initial 
data U o at t = to, if u E C1 (I;H) and u(t) E U for each tEl 
with u(to)==uo' [Cm(I;H) is the Banach space of all m
times continuously differentiable H -valued functions 
on I with the norm given by Illu III == 2;i=o sUPtEIlldmu(t)/ 
dtmll. ] 

Let 9 denote the zero vector in H. We introduce the 
following basic assumptions: 
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(A1) f(t,9)= t1 for all tEl; 

(A2) at any fixed tE I, f(t, .) has a Gateaux differen
tial at every u E U defined by 

Df(t,u;hl=lim[f(t,u+ Ah) -f(t,U)]!A, 
~_o 

where the limit exists for all hE U in the sense of the 
norm of H. Condition (A1) implies that the trivial solu
tion u(t) = 9 on I is an equilibrium solution of (1). Note 
that condition (A2) may be satisfied when f involves dif
ferential operators. Thus, partial differential equa
tions are not precluded here. 

Let u(t;uo , to) denote a solution at t with initial data 
U o at to' 

Definition 1: The trivial solution of (1) is said to be 

(i) stable if, for any E > 0, there exists a 6> 0 such 
that lIuoll < 6 implies Ilu(t;uo, to)11 < E for all t ~ to; 

(ii) asymptotically stable (locally), if it is stable and 
there exists a Ii> 0 such that Iluoll < '6 implies Ilu(t;uo, to) II 
-0 as t- co ; 

(iii) globally asymptotically stable (relative to U), if 
it is asymptotically stable for any Uo E U; 

(iv) explosively unstable (relative to U), if for every 
nonzero U o E U, Ilu(t;uo, to)11 - co as t - ti > to for some tl 
.,; 00, where tl is the explosion time or escape time. 

III. STABILITY AND INSTABILITY CONDITIONS 

First, we give certain identities for abstract func
tions which will be used in establishing the main results. 

Lemma 1: Let g be a mapping on a convex domain 
[) C H into H having a Gateaux differential at each point 

gD ~ ~ [) in g' then for every z, z + Z E g' we have 

(g(z + z) - g(z), h) = (Dg(z + :\.z;z) , h) (3) 

for any hE H and some AE 10,1[, where A depends on h. 

The above result is the Lagrange formula for opera
tors on Banach spaces specialized to the case of a 
Hilbert space. A proof is given in Ref. 9. In the case 
where g is a Fr~chetdifferentiable mapping, we have 
the following identity relating g and its Frechet 
derivative g'. 

Lemma 2: Let g be a mapping on a convex domain 
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j) ~ H into H having a Frechet derivative g'(z) at every 
ZEOg. Then 

g(z) - g(£) = t g'(i + A(Z - z)(z - i) dA (4) 
o 

for Z,ZEO g. 

Proof: Consider g{P(A), where p is a differentiable 
function of a real argument A with ptA) EO g' Since g 
is Frtlchet differentiable on 0 II' we have 

(dl dA)g(P A) = g'(p(A) dpl dA (5) 

Let ptA) = AZ + (1- A)~ with z, i EO ({ and A E [0,1]. Sub
stituting this ptA) into (5) and integrating both sides lead 
directly to the desired identity (4). II 

Before considering the stability problem, we men
tion that the existence of a unique solution for the 
initial-value problem (1), (2) can be established by 
imposing suitable additional assumptions on f. 1 ,2 

In particular, if the Frechet derivative of f exists and 
is uniformly bounded on Ix U (i. e. , there exists a 
positive constant M < 00 such that /If'(t, u)/I .,; M for all 
(t,u)EIXU), then, in view of Lemma 2, f satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition Ilf(t, u) - f(t, 6) II for any fixed tEl and 
all u, U E U. Moreover, if f is continuous in t on I for 
each fixed UE U, then f is continuous on IXU. Con
sequently, we may apply the classical Picard's method 
of successive approximations to establish the existence 
of a unique solution to (1) and (2). 1 

Now, we give the definitions for various types of 
mappings and results relating the properties of a 
mapping and its Gateaux differential. 

Definition 2: A mapping g from its domain 0 g ~ H into 
H is said to be 

(i) coercive, if Re(g(z),z)?- {i(llz/l)/lzll for all z EO g, 
where (i = (i(s) is a real-valued function defined on 
[O,oo[ such that (i(s)_oo as s_oo; 

(ii) monotone, if Re(g(z) - g(z), z - i) ?- ° for all z, 
ZEOg; 

(iii) strongly monotone, if Re(g(z) -g(z),z -z) 
?-y(llz-zll)llz-zll for any z, ZEO/{, where y=y(s) is 
a real-valued nonnegative function defined for S ;:> Osuch 
that y(s) - 00 as s - 00 and y(s) = 0 if and only 
if s = o. 

(iv) dissipative (resp. strongly dissipative), if - g 
is monotone (resp. strongly monotone). 

Note that when g is a linear map, it is monotone 
(resp. strongly monotone) if Re(g(z),z);:> 0 (resp. 
Re(g(z),z);:> y(llzlllllzlll for any ZEOg. Also, when deal
ing with a family of mappings {g",: Q' EA} having a com
mon domain 0 ~ H (for any fixed parameter a in a given 
set A, g" is a mapping on 0 into H), we may define 
uniform coercivity, monotonicity, or dissipativity of 
{go<} with respect to (abbrev. w. r. t. ) A in an obvious 
way. Here, we require the functions J.l and y in De
finitions 2(0 and 2(iiO respectively to be independent 
of tl'. 

Lemma 3: For any fixed tEl, let g(t, 0) be a mapping 
with domain 0 (a linear subspace of H) and range in H, 
having a Gateaux differential Dg(t, z; h) at any ZED, 
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and g(t, 8) = 8. If {Dg(t, z; .): Z ED} is uniformly coercive 
w. r. t. D for every tEl, then g(t, 0) is coercive for each 
t~I. 

Proof: From Lemma 1 and g(t, 9)= 9 for each tE I, 
we have, for every tE I, 

Re(g(t,z), h) = Re(Dg(t, AZ; h), h) (6) 

at any z, h EO and some A E ]0,1[, where>.. depends on 
h. Since {Dg(t, z;o): Z <'OD} is uniformly coercive w. r. t. 
0, there exists a real-valued function {i = {i (t, s ), (in
dependent of z) defined on IX [0, oo[ such that (i(t, s) - 00 

as s - 00 for any tEl, and 

Re(Dg(t,z;h),h):;:,. {itt, IlhlJlllhl1 

for any fixed (t, z) E IxD and all hE D. Setting z = >..Z 
and h=z in (6) and (7) leads to Re(g(t,z),z) 
?- (i(t, liz II )llzll for all z EO, or g(t, 0) is coercive. I I 

(7) 

Lemma 4: For any fixed tEl, let g(t, 0 ) be a mapping 
as in Lemma 3. If Re(Dg(t,z;h),h).,; 0 for each tEO, 
then Re(g(t,z),h).; 0 for all z, hEO. 

Proof: The desired result is evident from (6). I I 
Remarks: (R1) In Lemmas 3 and 4, if Dg(t,z; 0) 

is a linear (not necessarily continuous) map on 0 for 
each (t, z) E IXO, then we have the following specialized 
results: 

(a) If {Dg(t,z; o):ZEO} is uniformly strongly mono
tone [resp. uniformly strongly dissipative] w. r. t. 0, 
then g(t, .) [resp. - get, .)] is strongly monotone for 
each tEl. 

(b) If, for any fixed tEl, {Dg(t,z;o):ZEO}isuni
formly dissipative w. r. t. 0, then Re(g(t, z), h) .,; 0 for 
each (t,zlElxD and all hEO. 

(R2) If, for any fixed tEl, g(t, 0) has a Frechet de
rivative g'(t,z) at any ZED, we have from Lemma 2 and 
g(t, 8) = e the identity 

g(t,z)=tg'(t,AZ)ZdA, (8) 
o 

where for any fixed (t,AZ)ElxO, g'(t,AZ) is a bounded 
linear map on 0 into O. Moreover, if there exists a 
real-valued positive function f3 = .8(t) defined on I such 
that 

for any (t,'l)ElxO and all hED, then, from (8), we 
have 

Re(g(t,z) ,z);:> f3(t) II Z 112 

for all (t,Z)ElxO. 

(9) 

(10) 

Theorem 1: Let assumptions (AI), (A2) be satisfied. 
If (i) Re(Df(t, u;v), V).,; 0 for each (t, u) E IX U and all v 
E U; or (ii) Df(t,u; 0) is a linear (not necessarily 
bounded) map on U into U for each (t, u) E IX U, and 
{Df(t, u; 0 ):u E U} is uniformly dissipative w. r. t. D for 
each tE I, then the trivial solution of (1) is stable. 

Proof: Let u(t)=u(t;uo,lo) be any solution of (1). Un
der assumptions (AI), (A2), and condition (i), it follows 
from Lemma 4 that 
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:t IIU(t) 112 = 2 Re(f(t, u(t», u(t) ~ 0 (11) 

with lIu(to)1I = Iluall, which implies lIu(t)11 ~ Iluall for all 
t?- to or the stability of the trivial solution of (1). From 
Remark (R1)(b), estimate (11) remains valid under 
condition (E). I I 

Theorem 2: Assume that conditions (A1) and (A2) are 
satisfied. Moreover, there exists a continuous real
valued function Jl=: !let,s) defined on lX[O,co[ such that, 
for any tEl, !l(t, s) = 0 if and only if s:= 0, and Jl(t, s) 
- 00 as s - 00, and 

Re(Df(t,u;v),v)~ - Jl(t, IIvll)lIvll (12) 

for any (t, u) EO Ix U and all v E U. Then, the asymptotic 
(local or global) stability of the trivial solution of the 
scalar differential equation 

(13) 

implies the asymptotic (local or global) stability of the 
trivial solution of (1). 

Proof: Condition (12) implies that {- Df(t, u; 0): u E U} 
is uniformly coercive w. r. t. U for each tEl. We ob
serve that under the hypotheses of the theorem, the 
trivial solution of (1) is the only equilibrium solution in 
U. To verify this, suppose there exists a nonzero ii E U 
such that f(t, ii) := e for all tEl, then, in view of (A1), 
(A2), Lemma 3, and Remark (R1)(a), we have 

0= Re(f(t, ii), ii) = Re(Df(Xii;ii), ii) ~ - !l(t, II u III II u 11 (14) 

for each t EO I and some Xc=: )0,1[. Since the upper bound 
in (14) is strictly negative, we have a contradiction 
which establishes the assertion. 

Now, for any solution u(t)=u(t;uo,to) of (1), we have, 
from (At), (A2), (12), Lemma 3, and Remark (R1)(a), 
the estimate 

or 

!!.. II u(t) II ~ - Jl(t, II u(t) II) ~ 0 
dt 

(15) 

with lIu(la)1I =: Iluali. Thus, we have Ilu(t)1I ~ Iluoll for all 
t?- to or the stability of the trivial solution of (1). 

Let p(t;Pa, ta) be the maximal solution of (13) defined 
on some interval [ta, t I) r,;; I. Such a solution exists when 
!l is continuous on IX[O, 00[.10 By setting Iluoll =Po, we 
have the estimate 

(16) 

Since the trivial solution of (13) is asymptotically 
(locally or globally) stable, estimate (16) is valid for 
all I EO I. Now, the desired result is evident from (16). 
For the case of global asymptotic stability, the solution 
initiated from any ua EO U at to tends to the unique equi
librium point e as t - 00. I I 

Theorem 3: Let assumptions (A1) and (A2) be satis
fied. Also, Df(t, u; • ) is a linear (not necessarily 
bounded) transformation on U into U for each (t, u) EO I 
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XU, and there exists a continuous real-valued positive 
function I' = y(t) defined on I such that 

Re(Df(t, u;v), v) ~ - y(t) II vii 2 (17) 

for each (t, ul E Ix U and all VE U. Then the solutions of 
(1), (2) satisfy the estimate 

IIU(t;ua,ta)II ~ Ilual! exp(r -y(s)ds) for any tEl. 
to 

(lB) 

Furthermore, if 

lim sup r y(s) ds =: + 00, 

t .. 00 to 
(19) 

then the trivial solution of (1) is globally asymptotically 
stable. 

Proof: Condition (17) implies that {Df(t, U; 0 ):u EO U} is 
uniformly strongly dissipative w. r. t. U for each tEl. 
From Remark (R1)(a), for each tEl, f(t, 0) is strongly 
dissipative and satisfies the estimate 

Re(f(t,u),u)~ -y(t)lluI12 (20) 

for all U c=: U. Thus, along any solution u(t) :=u(t;ua, to), 

dll~~)11 ~ _ yet) II u(t) II for all t EO I, (21) 

with lIu(ta)ll:= Iluall, which leads to (lB). As in Theorem 
2, the trivial solution is the only equilibrium solution 
of (1). Its global asymptotic stability under condition 
(19) is evident from (1 B). I I 

Theorem 4: Let assumptions (A1) and (A2) be satis
fied. If there exists a real-valued function J.L:= J.L(t,s) 
which is continuous on IX [0, oo[ and Il(t, s) - 00 as s - 00 

for e8ch tEl such that 

Re(Df(t, u;V), v)?- !l(I, II v II) II v II (22) 

for every (t, u) E IX U and all v EO U. Then, the explosive 
instability of the trivial solution of the scalar differen
tial equation: 

dp ) 
dt = Jl(t,p), p(ta =Pa (23) 

implies the explosive instability of the trivial solution 
of (1). 

Proof: Under the conditions of the theorem, we have 
from Lemma 3 the estimate 

dllu(t)11 ::0 Jl(t II u(t) II ) 
dt ' 

(24) 

along any solution u(t) = u(t;ua, ta) with Ilu(ta)11 = Iluali. 
Since Jl is continuous on IX [0, co[, there exists a 
minimal solution p(t;Pa, ta) of (20) defined on some in
terval [to,tl]~I [10, p.16]. Setting lIuoll=Po leads to 
the estimate 

l\u(t;ua,ta)\I:;: p(t;lluo\1 ,ta) for all tE [t o'[l], (25) 

from which the desired result follows. I I 

Remarks: (R3) A result similar to Theorem 4 can be 
readily established for the case where condition (22) 
is replaced by Re(Df(t, u;v), v)?- y(t)lIvIl 2

: in this case 
we have the lower bound 
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Evidently, under condition (19), we have explosive 
instability with explosion time tl <S 00. 

(R4) If f(t, 0) is a linear mapping on U into H for eac h 
tE I, then its Gateaux derivative coincides with f(t, 0), 
and (Df(t,u;v), v)= (f(t,u),v) for all uEDf and VE H. 
Thus, the foregoing stability and instability conditions 
reduce to the usual ones. 

IV. APPLICATIONS 

In this section, we apply the main results developed 
in Sec. III to specific forms of nonlinear evolutional 
equations which arise in phYSics. 

1 Consider a system of ordinary differential equations 
of the form (1) defined on the complex n-dimensional 
space ct" with inner product defined by 

" 
(u, v) = 6 ulVI 

(27) 
1=1 

for any u, v E a;", where (';) denotes complex conjuga
tion. Let f be a continuous function on IXa;" into a;" 
satisfying assumptions (A1) and (A2). If we assume 
further that, for each fixed tEl, f(t,u) has continuous 
first partial derivatives with respect to u j on a;", then 
f(t, .) has a Frllchet derivative everywhere on a;" given 
by f'(t,u)=Jf(t,u), where Jf(t,u) is the Jacobian matrix 
of f(t, • ) at u. Thus, we can write 

Re(fl (t, u)v, v) = HQ(t, u)v, v), 

where Q(t, u) is the Hermitian matrix given by 

Q(t, u) = Ji(t, u) + Jf(t, u), 

(28) 

(29) 

where (0)* denotes conjugate transposition. Let AmaxU, u) 
and Ami.(t,u) denote the maximum and minimum eigen
values of Q(t, u) respectively. Assume that the follow
ing quantities exist: 

~(t)= inf A..i.(t,U), 
U(OC([" 

A(t)=SUP Amax(t,U). 
UEa;" (30) 

From Theorem 3, if 

f
t A 

lim sup A(S) ds = - 00, 
t .. oo to 

(31) 

then the trivial solution is globally asymptotically 
stable. Note that if we take H to be the real n-dimen
sional Euclidean space IR" with the usual inner product, 
and assume that Q(t, u) is uniformly negative definite 
on IX IR", then the foregoing result reduces to that of 
Krasovskii. 11 

Also, from Theorem 4 and Remark (R3), if 

lim inf t ~(s) ds = + 00, 

t .. oo to 

then the trivial solution is explosively unstable. 

(32) 

The foregoing results can be generalized by defining 
a new inner product on a;": 

(u, v)p = (u, Pv), (33) 

where P is any positive-definite nXn Hermitian matrix. 
In this case, we can write 

Re(f'(t, u)v, v)p = HQ(t, u)v, v), (34) 
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where Q(t, u) is the Hermitian matrix given by 

Q (t, u) =.r: (t, u)P + PJt(t, U). (35) 

Replacing QU,u) by QU,u), we obtain stability and in
stability conditions corresponding to (31) and (32) re
spectively. In the special case where H = JR" and Q(t, u) 
is uniformly negative definite on IX IR", we have the 
generalized Krasovskii's theorem for a nonautonomous 
system. 12 Also, when f is a time-independent con
tinuously differentiable function on IR" into IR" such that 
for some positive-definite real symmetric matrix P, 
the maximum eigenvalue AQ (u) of Q(u) = J'f (u)P + PJf (u) 
satisfy 

~Q(u)< - v(\\u\\p) for every UE IR", (36) 

where Ilull~ = (u, u)p and v = v(s) is a real-valued con
tinuous, monotone decreasing, positive function of s on 
[0, 00[, then we have 

d: II u(t) II ~ = 2(f(u(t», Pu(t» 

=2 il (f/(~U(t»u(t),Pu(t»d~ 
= 10 1 

(Q(~u(t»u(t), u(t» d~ ~ II u(t) 11211 ~Q(~u(t» d~ 

<S -llu(t)112 i 1 v(11 ~u(t)llp)d~ 

"" - ~~ II u(t) II ~ fo 1 v(~ II u(t) II p) d~ 
""-~llu(t)lliv(llu(t)llp), t>O, 

A 

where \. is the maximum eigenvalue of P. Thus, 

(37) 

(38) 

Evidently, the asymptotic (local or global) stability of 
the trivial solution of the scalar differential equation 

(39) 

implies the asymptotic (local or global) stability of the 
trivial solution of dul dt = feu). This result is essential
ly that of Markus and Yamabe. 13 

Finally, we note that the evolutional equations de
fined on a;n arising from physical situations may not 
have Fr~chet differentiable right-hand sides. For 
example, the equation for the complex amplitudes of 
a nonlinear three-wave interacting system has the 
form14 

du ( a dt =A t)u+g(t,u)=f(t,u) (40) 

with 
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g(t,u)= l iiI (t)
U2U3l 

J.1.2(t)Ul~3 , 

J.1.3(t)U 1U2 

(41) 

where i= r=T; wJ(t) corresponds to the complex fre
quency of the jth wave at time t, and J.1. j 's are the time
dependent complex coupling coefficients. Here, f(t, .) 
has a Gateaux differential everywhere in <1: 3 given by 

Df(t, u;v) = A(t)v + Dg(t, u;v), 

[

iiI (t)(U2V3 + V2U3)l 

Dg(t, U; v)= J.1.2(t)(Ul~3 + V~3) • (42) 

J.1.3(t)(U 1V2 + V1U2) 

Evidently, for any fixed (t, u) E IX <1:\ Dg(t, u; • ) is not 
a linear transformation on <1: 3

• Hence f(t, .) is not 
Fr~chet differentiable on <1: 3

• From (42), we have 

Re(Df(Au;U), u) 
3 3 

=-6Imwj (tlluj I2 +2l1.Re{6 J.1. j (t)U 1U2Us}. (43) 
j=1 j =1 

By direct computation, we verify that (43) is equal to 
Re(f(t,u(t»,u(t» when lI.=i. It can be shown that if 
I Imwj(t)1 and! J.1./t)! are bounded on !for j=1,2,3, 
then there exist constants a' and $ such that 

- (~-lluI12 + i3llu 114),s 2 Re(f(t,u),uh a+ IIul1 2 + i3llul14 (44) 

for all tEl. These bounds may be used to obtain 
stability and i.nstability conditions (see Ref. 15 for 
details). Of course, (40) can be reformulated as an 
evolutional equation on :IR6

, whose right-hand side is 
Fr~chet differentiable everywhere in :IR6

• 

2. Let T'.?- ° be a given real number and H be a com
plex Hilbert space with inner product (. , .) . Let z 
E Co(( - T,oo(;H). Fro any tE 1=(0,00(, we define Zt by 

Zt(s)=z(t+s), -T,sS,sO. (45) 

Now, consider the functional differential equation: 

dz(t) _ F( ) 
dt - Zt, (46) 

where F:Co((-T,O];H)-H is a given function satisfying 
F(9) = 6H ,where e and 6H are the zero vectors in 
Co([-T,O];H)andH respectively. The domain of F is 
taken to be a subset DF of Co([ - T, O];H) consisting of 
H -valued functions which are absolutely continuous 
w.r.t. ton [-T,O]. The initial data at t=O for (46) 
is given by 

zo(s)=4>o(s), -T,sSeSO, (47) 

where 4>o EO F. A function z:I-H is said to be a solu
tion to (46), (47), if ZtEDF for each tE I with zo=4>o. 
Moreover, z(t) is absolutely continuous w. r. t. t on I. 
{In general, a solution which is continuously differen
tiable w. r. t. t may not exisL For example, the scalar 
equation z(t) = z(t - 1) + z(t) with continuous initial data 
z(s) = <Po(s), S E [-1, 0] does not have a C;l solution for 
t'.?- ° when <Po is C1 on [- 1, 0] but 4>0(0) *- <Po(- 1) + <Po(O). 

As in Ref. 16, we reformulate the foregoing equation 
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as a nonlinear evolutional equation in the form of (1) 
in a suitable Hilbert space H. In the sequel, we take H 
to be H XL 2 ([ T, 0]: H) whose inner product is defined by 

for any u = (1/, 4», v = (ii, 'if» c= H. Let f be the mapping 
from H into H defined by 

f(u)= IF(4)n , 4>,=d4> (49) 
L ¢' J ds 

with domain 

0f={u=(1/,4»cH: 4>cD p , 4>'cL 2 ([- T,O];H), 1/=4>(0)}. 

(50) 

Here, a solution to the initial-value problem for the 
foregoing evolutional equation with initial data u(O) 
= (4)0(0), 4>o( 0 )kD f is defined as a function u:I- H 
satisfying the given initial data such that for each tE I, 
u(t) cOt and u(t) is absolutely continuous w. r. t. t on I. 
Evidently, if u(t)=(z(t),Zt) is a solution to the initial
value problem for the evolutional equation, then z(t) 
is a solution to (46) with initial data 4>0' Moreover, the 
stability (or asymptotic stability) of the trivial solution 
of the evolutional equation w. r. t. the H -norm implies 
the stability (or asymptotic stability) of the trivial solu
tion of (46) w. r. t. the norms for Hand H. [The 
trivial solution of (1) with f defined by (49) is stable, 
if for every E> 0, there exists a 6> ° such that 114>011 < 6 
implies IIz(t;4>o, 0)1If{ < E for all t'.?- 0, where II 0 II and 
1I'1If{ denote the norms for Hand H respectively. ] In 
fact, the converse of this statement is also true, since 
for 114>011< 6 such that IIz(t:<Po,O)IIH<E for all t'.?- 0, we 
have lIu(t; ue, 0)11 < (1 + T)I/2E for all ('.?- 0. 

Now, if F has a Gateaux differential on 0 p, then f 
has a Gateaux differential on 0 f given by 

Df(u;v)= LF(~;'¢J ' (51) 

where u=(T/,4», v=(1J,¢)cOt . Thus, 

Re(Df(u;v), v) = Re(DF(4>;4», ¢(O»H + r Re(¢' (s), ¢(s »H ds 
_T 

= Re(DF(4>;4», 4>(0»f{+ HII4>(0)112f{-11 ¢(- T)112f{).(52) 

Suppose that a constant Y can be found such that 

Re(Df(u;v), v) eS - y{11 <1>(0) II ~ + r 114>(s) II ~ds} (53) 
-T 

for all u, VEO
f

• From Theorem 3 [resp. Theorem 1], 
if y is positive [resp. zero], the foregoing evolutional 
equation is globally asymptotically stable (relative to 
D

f
) [resp. stable], which implies that the trivial solu

tion of (46) is also globally asymptotically stable (rela
tive to OF) [resp. stable]. 

Now, we apply the foregoing results to the following 
linear time-lag system defined on <1:": 

dZ(t)=Az(t)+Bz(t_T),oeST<oo, 
dt 

(54) 

where A and B are complex n x n matrices. The initial 
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data at t=O is given as in (47) with ¢oECo([-T,O];(tn). 
To reformulate (54) as an evolutional equation in H = (tn 
XLz([-T,O];(tn) in the form of (1), we define u=(1],¢) 
and 

fA¢(o)+B¢(_T)] d¢ 
feu) = L ¢' , ¢' = a;- (55) 

with domain D f as defined by (50). 

Now, by direct computation, we have for v = (4)(0), 
4>(·»)ED f : 

Re(Df(u; v), v) 

= Re(A4>(O) + B4>( - T), 4> (O))tr n + t( 114>(0) II~ n - 114>(- T) II£n) 

= H(4)(O), (I + A + A* )4>(0») trn+ (4)(0), (B + B* )4>(- T)) tr n 

- (4)(- T), 4>( - T»tr n} = t(Qw, w)tr 2n, (56) 

where w=(4)(O),¢(-T)) and 

_ [I+A+A* (B+B*)/2] 

Q- (B+B*)/2 -1 
(57) 

Evidently, if Q is negative definite, then Re(Df(u;v), 
v)"'" ° for all u, v E Dr' and we have stability of the 
trivial solution of (54). For the case of a single com
plex equation (54) with A = a and B= b, the matrix Q is 
negative definite, if the Sylvester inequalities 

2 Re(a) + 1 < 0 and [1 + 2Re(a)] + Re(b)]Z < ° 
are satisfied. For real a and b, the above conditions 
may be compared with the following ones for asymptot
ic stability as deduced from Pontryagin's results 
pertaining to the zeros of transcendental functions 17,18. 

Ta<1 and Ta>bT>_(~+raZ)l/Z, (59) 

where Yo is the root y= a tany for 0 < y< 1T; and for a= 0, 
we take Yo = 1T /2. It c an be readily verified that the 
region in the (a, b) plane defined by (58) is a proper 
subset of that defined by (59). Note that (58) is inde
pendent of the delay time T. Hence, the negative 
definiteness of Q ensures stability of the trivial solu
tion for all T~ 0. 

3. Consider a system of complex partial differential 
equations of the form: 

au(t x) 
a~ = [A(t, ')u(t,' )](x)+g(t,x,u(t,x») (60) 

defined for t> to and X= (Xl' ... ,Xm ) En-an open con
nected subset of IRm

, where u= (ur. ... ,un)' A(t, .) is 
a linear operator for each tEl, and g: Ix 11 x(tn - (tn is 
a continuous mapping which is continuous differentiable 
w. r. t. u for any fixed (t, x)E IX n (n denotes the closure 
of m. Moreover, g(t,x,O)=O for all (t,x)EIxn. 

Let H be a suitable complex Hilbert space of (tn_ 
valued functions. If for any fixed tEl, the domain of 
A(t) "'A(t, .) can be chosen to be a time-independent 
linear subspace D A of H such that A(t, 0 ) can be chosen 
to be a time-independent linear subspace D}. of H such 
that A(t, 0 )uED}.: and gU, • ,U)E H for any UE H, we 
may reformulate (60) as an evolutional equation in H of 
the form: 
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~~ = A(t)u + get ,U) ~ f(t, ul. (61) 

For this system, f has a Gateaux differential given by 

(DfU, u;v), v) = (A(t)v, v) + (J,/t, . ;u)v, v), (62) 

where J.(t, x;u) is the Jacobian matrix of g w. r. t. u at 
(t,x,u) and v ED}.. Now, if there exist real-valued 
functions Yj and Y1 , i = 1,2, defined on I such that for 
each tEl and all VEDA 

(63) 

and 

Yz(t) II v liz"", Re(Jg(t, • ;u)v, v)"'" Y2(t) II v r for all u E H, 

(64) 

then we may apply Theorem 3 or 4 to obtain stability or 
instability conditions for the trivial solution of this 
system. For specificness, we consider a few particular 
systems arising from physics. 

a: Diffusion System: Let 11 be a bounded open con
nected subset of IRm with boundary an, and H be the 
complex Hilbert space L'1(m [n-fold Cartesian product 
of L z(I1)] with inner product 

n 

(U,V)=j6 u j (x)v/(x)dl1 for u,vEH. 
n 1=1 

(65) 

The operator A(t) has the form 

m au 
A(t)u=Ao(t)u+ 6 Alj(t,x)-~-

J =1 uXJ 
(66) 

where AIJ(t, x), j = 1, ... , m, are n Xn Hermitian 
matrices whose elements are continuous functions on 
Ixi) and, for each tE I, they are continuously differen
tiable w.r.t. x on n. Ao(l) is an nXn diagonal matrix 
operator whose diagonal elements Aot(t) are second
order elliptic operators given by 

A () ~ (l W( )~ . 
OJ tUj"" U -0- aJk l,x ok ' z=l, ... ,n, 

f,k=I x, k 
(67) 

where, for each fixed i = 1, ... , n, the coefficients aj!) 
are continuous functions of t and x on IX ri. Moreover, 
they satisfy 

m 

6 a~k)(t,x)~J-rk'" ()"j(t)~ I ~j12 
J ,k=1 1=1 

(68) 

for every XE n and ~ = (~l> ... , ~m) E (t"', where a j is 
a real continuous positive function of t on I. 

At the boundary an, we impose the condition 

u(t,X)=O for all (t,X)E/xan. (69) 

For this system, we may take D}. to be the linear sub
space of L~(n) conSisting of all continuous functions 
which vanish on an and have continuous partial deriva
tives w. r. t. x, up the second order. This type of sys
terns arises in the study of the simultaneous diffusion 
of several substances such as the multigroup neutrons 
in a nuclear reactor and a multispecies collision
dominated plasma. 

Assuming that an is sufficiently smooth, we may in
tegrate by parts and apply Green's theorem to obtain 
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-~ t (.:Ay v,v) for all vEDA' 
j=l uXj 

(70) 

Using (68) and Poincat~'s inequality19 for each vI 

f t I ~ )2 dn ~ A r I v I 12 dn, 
Ojd ux] Jo 

(71) 

leads to 

Re{A(t)v,v)~ jrAmin{al(t)}IH+~~ ~AYJ v,v\, (72) 
~ I j=1 Xj '} 

where IH is the identity operator on H and A is a positive 
constant depending only on n. 

From (62) and (72), we have 

Re(Df(t,u;v), v) ~ - ([A min {O"I(t)}IH + Q(t, 0 ;u)v, v) 
I 

for each (t, u) E IxD A and all v ED A, where 

{ 
~ (lA (t x) } 

Q(t,' ;u)=~ LJ ~' -J:(t,x;u) -J.(t,x;u) . 
j=1 Xj 

(73) 

(74) 

Now, if there exists a real-valued continuous posi
tive function a = a(t) defined on I such that 

(Q(t, • ;u)v, v) ~ a(t) II v 112 (75) 

for every fixed (t, u) E I xD A and all v ED A, then, from 
Theorem 3, the trivial solution of the diffusion system 
is globally asymptotically stable provided that 

lim sup f [A min {a/(s )}+ a(s)] ds = + 00 • 

t~"" t j o 

(76) 

For the simple case of a single real diffusion equation 

(lu/(lt= (l2U/(lx2 + g(u) (77) 

defined for t> 0 and n= ]0, 1[ with boundary conditions 
u(t, 0) = u(t, 1) = 0 for all t?- 0, we may take A= 71

2
• Con

dition (76) is satisfied when 

(78) 

b. Symmetric Hyperbolic System: Let H=L~(n) as 
in the diffusion system. Consider a complex hyperbolic 
system in the form of (60) with 

(79) 

where A1j(t,x), j=l, ... ,m, are nXn Hermitian 
matrices as in (66). Here, we take D A to be the linear 
subspace of H consisting of continuous functions which 
are continuously differentiable on n. For a bounded n, 
we require that they satisfy boundary condition (69). 
Otherwise, they vanish for sufficiently large values of 

IIx ll lRn • 

For this system, 
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Re{Df(t,u;v), V)= - (Q(t, 0 ;u)v, V) (80) 

for each (t,u)ElxD A and all VEDA' where Q(t,x;u) is 
given by (74). Similar to the diffusion system, if con
dition (75) is satisfied with 

j 'l lim sup a(s) ds = + 00, 

t .... oo to 

then the trivial solution of the hyperbolic system is 
globally asymptotically stable. 

(81) 

Finally, for integro-partial differential systems in 
the form of (60), with g(t, .) being a nonlinear integral 
operator having a Gateaux differential on D A' we may 
establish sufficient conditions for global asymptotic 
stability in the same manner. 
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Relativistic multiple scattering of electromagnetic waves 
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A general, relativistically exact formulation of scattering of electromagnetic waves by two or more objects 
in relative, uniform motion is presented. Coupled and separated integral equations are obtained for far-field 
scattering amplitudes of bodies within a system in terms of known far-field scattering amplitudes of the 
isolated obstacles. The integral equations are accessible for iteration analogous with the case of nonmoving 
objects. Explicit expressions and numerical results are given for the two-dimensional problem of two 
parallel, perfectly conducting cylinders. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Scattering of waves by many objects has been in
tensely investigated in the past. 1 On the other hand, 
the field of relativistic multiple scattering, i. eo, 
scattering problems involving two or more obstacles 
which are not at rest in a single inertial frame of 
reference, is a relatively new subject. 

Censor2 has been concerned with multiple scattering 
by two cylinders in relative motion using an iterative 
scheme of successive scatteringo The method is based 
on plane wave integrals representing the scattered 
fields and leads to a considerable amount of manipula
tion in order to get expliCit expressionso Numerical 
results are given for a very special case onlyo 

The present work is an attempt to approach this kind 
of problem in a more general way leading to results 
which are much more accessible for numerical compu
tation. This is demonstrated in the case of two parallel 
cylinders of infinite length which are in relative (uni
form) motion with respect to each other: As to terms of 
the first order the amount of computational work is not 
essentially greater than in the case where both cylin
ders are at rest. The same case was previously 
treated by Censor2 assuming several restrictive condi
tions (which we do not assume): Both cylinders are 
thin (ka« 1) and move on a line which, furthermore, 
is the direction for the incident plane wave and for the 
location of the point of observation. Only first order 
terms in f3 = vi c are taken into account in the evaluation 
of certain integrals o 

Since there is no common rest frame for all scat
terers the analysis cannot be based on time-harmonic 
fields because of the fact that the Lorentz transforma
tion does not in general preserve the property of fields 
being harmonic in time. This is true even if the scat
terers are excited by a plane wave (which is time 
harmonic in any inertial frame of reference) because 
the interacting fields are not plane waves. 

Our approach is closely related to the fundamental 
works of Twersky. 3,4 But, even if we hold all scatter
ers at rest and introduce a three-dimensional notation 
by suppressing the time coordinate our approach is 
seen to be different from Twersky's and we believe 
that the present paper also throws new light on this 
special case. Our basic physical considerations can 
shortly be described in this way: Let us fix one of the 
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scattering objectso It is excited by the incoming signal 
and the total field due to the presence of the other 
scatterers. 

The latter field can be thought of as being composed 
by partial fields each "caused by" one of the other 
objects. These partial fields can in a half-space con
taining the fixed scatterer be expressed by a super
position of plane waves containing the far-field response 
of the corresponding scatterer as amplitude. The far
field response of the fixed scatterer corresponding to 
a single, incident, plane wave is assumed to be known, 
and, by the principle of superposition, an integral 
equation is obtained. 

Mathematically, our point of departure is the four
dimensional Green's theorem by means of which we 
express the scattered field as integrals over hypercyl
inders being parallel to the time axis and representing 
the scatterers in the four-dimensional space-time 
manifold 0 The total field can be written as a sum of 
partial fields each referring to one scatterer. 

By introducing asymptotic expressions for the proper 
Green's function (both two and three spatial dimensions 
are treated) far-field "scattering amplitudes" are de
fined generally. 

An exact relationship between the partial fields and 
their scattering amplitudes are derived by taking the 
fourfold Fourier transform of the equations expressing 
the field by means of integrals over hypersurfaces as 
mentioned before. These relations are used to recast 
a partial field "coming from" one scatterer and exciting 
another scatterer as a superposition of plane waves so 
that the principle of superposition can be applied leading 
directly to the integral equations. At this point our 
formalism deviates from that used by Twersky for the 
case where all scatterers are at rest. Twersky used 
the Sommerfeld representation of the Hankel function 
in order to recast the partial fields as a sum of plane 
waves. 

The integral equations which we derive are coupled 
or separated equations for unknown multiple scattering 
amplitudes in terms of known (plane wave) scattering 
amplitudes for the isolated obstacles. 

A scalar formalism is in general not possible for 
electromagnetic, multiple scatteringo In order to over
come this problem we make use of the electromagnetic 
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5 

FIG. 1. Location of the scat
ter in the inertial frame :E. 

potentials which seem to be appropriate for the purpose. 
In fact, the scalar formulation of the problem can be 
applied to each component of the 4-potential vector, 
and the translation into Lorentz-invariant tensor formu
lation is straightforward. 

In the special case, where all scattering objects are 
at rest in the same frame of reference we indicate how 
the connection to the results found by Twersky (who 
did not use the electromagnetic potentials, cf. ReL 7) 
can be established. Finally, we indicate how the for
malism can be extended to an arbitrary number of ob
stacles moving with different velocities. 

II. ONE SCATTERER 

Consider a scattering object excited by an arbitrary 
signal and an inertial frame of reference ~, where 
the object is at rest. See Fig. 1. The coordinates of a 
world point in ~ are denoted by x = (Xl' X2 , xs' X4) 
=(x,x4), where X=(X l1 X2 'X3) are spatial Cartesian 
coordinates. The time coordinate x4 is defined by x4 

=ict, where t is the time and c the velocity of light in 
a vacuumo The four-dimensional scalar product of two 
4-vectors P and q is denoted by P 'q= p. q + P4q4' 

In ~ the scatterer is represented by a cylindrical 
hypersurface parallel to the x4 axis. 

Applying the four-dimensional Green's theorem the 
scattered field u(x) satisfying the homogeneous wave 
equation (representing a Cartesian component of the 
electromagnetic field or a component of the 4-vector 
potential, cf. Sec. III) can be expressed by an integral 
over the hypersurface of the object, 

u(x) =i f® dY4 § dS('y)[h(x - y)onu(y) - u(y)onh(x - Y)]. 
-i® s (1) 

In Eq. (1) S is identical to the spatial surface of the 
scattering obstacle (or any surface enclosing it). Be
cause the hypercylinder is parallel to the x4 axis, an de
notes the spatial directional derivative in the direction 
of the outward normal of S. Finally, h is the retarded 
Green's function given by5 

h( ) _ e(-iX4) 13(lxl+ix4) = e(-ix4) "( • ) 
X - 417 I x I 217 u X X , (2) 

where e (- ix4 ) = 1 for - ix4", 0 and = 0 elsewhere, and 

(3) 
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The Fourier transform of h is defined by 

hip) = - i J tPxh(x)e- iP' x = 1 ,(E - 0+), 
p.p - EP4 

(4) 

which assumes the causal nature of the Green function. 
(We use tildes to denote Fourier transforms). 

Taking the fourfold Fourier transform of Eq. (1), 
we obtain 

u(p) = h(p)G(p), 

where G is defined by 

(5) 

G(p) =- J sdSCY)[e- iP' ii(Jnu()i, P4) - u(,Y, P4)il ne- iP• ii), (6) 

and where the Fourier transform with respect to the 
variable Y4 is given by 

u(y, P4) = - i J dY4u(y)e-iP4Y4. (7) 

As to the second term under the integral sign in (6) 
integration by parts has been used. 

For P ·p=O, G(p) can be given a physical interpreta
tion. In order to do this we will look at a definite fre
quency. Taking the Fourier transform of Eqo (1) with 
respect to the variable x4 we find 

u(x, P4) = - § dS(y)[h(x - y, P4)ilnu()i, P4) s 
- u()i, P4)ilJI.(x - y, P4))' (8) 

where 

A _ 1 eP41xl 

h(x, P4) = 417 TIl . (9) 

The relation (8) might be obtained directly by means of 
the three-dimensional Green's theorem. 

Consider the case, where I P41 Ix - y I» 1. Defining a 
vector P=-iP4X/lxl (which implies P'P=O) we have 
approximately - iP4lx- y I "" - iP4lxl- p. y. 

From this and (8) we obtain 

- eP41xl J: _ ( e- iPoy -
u(x, P4) C>! - 41T 1'" dS(Y\1 x _ Y I ilnu(y, P4) 

e- iPo ;; ) 
-u(Y,P4)il n Ix-yl . (10) 

In the case of three spatial dimensions we are interested 
in the situation where, futhermore, Ixl» Iyl for all y 
on the surface 5 of the scatterer. We find that 

(11) 

where G(p, P4) is the general "scattering amplitude" ex
pressing how a single frequency component (with fre
quency - iCP4) of the scattered field for large distance 
depends on the direction as given by p. Notationally we 
have suppressed the dependence of G on the exciting 
field which is not necessarily a plane wave. 

In the case of two spatial dimensions the demand 
I x I» I y I for "all" y has no physical meaning. There
fore, we go back to (8) and integrate with respect to 
one of the spatial coordinates, Ylt for example. Ob
viously, we can assume that u is independent of Yl1 

and we will use the notation u(x, k4 ) with x = (X2 , x 3). 

Furthermore, 5 can be assumed to be ofinfinite exten
sion in the direction of the Xl axis. 
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xi 

FIG. 2. Location of two moving scatterers in the inertial 
frames ~ and ~'. 

Using the well-known representation of zero order 
Hankel functions of the first and second kind as given 
by 

f ~ exp~~4~x_1 Y I) dY1 = i1TH6V) ( Ip41 I ~ -}:' I), 
_~ x Y 

V= 
1 for pji>O, 
2 for pji <0, (12) 

Eq. (8) reduces to an expression for u which also can be 
obtained by means of the well-known two-dimensional 
Green's theorem, 

u(~, P4) = - (i/ 4),A dS(~)[H6V)( Ip41 I~ - ~I )iJnU(~'P4) - u(~, P4) 

.iJ nH6V )(lp41 I~-~I)]. (13) 

If IP41 Ix-yl»l and Ixl»lyl for all y on the scat
terer S (a two:dimensionii closed curve), we can intro
duce asymptotic expressions for the Hankel functions 
which leads to 

~ ~ 1 exp[± i(IP4 1 I xl +1T/4)] 
U(~,P4)- 2f21T (IP4 1 1~1)172 G(P,P4)' 

+for pji> 0, - for pji <0. (14) 

Let u(x;k) denote the scattered field corresponding 
to an incoming, plane wave given by exp(ik. x), where 
k· k = 0 as a consequence of the fact that the plane wave 
obeys the homogeneous wave equation. Since - ik4 is 
assumed to be real, the components of k may be com
plex provided k· k == 0 is satisfied. 

u(x;k) is harmonic in time so, we may write 

(15) 

and 

(16) 

If the general scattering amplitude for the field (15) 
is denoted by G(p;k) we get from (6) and (16) that 

G(p;k) == 21TO(iP4 - ik4)g(p;k), (17) 

where we have introduced the plane wave scattering 
amplitude 

g(P;k) = - .Ps dScY) [e-iP':ViJnw(y; k) - w(y;k)iJne- iP•Y]. (18) 

The concept of scattering amplitude as given by (18) is 
identical with that defined by Twersky. 3,4 

III. TWO SCATTERERS 

When we are dealing with two or more scatterers in 
relative motion to each other we have to face the fact 
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that a scalar formalism as used in Sec. II is no longer 
sufficient. Only for a very special configuration which 
will be treated in the next section can a scalar formal
ism be applied. 

Four-dimensional tensor notation will be usedo 
Greek subscripts run from 1 to 4 and repeated sub
scripts obey the summation conventiono Commas in 
these subscripts denote partial differentiation with 
respect to the coordinates (or covariant differentiation 
since the metric tensor is independent of the coordi
nates). The metric tensor is given by the Kronecker 
symbol O~" (Cartesian spatial coordinates are used) 
and therefore, we do not distinguish between contra
variant and covariant tensors o 

Consider two scattering objects Sl and S2 which are 
at rest in the inertial frames of reference denoted by 
Land L', respectively. Without loss of generality we 
may choose the Lorentz transformation to be given by 

(19) 

where 

a"" =(~ ! ~ _ °y~Y(3)' (20) 
o 0 iyf3 

13 == v/ c, y = (1 - 132)"1/2, and v is the relative velocity be
tween the scatterers, cf. Fig. 20 

The situation can also be illustrated in a four-dimen
sional space-time manifold. The scatterers are then 
represented by two hypercylinders each parallel to its 
time axis and displaced in the direction of the x

2 
- x~ 

aXis, cf. Fig. 3. 

We want to make use of the electromagnetic potentials 
A, ifJ in order to elaborate the general formalism. 

It is well-known that the equations 

FIG. 3. Location of two scatterers in four-dimensional space
time manifold. 
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- oA 
E=-Vrp- -at 

as well as the Lorentz convention 

(21) 

(22) 

are Lorentz invariant. Furthermore, U x = (ii, irpj c) is 
a tensor of the first order (4-vector) called the 4-
potential. 

In tensor notation (22) is given by 

(23) 

and (21) can be written as 

(24) 

The components of the field tensor F\". may be found in 
ReL 6 0 

Each component of the 4-potential satisfies at any 
point outside the scatterers, in any inertial frame of 
reference the homogeneous wave equation, L e. , 

(25) 

Applying the four-dimensional Green's theorem the 
4-potential of the total scattered field U x can be written 
as a sum 

(26) 

where uill and ui2
) are 4-potential fields given by inte

grals over the hypercylinders of the objects. In the 
respective rest frame :6 and :6' these integrals are quite 
analogous with (1) involving the surfaces 51 and 52 
respectivelv. 

In (26) >It denotes the dependence on the incoming, 
exciting field >It,,..{x). The field Uill can be interpreted 
as the response from scatterer 51' due to the incoming 
field \jJx plus the "multiple scattered response" due to 
the field U~2) 0 

The formalism which was developed in Sec. II can be 
applied to each component of the fields U~l) and ui2

). 

We will do it in order to work out the integral equations 
for these unknown fields or for the more suitable func
tions C;~1) and Gi2 ) defined by means of (6) and repre
senting the multiple scattering amplitudes. 

For this purpose consider the situation at scatterer 
51> for example. In part V (hatched in Fig. 2) of the 
space (which contains 51) we can represent the total in
coming field on 51 as a superposition of plane waves 
(obeying the wave equation). In order to do this we con
sider the fourfold Fourier transform of U~2) given by (5), 

U~2)(X;>lt) = - i U1T) 1 d4ph(p)G;'2)(p;>lt) exp(ip".x".). 
(27) 

The Green's function defined by (2) is invariant (and 
covariant), i.e., h'(x')=h(x) [=h'(x)] and so is the 
Fourier transform h. Furthermore, U~2) is a 4-vector 
implying that G~2) is a 4-vector, and by means of (23) 
we derive from (27) that 

(28) 

In the rest frame :6' of scatterer 52' C;~(2)(p';>lt) is 
defined by means of (6) and is analytical in p~ = P2. This 
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implies that G{2)(p;>lt) is also analytical in P2 and there
fore, for all x in V we can close the contour of P2 inte
gration in (27) in the lower half of the complex P2 plane 
because we can assume that X 2 - Y2 < O. (It means that 
the scatterers do not come into collision at any time, 
cf. Fig. 2.) 

Denoting the closed contour in the lower half of the 
complex P2 plane by C- the field U{2) can for all x in 
V be written as a superposition of plane waves satisfying 
the homogeneous wave equation, 

ui2
) (x;>lt) = - i (;1T) 41 d4pG{2) (p;>lt)h(p) exp(ip".x,,). (29) 

When I P412 > (P1)2 + (pg)2, the plane waves in (29) are 
real, L e., nonattenuated in all coordinates. When 
IP412 < (py + (P3)2 the field components of (29) are in
homogeneous plane waves, propagating in a direction 
orthogonal to the x2 axis and decreasing exponentially 
in the direction of the negative x2 axis. 

Equation (28) shows that the plane waves in (29) obey 
the Lorentz condition so that they can be interpreted as 
4-potentials. This is in agreement with the physical 
interpretation of G{2) as far-field scattering amplitudes 
of the 4-potential U~2), cf. Sec. It 

Before integral equations can be set up by means of 
the prinCiple of superposition it is necessary to define 
responses and scattering amplitudes for the isolated 
obstacles as we did in Sec. II, Eqs. (15)-(18). But, 
in the present case the situation is a little more compli
cated because we are dealing with vector fields. 

Consider a plane 4-potential wave 

Ax exp(iq"xjJ.) (30) 

satisfying the homogeneous wave equation, i. e. , 

qxq~=O (31) 

and the Lorentz convention (23), Le., 

Axqx=O. (32) 

A response to (30) depends not only on qx but also on the 
4-vector Ax. 

Because of (32) the set of possible amplitudes Ax 
forms a three-dimensional space. Furthermore, Ax = qx 
is a possible amplitude 4-vector leading to the noninter
esting case, where all components of the electromag
netic field vanish, which follows from Eq. (24). There
fore, the set of possible amplitudes in (30) which are of 
interest forms a two-dimensional vector space. 

In the light of these remarks we define for given 
qx two basic amplitude 4-vectors b~")(q), 0' r: {1, 2} 
satisfying (32) and the additional conditions 

(33) 

lThiS is always possible which may be seen in this way: 
Consider an arbitrary frame of reference :6*, choose 
b~"h =0 and choose the spatial parts of the 4-vectors in 
question as two unit vectors perpendicular to each other 
and to '(1*. Then (32) and (33) are satisfied in :0 * and 
therefore in any system of reference :6 because we are 
dealing with tensor equations. ] 
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As mentioned before we have to introduce some re
sponse functions referring to the isolated obstacles. 
Let an isolated scatterer, Sl for example, be excited 
by the incident field >1\.. The scattered field is denoted 
by u6i l (x;>It) and the corresponding general scattering 
amplitude by G6i l (p;>It). 

In the special case, where >ItA is a basic plane wave 
bi<l(q) exp(iql'xl') the scattered field is denoted by 
u6i l (x;q,K) and the corresponding genera scattering 
amplitude by GMI(p;q,K). According to (17) we have 

G6i l (p;q, K) == 2rro (iP4 - iq4)ggl(p;q, K). (34) 

It is observed that this equation only can be used in the 
rest frame ~ of scatterer Sl' the plane wave scattering 
amplitude g6i l is not a 4-vector. 

The field Ui21 is a superposition of plane waves as 
given by (29) satisfying th~ Lorentz convention (28). 
Each amplitude 4-vector h(p)Gi21(p;>It) of these plane 
waves can be decomposed into two components propor
tional to the introduced basic amplitude 4-vectors 
b~<l(p). Hence, by the prinCiple of superposition the 
response from scatterer Sl to Ui21 plus the incoming 
field >ItA is found to be 

uill (x; >It) = u6il (x; >It) - i Gi) 4f rfph(P) 

c-

x tU6il(x;P, K)G~21(p;>It)b~<I(p). (35) 
1<=1 

The corresponding equation expressing the response 
from scatterer S2 might be found in the same way. 

Taking the fourfold Fourier transform of Eq. (35) 
we derive by means of (5) the integral equation 

G~ll(k;>It) == Gci~l(k;>It) - i Grr) lc- d"ph(p) ~ Gciil(k;p,K) 

x G~21(p;>It)b~<I(p). (36)' 

In the same way we derive the integral equation 

Gi2 )(k;>It) = G6~I(k;>It) - i(;i) i. rfph(p) 

(37) 
K=1 

where C. is the closed contour in the upper half of the 
complex P2 plane. 

Equations (36) and (37) are coupled integral equations 
for the unknown functions Gill and Gi2), which in princi
ple can be calculated by means of these integral equa
tions if the plane wave scattering amplitudes as well 
as the general scattering amplitudes referring to the 
isolated obstacles are known. 

It is not difficult to separate the coupled integral 
equations with respect to the obstacles. If the zero 
order term of (37) is inserted into (36), we obtain a 
first order contribution to the scattered field given by 

GRI(k;>It) == - i Grr) 4f d"Ph(P).~ G6i l (k;p, K) 

c-

(38) 
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Eliminating G~21 in (36) leads to 

G?I(k;>It) = G6il(ki>It) + Gji!(k;>It) - i Grr) 4 f rfph(p) 

c. 

x tb!1'I(P)GRI(k;P'K)G~ll(p;>It). (39) 
<.1 

The analogous equations referring to the other scat
terer are found in the same way. Equations (36)-(39) 
are tensor equations, i. e., they do not change their 
form under Lorentz transformations as given by (19). 

The scattered electromagnetic far-field is easily 
derived from the general scattering amplitudes by 
means of (24): Let an observer be situated in an arbi
trary inertial frame of reference which not necessarily 
is one of the rest frames of the scatters. Let SO, 
(JE {I, 2} be a closed surface enclosing one of the scat
tering objects at any time. Strictly speaking, such a 
closed surface exists only if the object is at rest in the 
observers frame of reference but, the main contribu
tion to the field may arise from a limited time interval. 
This is the case for multiple scattered fields by two 
moving objects, where the main contribution can be 
expected to arise from a time interval, where the 
scattering objects are close together. 

In the far-field region the scattered 4-potential 
related to Sa can be found by (9)-(11) [or (14) in the 
case of two spatial dimensions]. We derive that 

uial (x; >It) '" /(r)r: d(kji)G~al(k;>It)eikI'XI', (Jr- {I, 2}, (40) 

where/(r)=1/4rrr, r=lxl, k=(x/lxl)kji [or fir) 
==exp(±irr/4)/(8rrlk4 Ir)1/2, + for kji>O, - for kji<O, 
r= I x I, k= (x/ Ixl) . kj i in the case of only two spatial 
dimensions].- -

As mentioned in Sec. n, formula (40) preassumes 
that the farfield conditions I k4 I I x - 5i I» 1 and I x I 
:» I y I for all y on Sa are satisfied for all kj i which are 
essential for the integral in (40). From (40) and (24) 
the electromagnetic far-field components corresponding 
to Sa are obtained immediately: 

F{a,} (x; >It) '" icf( r) f_: d(kj i)[kl' Gia'(k;>It) 

- kAG~a'(k;>It)]eikvXv, (Jr- {I, 2}. (41) 

For numerical purposes we will introduce plane wave 
scattering amplitudes into (38) by means of (34) and its 
analog referring to scatterer S2' We also assume that 
the exciting field >ItA is a basic plane wave with amplitude 
4-vector bitl(q). Then, 

Gji'(k;q, z) = - i (2~) 2f rfph(p)o(iP4 - ik4)O(iP~ - iq~) 
c-

xtg6~'(k;p,K) t ~{2'(p';q',z)b~(')(p') , (42) 
K::1 J.I.=l 

where ZE {I, 2}. 

Equations (40)-(42) are not covariant equations. 
(42) refers to the rest frames of the scatterers, and 
the approximations in (40) and (41) depend on the frame 
of reference. 
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The first ("zero order") term on the right side of 
(36) or of (37) is the response of the exciting field 
corresponding to isolated obstacles. 

It is observed that the functions G~l) and G~) on the 
right sides of the integral equations (36) and (37) 
are restricted to the "cone" PxP~ =0, where P~ may be 
complex. Furthermore, it is seen from (11) that as far 
as we are concerned with scattered far-fields we are 
not interest in the functions G~l)(k;>It) and G~2)(k;>It) for 
all values of k~ but only for real values of k and k) i on 
the cone k~k~ = O. 

It is of practical interest to know how the fields !-Lx 
transform under a space-time translation as given by 

(43) 

If u\(x;q, z) is any field response due to an exciting field 
bi')(q)' exp(iq .. x .. ), and ut(xt;q, z) denotes the corre
sponding field response in the translated frame of 
reference due to the excitation b~')(q) ·exp(iq .. x~) 
= b~l)(q) exp(iq .. x .. - iq .. d .. ) we conclude by means of 
linearity 

A fourfold Fourier transformation of this equation 
leads to 

for the corresponding scattering amplitudes as defined 
by (5). 

It is readily seen that the formalism can be extended 
to an arbitrary number of scattering objects. If the 
objects are not moving in the same direction spatial 
rotations have to be taken into account, of course. 

IV. TWO·DIMENSIONAL, SCALAR SCATTERING 

Consider the case, where we are concerned with only 
two spatial coordinates x2 and x3 , for example, corre
sponding to a configuration, where the scattering ob
stacles are cylinders of infinite length parallel with the 
Xl axis, cL Figo 20 The formalism developed in the 
foregOing sections can readily be adjusted to this case o 

Inspection of formula (6) shows that the function G 
now involves a factor 21T6(Pl ) the remainder being inde
pendent of Plo From this we conclude that the integral 
equations (36) and (37) take the form 

Gill (k;>It) = G6~)(k;'l1) - i (2~) 3 f d3ph(p) 

2 

x BG6~)(k;p,K)G~)(p;'l1)b~)(p), (46) 

2 

x:6 G6~)(k;p, K)G~l)(p;>It)b~)(p), (47) 
K=l 

where d3p=dP2dP3dP4' the G functions and b(K) are inde
pendent of P1 and h is still given by (5) with Pl =0. other 
equations in Sec. III can readily be adjusted in the 
same way. 
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Next, we will look at a special case which is particu
larly simple because only one component of the 4-poten
tial is involved, i. e., the problem is scalarized. 

Let the exciting field >itA be a plane wave perpendicular 
to and polarized parallel with the cylinders, 

>, ~(~)XP(iq"x"), q, ~O (48) 

The Lorentz convention (32) is satisfied, and (48) holds 
in any inertial frame of reference. 

We may assume that the scattered field from an 
isolated cylinder consists of a single component parallel 
with the cylinder, i. e., Gb~) = 0 for aE {I, 2}, A'-=- {2, 3, 4}. 
Imagine now that the integral equations (46) and (47) 
are solved by iterationo By induction we conclude that 
also G~O) =0 for GE {I, 2}, A E {2, 3, 4}. This shows that 
only the first component of the potentials are involved 
and therefore, we erase the coordinate subscript from 
now on, i. e., we write G(o) instead of GiO), and Gio) 
instead of G1~), etc. 

If the lth order contribution to the scattered field as 
given by (42) is adjusted to the present situation we 
obtain 

GJ!) (k; q) = - (i/ 21T) J c- d3ph(P)5 (iP4 - ik4)5 (ip~ - iq~) 
xg61)(~;p)to(2)(!!.';ql) exp[i(q2 - P2)d} (49) 

and in quite the same way, corresponding to 52' 

G~(2)(kl;q') = - ~ ( d3plh(pl)5(ip~ - ik~)5(ip4 - iq4) 
21T J c+ 

xta(2)(~/;pl)g6l)(£;q)exp[i(p2 - k2)d}. (50) 

The phase factors exp[i(q2 - P2)d} in (49) and exp[i(P2 
- k2)d} in (50) are introduced by means of a coordinate 
translation (43) applied to &(2) so that the plane wave 
scattering amplitude tr,(Z) refers to a. rest frame for 52 
which spatial origin passes that of the rest frame for 
51 in a distance d (at the time x)ic=x~/ic=O). 

Though g61l and to(2) and the form of the right sides in 
(49) and (50) refer to inertial frames of reference, 
where the scattering cylinders are at rest respectively, 
both equations can easily be transformed to an arbi
trary system of reference. This is so because the 
quantities on the left sides are known to be invariants. 
In particular we have G~(2)(k';q') = G?)(k;q). 

The first-order terms (49) and (50) are readily 
accessible for numerical computation (g61l and ~(2) 
must be available, of course). Making use of the 6 func
tions and the pole in h(p) all integrations d3p = dP2dP3dP4 
can be carried out. It turns out that 

xexp[i(q2 - P2Jd), 

G~(2)(k';q')= 2;P~+ tr,(2)(~';P~)g61)(£+;q) 

xexpl- i(k2 - P2.)d], 

s. Berntsen and G. Johannsen 
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FIG. 4. Far-field amplitude of the multiple scattered field of 
the first order for two parallel, perfectly conducting, circular 
cylinders of infinite length. One of the cylinders is at rest in 
the frame of observation and the other cylinder moves perpen
dicular to the cylinders and to the direction in which an ob
server is situated. Furthermore, the incident plane wave 
comes from the direction of observation (x! = X3 = ql = q3 = 0, q2 

=q/i=l, I.e., "back scattering," cf. (48) and Fig, 2J, The 
cylinders have equal radius a = "A/ 1r ("A is the wavelength of the 
incident field), and the shortest distance between the center
lines of the cylinder is d=4A!rr. During the normalized time 
x4 = I q4 I ct (observers frame) the moving object traverses a 
distance given by "A{JX4/2rr, where {J=v/c is the normalized ve
locity, At the time x4 = 0 (retarded with respect to the position 
of the observer) the two objects are nearest to each other. 

where P3- = (k4 - q'jX)/ (i{3), P3+ == (q4 - k'jX)/ (i{3), 
P2- == - (- P;. - ~)1/2, and P2+ == (- P;+ - ~)1/2 0 Further
more, it is assumed that q./ i > O. 

In order to find the electromagnetic far-field we have 
to insert (51) and (52) into (41) and add the results in a 
proper way. Let us find the electric field vector given 
by6 E1 ==F41/i, E2==E3==0. Remembering that G}~J ==0 
for X E {2, 3, 4}, aE {1, 2} and that GW is denoted by G}·J, 
etc., we derive for the multiple scattered far-field of 
first order 
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where aE{1,2}, + for k./i> 0 and - for k./i<O. 

Equation (53) is valid in any inertial frame of 
reference, where the far-field conditions as mentioned 
in connection with Eq. (40) are fulfilled. 

If an observer is placed such that (53) is a good 
approximation to the far-field for both values of a, it 
follows that the first order term of the total multiple 
scattered far-field is given by 

E1(x;q)"" c f7C d(k'/i) 
e"lr/41 ~ 
V o1T _00 

exp[i(~lxl-x./i)k./i] (k j')[G(l!(k' )+G(2)(k' )] 
x (lk

4
1Ixl)1/2 4ft I ,q I ,q, 

(54) 

where we have made use of k=(x/lxl){k'/i), cf. 
Eq. (40). - - -

Another approximation to the far-field is obtained by 
using (53) in the rest frame of reference of the respec
tive scatterer and then transforming both contributions 
to the observers frame. We will do this for the case 
where the observer does not move relative to Sl so 
that E~(2J is to be transformed. 

Using (20) and (24) we derive that E(2)(X;q)==F4/i 
= a4IJ.a1vF~.J i = a4IJ.F~J i = (a43F;1 + a44F~1)/ i =y(i3F;l 
+F~Ji). From tnis, Eq. (41) and the relation k' 
== (~' / I ~'I }k'J i we obtain -

e*h/4f~ exp[i(lkllx'l-x'ji)] 
E}2J(X;q)""c -rs:rr .00 d(k'ji} (lk~1 1~/1)l)2 

X(k~/i)(l +(3 k{;i) G~(2)(k';q/) (55) 

which is to be added to (53) with a= 1 in order to find 
the first order term of the total, multiple scattered 
far-field. [It can be shown that Eq. (54) or (55) contains 
Eq. (17) of Ref. 2 as a special case 0 ] 

In Fig. 4 numerical results are given based on formu
la (54), they expose an interesting feature: At very high 
velocities such as 13 == O. 5 the inte raction between the two 
objects decreases rapidly when the moving object has 
passed the point of shortest distance between the 
scatterers. 

It is worthwhile to remark that as far as Ith order 
approximations are concerned the amount of computa
tional work is of the same magnitude as in the case 
13 = 0 (both objects are at rest in the frame of observa
tion). This is a consequence of the fact that time ex
pression (40) contains two 0 functions instead of one 
when 13=0, so that (54) [or (55)] involves not more 
than one integration (as is the case when 13==0)0 

V. THE SPECIAL CASE {3 = 0 

Since the general formalism in the foregoing sections 
was developed by means of tensor equations it is valid 
in any frame of reference independently of whether 
both, only one, or none of the scatterers are at rest 
in the frame of observation. 

This is in particular true for the integral equations 
(36) and (37) for the general far-field scattering ampli
tudes Lor the separated equation (39) and its analog with 
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respect to the other scatterer]. [As to Eqs. (40) and (41) 
connecting the scattering amplitudes to the far-field 
components of the potentials and the electromagnetic 
field respectively they depend on the inertial frame 
as mentioned before. ] 

Let both scatierers be at rest in the frame of ob
servation, i.e., /3==0. We can make use of (34), and 
from (36) we get 

Gill (k; 'l1) == G6~)(k;'l1) + (1/27r)3 f c- d3Ph(P, k4) 

. t g6~)(k;p, k4,K)G~2)(p, k4;'l1)b~K)(p, k4). (56) 

This equation and the analogous integral equation 
corresponding to (37) determine in principle the general 
far-field scattering amplitudes if the responses from 
the isolated obstacles corresponding to the exciting 
signal 'l1A as well as to an arbitrary plane wave are 
known. The field components can be calculated by 
means of (41). 

These results may be compared with existing works. 
Equation (56) corresponds to Eq. (122) of Ref. 7, 
though the two equations are not identical which is due 
to several circumstances: 

The analysiS of Ref. 7 is based on the Helmholtz 
wave equation involving the time independent Green's 
function. In the present work our point of departure is 
the time dependent Green's function. In order to com
pare the results we have to assume that the exciting 
field 'l1A' which is quite arbitrary in (56), is a plane 
wave as in Ref. 7. 

So, let 'l1A be given by (30). Equation (34) can be 
applied to (56). Since k4==il ql, where q is the wave 
vector and q4 the normalized frequency of the incident 
plane wave, we supress notationally the dependence on 
the frequency. Furthermore, g~a) == 0 which follows 
from the Lorentz condition g(a) • k + g4k4 == 0 in connec
tion with the relation g(a) • k == 0 for the far-field. We 
obtain 

g(l)(k;q,E)==g61 )(k;q,E) + (2~) 3/ aaPh(P) lp4=iIOI 

c-

where € is the polarization vector of the incident plane 
wave. 

Equation (41) reduces to 

Fi~)(x;q,E) "" i27rcj(r)e 1k' X[k"gia )(k;q,E) 

- k~~a)(k;q, E)]k4=i 1.1 (58) 

Another difference between the present work and that 
of Ref. 7 is that we use the electromagnetic potentials. 
So, let us look at the electric field vector, for example. 
The components are given by F ~i, where kE" {1, 2, 3}, 
cf. Ref. 6, p. 217. Remembering that g~.) == 0 and that 
j(r) == 1/47r I xl for the three-dimensional case we obtain 

(59) 
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In (58) and (59) k==lqlx!lxl, cf. (40). 

Equation (59) agrees with the corresponding equation 
(116) of Ref. 7. In fact, if the electromagnetic potentials 
are introduced some manipulation shows that the surface 
integral [defined by (12), Ref. 7] in (116) reduces to an 
expression proportional to c I q I g(a), where the defining 
surface integral for g(a) is given by (8). 

Returning to Eq. (57) we can carry out the integration 
with respect to P2 by means of the method of residues. 
Furthermore, we make use of (45), so that g(l) and g(2) 
refer to two systems of "local coordinates" with ori
gins in the "centers" of the two scatterers respectively. 
(The two origins are connected by the vector d). We 
obtain 

2 

X.0 g61l (k;p,K)[g(2)(p;q,E). ij(K)(p)]. (60) 
"=1 

This equation corresponds to Eq. (122), Ref. 7, and 
by means of some manipulation it is possible to show 
agreement if the following formal deviations are 
observed: 

As to the summation signs they have a different 
meaning in the two equations in question. CAl one hand 
we can reformulate Eq. (60) in such a way that it 
concerns more than two objects in quite the same way 
as in (122), Ref. 7. On the other hand basic vectors 
may be introduced into (122), Ref. 7 in quite the same 
way as in Eq. (60). Then, two summations would 
appear in both equations in agreement with each other. 

The two integration variables in (60) are real valued 
whereas both integration variables in (122), Ref. 7 
are complex valued. But, it is not difficult to show by 
means of suitable substitutions that the equations are al
so in agreement with each other on this point. 
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Nonspreading solutions to a class of differential equations *t 
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Explicit nonspreading (i.e .• characteristically propagating) solutions to a certain class of two-dimensional. 
hyperbolic. differential equations are found. This class of equations is a generalization of equations that 
arose in a study of radiation in cosmological backgrounds. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The propagation of disturbances of many physical 
systems can be described mathematically by second
order, normal-hyperbolic, differential equations. The 
solutions to these equations can be classified into two 
types: nonspreading, or characteristically propagating, 
solutions and spreading solutions. 1 A nonspreading solu
tion describes a disturbance propagated at some charac
teristic speed, which is determined solely by the medi
um in which it propagates. In the case of a spreading 
solution, the front of the disturbance described by it 
will still propagate at the characteristic speed, but the 
wave will have a tail that travels at smaller speeds. 

In the course of a study2 of radiation in Friedmann
metric backgrounds, a class of two-dimensional, hyper
bolic, differential equations was found to admit non
spreacling solutions. (The equations describing radia
tion in Friedmann backgrounds were special cases of 
this wider class of equations.) In Sec. 2 we show how to 
construct these solutions. Some remarks concerning the 
associated substitution sequences, as defined by Kundt 
and Newman, 1 are given in Sec. 3. 

2. NONSPREADING SOLUTIONS 

First of all, we shall discuss the differential 
equations 

a
21>/l' _[1(1+1) h2(V+V') 

avav' - -r csc b 

1'(1' + 1) 2(V - V')] - d2 csch -d- 1>11" (2.1) 

Here 1, l' ==0,1,2, ••• ; band d are arbitrary constants, 
and <P 1/' are functions of v and v'. To aid in constructing 
solutions for Eqs. (2.1), we define 

- _ m(V+V') ",,(v-v') <P1I'mm' =AI/'mm' (v) coth -b- coth -d-' (2.2) 

with m, m' =0,1,2,"·, and All'mm' (v) arbitrary func
tions of v. Then it is easy to see that 

a
2
;(,II'mm' A () m(V+V') m'v-v' 
avav' == Il'mm' V coth -b- coth -d-

x fm (m+1) h2(v+v'\ m'(m'+1) h2(V-V')] 
[ b2 csc b J d2 esc d 

_; AII'm",' (v) coth'.a-t(v ~v') cothm,(v ~ v') 

2(V +v') m'· (v +v') Xcsch -b- + (fA'I'mm.(v)cothm -b-
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thm'-I(V-V'\- h2(V-v') m(m-1) Xco -d--rSC -d- - b2 

m_2(V+V') m.(V-V') XA lI • mm• (v) coth -b- coth -d-

(
V +V~ m'(m' -1) m(V +V') 

Xcsch2 -b--r' dZ AI1'mm·(v)coth -b-

X cothm'-2(v -d
v
') CSCh~ v ~ v'), (2.3) 

withAII'mm.(v);dAl/'mm,(v)/dv. With the help of Eqs. 
(2.3), it is easy to see that 

(2.4) 

are solutions of Eqs. (2.1) if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 

[1(1 + 1) - m(m + 1)]AI/' mm' + (m + 2)(m + 1)All' (m+2)m' 

+ b(m + l)A II , (m+1)m' == 0, (2.5) 

[l'(l' + 1) - m'(m' + l)]AI/'mm' + (m' + 2)(m' + 1)AI/'m(m'+2) 

+d(m' +l)AI/'m(m'+O=O, (2.6) 

withAlI'mm' =0 for any of the following cases: 

(i)m>l, (ii)m<O, (iii)m'>l', (iv)m'<O. (2.7) 

In order to streamline the construction of solutions, 
we define a set of polynomials F Im(x), where 1 
== 0, 1, 2, ••• and m == 0, 1, 2, ... , 1, by means of the 
equations 

[1(1 + 1) - m(m + l)]Flm(X) + (m + 2)(m + 1)FHm+2l (x) 

+ (m + l)xF Hm+n (x) == 0, 

and 

(2.8) 

FII(x); 1, Flm(X); 0 for m > 1 or m < O. (2.9) 

The self-consistency of conditions (2.8) and (2.9) may 
easily be verified. For 0..; m < 1, Eqs. (2.8) define F 1m 
in terms of the Fu defined in (2.9). 

We can now see from the definition of the polynomials 
F 'm that 

(2.10) 

with All' (v) arbitrary functions of v and ih alav, satis
fy conditions (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7). Thus we conclude 
that 

/ I' 

¢1l';"6 "6 [Flm(bD)F/.m,(dD)AIl'(v)] 
m=O mf =0 

X thm Iv + v ') thm' (v -v') co \ b co d' (2. 11) 
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A - I ~ -T BLE I. Incoming solutions, of the form CPU' =':'0 m'=O CPll'mm" to Eqs. (2.] 3) for various choices of R(v, v'). 

R(v,v') 

l(Z+1) h2 (V+V') l'(l'+I) 2 (V-dV') -b-2 - csc -b- - --d-2 - CSC 

l(l+I) h2 (V+V') l' (1' +1) 2(V-V') -b-2 - csc -b- - d2 csch -d-

1 (l + 1) h2 (V + V') l' (l' + 1) -b-2 - csc -b- + d 2 sech2 

1 (1 + 1) h2 -b-2- cSC (v~v' ) 

W+l) h2 -b-2- CSC ( v~v,) 

l(l + 1) l' (l' + 1) 
(v + v ' )2 - (v - v ' )2 

1 (l + 1) l' (1' + 1) h2 (v +v,p + --d-2 - sec 

l' (1' + 1) 
(v - v')2 

l' (1' + 1) 2 
d 2 sec 

1 (l + 1) l' (1' + 1) 2 (v -v') 
(v+v')2 - d2 csc -d-

W + 1) l' (1' + 1) 2 (v -v' ) 
(v+v')2 -~ sec -d-

W+l) 2(V+V') l'(1'+]) 2 -b-2 - esc -b- - d 2 esc 

(V-dV') 

(v-dv' ) 

Z(l+I) 2(V+V') l'(1'+1) h2 (v-v,) -b-2 - esc -b- +--d-2- sec -d-

l(Z + 1) 2 (v + v') l' (1' + 1) 2 (v - v' ) 
b2 esc b - d 2 sec d 

l(Z+I) 2 (v+v,) 1'(1'+1) 2 (v-v') -b2- sec -b- - d2 sec -d-

l(Z+I) 2 (v+v') 1'(1'+1) h2 (v-v') -b-2 - sec -b- + d2 sec -d-

_ l(Z +1) h2 (v + v') l' (1' + 1) h2 (v - v' ) -b-2 - sec -b- +--d-2 -sec -d-

with A II' (v) arbitrary functions of v, are solutions of 
Eqs. (2.1). 

The functions ¢II" as defined by Eqs. (2.11), are 
nonspreading solutions of Eqs. (2.1). This can be seen 
from the facts that v and v' label the characteristic 
surfaces of Eqs. (2.1) and that ¢II' = 0 if v is outside 
the support of the "news functions" A 1/' (v). 

Because Eqs. (2.1) are invariant under the inter
change of v and v', it is easy to see that 

I I' 
¢II' "'!] !] [Flm(bD)FI'm' (dD)B II , (v')] 

m=O m' =0 

[Flm (bD)GI'm' (dD)All' (V)] coth'" (v ~ v' ) cot"" (v -dv ' ) 

[Flm(bD)FI'm'~D)Aw(V)]Coth'" (v~v' )coth"" (v-:r) 

[Flm (bD)FI'm' (dD)AII' (V1 coth'" (v:v,) tanhm' (v ~v') 

[Flm(bD)HI'm,W)AII'(V)}oth'" (v:v,) [(v- v')""""] 

[Flm(bD)GI'm' (_ dD)A II , (V)}othm ( v :v') tan"" (v -dv ') 

[HIm W)HI'm' W)A w (V)] (v +v,)-m(v _v,)-m' 

[HlmW)FI'm' (dD)A w (V)}v +v,)-mtanhm' (v -dv ') 

[HIm W)GI'm' (dD)AII' (v>}v +v,)-m cotm' (v~v,) 

[Him W)GI'm' (-dD)AI/' {v>}v +v,)-m tanm' (v ~v,) 

[G lm (bD)GI'm' ~D)AII' {v)}ot'" (v :v' )cotm' (v ~v' ) 

[ 
- - ~ (v+v') (v v') Glm (bD)FI'm' (dD)AII' (v)J cotm -b- tanhm' T 

[ - - J (v+v,) (v v') Glm(bD)GI'm,(-dD)AII'(v~cot'" -b- tan"" T 

[ - - 1 (v+v,) (v v') GIm (-bD)G I'm,(-dD)A II'(v1 tan'" -b- tan"" T 

[ - - ] (v+v') (v v') Glm (- bD)FI'm' (dD)AII' (v) tanm -b- tanhm' T 

[ - - ] (v+v') ,(v-v') F,m(bD)FI'm' (dD)AII' (v) tanh'" -b- tanh'" -d-

"outgoing solutions." With this convention, ¢II' and ¢II' 
are incoming and outgoing solutions, respectively. For 
equations that are invariant under the interchange of v 
and v', incoming and outgoing solutions can be obtained 
from each other by the interchange of v and v'. 

Based on similar arguments, we can construct in
coming and outgoing nonspreading solutions for a larger 
set of differential equations. These equations are all of 
the form 

(2.13) 

(V +VI) ",,(VI - v) 
x cothm -b- coth -d-'-' (2. 12) where R(v, v') is a given function that is invariant under 

the interchange of v and v'. The incoming solutions, 
¢I/', of these equations for a number of different 
choices of R(v,v ' ) are given in Table 1. These solutions 
are expressed in terms of the three sets of polynomials 
F,m(x), Glm(x), andHlm(x), withl=O,1,2,··· andm 

with B I/' (v') arbitrary func tions of v I and D'" a / 2v I, are 
also nonspreading solutions of Eqs. (2.1). 

Solutions that contain arbitrary functions of v will be 
designated as "incoming solutions, " while those con
taining arbitrary functions of v' will be deSignated as 
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= 0, 1,2, ... , l, where the new polynomials Glm(x) and 
H1m(x) are defined by the equations 
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[1(1 + 1) - m(m + l)]G ,m(x) - (m + 2)(m + 1)Gl(m+2) (x) 

+ (m + l)xG /(m+1> (x) = 0, 

Gil (x) = 1, G,m(x)=O form>l or m<O, 

[1(1 + 1) - m(m + l)]H'm(x) + (m + l)xHl(m+u(x) =0, 

HII(x) = 1, H,m(x)=O form>l or m<O. 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

Because Eqs. (2.13) are invariant under the interchange 
of v and v', the outgoing solutions, ;PII', can easily be 
obtained from the incoming solutions, <PII" 

By means of the transformation v'- - v', we can con
struct solutions to certain partial differential equations 
that are not listed in Table 1. For example, under the 
transformation v' - - v', the equations 

(J2cfJlI' _[1(1 + 1) 2(V +v') 
(Jv(Jv' - -;;r- csc b 

1'(1'+1) 2(V-V')J - d2 csch -d- cfJu' (2.18) 
become 

a2cfJlI' _ [1'(1' + 1) h2(V +v') 
(Jv(Jv' - d2 csc d 

_1(1~1) csc2(V-
b
V')}II" (2.19) 

From the incoming solutions of Eqs. (2.19) given in 
Table I, it is easy to see that the incoming solutions to 
Eqs. (2.18) are 

I I' 

;PII' =6 6 [FI'm,(dD)G,m(bD)AII'(V)] 
m=O m"=O 

(2.20) 

The outgoing solutions of Eqs. (2.18) can be obtained 
from the incoming solutions by the interchange of v with 
v' and the replacement of D by D. 
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3. DISCUSSION 

Kundt and Newman! have discussed the relation be
tween the existence of nonspreading solutions to hyper
bolic differential equations in two dimensions and the 
termination of what they have referred to as "substitu
tion sequences." The solutions that we have presented 
in this paper are consistent with these results of Kundt 
and Newman. 

As a result of the fact that F,m(x), G,m(x), and H,m(x) 
are polynomial functions of x, all of the incoming solu
tions discussed above are of the form 

_ n , dn-kA(v) 
cfJ=6gk(V,V) d n-k , 

k=O V 
(3.1) 

with n some positive integer and go"* O. It then follows!' 3 

that the associated substitution sequences terminate to 
the right. Because the substitution sequences are sym
metriC, they also terminate to the left. 

The substitution sequences associated with the dif
ferential equations discussed in this paper are not only 
symmetric and terminating, they are also nontrivial; 
i. e., the members of these sequences are not functions 
of (v +v') or (v - v') alone. The existence of these non
trivial sequences can be used to test the validity of cer
tain conjectures concerning the analytic shape of mem
bers of terminating symmetric sequences. 4 

*Research supported in part by the National Science 
Foundation. 

tThis work incorporates some results of a Ph. D. dissertation 
by S. C. Chang (University of Pittsburgh, 1974). 

fPresent address: Aerojet Nuclear Company. 550 Second St. , 
Idaho Fa Us, ID 83401. 

tW. Kundt and E. T. Newman, J. Math. Phys. 9, 2193 (1968). 
28. C. Chang and A. 1. Janis, J. Math. Phys. 17, 1432 (1976). 
3S.C. Chang, RadiLltion in Cosmological Backgrounds, Ph.D. 
dissertation (University of Pittsburgh, 1974). 

4For example, Eqs. (11.22) of Ref. 1 are conjectured to be 
true for general terminating, symmetric, substitution 
sequences. 
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Radiation in cosmological backgrounds *t 
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The purpose of this investigation is to find the conditions for characteristic propagation of multi pole 
radiation in Friedmann backgrounds. The radiation fields studied are Klein-Gordon scalar fields, 
conformally invariant scalar fields, electromagnetic fields, and gravitational fields. The behavior of 
electromagnetic and conformally invariant scalar ral1iation is similar to that of the corresponding radiation 
in flat space-time, since both fields satisfy conformally invariant equations and the Friedmann backgrounds 
are conformally flat. Thus characteristically propagating solutions are possible for both fields in any 
Friedmann background. For the Klein-Gordon and gravitational fields, it is found that characteristic 
propagation is possible only for special Friedmann backgrounds. Two physically important Friedmann 
backgrounds, those for which P = 0 and P = p/3 (where P is pressure and p is density), are among these 
special backgrounds for both types of radiation. In the course of this study, all Friedmann backgrounds for 
which P = ap, where a is an arbitrary constant, are found; the methods used and the resulting solutions are 
much simpler than those previously given by Tauber. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The propagation of waves in most media is not of the 
nonspreading, or characteristically propagating, type; 
i. e., the waves do not propagate at some characteristic 
speed that is solely determined by the medium in which 
they propagate. Usually, the wavefront of a disturbance 
will propagate at some characteristic speed, but it will 
be followed by a wave tail that propagates at smaller 
speeds. This tail, in some sense, can be considered as 
arising from the continuous backscattering of the wave. 

When radiation propagates in various space- time 
backgrounds, there is usually a radiation tail resulting 
from the interaction with the space- time curvature. 
Kundt and Newman1 investigated the problem of back
scattering for scalar and electromagnetic waves in both 
flat and Schwarzschild backgrounds. Their results in
dicated that, although the flat background produced no 
backscattering, there was always backscattering in the 
Schwarzschild background. The questions naturally 
arise then, of whether backscattering is unavoidable 
in curved backgrounds, and if not, under what cir
cumstances radiation tails will be absent. In order to 
give a partial answer to these questions, we study 
radiation in Friedmann backgrounds (with vanishing 
cosmological constant). These backgrounds, which in
clude models with negative, positive, and zero spatial 
curvature, are highly symmetrical and thus relatively 
easy to handle. A brief introduction to the Friedmann 
models is given in Appendix A. The radiation fields that 
we study are scalar, electromagnetic, and gravitational 
radiation. The basic equations governing their prop
agation in Friedmann backgrounds are discussed in 
Secs. 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The circumstances 
under which these equations admit nonspreading solu
tions are then discussed in Sec. 5. 

Both conformally invariant scalar radiation2 and 
electromagnetic radiation satisfy conformally invariant 
field equations. Since the Friedmann backgrounds are 
conformally flat, it is not difficult to see that the be
havior of such radiation in Friedmann backgrounds is 
similar to that of the corresponding radiation in flat 
space-time, and can thus be described by nonspread-
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ing solutions. 2-4 In.other words, radiation without 
backscattering is possible for any Friedmann back
ground. The results of our study, as expected, confirm 
these conclusions. 

The Klein-Gordon equation is a well known example 
of an equation that is not conformally invariant. We 
thus might expect that scalar radiation governed by this 
equation would usually be accompanied by backscatter
ing when it propagates in Friedmann backgrounds. 
Again, our study confirms this expectation. We find, 
however, that multipole radiation of the Klein-Gordon 
field can have the property of characteristic propaga
tion for a special class of Friedmann backgrounds. 
Among this special class are two physically important 
backgrounds, those with the equations of state P = 0 
and P=p/3, where P and p are pressure and density, 
respectively. 

The question of the existence of backscattering for 
gravitational radiation in Friedmann backgrounds is 
closely bound to the question of what field equations to 
choose as governing this radiation. Penrose2 has sug
gested a set of conformally invariant equations for 
zero- rest- mass fields of spin s (where s = ~, 1, i, ... ), 
viz. , 

(1.1) 

where ¢ AB ... K is a totally symmetric spinor with 2s 
indices. For the special case of s = 2, Eqs. (1. 1) re
duce to 

(1.2) 

One might think that Eqs, (1. 2), with the attractive 
property of conformal invariance, would be the best 
choice of equations governing gravitational radiation in 
Friedmann backgrounds. On the other hand, the follow
ing argument seems to work against this choice. We 
first note that in a vacuum the Bianchi identities re
duce to the form 

(1. 3) 

where 1J!ABCD is the Weyl spinor. Since Eqs. (1. 3) are 
the same as Eqs. (1. 2), the choice of Eqs. (1. 2) as the 
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governing equations for gravitational radiation propagat
ing in a vacuum seems reasonable. However, in more 
general cases the Bianchi identities need not take the 
form (1. 3). Thus, in the case of the Friedmann back
grounds, which are not vacuum backgrounds, the choice 
of Eqs. (1. 2) as the governing equations is no longer 
very convincing. 

The approach we take to discover the appropriate 
governing equations is through perturbation theory ap
plied to the Einstein field equations, with the Fried
mann solutions as the zero-order solutions. We employ 
the Newman-Penrose formalism, S which we consider 
to be the one best suited for our study. As we are only 
interested in gravitational radiation, we assume that 
the Ricci tensor has vanishing first-order perturbations 
(which could be considered as perturbations of the mate
rial, as opposed to the gravitational, background), while 
allowing nonvanishing perturbations of the Weyl tensor. 
Since the Weyl tensor now satisfies equations that are 
not conformally invariant, we again find that the multi
pole radiation can propagate characteristically only for 
a special class of Friedmann backgrounds. As in the 
Klein-Gordon case, we find, rather surprisingly, that 
the backgrounds with equations of state P = 0 and P 
= p/3 belong to this special class. 

The results of Secs. 2-4 are summarized in Table I. 
It is seen there that all of the equations governing the 
various fields share the important property that their 
characteristic hypersurfaces are null hypersurfaces of 
the baekground space-time. In other words, the 
characteristic speed of all of the different types of 
radiation is the speed of light. It is also seen that the 
equations governing the Klein-Gordon and the gravita
tional radiation fields are related in a strange way. As 
explained in Sec. 5, they are the images of each other 
under a simple mapping of one Friedmann background 
into another of the same spatial-curvature type. Other 
surprising results, e. g., the relation between Tables 
II and III, which describe certain Friedmann back
grounds that lead to characteristically propagating 
multipole fields, are also discussed in Sec. 5, and 
summarized in Sec. 6. 

Finally, we note that Friedmann backgrounds satisfy
ing the equation of state P= ap, where a is an arbitrary 
constant, are discussed fully in Appendix B. Our meth
od of finding all such backgrounds, and their resulting 
forms, are much Simpler than those given previously 
by Tauber. 6 

2. SCALAR RADIATION 

Our discussion of radiation in Friedmann backgrounds 
will start with the Simplest type, i. e., scalar radia
tion. Specifically, we shall discuss those scalar fields 
that satisfy an equation of the form 

(l-n) 
(gU"</! ). + -- R'{' = 0 

,lot ,IJ. 6 If , (2.1) 

where n is an arbitrary constant. We note that for 
n = 1 and n = 0, Eq. (2. 1) reduces to the Klein-Gordon 
equation and the conformally invariant scalar field 
equation,2 respectively. 
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If we take </! to be a first-order quantity and the 
metric backgrounds to be those of Eqs. (A8)-(AI0), 
a straightforward calculation shows that the linearized 
version of Eq. (2.1) can be transformed into 

-.::.....::L.=_ na2A+-M </J o2m ( 1-) 
ovav' 0 4 ' 

where </J is defined by 

</J "'eN</!, 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

and H, A, and 1 are defined by Eqs. (All), (A21), and 
(A23), zPespectively. The differential operators 15 and 
6" are essentially the spin-weighted differentiation 
operators on a sphere. 7,8 If we expand </J as 

00 I 

</J = L; 0 </J'm(v, v')Y,m (1:, I), (2.4) 
1=0 m=-I 

where Y lm (!;, 1:) are the spherical harmonics, then Eq. 
(2.2) implies that 

a2
plm =[Z(Z + 1)/_ na2AJn. 

(Jvav' 4 0 'VIm (2.5) 

for Z = 0,1,2,' .. and m = -1, -1 + 1, ... ,1. 

Equations (2.5) describe the multipole radiation, in 
Friedmann backgrounds, for scalar fields governed by 
Eq. (2.1). In particular, for conformally invariant and 
Klein-Gordon scalar fields, Eqs. (2.5) become 

a2</J/m _ l(l + 1)1 </J 
oV av' - 4 1m 

(2.6) 

and 

~ _(1(1 + 1)1 2A) 
i)vi)v' -\ 4 -a 0 </JIm, (2.7) 

respectively. Equations (2.6) and (2.7) will serve as the 
basic equations for Our study of characteristic scalar 
radiation in Sec. 5. 

3. ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 

We shall employ the Newman-Penrose formalismS 
to study electromagnetic radiation in Friedmann back
grounds. Maxwell's equations in this formalism ares 

D<P t - B<Po = (7T - 2a)<Po + 2p<P t - K<P 2, 

D<P2 - 5<P t = - :>t<Po + 27T<Pt + (p - 2E)<P2, 

Q<Pl - A<Po = {/l- 2y)<Po + 2T<Pt - (J<P2, 

(j<P 2 - A<Pl = - v<Po + 2/l<P t + {T- 2!3)<P2• 

(3. 1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

In linearizing these equations, we take the field varia
bles <Po, <Pt. and <P2 to be first-order quantities. Then 
only the zero-order terms of the other quantities need 
to be considered, and the resulting linearized equations 
describe electromagnetic fields in the given background. 
If we adopt Hawking's tetrad and coordinate conditions, 9 

and use the background quantities given in Appendix A, 
it is easy to obtain and solve the linearized versions of 
Eqs. (3. 1)- (3.4). 7 The entire solution can be expressed 
in terms of certain initial data and the spin-weight-zero 
quantity <Pi' We find that <P t obeys the equation 

i)2</J 1 -
av av' =- '4 ti15 </J, (3.5) 
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where cf> is defined by 

cf> ;: e 2H<I>l. 

If we consider the expansion of cf> in spherical 
harmonics, 

~ I 

(3.6) 

where cf> is defined by 

cf>;: e 3H>I12• (4.3) 

When <1>22"* 0, >112 is further restricted by the condition o _ 
>112 + >112 = 0; (4. 4) 

cf> = '6 6 cf>'m(v, v')Y'm(1:, "E), 
1=0 m=-I 

(3.7) in other words, >112 has only a magnetic part. 8 If we 
consider the expansion of cf> in spherical harmonics, 

then Eq. (3.5) implies that 

~ 
ilv ilv' 

l (l + 1)/ .+. 
4 'l'lm (3.8) 

forl=0,1,2,'" andm=-l,-l+l, ... ,l. 

Equations (3. 8) are the basic equations describing 
electromagnetic multipole radiation in Friedmann back
grounds. These equations will be studied further in Sec. 
5. 

4. GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION 

Again, the formalism of Newman and Penrose5 will 
be employed to attack the problem of gravitational 
radiation in Friedmann backgrounds. We specialize 
this formalism by uSing Hawking's notation, definitions, 
tetrad and coordinate conditions, and field equations, 9 

which will not be reproduced here. 

All quantities are separated into unperturbed and 
perturbed parts, e. g., <1>00 is written as <1>00 = <1>00 + <1>00, 

o 1 

with <1>00 the unperturbed part and <1>00 the perturbed 
o 1 

part. We consider only pure gravitational radiation 
with the perturbed parts of all components of the Ricci 
tensor vanishing. Thus we have 

<POO = <P11 = <P22 = <POl = <P02 = <P12 = A = O. 
1111111 

(4. 1) 

Conditions (4.1), together with the unperturbed (i. e. , 
zero-order) quantities given in Appendix A, can be 
used to obtain the linearized forms of the field equa
tions, and the resulting equations can be solved. 7 The 
entire solution can be expressed in terms of certain 
initial data and the spin-weight-zero spin component of 
the Weyl tensor, >112 (which is equal to >112, because >112 

= 0). We find that >112 obeys the equation1 
0 

~--( +!.-) (Jv (Jv' - t22 41515 cf>, (4.2) 

~ I 

cf> = 6 6 cf>'m(V, v')Y,m (1:, "E), 
1.0 m=-I 

then Eqs. (4.2) and (4.4) imply that 

~ =(l(l + 1)£. _ <I> ).+. 
ilv ilv' 4 0 22 'l'lm 

and 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

respectively, for l = 0,1,2,'" and m = -l, -l + 1, ... , 
l. 

These equations, which also will be studied further 
in Sec. 5, are our basic equations for gravitational 
multipole radiation in Friedmann backgrounds. 

It may be seen from Eqs. (4.6) that v and v' label the 
characteristic hypersurfaces of these equations. As 
noted in Appendix A, v and v' also label null hypersur
faces in the Friedmann backgrounds. Thus we see that 
the wavefronts of the multipole radiation governed by 
Eqs. (4.6) propagate with the speed of light. It is easily 
seen that the analogous conclusions hold for the scalar 
and electromagnetic radiation fields discussed in Secs. 
2 and 3. 

5. CHARACTERISTIC RADIATION 

In Secs. 2-4, we found that the study of scalar, 
electromagnetic, and gravitational radiation in Fried
mann backgrounds could be reduced to the study of 
certain two-dimensional differential equations. In the 
present section, we shall discuss the circumstances 
under which these equations admit characteristically 
propagating (i. e., nonspreading) radiative solutions. 10 

First, a summary of the major results of the preced
ing sections will be useful. This summary is given in 
Table I, where Eqs. (5. 1)- (5. 4) are the equations 

TABLE I. Differential equations governing radiation in Friedmann backgrounds. 

Type of field Field Variable Definition of q, Equation for q, Equation for q, 1m 

Conformally Invariant 11; q,=e"~ ~ = _£.5~q, (5.1) ~. Z(l+1)[q, (5.5) 
Scalar Field ovov' 4 ovov' - 4 1m 

q,=e"1/i ~ ( [-) (5.2) ~ = eO+1
)[ _a2A) q, (5.6) Klein-Go rdon 1/i = _ a2 A+-5(5 q, 

Scalar Field ovov' 0 4 ovov' 4 0 1m 

~ [-
(5.3) ~_Z(l+1)Iq, (5.7) Electromagnetic <I>j q, = e2H<I>j = _-(5(5 q, 

ovov' 4 ovov' - 4 1m 
Field 

<f> = ,ilH'¥2 ~=- [ -) (5.4) o2<f>lm = Z(Z+1)[_<I> ) <f> (5.8) Gravitational Field '¥2 1>22 +-15('5 <f> 
ovov' o 4 ovov' 4 0 22 1m 
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determining the basic field variables and Eqs. (5.5)
(5. 8) are the corresponding two-dimensional equations 
obtained by an expansion in spherical harmonics. We 
see immediately from this table that Eqs. (5.1) and 
(5.3) are identical, as are, correspondingly, Eqs. 
(5. 5) and (5.7). Also, these equations are independent 
of the specific form of the function aft), as is eVident 
from Eq. (A23). These properties, of course, are not 
accidental. They result from the facts that these equa
tions are associated with conformally invariant fields 
and that the Friedmann backgrounds are conformally 
flat. For the Klein-Gordon and gravitational fields, 
the equations are more complex and depend on the 
specific form of a(t). Although Eqs. (5.2) and (5.4) are 
not identical, they are still very similar, and in fact 
have a strange connection between them. In order to see 
this, we first define 

s(a)=:oa2A, (5.9) 
o 

we then have, from Eqs. (A21) and (A22), that 

and 
l

a ll/4a - t, 
s(a)= a"/4a+-i:, 

a"/4a, 

1 
(a,)2/2a2 - a"/4a - t, 

~22(a) = (a,)2/2a2 - a"/4a + t, 
(a')2/2a2_ a"/4a, 

(5. 10) 

(5.11) 

for models with negative, positive, and zero spatial 
curvature, respectively. It follows from Eqs. (5.10) 
and (5.11) that 

s (1/ a) = <I>22(a). 
o 

(5. 12) 

Thus s(a) and <I>22(a) are the images of each other under 
o 

the transformation a -1/ a of backgrounds. It is now 
easy to see that Eqs. (5. 2) and (5. 4) are the images of 
each other under the same background transformation, 
and so are Eqs. (5.6) and (5. 8). 

We now embark on the study of Eqs, (5. 5)- (5. 8). 
Since the functions CPlm satisfy the same equations for 
every allowed value of m, we shall drop the index m 
in the following treatment. 

A. Equations (5.5) and (5.7) 

With the aid of Eqs. (A23), it is seen that Eqs. (5.5) 
and (5. 7) can be rewritten as 

~ _1(1+1) h2/v+v')n. 
avav' - 4 csc \ 2 '1'1, (5.13) 

~ _1(1 + 1) 2(V +v')n. 
av av' - 4 csc 2 '1'1, (5. 14) 

~ _ 1(/+1) 
av av' - (v + vl)2 cP" (5. 15) 

for models with negative, positive, and zero spatial 
curvature, respectively. Equations (5.13)- (5.15) are 
special cases, obtained by sett'J.ng b = 2 and 11 = 0, of 
the equations 
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a
2
",,.. [1(1+1) h2(v+v') 1

1
(1

/
+1) h2(V-VI)] 

:::....::t:J.J: = --- csc -- - 2 CSC --
avaV I b2 b d d 

xtPll', (5.16) 

~ _[1(1~1) 2(~+V')_1'(1'+1) 2(V-VI)~n. 
av av l - b csc b d2 csc d 'J'I'II" 

(5. 17) 

~ __ [1(1+1) _l'(l'+l)J • 
av av'·- (v + V,)2 (v - vl)2 CPu, (5. 18) 

respectively. In the preceding paper, 10 it was shown 
that Eqs. (5. 16)- (5.18) admit nonspreading solutions 
for all nonnegative integral values of 1 and l' and 
arbitrary constant values of band d. Thus we conclude 
that Eqs. (5. 5) and (5. 7) always admit nonspreading 
solutions. 

B. Equations (5.6) 

We initiate the study of this case by considering those 
Friedmann backgrounds that satisfy the equation of 
state 

P=ap, (5. 19) 

where 0' is an arbitrary constant, and P and p are pres
sure and density, respectively. 

In those cases for which 3 a + 1 *" 0, it is shown in 
Appendix B that a2 A for this class of backgrounds is 

. b 0 gIven y 

1 - 3 a hd30. + 1 t\ 
8 csc \ 2 i' 

a2A = 1- 3a 2 (3a + 1 t\ 
o -8-- csc \-2- ), (5.20) 

1- 3a 1 
2 (3 0. + 1 )2 (i , 

for models with negative, positive, and zero spatial 
curvature, respectively. Using Eqs. (A23), (5. 20), and 
(A7), we can rewrite Eqs. (5.6) as 

~=[1(1+1) hdv+v')_1-3a 
avav ' 4 csc \ 2 8 

2(3a+l )J Xcsch -4- (v - VI) cP" (5.21) 

~=[1(1+1) 2(V+V')_1-30. 2/30.+1 ( _ 1)\] 
ilv ilv ' 4 csc 2 8 csc \ 4 v v Y 

XCPI' (5.22) 

~_(1(1+1) 2(1-30.) 1 ) 
ilvilv'- (v+v,)2 - (3 a: +1)2 (v-v')2 tP" (5.23) 

for models with negative, positive, and zero spatial 
curvature, respectively. 

A sufficient condition that Eqs. (5. 21)- (5.23) admit 
nonspreading solutions is that these equations be special 
cases of Eqs. (5.16)-(5.18), respectively, where, in 
the latter equations, band d are constants and 1 and l' 
are nonnegative integers. This will be so provided that 
d is chosen to be 
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TABLE II. Values or Cl! satisfying Eqs. (5.26) for allowed 
values of l' . 

[' ~ 0 [' ~ 1 l' ~2 [' ~3 ['- 00 

o'~O a=_l O'=_L 
o'~~ 

9 6 

0'=-1 Cl!=-~ O!=-} 
a--t 

d =± 4/(3 a + 1), (5.24) 

and that, for allowed values of l', a and l' are related 
by 

(3a + 1)2l'(l' + 1) = 2(1- 3a). 

The solutions of Eqs. (5.25) for a are 

1-l' 
a=3(1+l')' l'=0,1,2,"', 

and 

l' +2 Q=--- l'=1 2 ... 
3l" " • 

(tl. 25) 

(5. 26a) 

(5. 26b) 

The numerical results of Eqs. (5.26) are indicated in 
Table II. 

Among the Friedmann backgrounds specified by Eqs. 
(5. 26) (or Table II), only those with Q = 0 and Q = t 
have nonnegative pressure. For Q = 0, the background 
is pressure free. For a = t, the pressure is entirely 
due to radiation. 

Let us now drop the requirement that the Friedmann 
backgrounds be subject to the equation of state (5.19). 
We then see, making use of Eqs. (5.9), (5.10), and 
(A7), that Eqs. (5.6) will still be special cases of Eqs. 
(5. 16)- (5. 18) provided that 

a" _ .! _ l'(l' + 1) 2(2t) 
4a 4 - d2 csch d ' (5. 27) 

a" +.! _ l'(l' + 1) 2(2t) 
4a 4 - d2 CSC d ' (5.28) 

a" l'(l' + 1) 
4a 4t2 (5.29) 

for models with negative, positive, and zero spatial 
curvature, respectively. Equations (5.27)- (5.29) are 
not difficult to solve. For example, if we define x 
== coth(2t/ d), then Eq. (5. 27) becomes 

(1_X2)~_2xda+(l'(l'+1)_ (d/2):)a=0 (5.27') ax dx 1-x' 

which is one form of Legendre's equation and is thus 
easily solved. 

We have found that, for a variety of different Fried
mann backgrounds, including some physically impor
tant cases, the equations for multipole radiation of the 
Klein-Gordon field become special cases of Eqs. 
(5.16)- (5.18) and thus admit nonspreading solutions. In 
the preceding paper, 10 it was shown that a much wider 
class of second-order, two-dimensional, hyperbolic 
differential equations, including Eqs. (5. 16)- (5. 18) as 
special cases, admits nonspreading solutions. From a 
comparison of Eqs. (5. 6) and these other equations, it 
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is seen that for some Friedmann backgrounds that do 
not satisfy Eqs. (5. 27)- (5. 29), Eqs. (5.6) will never
theless admit nonspreading solutions. We leave the dis
cussion of these other backgrounds for future study. 

C. Equations (5.8) 

In order to expedite the treatment of this case, we 
shall make use of the relationship between Eqs. (5.6) 
and (5. 8) that was discussed at the beginning of this 
section. First, however, we shall examine the behavior 
of the equation of state (5.19) under the background 
transformation a -1/a. We begin by defining 

(5.30) 

We then define ]5* and p* as the images of p* and p* , 
respectively, under the transformation a - 1/ a, i. e. , 
we have 

P*==P*(l/a), p*==p*(1/a). (5.31) 

It then follows, from a straightforward calculation 
based on Eqs. (B1) and (B2), that 

15*=- (P*+tp*), p*=p*. (5.32) 

We see, from Eqs. (5.30)- (5.32), that the equation of 
state P= QP leads to 

(5.33) 

where 

P==P(1/a), p==p(1/a), (5.34) 

and 

(5.35) 

In other words, if a background characterized by a(t) 
has its pressure proportional to its density, then so 
does a background characterized by 1/a(t), with the 
proportionality constants for the two backgrounds 
related by Eq. (5.35). 

Based on Eq. (5.35) and the relationship between 
Eqs. (5.6) and (5. 8), as explained at the beginning of 
this section, a simple calculation shows that Eqs. 
(5.24) and (5 .. 26), pertaining to Eqs. (5.6), should be 
replaced by 

and 

4 
d='f 3a + 1 , 

l' +3 
Q = - 3 (l' + 1)' [' = 0, 1, 2, ... , 

2-l' 
a = 3z" [' = 1, 2,"', 

(5.36) 

(5. 37a) 

(5. 37b) 

respectively, in the present case. The numerical re
sults of Eqs. (5.37) are indicated in Table III. 

A comparison of Eqs. (5. 26) and (5.37) (or of Tables 
II and III) shows that the set of values of Q determined 
by Eqs. (5. 26) is identical to that determined by Eqs. 
(5.37). Furthermore, a one-step clockwise rotation of 
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TABLE rn. Values of or satisfying Eqs. (5.37) for allowed 
values of [' . 

[' =0 ['=d [' =2 [' =3 ['-00 

or =t, or =0 O!==-t 
Cl!=-l Q:- -~ 

Cl! ==-~ Cl!=-~ a==-~ 
9 

the a's in Table II (but keeping the limiting value of 
- ~ in the same position) gives us Table m. 

Again because of the relationship between Eqs. (5.6) 
and (5.8), the search for more general Friedmann back
grounds for which Eqs. (5. 8) admit nonspreading solu
tions is essentially the same as in the case of Eqs. 
(5.6); we shall pursue it no further here. 

6. DISCUSSION 

Perhaps the most interesting of our results is that 
there is a class of Friedmann backgrounds, including 
the physically important cases P = 0 and P = p/3, in 
which gravitational and Klein-Gordon multipole radia
tion can propagate without backscattering. This should 
be contrasted with the earlier results of Kundt and 
Newman,1 which suggested that the presence of matter 
would lead to noncharacteristic propagation. 

In Sec. 5, we noted several rather mysterious re
sults. There was a strange relation between the equa
tions describing the Klein-Gordon and the gravitational 
fields; although they arose from quite different con
Siderations, they were images of one another under the 
simple background transformation aCt) -l/a(t). This 
transformation had the further strange consequence 
that it preserved a proportionality between the pressure 
and the density of the backgrounds. The Simple relation 
between these constants of proportionality led to still 
another strange relationship, that between Tables II 
and m. We suspect that these results are not just 
mathematical coincidences, but may arise from some 
deeper physical structure that we have not yet 
understood. 

Finally, it may be of some interest to pursue similar 
discussions of radiation in other sorts of cosmological 
backgrounds. A preliminary study of Klein-Gordon 
fields in de Sitter backgrounds indicates that multipole 
radiation does propagate characteristically. 

APPENDIX A 

In this appendix, we give a brief review of the Fried
mann metrics. 

It can be shown that the line element for any Fried
mann model can be written in one of the following 
forms!!: 

ds2 =a2(t)[dt2 - dX2 - sinh2x(de2 + sin2ed¢2)], (A1) 

ds2 = a2(t)[dt2 - dX2 'ls2 - sin2x(de2 + sin2e d¢2)], (A2) 

ds 2 = a2(t)[dt 2 - dx2 _ X2 (d9 2 + sin2e d¢2)]. (A3) 

Models with negative, positive, and zero spatial curva
ture correspond to the forms (A1), (A2), and (A3), re
spectively. We take X> 0 in (A1) and (A3), 0 <X <71 in 
(A2), and a> 0 in all three cases. 
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If we introduce the coordinates u = t - X and I; = x 2 

+ ix3, where x2 and x 3 are the stereographic coordinates 
related to e and ¢, then Eqs. (A1)-(A3) take the forms 

ds2 = a2 (tl[ - du2 + 2du dt - (1 + HI)-2 sinh2 (t - u) dl; dt], 

(A4) 

ds2 = a2 WI - du2 + 2du dt - (1 + t~ I)-2 sin2 (t - u) dt dI], (A5) 

ds2 = a2 WI - du2 + 2du dt - (1 + H I)-2 (t - u)2 d~ dI], (A6) 

respectively. If we now introduce the coordinates v and 
v', defined by 

v=u, v'=u-2t, (A7) 

then Eqs. (A4)-(A6) become 

ds2=a2(V; V')[_dVdV' _ (1 +i?;t)-2 sinh2(V~v')d?;d~, 
(A8) 

ds2 = a2 (V; v')G dvdv' _ (1 + k~)-2 sin2 (v ~ V')d?; dt]' 

(A9) 

ds2 = a2(v; v' )[_ dvdv' _ (1 + HI)-2(v ~ V') 2 d?; dI]' (A1D) 

respectively. It is clear from Eqs. (A8)-(A10) that v 
and v' label null hypersurfaces. 

Itwill be useful to define the functions Hand h by the 
equations 

eH ", (1 + itt)(h)1/2, 

)

(1 + tt~)-2a2 sinh2(t - u), 

h'" (1 + Hn-2a2 sin2(t - u), 

(1 +tI;I)-2 a2(t_ u)2, 

(All) 

(A12) 

for models with negative, positive, and zero spatial 
curvature, respectively. 

In our discussion of radiation, we need the zero
order values of the quantities that occur in the New
man-Penrose formalism, 5 i. e., the values associated 
with the Friedmann backgrounds. If we use Hawking's9 
notation and definitions of field variables, as well as 
his tetrad and coordinate conditions, then we find, 7 

where the subscript 0 indicates that these are the zero
order quantities, 

71=a=~=T=II=O 
o 0 0 0 0 ' 

Y= - a' /2a 
o ' 

j.l = ~ Inh1/2 + .! ~ Inh1/2 
o au 2 at ' 

1 a 2 
~ = - a2 at Inh

1/2 = (; (~ + 2r)' 

?; 
~ = - ~ = 4(2h)1I2(1 + ttI) , 

\]10=\]11=\]12=\]13=\]14=0, 
o 0 0 0 0 

cf?01 = cf?02 = <1>12 = 0, o 0 0 
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(A13) 

(A14) 

(A15) 

(A16) 

(A17) 

(A18) 

(A19) 

(A20) 
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(A21) 

(A22) 

2(a')2 a" 
---cr- - as . 

In the above equations, a prime indicates differentia
tion with respect to t, and in Eqs. (A21) and (A22) the 
top, middle, and bottom lines are for models with 
negative, positive, and zero spatial curvature, 
respectively. 

Finally, it will also be useful to define the function I 
by 

)

CSCh2[(V+ v')/2], 

I=a2e-2H = csc2[(v+v')/2], 

4/(v + V,)2, 

(A23) 

for models with negative, positive, and zero spatial 
curvature, respectively. 

APPENDIX B 

In this appendix, we study Friedmann backgrounds 
that are subject to the equation of state (5.19). 

The pressure, P, and density, p, of Friedmann back
grounds can be expressed as1 

~
a-4[ (a'}2 _ 2aa" + a2], 

P= a-4[(a')2 _ 2aa" - a2], 

a-4[(a')2 - 2aa"], 

~
3a-4[(a')2 _ a2], 

p = 3a-4[ (a')2 + a2], 

3a-4(a')2, 

(Bl) 

(B2) 

for models with negative, positive, and zero spatial 
curvature, respectively. If we use Eqs. (Bl) and (B2) 
in Eq. (5.19), we obtain 

[d 3«-1)/2 a']' _ [(3a + 1)/2]a(3«+ 1)/2 ==0, 

[a(3«-1)/2a']' + [(3a + 1)/2]a(3«+1>/2 == 0, 

for models with negative, positive, and zero spatial 
curvature, respectively. 

(B3) 

(B4) 

(B5) 

If 3a + 1"* 0, we define Y= a(30:+ 1) 12. Then Eqs. (B3)
(B5) take the forms 

Y" _ (3a; lr Y== 0, (B6) 

Y" + (3a; 1 y Y= 0, (B7) 

y"=o, (B8) 
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respectively. The general solutions to Eqs. (B6)-(B8) 
are 

. (3a + 1 ) Y ==A. smh --2- t + B , (B9) 

. (3a +1 ~ Y=A. sm --2-t+B , (Bl0) 

Y=A.(t+ B), (811) 

respectively, where A and B are arbitrary constants. 
We can always make B = ° by an appropriate time 
translation. With this chOice, we find 

A . smh -- t I 1 I· (3a+l )1 2/ (30:+1) 
2 ' 

a= A . sm ---t 1 1 I
· (3a+l )\2/(30:+1) 

2 ' 
(B12) 

IA I· ItI 2/ (3,,+I), 

for models with negative, positive, and zero spatial 
curvature, respectively. Equations (B12) and (5.10) 
immediately lead to Eqs. (5.20) for a2 A. 

o 

Finally, if 3a + 1 = 0, Eqs. (B3)-(B5) all reduce to 
the form 

(Ina)" = 0. (813) 

Again, one of the constants in the general solution to 
Eq. (B13) may be eliminated by a time translation, 
leaving us with the solution 

where A is an arbitrary constant. 
(5.10) then give us 

(814) 

Equations (B14) and 

\ 

(A2 -1)/4, 

a2 ~ = (A2 + 1)/4, 

A2/4, 

(B15) 

for models with negative, positive, and zero spatial 
curvature, respectively. 
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Symmetry breaking interactions for the time dependent 
Schrodinger equation 

c. P. Boyer,* R. T. Sharp,t and P. Winternitz 
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A systematic study of the symmetry porperties of the Schrodinger equation u"" + iU t = F(x,t,u,u*) is 
performed. The free particle equation (for F = 0) is known to be invariant under the six-dimensional 
SchrOdinger group 51' In this paper we find all continuous subgroups of 51 and for each subgroup we 
construct the most general interaction term F(x,t,u,u*), reducing the symmetry group of the equation from 
5'1 to the considered subgroup. Since we allow for an arbitrary dependence of F on the wavefunction U 

(and its complex conjugate u*) the considered SchrOdinger equation is in general a nonlinear one [the 
ordinary SchrOdinger equation with a time dependent potential is recovered if F(x,t,u,u*) = uG(x,t)). For 
each symmetry breaking interaction F the remaining symmetry group is used to obtain special solutions of 
the equations or at least to separate variables in the equation and to obtain some properties of the 

solutions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this article is to provide a systematic 

study of the group theoretical properties of the time de
pendent Schrodinger equation 

02u + . au _ F( *) a:? 10t- x,t,u,U • (1) 

Here x and t are the space and time coordinates, u is 
the wave function, a star denotes complex conjugation, 
and F(x, t, u, u*) an interaction term which maydepend 
linearly or nonlinearly on the wavefunction (we assume 
the absence of couplings involving derivatives of the 
wavefunction) . 

The symmetry group of the free Schrodinger equation 
[io e" equation (1) with F(x, t, u, u*) = 0] is known to be 
a six-parameter Lie group, 1-5 sometimes called the 
SchrOdinger group, and we shall denote it 51' We make 
use of recently developed methods6-

11 to find all conti
nuous subgroups of 51 and their invariants. 

For each subgroup 5; of 51 we then find the most gen
eral interaction of the type considered in Eq. (1) that 
reduces the symmetry of the system from 51 to 51' The 
subgroup 5; can be used to investigate Eq. (1) with the 
appropriate interaction F, in particular to separate 
variables in some specific system of coordinates and 
in some cases to obtain general or special solutions of 
(1). 

Obviously, if the interaction is of the form 

<I>(x, t, u, u*) =uV(x, t), (2) 

then V(x, t) can in general be interpreted as a time de
pendent potential. More generally, we obtain nonlinear 
interactions, e. g., the "nonlinear Schrodinger equation" 
uxx + iU t = AU 1 U 1

2
, which is in itself of considerable in

terest. 12 Thus, the classification of subgroups also pro
vides a method for generating soluble or at least par
tially soluble models with nontrivial interactions, in 
particular nonlinear ones. In view of the recently in
creased interest in nonlinear problems in physics, spe
cially in connection with soliton type phenomena, 13-16 

we find development of group theoretical methods appli
cable to nonlinear problems particularly opportune. 
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Let us put the considerations of this article into a 
somewhat broader mathematical and physical context. 
The application of Lie groups to study and solve ordi
nary and partial differential equations has a long history, 
going back to the classical work of Lie himself. 17 More 
recently several books have been partially or completely 
devoted to this subject. 18-21 Symmetry methods are very 
useful for treating ordinary differential equations, but 
their full power manifests itself best for partial differ
ential equations. Thus, Lie theory provides a general 
treatment of the separation of variables in partial differ
ential equations. 22-30 Indeed, separable systems of co
ordinates for a given linear partial differential equation 
can be characterized by the fact that the separated solu
tions are eigenfunctions of certain first or second order 
operators in the enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra 
of the equation's symmetry group. There is thus a cor
respondence between orbits of such operators under the 
symmetry group and different types of separable coordi
nates. This correspondence makes it possible to extend 
greatly the classes of special functions that can be treat
ed by Lie group methods (the fact that essentailly all 
properties of most special functions follow directly from 
the representation theory of Lie groups is, of course, 
well known30

- 33). For both partial and ordinary differen
tial equations Lie theory provides methods for construct
ing special solutions, for generating classes of solutions 
from one known solution, for decreasing the order of 
the equation or the number of variables, and generally 
simplifying the equation that we wish to solve. On the 
other hand, Lie theory makes it possible to establish 
relations between different equations and their solutions. 
Indeed, given a differential equation, we can find its 
symmetry group and then construct other equations, 
e. g., in quite different spaces, left invariant by the 
same group. 

From the physical point of view we have the following 
situation. A physical system, described, e. g., by a 
differential equation, may have a certain symmetry, de
scribed by the symmetry group of the equation. Aside 
from providing methods of solving the equation, group 
theory allows us to approach systematically important 
physical problems, in particular those related to sym-
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metry breaking. Thus the physical system can be placed 
in an external field, previously ignored interactions can 
be taken into account, the system can be placed in an 
environment that imposes certain boundary conditions, 
etc. All of these types of perturbing influences can be 
classified with respect to their symmetry, by classify
ing the subgroups of the original symmetry group. 

Returning to the Schrodinger group 51, or more gen
erally 5", as the symmetry group of the time dependent 
Schrodinger equation in n spatial dimensions, let us 
mention that it and its subgroups are also of interest in 
some other connections. Indeed 5n is a subgroup of the 
conformal group O(n + 2, 2) of (n + l)-dimensional 
Minkowski space; in particular 51 is a subgroup of the 
de Sitter group 0(3, 2) and 52 is a subgroup of the con
formal group 0(4, 2) of Minkowski space. This plays a 
role in light cone or infinite momentum frame calcula
tions in high energy physics. 34 We also mention that 
O(n + 2,2) is the symmetry group of the Hamilton Jacobi 
equation in n spatial dimensions and that 5n is then re
lated to a quantization prescription. 35 

In Sec. 2 we discuss the group 5n as the symmetry 
group of the free time dependent Schrodinger equation 
in n spatial dimensions. We explicitly construct the gen
erators of 51 as first order differential operators in x 
and t and consider some relevant properties of the 
Schrooinger group and its Lie algebra. All subalgebras 
of the Lie algebra W1 of 51 are classified into conjugacy 
classes in Sec. 3. Conjugacy is considered separately 
under the subgroup D of 51 (the Galilei group extended by 
dilations) and under the group 51' The results are sum
marized in Table I and Fig. 2. In Sec. 4 we find for 
each subgroup of 51 the most general interaction 
F(x, t, u, u*), left invariant by the subgroup. The results 
are summarized in Tables II-V. The conclusions and 
future outlook are presented in Sec. 5. 

2. THE SCHRODINGER GROUP 

A general method for determining the symmetry group 
of a given differential equation or system of differential 
equations is due to Lie. 17 His method is applicable for 
general linear or nonlinear differential equations of 
arbitrary order. For linear equations his method can be 
simplified and cast into an operator form. The equation 
that we wish to study in this section is indeed linear, 
namely the one-dimensional time dependent Schrooinger 
equation for a free particle. Its symmetry group is well 
known,1-5 and we shall give only a sketch of the deri
vation here. Since the number of spatial dimensions is 
not crucial for the derivation, we treat the n-dimension
al case and only later specify that n = 1. The equation to 
consider is thus 

(3) 

where Ut 0' au/at and uxx = I 1=1 a2u/ax~ is the n-dimension
al Laplace operator in the Euclidean space En. The op
erator ~ acts in a space of functions ljJ(x, t) (to be speci
fied below) and the group G will be called its symmetry 
group, if their exists a representation T(g) of G, acting 
in the space of functions ljJ(x, t) in such a manner that it 
transforms solutions of (3) into solutions. Without loss 
of generality we can aSSume that the action of T(g) is 
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[T(g) </J](x, f) = !leX, t, g)ljJ(x', t ~ + 4> (x, f). (4) 

Here !lex, t, g) is a scalar multiplier and the coordinates 
x', t' refer to the transformed point: (x', t') = (x, t) . g. 

The inhomogeneous term 4>(x, t) simply takes into ac
count the superposition principle for a linear equation 
and will be dropped in the rest of this article. However, 
some remnants of this symmetry for nonlinear inter
actions could lead to quite nontrivial results (not con
sidered in this article). 

For G to be a symmetry group we require that 

~[T(g)u](x, t) = 0 

for all u(x, t) satisfying (3), where 

[T(g)u1(x, t) = !lex, t, g)u(x', t'). 

(5) 

(6) 

We can assume that u(x, t) is infinitely differentiable 
in the underlying variables (x, t) and then make use of 
an infinitesimal approach. Thus, we expand the operator 
T(g) into a power series 

T(g) = 1 + a(x, t) + .. " (7) 

where X is a first order linear differential operator of 
the form 

X(x, t) = a(x, t) at + b(x, t) ax + c(x, t) (8) 

and a, band c are functions that are twice differentiable 
in xi and once in f. Equation (5) now implies the operator 
equation 

[~,X]= A(X, f)~. (9) 

Since ~ is a second order operator and X a first order 
one, A(X, f) can only be a function (not an operator). In
serting (8) into (9) and equating the coefficients multi
plying aXiXj> ax;> at, and 1, we obtain a system of differ
ential equations for a, b, c, and A. These can be 
solvedl

-
5 to obtain the Lie algebra of the Schrooinger 

group 5n for the n-dimensional Euclidean space. The 
structure of the group is 5n '" [S L(2, R) ® O(n) 1 0 W n' 
where ® denotes a direct product and 0 a semidirect 
one, with W n as an invariant subgroup. Here S L(2, R), 
O(n), and W n denote the real special linear group in two 
dimensions, the real orthogonal and real Weyl groups 
in n dimensions, respectively. 

We now restrict ourselves to the case n = 1 (one spa
tial dimension) where we have 51 0'5 "'SL(2, R) :::JW1. The 
generators of this group in the considered (reducible) 
representation (6) can be written as 

Xl O'H O'K2 + L3 = at, 

X 2 "'D "'2Kl = 2ta t + xa x + t 
X3 "'C 0'_ K2 +L3= fat +txo x +t/2 - iX2/4, (10) 

X 4 ",p= ax, 

X s"'B=-ta x +ix/2, 

Xe"'E=i. 

We consider these operators to be acting on the space 
C~(R2) of infinitely differentiable functions of compact 
support in x and t. However, since the intersection of 
C~(R2) with the null space S of ~ (solutions of the 
Schrodinger equation (3)] is an invariant subspace of 
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CQ'(R2), we can restrict the generators (10) to the space 
F=Sn CO'(R2

) and consider the time t as a parameter. 
Notice that on S we have at = ian' The generators (10) 
have been constructed as skew-symmetric operators on 
F endowed with the usual quantum mechanical inner 
product 

(1/1., l/J2) = f.:dx l/Jt(x, t)l/J2(X, t) (11) 

for 1/1., l/J2 E F. Moreover, all the generators can be seen 
to be essentially skew-adjoint on F. 

The above construction of a Hilbert space is quite 
natural from the usual quantum mechanical viewpoint. 
It is, however, in no sense obligatory, and in particular 
the structure may be destroyed by introducing nonlinear 
interactions, as in Sec. 4. If we drop the requirement 
that the underlying coordinates (x, t) remain real, we 
find that the generator X2 is modified to 

)(2 =D= 2ta t + xa x +i +p, p= real, 

and the central element X6 is replaced by an arbitrary 
complex number, i. e., the group is e;.,xtended to a seven
dimensional group, generated by Xl, X 2, X 3, ••• , X 6, and 
X7 = L We shall however restrict ourselves to the 
SchrOdinger group 51, generated by (10). 

The nonzero commutation relations of the generators 
are 

[H,D]=2H, [H,C]=D, [D, C]= 2C, [p, B]=iE, 

[H,B]=-P, [D,P]=-P, [D,B]=B, [C,P]=B. 

(12) 

Thus, H, D, and C generate SL(2, R), P, B, and E gen
erate the Weyl group W the action of the algebra of 
SL(2, R) on that of W is as given in (12). The action of 
the differential operators (10) can be exponentiated to 
give a representationl

- 5 ,26 of the SchrOdinger group 51' 
The action of the Weyl group is given by the operators 

acting as 

[T(w, z, a)l/J](x, t) = exp[(i/4)(2wx - w2t + 4a) 

x l/J(x - wt + z, t) ]. 

The action of the S L(2, R) subgroup is 

[T(A)l/J](x, t) = exp (i: bt: d) (d + bt)"l /2 

(
X c+at) 

x l/J d + bt ' d + bt 

with 

A=(~~) ESL(2, R), ad- bc= L 

The adjoint action of SL(2, R) on Wl is 

r-l (A)T(w, z, a)T(A) = T(w ' , z I, a'), 

where 

w' =dw + bz, z' = az + cw, a ' = a +i(wz - W'Z
/
). 

Note that we have 
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(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

T G ~) = exp[c(K2 + L 3)] 

T (c~s e - sin9) = exp( 9L ). 
sme COse 3 

(18) 

A comparison of (10) with (13)-(18) clarifies the nota
tions of (10). Indeed, H (the Hamiltonian) generates time 
translations, D dilations, C conformal transformations, 
P space translations, B Galilei boosts, and the central 
element E corresponds to the identity transformation 
(and to a constant phase factor multiplying the 
wavefunction) . 

Let us make some comments on the representation 
(13)-(18): 

(1) In view of the square root factor in (15) we have a 
representation of the two fold covering group of SL(2, R), 
rather than of SL(2, R) itself. 

(2) The representation is not irreducible but becomes 
so when restricted to the space S of solutions of Eq. (3). 
By the extension of the restricted representation to the 
Hilbert space given by Eq. (11) the representation is 
unitary. 

(3) The representation of the SchrOdinger group 51 is 
irreducible on S; however, the representation (15) of 
the covering group of SL(2, R) is the direct sum of two 
unitary irreducible representations, namely Di /4 EEl D; /4 

in Bargmann's notations. 36 

(4) The Schrodinger group 51 has two invariant opera
tors (Casimir operators). They are 

C(l)=E, 
(19) 

C(2)={4DBP + 4B2H +4CP2 _ ED2 +4ECH}9Ynu 

where each term in C(2) must be symmetrized with re
spect to permutations of all entries, e. g., {DBP}sym 
=l,{DBP+DPB+BPD+BDP+PBD+PDB}. In the rep
resentation restricted to the subspace of solutions of 
(3) both of these invariants have a definite value, namely 

(20) 

(5) The continuous group 51 can be extended by the 
discrete transformations T, X, and XT, related to time 
reversal and space reflection in the underlying space 
(x, t). Indeed, if we consider the reversal t - - t, x - x 
together with the complex conjugation operator K, we 
obtain the operator T. The operator X corresponds to 
the transformationt-t, x--x. ClearlyX, T, andXT 
are symmetries of Eq. (3) and a glance at the generators 
(10) shows the following behavior under these 
transformations: 

T : Kl - Kb K2 - - K2, L3 - - L 3, P - P B - - B, E - - E, 

X:Kl -Kb Kl -K2, L 3 -L3, P--PB--B, E-E, 

XT:K1-Kb K2--K2, L3--L3' P--P, B-B, E--E, 

(21) 
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3. SUBGROUPS OF THE SCHRODINGER GROUP 
SI AND THEIR INVARIANTS 

We consider the algebra of 51, using the basis provid
ed by the operators K1 , Kz, L 3 , P, B, and E of (10). All 
conjugacy classes of subalgebras can be found using 
known methods. 7 We shall consider conjugacy classes of 
subalgebras, where conjugacy is considered with respect 
to the SchrOdinger group 51 on one hand and on the other 
hand with respect to a "geometric" subgroup£) of the 
Schr'ooinger group, generated by H, D, P, B, and E. 
This subgroup can be interpreted as a Galilei group, 
extended by dilations; its transformations [see (14) and 
(15) with b = 0, d= a-1

] of the underlying (x, t) manifold 
are linear, as opposed to the conformal transformations, 
generated by Co 

The algorithm for classifying subalgebras into con
jugacy classes with respect to some group of automor
phisms A (to be identified with 51 or £)) makes use of the 
fact that the Weyl algebra LW ={p, B, E} is an ideal in 
the considered algebra and that the factor algebra LSd 
LW is isomorphic to LSL(2, R) (if G is a Lie group, LG 
will be its Lie algebraL The algorithm consists of the 
following steps: 

(1) Find all subalgebras of the factor algebra LSL(2, R), 
Leo, construct a representative F; for each conjugacy 
class of such algebras under A. For each F; find its 
normalizer in A, satisfying NorAF;. F;::;' F;. 

(2) For each subalgebra F; find all invariant subspaces 
N;a in LW, that also form subalgebras. Use the nor
malizer of Fi in A to simplify N;a. The algebraic sums 
Fi + N ia for all i and all a will provide us with a list of 
representatives of all splitting subalgebras of 51' 

(3) To find all nonsplitting subalgebras of 51, consider 
separately a subalgebra Fi of LSL(2, R) together with 
an invariant subalgebra N ia in LW. To each generator 
of Fi add a linear combination of all generators of LW, 
not contained in N;a. Use transformations belonging to 
W to simplify the above linear combinations and then 
further simplify, using the normalizer of Fi + N ia in 
S L(2, R). Finally, restrict the coefficients in the linear 
combinations to ensure that we obtain an algebra. Run
ning through all Fi and N ia we obtain a list of represen
tatives of all nonsplitting subalgebras of 51' 

We shall first find representatives of all conjugacy 
classes of subalgebras of LS1 with respect to conjugacy 
under the five-dimensional group£) and then show how 
various classes collapse into one under the entire 
Schrodinger group 51' 

A general element of LSL(2, R) can be written as X 
= aK1 + b(K2 + L 3) + e(K2 - L 3). If e *- 0, the term aK1 can 
be transformed into zero by a transformation exp[x(K2 
+ L 3 )] with an appropriate choice of x. The transforma
tion exp(yK1) can then be used to transform X into K2 
(if be > 0), L3 (if be < 0) or K2 - L3 (if be = 0, e *- 0). If 
e = 0, a*- 0, then exp[x(K2 + L 3)] can be used to cancel 
the K2 + L3 term, yielding the algebra K 1. If a = e = 0, 
we obtain K2 + L 3 • Thus, we obtain five nonconjugate 
one-dimensional algebras. Now consider each of the 
algebras K 1, K 2, L 3, K2 + L 3, and K2 - L3 and add to it 
a second generator X, We must choose a, b, and e so 
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as to obtain an algebra satisfying [A, B] = B ([A, B] = 0 
is not contained in LSL(2, R)}. We obtain two algebras: 
{Kl, K2 + L 3} and {KlJ K2 - L 3r. On Fig. 1 we present the 
subalgebras of LSL(2, R), classified in this manner and 
also the well-known classification with respect to 
S L(2, R) 0 The trivial subalgebra {Or should be added to 
both schemes of subalgebras. 

For each subalgebra Fi of SL(2, R) we must now go 
through all steps of our classification algorithm. As an 
illustration we do this for the subalgebra F2 ={K1, K2 
+ L 3r. Commuting K1 and K2 + L3 with the element 
pP + bB + aE, where p, b, and a are real numbers, we 
find the following subalgebras of LW, that are invari
ant under F 2 : 

N 2 ,1 ={p, B, Er, 

N2,5='{Or o 

N 2 ,2""{P, Er, N 2,3={Pr, N2,4=={E}, 

(22) 

(Note that {p, B} forms an invariant subspace, not, 
however, an algebra). All splitting subalgebras are 
obtained as the algebraic sums F2 + N 2,k with k = 1, . , . ,5, 
Now let us find all nonsplitting subalgebras. Write two 
possible generators in the form 

K1=K1 +b1B+P1P+~E, K2+L3=K2+L3+b2B 

+ P2P + a2E. (23) 

Consider the individual invariant subspaces. If we 
add {p, B, E} to (22), we obtain a splitting subalgebra, 
Adding {p, E}, we can put P1 = P2 = ~ = a2 = 0, The re
quirement that we obtain an algebra implies b1 = b2 = 0, 
so that the subalgebra again splits. The subalgebra 
{N2,3}=P will not in general be invarianL However, if 
b2 == 0, then P - b1 E is invariant and the transformation 
exp(2b1B) will cancel the term - b1E. The requirement 
that we obtain an algebra then implies a2 = b1 = b2 = 0, 
and we can also put P1 = P2 = O. Thus we obtain a non
splitting subalgebra: {K1 + aE, K2 + L 3, P, a*- O}. Taking 
the subalgebra N 2 ,4 ={E}, we put ~ = a2 = O. The trans
for!?ation exp(2b1B - 2P1P) will cancel the term b1B + P1P 
in K 1 • The requirement that we obtain an algebra im
plies b2 = P2 = 0 and so the algebra splits. Finally, con
sider the trivial subalgebra N2 ,5' We can turn b1 and P1 
into zero by the transformation exp(2b1B- 2P1P ) , The 

FIG. 1. (a) Subalgebras of LSL(2,R) classified with respect to 
e(I) ~exp{Kl,K2+L3}' (b) Subalgebras of LSL(2,R) classified 
with respect to SL(2 ,R). 
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TABLE I. Subalgebras of L5 I classified under the groupsD and 5 I' 

Symbol FI Generators dimSl,k Type of algebra Invariants Comments 

51,1 FI ;KIoK2.L3.P.B .E 6 LSI C(l) .CUI of (19) 
51•2 E;KIoK2.L3 4 AIE!)A3•8 E.Ki+K1-L~ 
51,3 ;KI.K2.L3 3 A 3,8 Ki+K~-Li 

S2.1 F2 KI ;K2+Ls• P.B.E 5 Ii) E 
S2,2 E.KI;K2+L 3• P 4 A~E!)Ai 5. h=! E.(K2+L.)/p2 

, 1 
(K2+LiJ!p2 52•3 K j ;K2+L3• P 3 A 5' h=2 

52" E.Kj ;K2+L 3 3 A j81A2 E 
52•5 K t ;K2+L 3 2 Al none 
S2,6 Kj+aE;K2+L3'P 3 A3,5 t h=! (K2+LiJ/p2 T=>a >0 

a "0 
52,1 K j +aE;K2+L 3• a"O 2 A2 none T=>a >0 

~,t F2 K t ;K2-L3• P.B,E 5 Ii) E 52;k is conjugate to 

5;,2 E.Kj ;K2-L3 4 AtE!)A~,5. h=! E,(K2- L iJ!B2 
52,k 
(k=l ..... 7) 
under the 

~,~ Kj;K2-L3' B 3 At5' h=! K2-LslB2 group.) t 

~" E.KI;K2- L 3 3 AjE!)A2 E 
S2,5 K t ;K2-L3 2 A 2. none 

52•6 K j +aE;K2 -L3, B 3 Ai,5' h=! (K2- L iJ!B2 T==>a >0 

S;.1 
a .. O 
K t +aE;K2-L3, a"O 2 A2 none T='>a >0 

S5,1 F3 Kt;P.B,E 4 A,,8 E.2KIE+PB+BP 
S3,2 E.Kj;P 3 A I E!)A2 E 
.%,2 E.K1OB 3 AjE!)A2 E conjugate to 53•2 

under 5 t 
5 3•3 Kt;P 2 A2 none 
.%.3 Kj;B 2 A2 none conjugate SS.3 

under 5, 
5s,' Kt.E; 2 ZAI K,.E 
S3.5 Kt; 1 AI K, 

~,6 Kt+aE;P.o"'O 2 A2 none T=,>a >0 
KI+aE;B.o"'O 2 A2 none T=>a >0; conjugate 3.6 

to 5 3,6, under 5, 
53,1 KI +aE; 0'" 0 A,. K,+aE Tor.5 I=>o >0 

53" "' E.2K2E+B2 -p2 53,k(5;.J is conjugate F3 K2;P.B.E 4 A'.B 
to· 

~'2 E,K2;B+P 3 A I E!)A2 E S3.k(53.~ under 51 
E,K2;B-P 3 A,E!)A2 E (k = 1, ••. ,7) ~.2 
K 2;B+P 2 A2 none ~,3 
K 2;B-P 2 A2 none 3.3 

~., K 2,E; 2 ZAI K20 E 
K 2; 1 AI K2 ~.5 
K2+aE;B+P, a"'O 2 A2 none T=>a >0 

~'6 .6 K2+oE;B-P. a .. O 2 A2 none T=,>o >0 
.1 K 2+aE;a" 0 1 Aj K2+aE Tor .),=,>a>O 

5,.1 F, K 2+L 3• E;P.E 4 A,.t E(K2+LiJ _p2 
5,,2 K 2+L s• P,E; 3 3A, K2+Ls,P,E 
S4.S K 2+La.P ; 2 ZA, K2+L s,P 
S4.' K2+Ls,E; 2 ZAI K2+Ls.E 
5'.5 K 2+L3; AI K2+L3 
S4.6 K2+L3+eB. poe. 3 As,t E 51 or X=>€ =1 

€ =± 1 
5'.1 K 2+L s+€E.P; 2 ZAI K2+L s+€E.P 
5'.8 K2+L3+€B, E; 2 ZAI K2+L3+€B.E 51 or X=>€ =1 

E =± 1 

S"s K 2+L 3+€B;€ = ± 1 1 AI K2+L3+€B 5 I orX=,>€=1 
~,jO K2+L3+€E;e=±1 1 At. K2+L 3+eE 

~.I F. K2-L3, P;B.E 4 A.,I E(K2-L3)+B2 ~.k is conjugate to 
5,,2 K2- L 3.B.E; 3 3A1 K2-L s.B,E S, k (k=I ••••• 10) 

~,3 K 2-L3• B; 2 ZAI K2-L3.B w{der 51 

~" K 2-Ls• E; 2 ZAI K2-L,.E 
~,5 K2-L3; AI K2-LJ 
54•6 K 2-L3+ EP. B;E. 3 A 3•1 E 5I orX=>e=1 

l7 E=±1 
K2-LS+EE. B;E=± 1;2 ZAI K2-L,+eE.B 

5'.8 K 2-L3+ ,p. E; 2 ZAI K2-L3+£P.E 5 lor X=>e =1 

~.s 
£=±l 
K 2-Ls+€P;£ =± 1 AI K2-L,HP 51 or X=>€ =1 

5',10 K 2-Ls+€E. €=±1 AI K 2-L3+eE 
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TABLE r. (Continuetf). 

S5,1 1"5 L 3;P,B,E 4 A 4,10 
S5,2 L3,E; 2 2A1 
S5,3 L3; 1 AI 
S5,4 L3+aE;a>' 0 1 AI 

S6,I 1"6 P,B;E 3 A 3,I 
~6;2 B,E; 2 2A1 
S6,2 P,E; 2 2A1 

S6,3 B; AI 

56,3 P; AI 

S6;4 E AI 
S6,5 0 0 0 

condition [Kl , K2 + La] = - K2 - La then implies b2 = P2 = e2 
= O. Thus we obtain the nonsplitting subalgebra {Kl + aE, 
K2 + La, a", O}. 

Proceeding in the same manner as above, we find the 
representatives of all classes of subalgebras of Wl' The 
results are summarized in Table I. Each algebra in this 
table represents aD conjugacy class of subalgebras of 
Wl' In the first column we introduce a symbol S Jk' SJ" 

I f - I or SJk or each subalgebra. Leaving out all Sjk and SJk 
algebras, we obtain the shorter list of Sl conjugacy 
classes of subalgebras. The second column gives the 
subalgebra F j of LSL(2, R) from which SJ " was produced. 
The generators of SJ ,k are in column 3; those to the right 
of the semicolon are also contained in the derived alge
bra of SJ, •• In some cases, e.g., S2,6, S2,7 et al., the 
algebra depends on a parameter. Its range as given in 
column 3 refers toD conjugacy classes. For Sl conju
gacy classes the range may be smaller (e. g., a> 0 
rather than a", 0, or E = 1 instead of E = ± 1). Such cases 
are pointed out in the last column. In the fourth column 
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E,_2L~+p2+B2 

L 3,E 
L3 
L3+ aE 

E 
B,E 
P,E Conjugate to S6,2 

under 51 
B 

P conjugate to S6 3 
under 51 ' 

E 
0 

we give the dimension of SJ ," The type of algebra is 
given in the fifth column. The notations are those used 
in papers9 and are related to a classification of low
dimensional real Lie algebras, due to Mubarakzyanov. a7 

Thus, Al is a one-dimensional real Lie algebra, nAl 
denotes a direct sum of n such algebras and A2 is a two
dimensional non-Abelian Lie algebra (with a basis satis
fying [X, Y]=X). Three-dimensional Lie algebras are 
denoted Aa ,1> ••• , Aa ,9 and a superscript, if present 
(e. g., A~,5) indicates that the algebra itself depends on 
a parameter h. The four-dimensional Lie algebras are 
similarly denoted A 4 ,l' ••• , A 4 ,12' The commutation re
lations for each algebra are given elsewhere, 9 and there 
is no need to repeat them here, since they can be read 
off from the commutation relations of the generators in 
the third column. In the sixth column we list the invari
ants of all subalgebras. They can be obtained using a 
method described elsewhere. 9 Note that for subalgebras 
of Wl all invariants are either polynomials in the gen
erators (Casimir operators) or rational invariants, like 
e. g., (K2 + L a)/p2 for S2,2' The meaning of such invari-

FIG. 2. Subalgebras of LS 1 classi
fied under 51 (a '" 0, b > 0, € = ± 1) • 
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ants, as well as more general types of nonpolynomial 
invariants, has been discussed, e. g., in papers. 9 In 
the seventh column we indicate additional equivalencies 
between various subalgebras, when conjugacy is con
sidered under 51, rather than 0 . We also point out all 
cases when the inclusion of 51 or of time reversal T 
leads to a further restriction on the range of the param
eters a or E, figuring in the third column. 

On Fig. 2 we present the lattice of subalgebras of 
LS1, classified under 51' By convention we consider all 
parameters a to satisfy - 00 < a < 00, a"* 0, whereas b> 0 
and E '= ± 1. Conjugacy is considered under the continu
ous group Sl, not including the discrete transformations 
T, X, or XT. 

4. SYMMETRY BREAKING INTERACTIONS 

A. General invariance conditions 

In Sec. 2 we found the Lie group leaving Eq. (3), i. e., 
Au '= un + iUt '= 0 invariant, namely the SchrOdinger group 
51' In Sec. 3 we found all Lie subgroups of 51' Here we 
pose a different problem, namely, for each subgroup of 
51 we wish to find the most general interaction of the 
form F(x, t, u, u*) such that the equation 

Au '= u,," + iUt = F(x, t, u, u*) (24) 

is invariant under this subgroup. 

Indeed, consider a one-dimensional subgroup g of 51, 
transforming the space-time manifold as in 

(x', t ' ) = (x, t)· g (25) 

and consider the representation 

[Tgu](x, t) = [e"Xu](x, t) = /1(g, x', t')U(X', f/), (26) 

where X is the generator of T g , a is a real parameter, 
and /1(g, x', t') is a multiplier. Expanding Tg into a 
Taylor series about the point a= 0 [we have g=g(a), 
g(O) = 1], we find 

xu,={dX
l 
a +dfl a +d/1(g'XI'f'>}u 

da x da t da 
(27) 

"O{a(x, t)Ot + b(x, flax + c(x, f)}u. 

Referring back to Eq. (10), we can expand the generator 
X as follows: 

6 

x=:0 ajXj, 
j=l 

(28) 

so that a(x, f), b(x, f) can be written as specific known 
functions of the real parameters a j • Notice that a and 
b are real, c is in general complex. 

The condition that Eq. (24) remains invariant under 
the subgroup implies 

A[ T(g)u](x, t) '= F(x, t, [T(g)u lex, t), [T(g)u]* (x, t». (29) 

To obtain an operator formulation of invariance, we re
member that g=;;(a), take the derivative of both sides 
of (29) with respect to a, and then set a'= O. We obtain 

(30) 

Since X is a subalgebra of LSi> it must also satisfy (9), 
i. e., 
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[A, X] '= ;\(x, t)A. (31) 

Formulas (30) and (31) imply 

(X + ;\)F= (Xu)Fu + (Xu)*Fu*' (32) 

Using (27) and remembering that F depends on x and f 
both explicitly and implicitly via u and u*, we obtain a 
first order partial differential equation for the inter
action F: 

a(x, f)Ft + b(x, f)F" - cuFu - c*u* F u* '= - (c + ;\)F. (33) 

To solve (33), we shall solve the subsidiary equations 

dt dx du du* dF 
(i'=7)'= - cu'= - c*u*'= - (c + ;\)F' (34) 

and in general obtain F as some known function times 
an arbitrary function of three variables, obtained by 
solving the first three of equations (34). 

Thus, for a given operator, or set of operators X, 
forming a subalgebra of LSi> we find the invariant in
teraction F(x, t, u, u*) by solving Eq. (33) (or several 
such equations for higher dimensional subalgebras). 

Specific solutions of the Schrodinger equation (24) can 
then be found that will also satisfy the equation 

XU'= aUt + bux + cu'= O. (35) 

The meaning of Eq. (35) is that the wavefunction u(x, f), 
in addition to being a solution of the Schrooinger equa
tion (24), is also an absolute invariant38 of the generator 
X. It is precisely this additional requirement (35) that 
allows us to simplify (24), in particular to separate 
variables. 

To simplify further calculations, we note that in Eqs. 
(33), (35) we have 

a(x, f) = a= a1 + 2a2f + a 3t2, 

b(x, f) = b = a 2x + a3xt + a 4 - asf, 

c(x, t) = c = ta2 + a 3(2f - ix2)/4 + h asx + ia6 , 

c(x, f) + ;\(x, t) = c +;\'= ~a2 + a3(10t - ix2)/4 

+ iiasx + i a 6 • 

(36) 

We now proceed to consider each subalgebra of L51 
separately, making use of Table 1. 

B. One·dimensional subalgebras 

We have all together 15 one-dimensional subalgebras 
in Table I. We shall run through all of them in this para
graph; however, K1 and K1 + aE, K2 and K2 + aE, L3 and 
L3 + aE, K2 + L3 and K2 + L3 + EE, and K2 - L3 and K2 
- L3 + EE will be combined together. We shall consider 
one of the subalgebras, namely 2L3 + aE in some detail 
(this is one of the more complicated cases) and then 
only list the results for the other subalgebras. 

(1) 2L3 +aE,=X1 +X3 +aX6 ,= (1 +f)Ot +txo x +(2l-ix2 

+ 4ia) /4: We take a1 = a3,= 1 (all other ai equal to zero) 
in (36) and write out the subsidiary equations (34): 

df dx 4du 4du* 
1"+?'= xl = - (4ia + 2f - ix2)u '= - (- 4ia + 2t + ix2)u* 

4dF 
(37) = - (4ia + lOt - ix2)F . 
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The first equation provides us with the "similarity vari
able" to be used, namely 

(38) 

(we shall always keep 71=t as the other variable except 
for the case when ~ = t is the similarity variable; then 
we put 71=x). From (37) we also obtain 

u = (1 + ft1 14 exp(i et/4) G ~ ~~r/2 ¢W 

and the complex conjugate equation. By construction 
the function u in (39) satisfies 

(2La + aE)u = O. 

(39) 

Finally, the subsidiary equations (37) imply that the in
variant interaction has the form: 

u -
F(x, t, u, u*) =~G(~, ¢W, ¢*W) 

1 +t 

= 1: t2 G (~, I u 12(1 + t2)1 12, :* exp(- i~2t/2) 

x(l +it)a) 
1- it . (40) 

Substituting (39) and (40) into the SchrOdinger equation 
U xx + iUt = F, we find that ¢ (~) obeys 

¢"W + (- e/4 + a)¢W = ¢(~)G(~, ¢¢*, ¢I¢*). (41) 

In Eq. (41) the parameter a, also figuring in the gen
erator 2La + aE and in the interaction (40), plays a role 
analogous to that of an eigenvalue. For a general non
linear interaction (40) the value of a is fixed. However, 
if the interaction is linear, Le., G=G(~), or even if 
the interaction is nonlinear, but does not depend on the 
phase of u, L e., G = G(~, 1 u 12(1 + t2)1 12), then a in (41) 
can be considered to be a free parameter, and we obtain 
different solutions of the same Schrodinger equation for 
different values of a. In particular, in the linear case 
we can thus obtain a complete set of solutions. 

Thus, invariance under the one-dimensional Lie group 
generated by 2La + aE leads to several typical features, 
namely the subsidiary equations (37), the variables 
~ = x/(l + t2)1 12 and 71= t, the function u(x, t) in the form 
(39), satisfying (41) and the interaction (40). Let us now 
list the analogous features for the other one dimensional 
subalgebras. 

(2) 2K1 +aE=X2+aX6=2to t +xox +t+ia, _oo<a<oo: 

dt dx du du* dF 
2t =x= - (t + ia)u =- (t - ia)u* - (f +ia)F 

x 
~="'f72' 71=t, 

F=![G (~, uu*fl, :* t ia exp (- ir)), 

u= r(1+2Ia)/4 exp(i~2) ¢W, (42) 

¢" W + U: +i)¢w = ¢WG (~, I ¢ 1
2

, :J (43) 
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dt dx du du* dF 
"1=0= - iK:U = iKU* = - iKF . 

~=X, 71=t, 

F=uG (x, uu*, :* eXP(2iKt)) , u= exp(- iKt)¢(X) (44) 

¢"(X) + K¢(X)=¢(x)G 0, 1¢12, ¢~) (45) 

(4)K2+Ls+€B=X1+€XS=Ot+€(-tox+hx), €=±1: 

dt dx 2du 2du* 2dF 
1 - €t = - i€xu = i€Xu* = - i€xF ' 

~=x+t€f, 71=t, 

F =UG~ + t€f, uU*, :* exp[i(€ ~ - if)]) , 

u =; exp[ - tit(€ ~ - i f) J¢( ~), 

¢"W +t€~¢W =¢WG (~, ¢¢*, :*). 
(5) P=X4= ax: 

~=t, 71=x, 

F=F(t,u,u*)=uG (t, lul\;), u=¢(t), 

i¢'(t) = ¢(t)G (t, I ¢ 1
2

, :*) . 
(6) E=X6=i: 

dt dx du du* dF 
0=0=- iu = iu*=- iF' 

F=uG(x, t, uu*), u =u(x, t), 

uxx + iUt =uG(x, t, I u 1

2). 

(7) 2K2 + aE =X1 -Xs + aX6 = (1- t2)Ot - txo x 

+H- 2t +ix2 +4ia), - 00 < a <00: 

dx dx 4du 4du* 
~ = - tx = (2t - ixz - 4ia)u (2t + iXZ + 4ia)u* 

4dF 
= (lOt - ix2 - 4ia)F ' 

_lx/(t2_1)1/2, t2 >1, 71=t, 

~-lX/(1_f)1/2, t2<1, 

u (I 121 2 11 12 U I t + 1 I ia 
F = 1 t2 _ 11 G ~,u t - 1 'u* t _ 1 

u = 1 t2 - 11-1 141 ~ ~ ~ 1 ia 12 exp (4 t;Z2~ 1)) ¢ W, 

¢"W+(t~2-a)¢=¢G (~, 1¢12,:*). 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

(8) -K2 + La + KE=Xs + KX6=t20t +txo x +tt -iix2 + Ki, 

K= 0 or K=± 1: 

dt dx 4du 4du* 
7" = xt = - (2t - ix2 + 4iK)U (2t + ix2 - 4iK)U* 
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4dF 
= - (lOt - ix2 + 4iK)F ' 

x 
~=t' Tj=t, 

F=?G (~, luI2t'u~exp[-2i(T+~i)]), 

u= r1 
/2 exp[iG + ~~t) ] ¢W 

¢'W + K¢W = ¢G (~, 1 ¢ 12, : • .) 

(54) 

(55) 

(9) -K2 + L3 + foP=X3 + f.X4=t2at + (tx +fo)ax +i(2t- ix2) , 

fo=±l: 

4du 4du* 4dF 
(i.X2 - 2t)u - (ix2 + 2t)u* (i.X2 - 10t)F ' 

~=T+~' Tj=t, 

F =? G (~, 1 U 12t, :* exp [- ~t (~2t2 + fo ~ - 1 if)])' 

u = r1 
/2 exp [ !t (~2t2 + fo ~ - 1 if) ] ¢ (~), 

¢"W+tE~¢W=¢(~)G(~, 1¢12,:*), 

(10) B =Xs = - tax + tix: 

dt dx 2du 2du* 2dF 
0= -::t = - ixu - ixu* - - ixF ' 

~=t, Tj=x, 

(56) 

(57) 

F= uG (t, 1 u 1
2

, :* exp (- i:;)), u = exp(i::) ¢(t) (58) 

i (¢' (t) + it ¢(t)) = ¢(t)G (t, 1 ¢ 1 2
, :* ), (59) 

Let us briefly summarize the results and make some 
comments. 

(i) For each one-dimensional subalgebra X we have 
obtained an invariant interaction F(x, t, u, u*) that can 
be written in the form 

F=f~t)G (~, luI2f(t),:*h(~,t)), (60) 

where ~ is a quite definite" similarity variable, " f(t) 
and h(~, t) are known elementary functions, and G is an 
arbitrary function of the three indicated variables, 

(ii) The requirement Xu = 0, L e" that u be an abso
lute invariant of the generator X (incorporated in the 
subsidiary equations) in general implies a separation 
of variables in the Schrodinger equation, and we obtain 
a solution in the form 

u(x, t) =R(x, t)¢W, (61) 

where R(x, t) is a known elementary function and ¢(~) 
is a function of the similarity variable only, satisfying 
an ordinary differential equation. 

(iii) For all subalgebras except P, B, and E the func
tion ¢W obeys an equation of the type 

¢"W + WW¢W = ¢(~)G(~, ¢, ¢*), (62) 
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where W(~) is some specific simple function, namely 
one of the following types of potentials: free particle 
(constant), linear potential, repulsive or attractive 
harmonic oscillator. Thus if G depends on ~ only, we 
obtain a linear equation in which WW - G(~) plays the 
role of a potential in a stationary Schrooinger equation. 
In general (62) can be called a nonlinear Schrooinger 
equation. 

For the subalgebras P and B we obtain an equation 
of the type 

i{¢'(t) + a(t)¢(t)}=¢(t)G(t, ¢, ¢*), (63) 

where a(t) = 0 for X = P and a(t) = 1/2t for X = B. 

The subalgebra X = E is exceptional in that it does 
not provide a separation of variables, Indeed, the equa
tion Eu = 0 would imply u = 0, and we obtain a trivial 
solution. The symmetry corresponding to E is, how
ever, not trivial-it restricts the possible nonlinearity 
of F=uG(x, t, luI 2), L e., G does not depend on u/u*. 

(iv) If G does not depend on u and u*, we obtain a lin
ear equation. The absolute invariant condition Xu = 0 
can then be replaced by an eigenvalue type condition 
Xu = ku with k = const, and we obtain a complete set of 
separable solutions, rather than a single one. 

Actually the linear and nonlinear cases can be treated 
on the same footing. The eigenvalue equation Xu = ku 
used in conjunction with a classification of orbits of gen
erators of the factor algebra LSd E is equivalent to the 
absolute invariant condition Xu = 0 used in conjunction 
with a classification of orbits of the entire algebra LS1 • 

This is completely consistent for the subalgebras 2L3 
+ aE, 2K1 + aE, and 2K2 + aE; however, for K2 + L3 + KE 
and - K2 + L3 + KE, K will play the role of the eigenvalue 
and hence we must allow it to have arbitrary values. 
Similarly the orbit representatives K2 + L3 + foB, - K2 
+ L3 + foP, P, and B must be replaced by the equivalent 
representatives K2 + L3 + foB + aE, - K2 + L3 + foP + aE, 
P + aE, and B + aE. The parameter a then plays the role 
of an eigenvalue. 

Note that even if F is nonlinear but G has the form 
G(~, luI 2f(t)), Le" does not depend on the phase ofu, 
we thus obtain an infinite set of different solutions for 
different values of a. 

(v) The separation of variables in the equation U xx 

+ iU t = 0 has been studieds and related to orbits of gen
erators of the factor algebra LS1/E. Our classification 
of orbits is somewhat different (we classify consistently 
under either D or S)-and the correspondence between 
classes of operators and separable coordinate systems 
that we obtain for the equation Uxx + iUt = F is given in 
Table II. For F= 0 all listed systems are separable and 
the operator E can be omitted from the list (and we can 
put a = 0 and K = 0) . 

(vi) We have included in this section all one-dimen
sional subalgebras listed in Table I. Each of them rep
resents a class of subalgebras where the classification 
is with respect to the groupU (Galilei extended by dila
tions). Under the group 51 the algebras - K2 + L3 + KE, 
- K2 + L3 + foP, and B become conjugate to K2 + L3 + KE, 
K2 + L3 + foB, and P, respectively. Since the form of the 
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TABLE II. Invariant interactions and separable coordinates for one-dimensional subalgebras (the range of parameters is 
_00 <a<oo, e=±I, K=O,±I). 

Diagonalized Coordinates F(x,t,u,u*) 
operator 

2L3+aE 
x U G ~ luI2(1+t2)1/2 ~ 1+it a ) ~ = (1+t~1/2, 1/=t l+t2' 'u*l-it 

2K\+aE 
x ~G (~ , lu 1

2rt, :* t 1a 
exp( - !f) ) ~=tm, 1/=t 

la 

2K2+aE 
X 

~ = ( I t 2 _ 11) IJ2 , 1/ = t u G ~ 1 12( 1 2 I) 1/2 u It + 1 I [ix
2
t J) w=Tf ~,u t - 1 'u* t _ 1 exp - 2(t2 _ 1) 

K 2+L3+eB 
e 

~ =X+ 2"t2, 1)=t uG (~, lul
2, u~ exp[i(E~-it2)1) 

-K2+L 3+eP 
X e 

~=t+2t'I,1/=t ~G (~, lu 1
2t ':* exp [ - ~t(~2t2H~ - ~)]) 

K2+L3+ KE ~=x, 1/=t u G (~ , 1 u 12, u~ eXP(2iKt») 

-K2+L3+ KE 
X 

~=t,1/=t ~G(~, I u 12t, uu* exp [ - ft(4K+~2t2)]) 

P ~ =t, 1/=X u G ~, 1 U 1
2
, u~ ) 

B ~ =t, 1/=X UG~,luI2,u~ exp[-~t2]) 
E ~=X,1/=t uG(x,t,luI2) 

corresponding interactions, solutions, etc., are quite 
different, we find it worthwhile to list them separately. 

(vii) The orbit representatives, separable coordi
nates, and invariant interactions for one-dimensional 
subalgebras are summarized in Table II. 

C. Two-dimensional subalgebras 

The results for all two-dimensional algebras listed 
in Table I can be obtained by combining together the 
results obtained for one-dimensional subalgebras. We 
will thus obtain less general interactions but will be 
able to obtain more solutions by imposing the condition 
Xu = 0 for different choices of the generator X, 

Consider, for example, the algebra {2Kl + aE, Ka + L3}' 
Invariance under 2Kl + aE and K2 + L3 imply 

F=TG(~, luI 2ff,:* tiaexp (_ i::)) 
and F=uG (x, lul 2

, :*) (64) 

respectively. These two conditions are compatible if 
and only if 

F= u G(IU I2x '!:!'-X2ia). (65) ? 'u* 

Nonequivalent solutions of the Schrooinger equation for 
the interaction (65) can be obtained by requiring (2Kl 

+ aE)u = 0 or (K2 + L 3 )u = 0 and will thus be of the form 
(42) or (44) with K= O. 

Omitting the details, we summarize all two-dimension
al algebras and the corresponding invariant interactions 
in Table III, Inspecting the table we see that typically 
F is of the form F= (u/x2)G or F= [u/f(t) ]G, where f(t) 
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is a known function and G is an arbitrary function of two 
variables, of which either one or both involve u and u*. 

D. Three-dimensional subalgebras 

The interactions that are invariant with respect to 
three-dimensional subalgebras are obtained by com
bining together results listed in Tables II and III. For 
example, consider the algebra {K1, K 2, L3}' Invariance 
under {Kl ,K2 +L3} implies F= (u/x2)G(luI 2x, u/u*). In
variance under L3 implies 

F= :2 G ((1 +~2)112' I u 12X, ~: exp (- i 2~2~ t2) )). 

The intersection of these two conditions is F= (u/x2
) 

x G( I U 1
2x). Similarly we proceed with all other subalge

bras. The results are summarized in Table IV. The 
function G will in general depend on one variable only, 
the only exception being the Weyl algebra {p, E, E}, 
leading to F=uG(t, luI 2

). 

E. Four-, five-, and six-dimensional subalgebras 

The results for algebras of dimension 4,,; d,,; 6 are 
summarized in Table V. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The main results of this paper are the classification 
of all continuous subgroups of the Schrooinger group 51 
and the construction of an invariant interaction for each 
subgroup. 

We should mention that the connection between sub
groups and symmetry breaking interactions is not one
to-one in the considered case. Thus, for instance the 
inte raction F = eu I Ii 14 is left invariant by the entire 
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TABLE III. Invariant interactions for two-dimensional subalgebras (the parameters satisfy the conditions - co <a < co, K = O,~ 1; 
e =± 1). 

No. Generators Interaction 

l. F= ;rG (lu 12x, uU*x 2la 
) 

2. F=;r G (lu l~, u~(f ta 

exp (-~;)) 
3. F= 7 G (lu 12.[f, uu. t ia

) 

4. F= rG (Iu 12.[f, uu. tia exp (- ~t2 )) 

5. 

6. 

7. 

F= It2~11 G (Iul2<!t2_11)1/2, :*(;~~)'a exp (- 2(~~1»)) 
F= It2~11 G (Iu 12(/t2_1 1)1/2, uu. (~~11 r exp (- 2(~\»)) 
F=u G (lu j2, u~ eXP(2iKt») 

8. 

9. 

F= ~G (ju I 2t, uu* exp[ -i(ft + 2t ) ]) 
F= rG(tin' lul2.[f) 

10. 

11. 

F= :2G(lt2_~1172 ,Iul2jt2_111/2) 

F=uG(x,luI 2) 

12. F=u GG+ ~t2, lu 1Z) 

13. 

14. 

F= ;rG(f' ju 1
2t ) 

F=~G(f+~,jul2t ) 

15. 

16. 

17. 

B,E 

P,E 

F= 1:t2G(1+;~l/2' juI2(l+t2j1/2) 

F=u G(t, ju 12) 
F=uG(t,Iul 2) 

group .5~, but it is also the most general type of inter
action left invariant by the two five-dimensional sub
groups and the two four-dimensional subgroups gener
ated by {K1, Kz + L 3 , P, E} and {K1, K2 - L 3, B, E}. Similar
ly the algebras {Kt. K2, L 3}, {Kt. K2 + L 3, E}, {Kt. K2 - L 3 , 

E}, and {K1K2LgE} all lead to the same type of interac
tion, namely F= (u/x2)G( 1 u 12x) (other such cases can be 
found in the tables). This is to be contrasted with the 
results39 obtained for the three-dimensional stationary 
Schrooinger equation. For a free particle the invari
ance group is E(3) and a one-to-one correspondence was 
found between subgroups of E(3) and potentials of the 
type Veri + A(r)P rVer) and A(r) are a scalar and vector 
potential, P is the linear momentum operator], reducing 
the symmetry from E(3) to the considered subgroup. 
Quite concievably in the time dependent case more gen
eral interactions, e. g., involving derivatives of u(x, t) 
would be capable of distinguishing between all the 
subgroups. 

On the positive side, let us stress that for each sub
group r; j of 51 we have found the most general interac
tion F(x, t, u, u*) breaking the symmetry from 51 to 9j. 
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The remaining symmetry can always be used to find a 
solution or many different solutions of nonlinear 
Schrooinger equations and a complete set of solutions 
for linear equations. Thus, the algebraic approach used 
in this paper is a method of generating solvable models. 

It is of interest to notice that the equation 

uxx + iU t = eu 1 U 14 

admits the same symmetry group as the free SchrodingeI 
equation and thus should provide a particularly tracta
ble model (" a ¢5 theory"). The term 1 U 14 is typical for 
one spacelike dimension. For two spacelike dimensions 
the interaction would be F==culuI 2

, i.e., precisely the 
right-hand side of the usual "nonlinear Schrooinger 
equation." More general powers can be obtained if the 
skew-hermiticity condition on the generators is dropped 
(as mentioned previously). 

Let us make some comments on the futUre outlook. 

(1) The one-dimensional heat equation admits a Lie 
group isomorphic to 51 and hence our classification of 
subgroups is of relevance there. We plan to investigate 
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TABLE IV. Invariant interactions for three-dimensional subalgebras (- 00 <a <"", Ii: = ± 1, K = 0, ± 1). 

No. Generators 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. P,B,E 

Interaction 

F= ~G( lu 1
2x) x 

F=~G(Iul2X) 
X 

F=u lu 14G (:* \u 1-414) 

F=u lu 1 4G (u~ \u \41
4 t 21

4 exp (- ~t2) ) 
F= ~ G(lu 12t 1/2) 

F= ~ G( \u 1 2tt/2) 

F= It2~11 G(\u\21t2_1\1/2) 

F= It2~11 G<\u\2It2_1\1I2) 

F=uG{\uI 2) 

F=? G\u 12t) 

F=uG(t, \u 12) 

symmetry breaking for the heat equation, where the 
reduction of the symmetry may be due either to addi
tional terms in the equation, or more interestingly, due 
to specific boundary conditions. 

(2) The results of this paper can and should be gen
eralized to higher dimensional cases, in particular the 
groups 52 and 53 are of interest, As mentioned above, 
more general types of interactions can be considered, 
e.g" of the form F(x, t, u, u*, ux , ut, Ut, ut, "'). 

(3) We plan to make use of the existing classification 
of subgroups of the Poincare group to study symmetry 
breaking due to external fields in the relativistic case, 
Again this can be considered as a source of solvable or 
at least tractable models for classical relativistic field 
theories (that may also be quantizable). 

(4) A question that has not been raised, still less 
answered in this article, but which may be of consider
able interest is the following. Given a specific linear or 

TABLE V. Invariant interactions for four-, five- and six-dimensional subaJgebras. 

dim No. Generators Interaction 

4 1 K 1 ,K2,L 3,E F= ~ G(\uI 2x) 
x 

2 K 1, K 2+L 3 , P,E F=CU\U\4 

3 K t , K 2-L 3 , B ,E F=culul 4 

4 K 1,P,B,E F= ~ G( lu 1
2t 1/ 2j 

5 K2,P,B,E F= It2~11 G(It2 _1lt/21ul 2
) 

6 K 2+L3, P,B,E F=uG(luI 2) 

7 K 2-L3 , P,B,E F= ~ G(lul 2t) 

8 L3,P,B,E F= ~ G(lu 12(1 +t2)112) 
1 +t 

5 1 Kj, K 2+L 3 , P,B,E F=culul 4 

2 Kj, K 2-L3, P,B,E F=cu lu 14 

6 1 Kj,K2,L 3,P,B,E F=culul 4 
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nonlinear Schrodinger equation, in particular one of 
those found in the present article, what is its complete 
invariance group? Generally speaking the complete in
variance group may be larger than the corresponding 
subgroup of the SchrOdinger group discussed in this 
paper. We plan to return to this problem in the future, 
specially for those nonlinear equations which promise 
to be of definite physical interest. 
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SU(2) x SU(2) scalars in the enveloping algebra of SU(4) 
C. Quesne* 

Physique Theorique et Mathematique. Universite Libre de Bruxelles. Brussels. Belgium 
(Received 26 January 1976) 

We build an integrity basis for the SU(2) X SU(2) scalars belonging to the enveloping algebra of SU(4). We 
prove that it contains seven independent invariants in addition to the Casimir operators of SU(4) and 
SU(2) X SU(2). We form a complete set of commuting operators by adding to the latter two linear 
combinations of the former the operators nand ct> first introduced by Moshinsky and Nagel. We then 
solve the state labeling problem that occurs in the reduction SU(4):> SU(2) X SU(2) by diagonalizing 
simultaneously nand ct>. Their eigenvalues are calculated numerically in all irreducible representations of 
SU(4) that are encountered in light nuclei up to and including the s-d shell. Finally we build the 
propagation operators for the widths of the fixed supermultiplet, spin and isospin spectral distributions by 
taking appropriate linear combinations of SU(2) X SU(2) invariants of degree less than or equal to four. and 
we tabulate the averages of these operators in the above-mentioned irreducible representations of SU (4). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The determination of a complete labeling for the 
basis states of an irreducible representation (IR) of a 
Lie group G, decomposed into IR's of some noncanoni
cal subgroup H, has given rise to a lot of studies in 
which various types of solution have been proposed. 1-7 

One of them consists in obtaining a complete set of 
commuting Hermitian operators by adding to the 
Casimir operators of G, of H, and of appropriate sub
groups of H, some scalars with respect to H belonging 
to the enveloping algebra of G. 2,6,7 The basis states of 
an IR of G are then chosen as common eigenstates of 
this complete set, and the eigenvalues of the additional 
operators provide the missing labels. This type of ap
proach of the state-labeling problem has the advantage 
of leading to an orthonormal basis. However, Racah 
has proved that it is impossible to define missing labels 
which have integer values for all IR's. 6 

When this procedure is adopted, it is worth while to 
study first the set!). of all the scalars with respect to 
H, belonging to the enveloping algebra of G. In this way 
we can determine all possible labeling operators, and 
then make an appropriate choice among them. 

This problem has been examined in general terms by 
Judd et al., and a detailed application to the reduction 
SU(3):=J 0(3) has been carried out by these authors. 7 

Their main result has been to show that the subalgebra 
!). is finitely generated, and that an integrity basis for 
!). can be built by studying first a similar problem 
arising in the theory of polynomial invariants. In the 
latter case, the construction of an integrity basis is 
greatly Simplified by determining a generating function 
for the number of independent invariants of a given 
degree. An alternative procedure for constructing an 
integrity basis of j has been proposed recently by 
Sharp. 8 

Subgroup invariants in the enveloping algebra of a 
group also appear in another problem of physical in
terest, the propagation of operator averages in the 
spectral distribution method used in nuclear spec
troscopy. 9,10 It has been shown recently10 that when 
averaging over some IR's of a chain of groups, the 
so-called propagation operators can be written as 
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polynomials in the members of an integrity basis for 
the subgroup scalars in the enveloping algebra of the 
group. For the purpose of numerical calculations, it 
is necessary not only to write explicitly those poly
nomials, but also to determine their averages in all the 
lR's appearing in physical applications. 

In the present paper we are concerned with the chain 
of groups SU(4P SU(2) XSU(2P U(l) XU(I), appearing 
in Wigner's supermultiplet model, in which the many
nucleon spin-isospin states are classified according 
to IR's of the group SU(4). 11-15 It is well known that 
Wigner's scheme, which rests upon a decomposition of 
the many-nucleon states into their space times their 
spin- isospin part, is a good starting basis for shell 
model calculations in many light nuclei up to the s-d 
shell. 

However, the noncanonical nature of the chain of 
groups SU(4) :=JSU(2) XSU(2) gives rise to many problems 
when detailed applications of the model are carried out. 
There are two missing labels to specify the basis 
states of an IR of SU(4) completely, and indeed there 
can be more than one state characterized by given 
values of the spin and isospin quantum numbers S, T 
;vls , and }\lI T in a given IR of SU(4). Moshinsky and 
Nagel have determined a pair of commuting, Hermitian 
labeling operators 0 and <1>, which solve in principle 
the problem. 12 However, their eigenvalues and eigen
vectors are not known, and, moreover, other possible 
choices have not been explored. It seems therefore 
worth while to re- examine the problem from a general 
point of view. 

Difficulties have also arisen when studying the fixed 
supermultiplet, spin, and isospin spectral distribu
tions. 16 It has been shown that the propagation operators 
for the centroid energies can be constructed in terms 
of the Casimir operators of SU(4) and SU(2) XSU(2), but 
that this procedure cannot be used for the widths be
cause other SU(2) XSU(2) invariant operators are needed. 

In this paper we solve both problems by constructing 
an integrity basis for the SU(2) XSU(2) scalars in the 
enveloping algebra of SU(4). After reviewing our nota
tions for the Lie algebras of SU(4) and SU(2) XSU(2) in 
Sec. 2, we derive in Sec. 3 the generating function for 
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the number of independent invariants of a given degree, 
and determine from it the explicit form of the basic 
scalars. We then restrict ourselves to the independent 
invariants of degree less than or equal to 4. The proce
dure used to compute their matrix elements in the 
Gel'fand and Tseitlin basis is described in Sec. 4. Sec
tion 5 is then devoted to the solution of the state
labeling problem. It is shown there that the pair of 
operators n and ~, introduced by Moshinsky and Nagel, 
is only one among many other possible choices, but 
that it is quite convenient from the point of view of 
diagonaUzation. Their eigenvalues are calculated and 
tabulated for all the IR's of SU(4) appearing in light 
nuclei up to and including the s-d shell. Finally in 
Sec. 6, the propagation operators for the widths of the 
fixed supermultiplet, spin, and isospin spectral dis
tributions are constructed in terms of the SU(2) xSU(2) 
invariants belonging to the previously determined in
tegrity basis. The appropriate averages of these basic 
scalars are also tabulated for all the IR's of SU(4) 
appearing in light nuclei up to and including the s-d 
shell. 

2. LI E ALGEBRAS OF SU(4) AND SU(2) X SU(2) 

As is well known, 17 the Lie algebra U(4) of the group 
U(4) is generated by the operatorsC~', Il, 1l'==1,2,3,4, 
whose commutation relations are 

(2.1) 

In terIl's of them, the generators of SU(4) can be written 
as 

(2.2) 

This basis of SU(4) is adapted to the canonical chain of 
subgroups of SU(4), namely 

SU(4) =:J S[U(3) x U(I)] =:J S[U(2) x U(I) x U(I)] 

=:JS[U(I) xU(I) xU(I) XU(I)]. (2.3) 

In this paper we shall consider the noncanonical chain 
of subgroups 

SU(4) =:J SU(2) XSU(2) =:J U(I) x U(I), (2.4) 

and use therefore another basis for the Lie algebra 
SU(4), explicitly reduced with respect to the Lie al
gebra 5U (2) x 5U (2). For that purpose, we replace 
index jJ. by a double index aT, where both a and T take 
two values + ~ and -~, that we shall represent by + and 
- respectively, and we adopt the enumeration 
convention: 

ll-aT:I-++, 2-+-, 3--+, 4---. 

We now define the following operators12 : 

SI==~(Mi)Oo·(l)T.,.C; , 

T",==~(I)aa·(N",)\·C~;, i,0'==I,2,3, 

QI", =i(MI)O'O', (N",r T'C;, 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

where the MI , i == 1,2,3, are the Pauli matrices asso
ciated with index a, the N "', 0' = 1, 2,3, those associated 
with index T, and there is a summation over all dummy 
indices. The operators Sf> i=I,2,3, and Teo 0'=1,2,3, 
are the generators of SU(2)xSU(2), and, in physical 
terms, can be identified with the spin and isospin opera-
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tors respectively. Operators (2.6) form the new basis 
of SU(4) that we are looking for. Their commutation 
relations are 

[SI,SJ]==iEIJkS"" [T",TIl]=ieallyTy, [SI> Ta]=D, 

[SI> Q,a] =ieIJkQka, [T a, QIIl] =ieallyQIY, 

[Qla, QJIl] = ii[oaBEIJkSk + OIJEaBr T,.], 

(2.7) 

where EIJ'" and Eally are the antisymmetric tensors. From 
(2.7), it is clear that Sf> T a, and Qia transform ac
cording to the IR's Dt XDo, Do XD1, and D1 XDt of 
SU(2) xSU(2) respectively. 

Instead of the Cartesian components of 5, T, and Q 
given in Eqs. (2.6), it is convenient to use their spheri
cal components 

Sq = ~(Mq)O 0" (Ir." C; , 
T.=~(I)°o,(N.r."C~~"', q, K = + 1, 0, -1, (2.8) 

Qq. = i(Mq)Oo' (N.)\, C~.", 

where the Mq can be written as 

M:1 = 'f (I/f2)[M1 ± iM2], 

Mo=M3' 
(2.9) 

and the Nk are given by Similar relations. The com
mutation relations (2.7) are now replaced by the follow
ing relations, written in terms of ordinary Wigner co
efficients of SU(2): 

[Sq, ST]=- f2(l1qrli q +r)Sq+T' 

[T., T p]==- Y2(llKpli K+p)T.+p, 

[Sq, T.] == 0, 

[Sq, QTK] = - f2 (llqr 11 q + r)Qq+rK' 

[T., Qqp] == - v'2 (llKp/i K + p)Qq K+p' 

1 
[Qq., Qrp]=- 2Y2 [(-I)·1i.,_.,(llqrll q+r)Sq+T 

+ (-I)q1iq,_r(IIKpli K+p)TK+P]' 

(2.10) 

3. SU(2) X SU(2) INVARIANTS IN THE ENVELOPING 
ALGEBRA OF SU(4) 

We now consider the universal enveloping algebra18 

A of 5U(4), and we proceed to determine the set Jl of 
elements of A which are left invariant under the action 
of SU(2) XSU(2). 

When conSidered as a vector space, the associative 
algebra Jl can be written in the form 

(3.1) 

where Jl m is the space of all symmetric polynomials 
p",(Xb ••• ,X15) in the 5U(4) generators XI, i= 1, ... ,15 
[given for instance in Eqs. (2.6) or (2.8)], which are 
homogeneous of degree m and are left invariant under 
the action of SU(2) XSU(2). 

Judd et al. 7 have given general rules for the con
struction of Jl in the case where a connected Lie group 
G is reduced to a Lie subgroup H. They can be applied 
here if we make G=SU(4), and H=SU(2) XSU(2). The 
main point of their study has been to show that it is 
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sufficient to build an integrity basis of!J, and that this 
construction is always possible. Following their defini
tion, an integrity basis of!J is a minimal generating 
subset of!J, or in other words a finite set of invariants 
{it. ... ,i.} such that: (1) Each i j E.!J is homogeneous of 
degree mj ~ 1 and symmetric in Xt. . .. ,X15 , i. e., each 
i j E.!J mJ' (2) Every i E!J can be expressed as a poly
nomial in it. ... ,i.. (3) No one of the ik can be ex
pressed as a polynomial in the remaining ij, j '" k. Let 
us note that the condition of symmetry of each i j can 
be relaxed, this giving rise to an integrity basis more 
suitable to numerical calculations. 

The construction of an integrity basis of!J is made 
possible by establishing a link with a similar problem 
in the theory of polynomial invariants. Let us consider 
column vectors x== (x1,'" ,x15), which form a basis for 
the 15x15 matrix representation of SU(2)XSU(2), which 
is induced by the adjoint action of SU(2) XSU(2) on the 
basis Xt. ... ,X15 of 5U(4), and let I[x] be the associative 
algebra whose elements are the polynomials in the in
determinants xt. . .. ,X15 over the complex field, which 
are left invariant under the action of SU(2) XSU(2). It is 
well known19 that I[x] has a finite integrity basis whose 
definition is similar to that of!J. Judd et al. 7 have 
shown that if {i1(x) , ... ,ir(x)} is an integrity basis of 
I[x], then the set {i1(Xt> .•. ,X15 ), ••• ,ir(Xt. ... ,X15 )} 
contains an integrity basis of !J. In general the set 
{i1 (Xt. ... ,X15), ••• ,i,(X1, ••• ,X15)} is not itself an in
tegrity basis of!J because the commutation relations of 
Xt. ... ,X15 are responsible for some algebraic relations 
between i 1(Xt. ... ,X15), ••• , i,.(Xt. ... ,X15 ) in!J, which 
have no counterpart in IlxJ. Thus, to find an integrity 
basis of!J, it is sufficient to find first an integrity 
basis {it. ... ,iT} of I[x], and then to form all possible 
commutators [i , (Xl)' im(X j)] in order to determine a 
minimal subset of the ik(XJ) which are independent. We 
now proceed to implement this program. 

Let us consider the space of all polynomials in the 15 
indeterminants Sh to., qla, i, O! = 1,2,3, which transform 
under SU(2) XSU(2) according to the IR's D1 XDo, Do XDt. 
and D1 XD1 respectively. The subspace PA,B,dsht""qla] 
of homogeneous polynomials of degree A, B, and C in 
the S I, t Q, and q I Q respec ti vely, is clearly invariant 
under the action of SU(2) XSU(2). Thus we can classify 
polynomial invariants C(A B C) in terms of their degrees 
of homogeneity A, B, C in the S I, to" and q I Q' 

Following a technique developed in Ref. 7, it is possi
ble to determine the number N A, B, C of invariants of de
grees A,B,C in P[Sj,t""ql"'] by deriving a generating 
function for it. For that purpose, we need the charac
ters Xs, T(Bt. B2) of the IR's Ds XD T of SU(2) xSU(2), 
which are given by20 

S T 

Xs,T(Bt. B2)= L; ~ exp[i(Ms 81+MTB2)], (3.2) 
MS=-S MT=-T 

and satisfy the well-known orthogonality relations 

71-2 ~ 2, d81 sin2 ~1 10 2, d82 sin2 ~2 X~" 7"(8t. 82)Xs, T(8h 82) 

= {j s s· {j n° . (3. 3) 

Let us denote now by XA, B, c(8t. 82) the (compound) 
character of the representation of SU(2) xSU(2) whose 
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representation space is the subspace PA,B,dsl,tQ,qj".]. 
It is clearly given by the relation 

XA,B,c(8h 82)= L; exp[i81(a-c+g+h+i-m-n-p) 
at ••• ,p 

+ i 82 (d - ! + g - i + j - l + m - P) J, • (3. 4) 

where the sum is taken over all nonnegative integers 
a, ... ,p suchthata+b+c=A, d+e+!=B, and 
g+h+i+j+k+l+m+n+p=C. From relation (3.4), 
it follows that 

F[ exp(i81), exp(i82), x, y, z] 

'" {[1- exp(i81)x ](1- x)(l - exp(- i8t )x ][1- exp(i8z)y] 

x (1 - y}[l- exp(- i82)y ][1- exp(i81 + i82)z] 

x[l- exp(i8t )z][1- exp(i8t - i82)z][1- exp(i82)z] 
x (1- z)[l- exp(- i82)z][l- exp(- i8t +i82)z] 

x [1- exp(- i81)z ][1 - exp(- i81 - i B2)z ]}-t (3. 5) 

is a generating function for the character XA, B, C(Bh 82), 

i. e. , 

~ 

= 6 XA, B, dBt. 82)XAy BZ C. 
A, B, c=o 

(3.6) 

As N A, B, C is the multiplicity of the identity represen
tation DoxDo of SU(2)XSU(2) in PA,B,C[Sj,t""q/O<], we 
obtain from Eqs. (3.3) and (3.6) that 

f 
2. e {Z. e 

71-
2 d 8t sin2 21 } n d 82 sin2 22 

o 0 

x F[ exp(i et ), exp(i82), x, y, z] 
~ 

= L; NA ,8,cX
Ay Bz C 

A, Bt G=O 
(3.7) 

is a generating function for the number of invariants 
N A, B, C. It remains now to perform both integrations 
contained in Eq. (3.7). For that purpose, we set 
At = exp(i81) and A2 = exp(i82), and convert the left-hand 
side of Eq. (3.7) into two successive contour integrals 
about a unit circle in the complex plane, that we can 
evaluate by the calculus of residues. After straight
forward, but lengthy calculations, we get the following 
result21

: 
~ 

6 N A, B, cXAyBzC 
A, B, C20 

= [(1- x 2)(1 - y2)(1- z2)(1- xyz )(1- Z3) 

x (1 - X2z 2) (1 - y2Z2) (1 _ z4)(1 _ x 2z 4) (1- y2 z4) ]-t 

x{l + xyz2 + xyz3 + (x2y + xy2)Z3 + (x2y + xy2)Z4 

+ (x2y + xy2)Z5 + (x3 + y3)z6 + X2y 2Z5] 

_ [X2y2z 8 + (x4y + xy4)z 7] _ (X3y2 + x 2y 3)z8 

_ (X3y2 + x2y 3)Z 9 _ (x3y 2 + x2y3)z10 _ x 3y 3z 10 

_ X3y3z 11 _ x4y4z 13}. (3.8) 

The denominator of Eq. (3.8) is produced by all the 
polynomials in the independent invariants 

C(2001 =siSj, 

C<0021 =qlaQl'''' 

C(020) = t,,/,,, , 

C l1111 =Slt",ql"" 
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C(003) =EiJk EaB,4iaqjfflkn 

C(022) =t".tBqi",qIB' 

C(202) = SiS jq i ",q ja, 

C(004) = q/aq Itfl Jaq JB, 

C(204) = SIS jq I ",q ilfhaQkB' C(024) = t,,,ttfl I aqJtfl 1,4 Jy, 

which belong therefore to an integrity basis of 

I[Si' t",ql"']' 

To explain the positive terms in the numerator of 

(3.9) 

Eq. (3.8), it is necessary to add to them the invariants 

and 

C(112) = EIJk E "BYS it aq Jtflkn 

C(113) = Sit "q itfl J"q jB, 

C(213) = EljkS is It "q J "qklfi I B, 

C(123) =E a ByS i t a t6qlIfiJyQj6' 

C (214) = E "'BYS lSi "q ilfi j6qk,4k6, 

C(124) =Eijks,t",tIfiJ~llfikyQ,n 

C(215) = EljkS IS It "q J"q ktfl,,4 mlfi my, 

C (125) = E<JI.BYS It ",t6q Itfl j,4k6q j lik" 

C (306) = EIJkS IS ISmq j ",q klfi I "q myQ ntfl nn 

C (036) = E "BY! ",t6 t ,q Itfl j,4 16q k,q j'Pq k'P' 

(3.10) 

It is easy to check that C(113), C(215), and C(125), as de
fined in Eqs. (3.10), are independent of C(I11)C(002>, 
C(213)C(002), and C(123)C(002), respectively, as they 
should be. On the other hand, the product C(113)C(112) 
. . ddt f C(202)C(003)C(020) C(022)C(003)C(200) IS In epen en 0 , , 
C(112)C(I11)C(002>, [C(111l]2C(003), and C(003)C(200)C<020) 

XC(002), and thus gives rise to the term x 2y 2z 5 of the 
generating function, without necessity of introducing 
a new invariant C(225). 

All the powers of the invariants given in Eqs. (3. 10) 
do not define independent invariants. The same is true 
for the products of powers of the invariants given in 
Eqs. (3.9) with those given in Eqs. (3.10). For instance 
[C(I12l]2 can be expressed as a polynomial in the in
variants (3.9) and C(I13l, which is of first degree in 
C(113): 

[C (112)]2 = 4[ C(204)C (020) + C(024)C(200)] _ 8C(113lC(111) 

+ 4C (202)C (022) _ 4[ C(202)C (020) + C (022) C (200)]C (002) 

_ 2C(004)C(200)C(020) + 4[ C(I11 )]2C(002) 

(3. 11) 

The existence of such a relation is exhibited by the 
absence of a term x 2y 2z 4 in the numerator of the gen
erating function. The other relations between powers 
of invariants involve polynomials of degree greater than 
or equal to 10, and are responsible for the negative 
terms in the numerator of the generating function. 
Owing to their high degree of complexity, we have not 
explored them further. 

When replacing SI, t"" and ql", by SI, T "" and QI" 

in the integrity basis of I[s;, t", q i"] defined in Eqs. 
(3.9) and (3.10), we get a set of 20 SU(2) XSU(2) in
variants belonging to the enveloping algebra of 5U(4). 
The Casimir operators G2, Gs, G4 of SU(4), and S2, T2 
of SU(2) XSU(2) are, of course, SU(2) xSU(2) invariants 
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and can thus be written in terms of them. We find in
deed that 

S2 = C(200), T2 = C(020), 

G
2 

= C(200) + C(020) + 4C(002), 

Gs = 2G
2 
+ 6C(111l - 4C(00S), 

and (3.12) 

G
4 

= 4G
3 

- 3G
2 
+ 4C (202) + 4C(022) - 4C(112) - 8C (004) 

+ H C(200)j2 + tC(200)C(020) + 2C (200)C(002) 

+ H C(020)]2 + 2C(020)C(002) + 12[ c(002)F 

_ C(200) + tC(020). 

We include therefore the Casimir operators in the 
above- mentioned set of invariants by dropping C (200), 
C(020), C(002), C(003), and C(004). 

It remains now to determine which invariants remain 
algebraicly independent when the commutation relations 
(2. 7) are taken into account. It is easy to check that the 

t C
(213) C(123) C(214) C(124) C(215) C(125) opera ors , , , , , , 

C(S06), and C(036) can be expressed in terms of the com
mutators [C(I11l, C(202)], [C(I11l, C(022)], [C(202), C(112)], 

[C(022), C(112)], [C(202), C(113)], [C(022), C(113)], [C(202), 
C(204)], and [C(022), C(024)], respectively, and lower 

order terms. In addition to the Casimir operators 
G 2, G 3, G 4, S2, and T2, the integrity basis for the 
SU(2) x SU(2) invariants in the enveloping algebra of 
5U(4), that we have built here, contains therefore seven 
. ddt' 'ants C(I11) C(202) C(022) C(112) In epen en Invarl, , , , , 
c(113), C(204), and C(024). 

In order to be able to apply this result to physical 
problems, we need a method to calculate the matrix 
elements of the basic invariants in all IR's of SU(4) ap
pearing in applications. As the matrix elements of the 
Casimir operators are well known, we are left with the 
determination of those of the other seven invariants. 
In the next section, we study the properties of the 
matrix elements of the four invariants of degree less 
than or equal to 4, and show how they can be calculated. 

4. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE SU(2) X SU(2) 
INVARIANTS OF DEGREE LESS THAN OR EQUAL 
TO 4 IN THE CANONICAL CHAIN OF SUBGROUPS 
OF SU(4) 

To calculate the matrix elements of C (111), C (202), 
C(022), and C(112), it is convenient to replace the 
Cartesian components of S, T, and Q by their spheri
cal ones, defined in Eqs. (2.8). The invariant opera
tors become 

C(I11) = 6 (-l)q+KSqT KQ_q_K, 
qK 

C(202) = 0 (-l)Q+q'+KSqSq,Q_qKQ_q'_K, 
qq'l< 

(4.1) 

After expanding the sums in Eqs. (4.1) and using Eqs. 
(2.10) to permute the generators of SU(4), we get 
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e(111) = [S_1 T_1Q11 - S_1 T oQ1o + S_1 T 1Q1_1 - (So + 1)T_1QOl 

+ h. c. ] + (So + 1)(To + 1)Qoo, 

e(202) = [S:1 (- 2Q1-1QU + Qio) + 2(So + 1)S_1 (Qo1Q1-1 

- QI0 QOO + QO-1 Q11) + S_1 51 (- Q -1-1 Q11 + Q -10QI0 

- Q-I1Q1-1 - t50 +%) + h. C.] + (SO + 1)2 

X (- 2QO_IQ01 + Q60 + iTO) + (So + 1) 

X (- Q-1-1Q11 + Q-10Q10 - Q-UQ1-1 - iSo), 

e(022) = [T:1(- 2Q_l1QU +Q51) + 2(TO + l)T_l 

and 

X (Q-11QI0 - QOIQ OO + Q-I0QI1) + T_ITI 

X (- Q-I-IQl1 + QO-IQOl - Q-l1Q1-1 - iso 

- iTo + i) + h. c. ] + (To + 1)2(_ 2Q-10Q10 + Q~O) 

+ (TO + 1)[ - Q -1-1Ql1 + QO-1Q01 - Q -UQ1-1 

+ i(So - 2)To], 

(4.2) 

e(112) = - 2[5_1 T_1 (Ql1QOO - Q01Q10) + S_1 T O(QOIQ1-l - QO-1Ql1) 

+ 5_1 Tl (QO-IQ10 - Q1-1 QOO) + (So + 1)T_1 (Q-l1QI0 

- Q-10Ql1) + h. c.] + (So + l)(To + 1)(Q_I_1Ql1 

-Q_l1Ql_1)+i(50 +1)(2T_1T1- T5- To), 

where h. c. stands for the Hermitian conjugate of the 
preceding terms. 

We want now to evaluate the matrix elements of these 
operators between basis states of an IR [m] = [m1m2m3] 
of SU(4). Here m1> m2, and m3 are any integers, 
satisfying the inequalities ml ~ m2 '" m3 ~ O. We shall 
adopt the so-called Gel'fand and Tseitlin basis, 23 
corresponding to the canonical chain of subgroups of 
SU(4), given in Eq. (2.3). The basis states are then 
represented by the patterns 

(4.3) 

where m i 4=m j , i=1,2,3, m44=0, and 1nik are in
tegers such that 1n j,k+1 '" 1njk~ m i +1,k' 

The basis states (4.3) are simultaneous eigenvectors 
of a complete set of commuting operators, conSisting 
of the Casimir operators G2 , G3, and G4 of SU(4) and 
all the Casimir operators of the subgroups appearing 
in Eq. (2.3). In particular they are simultaneous eigen
vectors of C::, C::, C::, and C::, corresponding to the 
eigenvalues m11, m12 + 1n22 - m11, m13 + m23 + m33 
- (m 12 + m22), and m14 + m24 + m 34 + m44 - (m13 + m23 
+ 1n33), respectively. Since 50, To, and Qoo are linear 
combinations of them, they are also diagonal, and their 
eigenvalues are equal to 

and 

Ms =m12 + m22 - i(m14 + m24 + m34 + m44), 

M T = m11 - (m12 + m22) + m13 + m23 + m33 

- ~(mI4 + m24 + m34 + m44), 

(4.4a) 

(4.4b) 

MQ = Mm11 - (m 13 + m23 + 11133) + i(m14 + 11124 + 11134 + m44)], 

(4.4c) 

respectively. However, the Casimir operators of 
SU(2) XSU(2), S2 and T2, are not diagonal in basis (4.3). 

The matrix elements of e(111), e(202), e(022), and 
e(112) are easily obtained in basis (4.3) when use is 
made of Eqs. (4.2), the expansions (2.8) of the opera
tors 5q, T., Qq. in terms of Cg/, and the well-known 
matrix elements of Cg/ in the Gel'fand and Tseitlin 
basis. 23,24 Proceeding in this way, we are able to com
pute them numerically for all SU(4) IR's appearing in 
physical applications. 

The calculations can be simplified by taking into ac
count a symmetry property of the matrix elements. It 
is indeed straightforward to show that the matrix ele
ments of the generators of SU(4) in a given IR are 
related to those in the contragredient IR as follows: 

m14 - m44 m14 - m34 m14 - m24 0 ) 
m14 - m33 m14 - m23 m14 - 117 13 

1n14 - 11722 m14 - 1n12 
11114 - 1n11 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 
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Finally let us note that the matrix elements of the invariants in any U(4) IR [m] = [mtm2mSm,] coincide with those 
in the SU(4) IR [mt - m, m2 - m, ms - m,]. 

We proceed now to review two applications of the invariant operators in mathematical and physical problems. 

5. APPLICATION TO THE STATE-LABELING PROBLEM 

Instead of using the canonical chain of groups (2.3) 
considered in Sec. 4, we are in fact concerned with the 
noncanonical chain (2.4), which is of greater physical" 
interest. Basis states of SU(4), corresponding to the 
latter chain, are simultaneous eigenvectors of G2, Gs, 
G" S2, T2, So, and To. There are two missing labels to 
characterize the states completely. Consequently, the 
number d([mt m2 mal ST) of IR's of SU(2) XSU(2), speci
fied by Sand T, in a given IR of SU(4), characterized 
by [mt 1n2 mal, may be greater than one. This fact is 
illustrated in Tables I and II, which give the decom
position of all the IR's of SU(4) appearing in s-d shell 
nuclei. The tables were constructed from the corre
sponding tables25 for the reduction 

U(4):::l 0(4), (5.1) 
[ID) [~,,) 

using the following properties: (i) The IR [Aj.L] of 0(4) is 
an IR with respect to SO(4) when j.J. = 0, and separates 
into two IR's of SO(4), characterized by [Aj.J.] and 
[A - j.J.] respectively, when J.!.'FO. (ii) The IR [Aj.J.] of 

SO(4) is an IR of the locally isomorphic SU(2) XSU(2) 
group, characterizedbyS=i(A+j.J.), andT=-!(A-j.J.). 

The two miSSing label operators should be commut
ing SU(2) XSU(2) scalars in the enveloping algebra of 
5U (4). Moshinsky and Nagel have shown that they can be 
chosen as 

(5.2) 

and 
<I> '" C(202) + C(022) _ C(112). (5.3) 

From Sec. 3, it is clear that this choice is only one 
among numerous other possibilities. The most con
venient one, from the point of view of diagonalization, 
corresponds obviously to invariants of lowest degree. 
If we restrict to homogeneous polynomial invariants, 
we could thus take any linear combinations of the type 
(}'tGS + (}'2C(111), and {3tG, + ~G~ + {3aS' + {3,T' + ({36S2 
+ {36T2)G2 + (37S2T2 + (3a(C(202) + C(022) - C(112)). The choice 
made by Moshinsky and Nagel belongs to this class, and 
is therefore well adapted to the numerical calculation of 
the missing labels, that we now proceed to discuss. 

TABLE 1. Decomposition of the !R's [m] of SU(4), with Llml even, into !R's of SU(2) xSU(2), characterized by Sand T. 

[m] (2S , 2 T)4( [JD)5 T) 

[0] (00) 
[2] (00) (22) 
[11] (20) (02) 
[4] (00) (22) (44) 
[31] (20) (02) (22) (42) (24) 
[22] (00) (40) (22) (04) 
[211] (20) (02) (22) 
[6] (00) (22) (44) (66) 
[51] (20) (02) (22) (42) (24) (44) (64) (46) 
[42] (00) (40) (22)2 (42) (62) (04) (24) (44) (26) 
[411] (20) (02) (22) (42) (24) (44) 
[33] (20) (60) (02) (42) (24) (06) 
[321] (20) (40) (02) (22)2 (42) (04) (24) 
[62] (00) (40) (22)2 (42) (62) (04) (24) (44)2 (64) (S4) (26) (46) (66) (4S) 
[611] (20) (02) (22) (42) (24) (44) (64) (46) (66) 
[53] (20) (60) (02) (22) (42)2 (62) (S2) (24)2 (44) (64) (06) (26) (46) (2S) 
[521] (20) (40) (02) (22)2 (42)2 (62) (04) (24)2 (44)2 (64) (26) (46) 
[44] (00) (40) (SO) (22) (62) (04) (44) (26) (OS) 
[431] (20) (40) (60) (02) (22)2 (42)2 (62) (04) (24)2 (44) (06) (26) 
[422] (00) (40) (22)2 (42) (04) (24) (44) 
[64] (00) (40) (SO) (22)2 (42) (62)2 (S2) (10,2) (04) (24) (44)2 (64) (S4) (26)2 (46) (66) (OS) (2S) (4S) (2,10) 
[631] (20) (40) (60) (02) (22)2 (42)3 (62)2 (S2) (04) (24)3 (44)3 (64)2 (S4) (06) (26)2 (46)2 (66) (2S) (4S) 
[622] (00) (40) (22)2 (42) (62) (04) (24) (44)2 (64) (26) (46) (66) 
[55] (20) (60) (10,0) (02) (42) (S2) (24) (64) (06) (46) (2S) (0,10) 
[541] (20) (40) (60) (SO) (02) (22)2 (42)2 (62)2 (S2) (04) (24)2 (44)2 (64) (06) (26)2 (46) (OS) (28) 
[532] (20) (40) (60) (02) (22)2 (42)a (62) (04) (24)3 (44)2 (64) (06) (26) (46) 
[66] (00) (40) (SO) (12,0) (22) (62) (10,2) (04) (44) (S4) (26) (66) (OS) (4S) (2,10) (0,12) 
[651] (20) (40) (60) (SO) (10,0) (02) (22)2 (42)2 (62)2 (S2)2 (10,2) (04) (24)2 (44)2 (64)2 (S4) (06) (26)2 (46)2 (66) (OS) (2S)2 (4S) 

(0,10) (2,10) 
[642] (00) (40)2 (60) (SO) (22)3 (42)3 (62)3 (S2) (04)2 (24)3 (44)4 (64)2 (S4) (06) (26)3 (46)2 (66) (OS) (2S) (4S) 
[633] (20) (60) (02) (22) (42)2 (62) (24)2 (44)2 (64) (06) (26) (46) (66) 
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TABLE II. Decomposition of th~ !R's rm) of SU(4), with Llml odd, into !R's of SU(2) xSU(2). characterized by Sand T. 

[m] (2S , 2 T) d([m]S T) 

[1] (11) 
[3] (11) (33) 
[21] (11) (31) (13) 
[5] (11) (33) (55) 
[41] (11) (31) (13) (33) (53) (35) 
[32] (11) (31) (51) (13) (33) (15) 
(311) (11) (31) (13) (33) 
[61] (11) (31) (13) (33) (53) (35) (55) (75) (57) 
[52] (11) (31) (51) (13) (33)2 (53) (73) (15) (35) (55) (37) 
[511] (11) (31) (13) (33) (53) (35) (55) 
[43] (11) (31) (51) (71) (13) (33) (53) (15) (35) (17) 
[421] (11) (31)2 (51) (13)2 (33)2 (53) (15) (35) 
[63] (11) (31) (51) (71) (13) (33)2 (53)2 (73) (93) (15) (35)2 (55) (75) (17) (37) (57) (39) 
[621] (11) (31)2 (51) (13)2 (33)2 (53)2 (73) (15) (35)2 (55)2 (75) (37) (57) 
[54) (11) (31) (51) (71) (91) (13) (33) (53) (73) (15) (35) (55) (17) (37) (19) 
[531] (11) (31)2 (51)2 (71) (13)2 (33)3 (53)2 (73) (15)2(35)2(55) (17) (37) 
(522) (11) (31) (51) (13) (33)2 (53) (15) (35) (55) 
[65] (11) (31) (51) (71) (91) (11,1) (13) (33) (53) (73) (93) (15) (35)(55)(75) (17) (37) (57) (19) (39) (1,11) 
(641) (11) (31)2 (51)2 (71)2 (91) (13)2 (33)3 (53)3 (73)2 (93) (15)2 (35)3 (55)2 (75) (17)2 (37)2 (57) (19) (39) 
[632] (11) (31)2 (51)2 (71) (13)2 (33)3 (53)3 (73) (15)2 (35)3 (55)2 (75) (17) (37) (57) 

We can get the missing labels wand cp if we are able 
to diagonalize Q and cP in the basis states of an IR of 
SU(4), characterized by given values of S, T, M s , and 
M T : 

Q I [m1 m2 m3)wcpSTMs M T) = wi [m1 m2 m3)wcpS™sM T), 

(5.4) 

cP I [m1 m2 m3}wcpSTMs M T) = cp I [m1 m2 m3)wcpSTMsM T). 

(5.5) 

They are, of course, independent of M sand M T' 

From the theory developed in Sec. 4, we can obtain 
the matrices of Q and cP in the Gel'fand and Tseitlin 
basis. By rearranging their rows and columns if neces
sary, these matrices can be put in a block-diagonal 
form, each block being characterized by given values 
of M sand M T [see Eqs. (4. 4a) and (4. 4b»). 

We first consider the block corresponding to the high
est possible value of J'vI s, 

p= t(m1 + m2 - m3), 

and to the highest value of M T compatible with this 
value of M s , 

pi = t(m1 - m2 + m3). 

It corresponds to the highest weight state of the IR 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

[m1 m2 m3) of SU(4), and it is therefore one-dimensional. 
We thus obtain easily the eigenvalues of Q and cP in the 
state characterized by s=p and T=pl. 

We then consider the block corresponding to M s = p 
and M T = p' - 1, and diagonalize it. The eigenvalues we 
get are associated with states with S = P and T = p' or 
pi _ 1. As we already know the eigenvalue correspond
ing to the highest weight state, we can see at once 
which eigenvalues correspond to the states with S = P 
and T=P' -1. 

We then consider the block corresponding to ,'vIs = p 
and M T= p' - 2, and proceed in the same way. When we 
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have diagonalized all the blocks with M s = P and M T 

~ 0, we consider those corresponding to M s = P - 1 and 
all nonnegative values of M T, starting from the highest 
one. Thus by diagonalizing successively all the blocks 
with M s ~ 0 and IV! T ~ 0, we get the eigenvalues of Q and 
cP and the expansions of the corresponding eigenvectors 
in the Gel'fand and Tseitlin basis: 

I [m1 m2 m3)wcpSTlyI sM T) 

= 0 I a([ m1 m2 m3)mijwcpST) 
mij 

(5.8) 

Here the prime on the summation symbol means that 
the values of mij, 1"" i, j"" 3, satisfy Eqs. (4.4a) and 
(4.4b). 

The procedure described above is somewhat heavy 
and redundant, but it has the advantage of producing a 
simple method for checking the eigenvalues. Numerical 
calculations were performed for all the !R's of SU(4) 
appearing in light nuclei up to the s-d shelL Tables 
III and N list the eigenvalues wand cp for those cases 
where the multiplicity d ([ m1 m2 m3) ST) is greater than 
1. Those corresponding to a multiplicity equal to 1 can 
be deduced from Tables V-x. In reading the tables one 
has to take into account that wand cp are invariant 
under a permutation of Sand T. 

Let us quote some cases where the eigenvalues wand 
cp are equal to zero. First of all, from the definition of 
Q and CP, it is clear that 

w = 0 whenever S or T = 0, (5.9) 

and 

cp = 0 whenever S= T= O. (5.10) 

On the other hand, the symmetry relation (4. 6) shows 
that 
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TABLE m. Eigenvalues of ~ and 01> corresponding to IR's [m) of SU(4) with ~imi even. For each set of labels [m), Sand T, the 
first row contains all possible values of 16w, and the second one the corresponding values of 64q1. 

[m) S T Eigenvalues 

(42) 1 1 - 5.612497 45.612497 
- 304.249939 720.249939 

(321) 1 1 -16 16 
48 48 

(62) 1 1 -12.660606 60.660606 
- 239. 854533 1519.854533 

2 2 103.337900 200.662100 
1904.109594 4239.890406 

[53) 2 1 -12.660606 60.660606 
- 815. 854533 943.854533 

(521) 1 1 -24 24 
208 528 

2 11.339394 84.660606 
824.072733 1703.927267 

2 2 72 120 
1488 1296 

(431) 1 1 0 0 
-192 448 

2 1 - 27.712813 27.712813 
-128 -128 

(422) 1 1 - 39. 191836 39.191836 
448 448 

(64) 1 1 -4.249031 60.249031 
- 310. 972868 1494.972868 

3 1 - 20.166378 76.166378 
-1556.658593 1140.658593 

2 2 - 27.569776 83.569776 
- 2115. 953727 995.953727 

(631) 1 1 -8 8 
-160 992 

2 1 - 42.973727 38.370868 100.602859 
92.000387 680.354199 2619.645414 

3 14.568733 105.431267 
1230.824799 2321. 175201 

2 2 8 96 120 
864 2624 1760 

3 2 84.604569 163.395431 
1805.581725 1490.418275 

(622) 1 1 -46.754310 54.754310 
772.982759 1179.017241 

2 2 26.569761 173.430239 
2218.279044 2805.720956 

(541) 1 1 -16 16 
368 368 

2 1 0 0 
-748.179617 588.179617 

3 1 - 39.191836 39.191836 
-432 -432 

2 2 -48 48 
-784 -784 

(532) 1 1 -40 40 
608 608 

2 1 - 60.398675 0 60.398675 
672 1280 672 

2 2 - 24 24 
992 992 

(651) 1 0 0 
64 960 

2 -27.712813 27.712813 
256 256 

3 1 0 0 
- 1556. 974301 660.974301 

4 1 - 50. 596443 50.596443 
-864 - 864 

2 2 0 0 
-2112 576 

3 2 - 67.882251 67.882251 
-1824 -1824 

(642) 2 0 0 0 
71. 527669 2104.472331 
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TABLE III. (Continued). 

1 1 53.065997 0 53.065997 
1088 -320 1088 

2 - 53.065997 0 53.065997 
640 2048 640 

3 1 - 81. 584312 0 81. 584312 
928 1760 928 

2 2 - 99. 919968 0 0 99.919968 
448 1216 2112 448 

3 2 - 39.191836 39.191836 
1120 1120 

[633] 2 1 - 87.635609 87.635609 
1792 1792 

2 2 -67.882251 67.882251 
2112 2112 

TABLE IV. Eigenvalues of f! and .p corresponding to m's [m] « c (111 >)) (ml ml-ms ml-m2J- M S-M T == _ « c (111 ~> (ml m2m3JM SM T, 

of SU(4) with 2:lml odd. For each set of labels em]. Sand T. (5.11) 
the first row contains all possible values of 16w. and the sec-
ond one the corresponding values of 64ff/. i. e., the trace of C(111) in the states of the IR 

[m] S T Eigenvalues [ml m!- m3 m! - m2), characterized by - Ms and - M T • 

[52] 3 3 36.128808 105.871192 
is equal and opposite to that of C(111) in the states of the 

"2 "2 IR [mlm2m3]' specified by Ms and M T • Therefore, for 
434.833786 1969.166214 

(421] £ t -19.083189 29.083189 any self-contragredient IR, i. e., such that m! = m2 + m3' 
2 

145.168108 626.831892 the trace of C(l11> in the states corresponding to fixed 
~ £ 15 55 values of M sand M T is zero. In other words, for a 2 

498 418 self-contragredient representation, the sum of the 
(63] 3 3 - 22. 105555 120.105555 "2 "2 eigenvalues w corresponding to fixed values of Sand T 

- 934. 744439 2762.744439 
5 3 45 133 is zero. In particular, 
"2 "2 

270 2558 w = 0 whenever ml = m2 + m3 and d([m! rn2 m3]ST) = 1. 
f621] ~ 1 - 24. 048349 38.048349 2 

431. 323109 1300.676891 (5. 12) 
3 3 21 "2 "2 77 

1362 1666 We also have explicit formulas for the eigenvalues 
5 ~ 65.297114 172.702886 wand cp in three special cases. For the highest weight "2 

2162.159591 3665.840409 state of any IR [ml rn2 m3], characterized by values of 
'" ;; 161 217 "2 2 5 and T given by Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) respectively, we 

3282 2946 
[531] 3 1 - 5.493902 35.493902 get 

"2 "2 
-148.817046 1080.817046 w = t(P + I)(PI + I)P" (5.13) 

Q 1 - 27.249031 37.249031 2 "2 
183.509690 828.490310 and 

~ 3 
"2 -39.660606 33.660606 45 

- 145. 890900 1173.890900 418 cp = t(P + 1)[ (P + 1)(P1I2 + PI) - 3P] 
;; ~ 13.473891 80.526109 2 +tw' +1)[(P' + I)PII2 +3PP'], 501. 052218 366.947782 (5.14) 

[522] £ ~ -17.258640 91. 258640 2 where 1045.482720 1262.517280 
[641] i 1 - 22. 559468 40.559468 P" = t(rn! - rn2 - m3)' " (5.15) 

377.929582 1514.070418 
Q t - 6. 612497 44.612497 For the state of the IR [m 0 0] with S= T = m/2 - a, 2 

- 467.274884 1479.274884 where a is any integer such that 0,,:; a,,:; [m/2], wand cp 
~ 

1 -35.447497 45.447497 2" are given by 
213.525032 1022.474968 

~ ~ -9.660606 27 63.660606 w = -k(rn + 2)(rn - 2a)(m - 2a + 2), (5. 16) 
- 969. 818167 1474 1229.818167 

;; 3 - 60. 588290 42.921131 58.667160 and 2 " -678.294081 1564.461078 27.833003 
cp= 12(rn- 2a)(rn - 2a+2)[rn2 + (4a+ 6)m - 4a2 +4a- 4]. 7 ~ 12.352385 105.647615 ':! 

399.295230 212.704770 (5. 17) 5 5 7 119 
" "2 

-46 - 270 
[632] ~ t - 34.559468 28.559468 Finally, for the state of the IR [rn rn 01 with S = m - a 1039.356806 660.643194 

5 1 - 43. 754310 57.754310 and T == a, where a is any integer such that 0,,:; a ,,:; m, 
"2 " 1379.439658 2800.560342 we have 
3 £ - 72. 635609 -9 102.635609 
" 2 

804.186345 1378 1855.813655 cp=_ t[(2a2 + 2a+3)rn2 + (- 4a3_ 2a2- 4a + 3)m 
5 £ - 25. 808121 56.686872 130.121249 "2 2 

1616.918762 2572.932601 1788.148637 + 2a2(a2 + 2)], (5. 18) 
5 Q 35 91 "2 2 

2130 2018 
and w == 0 owing to Eq. (5.12). 
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TABLE V. Averages (16 C UUl)t1IlIS T corresponding to m's [ro] of U(4) with ~mi evea. 

ST 11 21 31 41 51 22 32 42 33 
[m] 

[2] 32 
[4] 48 144 
[31] 32 48 
[6] 64 192 384 
[51] 40 72 168 192 
[42] 20 40 64 72 
[411] 8 72 72 
[62] 24 48 96 152 208 240 256 
[611] 16 96 112 256 256 
[53] 48 24 48 80 48 96 
[521] 0 48 96 96 96 
[64] 28 56 28 56 96 28 56 120 128 
[631] 0 32 60 120 224/3 124 120 128 
[622] 4 8 128 100 128 128 

TABLE VI. Averages (16 C(111l)lillIS T corresponding to m's [m] of U(4) with ~jmj odd. 

~T !! H 5 1 7.! 9.i 1ft H H 72 93 lUi 7Q 
[m] 22 ~2 ~2 '22 Z2 22 ':12 

[1] 9 
[3] 15 75 
[21] 3 15 
[5] 21 105 245 
[41] 1 25 85 105 
[32] 13 1 21 25 
[311] -11 25 25 
[61] -1 35 107 147 287 315 
[52] 19 -5 35 71 107 135 147 
[511] -13 35 47 147 147 
[43] 7 19 -1 27 -5 35 
[421] -5 5 35 35 35 
[63] 5 29 -11 45 49 89 129 165 133 189 
[621] -7 7 49 49 119 189 189 189 
[54] 17 5 25 -3 33 29 -11 45 49 
[531] -15 15 5 45 13 47 45 49 
[522] 17 -31 49 37 49 49 
[65] 11 23 3 31 -5 39 -1 39 -17 55 -21 63 
[641] -9 9 19 5 55 27 41/3 59 55 63 63 
[632] 3 -3 7 63 7 161/3 63 63 63 

TABLE VIT. Averages (64 C(2fl2l)lillIST corresponding to m's [m] of U(4) withUmj even. (a) T"O,1. (b) T"2,3,4,5. 

ST 
(a) [m] "" 10 

20 30 40 50 60 11 21 31 41 51 

[2] 32 
[11] -96 
[4] 192 
[31] -32 160 0 
[22] - 288 -96 
[211] 96 -32 
[6] 416 
[51] 96 368 432 
[42] - 96 136 176 -64 
[411] 288 80 720 
[33] -96 -576 -288 
[321] 144 144 56 -144 
[62] 288 320 672 768 
[611] 544 256 1440 
[53] -32 -192 480 128 160 -160 
[521] 304 624 216 728 1216 
[44] -288 -960 - 96 - 576 
[431] 352 96 192 96 32 -320 
[422] 864 176 576 
[64] -96 -320 328 560 88 112 -288 
[631] 608 416 1088 240 960 1080 1840 
[622] 1632 376 1232 3008 
[55] - 96 - 576 -1440 -288 - 960 
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TABLE VIT. (Continued) 

(541) 464 464 -16 240 216 24 -24 - 560 
(532) 32 1376 1472 336 640 960 
[66) -288 -960 - 2016 - 96 - 576 -1440 
[651) 736 480 576 -192 288 288 224 -112 -112 - 864 
(642) 1088 1984 2240 352 992 992 1440 
(633) 544 3264 192 1424 2752 

~ (b) [m) 12 22 32 42 13 23 33 14 24 15 

[2) 
[11) 
(4) 576 
(31) 64 
(22) 
(211) 
(6) 1248 2496 
[51) 240 1200 960 672 
(42) 240 48 96 
(411) 144 144 
(33) -96 
(321) 0 
(62) 480 1216 1760 1440 288 1472 1088 768 
(611) 352 640 2752 1120 1216 
[53) 192 288 0 320 96 128 
(521) 216 600 192 176 240 
(44) -288 - 96 
(431) 96 -96 32 
(422) 0 0 
(64) 624 200 304 -80 248 400 64 400 144 160 
(631) 1024/3 2368/3 920 240 280 760 320 208 336 
(622) 144 824 1984 288 352 448 
[55) -96 - 576 -288 - 96 
(541) 152 88 -256 136 -48 64 
(532) 448/3 400 -64 32 96 
(66) -288 -960 -96 - 576 -288 -96 
(651) 288 96 48 -480 208 144 -192 176 0 96 
(642) 288 608 592 -160 192 560 64 64 192 
(633) 336 624 1728 32 96 192 

TABLE VIII. Averages (64 C(202~[IDJS T corresponding to IR's [m) of U(4) with Llml odd. (a) T=!, ~. (b) T=~, ~, ~, 11 
2' 

~11 (a) [m) •• 

(1) -9 
[3) 39 
[21) 15 
[5) 111 
(41) 71 
(32) 47 
[311) 31 
(61) 151 
[52) 111 
[511) 95 
[43) 87 
(421) 63 
(63) 159 
(621) 135 
[54) 135 
[531] 103 
[522) 87 
(65) 191 
(641) 151 
(632) 127 

,ST I5 

(b) em)' •• 
[1) 

3 1 •• 

-105 

95 
-73 
295 
415 
135 
695 

-33 
303 
183 
663 

15 
503 
687 

71 
743 
623 

~Q 
22 

51- 71 
2"2 p-

-273 

175 

- 233 - 513 
511 
223 279 

1351 
-185 -465 

423 783 
1687 

-129 -409 
663 551 

1983 2727 

75 
P 
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H 111 

2' H H 

195 
3 

555 
59 515 
35 -85 
19 -5 

139 979 
99 507 
83 251 
75 -45 
51 219 

147 747 
123 579 

-825 123 3 
91 905/3 
75 387 

-769 -1209 179 59 
1111 139 1433/3 

115 2033/3 

t~ 

315 

1099 
739 

1491 
- 245 
-77 
707 

1499 
-197 

315 
1099 

-'141 
1153/3 
3673/3 

7 3 
i2 

459 

987 
2403 
-477 
-189 

-421 
419 

1755 

111 
22 

H 

627 

-781 
-341 
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[3) 
[21) 
[5) 1295 
[4l) 255 
[32) 15 
[311) 
[61) 639 2359 2079 1435 
[52) 79 679 399 315 
[511) 471 511 
[43) 55 -65 27 
[421) 31 55 
[63) 127 647 959 567 99 843 483 375 
[621) 103 599 1319 783 531 651 
[54) 103 -17 - 217 75 -45 39 
(531) 71 311 7 43 115 
[522) 55 79 119 
[65) 159 39 -161 -441 131 11 -189 95 - 25 51 
[641) 119 1213/3 439 -81 91 403 91 55 175 
[632) 95 1093/3 799 135 67 139 259 

TABLE IX. Averages (64 c(t12~(m]ST corresponding to lR's [m) of U(4) withL:,m, even. 

[m) "ZT 11 21 31 41 51 22 32 42 33 

(2) -128 
(4) -448 - 576 
(31) 0 -192 
(22) 128 
(211) -128 
(6) - 896 -1920 -1536 
[51) -128 -768 -384 -768 
(42) 64 128 -256 0 
(411) - 320 -192 - 576 
(33) 384 
(321) 64 -192 
(62) 0 0 -1152 - 640 -320 -960 - 512 
(611) - 576 -768 -1728 -768 -1536 
[53) 0 256 320 -320 768 384 
(521) 64 -320 -256 -192 -768 
(44) 128 768 1152 
(431) 64 256 -256 0 
(422) - 96 -192 - 576 
(64) 64 128 544 576 -384 960 1728 960 1536 
(631) 64 512/3 -416 - 320 - 512/3 32 -960 - 512 
(622) - 224 -448 -256 -864 -768 -1536 
[55) 384 1280 2304 
(541) 64 256 544 -320 960 384 
(532) 64 - 256/3 - 256 -192 -768 
(66) 128 768 1920 1152 3840 4608 
(651) 64 256 544 928 -384 960 2016 960 1536 
(642) 256/3 512/3 - 64/3 -320 160 32 - 960 - 512 
(633) - 576 -32 -256 - 864 -768 -1536 

TABLE X. Averages (64 C(112~ (1h]S T corresponding to lR's [m) of U(4) with L:,ml odd. 

~Tll 3 1 .2..1. 71. 91. 111. H H 7,1 9,1 5 5 Hi 
[m) 22 22 22 P P T2 ~2 ~2 22 '[2 

[1) -36 
(3) -132 -300 
(21) 60 -60 
(5) - 276 -1020 - 980 
(41) 124 -260 -140 -420 
(32) - 68 196 -84 100 
(311) -36 -60 -300 
(61) 204 -540 -636 -1596 -756 -1260 
[52) -196 380 -420 -188 -36 - 540 -196 
(511) - 20 -260 -860 -420 - 980 
(43) 92 -124 396 -108 740 420 
(421) 92 -32 -84 -20 -420 
(63) 188 -388 732 -612 580 -60 132 -660 700 252 
(621) 140 -80 -420 -356 - 816 - 540 -476 -1260 
[54) -100 260 -180 660 -132 -28 1572 900 1372 
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TABLE X. (Continued)· 

[531J - 68 128 
[522J -148 - 4 
[65J 124 - 188 
[641J 124 - 64 
[632J 172 -112 

-12 
- 84 
492 
276 

-12 

-108 

- 236 
24 

-108 

988 
-132 

-156 

364/3 192 - 540 
-380 -420 

868 228 2692 
1132/3 484 516 

28/3 - 404 - 540 

1540 
- 660 

-196 
- 980 
3388 2772 
1036 252 
-476 -1260 

TABLE XI. Coefficients a~r in fractional form N~r/D. The numerators Nplr are given in the table and the common denominator 
is D= 1152. 

~ , 1 
P 15 

2 
16 

1 1152 - 2400 

3 
17 

4 
18 

1680 -480 

5 
19 

48 

2 4608 -4992 1728 -192 

3 
144 

4 
-144 

5 
144 

6 
-144 

7 
-128 

8 
128 

9 
-256 

10 
128 

11 
128 

12 

13 
24 

14 
-24 

15 

16 
72 

17 
-12 

18 
-18 

19 
-24 

20 
-18 

21 
24 

22 
-12 

23 
-12 

24 

25 
18 

26 

27 
-18 

28 

-7776 
1728 

-864 
-1728 

2592 
-1728 

2592 
1728 
6144 

- 2048 
1536 
2048 

-3072 
2048 

-3072 
-1024 
-1536 
-1024 

1536 

-1800 
776 

-648 
-744 
-72 
-32 
1080 

-888 
1080 

120 
648 
504 
216 
168 
216 

96 

112 

-48 

-32 

-32 
-648 

216 
-216 
-216 
- 216 

72 

6264 
-1008 

504 
1008 

-648 
1008 

- 648 
-1008 
- 3584 

1024 
- 512 

-1024 
512 

-1024 
512 

1280 
-128 
-256 

512 

738 
-300 

90 
252 

6 
48 

- 54 
300 

- 54 
-420 

162 
144 

54 
24 
54 

-48 
-24 

-72 

-24 

-162 
72 

-126 
-72 

-126 

66 

-1656 
144 

-72 
-144 
- 288 
-144 
- 288 

144 
640 

-128 
32 

128 
320 
128 
320 

- 256 
128 
128 

- 96 

-73 
24 
-3 

-24 

-111 
-12 

-111 
72 

-18 
-18 
-6 

-18 
-6 

-24 
4 

-12 
-24 
-12 

4 
24 

72 
18 

-18 
-18 
-18 

20 

144 

72 

72 

-32 

-64 

-64 

-32 

2 
8 

-24 

16 
9 

24 
9 

-24 

-48 

48 
4 

16 

-48 
4 

16 

16 
18 

2 

6 
20 

864 

864 

- 864 

-864 

-1024 

-1792 

1024 

1024 

2048 

-1280 

348 
40 

828 
-72 
108 

32 
-324 
-24 

-324 
- 24 

- 972 

-324 
24 

-324 
24 

-24 
-16 

72 

-24 
-16 
-24 

32 
324 
144 
396 

-72 
396 

-72 
-132 

7 
21 

- 504 

- 504 

504 

504 

512 

576 

- 512 

- 512 

-64 

-162 
8 

-102 
-24 
-8 
16 

186 
- 24 
186 

24 
-180 

-60 
48 

-60 
-48 
-24 

16 
120 

-48 
-24 

16 
-8 
16 

-144 

180 

180 

-80 

8 
22 

72 

72 

-72 

-72 

-64 

-32 

64 

64 

-128 

96 

9 
4 
3 

12 

-16 
3 

12 
3 

-12 
18 

-36 
6 

48 
6 

-12 
-12 
-16 

24 
24 

-12 
8 

-16 
-72 
-36 

18 

18 
36 

-12 

9 
23 

256 

- 512 

256 

16 
4 

-192 
12 

-40 
-16 
-48 
-12 
-48 

12 
360 

-36 
120 

-12 
120 

48 
32 

8 
- 96 

24 
32 

-16 
32 

-16 
72 

-36 
- 216 

36 
-216 

72 

6. APPLICATION TO THE PROPAGATION OF OPERATOR AVERAGES 

10 
24 

2048 
- 64 

- 2048 

- 2048 

-2048 
128 

4096 
-64 

4 
-1200 

12 
1008 

192 
-12 
1200 
-12 
1200 

-1440 
12 

-480 
12 

-480 
8 

-48 

8 

72 
- 576 

- 36 
288 

-36 
288 

16 

11 
25 

- 512 

512 

512 

512 

-1024 

-4 
200 

12 
-168 

4 
-32 

12 
-120 

12 
-120 
-36 
288 

-12 
-24 
-12 
-24 
-8 

-80 
24 
96 
-8 

-80 
-8 
64 

-36 
-144 

36 
72 
36 
72 

-12 

12 
26 

4 
96 

-96 
2 

-12 
-96 
-12 

- 288 
18 

288 
-6 

-6 
96 

8 

-192 
8 

192 
8 

18 
288 

-18 

-18 
-288 

6 

13 
27 

1728 

-1728 

1728 

-1728 

- 2048 

2048 

-1024 

2048 

-1024 

776 
96 

-744 
-96 
-32 

120 
-288 
-888 
-96 
504 
288 

96 
96 

168 

-32 
192 
-48 

-192 
112 

-32 

216 
288 

-288 
-216 

14 
28 

-1008 

1008 

-1008 

1008 

1024 

-1024 

1280 

-1024 

-256 

-300 
-16 
252 

-48 
48 
64 

-420 
48 

300 
48 

144 

-48 
-48 

24 
-48 

-32 

192 

- 32 

-128 
72 

- 288 

144 
-72 
144 

In Ref. 10, it is shown that the construction of an integrity basis for the invariants with respect to a subgroup 
that are contained in the enveloping algebra of a group is quite relevant for the propagation of operator averages, 
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which is an essential concept of the so-called French's 
spectral distribution method in nuclear spectroscopy. 9 

We now proceed to illustrate this point for the case 
SU(4) c SU(2) xSU(2). 

Let us assume that n nucleons are distributed over 
some finite set of N single-particle states, and let us 
separate the spatial coordinates of these nucleons from 
their spin and isospin coordinates. The n-particle 
states can be classified according to the m's of the 
chain of groups 

U(N) ::::l U(N / 4) x U(4), 
[1"J til) [in] 

(6.1) 

where U(N/4) is the group of unitary transformations 
acting on the spatial part of the single-particle states, 
and U(4) is Wigner's supermultiplet group, containing 
the spin and isospin SU(2) subgroups, 

U(4)::::l 8U(2) XSU(2)::::l U(l) x U(l). (6.2) 
[ID] S T M S MT 

The n-particle states are denoted by I [iii]/l; 
[m]wrpSTMsMT)' where [iii] is obtained from [m] by 
changing rows into columns and /l specifies the row of 
the m [m] of U(N/4). 

When conSidering the moments of the fixed supermul
tiplet (or equivalently fixed spatial symmetry), spin 
and isospin spectral distributions, 16 one has to evaluate 
operator averages such as 

(0) BiI]S T 

= {dim([iii]) x (2S + 1) x (2T + 1) xd([m]ST)}-1 

x 6 ([iii]/l; [m]wrpSTMsMTlo I [iil]/l; 
,"w~MSMT 

[m]wrpSTMsM T), (6.3) 

where dim([iii]) is the dimension of the m [iii] of 
U(N/4). Average (6.3) is taken in the representation 
space of the IR [iii]xSXTx[l] of the product group 
K = U(N/4) XSU(2) XSU(2) xU[d([m]ST)], where 
U[d([m]ST)] is a term of the direct sum of unitary 
groups L[ID]STEB U[d([m1ST)], which is the trivial com
plementary group of U(N/4) xSU(2) XSU(2), 10 In Eq. 
(6.3) and in the following ones, we drop the m [1] of 
u[d([m1ST)] because it is always the same. 

Here 0 is some power 1JP of the Hamiltonian operator, 
and is therefore an operator of maximum particle rank 
equal to u = 2p. The representation spaces of the !R's 
[iii'] xS' x T' X[l] of K, which are subspaces of the 
0,1, ... ,u-particle spaces are called the defining sub
spaces for the average (6.3). They form a set, that is 
often called the elementary net, 9 and that we shall 
denote by 5. 

When d([m']S'T') = 1 for all the defining subspaces, 
the average can be propagated from them, i. e., it can 
be expressed for any [m]ST as a linear combination of 
its values in the defining subspaces10: 

(O>lm]ST= 0 QU([m']S'T';[iil]ST)(o>riI']S'7". (6.4) 
{[in'] S' 7") E 5 

From Tables I and II, we see that the condition of prop
agation is satisfied for the centroid energies (p = 1) and 
the widths (p = 2). We shall restrict ourselves to these 
two cases in the following. 
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The coefficients Q"([iii']S'T'; [iil]ST) of the linear com
binations (6. 4) are the averages, in the representation 
space of the m [m)XSXTx[l] of K, of the so-called 
propagation operators Q"([m']S'T'). These operators 
are scalars with respect to K, which satisfy the system 
of equations 

Q"([m']S'T'; [m"]S"T") 

" "" {[m-"]S"T"}E 5. == v Gia'l, [iD"] v S', s .. v 7", T" , (6.5) 

In Ref. 10, it is shown that the propagation operators 
can be written as polynomials of degree u in the mem
bers of an integrity basis for the SU(2) XSU(2) scalars 
belonging to the enveloping algebra of U(4), or, in 
other wordS, as polynomials of degree u in the number 
operator N and the members of an integrity basis for 
the SU(2) XSU(2) scalars in the enveloping algebra of 
5U(4). Their averages can thus be written in the form 

QU([iii']S'T'; [iii)ST) 

== [d([m]ST)]-1 6 ([m]wrpST I Q"([iil']S'T') I [m]wrpST). 

(6.6) 

For u == 2, we see from Sec. 3 that the propagation 
operators are polynomials in N, 82, T2, and G2, and 
thus can be easily constructed. 16 For u == 4, they are 
polynomials in N, 82, T2, G2; Ga, G4, C(111), C(202), 
C(022), and Cum, and we can thus understand why it was 
impossible to build the propagation operators for the 
widths only in terms of Casimir operators. 16 Now the 
theory developed in the preceding sections enables us to 
construct them explicitly. 

Let us denote the !R's [m]ST by a single index p, de
fined in such a way that for the defining subspaces we 
have the following correspondence: 

p==1,2, ... ,28: [0]00, [l]H, [11]11, [11]00, [2]10, 

[2]01, [111]B, [l11]U, [21]H, [21HL 

[21]H, [3]H, [1111122, [1111]11, [1111]00, 

[211]21, [211]12, [211]11, [211]10, [211]01, 

[22]20, [22J11, [22J02, [22JOO, [31J11, [31J10, 

[31J01, [4JOO. (6.7) 

The 28 propagation operators are then written as linear 
combinations of 28 SU(2) xSU(2) scalars s(r), r 
=1, ... ,28, 

(6.8) 

where 

S(r) r= 1,2, ... ,28 - n, N, N2, N 3, N4, G2, NG2, N2G2, Ga, 

NG 3, G4, G~, 82, NS2, lfls2, T2, NT2, N2T2, S4, S2T2, T4, 

S2G2, T2G2, C(l1i>, NC(l11>, C(202), C(022), C(112). (6. 9) 

Putting Eqs. (6.8) into Eqs. (6.5), we get a system of 
28 linear equations for the coefficients ap'r correspond
ing to any given value of p' E 5: 

(6. 10) 

In order to be able to write explicitly Eqs. (6.10) and 
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afterwards to use Eqs. (6.8), it remains to calculate 
the averages (sCr»p for any p likely to appear in applica
tions. For that purpose it is sufficient to determine the 
averages of the basic scalars n, N, G2, G3, G4, 82, T2, 
C C111 >, CC202 l, C(022 ), and C(112 ). For the first seven 
ones, we get straightforwardly 

4 
(n)p=l (N)P= 6 m 

, 1=1 10 

4 

(G2)P= ~ m~ + 3ml +m2 - m3 - 3m4, 
1=1 
4 

(G3)P= 6 mf+6m~ +3m~ - 3m1 
1=1 

4 

- 0 mlm, + 9ml - m2 - 5m3- 3m4, 
1<' 

4 1 

(G 4)P = ~ mt + 9mf + 5m~ + m~ - 3m~ 
1=1 

4 

- 6 (m~m, + mlm,2) + 27mi + 5m~ - 5m32 
i<' 
1 

(6. 11) 

-3ml-8mlm2-6mlm3-4mlm4-4m2m3 

- 2m2m4 + 27m 1 - 11m2 - 13m3 - 3m4, 

(S2)P=S(S+1), (T2)P=T(T+1). 

For the other ones, we use the theory developed in 
Sec. 4 to construct their traces in the Gel'fand and 
Tseitlin basis states with fixed values of Ms and M T , 

«CCA BC~)[jD1MSMT 

(6. 12) 

Here the prime on the summation symbol means as be
fore that the values of ml" 1 ~i, j ~3, are restricted 
to those satisfying Eqs. (4. 4a) and (4.4b). We then get 
the averages we are looking for in a recursive way, 

(CCA BC»[mlST 

= [d([m]ST) ]-1 {«C CA B c») [mlM s:S M ']"'T 

- 6 d([m]S'T')(CCABC»[mlS'rl, (6.13) 
S'~ s; T'':!J T ~ 
CS'T')tCST) 

starting from their value for the highest weight state 

(CCA B c» tmlPP' = « CCA B c») [mlM s= P M,]",P' • (6.14) 

Tables V and VI, vn and VIll, IX and X contain the 
averages of C(111 ), C(202 ), and C(112 ) respectively in all 
IR's appearing in s-d shell nuclei. In constructing 
these tables we have used extensively the symmetry 
relations satisfied by the averages in order to save 
space. We now proceed to derive them. 

Symmetry relations of the first type relate averages 
calculated in the same U(4) IR but for different values 
of Sand T. From the definition of the scalars C CA B C), 
we get immediately that 

(CC111»[mlS=a T=b=(CUl1»[iins=b T=., 

(CC202»(iDlS=. T=b=(CC022» rm,s=b T=., 
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(6. 15a) 

(6. 15b) 

and 

(CC112» GillS=. T.b=(CC112» Ub1S=b T=.. (6. 15c) 

In particular, Eq. (6. 15b) shows that all the averages of 
C(022) can be deduced from those of C(202). 

Symmetry relations of the second type relate averages 
calculated in different U(4) IR's but with the same values 
of Sand T. First of all as the scalars CCA B C) belong to 
the enveloping algebra of 5U(4), their averages are the 
same in all U(4) IR's which are equivalent under SU(4), 
i. e. , 

(CCA B c» ["'1 "'2 "'S "'41ST =(CCA B C» [~4~4;;;;:;;;' 01ST. 

(6.16) 

Secondly for any pair of contragredient IR's, we get 
from Eqs. (4. ~ and (4.6) that 

(CC111» [;;'1;;'2;;'3 ;;'4 1ST = _ (CC111»(~, ~3 ~2 OlS T, 

(6. 17a) 

and 

(ABC)=(202), (022), (112). (6. 17b) 

As a consequence of Eq. (6. 17a), the averages of CC111> 
in any self-contragredient U(4) IR are equal to zero: 

(6. 18) 

Let us quote finally some zero values of the averages 
of CCA B C) which result directly from the definition of 
these operators, 

(C(111»(iD1S=O T =(C(111» GillS n,O=O. 

(C(202»[mlS=O T =(CC022»[iD1S T=O=O, 
(6.19) 

and 

By taking into account Eqs. (6.11), (6.15)-(6.19), 
and Tables V-X, the 28 systems of equations (6.10) 
can be explicitly written and solved for the ap'r' The 
solution is given in Table XI. Introducing it into Eq. 
(6.8), we finally get explicit expressions for the opera
tors QU(P'), which in conjunction with Tables V- X com
pletely solve the problem of propagating the widths. 
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Canonical realizations of the Poincare group. II. Space-time 
description of two particles interacting at a distance, 
Newtonian-like equations of motion and approximately 
relativistic Lagrangian formulation 

M. Pauri 

Istituto di Fisica deU'Universita. Parma. Italy 
and Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare. Sezione di Milano. Milano. Italy 

G. M. Prosperi 

Istituto di Fisica dell'Universita. Milano. Italy 
and Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare. Sezione di Milano. Milano. Italy 
(Received II March 1975) 

The physical meaning of the relativistic action-at-a-distance dynamics for two particles in a canonical 
framework is investigated on the basis of a general formalism introduced in previous works. Starting from 
the well-known prescription given by Bakamjian and Thomas in terms of "center-of-mass" (Q.P) and 
"internal" (P,w) canonical coordinates, we show how to construct physical, i.e .• covariant. position vectors 
x, (Q, p. p, w) (T = 1.2) which approach the free particle coordinates in the limit P-'oo for short range forces; 
this procedure is actually performed by means of a 1/ c 2 power expansion for any interaction potential 
U(p,w). In force of the zero-interaction theorem the physical coordinates, which do satisfy the world-line 
condition to any order in 1/ c 2, cannot play the role of canonica1 variables, i.e., the "localizability," ! X'i' 

x'jl = 0 (T = 1,2), and the "causality" conditions! X'i' x'Jl = 0 (T,T' = 1,2; T*T') cannot be simultaneously 
satisfied. It is possible. however, to satisfy the former set of equations to any order in 1/ c 2 by exploiting 
the arbitrariness lying in the definition of Xl and X2. By means of a suitable choice of a "gauge" for the 
internal variables, the remaining freedom is then shown to consist of the appearance of a single scalar 
function A(p,'Ir). This function, entering the defining relations of Xl' X2 in terms of the canonical variables Q, 
P, p, w, plays the role of an additional interaction potential which is effective for the space-time 
description of the particles in the interaction region, but does not affect the scattering properties of the 
system. On the other hand, assuming a static nonrelativistic limit of the canonical potential, U(O) = U(O)(p), 
the "causality" conditions are necessarily violated at the order of the radiation effects (1/ c 4). In terms of 
Xl' x2, the equations of motion assume a Newtonian-like structure m,x, = F,[X I -X2,Vl'V2] (T = 1,2). of the 
Currie type or a variety of manifestly covariant forms m,d2x~/ds; o=S~Jv [xl(St),xis2),Ul(SI),uis2)]' where 
S ~ v is the Lorentz transformation which connects the laboratory frame with the Lorentz frame in which 
Xl(SI) and X,(S2) are simultaneous. A final point is the derivation of the Newtonian-like equations of motion 
from a true Lagrangian variational principle af L [x t,X2,Vl>v2]dt = O. It is shown in general that if 
U(O)(p)=O, this can be done only up to the post-Newtonian approximation, essentially because of the 
violation of the "causality" conditions at the order 1/ c 4. Then a general form of approximately relativistic 
Lagrangian for two particles is derived which actually contains all the examples quoted in the literature, 
among which the well-known Darwin-Breit and the Einstein-Infeld-Hoffmann Lagrangians. This 
investigation appears to disprove the widespread opinion according to which the zero-interaction theorem 
prevents the existence of invariant world lines and/or renders the relativity principle vacuous within a 
Hamiltonian framework. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a preceding paper1 we have classified the canonical 
realizations2- 4 of the full Poincare group and explicitly 
constructed various examples of physical interest. In 
particular, we have considered the nonirreducible 
realization corresponding to a system of two scalar 
particles and we have asserted that within our 
formalism one is led in a natural way to introduce a 
direct interaction between the particles according to the 
well-known prescription given by Bakamjian and 
Thomas. 5 Having defined suitable "center-of-mass" and 
"internal" variables Q, P and p, 7T, respectively, this 
prescription consists in assuming for the center-of
mass energy an expression of the form 

variant function of the internal variables. In the pres
ent paper we shall make the further assumption that 
UU<1. K2)(p,7T) vanishes asymptotically for Ipl -00 and 
possibly depends in a symmetrical way on Kl and K2, 

which represent two sets of physical parameters 
characterizing' the particles (masses, charges, and so 
on). 

Mc2 
=' C7Tl0 + C7T20 + U 

= dmic2 +7T2 + dmk2 +7T2 + U(p,7T), (1. 1) 

where the "potential" U( p, 7T) is any rotationally in-
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The theory based on the prescription (1. 1) has re
ceived much atte'ntion in the literature (see in particu
lar Refs. 6-8, 30, and the bibliography there con
contained) due to its simplicity and to the ability (al
ready contained in Newtonian mechanics) that in princi
ple has to treat problems of "microscopic" mechanics 
without the need for any detailed microscopic picture of 
the interaction. It is hardly necessary moreover to em
phasize the importance of having a Hamiltonian (i. e. , 
single time) description of relativistic particle 
dynamics. Not to speak of the calculation of constants 
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of motion, a Hamiltonian theery is relevant for the 
formulation of a relativistic statistical mechanics7 and 
above all for the problem of quantization. The theory 
based on the Bakamjian-Thomas prescription appears 
to be the most general formulation of an instantaneous 
direct interaction relativistic mechanics consistent 
with a covariant formulation of the scattering problemS; 
finally Foldy6 has shown that it is the most general 
solution of the Poincare commutation relations for a 
system of particles with finite rest masses (and finite 
spin) for which an expansion in a series in 1/ c2 exists. 

In spite of these formal appealing features, however, 
a number of serious drawbacks of the theory have been 
put in evidence since its appearance and its physical 
relevance became substantially obscured. The difficul
ties are mainly connected with the problem of separa
bility of the interactionS, 35 and with the consequences of 
the well-known zero-interaction theorem extablished 
in 1963 by Currie, Jordan, and Sudarshan. 9,35 The 
essential point is that the so-called internal canonical 
variables p, rr cannot be truly internal as in the Galilei 
case and, if a direct interaction is present, they do not 
appear to have a clear physical meaning. As conse
quence there seems to be no natural basis in the theory 
for the proper relativistic space-time description of 
the interacting system. More precisely the situation is 
as follows. In the free particles case, U= 0, the co
variant position vectors qi> q2 of the particles and their 
linear momenta Pt, P2 play the role of canonically con
jugate variables. On the other hand, in the case U, 0, 
a system of canonical varaibles qf, <12, pi, ~ such that 
qf and CIl transform correctly as covariant position vec
tors under the action of the Poincare group cannot 
exist (zero-interaction theorem). As a consequence it 
has been argued that the theory is incompatible with the 
existence of invariant world lines. 5,10,6,7 At the same 
time it is believed that if the variables used to describe 
the configuration of the particles do not coincide with 
the basic canonical variables they are necessarily use
less from a physical pOint of view and the relativity 
principle becomes vacuous. 8, 11, 35 

It will be shown in this paper that these difficulties 
are more apparent than real and that the theory can be 
given a definite physical content. Precisely we shall 
show that it is always possible to construct dynamical 
variables xt(Q,P,p,rr), x,z(Q,P,p,1T) Which at least in the 
case of potentials U(p,1/') which vanish fast enough in 
the limit I p I - 00, coinCide asymptotically with the free 
particle position vectors ql (Q, P, p, rr), q2(Q, P, p, rr), 
respectively, and possessing all the relevant relativistic 
transformation properties do define invariant world 
lines in the interaction region. Clearly, the price to be 
paid for this result is that xi> ~ cannot represent the 
configurational part of a system of canonical variables. 12 
In other words, the equations 

{x 11 ,xtJ} = 0, {X21,X2,}= 0, (1. 2) 

{xlh X 2J}=0, i,j=I,2,3, (1.3) 

cannot be all simultaneously satisfied. [See Bel13 and 
Kunzle13 for interesting alternatives. ] It will appear that, 
far from preventing one from giving a phYSical founda
tion of the theory, this circumstance is strictly con-
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nected with typical features of an action at a distance 
relativistic particle theory in the Hamiltonian form 
and essentially reflects the hereditary cha'YacterU of the 
dynamics. At the same time the construction of the 
PhYSical, i. e., covariant position variables within the 
Bakamjian-Thomas scheme will lead to very interest
ing connections of it with alternative formulations of 
the relativistic particle theory throwing new light on 
the inner mechanism of the zero-interaction theorem. 
[For example, it is not clear from the literature if the 
zero-interaction theorem does make any distinction 
between Eqs. (1. 2) and (1. 3).] Equations (1. 2) and (1. 3) 
will be called "localizability" and "causality" condi
tions, respectively. 

After showing the naturality of the Bajamjian
Thomas prescription within our formalism (Sec. 2), 
the first problem dealt with in the paper (Sec. 3) is just 
the construction of the physical variables xt, x,z starting 
from the covariance or world-line condition1,9 

{Khx TJ}= (l/c2)xTI{x Ti ,H}, 

i,j=I,2,3; 7=1,2. (1.4) 
Putting 

xT=Q+~AP,p,rr), 7=1,2, (1.5) 

and replacing for H the expression H = c(M2c2 + p2)1 /2 

with Mc2 given by Eq. (1.1), the world line condition 
becomes a quasilinear first order partial differential 
equation for the vectors ~T whose solutions are deter
mined by Cauchy conditions of the form 

(1. 6) 

Then, assuming that the interaction potential can be 
expanded in a power series in the inverse squared light 
velocity 

UU<l'"2 l (p,rr) = U~~'"2l(p,rr) + (l/c2)Ut!~'"2l(p,rr) +"', 
(1. 7) 

the covariant position vectors xt, ~ are explicitly con
structed in terms of an expansion of the same kind (Sec. 
4), 

XT=X~)(Q, P, p, rr) 

+(I/c2)X~)(P,p,rr)+ •.• , 7=1,2. (1. 8) 

At this stage the vectors ~o/s are clearly arbitrary ex
preSSions of their arguments, apart from very general 
requirements. We show, however (Sec. 5), that the 
vectors ~oAp, rr), 7= 1, 2, can always be chosen in order 
that the "localizability" conditions (1. 2) be satisfied at 
any order of the 1/ c2 expansion. This determines the 
~OT(p,rr) order by order up to the rr-gradient of two 
scalar functions of the internal variables 

~Jl)(p,rr)=~6/n)(p,rr)+ oA.In~;p,rr), 

~~2)(p,rr)=~62(n)(p,rr)+ OA~n;;p,rr). 
(1. 9) 

Actually a more significant role is played by the 
following functions simply related to those defined in 
(1. 9), i. e. , 

A (n) = A~n) _ Ain ), 

A (n) = (mlAfn) + m2 Ain»/m, 
(10 10) 
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where any A~~'"2](P,11') must be antisymmetrical in Kto 

K20 Precisely we show that the "relative" functions 
A (n) (p, 11') possess a "gauge" character in the sense that 
they can always be disposed of order by order through 
a suitable canonical redefinition of the internal variables 
p, 'IT and a renormalization of the interaction potential 
U( p, 'IT), a procedure which can also be viewed as agIo 
global canonical equivalence on the whole realization of 
the groupo On the other hand no restriction on the func
tional structure of the expressions A(1)(p,lI), A(2)(p,'IT), 
••• follows from the "localizability" conditionso There
fore we ask if there is any situation in which also the 
"causality" conditions could be verified to some extent 
by means of a suitable choice of the functions A (1) (p, 'IT), 
A (2)(p, 7T), 000. First of all it is obvious that Eqso (1. 3) 
can be verified at zeroth order, i. e., in the nonrela
tivistic limit, for any interaction potential U(p,7T)o At 
the first order in 1/c2 (Post-Newtonian approximation: 
PN) we find that they can be verified only under the 
assumption of a static nonrelativistic limit of the in
teraction, i. e., U(O) = U(O)(p) by choosing for 
A (1)(p,7T) the structure A (1) = (1/2m)n~~," J(p) 0 (p. 7T)0 
At the order 1/ c4, the "causality" conditi~ns can be 
satisfied by a similar choice of A (2)(p,7T) and with 
A (1) = 0, only if U(O) = 0 and U(1) = U(1)(p)o The procedure 
can be easily iterated and shows that the "causality" 
conditions can be satisfied at any order of the expansion 
if and only if the interaction potential U rx ,K ) (p, 7T) is 
identically zero, a fact that appears as a In:w proof of 
the zero-interaction theoremo The result of this 
analysis is that, apart from the choice of the "gauge" 
A = (1/ C2)A (1) + (1/ C4)A (2) + . 0 ., essentially two-indepen
dent junctions of the internal vectors p, 7T, namely the 
canonical potential U(p,7T) and the function A(p,7T) 
= (1/c2)A (i>(p,7T) + (1/c 4)A <2l(p,7T) + ... , enter the rela
tions which define the physical position vectors xl, ~ 
in terms of the basic canonical variables. From the 
point of view of the space-time description of the in
teracting particles represented by the time evolution of 
the vectors xt,~, the particular structure of 
A rxl'"2)(P,'IT) must therefore be considered as a part of 
the spec ific dynamical theory in the sense that 
A fK

l
,K2)(P, 7T) plays the role of an additional interaction 

potential which, due to its symmetry properties, will be 
called asymmetry or distinguishability potential. [In 
particular for identical particles A fKl'"2)(P, 7T) = d. ] From 
the context of the discussion it will also be clear that, 
while this asymmetry potential is relevant for the 
space-time description of the system in the regions 
where the interaction is important, it does not affect 
the scattering properties which are completely ac
counted for by the canonical potential UfKl'"2)(p,7T)0 The 
same is true for the dependence of the internal energy 
on possible "action variables" for the case of bounded 
motions of the particles. In this way the original canoni
cal scheme appears to play the role of an asymptotic 
description as to an S-matrix theory. 

The second problem dealt with in the present paper 
is the derivation of the equations of motion for the 
physical position vectors xt, ~ in a Newtonian-like form 

(1. 11) 

where the forces F T are again explicitly given by means 
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of an expansion in powers of 1/ c2
• The equations ob

tained provide a general explicit example of relativis
tically invariant differential equations of motion in the 
sense studied by Currie. 13,20 It is next shown that Eqso 
(1. 11) can be rewritten in the manifestly covariant 
form 

d2x" 
ds2 = S(T)" "frT) [xl (sl),x2(s2), ul (sl), U2(S2)], 

T 

(1. 12) 

where sl and S2 are the proper times which specify two 
arbitrary points of the world lines of the two particles 
sharing a mutual spac elike relation and S (T) 1£ v is the 
Lorentz transformation (which can be different for dif
ferent T'S) which connects the laboratory frame with the 
Lorentz frame in which xl (sl) and X2(S2) are simul
taneous. Equations (1.12) provide infinitely many possi
ble representations of the equations of motion which are 
dynamically equivalent and are fixed by the particular 
assignment of the spacelike relation between xl (sl) and 
X2(S2) or, what is the same, of the functions S(T)" 1'0 Par
ticular examples of this kind of description appear to be 
the manifestly covariant equations of motion studied by 
Havas and PlebanskL 15 

The results achieved in Seco 4, 5, and 6 allow one to 
reach a deeper understanding of the status of the so
called "approximately relativistic Lagrangians" which 
appear to have been extensively used in the literature 
and whose most famous examples are the Darwin-
Breit "Lagrangian,,16 for electrodynamics and the 
Einstein-Infeld-Hoffmann "Lagrangian" (Eo I. K ) 
derived in the slow-motion approximation from general 
relativity17 which are both of the order 1/ c2• Equations 
of the order 1/c2 have been applied to few-electron 
atoms and to two- or three-body motions of celestial 
bodies. However many-body applications are also possi
ble as well as applications in magnetism and in the 
study of relativistic effects in statistical mechanics of 
charged particleso 7,18 The second part of Sec. 6 is 
devoted to the discussion of a possible Lagrangian 
formulation connected with our general canonical 
scheme. The essential point is that while, as shown by 
Hill and Kerner, 19,20 it is always possible to derive 
equations of the form (1. 11) from a variational princi
ple, the fact that the physical pOSition variables cannot 
play the role of canonical variables (zero-interaction 
theorem) prevents the derivation of these same equa
tions in the exact form from a true Lagrangian 
L(X!>~,~, ~)o Therefore the possibility of construct
ing a Lagrangian from which equations of motion of the 
form (1. 11) can be derived only up to a given order in 
powers of 1/ c2 is directly connected to the possibility 
that the "localizability" and "causality" conditions (1. 2), 
(10 3) are satisfied to the same ordero In particular if 
we require having a nonvanishing interaction also in 
the nonrelativistic limit we can construct "Lagrangians" 
which reproduce the equations of motion only up to the 
PN approximation and jurthermore only if the nonrela
tivistic limit interaction is static. All the approxi
mately relativistic Lagrangians discussed in the litera
ture are just subjected to these limitations. It appears, 
however, that they have not been clearly stated (see 
for instance Ref. 21). (Curiously enough it is just this 
kind of unawareness that prevented an earlier dis-
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covery of the zero-interaction theorem since the works 
of Darwin and Breit. ) 

An exhaustive investigation of the approximately rela
tivistic Lagrangians derivable from a generalized 
Fokker prinCiple has been recently given for a system 
of N particles by Woodcock and Havas22 (W-H) (see also 
Ref. 23) who also discuss the interesting problem of the 
conditions under which an associated "adjunct field" 
theory (e. g., like the Feynman-Wheeler electro
dynamics) exists. In order to make a comparison be
tween our formulation and the W-H results it is con
venient to restrict the form of the canonical potential 
assuming the structure 

~ [Y P 7T
2 

a
2

] 
U=yUCx1 ,K2 l J.LC2 ' l' J.L 2C2' l2J.L2c2 

'" U~~'K2)(P) + ;2 {z Cxl,K2J(P) + 2:2 <I>Cx1,K2)(P) 

+ 2:2 'l1Cx1,K2l(P) }+ 0(:4)' J.L = m~m2, a=p· 7T, 

(1. 13) 

where UCx1 ,K2 l is a dimensionless function which con
tains the minimum possible number of dimensional con
stants besides the parameters K1> /(2, namely y and 1 
with the dimensions of an energy and a length, respec
tivelyo On this basis we derive a very general approxi
mately relativistic Lagrangian [Eqs. (6.39)-(6.41)] in 
~hich four lZeneralized)nteraction potentials oU~.K2)(r), 
<I>Cx1,K l(r), IJICx ,K2)(r), ZCxl,K2)(r), (r= 1Xl-XtI) occur, 
in addition to the static Newtonian interaction 
U~~'K2l(r)o The "distinguishability" potential O~~.K2)(r) 
appears to have a particular interest in this context. 
This potential follows directly from the validity of the 
"causality" conditions at the PN approximation [which 
impose A (1) = (1/2m)OU~.K2l (r) . a] and is antisymmetri
cal in the particle parameters K1> K2. The appearance of 
O~~.K2l(r) shows in turn the dynamical role of Eqs. 
(1. 3). Our apprOximately relativistic Lagrangians es
sentially coincide with the class obtained by W-H if we 
set 

Z(r)=l.U(O)(r)!dU(O) (1014) 
m r dr 

and make suitable identifications for the potentials 
(0) - - (1) 

UU,l'K2l(r), <I>U,1'K2)(r), 'l1U,j'"2 l (r), OU,j'"2 l (r). On the 
other hand it is interesting to find that corresponding to 
suitable, more general, choices of the potential 
§: (Kl'"2 l(r), our scheme actually contains just all the ap
proximately relativistic Lagrangians for two particles 
known in the literature, i. e., in particular also 
"Lagrangians" corresponding to field theories which are 
typically nonlinear at the PN approximation (and thus 
cannot belong to the W-H classification; see however 
P. Havas and J. Stachel, Ref. 23) such as the already 
mentioned E. 1. H. gravitational "Lagrangian" and that 
given by Baza~sky24 which describes the general rela
tivistic theory of two gravitating charged particles. Let 
us remark moreover that, in force of our Hamiltonian 
formulation in terms of the basic canonical variables 
Q, P, p, 7T, the approximate constants of motion which 
are characteristic of the approximately relativistic 
Lagrangian formulations23•25 result in just the PN ap
proximations of the exact constants of motion of our 
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equations and the approximately relativistic Lagran
gians themselves correspond to PN approximations of 
exact variational principles. 

As a final consideration, we recall that Hill and 
Kerner19,20 have shown that equations of motion of 
Newtonian-like form can always be put in Hamiltonian 
form, while Kerner26 (see also Ref. 20) has shown that 
the integro-differential equations of motions associated 
to a variational principle of the Fokker type can always 
be reduced to a Newtonian-like structure provided their 
solutions are assumed to admit an expansion in powers 
of 1/c2 and possess some kind of analytical contiguity 
to the free motions. Therefore our analYSis establishes 
in some way the essential equivalence and the definite 
relations existing among the various approaches dis
cussed in the literature. (It should be worth streSSing 
that the convergence of the formal expansion in powers 
of 1/ c2 is an open question despite the very popular use 
made of it in the literature. Its naturalness, of course, 
is based on the fact that in the limit c - 00 it is suffi
cient to effect the transition from the Poincare group 
to the Galilei group. ) Precisely: 

(a) the instant-form canonical approach initiated by 
Dirac and Bakamjian-Thomas5•6; 

(b) the Newtonian-like differential approach introduced 
by Curriel4 ; 

(c) the manifestly covariant equations approach dis
cussed by Havas-Pleba~skyI5; 

(d) the variational approach based on generalized 
Fokker principles which was first emphasized by 
the Feynman-Wheeler electrodynamics and suc
cessively generalized by Van Dam-Wigner and 
others. 10.19,20,22.26,27,38 

Our approach allows in principle for a canonization of 
these theorieso 

2. INTERACTION AT A DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO 
SCALAR PARTICLES IN A HAMILTONIAN 
FRAMEWORK 

The canonical generators of a realization of the 
Poincare group corresponding to a system of two free 
scalar particles can be written 

J=ql!\Pl +q2!\P2, K=- fu q _ P20 q 
C 1 C 2, 

T=Pl +P2, (2.1) 

H=C(Pl0+P20), Pio =Ymk2 +pl, i=1,2; 

where the variables q1> PI, q2, P2 have an obvious physi
cal meaning (see Ref. 1)0 Introducing the "center-of
mass" variables 

P=Pl +P2, 

Q
_ Pl0(Alc2 + H) - CPl· P + P20(Mc2 + H) - CP2 . P 
- Mc(Alc2 + H) ql Mc(Mc2 + H) qz 

(2.2) 

and the "internal" variables 

P20 (]vIc2 + H) - CP2 . P Pl0 (Mc2 + H) - cPl 0 P 
7T = 1'vlc(Mc2 + H) PI - 1vIc(Mc2 + H) P2 
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(2.3) 

where 

M = (1/ c2)$ - C2p2 and 1f jO = v'm~c2 + 1T2, i = 1,2, 

Eqs. (2.1) become [see Ref. 1, Eqs. (4.8), (4.9)] 

(H) S;\p 
J=Q;\P+S, K=- ~ Q+ Mc2 +H ' 

T = P, H = cv'M2c2 + P2, (2.4) 

where 

S=p;\1T, (2.5) 

Mc 2 = c(1f to + 1f20) 

= cv'mic2 + 1T2 + dm~c2 + 1T2. (2.6) 

The physical meaning of the variables Q, P, p, 1T has been 
discussed in detail in Ref. 1. 

According to Bakamjian and Thomas5 an interaction 
can be introduced between the particles by simply 
maintaining the formal structure of Eqs. (2.4), (2.5) 
and replacing Eq. (2.6) by 

Mc2=dmic2 +1T2 + dm~c2 +1T2 + U(p,1T), (2.7) 

where U(p,1T) is a function which plays here the role of 
the nonrelativistic potential and which is assumed to be 
rotationally invariant, 

(2.8) 

i. e., to be a function of P = Ipl, 1f = 11T I, CJ=P'1T only. 

This procedure appears to be quite natural within the 
framework of the formalism of the canonical realiza
tions developed in Refs. 1-4 and it turns out to be 
essentially unique under some reasonable hypotheses. 

We assume first that the state of the system can be 
always characterized by a set of twelve canonical 
variables like qb Pt, Q2, P2 or Q, P, p, 1T. Then the in
troduction of an interaction clearly amounts to changing 
the structure of the canonical generators as given by 
Eqs. (2.1) or (2.4)-(2.6) leaving invariant the trans
formation properties of the quantities which are 
physically relevant. With this in view the most natural 
restriction appears to assume that qb Pt, q2, P2 or 
Q, P, p, 1T maintain their transformation properties 
under the Euclidean subgroup of the space rotations 
and translations 

{T;,QtJ}={T j ,Q2J}=- °iJ 

{T i ,P1J}={T;,P2J}= 0, 

{Ji , qTJ}=EiJkqTk 

{J;,PTJ=EiJkPm, T= 1, 2, 

{Ti' Qj}= - o/j' 

(2.9) 

{T j , Pj}={Tj, pJ={T;, 1fj}= 0, 

{J j , QJ}=E/jkQk' {J;, Pj}=E;jkPk, 

{Ji , Pj} = EljkPk, {Ji , 1f;} = Eijk1fk' 

(2. 10) 
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On the other hand the zero-interaction theorem estab
lished by Currie, Jordan and Sudarshan9 prevents the 
possibility of modifying in any nontrivial way the struc
ture of the canonical generators leaving invariant the 
transformation properties of ql and q2 also under the 
special Lorentz transformations, i. e., Eqs. (1. 4) in 
addition to Eqs. (2.9). Consequently qt and q2 can no 
longer represent the pOSitions of the relativistic parti
cles in the presence of a direct interaction and their 
physical meaning will not be simple in general. On the 
other hand variables like Q, P, p, 1T satisfying Eqs. 
(2.10) appear more suitable to the present considera
tions. Actually it will be always possible to choose 
Q and P so that they coincide with the variables 0 and 
V of the scheme A (see Ref. 1, Table At) even in the 
case of interaction, i. e. , 

O:=Q, 1.\3 =P. (2.11) 

This implies that Eqs. (2.4) remain unchanged and that 
Sand Mc are functions of P,1T only. Equations (2.10), 
last line, are then equivalent to 

(2. 12) 

which imply that S retains its standard form (2.5). 
Therefore only the quantity Mc as a function of the 
internal variables p,1T can be modified. Finally, in 
order that the fundamental Poisson brackets among the 
canonical generators of the group are preserved, we 
must impose the condition 

{Sj, Mc(p, 1T)}= 0, (2.13) 

which limits Mc to be a function of p, 1f, CJ only. This 
condition coincides with the Bakamjian-Thomas 
prescription if U( p, 1T) is suitably defined. We shall re
quire in addition that Q, P, p, 1T transform under the 
discrete operations of the full Poincare group as in the 
free case, i. e. , 

IsQ = - Q, IsP = - P, . 1 fl t' canomca space re ec IOn (2.14) 
lsp = - p, Is1T = - rr 

IfQ=Q, IfP =- P, anticanonical time reflection (2.15) 

Itp=p, It1T=-rr. 

Then Eqs. (2.4), (2.5), (2.7) do admit a realization of 
the full group provided U(p,rr) is an even function of CJ 

[see Ref. 1, Eqs. (2.17), and Sec. 3f]. 

Let us stress that the conditions (2.10) and (2.12) 
characterize p and rr up to a canonical transformation 
which preserves their vectorial nature and consequently 
is generated by a scalar junction of the p, rr themselves. 
Since the interaction must become negligible when the 
particles are sufficiently far apart, it is natural to 
assume in force of the discussion made in Ref. 1 (Sec. 
4a) on the physical meaning of p and rr that these 
"internal" vectors can be chosen in such a way that p 
coincides asymptotically with the relative coordinate of 
the particles in the center-of-mass system and the 
expressions qt, q2, obtained from Eqs. (2. 2), (2.3) by 
inversion, can be identified with the position co
ordinates of the particles in this same limit. These re
quirements are equivalent to assuming that the vectors 
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p, rr can be chosen in such a way that the interaction 
potential U(p, rr) vanishes fast enough for p - 00, 

U(p,a,11)-O. (2.16) 

This is a further hypothesis we shall generally make in 
the present work. 

3. PHYSICAL POSITION VARIABLES FOR TWO 
PARTICLES INTERACTING AT A DISTANCE 

As announced in the Introduction, we want to discuss 
the problem of the space-time description of the in
teracting particles in terms of physical, i. e., co
variant, position vectors let, "'.!: 

X1 = x1 (Q, P, p, rr), 

~ =~(Q, P,p,rr). 
(3.1) 

We recall1 that the transformation laws under space 
translations, space rotations, and special Lorentz 
transformations for a covariant position vector are ex
pressed within a canonical realization of the Poincare 
group by the following relations: 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Similarly, the transformation properties under space 
and time reflections are expressed by 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Our problem will consist in finding appropriate solu
tions of Eqs. (3.2)- (3.6). 

Equation (3.2) directly implies that 

x= Q + ~(P, p, 11). (3.7) 

Then Eq. (3.3) says that ~ must be a vector under 
space-rotations. Finally, introducing the expression 
(3.7) in Eq. (3.4), after a few manipulations we obtain 
the following quasilinear equation for the vector ~: 

~~I = - ! (~i - M~~tllH)) {~"H} 
c 2 C2EirkPI { 

- H2 SiP, - HUvlc2 + H) Sk' ~,} 

(3.8) 

It can be checked that this equation is integrable. Then 
its solutions are determined by means of Cauchy condi
tions of the form28 

(3.9) 

If we choose ~Oi(p,11)==O, Eq. (3.8) furnishes the ex
pression of the covariant center of mass X 1 in terms 
of the basic canonical variables. On the other hand if 
we assume U(p, rr) == 0 (free particles case), and consid
er two different solutions ~t. ~2 of Eq. (3. 8) correspond
ing to the Cauchy conditions 
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~1 (0, p, rr) = [rr201 (17 10 + 1720) ]p, 

~2 (0, p, 17) = [- 11 10/ (1110 + 1120) ]p, 

we obtain just the free particle coordinates 

x1 =q1 (Q, P, p, 17), ~ =Q2(Q, P, p, 17), 

where 

Q p . P C11101T20 P + ...!..-
q1= - M(Mc2+H) 1T10H+c11"P Mc 

(3. 10) 

(3.11) 

( 
C17 • P ) + E..:R (1 1T20) 

X 1T20- Mc2+H P M Mc2+H - 1T10H+c11"P 11', 

(3.12) 

Q p. P C1T101T20 P _ ...!..-
q2 = + M(Mc2 + H) 1T20H - C17 • P Mc 

X (1T10 + ~:2'! H) P + P: (M)+ H - 1T20H ~1~11" p)11" 
which can also be obtained by inversion of Eqs. (2.2), 
(2.3) [see Ref. 1, Eqs. (4.7)]. 

In the presence of an interaction, we shall charac
terize the position vectors let, ~ by means of two 
Cauchy conditions of the form 

1T10 () ~2(0,P,11')=- + P+X2 p,11'. 
1T10 11'20 

The vectors X1 and X2 will be required to satisfy a 
number of general conditions: 

(a) reflection conditions: 

(3. 13) 

From Eqs. (3.5)- (3.7), (3.13), owing to Eqs. (2.14), 
(2. 15), it follows that 

(3.14) 

These relations imply in particular that the vectors 
XT must have the form 

XT(P,11') = CiT(p,1T, a)p + i3T(p,1T, a)11', T= 1, 2, 

where (liT and i3T are even and odd functions of a, 
respectively; 

(b) symmetry conditions: 

(3.15) 

We assume that the individual properties of the parti
cles interacting at a distance can be essentially charac
terized in terms of a finite number of parameters 
(masses, charges and so on) which will be collectively 
denoted by the symbols K1 and K2, respectively; that the 
interaction potential Urx1'''2}(p,17) depends symmetrically 
on K1 and K2; and, consistently, that the world lines Of 
the two particles are left invariant under the exchange 
of the positions, velocities, and values of the physical 
parameters of the particles, made at a given time. The 
last requirements implies that in a reference frame 
corresponding to P =0, Q=o (e. g., at t= 0), the values 
of x1 and ~ must interchange under the operation 

j
P- -p, 

Z: 11'--11', 

/(1 = K2, 
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i. e., a space reflection fOllowed by an interchange of 
the values of the individual parameters. This implies in 
turn the exchange of Xl with X2, or, due to the reflection 
conditions (3.14), the symmetry condition 

X2 (p, 7T, "1, '(2) = - Xl (p, 7T, "2, '(1); 

(c) locally vanishing interaction and asymptotic 
conditions: 

(3.17) 

The vectors XT(p,7T), T=1,2, are required to vanish 
locally in those regions of the phase-space where the 
interaction potential U(p,7T) itself does. In particular, 
according to the discussion made in Sec. 1 about the 
asymptotic condition for P - 00, we shall assume that, 
for short-range interactions at least 

with the consequence that 

XT(p,rr) -0, T=1,2; 
p~~ 

(d) nonrelativistic limit: 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

Finally, the usual nonrelativistic expressions for Xl and 
~ in'terms of the "center of mass" and "relative" co
ordinates should be recovered in the limit c - 00, 

x1n•r• = Qn.r, + (m2/m )Pn.r., 

~n.r. = Qn.r. - (m/m)Pn.r., 

Therefore we shall require 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

Once these general requirements have been taken into 
account, the definite choice of the vectors Xi (p, rr) and 
X2(P, rr) must be considered as a part of a specific 
dynamical theory for the particle world lines. As a 
matter of fact, it is clear that, for a given interaction 
potential U(p, rr), different choices of the XT(P, rr) cor
respond to different functional expressions of the physi
cal position variables xt, ~ in terms of the basic canoni
cal variables Q, P, p, rr and therefore in general to dif
ferent world lines of the particles. Of course the most 
simple possibility for making the requirements (a) - (d) 
satisfied is to choose 

(3.22) 

This choice has the simple consequence that the physi
cal coordinates xi> ~ coincide with the free particle 
position variables qi> q2 in the center-of-mass system, 

but it does not appear to have any clear physical motiva
tion. On the other hand, we shall see in the following 
that a very far-reaching program is to exploit the for
mal arbitrariness of the XT(P, rr) in order that the 
"localizability" and "causality" conditions (1. 2) and 
(1. 3) are possibly satisfied to some extent. This point 
is discussed in detail in Sec. 5. 

It is convenient for later use to split the vectors 
Xl(p,7T), X2(p,7T) into "center-of-mass" and" relative" 
parts. We put [see Eq. (3.7), (3.13)] 

or 

Xl = X + [rr20/ (rr 10 + rr20) lx, 

X = Xl - X2, X = rrloXl + 7T20X2 . 
7T 10 + rr20 

In the center-of-mass system (P=o) we have then 

P = x1c•m• - ~c.m. - X, 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3. 25) 

[where xTc•m• means xT(Q, P, P, rr) I P. 0' T= 1,2] which 
clarifies the physical meaning of X and X. In terms of 
these expressions, the symmetry conditions (b) [Eqs. 
(3. 17) 1 takes the form 

x (p, 7T; "1, '(2) = X (p, 7T; "2, "1), 

X (p, rr; "i> K2) = - X( p, rr; "2, Kl), 
(3.26) 

with the consequence that in the case of identical parti
cles (K1 = K2) we must have 

X(p,7T)=O, 

i. e., in the center-of-mass system 

Q= (Xl + X2 )/2. 
c.rn. com" 

Note that, in the case of the simple choice Xl(p,rr) 
=X2(P, rr) =0, Eq. (3.25) becomes 

7T Xl + 7T2 Yn Q= 10 c.m. O--lc.m. 
rr 10 + rr20 

p=x1c•m. - ~c.m.' 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(2.34) 

which expresses in particular the fact that the inter
particle separation in the center-of-mass system main
tains its canonical character also in the presence of 
the interaction. 

4. EXPLICIT CONSTRUCTION OF THE PHYSICAL POSITION VARIABLES BY MEANS OF AN 
EXPANSION IN POWERS OF 11c2 

We assume now that the interaction potential U["it"2 1(P,7T) is represented in the form 

U lK l'"2 1(P,7T) = U~:'"21(P,7T) + (1/C2)Ui~I'"21(P,7T) + 0" 

and consider the problem of the actual construction of the vectors xi>~' We put 

xT = x;O) + (1/ c2)x;1> + (1/ c4)X~2) + ... = Q + ;~O) + (1/ c2);;1l + (1/ c4);?) + ... , T= 1,2, 
and 

XT= (1/c2)x;1> + (1/c4)x~2) + ... , T= 1,2, 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

where the nonrelativistic limit [condition (d)] of Sec. 2 has already been enforced by choosing X~O)=o. Then we have 

H = IIlC2 + H<O) + (1/c2)H<1) + (1/ c 4)H<2) + ... , K= K<O) + (1/ c2)K<1) + (1/ c4)K<2) + ... , (4.4) 

where 
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(2) {1 p
6 

3P4 ( 1T2 (0)( )) p2 [1 (-1... -1...) 1] 4 
H = 16 m5 + 8m4 2p. +U p,1T + 2m2 "8 mf + m~ + 4mp.2 1T 

(4.5) 

1 ( 1 1) 6} p2 (t ) ( ) (2) ( ) +16m~+1nI1T -2m2U P,1T+ U p,1T, ••. , 

and 

K(O) =_ mQ K(1)=_(~ + £ + U(O)(p 1T)) Q+ SAp 
, 2m 2p. , 2m ' 

(4.6) 

(2) [p4 p2 (1T2 (0) ) 1 (1 1) 4]Q (1 p2 1T2 (0)( ))SAP (1)( )Q 
K = 8m3 + 2m2 2p.+U (p,1T) +8 m~+m~ 1T - 22m+2p.+U p,1T 2m2 -U p,1T , ... , 

with m = ml + m2, P. = mt m.j m. Then the Eqs. (3. 8), at the various orders in 1/ c2, take the form 

O ~~(vO)~ _ m.::..2!U. ={K(O) x(O)}=O op. I, T,J , 
(4.7) 

a ~!nl n-l n-l ,.§.... 
_ m.::..:ul ={K(O) x(n)}=_ 6 {K(n-r) x(r)}+ ~ l; X (n-l-s){x(s-r) H(r)} a PI I, T,J ,.=0 I 'T, i i;1o ~ T, I T, i, , (7=1,2,; n=1,2,3,···). 

On the other hand the Cauchy conditions (3.13) become in the same way 

~:n)(o, p, 1T) = [
17

l0
17
!\20 Tn) p + x1n) (p, 1T), ~~n)(o, p, 1T) =[ 1Tt~ :~20 ] (n) p + xin)(p, 1T), (4.8) 

where 

1T20 -t::h[ 1T20 ](n)_~+-1(~_.l)L+.!.[_l_+ m2(..!..+~)_~_b]L+ .•• 
1TI0 + 1720 - n=0 C n 1T10 + 1720 - m c2 m2 ml 2m c4 m~m2 2m mr m2 mlm 2 2m2 4m ' (4.9) 

-
1T

10 _ f; ...L[ -1Tto ] (n) __ ml + 1..(...L_ ..!..)L_ -1[~ + ml(~+ b) ~ __ 1_] L + ... 
1TI0 + 1T20 - 71=0 c2n 1T10 + 1T20 - m c2 m2 ml 2m c4 mlm2 2m ml m2 - m2ml 2mr 4m • 

Now, for U(p,1T)=O, setting Xl(p,1T)=X2(P,1T)=O, in agreement with the requirement (c), of Sec. 3, we obtain 
from Eqs. (4.7)- (4.9), 

~n) =q;n)(Q, P, p, 1T), T= 1,2, 
where 

~ 

qT=6 (1/c2n)q;n>, T=1,2, 
71=0 

with [see Eqs. (3.12)] 

q~O) =Q+ (m2/m )p, 

(1) m2 [( 1 1 ) 1T2 1T' P] 1 ( 2m2) ql =- 2m3(P'P)P+ m2 - ml 2m - 2m2 p+ 2m2 1- ml (p,P)1T, 

q =- - --+- +- --- 1T (p·P)P+ --+- (1T'P)+- ~-:::::3 
1 m 3 m 4 2m 2mt 4 ml m2 4 2m 2p. 8 mf m2 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4. 12) 
(2) 1 {[m2(3 p2 1T'P) 1( 3 1) 2J ~(1 p2 1T2) m~m?!1'!1 

+ !(..!.. _ .l)~1T4] p + ~(~ _ .!)~ +.! (m~(~ - ~) _ 3m (...L _ .l)) 1T2 + ~ '('T" P)] (p. P) 1T} .•• 
P. ml m2 ~ ~ ml 4 2m 2 \' ml m2 mt m2 ml ml ' , 

and analogous expressions for q~O), q~ll, q~2) obtained from Eqs. (3.12) by means of the Z operation (3.16). 

(4.13) 
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m~ (iJ ) au(O) m 3 {aU(O) } 1 (a (I») 
+ 2m4ml (p.p)2 ~7TkaPk --a;- + 2~5(P'P)Z --a;-,U(O)(p,7T) - mm

l 
(p.P) 11" ~ 

mz ( ){ (1) (0)( )} m~ ( au(j) (2) --;;;'1 p.p XI,U p,TT -~ p.P)a;-+XI (p,TT), ... , 

and analogous expressions for xi°), xi1l, xi2) obtained from Eqs. (4.13) by means of the Z operation [recall that 
u(n)(p,1I') depends on the KI, Kz in a symmetric way I]. 

5. "LOCALIZABILlTY" AND "CAUSALITY" 
CONDITIONS FOR THE PARTICLE WORLD 
LINES: THE ZERO·INTERACTION THEOREM 

We shall discuss now to what extent the arbitrariness 
in the choice of XI and X2 in Eq. (4.13) can be exploited 
for satisfying the "localizability" and "causality" condi
tions (1. 2), (1. 3). 

We start from the expressions derived in the preced
ing section for the expansion of the covariant vectors 
xt, ~ and write the Poisson brackets among their vari
ous components in the form 

+(1/c4){XTi ,XT'J}(Z)+ ••• , 7,r'=1,2. (5.1) 

Let us consider first the "localizability" conditions 

(5.2) 

From Eqs. (4.13), at the first order in 1/c2 and for 
T= 1, we obtain 

{xli' xtJ}(I) 

m~ (iJU(O) OU(O») m (oxIP ox?}) 
=:::1 --P,- --PI - ~ ---

m 07T i 07T J m a7T, 07T I 

m~ 1 oU(O) m (OX:;> oxW) 
=- m3;a;-(Pi7Tj-Pj7Ti)-~\OlTJ - 07Tj • (5.3) 

The rhs of these equations is identically zero if we 
choose 

(5.4) 

where Aft) is an arbitrary function of P, IT, a subjected 
only to the general requirements (a)- (d) of Sec. 3; in 
particular AP) must be odd in (J. In a similar way the 
"localizability" conditions at first order for the parti
cle 2 give 

X(P = ~ U(O)(p TT)p + oA~1)(p, TT) . 
2. m2 ,I OlT I (5.5) 

It is then easy to see that the "localizability" conditions 
for each particle can be satisfied to any order in 1/ c2• 

In fact, in the center-of-mass system, we must have, 
for any n, by induction 

{XlI,X tJrn) I P=O=f1(n)(p,lT,a)(PllTj- PjlTj) 

_ m2 (axil) _ oxf:») (5. 6) 
m alT j OlT I ' 

where fl (n) (p, 7T, (J) contains the choices previously made 
for xf~-1l, ... , xW. Equation (5.6) follows from the fact 
that PllT J - PJ7Tj is the only antisymmetrical tensor of 
rank two which can be constructed out of p and TT. The 
equation 
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(5.7) 

is obviously integrable and can actually be integrated 
explicitly provided one succeeds in rearranging 
(m/m2)fl(n) in the form 

m f (n) ( ) 1 0 J (n) ( ) a (n) ( ) 
m21 p,7T,a=;alT I p,7T,(J-oagl p,7T,a, (5.8) 

since in this case the general integral is simply 

oA(n) oA(n) 
Xl(n) =' xIn)* + _1_ = J fn) p + r. (n)TT + _1- . 

a1l' ~ 1 07T 
(5.9) 

Of course any free shift of terms between Ji") and g f")* 
in Eq. (5. 8) modifies the particular determination xin ) 

by a TT gradient. Repeating the same calculations for 
T= 2 we see that X~1), X~2),. " can be chosen in such a 
way that the "localizability" conditions are satisfied to 
any order in the center-of-mass system. On the other 
p'l.nd let us consider the equations 

{KI , {X Tj ,XTh}}= (1/ c2)[ {XTj,XTi}{XTh, H} - {x Th,XT1}{XT<j, H} 

(5.10) 

which follow from Eq. (3.4) and the Jacobi identity. 
These relations imply that the "localizability" conditions 
are satisfied in any reference frame provided that they 
are in a particular one. Therefore, if Eqs. (5. 7) hold 
true for every n, the "localizability" conditions are 
verified also in the laboratory frame. For n = 2 we can 
write for example 

{xU,x1j}(2) I P=Q 

=.! ~ [-.!..(2m2 _ 1) 71'2 U(O)(p 71') + m~ (U(O)(p, TT»2 
71' a7T m 3 m1 2 ' m 4 

- ~U(1)( TT)- -- £~ +7T2~ +--
2 1 ( a (1) a (1») 1 

rn 3 p, m2m P ap au mm2 
2 (1) <t) ~ ~ [ 1 a (1) x!!....~- m2 OAt U(O)( TT) +.!:!..... m2_ ~ 

2 au -;;;'f au p, au m2 71' orr 

U (O)( ) 1 rr2 1 ClAP) 1 (1)J x P TT - ------- -- At 
, mm2 2 71' 071' m1m 

m2 (axW oxiJ» 
x (PI7TJ - PJ7Tj) - -;; a7TJ - a7Tj (5.11) 

and the general solution for xI2)(p, 11') results corre
spondingly, i. e. , 

(2)=[_1_{2m2 _1)7T
2

U(0)(P TT)+ rn2 (U(0)(p TT))2 
XI rn2m2 \ m 2 ' m 3 , 

_ m2 u<1l( 0 + [_1. oAp) U(O)( ) 
~ p, 7T1JP m o7T P,7T 

1 ~ aA(t» 1 OAlI
) 1 (1) 

- 2 7T' ~ P+-
2 
27T2~ + -- At (p,7T)7T 

m2 op m2 u7T m1m2 

___ 11.<1> _1_ + _1_ m { OA(1)} GA(2) 
2m2 1, 071' o7T' 

(5.12) 

while the expression for X~2)(p,1I') can be obtained from 
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(5.11) and (5.12) by means of the Z operation [which in 
particular implies A~1>:: - A~1> due to Eqs. (3.14), 
(3.17), (5.4), (5.5)]. 

It is clear from Eqs. (5.4), (5. 5), (5.7), (5.11), 
(5.12) that this procedure determines X~")(P,lI') and 
X~n) (p, 11') up to arbitrary [apart from the conditions 
(a)- (d)] additive gradients 

1[ OA(I)] 
Xl= c2 X~j)*(p,lI')+ ~ 

+ ~ [x12)* (p, 11' lAP» + 0~!2) J+ •.• , 

1 [ OA~1>] 
(5.13) 

X2= c2 ~1)*(p,lI') + a:;r 

+ :4[X~2)*(p'1I'IA~1»+ 0~!2)J+ ••• , 

being xtn)* , xin)*, particular determinations of x~n), xi"). 
We shall write shortly 

(5.14) 

keeping in mind, however, that X~")* depends on the 
choices of A~1), X~2) , ..• , A~"'1> I Finally it is convenient 
to introduce the functions 

or 

AI =A + (mJm)A, A2 =A - (mtlm)A. 

Then [see Eqs. (3.23), (3.24)] we have 

OA 
X=X* + 011" 

x -X* + aA + m27Tl0 - ml7T20 aA 
- 011' m (7T 10 + 7T20) 07T' 

and we can write 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

OA 
y, y- - p + X* + -
-"com. - .""c.m. - ' o7T ' 

1I'10Xtc•m• + 7T20~c.a .. 
7Tl0 + 7T20 

_ Q + X* + oA + m27Tl0 - ml7T29 ax 
- 011' m (7T 10 + 7T20) 011" 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

We want to show now that the arbitrary functions A 
and A play very different roles. As we have already 
pointed out, the explicit choice of the vectors Xt (p, 11'), 
X2(P,1I')'[or the functions A(P,lI'), A(p,1T)] must be con
sidered as a part of a particular dynamical theory 
together with the choice of the canonical interaction 
potential U(p,lI'). On the other hand, if we take an 
opposite point of view and assume we have assigned ex
pressions of the canonical generators of the Poincare 
group in terms of Physical coordinates Xl,X2 and vt>v2 
and assign Poisson bracket relations among these 
variables, the internal vectors P(X t ,%2, vI> v2) and 
11'(%1>%2, VI, V2) are obviously determined up to a global 
canonical eqUivalence which preserves their "internal" 
character and Euclidean transformation properties (see 
Sec. 2) and is compatible with the asymptotic condition 
(c). (We sketch in the Appendix the structure of this 
inverse problem which in turn sheds further light into 
the phYSical meaning of the theory in the canonical 
form. ) Clearly, any canonical transformation of this 
kind amounts to a proper redefinition of the vectors 
XI (p, 11') and X2( P, 11' ) [or A( P, 11'), A (p, 11')] and of the 
canonical potential U(p,lI'). Therefore there must exist 

classes of different assignments of the functions U(p,lI'), 
A(P,lI'), A(p,lI') which are Physically equivalent. As a 
matter of fact we will show presently that only two 
among these functions are physically essential for the 
dynamical description of the interacting particles. 
More precisely, we are going to see that the arbitrari
ness connected with the choice of the function A(P,lI') in 
Eqs. (5.18), (5.19) can be removed by means of a 

canonical redefinition of the internal vectors P, 11' and 
of the canonical potential U(p, 17'). 

The most simple way to exploit this fact is a step-wise renormalization to be performed order-by-order. Up to 
the first order in 1/ c2 we can write 

where the "localizability" conditions have been satisfied at this order with certain determinations XP)*, X?)*. 
performing the canonical transformation 

l
P,=exp [-.l{A(1) ••• }]p=p+.lOA(1) +.!.!{OA<1> A(1)}+ ... 

c2 ' c2 011' c4 2 011" , 
TU) • 

. [ 1 ] 1 OA (1) 1 1 {OA (1) } lI"=exp - -{A(t> .•. } 11'=11'- - -- - -- -- A(1) + •.. 
c2 ' c2 op c4 2 op' , 

and introducing correspondingly the renormalized canonical potential 

U' (p', rr') = Mc2 
- cv'm~c2 + 11"2 - cv'm¥c2 + 17"2 

with 

1477 

= U<O)(p', 11") + :2 [U(t)(P" 11") + {A (1)(p" 11"), U(O)(p', 11")} + ~7T" O~~) (p', 11")] + .•. 

= u(O)(p',lI") + :2 [U(t)(p',l1") +{A(1)(p',lI''), (Mc2)(O)}]+ ..• , 
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Then, 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 
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Eq. (5. 20) becomes 

xt - X:! =p' + 1.x<t>* (p' 11") +0 (~) • 
c.m. c.m. c2 ' C (5.24) 

In this way, due to the structure of Eq. (5.19), we have eliminated ;\U)(p,1I') from the expressions of xt and 
X:!c.m. separately, up to the first order in 1/ c2 and therefore, via Lorentz transformation, from the exp~:ssioI}S of 
x1(Q,P,p,1I') and X:!(Q,P,p,1I') at the same order. At this point we can use these new expressions to solve the 
"localizability" conditions at the order 1/c4• Denoting by X(2)*, the corresponding new choice of X(2)*, we can write 

xt -X:! =P'+-X<1l*(p' 11")+- X(2)*,(p' 11")+-- + ... 1 1 [ OA (2)J 
c.m. c.m. c2 'c4 ' 011" • 

Then by performing the canonical transformation 

c4 ' c4 011" c8 ~ 
p" = exp [_ 1. {A (2) ••• }] p' = p' + 1. OA (2) + 0(1.) , 

T(2) • 

. 1I'''=exp [- ;4{A<2>, ... }]1I"=1I"- ~ O:~~) +0(:8)' 

and introducing the renormalized second order canonical potential 

U" (p", 11''') = U(O) (p", 11''') + ~U(1)' (p", 11''') + ;4 [u(2) (p", 11''') + {A (2) (p", 11'''), (Mc2) (O)} 

+ {;\U) (p", 11'''), (Mc2) (O} + i{A (1)( p", 11'''), {A (1) (p", 11'''), (Mc2) (o)}} ] + 0 00, 

with 

(Mc2)(1)=H(o(p" 11''' O)=_.!(..!..+..!..)1I'''4+U(1)(p'' 11''') 
" 8 mf m~ , , 

Eq. (5.25) takes the form 

(5.25) 

(5. 26) 

(5.27) 

(5. 28) 

xt -X:! =p,,+1.X(1)*(p" 1I',,)+1.X(2)*,(p" 11''')+0(1.), (5.29) 
c.m. c.m. c 2 , c4 , c6 

and, due to the structure of Eq. (5.19), we have succeeded in eliminating the function A(2)(p,1I') from the expressions 
of x1 ,X:! ,i. e., of xt, X:! at the second order. By iterating this step-wise procedure it is seen that by means 
of th~produccr-canonical transformation T = ... T(n) • •• T(2) • T(1), i. e., by means of a redefinition of the internal 
vectors p,1I' together with the introduction of a renormalized canonical potential fJ(p,1I'), the function A(P, 11') can 
always be disposed of. 

Let us consider now the "causality" conditions [Eqs. (5. 1) for T'"* T] assuming that the "localizability" conditions 
are satisfied up to any order. From Eqs. (4.13), at the first order in 1/c2, we obtain via Eqs. (5.4), (5.5), (5.15), 
(5.16), 

(1 m~ oU(O) m 2 oU(O) jJ. 02U(0) m2 oxW m oxIl> 
{xu,x2J} )=m3pra~-~pra.;;--m2(P·P)07TI07TJ+-;;i" 011'1 +~ 01l'} 

m oU(O) m1 oU(O) jJ. 02U(0) 02A (1) 

=3PI-- - "2PI-- - -2(P'P)-- +--. (5.30) 
m 011' I m 011' J m 011' I 011' J 011' I 011' J 

We ask now if there is any situation in which the rhs of Eqs. (5.30) vanishes identically. Let us observe first that 
the "causality" conditions are not automatically satisfied in all of the reference frames if they are in a particular 
one, unlike the "localizability" conditions. Actually, this can be easily seen from the relation 

{Kj, {XiJ,X2J}=X21{{~1hx2J, H} + (xu - X2J){X2h, xiJ}, (5.31) 

since the Poisson bracket 1x2h,X1i} fails to vanish already at zeroth order. Then, the rhs of Eqs. (5.30) vanishes 
identically if and only if 

and 
02U(0) 
---0 
011' 1 011' J - • 

This last equation implies that U(O) has the form 

U(0)(p,7T,a)= U(O)(p) + utO)(p). a, 

while the invariance of U(p,1I') under the anticanonical time reflection (see Sec. 2), imposes 

utO)(p) =0, 

i. e. , 
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(5.33) 

(5.34) 
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u<O)(p, 1T);; U~~'K21(P). (5.36) 

Finally, inserting Eq. (5. 36) into Eq. (5. 22) and taking into account the fact that A (1) must be an odd function of u in 
force of Eq. (3.6) [see Eqs. (3.14), (3.15), (3.24), (5.15), (5.17)], we can write 

(5.37) 

where U~~'K21 must be an antisymmetrical function of the parameters Kto K2 in order to satisfy the symmetry condi
tion (b) of Sec. 3. 

Let us consider now the "causality" conditions at the order 1/c4• We shall assume that the canonical transforma
tion T(l) [Eq. (5.21)] has been carried out so that we can put 

;\(O(p,1T);;O (5.38) 

and the canonical potential U is actually the renormalized potential up to this order [Eqs. (5.27), (5.22)]. The 
"causality" conditions can be calculated using Eqs. (4.13) together with Eqs. (5.4), (5.5), (5.12), (5.16), (5.36), 
(5.37), (5.38). We obtain 

{X x }(2) = J:... {( . p)r~ U<O)( ) +! (J:... _1-)U(O( )~}5 + J:... {( . p)[J:...(m~ + m~ + 2m\! dU(O) 
110 2J m2 p Lin P 2 m1 m2 P~ IJ m 2 p m 2 m2 m1 ') P dp 

+! (J:... _ J:...)! dU(1)] + (p '1T)[(J:... _ J:...)! dU(O) +(J:... _ ~ _ ~).! dU(O]}PIPJ 
2 \m1 m2 P dp m1 m2 P dp 2J.l m2 m1 P dp 

+J:...{J:...U(O)( )+~(J:..._J:...)U(t)( )} 1T +J:...{_J:...U(O)( )- m2(J:..._J:...)U(0( )} 1T 
m 2 m2 P 2J.l m1 m2 p PI J m 2 m1 p 2J.l m1 m2 P PJ I 

m~ oU(1) m~ au(i) J!:... a2u(1) aA (2) 
--p.--+-p.--- (p.P)--+-- (5.39) 

m 3 • 01Tj m 3 
J 01TI m 2 a1TI a1TJ a1TI a1TJ' 

In order that the rhs of Eqs. (5.39) vanishes identically, "-1 ----------------------

A (n)( p, 1T) = (1/2m)U~1).K21(P) . u, (5.48) 
it is necessary and sufficient that the coefficients of the 
various independent tensors vanish separately, in where [j(k) means the kth order (in 1/c2

) potential .. e-
particular for P =0. The vanishing condition for the co- normalized by the product transformation T(n-1> ••• 

efficient of 51J, i(Pi1TJ+PJ1T I), i(PI1TJ-Pi1TI), provides a T(2).T(t). The validity of such generalization can be 
system of linear homogeneous equations in the expres- easily proved by induction. Actually if we write 
sions U(O)(p), U(1)(p), (l/rr)(aU(l)/a1T), (1/1T) 

x (a 2A (2)/a1T au). Eliminating the last two expreSSions, 
we obtain the conditions 

(5.40) 

Then, the causality conditions at the second order take 
the form 

m2 au(O m1 au(O a2A (2) 

m 2 Pi a1T i - m 2 Pl---a;;; + a1T i a1T j = 0, (5.41) 

(5.42) 

which are identical to Eqs. (5.32), (5.33) apart from 
the replacement of U(O), A (1) with U(1), A (2), respectively, 
and give 

U(1) (p, 1T) = U~~'K21(P), 

A (2)(p, 1T) = (1/2m)U~~'K21(P)' u 

[U~~'K21(P) = - Ui~~.K11(P)]. 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 

The result can be easily extended to higher orders in 
1/c2 in the following way: If we assume that the "local
izability" conditions are satisfied up to any order and 
the corresponding canonical transformations 
T(t>, T(2), ••• ,T(n-1) have been carried out, the require
ment that the "causality" conditions are satisfied up to 
the order n implies 

U(O);; [j(1);; • • ';; [j (n-2);; 0, 

A <O;;A (2);; ••• ;;A (n-1);; 0, 

[j(n-t> (p 1T) = [j(n-O (p) , U<1.K2)' 
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(5.45) 

(5.46) 

(5.47) 

(5.49) 

and assume the above statement to hold true up to the 
order n - 1, we can easily see that we must have 

-W-;O);; -w-;o;; ... ;;\It;n-2);; 0, (7=1,2), 

while the expressions 

-w-;n-o, -w-;n) , (7= 1, 2), 

(5. 50) 

(5.51) 

are obtained from the corresponding expressions for 
n = 2 [see Eqs. (4. 13) together with (5. 12), (5. 16), 
(5.36)-(5.38), (5.43), (5.44)] by means of the following 
substitutions: 

U(O) _ [j(n-2), U(O _ [j(n-1) , 

U(i) - U(n-1) , A (2) - A (n). 

Therefore the rhs of the equations 

{xU,X2J}(n) ={q1~>' -w-~J)}+ {'i'~j'), q~~)} 

+ {qtp, 'i'~j"i)}+{'i'tj'"l),q~})} 

(5.52) 

(5.53) 

is derived from the rhs of Eqs. (5.39) by means of the 
same replacements and the statement is established up 
to the order n. [Note that at the order n = 2 one has 

{Xll,X2J}(2) =:o{qt~>, 'i'~~)}+{'i'tP ,q~~)} 

+{qW, 'lrJ})} +{'i'1P,qg>} + {'i'H>' 'i'~n, 

but if Eqs. (5.36), (5.37) are satisfied, the last term 
is identically zero. ] 

In conclusion it is clear that the "causality" conditions 
can be satisfied up to any order if and only if the canoni-
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cal potential is identically zero. If analyticity in l/c2 is 
assumed for the theory, this appears in turn as a new 
proof of the zero-interaction theorem. [Note that the 
impossibility of satisfying the "causality" conditions 
does not depend on the enforcement of the "localizabil
ity" conditions. It is interesting also to make a com
parison with the conditions imposed by Bel, 13 i. e. , 
{XU - X2i, Xii - X2'} = O. Assuming the validity of Eqs. 
(1. 2), these conditions amount to requiring that the 
anti symmetrical part (in i,j) of Eqs. (1. 3) be identical
ly satisfied. It is seen, e. g., at the order 1/c4, that 
these conditions are not satisfied in general (see also 
the physically Significant cases corresponding to the 
restrictions (6.54). ) 

We have seen so far that, after a suitable redefini
tion of the internal variables, an arbitrary function 
A(p,17) is left in the expressions of the physical posi
tion variables xl> ~ once the "localizability" conditions 
have been enforced, Even if we cannot dispose of this 
arbitrariness in order to impose the "causality" condi
tions, we can however try to reduce the deviations of 
the theory from a strict "causality" as much as possi
ble. This is actually feasible in the following particular 
senSe. We can write in the center-of-mass system at 
any order in 1/ c2 

02A (n) 

{ } (n) \ - (n)( ) + __ (5 54) 
X1i,X2j P=o-Yij P,1/' 011'i 011'} , • 

where Yi~)(p,17) depends on U(O), fj(1), ... , u(n-1> and 
A (l),A (2), ••• ,A (n-l). Then we can write 

yij) = [y;(j}I Il + [yinIS + [yij»)SI + [yij>Jss, 

where [yij)JIl denotes a tensor which is irrotational in 
both indices for what concerns the variables 1T; [yij)]IS 
is a tensor which is irrotational in the first index and 
solenoidal in the second index for the same variables, 
and so on. The term [ylj»)Il can always be assumed to 
be symmetrical in i,j since it can be shown that its 
possible antisymmetrical part must be independent of 
1T and thus it can be absorbed in other terms. Then A (n) 

can always be chosen in such a way to cancel out the 
term [}Jj(j»)Il. Once this condition has been imposed, 
A (n) is just determined up to a term having the form 
(1/2m)n(n)(p)' a which amounts to a shift parallel to p 

in the expression of the "kinematical" center of mass 
(5,19L 

Before concluding this section it is worthwhile to note 
that it is also possible to give a compact procedure for 
the canonical redefinition of the internal variables intro
duced before on the basis of a step-wise method. First 
of all it can be shown that, after having solved the 
"localizability" conditions once for all at any order, the 
expressions X(n)*(p,1T), x(n)*(p,1T) can be given a typi
cal structure of the form 

(n)*(p )-X(n>*[p 1T\U-(O) u(n-1)\A(l} A (n_!)] X ,1T-A " .. ,,' , ... , 

+X1n)*[p,1T\ U(O), ••• , u(n-j) \A (1), 

... , A (n-O \ A (1), ••• , A (n-Oj (5. 56) 

X (n>*( )-x(n)*[ \U-(O) U-(n-1>\A(j) A(n-l») p,1T - A p,11' , ... , , ... , 

+ X~)*[p,1T \ U(O), ••• , U(n-j) IA (1), 

(5.57) 
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where 

U(O) = U(O), U(O = U(1) + {A (j), (Mc 2) (O)}, 

U(2) = U(2) + {A (2), (Mc2)(0)} + {A (1), (Mc2)(0} (5.58) 

+ HA (j), {A (1), (MC2) (O)}}, ••• , 

in agreement with the discussion given before, and 
x1n )*, X 1n)* display a recurrent structure expressed 
only in terms of p, 1T, Am, A(2), ... , A(n-l) and 
xlj)*, x12>*, ... , xln- 1)* or X l1>*,x ~2)*, ... ,x~n-1)*, 
respectively. For instance for n = 2 we have explicitly 

X(2)*=-{A(j) x(l)*}_l{A(l) OA(1)} 
B ,A 2 '017 

X~)*=-{A(j>'X.~j)*}-{A<1), 0~:1)} 

{ 
(j) } 

_ A (j >, ( 11'20 ) p. 
11'10 + 11'20 

(5.59) 

[Note for example, that the corresponding xi2 )*(p,1T) 
obtained in this way differs from the original choice 
made in Eq. (5. 12) through the addition of the 1T 

gradient 

~ [HA (1) A (t)} + _1_ 11'2 A (1)1.] 
a1T ' m 1m2 2 J (5.60)1 

It is then easy to show that the canonical transformation 
T(k) • T(k-1) • •• T(2). T(n) eliminates just all of the 
X~)*, ... , x1k )*, X11 )*" •• ,X1k )* with the consequence 
that, due to Eqs. (5.19), (5.19), the functions 
A (1) , ••• , A (k) are removed from the expression of 
Xl ,~ and consequently of xt, ~, Finally, in 
fo~;;e of {h:' well-known Baker- Haussdorff formula2~ 
we can introduce a single canonical transformation 

T=exp[- F, o •• }] 

= exp[ - (1/ cZ){~(l), ... } - (1/ c4){'X(2), " • } + ... ], 

(5,61) 
where X(n) is derived from A (1), A (2), ••• ,A (3) in a def
inite way. For example, up to the order 1/ c" we have 

~(1)=A(l), ~(2)=A(2), 

;\(3) = A (3) _ HA (1), A (2)}. 

The transformation r can then be interpreted as a 

(5.62) 

global canonical equivalence acting on the whole realiza
tion of the Poincare group. Any phase-space function 
f(Q, P, p, 1T) maintains its functional form invariant under 
it apart from the replacement throughout of the original 
canonical potential U(p,1T) with its renormalized ex
pression U(p, '11') and the elimination of the function A. 
This is true in particular for the canonical generators 
of the group. We have 

p= r-1p =:oP, J= f- 1J==J, 

if == r-1H =' H[U], K= r-1K= K[il], 
(5.63) 

with 

u = r-1u = U + [e 1x .... j -1]Mc2 (5,64) 

or 

(5.65) 
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We have exhausted so far the discussion of the formal 
arbitrariness left in the definition of the physical varia
bles after the general conditions (a)- (d) of Sec. 3 and 
the "localizability" of the particle world lines have been 
taken into account. We have shown in conclusion that 
only two among the scalar functions U(p,lT), A (p, 11'), 
A( p, 11') can be physically significant. Returning to Eqs. 
(5.17) and putting A=O, Eqs. (5.18) and (5.19) become 

Xj -X:! =P+X*(P,lT,U,A), c.m. c.sn. 

1Tl0xtc.lD. + 1T20X:!c.m. 
1TjO +1T20 

- 'OA 
=Q+X*(P,1T,U,A]+a; , 

with 

A(p,lT)=O (and X* =0), 

(5.66) 

(5.67) 

(5.68) 

in the particular case of identical particles Kj = K2. In
dependently of the further possible restriction on the 
choice of A discussed above, we shall assume from now 
on that the "localizability" conditions have been enforced 
and we will consider the remaining arbitrariness with 
emphasis on its physical meaning. Actually, the dynami
cal significance of the interaction potentials U(p, 11'), 
A (p, 11') and the "gauge" character of the function A(p, 11') 
will appear in an expressive way throughout the whole 
discussion given in the following section. It is impor
tant, however, to realize since now that, under rea
sonable conditions, the function A(p,11') (and A(p,7T») 
cannot affect the scattering behavior of the physical 
system. In fact, let us consider a scattering experiment 
and denote by t' and til two instants of time far away the 
actual time of interaction, long before and after it, 
respectively. Since the potential U(p, rr) is the only 
dynamical element which enters the equations of motion 
of the basic canonical variables, the relations among 
Q(t"), P(t"), p(t"), rr(t") and Q(t'), PIt'), pet'), rr(t') can be 
affected only by U(p, rr). On the other hand if Eq. (3.18) 
is taken literally and thus the asymptotic condition 
(3.19) is assumed, the functions U(p, rr), A (p, rr), 
(A(P, 11'» disappear from the expressions which give 
Xj(t'), X:!(t'), *t(t'), Xi(t') in terms of Q(t'), pet'), pIt'), 
rr(t') (Xj(t"), X:! (t"), is (t"), Xi(t") in terms of Q(t"), 
P(t"), p(t"), rr(t")]. This implies finally that the rela
tion among xj(t"), X:! (t"), :Kj(t"), ~(t"), and xj(t'), X:! (t'), 
*t(t'), ~(t'), which are the relevant ones for the de
scription of the scattering, cannot depend on the func
tion A(p,rr), (A(p,rr» but are affected only by the 
canonical potential U(p,rr). The point is now whether 
Eq. (3.19) is consistent with the requirements subse
quently made on the vectors Xr(P, rr), (7= 1, 2), namely 
the "localizability" and possibly the "caUSality" condi
tions. To answer this point we may plainly assume that 
A(p,rr) (and A(p,rr») behave asymptotically as 
(p. rr)· U(p, rr) [see Eqs. (5.4), (5.44), and Sec. 6]. 
Then a direct check of Eqs. (5.4), (5. 12) and the rele
vant equations of Sec. 6 shows that, provided U(p,lT) 
has short-range behavior, the asymptotic condition 
(3. 19) is satisfied to the orders in 1/ c2 which have 
been worked out explicitly and it is very likely to be 
satisfied to any order of the expansion. On the other 
hand if the asymptotic behavior of U(p,rr) is O(l/p), 
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the same equations show that the vectors XT(p,lT), 
(7= 1,2), are simply bounded for large p values. More 
precisely they are such that 

xT -qT(Q, P,P,lT) + o (l/p)p + O(l/p)(p '11')11', (7= 1, 2). 
p_oo 

(5.69) 

A careful analysiS shOWS, however, that even in this 
case the relevant scattering parameters (the impact 
parameter and the angles defining the scattering direc
tion) as functions of the baSic canonical variables are 
not changed. An analogous situation occurs in connec
tion with the possible bounded motions of the particles. 
Assuming internal "action" and "angle" variables to 
exist, the dependence of the internal energy of the sys
tem on the action variables is affected again by the 
caMnical potential U( p, rr) and not by the potential 
A(p,rr) [and the gauge A(p,rr)]. Thus, in a correspond
ing quantized theory, the canonical potential U would be 
sufficient to construct the S matrix and evaluate bound 
state energies. 30 The "distinguishability potential" A 
is relevant only for the space-time description of the 
system in the region of the phase space where the in
teraction is importa,nt and thus it selects a particular 
theory within a class of theories having the same S
matrix equivalent. 31 

6. NEWTONIAN·LlKE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
AND APPROXIMATELY·RELATIVISTIC 
LAGRANGIANS 

In the preceding sections the canonical variables 
Q, P, p, 11' were considered the fundamental variables. 
From now on we want to discuss the structure that the 
equations of motion and the whole canonical realization 
of the Poincare group assume when expressed directly 
in terms of the physical variables x!J X:! , is, :K2' The 
equations of motion can be obtained in principle by in
verting the functions 

(6.1) 

and 

xT={x"H}=vT(Q,P,p,rr), (7=1,2), (6.2) 

and introducing the resulting expressions into the rhs 
of the equations 

(6.3) 

In this way it is possible to derive equations which share 
naturally a Newtonian-like form 

mr~=FT[Xj-X:!,Vj,V2]' (7=1,2). (6.4) 

Alternatively, by introducing the proper times 

ds T=v'1-vVc2dt, (7=1,2) 

and the space part of the 4-velocity 

uT=dxT /ds T =vr/v'l- V~/C2 

the equations can be given the "covariant" form 

d2xT 
m T -

d 
T =fT(xj - X:! , Uj, U2], (7= 1,2). 

ST 
(6.5) 

We shall presently give explicit expressions for the 
functions F T and f T in terms of the interaction potentials 
U, A and the gauge function A under some significant as-
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sumptions. To avoid complicated formulas we shall 
limit ourselves to discuss the terms of order 1/ c2 of 
our expansion (Post-Newtonian approXimation, PN). As 
we have recalled in the Introduction, this order of ap
proximation is already highly Significant in different 
contexts. What is more is that it will appear that im
portant features of the theory can manifest themselves 
only at preCisely this order of relativistic 
approximation. 

We shall assume that: 

(1) The canonical interaction potential U( p, 'IT) 
possesses a static nonrelativistic limit 

uIO)(p 'IT)=U(O) (p). 
, Ut1'"2) ' 

(2) Ult )( p, 'IT) 

has the structure 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

where the functions EU,t.K21(P), il>U<1.K21(P), PU<1.K2 J(P) 
have asymptotic behavior and a symmetry in K1J K2 con
sistent with the conditions (b) and (c) of Sec. 2. 

(3). The "loc~lizability" conditions are satisfied up to 
any order of approximation while the "causality" condi
tions are satisfied up to the PN approximation (ljc 2

). 

This is consistent with Eq. (6. 6) and implies moreover 
[see Eq. (5.37) J 

(6.8) 

(4) The PN gauge function ~(1)(p, 17) has the structure 

A (1)(p, 'IT) = (l/m)w~~'"2J(p)· cr, (6.9) 

[Of course we assume that also n(1)(p) and w(1)(p) have 
all the required asymptotic properties. 1 
We emphasize that Eqs. (6.6), (6.7), (6.9) are all 
consequences of the general assumption that the canoni
cal potential U(p,'IT) and the gauge function A(P,Tr) have I 

(6.10) 

(6. 11) 

with UUtt '''21, ~Utt'"2J dimensionless functions, i. e., a 
structure which contains the minimum possible number 
of dimensional constants besides the individual physical 
parameters of the particles and the light velocity, 
namely two constants y and 1 with the dimensions of an 
energy and a length, respectively, 

Note: While a single dimensional constant is suggest
ed by interactions of gravitational or electromagnetic 
type, we consider two constants to describe also short
range forces, typically the forces generated by a mas
sive field, which in the nonrelativistic limit clearly 
needs this number of dimensional constants, as the 
Yukawa potential. The long-range case in which a sin
gle constant appears is contained in our assumption as 
a particular case corresponding to a structure of the 
form 

1 A[ yl 1 1 2 1 2] 
U(p,Tr)=Ypf -z.c2p' J.l2C27r' J.l2C2p2a , 

where I' and I are present only through the product yL 
An example of this can be found in the Table at the end 
of the paper, case B. 3, where G=yZ/mjm2' Assuming 
the expansion (4.1) with UI~)(p,rr) and Ull)(p,'IT) given by 
Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7), it is equivalent to assume that U is 
an analytic function of the zero-dimensional quantities 
a=Y/llc2 , b=rr2/1l2c2 , d=a2/1l 2c212 in a neighborhood of 
the origin. Then in particular we have 

(Q) A _ I' au 2 [ ~ J 
U (p) = y[U](lIc2=O), ,::,(p) = Il a (1'/ fJ.C 2) It/i=o)' 

<l>(Pl=2fJ.ylo( //~2C2)J 2' 
7f 11/ c =0) 

Under the above assumptions, up to the PN approximation, we have 

(6.12) 

1 
Vi (Q, P, p,rr) =v~O)(Q, P, p, IT) + c2 v~1)(Q, P, p, IT) + ... 

= P +...!.- + 1.. {_.l.. (H10) + 'IT' P)p +1. [m2 (p. P)_ J:... (polT)].! dU(O) p 
m In! c2 m 2 2m! m mini m2 P dp 

_ 1.. [H (0
) + ~(J:... _ -.!...)'lT2 + 1- (11" Pl]"'!'- + m2 [~ il>(p)rr + ~ (p 'IT)>I!(P)p] 

m 2mt mj m2 mt mt m J.l /l 

+ __ 1_ [(P . 'IT)! dOll) p + OIi)(p)'IT] + _1_ (P '17)! dW
d 

(1) P + W(!)(P)'lTJ} + 00. , 
2mlm2 p dp mmj P P 

(6. 13) 

and the corresponding expressions for the particle 2 obtained by means of the Z operation (which implies in 
particular Zw(1)(p) = W(l)(p), zn(1)(p) = - 0.(1)( p), ZUIO)(p) = UIO)(p), Z2(p) =E (pl, Z<l>(p) = <l>(p), Zp(p) = pep). 
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Then putting r" xt - X:! , we obtain by inversion 

Q= mlXt + m2X2 + 12{...1!:.......2 2 [(VI - V2)' (mlVI + m2V2) - (ml - m2)(VI - V2)2]r + 2/J. 2 [r. (mlVI + m2V2)](VI - V2) 
m c m m 

_ -.L O<1l(r)r} + ... 
2m ' 

1 {Ill (1 1 dU(O) 
P=mlvl +m2V2 + -2 - b-ml~ + am2~ + U 0) (r)](mlvl +m2v2) + -[(ml - m2)r. (Vl- V2) - r· (mlVI +m2v2)]- -d- r c m m r r 

1 [ 1 2]() 1. (1) ( ) 1. ( )! dO(!) } + - /J.(VI - V2)' (mlVI + m2V2) - (ml - m2h:/J. (VI - V2) VI - V2 - 2 0 (r) VI - V2 - 2 r· VI - V2 d r +''', m r r 

p = r + ;2 {! U(O) (r)r - [ml~2 m2 r. (mlVI + m2V2)] (VI - V2) +[ 2~2 r· (miVI + m2V2)] (m l VI + m2V2) 

_ ! w (1) (r)r} + ... , 

From Eqs. (6.3), (6.4), (6.14) it follows that 

F -F(O)+.!.F(!)+ ... 
1- 1 c2 j 

1 dU(O) 1 { ( [1 1 1 122m2 
= - r --;tY r + c2 ;;; (2ml~ + 2m2~) + 2m2 (mlVI + m2V2) + m2 (VI - V2) . (mlVI + m2V2) 

+ m~ - mjm2 - 2m! (v _ V2)2 _ ~ ...!..... O(1)(r) _ mj _l_ r dO(1) _ 1 cI>(r) _lr2-It(r) _ 1. rdW(l)J! dU(O) 
2m2 j /J. 2m /J. 2m dr /J. /J. m dr r dr 

+ [~r. (mlVj + m2v2)r· (Vj - V2) - 21 2 (r· (mlVj + m2v2»2 - m~ (r. (VI - V2»2 - 1. U(O)(r)r2 
m m m m 

+ 1. r2w (1) (r)] (!!!..)2 U(O) (r) + [~ (dU(O»)2 ]+ [.E!.I (VI _ V2)2! dO(l) + ml (r. (Vj _ V2»2(! !!..) 2 O(!) (r) 
m r dr mm2 dr 2m r dr 2m r dr 

2 1 21 d-It(r) 1 21 dcl>(r) 1 d'2:(r) /I 1 dw(1) 
+ (Vj - V2) -It(r) + 2(r· (Vj - V2» - -- - 2(Vl - V2) - - - --+ .J::(VI - v2f - --

r dr r dr r dr m r dr 

or, from Eqs. (6.5), the expressions 

f -f(O) + .!.f(1) + ... 
1- 1 c2 1 

= _ ! dU(O) r + l.f([r2 (w(1)(r) _ U(O)(r»(! .!f)2 U(O)(r) + (..!!!.L r dU(O) _ 1. r dw (1) __ 1_ O(1)(r) 
r dr c2 r m r dr mm2 dr m dr 2m2 

--r----cI>(r)---It(r) ----- - +(Ul-U2)2 -- 1+- 1-- ---1 dO(l) 1 r2 ~ 1 dU(O) 1 d';;'(r)] [ 1 ( mi ( 2m2) 1 dU(O) 
2m2 dr /J. /J. r dr r dr 2 m2 mj r dr 

+ !!:1. - -- + - - -- _ - - + -It(r) + (r. U:!)2 _ -. - - U(O)(r) m 1 dO(!) /J. 1 dw(j) 11 dcl>(r)] [ 1 (1 d)2 ~ 
2m r dr m r dr 2 r dr 2 r dr 

+ «r. UI) _ (r. U:!»2 [_ mi (! .!f)2 U(O)(r) + E!l (! !!.)2 O(1)(r) + ! ! d-It(r) + /J./! !!..)2 w (1) (r)])r 
2m2 r dr 2m r dr 2 r dr m\ r dr 
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(6.16) 

The corresponding expressions for F2 and f2 can be obtained by means of the Z operation which implies in particu
lar m1 ~m2' r- - rand V1 ~V2 or U1 ~~, respectively. 

A better insight into the structure of the functions f:O), f11l ,· .. , as given by Eq. (6.16) can be achieved if we in
troduce the 4-forces 

fi",[j~,q, (T=I,2), 

where f~ is defined by 

u~f~ =uT • fn (T= 1,2), 

and rewrite Eqs. (6. 5) in the four-dimensional form 

d2xli 
m T -

d 
2 =fi(Xt,Xz,Ut> U2), (T=I,2). 

ST 

As a matter of fact, in force of relativistic invariance, we must have 

fi = CfJTr '" + ~T1uf + ~T2U~, (T= 1, 2), 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

where r'" =xf - x~ and CfJn ~Tt> iJ!T2 (T= 1,2) are relativistic scalars and thus functions of the independent invariants 

~2 '" _ r ,"r'" = r2, 1)1'" - r ,"uf = r . Ut, 1)2'" - r '"u¥' = r· U2, 

e", - (u1 - U2) '" (u1 - u2)'" = (u1 - U2)2 - (1/ c2)!-(ui - U~)2 + 0(1/ c4), 
(6.21) 

where the rhs expressions are consequences of the fact that the points xl and X2 (or sl, S2) on the world lines are 
assumed to be simultaneous in the considered reference frame 0 Owing to Eq. (6.18) it follows in particular 

1( 1 1( 1 ~11 = - ~12 + c2 1)1 CfJl - 2:e~d, iJ!22 = - 1J!21 + c2 1)1 CfJ2 - 2: eiJ!21) , 

and consequently 

It = CfJlr '" - IJ!duf - un + ;2 (1)1 CfJl - ~eiJ!12)uf, 

It = CfJ2r '" + ~1 (uf - u~) + ~ (1)2CfJ2 - ~e~l)Ur. c 

Then, for T= 1, by expanding CfJl and 1J!12, we obtain for the space-part of the 4-force in the PN approximation 

/1(0) = CfJ~O)r - IJ!~~) (U1 - ~), 

fl(1) = CfJ~1lr + (1)1 CfJ~O) - ~e~g»U2 + (1)1 CfJ~O) - ~e~g) - IJ!W)(Ul - U2). 

Finally, taking into account Eqso (6.21) it easily seen that Eqso (6. 16) agree with Eqs. (6.24) if 

~~~) '" 0, 

which is a consequence of the static nonrelativistic limit assumption, and 

1 dU(O)(!;) 
CfJ~O)(~, 1)1> 1)2, e) = - ~ d~ , 

CfJ(1) (~1) 1) e) = [1- e(w (1) (!;) _ U(O) (!;)(! ~)2 u(O)(!;) + (ml ~ dU(O) _ 1. ~ dw (1) (.1;) __ 1_ n(1)(~) 
1 ,1, 2, m ~ d~ mm2 d~ m d~ 2m2 

__ 1_ t dn(1) (S) _ 1:.. cI>(t) _ f .p(S)\! dU(O)(l;) _ ! dE (OJ + ~e[- (1 + mi (1 _ 2m2))! dU(O) 
2m2 "d~ /l" /l 'J ~ d~ ~ d~ ~ ml ~ d~ 

(6.22) 

(6. 23) 

(6. 24) 

(6.25) 

+ m1! dn(1) (I;) + 2/l! dw(1)(s) _ ! dcI>W + 2.p(~)J + 2 C !(! ~)2 U(O)(~)J (6.26) 
m ~ d~ m ~ d~ ~ d~ 1)2 L 2 ~ d~ 

+( _ )2[_ mi(!~)2U(0)(t)+1!:..(!~)2 (1)(t)+!?:!i(!~)2n(1)m+!!d.p(!JJ 
1)1 1)2 2m2 ~ d~ "m ~ d~ w " 2m ~ d~ 2 ~ d~ 
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It is hardly necessary to emphasize that the dynamical 
variables of the two particles in Eqs. (6.19)-(6.26) 
must be evaluated at the same time with respect to the 
considered reference frame [recall Eqs. (6.21) I J. It 
is also possible, however, in force of the intrinsic co
variant character of Eqs. (6.19), to obtain a system of 
equations of motion in terms of the dynamical variables 
evaluated at two points on the world lines of the parti
cles which share an arbitrary spacelike relation. This 
system is simply of the form 

(6.27) 

where s1 and s2 are the proper times which specify the 
positions of the two points on the world lines and S!,_ is 
the Lorentz transformation which connects the consid
ered reference frame with a second one in which the 
two points are simultaneous. In this way we have at our 
disposal infinitely many descriptions in terms of 
manifestly covariant equations of motion corresponding 
to the same physical theory. If we consider the sums of 
all the series expansions assuming analyticity in 1/ c2

, 

we find that Eqs. (6. 27) are simply related to the 
manifestly covariant equations proposed by Havas and 
Plebansky. 15 These equations correspond to a choice of 
different S!,_ for the two particles and thus to a different 
space-time relation between X1 (s1) and X2 (s2) for the 
equations of motion of particle 1 and particle 2; 
precisely, the prescriptions given by Havas and 
Plebansky are 

for the equation of motion of particle 1, 

(6.28) 

for the equation of motion of particle 2. 

Note however that the Havas-Plebansky equations are 
not, strictly speaking, a system of closed equations. 

We want to discuss now the interesting problem of 
the construction of a Lagrangian function from which 
our Newtonian equations of motion in the form (6.4) 
can be derived up to a certain order of approximation. 
In this connection it is important to realize first that it 
is certainly possible to derive Eqs. (6.4) up to any 
order from a variational principle of the form 

15 J [t (xT' PT(xt, K,z, Vb V2) + VT' R. Axt, K,z, Vb V2» 
T=1 

-W(X1,X:!,VbV2)]dt=0 (6.29) 

(see for example Refs. 19 and 20). (We do not consider 
here the possibility of constructing "Lagrangians" con
taining infinite series involving vT and derivatives. ) 
Actually the variational principle (6.29) can be im
mediately obtained from the obvious variational princi
ple in the canonical form 

(6.30) 

by re- expressing the variables Q, P, p, 11 in terms of 
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xt, K,z, V1, V2. It follows that 

oQ an 
PT!=P, --+1T • ...::..I:...., 

OX T! ilxT! 

(6.31) 

f1J=H. 

On the contrary, it is not possible to derive the same 
equations from a true Lagrangian, i. e., from a varia
tional principle of the form 

(6.32) 

Of course the essential difference between (6. 29) and 
(6. 32) lies in the fact that while the true Lagrangian L 
depends only on the variables xt, ,,:!, it,~, the integrand 
appearing in Eq. (5. 29) depends in addition on the 
variables V1 = Rt, V2 =~. As a matter of fact, as noted 
by Kerner, 12 the existence of a variational principle of 
the true Lagrangian form would allow a Hamiltoniza
tion of the Newtonian-like equations of motion along the 
usual route given by the Legendre transformation. This 
in turn, via the Noether theorem, would also allow the 
construction of a canonical realization of the Poincare 
group in which the physical position vectors let, X:! 
would play the role of canonical (configurational) varia
bles, a fact which would contradict the zero-interaction 
theorem. 

The zero- interaction theorem, however, cannot 
prevent the "localizability" and "causality" conditions 
from being satisfied up to a definite order in 1/ c2 as it 
is clear from the discussion of the preceding section. 
This allows in fact the existence of an approximately
relativistic Lagrangian in the following precise sense. 
Taking into account the expressions (6.14), Eqs. (6.31) 
become (for T= 1) 

P =m v . + 1. (p(O). ilQ(1) +1T(O). ~ 
u 1 is c2 \ ilxu ilxll 

+p(1). ilQ(O) +1T(1). ilp(O)h 0 (1.) , 
ax 11 ilXuJ' c4 

(6.33) 
R. =l.(P(O). ilQ(1) +1T(O). ilP(1»)+O(l.) 

1J c 2 ilv1J oViJ c 4 

= ~ _0_ {[m2Q(1) _ MP(1)j. V2}+ 0 (1-) , 
c (lv1J c4 

and analogous expreSSions for Pu and R. 2J. 

On the other hand the fact that the integrand of Eq. 
(6. 29) is obviously determined up to a total derivative 
implies that the expressions PT' R. TO and Ware deter
mined up to a transformation of the form 

il0 
P -P'-P -T T- T- AX ' 

T 

(6.34) 

W-W'=W+ ~~. 
Therefore chOOSing 

(6.35) 
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+ 2m2V2)]U(l)(r) +[~ «ml- m2)(r ·vd 

]
1 dU(l) 41l 

+ 2m2(r· V2» - -d- r + .=: w(l)(r)(vj - V2) 
r r m 

4J.L 1 dw(l) 
+ - r· (Vt - V2)- -d-r + 2<1> (r)(vt - V2) m r r 

+ 2r· (Vt - V2)lJ1(r)r}+ 0 (;4)' 
R f = 0(1/ c4), 

Rf=0(1/c4), 

W'=W=H.' 

We see in this way that the variational principle (6. 29) 
takes a true Lagrangian form up to the PN approxima
tion. Stated in other words, the first two terms F;O), 
(T=1,2), andF~t), (T=1,2)oftheNewtonian-likeequa
tions of motion (6.15) can be derived from the approxi
mately relativistic Lagrangian 

(6.37) 

We stress that the possibility of eliminating the PN 
contributions to R t and R 2 rested on the fact that no 
interaction term does appear at this order in the ex
pressions CJQ/CJv rj and CJp/CJv rj. This in turn is a direct 
consequence of the assumptions made about the static 
nonrelativistic limit of the canonical potential and the 
validity of the "causality" conditions at the PN order. 

Finally, let us note that from the discussion of the 
preceding section and from Eqs. (6.36) it follows in 
particular that 

{Xll,X1J}={XU,X2j}= 0, 

{Xll,xu}= 0(1/c4), 

{xrj, P:' j} = I5 r1'l5 jj + 0(1/c4), 

{p~, P:'j } = 0(1/c4
). 

(6.38) 

These equations show that the expressions Pi, Pf be-
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have as true momenta canonically conjugated to the 
physical variables let, ~ up to the PN approximation. 

USing now Eqs. (6.36), the approximately rela
tivistic Lagrangian (6.37) assumes the explicit form 

L = - mc2 + L (0) (let, ~, Vt. V2) 

1 (1)( + c2 L let,~, Vt. V2), (6.39) 

where 

L (0) = imj~ + im2~ - U(O)(r) (6.40) 

and 
(l) 1 _.A 1 _.A 1 ~(1 ( 2 L ="8 mtVi +"8 m2v :i + 2~ m2 mtvj + m2V2) 

+ ~ (Vt - V2)2) U(O) (r) + (~2 (r(mtVt + m2V2»2 

- 2(r. Vt)(r· V2») ~ d~:) -(~ (Vt - V2)· (mtVt + m 2V2») 

(f) ( 1 ~ 1 dU(l) xU (r) - - r· (Vt - v2)r· (mtvt + m2v2) ---
m r dr 

- (Vt - v2)2<1>(r) + ~ (Vt - V2)2w(l)(r») 

( 
2J.L 1 dW(l)) 

- (r· (Vt - V2»2lJ1(r) + - (r. (Vt - V2»L --
m r dr 

_ (22(r) + 2r2 (U(O)(r) _ w(l)(r))l dU(O»)] 
m r dr ' 

(6.41) 

where, in particular, the gauge character of I\. (1) 

= (l/m) w(l)(p)' a and its connection with the renormal
ization of the canonical interaction potential is directly 
evident from the last three lines. Actually the renor
malized canonical potential [see also Eq. (5. 64) and Eq. 
(6. 7)] at the order 1/ c2 results 

fj(l)(r, Vt- V2)= U(1)(r, Vt - V2) + {I\. (1) , (Mc2)(O)} 

~ 1 2- 1 2-
=.::. (r) + z(Vt - V2) <I> (r) + z(r. (Vt - V2)) lJ1(r) 

with 
- r2 1 dU(O) 
';:;'(r)=';:;'(r) - -w(1)(r)---
- - m rdr' 

4>(r) = <I>(r) + ~w (l)(r), 
m 

- 2J.L 1 dw(l) 
lJ1(r) = lJ1(r) + -- --. 

m r dr 

(6.42) 

(6.43) 

It is a remarkable result to find that all the approxi
mately relativistic "Lagrangians" for two particles 
existing in the literature belong to the general form 
summarized by our Eqs. (6.39)-(6.41). A very general 
class of approximately relativistic Lagrangians cor
responding to a PN approximation of linear variational 
principles of the Fokker type for n particles has been 
characterized by Woodcock and Havas22 (hereafter 
denoted by W -H), (see also Refs. 23). [When the pres
ent paper had already been submitted for publication, 
P. Havas has kindly brought to our knowledge the 
existence of further related work going on by him and 
co-workers. See in particular Ref. 35b.] The W-H 
"Lagrangian" for 2-particles contains three additional 
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junctions of the instantaneous interparticle separation 
I r I = I Xt - ~ I besides the static Newtonian potential 
[instead of our four n(1)(r), Z(r), 4>(r) , ~(r)] and it can 
be written 

L = - mc2 +Umlv1 + ~m2~ - glg2 Vdr )} 

(6.44) 

where 

1 ( 1 dVI2 /PN = "2glg2 (VI' V2)VI2 (r) - (r· vI)(r· V2);: dr 

+ (VI - V2)2 (V12 (r) + X I2 (r» + (r· (VI - V2» 2YI2(r) 

+ VI • (VI - V2) Wl2 (r) + (r. v2}(r· (VI - V2)} 

x.! dWI2). 
r dr 

(6.45) 

It is easily seen that the expressions (6.44), (6.45) can 
be obtained from Eqs. (6. 39)- (6. 41) by means of the 
following identifications [W-H emphasize the absence 
of contributions of order 1/ c in their "Lagrangian." 
From our point of view it is clear that no odd power 
of 1/ c can appear in the theory merely because of 
the form of the world line condition (3.4) and the as
sumption (4.1). ]: 

glg2 VI2 (r) = u~2~'"2](r), 

W () ml - m2 U(O) () (1) () 
glg2 12 r = m UcI'"2] r - 0UcI'"2] r , 

2 

glg2XI2(r)= - <P UcI'"2](r) + :~ U~2~'"2] (r)- :2 n~!:'"2] (r) 

mi 1 dU(O) (r) 
glg2YI2(r)=-'liUcI,K2](r}+ m2;: WeJ;:'2] 

(6.46) 

d O(1) 
ml 1 Wet," ] 2M 1 dw(1)(r) 

--;:;;:;: dr 2 (r}--;:;;:;: dr 

- m2 1 dU(O) = _ 'Ii ,.. (r) + _t - Wet, "2] (r) 
"'1'"2] m2 r dr 

_ ml.! dof;i'"2](r) 
m Y dr 

while the form of Z (r) is directly related to the choice 
of the "gauge" function w (1) (r) because it must have the 
effect of eliminating the terms which are nonlinear in 
the interaction U(O)(r) from the general "Lagrangian" 
(6.39)-(6. 41) since they cannot appear in the W-H 
"Lagrangian." The most simple possibilities are 

w(1)(r) '" U(O) (r), Z (r) '" 0, (6.47) 

(1) r2 1 dU(O) 
w (r)'" 0 Z(r)=- -U(O)(r)---. (6.48) 

, m r dr 
Of course in gauge-independent terms we must have 

- 2 1 dU(O) 
Z(r)==-!.... U(O)(r) - -- (6.49) 

m r dr 
A further very interesting problem is to investigate 

the conditions, if any, which the various interaction 
potentials must satisfy at the PN approximation in order 
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that there exist one or more of the so called "adjunct" 
fields, associated with the Lorentz invariant variational 
principle, which mediate the interaction among the 
particles. This problem has also been settled by Havas 
et al. (see Refs. 22, 23, and 35) in the same context. 
The conditions found in Ref. 22 amount to saying that 
the "Lagrangian" (6.44), (6.45) must be in general an 
expression of the form 

L =- mc2 +Umtv1 + tm2~}+ \U(mlvt + m2Vm c 

_ " g(I, k)gO, k) V(I, k) (r) + 1.. ~ /(1, k) 
LJ I 2 t2 c2 CJ PN , (6.50) 
If k l.k 

where each term /~N k) has the same structure as the 
PN term in (6.45) with coupling constants and potentials 
depending on the nonnegative integer numbers land k 
and satisfying certain identities. The numbers land k 
specify the powers under which the relativistic in
variants e and TIT (7=1,2), respectively, appear in the 
generalized Fokker integrand and essentially charac
terize the structure of the source of the "adjunct" field 
associated to each interaction term /~Nk); in particular 
1 + k gives the tensorial rank of this field. Woodcock and 
Havas work under the further simplifying assumption 
that the coupling constants and the functional form of the 
vg,k)(r),s are all the same, independently of the values 
of l, k, precisely 

VI2 (r) =0 vg,k)(r) =0 a<l,k)V12 (r), (6.51) 
I,k I,k 

with a(l,k) constants such that L:I,kaO,k) = 1. The identi
ties which the W-H "potentials" must satisfy are 

Wg,k)(r) '" 0, 

Xg,k)(r) = - (l + k) vg,k) (r), (6.52) 

y(I,k)(r)= k(l-k) .! dVa,k) 
12 2k -1 r dr . 

Under these conditions the W- H "Lagrangian" takes 
the form 

L = - mc2 +Umlv1 + tm2v~ - glgl VI2 (r)} 

+ 1 {, (4 4) 1 [", 0 k) 2" 8 mlVI + m2V2 + "2glg2 0 a ' 
c I,k 

X (1 - 1 - k)(vi - V2)2 + (VI' V2)] Vl2 (r) - [(r. Vt)(r· V2) 

+ 0 a<l,k) k(k -1) (r. (v _ V »2J.! dVI2 (r)} (6.53) 
I,k 2k - 1 I 2 r dr . 

Finally we can read this result in terms of our interac
tion potentials. Taking into account Eqs. (6.39)-(6.53) 
we obtain the gauge-independent conditions 

(6. 54) 

;jj[" "](r)=[0a<l'k) k(k-1) +~J.!dU~~'"2](r) 
I' 2 I, k 2k - 1 m r dr ' 

where it will be noticed that all the "potentials" are 
expressed only in terms of U(O)(r). [Note: the first 
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equation implies iIi particular that the "distinguishability 
potential" n~!)'''2](r) must be symmetrical in its depen
dence on all the individual physical parameters which 
are not masses. ] This might be an indication that, 
in the case of the existence of "adjuncf' fields, the 
whole interaction occurring in the Newtonian-like equa
tions of motion could be expressed as a functional of 
the Newtonian static interaction. 

The general "Lagrangian" (6.39)- (6.41) with the 
conditions (6.43), (6.54) contains all the known approxi
mately relativistic Lagrangians which have been used 
in the literature for the case of linear field theories: in 
particular the well-known Darwin-Breit "Lagrang-
ian" 16, 18 for electrodynamics, the Bagge "Lagrangian,,32 
and a "Lagrangian" for a scalar field23 ; we have listed 
in a table the corresponding expressions for the interac
tion "potentials" and the various parameters involved. 
It is interesting to note in these cases the role played 
by the "distinguishability potential" n~)'''2](r) which, 
as we have seen, comes from the "cauJality" conditions 
at the PN order. Woodcock and Havas discuss also a 
further explicit example of a purely spacelike interac
tion which in their language is asymmetric [w12 (r);iO] 
and does not correspond to the existence of associate 
"adjuncf' fields. Explicitly, in terms of their poten
tials, it is defined by 

WI2 (r) = VIZ (r), X 1Z (r)= -lVI2 (r), 

y ()_.!dV1z (r) 
12 r - r dr . 

(6.55) 

It should be noted that this example, corresponding to 
being 

(6.56) 

for our "distinguishability potential, " is not consistent 
with the symmetry condition we have assumed in Sec. 3 
[see Eqs. (3.17) and (5.27)] if the masses only are 
allowed as characteristic individual parameters for the 
particles. It is interesting to observe, however, that 
this example fits well with our scheme if it is viewed as 
a particular numerical determination of a more general 
theory in which the particles are characterized by, 
e. g., two "charges" 1710 172 as additional attributes. 
Assuming [compare with the previous Note following 
Eq. (6.54).] 

we have a theory which satisfies the symmetry condi
tion (b) if u1~) '~I;m2'~2](r) is taken to be symmetric 
under the exc&:;:nge ml= mz, 171 = 17z. On the other hand 
the corresponding W- H "potentials" result in 

glgzXm,~112 (r) 

- mI + 2m~17z - 2mlmz171 U(O) () 
=-q.(m,~l(r)+ m2 [m.~]r, (6.58) 
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While Eqs. (6.55), (6.56) are obtained through the 
numerical determination 171 = 0, 172 = 1, the theory is 
symmetric in the sense of W- H only for the choice 
171 = 172 = i: these remarks should further clarify the 
meaning of condition (b). 

As we have seen, conditions of the form (6.47), 
(6.48), i. e., (6.49), which are necessary to reduce our 
"Lagrangian" to the W- H "Lagrangian," rule out all 
theories which contain nonlinear terms in the Newtonian 
interaction. This means that the general "Lagrangian" 
(6.39)- (6.41) does contain theories of this kind. Actual
ly there are two important examples of nonlinear the
ories in the PN approximation which are well-known 
in the. literature and belong to our scheme, namely the 
Einstein-Infeld-Hoffman (EIH) "Lagrangian" which is 
deduced from general relativity in the slow motion 
approximationl7• 26 and the "Lagrangian" derived in the 
same approximation by Bazanskyl4, 24 for the general 
relativistic equations of motion of n charged particles. 
[Recall that all the gravitation experiments concerning 
the solar system can be accounted for by using a weak
field limit of any metric theory of gravitation adjusting 
suitable parameters. This corresponds to what is called 
the parametrized post-Newtonian formalism (PPN).l 
For two particles they are 

2 {1. _.2 1. _.2 intl?!l.} LEIH=-mc + 2 m lvi+2mzY2+G r 

+ :2 {t(m1vt + m2V~) + ~ [(3vi + 3~ - 7(Vl· V2) 

_ (r· Vl)(r. V2») G inlin2 _ G2 m1m2m]} (6. 59) 
~ r ~, 

and 

respectively. 

In the Table we have listed the values of the param
eters and the identifications of the various interaction 
potentials which relate also these two "Lagrangians" 
to the general form (6.39)- (6.41). The Baiansky 
"Lagrangians" provides an example of a nonlinear 
superposition of field- related interactions with different 
tensor ranks and different coupling constants. In par
ticular the gravitational part of both the ErR and 
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Bazansky interactions corresponds to an "adjunct" field 
which is a mixture of a scalar and a tensor field of rank 
2 (see the discussion contained in Refs. 22, 23). It is 
seen from the Table that for the Bazansky case it is 
necessary to enlarge the conditions (6. 54) {which cor
respond to the W-H case with the assumption (6. 51)] 
by allowing for superposition of terms corresponding 
to the Newtonian interactions with different coupling 
constants in ;;(r) and {,(r). 

In conclusion we stress the great generality of the 
action-at-a-distance approach in the Hamiltonian form 
we have discussed in this paper. In connection with the 
existence of approximately relativistic Lagrangians for 
the Hamiltonian theory we should again emphasize the 
basic role played by the assumption (6. 6) of a static 
nonrelativistic limit for the canonical interaction, which 
allows the construction of PN physical canonical varia
bles. At the same time if the Newtonian interaction 
U<O)(r) is not identically zero, the "causality" argu
ments given in Sec. 5 prevent the existence of approxi
mately relativistic Lagrangians reproducing also terms 
of the order 1/ c4 of the equations of motion, i. e., the 
terms containing the radiative corrections. This makes 
clear the intrinsic limitations of the true Lagrangian 
formalism within the framework of relativistic parti
cle dynamics. On the other hand it is always possible in 
~rinciple to calculate all the 1/ c2 expansion terms of 
U( p, Tr) and A (p, Tr) if a theory is given in the N ewtonian
like form. This should be possible for instance in the 
case oi electrodynamics by means of a Lagrange ex
pansion in the sense of Kerner26 for the Lorentz force 
term in the relativistic equations of motion, This 
procedure should provide in turn a canonical scheme 
for the theory. 

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We conclude the paper with a number of remarks on 
the results obtained and some additional considerations, 

Up to now we have discussed the "causality" condi
tions having in mind their formal quantum analog. We 
want now to show that the nonvanishing of the Poisson 
brackets {Xll,X2j} can be related to some peculiar fea
tures of the Newtonian-like equations of motion. 

From the formal point of view, the solution of Eqs. 
(6.4) corresponding to prescribed values of xt,~, v1. V2 
given at t = 0 does exist and is unique, just as it happens 
in nonrelativistic dynamics. Therefore we can say in 
this literal sense that the relativistic system composed 
by two particles interacting at a distance has just six 
degrees of freedom as its Newtonian counterpart and the 
theory possesses the so called finitely predictive 
character. [It is true that the number of degrees of 
freedom of the exact relativistic theory is unknown in 
general. ss We agree, however, with Kerner's attitude 
which is not to speculate about the whole set of possible 
mathematical solutions but to consider as physical 
motions those which are analytically contiguous to the 
free motions (see also Ref. 34), Note that in the pres
ent work we have also implicitly assumed that the solu
tions became solutions of the nonrelativistic equations 
as c - 00. sSl It must be stressed, however, as observed 
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by Havas in a very lucid discussion, 35a that a relevant 
difference exists between the relativistic and the non
relativistic case. In the case of Eqs. (6.4) assuming 
certain values of the physical variables xi>~' vi> V2 to 
have been observed at time t = 0, one can surely predict 
the future behavior of the system (and also infer its 
past behavior). It is not possible, however, to modify 
the dynamical variables of either particle arbitrarily 
without unavoidably perturbing also the dynamical varia
bles of the other one at the same considered time if the 
space separation of the particles is such that the inter
action is appreciable. Actually, let us consider for 
instance a situation in which the particles have been 
prepared in a certain way in the far past and then they 
have been allowed to evolve freely under their mutual 
action. At the instant t = 0 they will assume positions 
and velocities Xi,~, vi, vf. Then, let us try to modify 
position and/or velocity of, say, the particle 1 leaving 
the far past conditions unchanged. In the nonrelativistic 
case this could be Simply achieved by exerting a strong 
force on particle 1 during a short time interval At just 
before t = 0; for instance by allowing a third particle 
with very short- range interaction to pass near this 
particle during At. It is easily seen that this mechanism 
cannot work in the relativistic case since it is not possi
ble to modify Fl (or f1) without modifying simultaneously 
also F2 (or f 2): in other words a situation in which a 
third particle interacts with particle 1 without inter
acting also with particle 2 cannot be realized, inde
pendently of the range of the forces involved. In fact, 
once the equations of motion have been written in the 
form (6.27), it is clear that a modification of a certain 
portion of the world line 1 necessarily induces a modifi
cation of the world line 2 along the whole stretch which 
is spacelike with respect to the points of the modified 
part of world line L Therefore also F2 (or f2) in Eqs. 
(6.4) [or (6.5)] must be changed. 

The above situation can be better understood from the 
canonical standpoint if we generalize our description to 
a three-particle system, The Hamiltonian for this sys
tem can be written for instance in the form 

H = c-J J\,flc2 + P2, 

with 

Mc 2 = dmk2 + Tri + c-Jm~c2 + Tr~ 

+ c-Jm~c2 + Tr~ + U(PI2, Tr12, ps,rrs) 

(7.1) 

= c-JMI2cz + Tr5 + c-Jm~c2 + Tr5 + U( P12, Tr12, Ps, Trs), 

(7.2) 

and 

MI2C2 = cYm~c2 + Tr12 + cYm~c2 + Trh. (7.3) 

Here the variable P denotes the total momentum of the 
system P = PI + P2 + Ps; 71'1. 71'2, 71's denote the momenta of 
particles 1,2,3 relative to the center-of-mass of the 
cluster (1- 2); 71'3 reduces to the value of P3 in the 
center-of-momentum frame (P =0) for U= 0; 71'12 denotes 
the relative momentum of particles 1 and 2 and reduces 
to the value of PI or - P2 in the center-of-mass system 
of the cluster (1-2) (PI +P2=0) for U=O; P3 and P12 are 
the variables canonically conjugated to Tr3 and Tr12, 
respectively; (the remaining canonical variable Q, con-
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jugated to P, is the usual canonical center-of-mass 
defined in terms of the Poincare generators). It is now 
possible to choose U in such a way that particles 1 and 
2 interact while particle 3 is free. As a matter of fact 
if we set 

U== U12 = cY'[MI2 + (1/ c2)h12 (PI2, 7TdJ2c2 + 7T~ 
- cY' ~2C2 + 7T~, 

we obtain 

(7.4) 

Mc2 =cY'[MI2 + (l/c2)h I2 fc 2 +7T~ + cY'm~c2 +7T~ • (7.5) 

Then the expression of the canonical generators turns 
out to be formally identical to the free case for two 
particles apart from the replacement of 7T with 7T3, the 
first particle mass with the effective mass of the 
cluster (1-2) M12 + (l/c2)hI2 , and the introduction of a 
spin 812 == P12 !\ 7T 12 for particle 1. Consequently the gen
erators can be split in a sum of two terms, the first of 
which depending only on the variables of the cluster and 
the second only on the variables of particle 3. Should we 
construct in this situation the physical variables 
Xj, x.z, X3 and the corresponding Newtonian-like equations 
following the procedure used for two particles, we 
would find f3 == 0 while fl and f2 would depend on the 
variables r12 ==Xj - x.z, v10 V2 only. Corresponding to any 
other choice of the form of U, the coordinates of the 
three particles enter the canonical generators in such a 
complicated structure that the forces f10 f2' f3 must de
pend on the variables r12, r13, r23 and the velocities of all 
of the particles, Therefore if we have interacting pairs 
(1-2) and (1-3), particles 2 and 3 must also interact. 
Thus, for instance, if we choose [according to Eq. 
(7,4)] 

U=UI2 +UI3 , (7.6) 

U13 affects the expression of f2 besides that of fl' 

In order to make clear the connection between the 
above situation and the lack of "causality" of the theory 
in the sense used so far in this paper, let us assume 
that the perturbation of the world line 1 can be de
scribed as the result of an infinitesimal canonical 
transformation generated by a function G(x1o Xz, v10 V2). 
This would be a realistic mechanism for instance if the 
mass of the third particle in Eqs. (7.2) is very large 
compared with ml and m2 and the perturbation is much 
smaller than U12 or effective only for a short time in
terval. If we now want that the perturbation modifies, 
say, XI and VI without affecting Xz and V2, the function 
G must satisfy the relations 

{G, Xj}* 0, {G, Vl}* 0, 

{G, Xz}={G, V2}= 0, 

which imply in turn, via the Jacobi identity, 

{G, {xu, vd}= o. 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

On the other hand from the "localizability" conditions 
and the Jacobi identity it follows that 

(7. 10) 

with the consequence that the independent expressions 
of the form {xu, V2j} are just six in number. Were now 
these quantities functions of Xz and V2 only, as it happens 
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to be for free particles and in the nonrelativistic case 
(precisely functions of only V2 and constants, respec
tively), the system (7.8) would be Jacobian and would 
admit six independent solutions. Consequently it would 
be possible to modify the components of Xj and VI in a 
completely independent way. In the actual relativistic 
case with interaction, however, as it is apparent from 
the expressions we have explicitly calculated, the 
quantities {xu, V2j} do depend on Xj, VI besides x.z, V2 and 
even more, for given values of x.z, V2, they are inde
pendent functions of the former variables. Then from 
Eqs. (7. 8) it follows that 

{G, Xj}={G, Vl}= 0 (7.11) 

(i. e., also G == 0), which contradicts Eqs. (7.7). That 
this result rests specifically on the lack of "caUSality" 
is apparent from the fact that the vanishing of the ex
preSSions {Xjf,X2j} combined with the covariance of the 
vectors xi> x.z entails the simultaneous vanishing of the 
mixed expressions {xu, V2j}, {xu, viJ}, {Vii, V2j}' These 
last identities in turn, combined with Jacobi identity, 
would imply that {xu, V2J} are functions of only Xz and V2 
in force of the Poisson bracket relations 

{x lk, {X2i> X2J}}= - {X2/, {V2j,Xik}}- {V2J, {Xik' xu}}, 

{Vlk' {xu, V2J}} = - {xu, {V2j' Vlk}}- {V2J' {Vik,X21}}' 
(7. 12) 

These considerations shed some light into the inner 
physical mechanism of the zero-interaction theorem. If 
we assume the point of view of looking at the Hamilto
nian formulation as obtained from a Newtonian-like dif
ferential theory in the form studied by Hill and Kerner, 
as outlined in the Appendix, we should not forget the 
circuitous route along which this latter can be deduced 
from a manifestly covariant action at a distance theory 
of the general Van Dam-Wigner type, 27 under the as
sumption of analytical connection of the actual world 
lines to the free particle motions. 26 It is apparent that, 
while the physical limitations put on the initial value 
problem by the hereditary character of relativistic 
dynami~s are obscured in the transition from the com
plete integro-differential formulation to the instan
taneous differential form, they reappear in a meaning
ful way within the Hamiltonian formulation as a lack of 
"dynamical independence" or "causality" of the parti
cles positions, an effect which manifests itself neces
sarily at the order 1/ c4, i. e., at the order of the 
radiation effects. 36 This "dynamical dependence" no 
longer occurs for the canonical variables Q, p since 
they are in some sense only mean variables in the re
gion where the interaction is important. On the other 
hand, as we have seen, it is always possible to save the 
"localizability" of the particles positions, a fact which 
in the spirit of the above discussion, should correspond 
to the existence of an intrinsic meaning of the world 
lines themselves. Since we have explicitly given a meth
od for the construction of physical position variables 
(in terms of the basic canonical variables) which satisfy 
the world line condition to any order in 1/ c2

, our re
sults should apparently disprove the widespread opinion 
according to which the zero-interaction theorem pre
vents the existence of invariant world lines within a 
relativistic Hamiltonian framework. 10,5,6,7 At the same 
time while we agree that the physical implications of 
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any theory in which the world line condition would be 
violated are rather obscure, 35, 41 we can Claim that 
abandoning the identification of the canonical variables 
as physical positions of the particles does not render 
the relativity principle necessarily vacuous. 11,13, t4, 8 

A second point to be examined is the structure which 
the canonical generators of the Poincare group assume 
in terms of the physical variables Xt,~, Vh V2. From 
Eqs. (2.4), (2. 5), (2.7), (4.4)- (4.6), taking into ac
count Eqs. (6.14) we have 

1491 

p=p(O) + (1/c2)PU) + ... 

= {mtVt + m2V2} + \{.!.[tmtvt+tm2~ + U(O) (r)] 
c m 

[mt- m2 x (mtvt + m2v2) +[ m r· (Vl - V2) 

1 ~ 1 dU(O) 
--r·(mlVt+m2V2) ---r 

m r dr 

+ [-;- (Vt - V2)' (mtVt + m2V2) - im (mt - m2) 

X (Vt - V2)2] (Vt - V2) - tn(1) (r)(Vt - V2) 

1 1 dn(1) } 
- - - --r· (vt - v2)r + ... 

2 r dr ' 
(7. 13) 

H=mc2 + H(O) + (1/c2)H(1) + ••• 

= mc2 + Hmtvt + tm2~ + U(O) (r}} 

1 {3 4 4 1 [ 1 2 + c2 s(mtVt + m2V2) +"2 m2 (mlVt + m2V2) 

+ ~ (Vt - V2)2] U(O)(r) + ~ [~2 (r· (mtVt + m2V2»2 

]
1 dU(O) 1 

- 2(r· Vt)(r· V2) ;: ----;tY - 2m (Vt - V2) • (mtvt 

(1)() 1 + m2v2) • n r - 2m r· (Vt - v2)r. (mtvt + m2v2) 

1 dn(1) 1 2- 1 2-
X - -d- - 2(Vt - V2) q,(r) - 2(r' (Vt - V2» it(r) r r 

+ -r2U(O)(r)--- +':;;;(r) + ... 1 1 dU(O) } 
m r dr - , (7.14) 

1 
+ Ilr 1\ (Vt - V2)]U<O) (r) - 2m [r 1\ (mtvt + m2v2) 

+ (mtXt +m2~)I\(Vt- V2)]n U )(r) 

-4>(r)rl\(Vt-V2)}+"" (7.15) 

K= K(O) + (1/c2)K(1) + ... 

= - {mtXt + m2~} - ;2 {tmtvtXt + tm2v~~ 
+ ! (mtXt + m2~)U(O) (r) - tn(1) (r)r} + •• '. (7. 16) 
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These expressions also represent the ten approximate 
constants of motion which follow from the approximately 
relativistic Lagrangian (6.39)-(6.41) via the standard 
route of the Noether theorem (see Refs. 23 and 25). Of 
course, from our point of view, they are but the first 
approximation to the ten exact constants of the motion 
which we knew from the beginning. We can see in 
particular that the linear and the angular momentum do 
not have their simple standard kinematical form in 
terms of Xt,~, Vh V2, a fact which is but another 
manifestation of the zero-interaction theorem37 and is 
related to the physical circumstance that within the 
instantaneous formulation there must appear terms 
representing linear and angular momentum which are 
being transferred between the particles at the given in
stant. In this connection, moreover, it is interesting to 
see the form assumed by the center of mass defined in 
Ref. 1. We have 

{
m tX1 + m2X2} 1 {I [ _-2 _-2 (1) J} R = m + c2 2m Il (Vi - V2) - n (r) r + .... 

= [:1 + ;2 2~ (Il<vt -~) - n~~'K2)(r»)]Xt 

+ [:2 + ;2 2~ ~(~ - vt) - n~~'K1)(r»)]~ + •.. , 

(7.17) 

where the role of the "distinguishability" potential 
n~)'K2)(r) should be noticed and the fact that R, at least 
to tbe PN approximation, does retain a Newtonian-like 
structure, 23 

2 

RN, PN = 6 (M/M) x.,., 
1"=1 

(7.18) 

with generalized masses given by 

(7;< 1"). 

(7.19) 

Note also the different roles that the "potentials" play 
in the expressions given above. In particular, the non
linear term 2;(r) occurs only in the Hamiltonian. Final
ly, it is apparent that in the asymptotic limit r - 00 the 
standard free particle expressions of the generators in 
terms of physical variables are recovered only in the 
case of short-range forces even if, as we have seen, 
the accelerations themselves vanish in the same limit. 
In the case of long-range forces, asymptotic interac
tion terms survive in general in the expressions of the 
generators of the homogeneous Lorentz subgroup 
(relativistic angular momentum). For instance, under 
the conditions (6. 54) for the existence of associated 
"adjunct" fields, we find 

J r _00 =t J!!~""t + J!!~Pt' 
K r _00 =t K!!~ejt + K!!~Ph 

with 

J:.J.~~tt)=o, 

(7.20) 

J!;:!.t:t= U<O)(r){ rl\[(1- ~ - E. a<l''')(l +k~ (Vt- V2) 
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- 2m2 (m1V1 + m2V2) - (m1xt + m2"z) 
ml- m2 ] 

/\ m1 - m2( ) mt /\ !!!2. } 2m2 V1 - V2 + -;;xt V1 + m "z /\V2 , 

K(O)(lntl - 0 
a8)'11lPt - , 

K!!~i:tt)=- tU(Q) (r){xt +"z), (7.21) 

which do not vanish asymptotically if U(O) (r) -1/r. 
These results are in agreement with the conclusions 
drawn by Van Dam and Wigner and Cooke38 in the gen
eral case of manifestly covariant theories based on 
action principles of the Fokker type. In particular we 
recover the fact that the asymptotic interaction terms 
are a 11c2 effect. It is interesting to find that for long
range forces the "causality" conditions themselves are 
not satisfied asymptotically at the order 1/c4, a fact 
which must be interpreted on the basis of our discus
sion on the initial value problem. For example if Eqs. 
(6. 54) are satisfied we, find 

{xH,X2,}(2) 

==- m!!J. {(r. (m1Vt +m2V){~+ B aU,I<) (1 +k)J} 

x rfO)(r)5!J + ~ f(r. (m1v1 + m2V2»~ 
m \1 f.J. 

[
1 ~ (II<) k(k-1)] x 2" - wa ' 2k _ 1 - r . (Vt - v2)(m1 - m2) 

x [m _ ~ + m 6 a(I,I<) k(k -1)J } .! dU(Q) r r 
L!J. 2 !J. 1,1< 2k -1 r dr j J 

+ ....!...{m t - m2 [t- 6 aU,I<)(l + k)J u(O)(r)} 
m 2 2jJ. I,k 

1 
x (rj (VlJ - V2J) + rJ(vH - V2I» + m 2 

x{.! [(m1-m2)2 + 6jJ. +(2- m) 
2 2m1m2 m !J. 

x PI< aU,I<) (1 + k)] U(O)(r)} (rj(vtJ - v2J) 

1 a2A (2) 
- r (V1 - V » + - --:--..:....:.=--:----:-

J 1 21 jJ.2 a(V1- V2)1 a(V1- V2)J ' 
(7.22) 

which fails to vanish asymptotically for generic values 
of the masses no matter how A (2)(p, 77') is chosen (for 
an exact one-dimensional case see R. N. Hill). 13 Clearly, 
all of these asymptotic features are strictly related to 
the fact. that for long-range forces the physical position 
vectors xi> "z do not approach asymptotically in a strict 
sense the free particle expressions qi> q2; as already 
mentioned at the end of Sec. 5. 

A third point to be examined is the consideration of 
possible superluminal velocities of the particles. It has 
been observed by Currie13 that the relativistic invari
ance of the differential equations of motion does not 
prevent by itself alone the possibility that the particles' 
velocity happens to exceed the velocity of light. It is 
worth noticing that this possibility can be ruled out in 
our context under simple regularity assumptions on the 
interaction potentials U(p,77') and A (p, 77'). Actually, 
should the velocity of one particle, say Vb exceed the 
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velocity of light, there would exist a reference frame in 
which V1 becomes infinite. On the other hand, since 
Vt = {xt, H}, this can happen only for values of p, 77', P for 
which xt or H are singular. Now the Singularities of the 
x'; sand H are related to the Singularities of U and A. 
If, for instance we assume that these functions are 
singular only for p = 0, V1 may happen to exceed conly 
if a reference frame exists in which p vanishes at a 
certain time. Since, however, the phase-space trajec
tory of p as viewed in different reference frames differs 
only for a change in the time scale and for a space rota
tion [see Ref. 1, Eqs. (4.30)-(4.36)], the vanishing of 
p has an intrinsic meaning and thus must occur in 
every reference frame if it does in a particular one. 
Consequently the velocity of the particles may possibly 
exceed c for a set of initial conditions having zero mea
sure at most. Let us note that the assumption on the 
singularities of U, A are just met, at least in the PN 
approximation, in all the specific examples discussed 
in Sec. 6. 

A final point is to consider the limiting situation in 
which the mass of one of the particles, say m2, goes to 
infinity. It is easy to find that xt and "z become causal 
in this limit, independently of the form of the functions 
U, A (and A), and we recover the nonrelativistic 
expressions 

(7.23) 

In the same limit, putting P = 0, Q = 0, the Hamiltonian 
becomes 

H=[m2C2]+m1c2+{2~1 +U(O)(r)}+ ;2{- 8~fPt 
1 2- 1 2-} + 2mf P1 <P(r)+ 2mI (r'P1) 'l1(r) + •..• (7.24) 

It is interesting to distinguish here the various possibil
ities which occur in the case of an associated "adjunct" 
field corresponding to different tensorial ranks. For 
example if k = I = 0 (scalar field) we have 

~(r)"'-U(O)(r), ~(r)"'O, (7.25) 
1. e., 

H = [m2c2] + m1c2 +{ 2~1 pi + u(O)(r)} 

_ ..!.{_1_p4 + _1_ p2U(O) (r)} + ... 
c2 8m~ 1 2mi 1 , 

(7.26) 

which is but the PN expansion of 

H = [m2c2] + cY[m1 + (t/c2) U(O) (r)j2c2 + pi, (7.27) 

typical of an external scalar field. On the other hand if 
k = 0, 1 = 1 (vector field) we have 

~(r) '" 0, ~(r) '" 0, 
1. e. , 

H = [m2c2] + mjc2 + {2~1 pi + u(O) (r)} 

+ ;2 {- 8~fPt}+ •.• , 

which is the PN expansion of 

H = (m2c2] + cYmic2 + pi + U(O)(r) , 

typical of a static external vector field. 
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TABLE I. Approximately Relativistic Lagranglans 

L =-mc2+UmIVI2+!m2V22-U(O)(1')} 

+ (l/c2)Umzvz4+IpN} 

Post-Newtonian Interaction Terms 

A. Linear case 

1 •. Havas and Stachel "Lagrangian" for scalar field23 
] 

~ 1 dU(O) 
IpN = !t12 +V22 -VI, V2) U(O) (1') - (r'VI)(r'v2) r~ 

k =il, [= ° : single "adjunct" scalar field 

n(1)(1') = (ml - m2)/m U(1) (1') , 

~ 1'2 1 dU(O) 
0;: (1') = __ U<0)(1')---
- m 'Y d1' ' 

4:(1') = (3~hn -1) U(O)(1'), 

~ J:..1 dU(O) 
>11(1') = m ;:a;-, 

k = 0, 1 = ° : single "adjunct" vector field 

n(l )(1') =( ml~ m~U(O) (r) 
~ r2 1 dU(O) 
E: (1') =-- U(O)(r)---

m l' d1' ' 

~ I' 1 dU(O) 
>11(1') =----. 

mr dr 

A particular case of 2 is the electromagnetic "Lagrangian", 2a. 

2a. Darwin-Breitl6 ,j8 

B. Nonlinear case 

3. Einstein-Infeld-HoffmannI1 

IpN= - !G2mjmzm/1' 2 +! [3Vj2 +3V22 -7v j 'V2 

(r 'Vj) (r'V2)] G mjm2 
r2 r ' 

k= 0, [=0,2, a(O,O)=_l, a<2,O)=2 : superposition of "adjunct" 
scalar and tensor field of rank 2, 

U(O)(r) =- Gmjm2/r, 

n(1)(r) =[(mj-m~/mlU<O)(1') =G(mj-m2)I'/r, 

~ r2 1 dU(O) 
E: (r) =--U(O)(1')---=d(m+21')mjm2/2r2 

m r d1' 

= (l/m + 1/21')[U<°)(r»)2. 

4:(1') =3(1 +I'/m) U(O) (1') , 

;J:(r) =J:..!dU(O). 
m r d1' 

4. Bazansky24 
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_ 1 2 mjm2m G mele2 mle2 +m2el" 2 .) ) 

IpN --2"G r2 - --;2+ 2r2 • 

+ ![3vj
2+ 3V22 - 7vj 'V2 - (r 'Vj)(r 'V2)/rZ)Gmlm2/1' 

+ ![(V j 'V2) + (r 'VI) (r 'V2)/r z) elez/1', 
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TABLE I. (Continued) 

k=O, 1=1 :aE(I,O)=l, 

k=O, [=0,2 :aG(O,O)=-l, aG<2,O)=2: 

superposition of "adjunct" scalar, vector and tensor field of 
rank 2 

U<°)(r) = UbO)(r) + UkO) (1') =Gmjm2/1'+elez/1'. 

n(1)(1') = mj
m

2 U(O) (1') = - G(mj - m2)1'/1' + ejez(mj - mz)/mr, 
m 

:;:; (1') = (.!.. +.!.) [m O)(1'»)2 +.!..{U(O) (r»)2 
- m21' G mE 

+2 (.!.. _.!.+ m2
e

1
2 

- ml
e

2
2 

) UbO) (r) U(O) (1') 
m 21' 2meleZ E , 

~ 1'1d 
>I1(r) =---[U(O)(r) + U(O)(r»). 

mrdr G E 

To conclude, we want only to stress that the results 
obtained in the present paper tend to emphasize the 
main significance of the fully canonical description 
summarized by Eqs. (2.4), (2. 5) and (2.7) as that of an 
asymptotical description which gives only mean infor
mation on the detailed space-time development of the 
system and from which, for example, the "dis
tinguishability potential" n<i)(r) has disappeared. From 
this point of view, if we are given a theory in the 
Newtonian-like form, we are naturally lead to an 
asymptotic canonical quantization along the standard 
route or possibly on a more geometrical basis 39 in the 
spirit of an S-matrix formulation of the quantum theory. 
A less ambitious program could be for instance to 
perform a Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization40 in a given 
approximation for some of the theories contained in our 
general "Lagrangian" (6.39)- (6.41), such as the gravi
tational "Lagrangians" of EIH or Baiansky. 

APPENDIX 

We assume we have a direct interaction theory in the 
form discussed by K~rner and Hill (see Refs. 19 and, in 
general, 14 and 20). Then the equations of motion for 
the two-particle system are expressed as an analytic 
first order system of differential equations in terms of 
the phYSical positions XI and X2 and velocities VI and V2 

which, from the present point of view, play the role of 
fundamental variables. We pretend now that the state 
of the system can be completely specified by a set of 
canonical coordinates Q, P, p, 'IT. By means of the meth
od of Hamiltonization proposed in Ref. 19, it is possi
ble to prescribe Poisson bracket relations among these 
variables in such a way that the transformations of the 
Poincare group are canonical transformations. Then 
we Can construct the infinitesimal generators as func
tions of the variables XhX2,vhV2 and, consequently, the 
variables of the scheme B (see Ref. 1) for the given 
realization. Taking into account Eqs. (2.11), we obtain 

(Al) 
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Then we set by definition 

P4 (xj, X2, Vj, V2) = S .. (xl1X2, ViJ V2) =rr", 

Q (x ) - t Sy(xl,X2, Vl, V2) 
4 j, X2,V1t V2 =arc an S,,(xtt X2,Vj, V2) 

=arctan cO~<prrs- sinq1cotBlTp 

- Slnq1lTs- COSq1cot()lTlp 

Ps(xi, X2, Vtt V2) = S(x1t X2, Vj, V2) (A2) 

_2 _1_2 
-lTs+ . 2() IT,,, sm 

Qs(xj, X2, Vtt V2) 

+ f[S(xj, • •• , V2), Qs(xt. ... ,X2), PS(xj, • •• , V2)] 

lTs tan 0 -arctan - S' 

where f is an arbitrary function of its arguments. By 
comparing such equations with the scheme B of the 
rotation group for the single particle realization (see 
Ref. 3), we see that the expressions obtained by inver
sion of Eq. (A2) 

q1 = q1(xtt X2, Vj, V2), IT Ip = IT Ip (xttX2, Vj, V2), 

e= ()(Xl,X2,VttV2), lTs=lTS(xttX2,Vj,V2), 

are canonical variables and it follows that 

S" = - sinq1 IT s - cosq1 cot() IT Ip, 

Sy = cosq1 IT S - sinq1 cote IT Ip. 

S .. =lT",. 

(A3) 

(A4) 

Finally, let us construct two quantities, A[ S(x 1, ••• , V2), 
Qs(xj, •.. ,V2), Ps(xt> ••• ,V2)] and B[S(xt. • •• , v2), 

Qs(Xtt •.. , V2), Ps(xtt ..• ,V2)], which have zero Poisson 
bracket with 

Qs(xt> •.• ,V2) 

+ f[S(xt> ••. ,V2), Qs(xj, .•. , V2), Ps(xt. ••• , V2)]' (A5) 

As a consequence, A and B have zero Poisson bracket 
also with q1, e, IT Ip' lTq. Therefore we can set p =g(A, B) 
(g arbitrary) and construct finally a canonically con
jugate variable IT p = >l! (A, B). In conclusion we have a 
set of internal canonical variables such that 

p = P(Xl,X2, Vtt v2), IT =IT(xl,X2, v tt V2), 

S=p AlT. 

(A6) 

(A7) 

It is clear that in the above derivation there are two 
elements of arbitrariness, namely the choice of the 
functions f and g. Now, in order that the state of the 
system can be specified by the values of the variables 
Q, P, p, IT, it is necessary that the system of equations 
(At) and (A6) is globally invertible, i. e., extablishes a 
one-to-one correspondence between the two 12-dimen
sional Euclidean spaces coordinatized by the Cartesian 
variables Q,P,p,lT andx1,x2,Vt>V2, respectively. This 
must be compatible with the asymptotic conditions. 
Precisely, in order that p and Xl - X2 can be identified 
in the center-of-mass system for large separation of 
the particles, it is necessary that Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) 
are satisfied asymptotiCallY when ql and q2 are replaced 
by X 1 and X2 and pj, P2 by their usual relativistic free 
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particle expreSSions in terms of Vi and V2. In conclu
Sion, starting from the Newtonian differential theory, 
our basic assumptions would be satisfied if the above 
conditions could be met for some appropriate choice of 
the functions f and g. That this is not a trivial point is 
shown by the following considerations. One could 
directly identify the variables Q4(xt.X2, vi> V2), ••• , 
PS(xttX2, Vt. V2) with the corresponding rhs expressions 
in the scheme B for the free particles. 1 Then, by in
verting these relations, one could construct the varia
bles P(xt.X2, Vt> V2) and IT(xt,X2, Vtt V2) in such a way that 
also the function Mc has the free particle expression 

(AS) 

However, were Eqs. (A1) and (A6) globally invertible in 
this case, with the asymptotic identification of the 
particle positions with ql and q2 simultaneously satis
fied, we would have a quite peculiar kind of interaction 
without scattering effects and possibility of bound 
states of motion. 0Ne think of bound states as of trajec
tories which are bounded in the variable I Xt

C
• Dlo - x.z c•

m
• I 

and thus in PCoDlo from t = - 00 to t = + 00. Alternatively, 
bounded motions can be defined in terms of an action
angle variables formulation for the internal dynamics. ) 
This situations is strictly analogous to that of the 
standard nonrelativistic Hamilton-Jacobi theory where 
any system of interacting particles can be reduced to 
the free particle form by means of suitable canonical 
transformations; these transformations, however, are 
defined only locally in the phase space. 
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A manifestly covariant expression for the asymptotic energy-momentum and angular momentum emitted 
by a charged spinning particle in arbitrary motion is found. A center of energy theorem is discussed and it 
is also shown that, for spinning particles, the radiation rate is not an invariant. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the present work is, in part, to 
correct a previous paper written by one of us, 1 and to 
extend the considerations of that work. The present 
work is the first of a two part series dealing, first, 
with primarily the calculation of the asymptotic linear 
and angular momentum emitted by an arbitrarily moving 
spinning classical (nonquantized) charged particle and, 
in the second part, with a derivation of the consequent 
equations of motion of such a particle. 

The following discussion will deal, successively, 
with the construction of the electromagnetic field tensor 
corresponding to an arbitrarily moving spinning 
charge-the evaluation of the corresponding stress
tensor-and consequently, with the construction of the 
expressions for the asymptotically radiated linear and 
angular momenta. 

Finally, a center of energy theorem will be briefly 
discussed, and it will also be shown that the energy 
radiation rate from a spinning charge is not an 
invariant. 

The discussion will be manifestly covariant 
throughout. 

II. EM FIELD TENSOR 

Here, we take as the starting point in calculating the 
field tensor, F""", the known expression for the 4-vector 
potential A"", which is the sum of a nonspin part, A~. s.' 
and a spin contribution A~, given by2 

(II. 1) 

and 

(11.2) 

where we are using the metric g",~=diag(l, 1, 1, -1), 
and world length dr = - g",~dX"'d.xe; R'" = X'" - Z'" is the 
light vector, where X'" denotes the field event, and Z'" 

the retarded particle event; V"" =dX"" /dT; M"'" is the 
moment tensor characterizing the particle, where we 
assume that the rest frame electric dipole moment of 
the particle is zero (so that M"'$ V~ = 0); m is the particle 
mass, and we take the speed of light to be one. 

Carrying out the above differentiation involved in A~ 
and utilizing the nonelectric nature of M""", we obtain 
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(11.3) 

where a dot over a symbol signifies differentiation with 
respect to T, a"" = dV"" / dT, and p = - R'" V", and physically 
denotes the 3-distance between the field event and re
tarded charge event-in the momentary rest frame of 
the retarded charge. 

Now, we wish to calculate the field tensor, F""" 
= a"" A" - a" A"". To facilitate this, we use the general 
relation3 

a"c"" =C""avT= - C"" RV /p 

for any kinematical quantity C"" . 

We thus obtain 

a"A~ .. =- (e/p2)(a""Rv + V""x.") 

and 

aVA~ =- (e/mp3)(!M"""'U",X."+iM"""'U",R" 

- iM""V + M"""'R",X." + iM"""'R",R") 

- (e/mp2)(!auM"" "'U",X." + iauM"""'U",R" 

+ iauM"""'U()tR" - ia2M"""'U",R" - iM"""'U",a" 

- auM""" - iauM"""'a",R" - iM"""), 

(II. 4) 

(11.5) 

(II. 6) 

whereX."'=U"'+auR"', au=aaua, au=aaU', andU""is 
defined by the relation, R"" =p(U"" + V""). 

Adding these results and anti symmetrizing then yields 

with 

Ft_t) =- (e/mp2)[!al,Mv"'U",R""] +iauM""'U",R""] 

+ iauM""'U",R""] - ia2M[""'U",R""] 

- iauM[v"'a", R""] + (au/p) M""'R",R""] 

+ (1/2p) lW""'R",R""] + ma[vR""] + mau V["R""]], 

(II. 7) 

(II.7a) 

Ft..'2) = - (e/mp2m(au/p) M""'U",R""] + (1/2p) ,vt""'U",R""] 

+ !auM[""'U",U""]- iM[v"'U",a""] 

+auM"""+ (l/p) M""'R",U""] +M"""+ mV["U""]], 

(II. 7b) 

(n.7c) 

and where the lower index (- 1, - 2, - 3) indicates the 
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order of p entering the expression-and further, 
j}fvotUotR",l=MVotUaR'" - M",aUotRv illustrates the mean
ing of the bracket notation. 

In passing, we note that the above expression for F"'v 
is in keeping with a theorem of Goldberg and Kerr. 4 

According to this theorem, F"''' must have the p-depen
dence indicated above, and in addition F ("1)R" = 0 and 
F("2)R,,=AR"', A being a scalar. A brief calculation 
shows that, indeed, these latter two conditions are 
satisfied. 

III. VALIDITY OF MOMENTA EXPRESSIONS 

Here we construct the general expressions for the 
asymptotically radiated linear and angular momenta 
and demonstrate that they satisfy certain necessary 
conditions of definition. 

We take the expression for the asymptotic radiated 
momenta to be of the same form as for a nonspinning 
charge. So we have5 

(III. 1) 

and 

(III. 2) 

for the asymptotically radiated linear and angular mo
menta, respectively, where the limit procedure and 
(A<T) together denote the customary asymptotic space
like ar.nular hypersurface. Also, e"'v denotes the sym
metric stress tensor (to be considered in detail pres
ently) and 

Jot"'V= _ (e ot '" Xv _ eotvx") (III. 2') 

is the angular momentum "density." 

In order for these definitions to be justified, however, 
it must be shown that they are independent of the orien
tation of the spacelike surface (A<T). We now turn to 
those considerations while referring to Fig. 1. Now, 
since e ",v and J ot"V both have vanishing 4-divergence 
in the 4-volume bounded by A<Tl> A<T2 and the light-cone 
surfaces ACt and AC2, Gauss' theorem implies that the 
integrals of e"'v and J a "" over A<T1 and A<T2 are equal, 
provided that the integrals over ACt and AC2 vanish, 
and this equality implies that the above definitions are, 
indeed, independent of the orientation of (A<T). 

L-------------------__ s 

FIG. 1. Light-cone con
struction related to mo
mentum emission. 
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To prove the point of concern then, we shall demon
strate that, in the limit as p - 00, the relevant integrals 
over ACt and AC2 do vanish. We consider the linear and 
angular momentum cases separately: 

For the linear case we shall prove the point by show
ing that 

lim r e",vR tflw-o 
p_oo JAc II' -, 

(III. 3) 

where the integration is over either ACt or AC2, and 
we note that the light-cone surface element is given by 
Ratflw, where tflw is the invariant 2-element associated 
with the light cone, and is given by pdpdw, where dw 
is an ordinary differential solid angle. Thus, Rv d2w de
pends quadratically on p. 6 

Now, e '" v is quadratic in the F ot/l, which in turn, de
pends on terms of order p.t, p.2 and p.3 [see Eq. (II. 7)]. 
Thus, we only need to consider that part of e ",v which 
depends on p.2- since we are taking p - 00. 

By a straightforward calculation we find that 

e("2) = (1/41T)CFi:~) F ot(-1) + t g"'V F<':f) F otIH-ll) (III.4a) 

and (for later purposes) 

e("3) = (1/41T)CFi:l) F ot(-2) + FtS) F ot(-l) + ig",vFf.:'l) F ot /l(_2»)' 

(Ill.4b) 

Further, we find by a lengthy calculation, thae a 

Ft_f) F aB(-l) = 0, (III. 5) 

which then reduces e("2) to the expression [using Eqs. 
(II. 7)] 

e"'v =~R"'RV.{(ea2 _eau_~eair). 
(-2) 41T T 2m 2m 2 m 

• [(ea
2 

_ eau _ ~ ea~) Ma/lM OR R 
2m 2m 2 m Jl a 0 

_ 6eau MotJlM OR R -!!.... MotBM OR R ] 
2m B ot ° m B ot 6 

ge2a2 •• 3e2a· .. 
+ UM aBM 6RR + uMaBM 6RR 4tii2 B a 0 2»iZ Jl a 6 

+ e
2 

MotBM OR R _ 2 (e
2
a
2 

e2tiu) MaJlU 
4m2 Jl a 0 p m - m- aaJl 

+ 3p2e2au MaJlU a + pe
2 

MaBR 
m a B 2m aaB 

+ p~au Ma/lRa VB+e2p2(a~- a2)} • (III. 6) 

We note here that e("2) consists of a scalar quantity, 
call it A, times R'" RV. 

Returning to the contribution that e("2) makes in Eq. 
(III. 3), we see that it is zero, as AR" RV Rv = O. Thus, 
Eq. (III. 3) has been verified. 

The angular case requires more extensive considera
tions, as follows. 

We note that the expression 

lim J J a",vRotd
2w=lim J (eavX" - e ot '" X") Rad2w 

p.oo p~oo 

may only have nonzero contributions from the portions 
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v 

L-------------------___ s 

FIG. 2. Asymptotic space
like and timelike surfaces 
involved in momentum 
emission. 

of e I.a depending on p-2 and p-3. Again, as before, e(':2) 
makes no contribution, so that we only need consider 
e(~~). 

Now, it can be shown by direct calculation that 

F(':f) F etB(_2) = 0 (In. 7) 

so that e(3) has the form 

(III. 8) 

Now, recalling the statement at the end of Sec. II, 
that F tt) Rv = 0 and F/:'2) Rv =ARI', we see that 

e<'~3) Ret = (1/41T) '(F(':f) Ret F B(_2) _ARIl FB~_l» = O. 

(III. 9) 

Therefore, 

lim f Jetf.LVRvd2w= 0 
p-'" 

(III. 10) 

and our definition of angular momentum emission is 
also independent of the orientation of (aa) as it should 
be. 

In the next section we shall be interested in actually 
evaluating the expressions for the linear and angular 
momentum emission rates. To this end, we note here 
that the expression for the momenta [Eqs. (III. 1) and 
(III. 2) J can be altered so that they are easier to evalu
ate. Referring to Fig. 2, we see that by applying 
Gauss' law to the space-time volume v, and remember
ing the above result just proved, the integral over the 
annular region (au) can be replaced by an integration 
over the timelike strip aUt, which is constructed to be 
parallel to V:'et. This surface then has the components, 
duf.L =p2 Vf.L dOdT, where dO denotes the differential of 
solid angle in 3-space. The expressions for momentum 
emission then become 

dp'f.LaJj=-lim f ef.L VVvp2 dOdr (In. 11) 
r p ~ 00 

and 

(III. 12) 

Finally, we see from these expressions that dP:ad will 
only depend on et2), and dJ:'a'iJ. will depend on et3) and 
possibly on et.2). 
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IV. ASYMPTOTIC RADIATED MOMENTA 

The asymptotic radiation rates for linear and angular 
momenta can now be calculated. However, since the 
general expressions turn out to be terribly lengthy, we 
shall confine ourselves to the "small spin" case, which 
means that we shall neglect all terms quadratic in the 
MetB, in the final expressions. 

We proceed with the linear momentum case first: 

Beginning with Eq. (III.8a) 

(In. 11) 

and recalling that only e('2) contributes here, where 
et2) has the form ARf.L RV, we obtain 

dP:ad=_lim / A Rf.L p3 dO. (IV. 1) 
dT p-'" 

Taking the expression for A from Eq. (In. 6) then 
gives the relation 

In order to carry out these integrations we must use 
the relation Rf.L =p(Uf.L + Vf.L). Inserting this relation into 
the above equation and utilizing the well-known expres
sion for the integral of a product of unit spacelike 
4-vectors V'" gives a terribly lengthy expression, which 
is shortened by neglecting quadratic spin terms to the 
form 

dP:'s, = e2 
(a

2 
Mf.LBa _ ~ Mf.LBa 

dr 3 m B m B 

_ 3.. MetllV a VI' +2a2 VI') 
nl et B , 

where the s. s. subscript Signifies the small spin ap
proximation made, 

This is then the linear momentum emission rate in 
the small spin limit. 

We next consider the angular momentum case: We 
start with the expression 

(ilL 12) 

and recall that e("2) and et_3) may contribute here, to 
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give 

dJ{'a':J. = -lim f [(6t2) X'" - 6{"S) X") 
dT p-"" 

+ (6(~~)X'" - 6(~~) X")]t.iU"" 

where dUa == U", p2 dO. 

(IV. 4) 

The first integral above varies as p and the second 
as pO, and we shall indicate the corresponding contri
butions to the total angular momentum emission with 
subscripts 1 and 0, respectively. 

Now, using the fact that R'" =X'" - Z"', we have 

dJiil = -lim f [(e"'" R'" - 6"'''' R") dT p_"" (~) W) 

(IV. 5) 

Again, we recall that 6t:.f) = AROl Rfl, so that the first 
bracketed term above gives no contribution. The surviv
ing term which now varies as pO yields a very lengthy 
expression, which we avoid by taking the angular mo
mentum about the event, Z"', of the retarded charge 
(i. e., we choose our origin at this event so that we may 
place Z'" = 0, for all jJ.). With this proviso then, we 
have that 

dJ(t) -0 
dT - • (IV. 6) 

Later, we shall indicate another way of expressing 
this term (in terms of the linear momentum) in the 
case that Z'" * O. 

We now have to evaluate 

dJ:~ = dJig') = _ lim f (6 ",v X'" - 6"'''' XV) du (IV 7) dT dT p_"" (-3) (.3) Ol' • 

In this expression, we may replace X'" and Xv by 
R'" and R v, since the contribution coming from Z'" is 
zero in the limit as p - 00 (and also because in our 
special case we are taking Z'" = 0). Further, 6(.3) may 
be taken as just (1/41T)(Ft:f)FOl(.2) +Fc':¥)F",(.1l), since 
F(~r) F ",fl(.2) = O. Then, in the small spin case we have 

+ (M"'OlROlRv + MV"'R",R"') 

x [e (ea
2 

_ eau _ 3eair) + 3e
2
al, e

2
a

2
] 

~ 2m 2m 2m 2mp4 - 2mp4 

+ (R",uv+Rv U",)(e
2
au MeOla U 

2mp4 '" 6 

_ e
2 

M6rx a U + e
2
au) + (R'" VV + RVV"') 

mp4 601 7 
~a ~ - -

• U M I30U a - (M"''''R R"+MvaR R"') 2mp4 fl 6 2mp5 '" a 

_ e
2 

• (M"'6a R" + MV6a R"')} . mp4 6 6 

Inserting this expression into Eq. (IV.7), with X A re
placed by R\ and then integrating, then yields for the 
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angular momentum emission rate in the small spin limit 
the expression 

dJ~~ = _ e2 
(_ -.!. M[v"'a V",l _ -.!. M[v", V", V",l 

dT 2 m '" m 

+ ~ M[v"'a a"'l_ .!a[vV",l + ~ M"'v) (IV. 9) 
3m '" 3 3m ' 

where we have taken Z'" = 0, for all jJ.. 

Before concluding this section, we now indicate how 
the requirement, Z'" = 0, may be relaxed in the above 
expression for angular momentum. Under a coordinate 
translation let the origin go into Z'" (* 0). Also, let 
the subscripts i and f refer to the initial and final 
(translated) frames, respectively. 

Then 

Xf =xt -Z'" 

so that 

( dJ"'V) =( dJ"'V) 
dT f dT 1 

-lim f (6"'VZ'" - e"'''' Z")dU",. 
p-"" 

(IV. 10) 

(IV. 11) 

The Z '" are constant in these integrations, so we 
obtain 

( dJ"''') = (dJ"'V) + (Z'" dP" _ zv dP"'). (IV. 12) 
dT f dT 1 dT dT 

Thus, using Eqs. (IV. 3) and (IV.9), we can find the 
angular momentum emission rate about any origin, for 
small spin. 1b 

V. IMPLICATIONS 

In this section we consider two implications of the 
preceding discussion: the center-of-energy theorem 
for accelerating charges, and the lack of invariance 
of the energy emission rate for spinning charges, 
respectively. 

The fact that a particle may emit angular momentum 
even if it is not spinning (or moving along a curve) 
leads to a theorem concerning the location of the "cen
ter of radiated energy" of an arbitrarily moving non
spinning charge. 8 

The center of radiated energy in the retarded rest 
frame of a nonspinning charge is defined by the 
relation 

(V. 1) 

where (ao) denotes the usual spacelike annular hyper
surface, d3X = - do4, and all quantities are evaluated 
in the rest frame of the retarded charge. 

NOW, the above expression in the denominator can be 
expressed as 

(V.2) 

where du;.. f. is the energy radiated by the charge (in its 
retarded rest frame) during the proper time dT, and the 
above expression in the numerator appears as part of 
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the expression for dJ4i for a nonspinning charge-i. e. , 

The second integral above is given by 

lim 1 fl i d3X=_dpl =0 
p _ aD (~a) r. fo (V. 4) 

since the 3-momentum emission in the retarded rest 
frame of the charge is zero [see Eq. (IV. 3)]. 

Thus, 

(V. 5) 

Using these results in Eq. (V.l), we now have 

Ri = _ dJ
41 ) = _ dJ

4i 
0 [dW] -1) 

C dW r. f. dT dT r.f. 
(V. 6) 

Now, (dWldT)r. f. is merely the 4th component of 
radiated linear momentum in the rest frame of the non
spinning charge and is given by Eq. (IV. 3) as 

( dW) ..... = te2a2• 
dT r.f. 

(V. 7) 

Further, (dJ 4I I dT):: 't is given by Eqs. (IV. 10) and 
(IV. 13) as 

(d::I

) 

Do S. 

r. f. 

Therefore, we finally have 

Ri = {_ (II a2)(al - a2 Z I)} 
C ~L 

(V. 8) 

(V. 9) 

so that the center of radiated energy only depends on the 
particle's retarded acceleration and location and is 
therefore constant, unlike the center-of-energy theorem 
for free radiation fields where the velocity of the center 
of energy is constant. 9 

Finally, we consider the lack of invariance of the 
energy emission rate for a spinning charge. 

NOW, for nonspinning charges, one has for the 
energy-momentum emission rate the expression 

(V. 10) 

from which one easily shows10 that dWldt is invariant. 

We will now show that dWldt is not invariant for 
spinning charges. 11 

We return, then, to Eq. (IV. 3), which gives 

(~~t ... = e:r4) .... 
= ~ (a

2 
M 4Ba _ 1:.. Jij 4BaD 

3 m B m P 

_! MoteVaaBV4+2a2V4). 
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And this gives then 

(V. 12) 

NOW, the last two terms on the right-hand side here 
comprise an invariant (when multiplied through by the 
factor in front of the bracket), but the first two terms 
do not-and this completes the statement. 

To put this proof into perspective, however, we must 
say a few words about the procedure of neglecting the 
quadratic spin terms [Eq. (IV. 3)] in its execution. 
Neglect of these terms is tantamount to assuming that, 
for given values of the linear kinematical quantities, 
spin terms like MotB or MotB can be made arbitrarily 
small. We assume this could be done with suitable 
(perhaps nonelectromagnetic) forces. That is, in the 
present development, we are not concerned with the 
existence of equations of motion which would determine 
quantities like Mote or M otB in terms of linear kinemati
cal quantities. Thus, we must concede that it might 
result that the proper equations of motion of an electron 
are such that the above proof does not apply. 

*This work is part of a Ph. D. dissertation submitted by H. W. 
tNow at the Department of Mathematics, Wesleyan University, 
Delaware, Ohio. 
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3F. Rohrlich, Classical Charged Particles (Addison-Wesley, 
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5See Ref. 1. 
6See Ref. 3, p. 282. However, for a more complete explica
tion of this notion, see J. L. Synge, Ann. di Mat. 84, 33 
(1970). The author is indebted to the referee for drawing his 
attention to this reference and for making some related clari
fying comments. 

1aThis result is also found by Kolsrud and Leer. see Ref. 2. 
7bFor a different approach giving an approximate expression 
for the linear and angular momentum emission rates, see 
Van Weert, Physica 66, 79 (1973). 

8This theorem is a variation of the center of energy theorem 
for free radiation fields; see Ref. 3, Chap. IV. 

9This theorem was first discussed in Ref. 1. In that discus
sion, however, a mistake was made in a sign, and a factor 2 
was omitted, and the origin was taken at the retarded charge 
event. 

IOSee Ref. 3, Chap. V. 
llU seems to be commonly accepted (see Ref. 2, for example) 

that the emission rate of energy from any finite distribution 
of charge must be an ivariant, as it is for nonspinning 
charges. However, the author knows of no rigorous proof of 
such a statement. A "proof" is given in J. D. Jackson, Clas
sical Electrodynamics (Wiley, New York, 1962), p. 469-
where the statement is made that, since the energy emitted 
by a moving charge transforms like time (i. e., like the 
fourth component of a contravariant 4-vector) their quotient 
must be an invariant. But this statement need not be true
viz., the quotient of the fourth components of 4-acceleration 
and 4-velocity is certainly not invariant. 
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Exact closed evolution equation for the electron density 
operator averaged over impurity configurations 
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The exact Markoffian evolution equation for the electron density operator n(t) averaged over impurity 
configurations (describing a grand ensemble of non-interacting electrons in the potential fields of impurities 
fixed in space) is not closed. The interaction term. that is. the integral involving the electron-impurity 
interaction and the electron-impurity density operator is analyzed with the aid of diagrams after its 
evolution operator is expanded in perturbation and its initial density operators are expanded in terms of 
correlation operators. A closed non-Markoffian equation for n( t) is obtained without introducing any 
approximations. This equation contains infinite sets of collision and initial correlation terms which are most 
conveniently represented by connected diagrams, and which can be expressed in terms of n( t) and initial 
correlation operators arbitrarily given. The equation is found to be identical with the closed evolution 
equation obtained earlier in the fiXed-particle-number ensemble theory with the bulk limit. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A system of noninteracting electrons in a potential 
field of impurities fixed in space, is a simple model for 
a conducting solid at very low temperatures, where 
electrons are mainly scattered by impurities. In dis
cussing various transport phenomena, the Boltzmann 
equation can provide a good starting point. 1 This equa
tion is an approximate closed equation for the single
electron denSity operator n(t) averaged over the im
purity configurations. The exact Markoffian equation 
(hierarchy equation) for n(t), see Eq. (3.24) [which may 
be obtained by averaging the Liouville equation over 
impurity configurations J is known to contain another 
unknown, the electron-impurity density operator, and 
thus this equation is not a closed equation. In the past, 
many attempts have been made to derive and generalize 
the Boltzmann equation by introducing approximations at 
various stages; many interesting results are known. 2 A 
fundamental question however is: Can the Markoffian 
hierarchy equation be transformed into a closed equa
tion without introducing approximations? The present 
paper deals with this question and gives a definite af
firmative answer. 

In earlier works, 3,4 the present author showed that the 
hierarchy equation, (3.24), can be brought into a closed 
non-Markoffian equation, 3 see (5.9.27), rigorously in 
the bulk limit: N (number of electrons) - 00, Ns(number 
of impurities) - 00, n (volume)- 00, while N/n 
and N j n remain finite. This was established in the 
theory dealing with an ensemble of systems with 
fixed numbers of particles (electrons or impurities), 
called a lixed-parlicle-number ensemble hereafter. In 
the course of the analysis quantities like 

J d3Rd~)(Rl'~) - [J d3RdJl) (~)]j~l)(Rl) 
s s S 

= [N _l]/(l)(R ) -N l(l)(R ) 
s ~ 1 s ~ 1 

=_/~l)(~), 
s 

where I..J!) and Iff; are one-impurity and two-impurity 
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distribution functions defined in the Ns-impurity ensem
ble, were dropped against the individual integrals; 
while this is a neglect of a quantity of the order l/N .. 
the accumulation of infinitely many such terms could 
contribute a finite amount even in the bulk limit; this 
may possibly destroy the final result. 

In order to overcome this difficulty, we will present 
a new theory, utilizing a grand ensemble of systems 
with variable numbers of particles. We will show that 
the hierarchy equation, (3.24), for the grand-ensemble
averaged electron denSity operator can rigorously be 
transformed into a closed equation, (7.9), without in
voking the bulk limit. The resulting equation is formal
ly identical with the result obtained in the fixed-parti
cle-number ensemble theory with the bulk limit. Thus, 
the present theory not only removes any doubt about the 
previous result but also establishes an exact transfor
mation. The latter fact immediately implies that the 
closed equation accords a reversible motion just as the 
original hierarchy equation. This is a Significant con
clusion since the bulk limit which was used in conjunc
tion with the fixed-particle-number ensemble theory has 
clouded the question of the reversibility with respect to 
the said closed evolution equation. The present theory 
is developed for a system with arbitrary impurity con
figurations characterized by many-impurity distribu
tion functions; the usual assumption of the uniform dis
tribution can be obtained as a special case. 

The theoretical development of the present paper 
partially parallels that of the earlier work3 dealing with 
the same problem in the framework of the fixed-particle
number ensemble. In particular, the expansion of the 
evolution operator into a perturbation series is the 
same. The specification of the initial condition in terms 
of grand-ensemble correlation operators is newly 
prescribed, however. For part of this development, the 
author draws materials from the book by Yvon. 5 The 
diagram representation and analysis proceed in a par
allel manner except that Theorem C, which concerns a 
special class of non-contributing connected diagrams, 
is used in the grand ensemble theory. 
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In Sec. 2, the Liouville equations for many-electron 
and single-electron density operators are discussed. 
In Sec. 3 a grand ensemble of systems with variable 
numbers of particles is introduced. Correlation opera
tors are introduced in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 the reduced 
density operator averaged over the impurity configura
tions is expanded, and terms in the expansion are 
represented by diagrams. These diagrams are analyzed 
in Sec. 6. In Sec. 7, the interaction term which appears 
in the hierarchy equation, is analyzed in a similar man
ner, and a closed evolution equation is obtained. Re
marks on the nature of the closed equation are given in 
Sec. 8. 

Throughout the text the units are chosen such that fi 
=1. 

2. THE LIOUVILLE EQUATION 

Let us consider a system of free electrons in inter
action with static impurities, characterized by the 
Hamiltonian 

(2.1) 

=6 (h~j) + >..v(Jl) = 6 h<J), 
J J 

(2.2) 

h6 j
) = ho(r,p, h 2~ [Pi + eA(r,)]2 - ecp(rJ ), (2.3) 

where m and - e are respectively the mass and charge 
of a spinless electron; if> and A are scalar and vector 
potentials. 

We assume that the impurities are fixed in space, and 
we thus neglected their kinetic energies in our Hamil
tonian H in (2.1). The impurity configuration may be 
specified by giving the positions of Ns impurities R1> 
Rz, ... ,RN s in a probabilistic manner. 

The denSity matrix in position space for the total 
system is denoted by 

p(rlr2··'rN;rfr~,oor~;R1Rz"'RN ;t). (2.4) 
s 

The (density) operator corresponding to this matrix 
changes with time according to the Liouville equation 

.op(t) _ 
1 at = [H,p(t)]= Hp(t) - p(t)H. (2.5) 

Since our Hamiltonian H is the sum of single-electron 
energies, no correlation is expected between electrons 
except that coming from the (Fermi) statistical origin; 
in the case of a grand canonical ensemble the latter can 
simply be handled by the Fermi operator technique. Al
so see below. The correlation between impurities [which 
remains constant in time if ever present] can be handled 
in a standard manner. If no correlation and the invari
ance under translation are assumed, the impurity con
figuration is specified by a single constant, i. e. , the 
impurity density ns=N/n. This is the case for which 
the great majority of works have been done. 2 The cor
relation between electrons and impurities can, however, 
be created in time by the interaction v~), and must be 
treated with care. 
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In second quantization, the Hamiltonian corresponding 
to (2. 1) can be written as 

H=J d3rltPr2(rl\h\r:J1jJt(rl)ljI(r2)' (2.6) 

where Ij; and Ij;t are annihilation and creation operators 
in position and satisfy the following anticommutation 
rules: 

{1jJ(r l, 1jJt (r')} = 1jJ(r )Ij;t (r') + 1jJt (r')1jJ(r) = 0 (3)(r - r.'), 

{Ij;(r) , Ij;(r')}= {Ij;t(r) , 1//(r'l}= 0; 
(2.7) 

0(3) denotes the three-dimensional Dirac delta function. 
The position density matrix is defined by 

n(r 1> r 2;R1Rz ••• RN ,t) = Tr{lj;t(r 2)ljI(r l)P(t)}= (r 1 \ n(t) I r:J, 
• 

(2.8) 

where the symbol Tr means the trace with respect to 
the N-electron states. It was shown in our earlier work3 

that the single-electron density operator n(t) defined 
through (2.8), which in general depends on the impurity 
configuration, obeys the following equation: 

i o~ = [h,n(t)]= [ha,n(t)] + >"6 [v",n(t)]. (2.9) 

" In the present paper, we will be interested in the be-
havior of the (electron) current density only. The latter 
can be obtained through the Single-electron density 
operator n(t) with the impurity-configuration-average 
completed: 

n(t) = (n(t) Impurity average. (2. 10) 

The n(t) can be sought from Eq. (2.8). However, the 
impurity average of Eq. (2.8) does not give a closed 
equation for n(t) since the interaction term, that is, the 
second term of the third member gives rise to 

(2.11) 

which generates the dynamic correlation between the 
electron and impurities. 

3. THE GRAND ENSEMBLE 

Since measurable thermodynamic quantities are the 
so-called intensive quantities, that is, densities of 
some sort, the precise numbers of electrons and im
purities, Nand N., do not enter into the final expres
sions for these quantities. We may well consider a 
grand ensemble of systems with variable numbers of 
particles. 

Let us denote the probability that the system contains 
N electrons and N. impurities by IIN,N., where both N 
and N. can take any nonnegative integers 0,1,2, ' , , . 
The set of IIN,Ns will be subject to 

'" '" 6 :0 IlN N = 1. (3.1) , s 
NcO N s=o 

The average numbers of particles contained in the 
volume can now be expressed by 

(N)=:0 NIl NN , (3.2) 
N,Ns • S 

(N)=:0 N.ITN,N' (3.3) 
NrN

s 
S 

When the system contains N electrons and N. im-
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purities, the corresponding density operator will be 
denoted by 

(3.4) 

with the subscripts denoting the Nand N. dependence. 
We may assume the following normalization condition: 

Tr' N Tr N{PN N } 
• s ' • s 

=-l-f·· ·fd3R d3R •• ·d3R Tr {p } N.! I 2 N. ,N N,N. 

(3.5) 

We introduce the single-electron density matrix by way 
of Eq. (2.8): 

nN N (ru r 2 ;RlO Rz, ... ,RN )= Tr A<il (r2)1ji(r l )PN N }. (3.6) 
• s s I , S 

Summing over all N, we obtain 

nN (r lO r 2 ;RlO Rz, ... ,RN ) 
• • 

~ 

(3.7) 

This matrix depends on the electron variables, (r lOr 2)' 

as well as on the positions of impurities, (RI,Rz, ... , 
... ,RN ). The corresponding density operator nN obeys 
the Liou'ville equation of the for m (2. 8) just as the' . 
operator nN N • The diagonal sum of nN , denoted by 
tr{nN }, giv~s'the distribution function for N. impurities: 
. . 

tr{nN } = fN (R17 R2 , ••• , RN ). (3.8) 
•• s 

If we further take the "trace" with respect to the im
purities [in the sense defined in Eqs. (3.5)], we obtain 

~ 

Tr' NUN) = L: IIN N = IIN • 
• S N=O t S S 

(3.9) 

The II Ns can now be interpreted as the probability of 
having Ns impurities in the system. 

Let us further introduce reduced quantities by 

n~M)(rlOr2;RI'Rz, ... ,Rlf) s . 

=(Ns~M)! f ···f d3RM+Id3RM+2"'d3RNs 

xnN (r lO r 2;RI ,R2, ... ,RN ), 
s s 

M=O, 1,2, ... ,Ns-l. (3.10) 

For M=O, n~0)(rlOr2)=nN gives the r l -r2 element of 
the electron d~nsity matrfx averaged over impurity con
figurations. More generally, n(M) corresponds to the 
reduced denSity matrix for one electron and M impuri
ties. These quantities are interrelated as follows: 

J d3RI n11 )(r lO r 2;RI) = N .n~O)(rlO r 2), 
s s 

J d3RMn<;t)(·· ;RI,Rz, ... ,RM) 
s 

(3.11) 

= (Ns -M+ 1)n1~-1)(··; RlO~' .. ,RM_I). 

In normal applications of the theory, the density 
matrices with small M, say, M = 0, 1, are needed. It is 
therefore tempting to approximate the factor (Ns - M + 1) 
by Ns ' which is quite large, that is, of the order 1020

• 

We, however, rej ect this temptation [as we explained 
the reason in the Introduction]; we develop a grand-en
semble theory and proceed in a rigorous manner. 
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Let us introduce reduced quantities for the grand 
ensemble by 

~ 

n(M) = 6 n~M)(Rl> ... ,RM ), 

N =M s 
s 

j<M) =tr {n(M)}= J d3yn(M)(r,r;~, •.• ,RM) (3.12) 
~ 

= 6 f~M)(RlO ..• ,RM). (3.13) 
Ns=M s 

By simple calculation we can show the following 
relations 

(Nt =tr{n(O)}=tr{n}, (3.14) 

(Ns) = J d3RJ(1)(~) = J ~RI tr{n (l)(RI)}. (3.15) 

We further note that there are no simple relations like 
(3.11) which as in the case where the number of im
purities is fixed, allow us to pass from n(M) to n(M-I) 

by integration. 

From (3.10) and (3.12), we can write a general ex
preSSion for n(M) in terms of {nN } as follows: 

s 

(M)(R R )= ~ 1 n lO 2,···, RM - LJ (N _ M) I 
N s~M s • 

Likewise, nN can be obtained in terms of n(M): 
s 

nN (RlORz, ... ,RN ) s s 

~ (_I)L f f =6-L1 00. dRN+IdRN+2.o.dRN+L 
L =0' s S s 

xn(N+L)(RlORz, ... ,RN+L ). (3.17) 

The correspondence between {n(M)} and {nN } is therefore 
one-to-one. s 

A physical quantity A of the system depends in gen
eral on the dynamical variables describing electrons 
and on the configuration of impurities. Its average with 
the N-electron-and-Ns-impurity ensemble is given by 

(A)N N =Tr AAN N PN N }XIINI N (3.18) 
• s t 's' s • s· 

Its average with the grand ensemble is defined by 

(A) = L: L: II N N (A) N N = I: 6 Tr N {ANN P N N } 
N=o N 8=0 • S 's N Ns ' s ' S r S 

= TR{Ap}, (3.19) 

where the new symbol, TR (grand trace), indicates the 
diagonal sum in the grand ensemble. In particular, if 
A is the sum of terms depending on the single-electron 
variables only, and is given by 

A=Lf a(j)= J J d3YId3Y2(rllalr2)ljit(rl)1ji(r2)' (3.20) 

then its average with the grand ensemble is given by 

(A)=J J d3YI~r2(rllalr~n(r2,rl)=tr{an}. (3.21) 

By a similar calculation one can show that the grand 
ensemble average of a double sum of the form 

B= 6 6 b~) = J J d3rI d3r 2I: (ril b(R",) I r z) ljit (r l )1ji(r 2 ) 

j '" '" 
(3.22) 

can be expressed in terms of one-electron-one-impuri
ty denSity matrix n(1)(R): 
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In a system which neither gains nor loses particles 
both llN,Ns and llNs are constants, and each PN,N

s 
satis

fies the Liouville equation (2.4). It follows that each 
one-electron density operator nN,Ns satisfies Eq. (2.8). 
Integrating the latter with respect to Ru~, ... ,RNs' 

multiplying by (Ns ! )_1, and subsequently summing with 
respect to N and N s ' we obtain 

i a;;t) = rho, n] + A f d 3R[v(r - R), n(l)(R, t)]. (3.24) 

This equation explicitly shows that the evolution of the 
electron density operator n(t) is connected with the one
electron-one-impurity density operator n(l)(R, t). This 
equation is sometimes referred to as the hierarchy 
equation of the first degree. Since it contains two un
known nand n(l), it cannot be solved in the present 
form. We will later derive a closed equation for n(t) 
from this equation. 

4. CORRELATION OPERATORS 

Since our system contains similar impurities, density 
operators nNs(RuR2' ... ,RN,) must be symmetric, that 
is, invariant under the permutations of impurity indices. 
It follows that reduced density operators n(M)(Ru~, 
... ,RM) are also symmetric. We will now introduce 
correlation operators which satisfy the same symmetry. 

The correlation functions Xl involving impurities only, 
are defined through the following equations: 

f(l)(Rl)==f(Rl) , 

f(2)(Rl'~) == f(Rl)f(~) + X2(Ru~), 

f( 3) (Ru ~,R3) == f(Rl ) f(~) f(Rg) + f(R"l)X2(~' Rg) 
(4.1) 

Note that the suffices on X indicate the numbers of 
impurities. The correlation operators involving elec
tron and impurities are defined as follows: 

n( l)(Rl) == j(Rl)n + VI (Rl ), 

n(2)(R1 ,R2) == f(~)f(R2)n + f(Rl)Vl(~) + f(Rg)vl(Rl) 

+X2(~,~)n+v2(~'~)' (4.2) 

By taking the electron trace of Eqs. (4.2), using Eqs. 
(3.13) and comparing the results with Eqs. (4.3), we 
obtain 

tr{v(M)(Ru~, ... ,RM)}=O, M=1,2, 00". (4.3) 

It is clear that correlation functions Xl and correlation 
operators v

k 
can be expressed in terms of f(M) and n(M), 

e.g. , 

X2(Ru~)=f(2)(R1> R2) - f(R1)f(R2), 

vl(Rll=n(l)(~) - f(~)n. 
(4.4) 

The correspondence between correlation operator vk 

and reduced density operators n(M) is therefore unique. 
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Since the reduced operators {n(M)} are related to the 
density operators {nN } by Eqs. (3.16) correlation 
operators {v

k
} can be sexpressed in terms of {nN J The 

converse is also true. We can show (by the cumulant 
method, also see below) that 

fo=exp[ - J d3RJ(Rl) +1 J J d3R l d3R 2 X2(Ru~) -""], 

nrlfo= n - J d3Rl vl(RJ + 1 J J d3Rl d3R 2 v2(Ru~) - 00 ", 

nl(Rl )/ fo=nf(~) + vl(Rl ) (4.5) 

- J d3R2[X2(Ru~)n + vl(~)j(Rl) + V2(~'~)] 

+ J J d3R2tflRb2(Ru~)Vl(Rg) 
+ 1j(RJV2(~,R3) + h3(Ru~,Rg)n + 

1V3(~,~,Rg)] - 0" . 

These terms can be pictorially represented by 
diagrams as follows: 

exp [ - ... + ~ A.---A - ... ] 

.A. 
o 0-.----& + t ct--~ _ ... 

n, / fo 0 /::, + 0--. --{:,. 

t t !\ 
[ 0 l + 6 /::, + ci-. ~] 

+ [ 
t 

'" 
+ l. 

2 

t 
l:. + 

r--·7 
I V· "2 /::, 

] 

The rules of representation are: 

+l. 

~ .. ; 
~ 2 0 

(a) The electron is denoted by a circle and each im
purity by a triangle. 

(b) The dot-dash lines, called correlation bonds, 
denote correlation. 

(c) If the particle variables correspond to the integra
tion variables, the corresponding marks are blackened. 

Important features of the diagrams for {nN ( are 
s 

(a) Each diagram is a connected diagram whose com
ponents are all connected to the open marks cor
responding to fixed particle coordinates, 

(b) Diagrams are assigned with alternating signs as 
the number of impurities increases. In addition, 
a numerical factor is assigned which can be 
guessed from the diagram itself; if the inter
change of blackened triangles brings back to it
self, the symmetry number corresponding to all 
possible permutations is given. 
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A way of checking Eqs. (4.5) is to recalculate the 
reduced density operators n(Ml through the original def
initions (3.12) and (3.10). This exercise is however 
omitted here. 

In normal applications of the theory, the impurity 
distribution is, by assumption, invariant under transla
tion. This assumption in particular implies that the 
one-impurity distribution function j(R) is constant, and 
is equal to ns' While this assumption may simplify many 
formulas in the present section, we have proceeded in 
a most general manner; our theory can be applied to 
systems of arbitrary inhomogeneity and impurity 
correlation. 

5. THE DIAGRAM REPRESENTATION 

Let us consider Ns impurity ensemble. The Hamil
Hamiltonian 

Ns 

hN=ho+A6ii", 
S acl 

is independent of time. So is the corresponding 
Liouville operator,c N s • The formal solution of the 
Liouville equation (2.8) is 

(5.1) 

nN (t)=exp(-it,cN )nN (O)=exp(-it,cN )nN . (5.2) 
s S s s s 

In general a function of an operator is defined by a 
power series of a certain parameter, for example 

exp(- ittl= 1- itt + i(-it)2t 2 _ ..•. 

(5.3) 

The same operator exp( - itt) = exp[ - it(to + AU)] can also 
be considered as a function of the coupling parameter 
A, and can be expanded in a power series of A as 
follows: 

exp( - itt) = exp( - itto) 

where 

X(l + t (- iA)k t dTl {l dT2 0 0 0 

1 0 0 

j'k- l dTkU(T1)U(T2) 00 oU(Tk)), 
o 

U(T) = exp(iTto)u exp(- iTto) 

=exp(iTto)L: 0", exp(- iTto) 
'" =L: U",(T). 

'" 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

We consider a grand ensemble which is characterized 
by a set of density operators {nN

s
} at the initial time O. 

Once these operators are given, they will evolve them
selves in accordance with the Liouville equations (2.9), 
and each nN (t) will be given i.n the form (5.2). The set 
{nN } contai~s all the information about the initial con
dition of the system. As we saw in the last section, the 
same information can be given by the set of reduced 
density operators {n(Ml r which are defined in (3.16). 
Alternatively, the same condition can be described by 
the set of correlation operators {n, XI' vk}. The descrip
tions by any of these three sets are equivalent. By choice 
we will specify the initial condition by the set of cor
relation operators. In terms of the latter, the Ns-im
purity denSity operators are given in the form (4.4): 
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+ similar terms obtained by permutations} + 0 0 0 

- {terms involving the integration with respect to 

R N +1}+···. (5.6) 
s 

Let us now consider the reduced density operator 
averaged over impurity configurations 

n(t)= t ~f 00' fd3R1d3R2 0 0 'd3RN exp(-ittN )nN • 
N =0 Ns' s s. 
• 

We expand exp( - ittN ) by means of (5. 4) and nN. by 
(5.6). We then repre~ent terms in the expansion by 
diagrams as follows: 

(507) 

We draw a horizontal solid line for the electron. Cor
responding to U",(T) [see Eq. (5.5)] we draw a dotted line 
line, called an interaction bond, connecting the impurity 
O! and the electron at T, t> T> 0, where the time is 
measured from the right to the left (Fig. 1). The vk are 
denoted by dot-dash lines connecting the right end of the 
electron line with k impurities. The XI are denoted by 
dot-dash lines connecting l impurities. In this way, we 
can represent all terms in the one-to-one correspondence. 

Due to the fact that all vk and Xr are symmetric, those 
diagrams which have the same structure but are dis
tinguished only in having different impurity indices, 
contribute the same amount. We may thus stipulate 
that a diagram without indices represents the sum of the 
contributions of all impurity-indexed diagrams of the 
same structure. 

6. DIAGRAM ANALYSIS FOR n(t) 

A general diagram is composed of a number of sub
diagrams linked together by inter action and/ or cor
relation bonds; one subdiagram contains the electron 
line. 

Let us first consider the set of subdiagrams without 
the electron line. These diagrams are naturally time
independent, and are of the same structure as those 
appearing for /0 in Eqso (4. 5). It can easily be verified 
that the totality of these sub diagrams is common to any 
linked subdiagram with the electron line, and that it 
contributes the factor 

exp[j d3Rd(R1) -i J J d3Rld3R2X2(Rll~)+" 0 ]=/o-r, 

(6.1) 

.0 /\ Va(T) V,(R a ) 

0 I 
T 0 . ~ 

a b 

FIG. 1. Diagrams representing terms in the expansion of the 
time-dependent density operator n(t). Diagram a contains the 
interaction bond representing £",(7). Diagram b contains the 
correlation bond representing vt (Re). 
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\ 
o~---....l.\ 

a 

/t-.-..l , \ , \ 
I \ 

I \ 
o---'--~-

b 

FIG. 2. Connected diagrams with correlation bonds ending at 
a blackened triangle do not contribute according to Theorem C. 

which equals the inverse of fa in (4.5). This factor fo- 1 

just compensates the factor fa which is common to all 
the expansions (4.5) of nN. (Ns ~ 1) in terms of correla
tion operators. By this compensation, we may say that 
only the subdiagrams which each contain the electron 
line, called the connected diagrams, contribute to n(t). 

Let us now analyze these connected diagrams. Many 
diagrams contribute nothing because of the following 
Theorem C. 

Theorem C: Any connected diagram which contains 
a correlation bond ending at a blackened triangle, Con
tributes zero. Diagrams a and b in Fig. 2 belong to this 
class of noncontributing connected diagrams. The theo
rem may be verified by direct calculation. For example, 
diagram a appears twice in the series; it appears with 
the factor - 1 from the expansion of no and with the fac
tor + 1 from the expression n1 [see Eq. (4.5)]; the total 
contribution thus vanishes. Such cancellation holds for 
all connected diagrams of this class. 

After disregarding diagrams which do not contribute, 
we have yet to consider a large number of connected 
diagrams. A diagram will in general contain several 
free electron line segments. A line segment is said to 
be free if the diagram containing it is broken into two 
by cutting it. Free line segments are indicated by check 
marks.J in Fig. 3a. The diagram may contain a number 
of those parts which consist of nonfree line segments, 
interaction, and correlation bonds. Such a part will be 
called a d-part or g-part according to whether or not it 
contains a correlation bond. Diagram a in Fig. 3 
contains a d-part and a g-part. 

. If a diagram should contain a g-part suspended by two 
free line segments or a d-part standing to the right of 
a free line segment, it could be reduced by suppressing 
the g- or d-part. In the process of reduction, the line 
segment marked by the open circle on the left should not 
be suppressed. With this rule, the reduction becomes 
unique. For example, in Fig. 3 diagram a can uniquely 
be reduced to diagram b. In fact, all connected diagrams 
(except one) are reducible to the single diagram b. Con
versely, reducible diagrams can be obtained from 
diagram b by dreSSing its free electron line with g
and/or d-parts. 

A. '\ , 
\ , , reduce , 

\ ~ ov 1/ / ~ 0 " , , 
a dress b 

FIG. 3. Diagram a contains a g-part and a d-part, and it is 
reducible to diagram b; conversely it can be generated from 
diagram b by dressing with g- and d-parts. 
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The contribution of the irreducible diagram b is given 
by 

(6.2) 

Clearly, this is the reduced density operator corre
sponding to the free-electron system. We have thus 
found that the single irreducible diagram b corresponds 
to nrree(t) while this diagram plus all reducible diagrams 
which may be obtained from it by dressing with g- and/ 
or d-parts, correspond to n(t). 

7. DIAGRAM ANALYSIS FOR THE INTERACTION 
TERM; CLOSED EQUATION FOR nit) 

Let us consider the interaction term 

-iAJ d3R[ii(r -R),n(l)(R,t)] 

00 

=(-iA):0 Tr'N{u N exp(-itt'N)nN }, 
N =0 • S S S S 

S 

(7.1) 

which appeared in the hierarchy equation (3.24). After 
expanding both exp(- itt'Ns) and nNs ' we may represent 
terms in the expansion by diagrams. These diagrams 
will be different from those diagrams for net) only in 
each having an interaction bond attached to the open 
circle, a bond representing u. Compare (7.1) with (5.7). 

The diagrams can be analyzed in the same manner as 
before by using Theorem C, concepts of connected 
diagrams, reducibility, g- and d-parts, all of which 
hold in this case. Typical connected diagrams (which 
each contain open circles) are shown in Fig. 4. 
Diagram b, which contains two g-parts, is reducible 
to diagram a which has one g-part. It is easy to verify 
that any irreducible connected diagram has either g
part or d-part. 

Let us first consider an irreducible diagram contain
ing a g-part. Its contribution can always be expressed 
in the form of a certain function g of Liouville operators 
acting on the time-dependent reduced density operator 
corresponding to the free electron: 

where the symbol Tr' means the trace (integration) 
with respect to all impurities involved in the 

(7.2) 

structure 'Y, and ty is the greatest time available to the 
free electron line. For example, the contribution of the 
irreducible diagram in Fig. 4(a) can be written down as 

(- iA)2 J d3R" u" exp(- itto)f dTU ,,( T) exp(iT,to)nrre.( T). 
o 

Therefore, in this example 

g(y) = (- i.\)2U" exp(- itto) r dTU,,(T) exp(iT,to), 

It. , \ , \ , \ 
I 

0>------"---

a 

a 

~ I 
I \ " I \ , 

I 

d----I---''--'''--

b 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

FIG. 4. Connected diagrams which contribute to the interac
tion term (7. 1). Diagram b is reducible to diagram a whose 
contribution is given by (7.3). 
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,,\ ,,". " . ,," ... "-, 
"-, 

" I "-, 
" I , \ , I \ 

" Cf I 

a b 

FIG. 5. Two irreducible connected diagrams with d-parts. 
The contribution of diagram a is given by (7.7). 

Consider now reducible diagrams which upon reduc
tion give rise to the irreducible diagram. The former 
can be constructed from the latter by dressing the free 
line on the right. The structures of all possible sub
diagrams which upon reduction give rise to the free line 
can be seen to be identical with those of the connected 
diagrams for n(t), which we discussed in the last sec
tions. These analyses lead us to write for the total con
tribution of the irreducible diagram containing a g-part 
and the reducible diagrams generated from it 

(7.5) 

which is obtained from (7.2) by simply suppressing the 
suffix "free. " The total contribution of all the irreduc
ible diagrams containing g-parts and reducible diagrams 
generated from them can now be obtained by summing 
over all possible irreducible structures y: 

(7.6) 

Next, we consider irreducible diagrams containing 
d-parts. Two such diagrams are drawn in Fig. 5. 
Diagram a contributes 

(- iA) J d3R" u" exp(- it,co)1I1(R,,). (7.7) 

We note that the contribution can be expressed in the 
form of a function d of Liouville operators acting on the 
initial correlation operator II. In fact, this feature is 
true for all diagrams containing single d-parts. We may 
therefore write the contribution of all the irreducible 
diagrams containing d-parts in the form 

I; Tr'{dll}. (7.8) 

In summary, the interaction term (7.1) can be de
composed into the two sums (7.6) and (7.8). We can 
thus reexpress Eq. (3.24) in the following form: 

[%t+ ito]n(t)=I; Tr'{g}n+ I; Tr'{dll}. (7.9) 

This is the equation desired. It is derived from the 
hierarchy equation (3.24) without introducing any ap
proximation. Since the correlation operators II are to 
be given as an initial condition, this equation contains 
only one unknown n(t). It has, however, infinitely many 
terms; it is a linear and non-Markoffian equation. 

8. REMARKS 

Equation (7.9) has two sums ~ Tr'{g}n and ~Tr'{dll}, 
which will be referred to as collision and initial cor
relation terms, respectively. These terms can be 
written down by drawing, and reading off, irreducible 
connected diagrams. The diagrams are precisely those 
which defined the collision and initial correlation terms 
in the earlier finite-particle-number ensemble 
theory. 3,4 Thus, the present grand ensemble theory has 
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led to the same closed evolution equation without invok
ing the bulk limit, the use of which has clouded the 
earlier result as mentioned in Sec. 1. 

Equation (7.9) has been studied by the present author 
and his coworkers. The main points in these studies 
will be summarized below. Let us first consider the 
collision terms. The operator g(y) depends on the im
purity distribution. Let us suppose that this distribu
tion is invariant under translation and without 
correlations: 

j(R1 ) = const = n s' 

X1=O, l~2. 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

This is the case for which almost all previous theories2 

were reported. In this case, the concentration depen
dence of g(y) is obtained by simply counting the number 
of impurity triangles in y. [A similar consideration can 
be extended to initial correlation terms, too.] This is 
a remarkable property when we consider the fact that the 
the interaction term, Eq. (7.1), does not allow any 
simple concentration expansion. In other wordS, by the 
connected diagram analysis, we have not only achieved 
the rigorous transformation into a closed equation but 
also established the concentration expanSion. Equation 
(7.9) can therefore be regarded as an ideal starting 
point from which one investigates the concentration ex
pansion of a transport coefficient. In fact, using this 
equation, the formal density expansion of the electrical 
conductivity was reported earlier. 3,4 

It was soon found that this concentration expansion 
diverges term by term. This difficulty means that the 
summation of g- and d-diagrams according to the num
ber of impurity triangles is not appropriate. The dif
ficulty can be removed by resumming the series ac
cording to a different recipe, that is, in terms of proper 
connected diagrams. 6 The resummation was found to 
incorporate the so-called quasiparticle effect in a 
natural manner. 

Equation (7.9) contains terms which explicitly de
pend on the initial condition. Many important physical 
properties of the system in or near equilibrium do not 
depend on the initial condition. Such examples are all 
equilibrium thermodynamic properties and transport 
coefficients. We may wonder whether there exist equa
tions which are simpler than Eq. (7.9), which do not 
depend on the initial condition, but which nevertheless 
describe the equilibrium and near-equilibrium prop
erties in a rigorous manner. The answer to this ques
tion is, in general, yes. In particular, it was shown 
earlier7 that an equation for the asymptotic density 
operator n defined through 

(8.3) 

can be obtained from Eq. (7.9) (through the stationary
state approximation), that the obtained equation is in
dependent of the initial condition, and that its solution 
yields the result identical with that of the correlation 
function formula for the electrical conductivity. B 

The grand ensemble theory developed here can be 
adapted, with few changes, to treat a system of inter
acting particles which obey the Boltzmann statistics. 9 

The quantum statistics, however, introduces fundamen-
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tal changes in theory, and a simple extension of the 
theory to a quantum statistical gas or the electron-im
purity system with the inclusion of the Coulomb inter
action among electrons appears to be difficult. 
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Sum rules for the optical constants 
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A number of sum rules for the optical constants, in particular, the refractive index of a nonconducting 
medium, are obtained. Some of the sum rule constraints are highly damped for large frequencies, 
exponentially in one particular case. Formal integral relationships for the index of refraction at complex 
frequencies are presented. Sum rules based on known experimental points for which n(w)-1 has zeros are 
indicated. An outline of a modified derivation of some recently presented sum rules for the optical 
constants is given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Kramers-Kronig relations for linear optical 
properties have led to a number of useful sum rule 
constraints which these properties must satisfy. The 
underlying conditions for which these sum rules should 
hold are very general. The physical basis, the causality 
condition, determines the domain in which the general
ized optical property is holomorphic, from which the 
Kramers-Kronig relations may then be deduced. A 
number of sum rules have been recently derived by 
employing the Kramers-Kronig relations and the ap
propriate asymptotic behavior of the particular optical 
properties at large frequencies. This asymptotic be
havior may be readily determined by assuming at suf
fiCiently high frequencies, the medium responds like a 
free electron gas. 

This paper is concerned with the investigation of 
principally, the constraints on the generalized refrac
tive index for a nonconducting medium. A number of 
surprisingly simple, but potentially very useful sum 
rules have been obtained for the generalized refractive 
index by Altarelli et al. 1,2 and Villani and Zimerman. 3 

The.simplest of these relations are 

r[n(w)-I]dw==O, 
o 

r [WK(w)[n(w) -1]dw=O, 
o 

i ~ [n(w) -1]dw . i~ K(w)dw 
COS7T{3 ( )8( )a -Slll7Tt! ( )8( )a 

a w-a w+a a w-a w+a 

+ (a [n(w)-I]dw -0 -t<{3<I, 
}o (a-W)a(a+W)a - , 

r w2[n(w) -1]2dw= J~ W2K2(W)dw, 
o 0 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where n(w) and K(W) are the real and imaginary parts, 
respectively, of the generalized refractive index, and 
wp is the plasma frequency. The first of these relation
ships, Eq. (1) is the well-known/sum rule, Eqs. (2) 
and (3) being derived by Altarelli et al. , and are de
signated as the ADNS sum rules, and the expressions 
given by Eqs. (4) and (5) have been obtained by Villani 
and Zimerman (designated VZ sum rules)' Equation (4) 
contains the ADNS sum rule equation (2), as a special 
case; f3= O. 
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In Sec. II we outline how some of the above sum rules 
may be obtained in an alternative manner from the 
Kramers-Kronig relations. Section III presents a num
ber of formal relationships connecting the generalized 
refractive index on the complex imaginary frequency 
axis, with the refractive index at real frequencies. In 
Sec. IV we outline some strikingly simple and apparent
ly previously unnoticed sum rules based on the zeros 
of n(w) -1. Section V deals with some generalizations 
of the above sum rules, which have the desirable prop
erty of being highly damped at large frequencies. Final
ly, in Sec. VI, we discuss possible extensions and 
limitations of the sum rules derived herein. 

II. DERIVATION OF SUM RULES. FROM THE 
KRAMERS-KRONIG RELATIONS 

The basic equations from which most of the sum rules 
for the refractive index have been derived are the 
Kramers -Kronig relations 

n(w) -1=~P (~wK(w)dw 
o 7T}0 w2 - w~ , 

( ) __ ~pi~[n(w)-I]dW 
K Wo - 2 2 • 

7T 0 W - Wo 

From Eq. (6), it follows immediately that 

(~[n(w') -1]dw' =~ f ~dw' P (~WK~W)d~ 
}o 7T 0 }o W - W 

and on interchanging the order of integration 

[n(w')-I]dw'=- wK(w)dwP 2 W,2 i ~ 2S~ 1~ d' 
o 7T 0 0 W -w 

and noting the relationship 

(~dw' 7T2 

p}o W2 _W'2 =-4 o(w), 

then 

( 6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

l~ [n(w') -1] dw' = - i l~ WK(W)O(W) dw = 0, (11) 

which is the ADNS sum rule, Eq. (2). The conditions for 
the interchange of the order of integration to obtain Eq. 
(9) need to be scrutinized carefully. The necessary re
quirement is that the integrand, a function of wand w' , 
be summable over the plane - 00 < w < 00, - 00 < w' < 00. 

Similarly, from the Kramers-Kronig relation (7), 
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f~-,-K(.:..:.:W~')~d;.::w_' =_3. (~dw'P (~[n(w)-I]dw 
Jo w' Tr 10 10 w2 

- W,2 , 
(12) 

and by interchanging the order of integration, and em
ploying Eq. (10), leads to the result 

(~K(W) dw =~[n(O) -IJ. (13) 
10 w 2 

Depending on the behavior of K(W) as w - 0, the integral 
in Eq. (13) may exist only in the sense of a principal 
values. Equation (13) is, of course, just the limit as Wo 

- 0 of the Kramers-Kronig relation, Eq. (6). It is 
worth pointing out that Eq. (13) is not applicable to 
metals where both new) and K(W) behave as - W-1 / 2 as 
w-O. 

Similar derivations may be carried out by first 
squaring the appropriate Kramers-Kronig relations. 
From Eq. (7), 

K2(W) _-.i. p [~[n(w')-1Jdw' 
w2 - Tr2 }o W,2 _ w2 

f ~ [n(w") -1]dw" xp 
o W"2 _ w2 (14) 

and hence 

i~ 2()d --.i.l~ 2d pi~[n(W')-1]dW' 
K w w- 2 W W ,2 2 

o Tr 0 0 w-w 

i
~[n(w") -lJdw" 

xp "2 2 • 
o w-w 

Interchanging the order of integration as before, and 
making use of the result, 

l
~ 2d 2 

P (,2 ~)( ":.2 2) =~ [6(w' - w,,) + 6(w' + w")] 
o w -w w -w . 

converts Eq. (15) into 

r K2(W)dw= r [new') -1Jdw' 
o 0 

(15) 

(16) 

x r [n(w") -1 ]{6(w' - w") + 6(w' + w")}dw", (17) 
o 

and hence 

J~K2(W)dw=r[n(w)-1J2dw, (18) 
o 0 

a result noted by Altarelli and Smith. 2 In a similar 
manner, squaring Eq. (6) and integrating over all 
frequencies gives 

i~ 2[ () 1]2d -~ i ~ 2d P l~ w'K(w')dw' wnw - w - 2 W W ,2 2 
o Tr 0 0 w-w 

i ~W"K(W")dW" (19) 
xp W"2 _ w2 

o 

Employing Eq. (16), we have the result 

J~ w2[n(w) -IJ2 dw= r W
2K2(W)dw, 

o 0 

which is the VZ sum rule, Eq. (5). The sum rule, Eq. 
(13), is obtained from the Kramers-Kronig relations 
as follows. Multiplying Eq. (6) by (7) gives the result 

K(w)[n(w)-l] __ -.!p (~w'K(w')dw' 
w - Tr2 }o W,2 - w 2 

f ~ [n(w") -IJ dw" 
xp W"2 _ w2 , 

o 
(20) 
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and hence 

wK(w)[n(w) -lJdw=-2 i ~ 4 i~ 
o Tr 0 

x !a~W'K(W')dW' I~[n(w")-l]dw" 
p /2 2 P "2 2 " o W -w 0 w-w 

(21) 

which yields 

r wK(w)[n(w) -IJ dw = O. 
o 

A number of additional results may be c' ined by 
conSidering higher powers of the generalized refractive 
index. The quantity tf2(w) -1, where N(w) is the gen
eralized refractive index, is a holomorphic function in 
the upper half-plane, from which it can be deduced, 
with the appropriate asymptotic behavior, that 

tf2(w') -1 = ~ f ~ [tf2(w) -1J dw 
Trl _~ w- w' , (22) 

and hence 

2( ,)_ 2( ')_I- i p f~wK(w)n(w)dw 
n w K w - Tr 1 w2 _ W'2 , (23) 

( ,) ( ,) __ w' pl~[n2(w)-K2(W)-IJdw 
n w K w - 2,2' 

Tr 0 W -w 
(24) 

From Eqs. (9) and (23), 

1~ [ 2(,) 2(,) IJd' 4 L~ d ' pf 00 wK(w)n(w)dw n w - K W - W = - W 2,2 
a Tr a 0 W-W 

= -Tr l~ wK(w)n(w)6(w)dw 

=0, 

hence, 

F[n2(w) -IJdw= J~ K2 (W)dw. 
o 0 

(25) 

Similarly, from Eqs. (9) and (24), 

(~n(w)K(w)dw =~ [n2(0) -1]. 
10 w 4 

(26) 

Equation (26) can also be recognized as the limit as w' 
-0 of the Kramers-Kronig relation, Eq. (23). Equation 
(26) is restricted to nonconductors. Sum rules for 
higher powers of the refractive index may also be ob
tained from the squares and the products of Eqs. (23) 
and (24). Thus from Eqs. (23) and (16), we get 

J ~ [n2(w) - K2(W) - 1]2w2 dw = 4 Joo w2n2(w)K2(w) dw; 
o 0 

from Eqs. (24) and (16), we obtain 

(~ 1[00 10 n2(w)K2(W)dw=4 0 [n2(w) - K2(W) _1]2 dw; 

and from Eqs. (16), (23), and (24), we get 

III. GENERALIZED REFRACTIVE INDEX AT 
COMPLEX FREQUENCIES 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

The generalized refractive index of a medium may 
be expressed in the form 

~(w)=1 + r exp(iwT)G(T)dT, (30) 
o 
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where the function G( T) depends on the properties of the 
medium and the time, and W is to be regarded as a 
complex frequency. From Eq. (30), it follows that for 
complex frequencies 

N'2(- w*) = N*2(W). 

For purely imaginary frequencies, W = iw II , 

JV2(iw ") = N* 2(iw "), 

(31) 

(32) 

and hence, on the purely imaginary frequency axis, 
JV2(w) is real. A similar argument may be presented for 
the function N(w) -1. The function N2(w) - 1 obeys the 
relation4 

f.""J N'2(w' + iW") - 112 dw < const (w"> 0), (33) 

which allows by use of Titchmarsh's theorem, for N(w) 
to be written in the form 

N(w) = 1 + (' exp(iwT)F(T) dT, 
o 

(34) 

where F( T) depends on the properties of the medium; 
from which it follows that N(w) is real on the imaginary 
frequency axis and in particular 

K(iw") = 0 (35) 

for real w". 

The simplest result for the refractive index at com
plex frequencies can be obtained by considering the 
integral of the function [N(w) - 1]/ (w - iwo) around a half
circle contour containing the real axis, and the upper
half complex frequency plane. For Wo real and greater 
than zero, and the notation simplified by designating w 
as a real variable, we have the result 

1'" [n(w) -lJdw +1'" WK(w)dw - [(. ) -1]-
Wo 2 + 2 2 + 2 - 'IT n tWo , 

o W Wo 0 W Wo 

and considering the function [N(w) - 1J/(w + iwo), we 
obtain 

(36) 

(37) 

From Eqs. (36) and (37), the results for the refractive 
index on the imaginary frequency axis are 

~[ (. )-1]-1'" WK(w)dw 
2 n tWo - 2 + 2 , 

ow. Wo 

~[(. )-lJ- l"'[n(w)-l]dw 
2 n tWo - Wo 2 + 2 • 

o W Wo 

From Eqs. (38) and (39) the following results for in
tegrals along the imaginary frequency axis can be 
obtained: 

(38) 

(39) 

S"'[n(iw / )-l JdW I =~ r'" dw
' 

r"'[n(w)-l]dw (40) 
o w' 'IT)o)o w2 +w'z , 

on interchanging the order of integration, Eq. (40) 
becomes 

r"'[n(iw /)-lJdw' = r"'[n(w)-lJdw (41) 
Jo w' )0 w ' 

hence, 

r"'[n(iw)-n(w)]dw=o; (42) 
)0 w 
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and from Eq. (38), 

f[n(iw)-l]dw=f"'K(w)dw. (43) 
o 0 

A result analogous to Eq. (43), is well known for the 
dielectric constant. 5 Kramers-Kronig relations involv
ing the refractive index on the imaginary axis may be 
derived by restr;cting the contour r to a circular arc 
in the first qua, :ant, then the integral 

fr[N~~ :~] dw 

(WI on the real positive axis) leads to the results 

'i"'[nUw)-l]dW _ [ ( ') 1] pi"'K(W)dW 
w w2 + W'2 - 'IT n w - - w _ w' , 

o 0 

(44) 

l "'w[n(iw)-l]dw _ (I)+pl"'[n(w)-l]dW 
2 12 -'lTK w,, 

o w +w 0 w-w 
(45) 

Sum rules which are more rapidly convergent for 
large frequencies can be generated by noting values of 
the derivatives of the generalized refractive index on the 
imaginary frequency axis. The integral 

evaluated for a semicircular contour in the upper-half 
complex plane yields the result 

r"'[n(w)-l]dW=~[ (')_l]_'lTi (d[N(W)-l]) . 
)0 (w2+1)2 4 nl 4 dw W=l' 

(46) 
and since 

(
d[N(W) -1]) _ 4i 1'" WK(w)dw 

dw w=1 - 'IT 0 (w2 + 1)2 , 
(47) 

Eq. (46) simplies to 

r'" (1 - w2)[n(w) -l]dw 
)0 (w2 + 1)2 (48) 

Equation (48) may be readily checked by differentiating 
the integrals in Eq. (37) with respect to wo, which leads 
to 

r'" wK(w)dw __ 1_ roo [n(w)-1](wg-w2)dw (49) 
Jo (w2 + W~)2 - 2wo )0 (w 2 + W~)2 , 

and thus reduces to Eq. (48) on setting wo= 1. Consider
ing in a similar manner, the integral 

J [N(w) -l]dw 
J (w 2 + 1)3 , 

leads to the result 

With the result 

(
d2[N(W)-1]) _i r"'[n(w)-1](3w2 -1)dw (51) 

dw2 W=i-'lTJO (w2 +1)3 , 

Eq. (50) simplifies to the same result as was obtained 
by considering the integral 
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f [N(w) -1]dw 
(w + 1)2 , 

i. e. , 

(00 [new) -1](1-w 2 )dw -2 ('" wK(w)dw (52) 
Jo (W2 +02 

- 10 (w2+1)2' 

Equation (52) may be rearranged with the aid of Eq. (2) 
to the alternative form 

2 (oowK(w)dw ~-100 w2 (w 2 +3)[n(w)-1]dW (53) 
Jo (w 2 + 1)2 - 0 (w 2 + 1)2 . 

IV. ZEROS OF THE FUNCTION [n(w) -1] 

From the ADNS sum rule, Eq. (2), it is obvious that 
there must exist at least one zero of the function [new) 

-1] [except in the trivial and unrealistic situation that 
new l= 1 for all w]. If this zero is designated by the point 
w= wo, then from the Kramers-Kronig relationship, Eq. 
(6), we have the immediate result that 

("'wK(w)dw -0 
)0 w2 - w~ - . 

(54) 

The necessity of retaining the principal value in Eq. 
(54) depends on the behavior of K(W) at the point w = wo0 

From the Kramers-Kronig relations, subtracted 
dispersion relations for the real and imaginary parts of 
the generalized refractive index can be written 

( I) (,,) 2 ('2 112)pl"" wK(w)dw 
n w - n w = - w - w (2 12)( 2 ,,2) , rr 0 w -w w-w 

(55) 

( ,)_ ( ")_~( ,,_ Ijpjoo[n(w)-1][W
2
+w

1
w"]dW 

K w K W - W W (2 12)( 2 2) • rr 0 w - w w -w" 

(56) 
For any two given frequencies w~, wg (w~* w:{), which 
are both zeros of the function [new) -1], or alternatively 
for which [n(w~) -n(wg)] vanishes, then from Eq. (55), 

P roo wK(w)dw _ ° 
} 0 (w 2 - W~2)(W2 - wg 2) - . 

(57) 

Similarly, if there exist two distinct frequencies WI' 

w2 (WI * 0, w 2 * 0) such that [K(W I ) - K(W 2 l1= 0, then Eq. 
(56) yields the result 

(58) 

The relationship Eq. (57) also follows directly from Eq. 
(54) when two zeros of the function [n(w) - 1] are known. 
In fact, for a set of distinct frequencies which are zeros 
of [new) -1], a compact form for the sum rules can be 
written as 

J"" ()d _1"'w
3
K(w)dw _i""W

3
K(W)dW_ o • o WK w w - 2 2 - 2 2 - , 

o a W - Wo 0 W - WI 
(59) 

where wo, w l1 ••• designate the zeros of [new) -1]. If 
we employ the f sum rule [Eq. (1)], Eq. (59) becomes 

(60) 
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V. HIGHLY DAMPED CONSTRAINTS 

The desirability of finding highly damped sum rule 
relations for the optical constants lies in the importance 
of deemphasizing certain frequency regions. For the 
high-frequency region, the optical constants are not as
certainable with high accuracy. The purpose of this 
section is to outline some possibly useful constraints 
for providing a consistency check of experimental 
values, while at the same time, damping the high
frequency results, so that inaccuracies in this region 
may be ignored. The results obtained make use of some 
of the formal relations for the refractive index at 
imaginary frequency. 

The method of generating highly damped sum rules 
consists of considering the appropriate analytic exponen
tial function [exp(aw)/(exp(bw) + 1)] exp{iow) (0) 0; b> a; 

a, b, 0 all real) multiplied by the function [N(w) - 1]. 
Considering the integral 

f exp(aw) 
exp(bw) + 1 exp(iow)[N(w) -1]dw, 

with the contour a semicircle in the upper half-plane, 

f exp(aw) 
exp(bw) + 1 exp(iow)[N(w) -1]dw 

=2rriL:(residues at n;i ,n=1,3,oo), (61) 

then using Jordan's Lemma, and taking the limit 0-
+0, 

("" exp(aw) [N(w) -1]dw 
L"" exp(bw) + 1 

2rri "" ~ ~[ ( rri ) ] = - b j~ eXP0iarr/b)(2j + OJ N (2j + 1) b -1 . 

(62) 

Separating Eq. (61) into real and imaginary parts, leads 
to the results 

100 exp(aw) [new) -1]dw 
_..., exp(bw) + 1 

= ~rr j~ Sin(~a (2j + 1)) [n (2j + 1) rrb
i 

) -1] (63) 

and 

f 00 exp(aw lK(w) dw 

_'" exp(bw) + 1 

2rr ~ (rra =-- LJ cos -
b j=O b 

(2j + 1)) [n (2j + 1) rr: ) - 1] . 
(64) 

Some special cases of Eqs. (63) and (64) can be given. 
Taking the lim a - + 0 for Eq. (63), leads to the result 

r [new) -1]dw= 0, 
o 

which is the ADNS sum rule. Taking the lim a - + 0 for 
Eq. (64) and making use of Eq. (38) leads to a trivial 
identity [both sides equal to - r K(w)tanh(~bw)dw]. o 
This identity can be proved easily for general a, b (b 
> a) by employing Eq. (38) and the result 

t cos[(rra/b)(2j+ 1)] 
j=O (2j + 1)2 + b2 w2 rr-2 

2 

= 4rr [coshaw tanh tbw - sinhaw]. 
bw 
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allows the following inequality to be written: The lim b - a leads to similar results. An interesting 
special case is obtained for 2a == b. From Eqs. (63) and 
(38) we have 

b!3(2)1T-1W!> f [n(w) -1] SeChe;) dw, (69) 

!a~ [n(w) - IJ sech (b
2
W) dw 

-~ t iJ~ wK(w)dw 
- b j=O (- 1) w2 + (2j + 1 )21T2b-2 

which is a principal result of this paper. The integral 
in Eq. (69) is very strongly damped at high frequencies. 
The special case 2a == b for Eq. (64) leads to a trivial 
identity. 

(
4b) (~ "" (-w 

== 1T2 }o WK(W)dwJ~(2j+l)2+b2w21T-2 
Now employing the result 

(66) 

A general extension of the above procedure consists 
of considering the situation in which the appropriate 
function has a singularity on the real axis, in addition to 
the singularities on the imaginary frequency axis. 
Consider the integral 

~ (_1)1 
LJ -,-0----'-,.,,- == )3(2) [Catalan's constant (Ref. 6)], 

i=O (2j + 1)2 

where )3(2)",0.91596, and the inequaltiy 

(67) 

f exp(aw)exP(iOw) [N(w) -1]dw 
exp(bw) + 1 w - Wo 

4b i~ 4b 1"" 2" )3(2) wK(w)dw > 2" WK(W) 
1T 0 1T 0 

(68) 

I 

(0) 0: b > a: a, b, 0, and Wo real), with the contour taken 
as a semicircle in the upper half-plane, including the 
real axis, with the contour indented (into the upper com
plex plane) at the singularity on the real axis. The limit 
0- + ° gives 

pi "" exp(aw)[N(w) - 1 J dw == _ 21Ti fJ exp[(a/b)1Ti(2j + l)]fN(1Ti (2' + 1») _ IJ + i1T exp(awo) [N(w ) - 1] 
_"" [exp(bw)+I)(w-wo) j=O 1Ti(2j+1)-bwo r b J exp(bwo) + 1 0 • 

The real and imaginary parts are 

pf "" [n(w) - 1] exp(aw) dw + 1T exp(awo)K(wo) 
_"" [exp(bw) + 1](w - wo) [exp(bwo) + IJ 

2 t {n[(1Ti/b)(2j+ 1)] -I} 
- j =0 (2j + 1)2 + b2W~1T-2 

X [(2j + 1) cos (1T; (2j + 1) ) + bWo1T-1 sin (~a (2j + 1») ] 

and 

_ 1T[n(wo) - 1] exp(awo) = _ 2 t {n( (1Ti/b )(2j + 1)] - I} 
[exp(bwo) + 1] j=O (2j + 1)2 + b2W~1T-2 

("" K(w)exp(aw)dw 
PI"" [exp(bw) + 1](w - Wo) 

X [ (2j + 1) sin (~a (2j + 1») - bWo1T-1 cos (~a (2j + 1») ] . 
Some interesting special cases can be obtained from Eqs. (71) and (72). Taking the lima-+O in Eqs. (71) and 
(72) leads to the results 

Pj""[n(w)-I Jwtanh(tbw )dW ~ ( )t h(~) -2t (2j+1){n[(1Ti/b)(2j+l)J-l} 
w2 _ w2 + 2 K Wo an 2 - (2J' + 1)2 + b2w21T-2 , 

o 0 j=O 0 

pi"" K(w)tanh(tbw)dw_~t h(~)[ ( )-I]--2b _1~n[(1Ti/b)(2j+l)]-1 
Wo 2 2 2 an 2 n Wo - Wo1T LJ (2' + 1)2 b2 2 _2 o W - Wo j=O J + Wa1T 

Combining Eqs. (73) and (38) and employing the result 

"" 1 "" 2'+ 1 1 
t,(3) = j~ (2j + 1)3 > i~ (2j + 1;2 + b2W~1T-2 (2j + 1)2 + b2w21T-2 , 

where '(m) is Riemann's zeta function [l;(3) =:: 1. 202], leads to the result 

pi""wtanh(i bw )[n(w)-I]dW<2r(3)b2 2_2_-"- ( )t h(~) 
2 2 8 ~ Wp1T z1TK Wo an 2 . 

a W - wa 

Combining Eqs. (73) and (39) leads directly to the inequality 

h K (w
o
)tanh(b

2
Wo) + P ("" w tanh~tbw~[n(w) -1]dw < 0, 

Jo w - Wo 
where the result 
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(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 

(78) 
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and the ADNS sum rule, Eq. (2), have been employed. Equation (77) is a stronger inequality than Eq. (76) for the 
upper bound to the integral. Similar results can be derived from Eq. (74); 

P LOO tanh~~~~~(W) dw + itb31T-3W! 1;(4) > hW;l tanh (b;o) [n(w o) - 1] (79) 

and 

w p roo tanh(bw/2)K(w)dw >htanh(~2w) [n(wo) -1], 
o Jo w2 

- w~ 
(80) 

where 1;(4) '" 1. 082. Equation (80) is the stronger inequality for a lower bound to the integral 

P (ootanh(bw/2)K(w)dw 
)0 w

2 - w~ 

VI. DISCUSSION 
The simplified procedure for derivation of many of 

the sum rules for the optical constants discussed in Sec. 
II is restricted only by the necessity of establishing the 
conditions of summability of the integrands, so that, the 
order of integration may be inverted. Summability en
compasses the asymptotic behavior that has been as
sumed in the derivation of these sum rules by Altarelli 
et al. 1 

The establishment of results for the optical constants 
as a function of imaginary frequency are of little utility 
from the point of view of providing a constraint for the 
testing of experimental data. However, they do provide 
a route to other sum rules, which evolve from particular 
functional forms of the optical constants for which poles 
on the imaginary axis appear, as in the case of the in
tegrals considered in Sec. V. 

Constraints on the optical constants which arise from 
the zeros of the particular optical functions have pos
sible wide utility. The majority of the known sum rule 
constraints, with the principal exceptions of Eqs. (1) 
and (2), relate the integrals of different optical constants 
over an infinite frequency interval. In order to test 
experimental data by such sum rules, both optical 
constants need to be experimentally accessible, or ob
tainable through indirect means (i. e. , by Kramers
Kronig inversions). Sum rules of the type (54) circum
vent this difficulty, since only experimental results in 
the vicinity of the zero(s) need to be determined for one 
of the optical constants, and not the entire frequency 
interval of the particular optical constant. This repre
sents a considerable reduction in effort compared with 
determining data over large frequency intervals. 

The key results of Sec. V, Eqs. (69), (77), and (80) 
provide useful results from the point of view of provid
ing suitable criteria for the quality of optical data. The 
highly damped nature of Eq. (69) essentially eliminates 
the difficulty of obtaining data at high frequencies, or 
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having only poor data available for this region. Attempts 
to obtain strongly damped integral constraints as a 
function of a single optical constant have not as yet met 
with success. 

The generalization of the above sum rules for con
ductors can be carried out in a straightforward manner. 
Connections between the various optical constants, such 
as the dielectric constant, the conductivity, etc., also 
allow a number of sum rules to be readily obtained. Ex
tensions of the asymptotic method and the above pro
cedures to second-order Kramers-Kronig relations for 
nonlinear optical phenomena7-

9 appear to be possible 
and this will be the subject of a further investigation. 
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Hennitian fields are considered which fulfill all the Wightman axioms. except local commutativity. 
fonnulated for the Gel'fand space S 1(R4) instead of the Schwartz spaceS(R4). For fields of this class. 
containing the Jaffe class and even the larger class of essentially local fields on S 1(lR 4), it is shown that 
symmetry of the Wightman functions and mass gap imply Ruelle's cluster property. Hence the Haag-Ruelle-Hepp 
scattering fonnalism applies to these fields, which need not be local. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

While there is no doubt that relativistic quantum fields 
have to be treated as operator valued generalized func
tions,1 there are no physical arguments for the choice 
of any particular space of test functions. It is mainly 
a matter of convenience2 that the Schwartz spaces 5 and 
f) have become standard in axiomatic quantum field 
theory. 3 In order to be as general as possible, it would 
be desirable to work with test spaces as small as possi
ble and endowed with a topology as fine as possible. 
However, there naturally occur difficulties if the space 
of test functions is chosen too small. Perhaps the best 
known effect of this type is the following one analyzed 
by Jaffe4: 

If one is to allow the field operators to increase 
rapidly at infinity in momentum space, it is natural to 
choose some space of smooth momentum space test 
functions rp(p) which sufficiently rapidly decrease at 
infinity. However, such a function cannot have a Fourier 
transform cp(x) with compact support (in configuration 
space) if it decreases too rapidly, i. e., if 

J '" dt t -210g(1/max I rp(q) I) 
1 IIqll)t 

diverges. Then the usual formulation of the axiom of 
local commutativity3 (in short: locality), which is the 
most powerful tool in axiomatic quantum field theory, 
is no more applicable. 

In order to allow for both locality and rapid increase 
of the field operators in I]lomentum space, Jaffe intro
duced a new class of test spaces. 4 For fields of the 
Jaffe class most of the results of Wightman field theory 
can still be derived by essentially the same methods. 
Unfortunately, there is no Jaffe space minimal in the 
sense speCified above. As a consequence, each dy
namics requires its own Jaffe space. In this connection 
the Gel'fand space5 SI(rn.4):= SI,I,1,1 becomes relevant, 
as already realized by Constantinescu. 6 SI is just the 
intersection of all Jaffe spaces, 1 and its topology is 
finer than that induced by any Jaffe space. Consequently, 
it seems plausible that quite a lot of the structure of 
Jaffe spaces survives for SI. 

Therefore, in the present paper, we study fields ful
filling all the Wightman axioms 3 formulated for SI(rn.4) 
instead of S(rn.4), with the unavoidable exception of 
locality. Evidently, this class is considerably larger 
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than the Jaffe class. 8 For simplicity we consider only 
a Hermitian field A (x) describing a single type of neu
tral scalar particle with mass m > O. Constantinescu 
remarked6 that it might be possible to derive many of 
the standard results of local quantum field theory also 
for such a field if "local commutativity is replaced 
with some 'technical' conditions. " 

We believe that symmetry of the Wightman functions, 
formulated in Sec. 2 as "Wightman property" and well 
known for local fields, is the natural and powerful sub
stitute for locality. Obviously, PCT symmetry can then 
be proved by exactly the same methods as those used 
for Wightman fields. 3 However, it is by no means evi
dent how to consistently define an S-matrix under these 
conditions. A solution of this problem seems to be of 
considerable interest in connection with the Oster
walder-Schrader approach9 to constructive quantum 
field theory. 

Now, the purpose of the present paper is to derive 
Ruelle's cluster propertyl0 from the usual mass gap 
condition and the Wightman property. Then we already 
know how to establish the Haag-Ruelle-Hepp scattering 
formalism. 11 

2. THE WIGHTMAN FUNCTIONS AND THEIR 
PROPERTIES 

Let D be the common invariant dense domain of the 
smeared field operators3 

A (cp):= J dxA (x) cp(x), cp E SI(1R4). 

Since for SI there is an analog12 of the classical nuclear 
theorem,13 the expectation values 

(<I>IA(x l )"'A(xn)I>¥), <I>,>¥ED, 

and especially the vacuum expectation values 

.Iffi (x) := (n IA (x 1) 0 0 0 A (xn) In) 
[x:= (Xl"" ,Xn)] are well defined as generalized functions 
on SI (rn.4n):= Sl, ... ,t. The same holds for the truncated 
vacuum expectation values, formally defined by 

.lffiT(X):=6 (-1)1-1(1-1)! 6 TI!lB(Xj , ... ,Xjk)' 
1=1 MEp,(n) JEM 1 J 

where M={JI , •.. ,JI}EP,(n) iff it is a partition of 
{I, ... ,n} into 1 (nonempty) disjoint ordered subsets J r 

with the ordering in each J = (jl, ... ,jk) being the 
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natural relative ordering of integers. By translation in
variance of the theory, there are14 generalized func
tions W(T)(~) on sl(ffi4n) such that15 

1 dXl'" dXn+lsm(T)(Xl"" ,Xn+l)CP(Xl"" ,xn+l ) 

= 1 d€W<T> (1;) [1 d~n+l cp(~ ~h ••• , ~ ~i)J 
i=1 i=n+l 

(d~=d~I'" d~n' ~i=Xi-Xj+I' Xn+2=O) holds for every 
cpEs l(ffi4(n+1», which we symbolically denote by 

W(T)(XI - X2' ••• ,xn - Xn+l) =sm(T) (XI' •.• ,Xn+I)' 

In the usual way3 one derives 
~ 

SUppW(T)(q) C (v+)n 

(V+ denotes the forward lightcone, V+ its closure) for 
their Fourier transforms, formally defined by 

W'<T)( q) = (27T)"2n 1 diw(T)(€) exp(~ €) 
(q€=ql~1 + .•. +qn~n' qiv=qH~-CU~i)' Therefore,16 the 
Wightman functions 

W(T)(E)= (27T)"2n1 dq W<T\q) exp(- iqE) 

are well-defined analytic functions, holomorph in the 
tube 

Tn = (s = € - in E ([:4n: 1)j E V+ for j = 1, ... ,n}. 

L:-invariance of the Wightman distributions implies L:
invariance of their Fourier transforms and finally of 
the Wightman functions: 

!!,(T) ( t) = !!,<T>(At) (2.1) 

for all A E L:. Hence the BHW theorem3 tells us that the 
WIT) (t) possess single valued analytic continuations into 
the "extended tube" 

T~= U ATn, 
AEL+(a;) 

where (2.1) also holds for A E L+«[:). The point ~ is 
known to be in n n ffi4n , the set of so- called Jost points, 
iff3 AI ~1 + ••• + An~n is spacelike for arbitrary nonnega
tive AI> ... ,An with AI +.0. + An> O. 

The Wightman functions are polynomially bounded16 if 
~ is restricted to a compact subset K of (V+)n: 

1!!,(T)(t) I <PK(i) foralltETn withryEK. (2.2) 

(Here P K denotes a suitable polynomial depending on K. ) 
Hence17 the application 

cp- Fm 1 d~w(T)(E)cp(~), cpES1(ffi4n) 
117J!I~O -
;;E(y+)n 

defines a generalized function on sl(ffi4n) , which coin
cides with the corresponding Wightman distribution: 

lim 
UTili" 0 

TiE(y+)n 

For the vacuum expectation values (n > 1) this means 

1516 

J dxjffi(T) (x)cp(x) = lim J dx 
IIm(zk-zk+l)I~O 

eE<!3n 

x~<T>(z)cp(x) for cp E SI(ffi4n), 
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(2.3) 

where 

@>n={ZE([:4n: (ZI-Z2,'" ,Zn_l-Zn)E Tn-I}, 

jffi(T)(Z)= !!,(T)(ZI- Z2"" ,Zn_l- 2n). 

This is why analysis of the Wightman functions gives 
deep inSight into the general structure of the underlying 
field theory. The most useful tool in this connection is 
the following property of the Wightman functions, which 
we shall call the "Wightman property": 

Definition: The Wightman functions are said to possess 
the Wightman property iff, for arbitrary n> 1,sm(T)(z) 
has a single valued analytic continuation into the domain23 

@>;;={ZE ([:4n: (z~(1> - 2,(2), ••• ,2.(n_1> -Z.(n» 

E T~_1 for suitable 7T E Sn}, 

in which it is invariant under permutations of the 

ZI"" ,zn' 

The Wightman property is known to be equivalent to 
locality for tempered fields. 18 The same holds for 
Jaffe fields. 4 An obvious advantage of the Wightman 
property is that it does not depend on the test space on 
which A (x) can be defined. While the usual formulation 
of locality fails for the Gel'fand space SI, since it does 
not contain test functions with compact support, the 
formulation of the Wightman property still applies. 
Thus, in a technically modified way, the notation of 
locality becomes applicable to fields on SI(ffi4). 

3. THE WIGHTMAN PROPERTY DERIVED FROM 
ESSENTIAL LOCALITY 

In a recent paperl1 another substitute for locality, 
called "essential locality, " was proposed. In this con
nection it is interesting to note that the Wightman prop
erty can also be derived from essential locality. This 
derivation will be given in the present section as an 
exercise for our main task, namely, the proof of 
Ruelle's cluster property in the next section. Let us 
first briefly review the concept of essential 10calityl9: 

A set SCSi (ffin) is bounded with respect to the topo
logy of SI(ffin) iff there is a positive constant A such 
that20 

sup sup sup A-laIO'-allxIlNlcp(a)(x)I 
~ES XEM aEZ~ (3.1) 

< 00 for every N E Z+ 

holds with M = ffin. If (3. 1) holds for some closed subset 
M of ffin, then S will be called locally bounded on M in 
SI(ffin). This definition was introduced in Ref. 11 in a 
slightly different form. Actually, both definitions are 
equivalent, due to the following 

Lemma 3.1: Let 0 be some nonempty open subset of 
m.n , let N be some nonnegative integer, and let E, A be 
positive constants fulfilling the inequality E < (2eAt l

• 

Finally, let cp(x) be an arbitrarily differentiable function 
over 0, for which 

e
N
= sup sup A -Ia IO'-a(l + IIxll)N I cp(a)(X) I 

XEO aEZ~ 

is finite. Then CP(X) is the restriction of a function cp(a) 
that is holomorph in U~( Q) and fulfils the inequality21 
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sup sup (2A)-lal a -a(l + lIa/DN Icp(a)(a) I 
aEU~(O) aEZ~ 

.;; (1 +E)NCNe"(l- 2eAe) ..... 

Proof: Evidently, the analytic continuation of CP(X) is 
given by 

cp(a) (X + a') = L; ({3! tta '8cp(a+8) (X) 
8EZZ 

for X E 0 and a' E <t" with lIa'I/ < e. 

By this representation we get the estimate 

(1 + /Ix + a'I/)N Icp(a)(x + a') I 

.;; (1 + I/a'I/)N 6 ({3!)-tl/a 'I/181(1 + I/xl/)N I cp(a+8) (x) I 
8EZ!I 

';;(l+I/a'I/)NCN L; ({3!)-tl/a 'I/18IA 1a+81(a+{3)(<<+8). 
8E~ 

Hence the simple inequalities 

(a + (3)(a+8) .;; 2Ia+8Iaa{38, 
(3.2) 

(3! ~ e-" e-181 {38 

yield 

(1 + /Ix +a'I/t Icp(a)(x +a') I 

.;; (1 + I/a'I/)NCNe"(2A)lal a a L; (2eAI/a'/1)181 
BEZZ 

for X E 0 and a' E <t" with lIu'li <e. This directly implies 
the statement of Lemma 3.1.. 

Let M be a closed subset of m" and F(X) a generalized 
function on stem"). Then F is called locally continuous 
on M with respect to st(]R") iffl1 sUP"'ES IF(cp) I is finite 
for every S c stem") that is locally bounded on Min 
st (]R"). 

The field A (x) is called essentially local iff,l1 for 
arbitrary ~,~ED, (~I[A(xt),A(X2)]I~) is locally con
tinuous on Va'" {(Xt, X2) E m 8: (Xt - X2)2 ~ o}. In order to 
derive the Wightman property from essential locality, 
we first need one more technical result: 

Lemma 3.2: Let C be a nonempty, open, convex cone 
in ]R". Let the function f(x - i'T) be holomorph in m" - iC 
and polynomially bounded on every region of the form 
]R"- iK, where K is any compact subset of C. Finally, 
let cp(X) be a test function from stem") fulfilling 

sup sup A-lal a -a(l+/lxl/)Nlcp(a)(x)1 <00 
xEIt" aEZZ 

for all N E :l+ and some A > 0 not depending on N. Then 
for arbitrary 'T' E C with II 'T'II < (2eAr t we have 

lim J dxf(x - i'T)cp(X) = J dxf(x - i'T')cp(X - i'T'). 
111'11" 0 
TEC 

Proof: Let 'T'EC and II'T'II < (2eAtt• Then for suffi
Ciently small fixed 'T E C we may choose e > 0 and a finite 
set {'To, ••. ,'TN}CC with 'To = 'T, 'TN = 'T' such that the 
conditions 

hold for j = 0, 1, ... ,N - 1. Under these conditions 
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Lemma 3.1 and the Cauchy theorem imply 

J dX/(X - i 'TJ)CP(X - i('TJ - 'T» 

= J dX/(X - i'TJ+l)CP<X - i('TJ+t - 'T» 

for j =0, ... ,N - 1. Hence we conclude 

J dX/(X- i'T)cp(X) = J dxf(x- i'T')cp(X- i('T'- 'T» 

for sufficiently small 'TEC. Obviously, by Lemma 3.1, 
the rhs converges to 

J dxf(x - i'T')cp(X - i'T') 

for 'T- 0 .• 

Let us define sequences of "type 0" by22 

CPi',N(X) '" (N/rr)"12 exp(- NI/x - x'I/2), 

where x, x' E m4" and N - 1 E Z+. By Eqs. (2. 2) and 
(2.3) and by Lemma 3.2 we then conclude: 

lim (J dX~(T)(X)CPi',N(X) 
N~oo 

- J. dX~(T)(x-iy)cp? N(x-iy)=O 
Ki' - , 

for sufficiently small y E m4n with (Yt - Y2' ••• ,Y"~t - Y") 
E (V+)"-t, where 

K! "'{x Em4n: lxi-xii <e 
:r' 

for j=l, •.• ,n and r=O, •.. ,3} . 

If x E@)~ n m4n and if we choose e sufficiently small, 
then by the Cauchy theorem we may derive 

lim J • dX~(T)(X - iY)CP?,N(X - iy) =~(T)(X') 
N-oo Kx' 

for sufficiently small y E ]R4" with (Yt - Y2"" 'Y"_I - Yn) 
E (V+)"~I. Hence 

lim J dx ~(T)(X)cp? ,N(X) =~(T)(X') 
N~oo 

holds for every X E@)~ n ]R4". 1f23 11' E Sn is such that also 

x; '" (x;(Il, ... ,x;(n» E@j~, then, using 

CPX',N(X) = CPX',N(X.), • 
we may conclude that 

lim J dx [~(T)(X) _~(T)(X.)]cpi' ,N(X) 
N~ 00 (3.3) 

= ~(T)(x') _ ~(T)(X;). 

Recalling the classification of Jost points we see that 

x' E m4n \V4"'" {x E ]R4": (xJ - XJ')2 < 0 for j '" j'}. 

Therefore, the set 

{NCPX',N(X)}NE 7+ 

is locally bounded on V4n with respect to SI(]R4"). This 
may be easily proved by (3.2) and the estimate 

A ~(J+k+1l k-kl2rJ 121 tk(d~ Y exp(- t2) 1 < 1 

for t E]RI and j, k E 2+, 

which holds24 for sufficient large A > 0 and implies 

NA -<J+k+1l eJ+2[ (j + k + 2t<J+k+2) 1 2J-J 12 

X Itk(d~Y exp(-Nt2) 1 < 1 
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forN,j,kE7+ and tE1Rl with It I >e. 

If A (x) is essentially local, then 

sup I J dx [1lB(T) (x) -1lB(T)(Xr)]<p(x) I 
~ES 

is finite for every set Scsl (lR4n) that is locally bounded 
on V4n in sl(1R4n). Hence (3.3) finally yields 

@(T)(x') = IlBCT)(X;) 

for every x' E@)~ n 1R4n and every 1f E Sn with x~ E@)~. 
This is known25 to imply the Wightman property. Thus 
we have shown: 

If A(x) is essentially local, then its Wightman func
tions possess the Wightman property! 

4. RUELLE'S CLUSTER PROPERTY AS A 
CONSEQUENCE OF WIGHTMAN PROPERTY AND 
MASS GAP 

We do not know, whether, conversely, essential 
locality can be derived from the Wightman property. 
However, we shall derive some weaker continuity 
property, which, together with the mass gap condition, 
is still strong enough to guarantee Ruelle's cluster 
property. 10 To this end we have to extend the bound (2. 2) 
to larger regions. This may be done using L+(I;)
invariance: 

Lemma 4.1: Let Al E (0,1), let A2,e > 0, and let 
711, ... ,71~-1 E V+. Then, for sufficiently small 0> 0, 
there is a compact subset K of (VJn and a finite con
stant C such that, with 71~ =- 0, the following statement 
holds: 

For every ~ E Ufi(~') and for every ~ E 1R4n with 

I~~I <All1~nll>e, II~nll>A211~rll forr=1, ... ,n-1 

there is a A E L+(<I) fulfilling 

A, E lR4n_ iK 

and 

IIRe(AE)II < II ~II + C 

(remember Sr =- ~r - i71r)' 

Proof: Evidently, without loss of generality we may 
impose the additional restrictions 

~n=(a,b,O,O), lal <Alb >e. 

Let us first choose a 01 > ° such that 

U3fil (71;)C V+ for r=l, ... ,n-1. 

Then choose a K > ° small enough in order to guarantee 
K/A2 < °1, KAtie < 1 and Re(AK,(n71;) E U61 (71;) for 
r = 1, ... ,n - 1 and all ~n under consideration, where 

(1 _ K211 ~nll-2)1 /2 - iK11 ~""-l ° ° 
-iKII~nll-l (1 _ K211 ~nll-2)1 /2 ° ° A = 

K, en -

° ° 1 ° 
° ° ° 1 

E L+(I;). 

Finally, choose ° E (0, ( 1) sufficiently small to be sure 
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that the compact set 

K=-{~"E1R4": 71;:E~ forr=1, ... ,n-1; 

71~'E U6«(b",a",0,0» for suitable a",b" 

fulfilling la"l <Alb" and II(b",a",O,O)II=K} 

is contained in (V +)". Then it is almost trivial to check 

A }: E 1R4n_ iK 
K, ~n b 

and 

for all E under consideration (corresponding to our 
choice for 0) .• 

Given e, AI, A2 > ° with Al < 1 and given n, j E Z+ with ° <j <n, let us define 

0~:{1').2 =- {x E 1R4n : Ix~ - x~+11 < Al11xJ - xJ+lll > e, 

IlxrxJ+lll >A21Ixr-x~1I if {r,r'}*{j,j + 1}}, 
Mn,J = 1R4n\0 n,J 

").1').2 - ").1').2' 

Clearly, XEO~:i ').2 iff X.JE 0:"{1').2' where 1fj is the 
permutation which Just exchanges j and j + 1. In view of 
the cluster property we want to prove that 

sup I J dx[IlBT(x) _IlBT(XOJ)] <p (x) I < 00 

~ES (4.1) 

holds for every set ScSl(lR4n) fulfilling 

sup sup sup e,o,,&-o,llzIINI<pCo,)(.z)I 
~ES ZEUC(Mn,J ) "E z4n 

e E. APA2 + 
< 00 for NE 7+ (4.2) 

and 

(4.3) 

< 00 for every N E 7A+ and <p E S. 

Consider a set S of this type and let <pES. Then, by 
Lemma 3. 2 in connection with (2.2) and (2.3), we have 

J d.X[IlBT(x) -IlBT(x.)]<P(x) (4.4) 

=J dxIlBT(z)[<p(z)- <P(.Zrj)], z=-x-iy, 

for Y E 1R4n with II yll < e and Yr - Yr+l E V+ for 
r = 1, ... ,n - 1. In order to apply the Wightman proper
ty, we should like to change the way of integration such 
that the XE lR4n\U.(M~:{l').2) appear only in the combina
tion x - iy', where 51' E lR4n is chosen (independently of <p) 
in such a way that 

yj=YJ+l' lIy'lI<e, and Y;-Y:+1EV+ forr*j. 

By Lemma 4.1, (2.2), and L+(I;)-invariance of W T we 
know that there is a ° > ° and a polynomial P(x) such that 
z E@)~ andIlBT(.Z) fulfills the inequality 

(4.5) 

for all z with)lE U6(y') and XE U6W~:{1').2)' Therefore, 
let us put 

Yr=Y: forr*j 
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and 

Yj= (y,/ +min{e -lIy'lI, 1i}/2,yj) 

in (4.4), which we are certainly allowed to do, if Ii is 
chosen sufficiently small. Then, from the bound (2.2) 
and from (4.2), we see that 

I fMnti dx~!.F(Z)[rp(z)- rp(Z~)]1 
e,Xl'X2 -

has an upper bound independent of rp E S. Hence, in or
der to establish (4.1), it is sufficient to show that also 

If On,} dX~T(Z)[rp(Z) - rp(Z~)] I 
e, xl' X2 

has an upper bound independent of rp E S. Let us define 

X E 0~:fl'A2 for suitable x~ E JRI}. 

For (x t , ••• ,Xj, ... ,xn) E 0 ~:fl,X2 and x~ E JRt we then 
have: 

x E 0~:{I'A2 iff X~+I - Alllxr xj+tll 

<X~<X~+I +Alllxj-x}+III. 

Therefore, using the Cauchy theorem, we may write 

where 
,0 

II (rp) '" faA n,j dXI"· .dxj ••• dxn f: J dy j'O mT(x - iY") 
e,AI').2 Y

J
-

x [rp(x - iy") - rp(X'j - iy;)] 1:r~=:r~+I-).II"Cr"J+111 
o 

12 (rp) '" faA n,1 dXl .". dxj ••• dx. f~dYJ'O ~T(X - iY") 
.,1.1').2 YJ 

y:''''yy=y; for r*j, yj=Yj"'yj. 

Here we omitted the additional term 

x [rp(x- iy') - rp(xrJ - iy;)] 

= fa n,J dx[mT(x - iy') - llBT (x. - iy: )]rp(X - iy'), 
.,Al'X2 - - J j 

which is zero, due to the Wightman property. By (4.2) 
and (4.5) both II1(rp) I and II2(rp) I have an upper bound 
independent of rp E S; hence we have finally proved the 
desired continuity property: 

For arbitrary e, AI, A2 > 0 with AI < 1 and for arbitrary 
n,j E 71+ with 0 <j <n (4.1) holds for every subset S of 
SI(JR4n) fulfilling (4.2) and (4.3). 

As in Ref. 11, let us now introduce the following 
notation: 
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\j ~ (ao) '" f dx m; (x) rp(; - ao), 

S.,.' = {1T E Sn: 1T(r) < 1T(r') for 0 < r < r' "" n' 

as well as for n' < r < r' "" n}. 

Then the following lemma, which was derived from 
essential locality in Ref. 11, may still be derived from 
the continuity property just established: 

Lemma 4.2: Let N be a nonnegative integer and let 
1TESn,,.,. and rpES1(JR4n). Then there is a constant C for 
which the inequality 

m:'ao I \j ~(ao) - ~ ~(ao) I < C 

holds for arbitrary ai' ... , a" E 1R3 with II ay - a,.. II 

"" (n - 1)m~,ao' 

Proof: Recall that ~T(X) -llB;(x) can be written as a 
finite sum of generalized functions of the form 

with suitable j E {1, ... ,n - 1} and suitable 1T' E Sn fulfill
ing 1T'(j) E {1T(n' + 1), .•. ,1T(n)} and 1T'(j + 1) 
E {1T(I), .•• ,1T(n')}. Hence, by the continuity property 
established above, 

sup I f dx[mz'(x)-llB;(x)]rp(x) I <00 

'PES 

holds for every set 5 c SI(1R4.) and e > 0 for which the 
conditions (4.3) and 

suP. sup .sup, e1al &-"'lIzIlN I rp(a)(Z) I 
'PES ZEU~(M!) aEi!n 

< 00 for N E 71+ 
(4.6) 

are fulfilled. Here we define; to be in M! iff for arbi
trary (j,j') E {1, ... ,n'}X{n' + 1, ... ,n} at least one of 
the inequalities 

or 

jX~(j) - x~(j') j ~ tllx.(}) - ~(j' )11, 

II~(J) - Xr(J' ) II ,,; e, 

II~(J) - ~(j,)11 "" (1/n)/Ix.(T) - Xv(,...)11 

for suitable r, r' E {I, ... ,n} 

holds. Let N' be an arbitrary nonnegative integer. Then, 
by translation invariance, our proof is complete if we 
show (4.3) and (4.6) for the special set 

S={rpao(x)=m:"aorp(x-ao): ~, ... ,a"E1R3, at"'o} 

and for suitable e > O. While (4.3) is a simple conse
quence of the definition of SI(JR4n) and Lemma 3.1, con
dition (4.6) is (by Lemma 3.1, again) a consequence of 

sup .sup .suP4n e,a'a-;;/i;/INjrp(a)(x)i 
"'ES "EM! aE2+ 

< 00 for NE 71+. (4.7) 

So we are left to prove (4.7): 

Let x + ao E Mi. Then, for suitable (j ,j') E {I, ... ,n'} 
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X{n' + 1, ... , n}, we have 

Ila,(J) - a.(J') II =m.,ao 

and at least one of the inequalities 

or 

Ilx~(J) - x~(j') I ~ ill(x.(j) - x.u'») + (a.(J) - a.u·»)II, 

II (x.(j) - x.u'») + (a.(J) - a.(J' ») II .;; 1, 

11(x.(J) - x.(J'») + (a.(j) - a.(J.»)11 

.;;t(llx'(T) - x,(T')1I + 1Ia.(T) + a.(T' )11) 

for suitable r, r' holds. In any case we have the in
equality m.,ao .;; 1 + 2(n + l)lIxll, which allows the follow
ing estimate: 

This, together with the definition of S1(JR4il), implies 
(4.7) .• 

As shown in Ref. 11, following Ruelle10 one can derive 
from Lemma 4.2 and the mass gap condition the 
following: 

Cluster property: Let N be a nonnegative integer and 
let cp be a test function from S1(JR4n). Then there is a 
constant C such that the inequality 

Iluoll N l\'j~(ao) I <C 

holds for a1 = 0 and for arbitrary a2' ... , ~ E JR3. 
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and their bilinear and trilinear invariant forms 
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The unitary irreducible and many nonunitary representations of the universal covering group of SU(1.I) are 
given in a realization on certain spaces of functions. We discuss intertwining operators for these 
representations and their connection with the discrete series. The tensor product decomposition is 
performed by means of an integral transformation. A completeness relation for these integral kernels is 
derived. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Our study of the universal convering group G of 
SU(1, 1) is motivated by the fact that conformal invari
ant quantum field theories in two-dimensional space
time (like the Thirring model) exhibit the symmetry 
group G0 G, which is the universal covering group of 
the conformal group for two-dimensional Minkowski 
space. Representations of the group G0G are used in 
the construction of such models. It is hoped that by 
means of harmonic analysis on the symmetry group 
G0G one gets insight into certain features of these 
models that can be carried over to quantum field theo
ries in four-dimensional Minkowski space. 

Representations of the group G, namely those of the 
discrete series, have been given by Bargmann. 1 Both 
the principal and the discrete series have been present
ed in infinitesimal form (as matrices) and in global form 
(as operators in function spaces) by Pukanszky.2 This 
author gave the supplementary series in infinitesimal 
form in addition. His main result was the proof of the 
Planche rei formula. 

In this article we present all unitary irreducible 
represenations and also a great many nonunitary ones 
in an operator realization on a function space. We con
struct bilinear invariant forms and their kernels that 
are related with the intertwining operators. For the 
supplementary series such kernels supply us with an 
invariant scalar product. Finally we study trilinear in
variant forms and their kernels that are related with the 
problem of the tensor product decomposition of two 
representations. We derive a completeness relation for 
these kernels. This relation is equivalent with the com
pleteness relation for the Wigner coefficients of G. 
These Wigner coefficients can be defined as the tri
linear invariant forms for the elements of the canonical 
basis. But we do not introduce them explicitly, mainly 
because this would involve reasoning for a specific 
choice of normalization which is of no use for us later. 

We emphasize that the coordinate functions, that is, 
the matrix elements of the representation operators in 
the canonical basis (the c or d functions), and the multi
linear invariant forms for the elements of the canonical 
basis can be obtained from the corresponding expres
sions for the group SU(1, 1) by a proper interpolation 
and analytic continuation in the helicities. For the 
representations of SU(1, 1) we refer to the textbooks, 
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Refs. 3,4. Our work profited most from the work of 
Ferretti and VerdeS and WangS who deal with the tensor 
product decomposition for SU(l. 1). In fact, there exists 
older work on this subject by Andrews and Gunson7 and 
Holman and Biedenharn. 8 Andrews and Gunson were the 
first authors to apply the Burchnall- Chaundy expansion 
in this context. This method has been used later by 
Wang and has also been adopted in this article. It 
seems to us much more elegant than the formalism of 
Holman and Biedenharn which is based on interpolating 
and analytically continuing the respective formulae of 
the group SU(2). The proofs given in Refs. 5, 6 for the 
deformation of a contour in the complex j-plane are re
duced to a lemma that is given in the Appendix. 

2. REPRESENTATIONS 

We denote elements of SU(1, 1) by 

v=(~£), detv=1. (1) 

An element of G can be characterized by the matrix v 
and a real number ~, - 00 < ~ < + 00, ~ =arga. Thus the 
group G possesses an infinite number of sheets over 
SU(1,1). 

Next we introduce the space (0.; T < 1) 

f)T= {g(qJ) E C~(- 00, + 00) I g(qJ + 27T) = exp(27TiT)g(qJ)} 

(2) 

of complex valued functions. Extracting a factor 

(3) 

yields a periodic functionf(qJ) that possesses a rapidly 
converging Fourier series 

f(qJ) = ~ am exp(imqJ). 
m="<xI 

By this property the elements of f)T can be 
characterized. 

In f)T we introduce the canonical basis 

{gq(rp) Ig.(rp) == exp(iqqJ), q = T + m, m integral, 

_oo<m<+oo} 

and the canonical norm 

Copyright © 1976 American Institute of Physics 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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Completing the space £) .. with this norm (6) yields a 
Hilbert space U. 

The space £) .. can be made to carry a representation 
of G, denoted by the symbol X = (j, T), in the following 
way. Let us denote now 

-1_(::13) _(Ci-!3) 
v - 13 a ' v - - 73 Q! . (7) 

For arbitrary j E (1;1 we define the linear operator in £) .. 

T~,tg(cp)= JQ!+13exp(-icp)J2J-1g(cpv,~), (8) 

where 

. Q! +!3exp(- icp) . 
exp(zcpv, t) = Q! + 11 exp( + icp) exp(zcp) (9) 

is independent of ~, but CPv" is not 

CPv, t = cp + 2 arg(Q! + f3 exp(- icp». (10) 

Because 1 Q! 1 > 1131, the rhs of (10) is uniquely defined 
by ~ = argQ!, namely 

Jarg(Q! + f3 exp(- icp» - argQ! J < 1T/2. (11) 

It is a straightforward task to show that these opera
tors satisfy the group multiplication law and present 
bounded operators from £) .. into £) ... with respect to the 
canonical norm (6). Continuity in the group element can 
also be proven with respect to the same norm. Similar 
assertions are true in other topologies like the £)L2-
topology. 9 

In the canonical basis the operators T;" possess the 
matrix elements ("coordinate functions") 

(12) 

x (Q! + f3 exp(- icp)tt/2+J+02(a + 73 exp(+ icp)t1l2+J-0 2dcpo 
(13) 

We define coordinates on SU(1, 1) by 

v-I = exp(ia3CP/2) exp(a111/2) exp(ia3 CP/2), 11 '" O. (14) 

Then (13) can be evaluated 

c~ q (v,~) = exp(iCPlql +iCP2q2) c~. (cosh11), 
1 2 1 2 

(15a) 

C~ q (u) 
1 2 

(
- i +j - q2)(1 +u) -(01""2)/2 (U-1) (01"02)/2 

ql-q2 2 2 

X2 F l(i+j -qz, i-j-qz; qj-qz+ 1; i(1-u», 

qj"'q2. (15b) 

J ()_r(i+j+q2)r(i+j-q2) 
C-q l'-Q2 u -r(i+j+qj)r(i+j-qj) 

xc~ • (u), qj ~q2' 
Z 1 

(15c) 

The principal series is obtained if j is purely 
imaginary. In this case the canonical norm (6) can be 
shown to be invariant. Thus the principal series can be 
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realized in the Hilbert spaces n with the invariant 
scalar product 

1 12< (gj,g2) = 21T 0 gl(CP)g2(CP)d cpo (16) 

The discrete series is obtained as follows. We set 

g(cp) = exp(ikcp) h(cp) 

and have 

T~,~h(cp)= exp(- ik(cp - CPv,t» \Q! + f3exp(- icp) 121-1 

Xh(cpv, ~). 

For k = ± (j - i) the multiplier in (18) is (Q! 

(17) 

(18) 

+ f3 exp(- icp»2J-l, respectively (a + 73 exp(icp»2i-t, due to 
(10). These multipliers are boundary values of the anti
holomorphic function (Q! + f3z)2J-j, respectively the holo
morphic function (a +!3z )2J-l in the unit circle Iz 1 < 1. 
If h is periodic, viz., 

k~T mod 1, (19) 

then the negative, respectively positive, frequency parts 
[by negative frequency part we mean that the coefficients 
am in the Fourier series (4) of h(cp) vanish for m > OJ 
the positive frequency part is defined correspondingly) 
constitute invariant subspaces. Thus £) .. possesses an 
invariant subspace J~-) (respectively J~+» under T~,I 
provided 

j- t~T mod 1 

(respectively j- i~- T mod 1). 

These subspaces are spanned by the canonical basis 
elements 

(20) 

J~-):q=j-i-rn, 111=0,1,2,.·. (21) 

(respectively J~+): q=-j+i+m, m=0,1,2, ... ). 

If (19) is fulfilled, then the positive (negative) frequency 
part of h(cp) can be continued into the unit circle Iz 1 < 1 
to yield a holomorphic (antiholomorphic) function 
h(+)(z) [h(o)(z)] of Z. Following from the subspaces R=) 
of £) .. , we have obtained certain linear spaces of such 
holomorphic or antiholomorphic functions. The scalar 
product for the discrete series of SU(1, 1) 1 can be taken 
over unaltered, 

(22) 

n == ~ - j reaL 

This integral converges obviously for n > t. But the 
scalar product can be extended to all n > 0, as we shall 
see in a moment. The invariance of the scalar product 
(22) is easy to prove. Completing the linear spaces by 
means of (22) or its extension to n > 0 leads to the uni
tary representations of the discrete series. Namely, 
the positive frequency parts yield the positive discrete 
series and the negative frequency parts the negative dis
crete series. 

The coordinate functions for the discrete series come 
out as [using the functions (15b, c) as analytic expres
sions in j] 
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J.dlSCI'() F,1 N J () 
Cq1q2 U = Iql1 Iq21 Cq1q2 U , (23) 

where for the positive (negative) discrete series 

ql.2=-j+i+m, 

(ql.2=+j-i-m), (24) 

m=0,1,2, "', j<+i 

and N q denotes 

r(i-j+q) 
Nq= r(1-2j)r(-~+j+q) 

112 
(25) 

N;1 is the norm of the basis element gq(cp) due to the 
scalar product (22). This expression (25) can in turn 
be used to define the scalar product in a basis depen
dent fashion (which makes it more difficult to prove 
invariance). It shows that a positive scalar product can 
in fact be defined for all real j smaller than i corre
sponding to n > 0, as was asserted above. The negative 
discrete series can be treated in an analogous fashion. 

3. THE INTERTWINING OPERATOR 

We define an operator S on!J ... for all j in the left half 
j plane by the convolution integral 

Sg(CPI) = pr S(XC
, cPj 1 X, CP2)g(CP2) aCP2 (26a) 

o 

(2r I 1-2i-1 =N(X) Jo 2 sin CPl ; CP2 

with 

(J _ {arg(Sin(cp/2 - iO» +1T/2 

(cp) - 1T/2 for 0 < cP < 21T. 

The function (J(cp) satisfies 

(J(cp + 21T) = (J(cp) + 1T, 

(J((CP1)V. € - (CP2)v. €) = (J(CPl - CP2)' 

(26b) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

We choose the normalization constant N(j, T) for con
venience as 

N(X)"I =N(j, T)"1 = r(- 2j) 2 sin1T(i + j - T). (30) 

The operator S turns out to be diagonal on the canoni
cal basis 

Sgq(CP) =Sqqgq(CP), 

Sqq=Sqq(j)=r(i+j-q)/r(i-j -q). 

(31a) 

(31b) 

From (31b) we see that the definition of the operator S 
can be extended to all complex j except a discrete set 
of singular values on the real axis where some Sqq be
come infinite. We want to include in the set of singular 
points also those where Sqq vanishes. Of course, the 
whole set depends on the choice of the normalization 
constant (30). This extended operator is called the inter
twining operator. The singular points are connected 
with the discrete series and will be investigated in a 
moment. 

The name of the operator S results from the property 
that it intertwines two representations 

X=(j,T) and XC=(-j,T) 
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in the sense that 

(32) 

on !J ... provided only that we are not at a singular point. 
In this case S is a mapping of !J ... onto !J ... and possesses 
an inverse S-I. We call XC the "conjugate" representa
tion of X. If j is purely imaginary, S can be continued to 
a unitary operator on L~ so that two representations X, 
XC of the principal series turn out to be equivalent. 

We denote the representation Xd the "dual" represen
tation of X if 

X=(j,T), Xd=(-j, -T). 

Let gl E!J_ ... , g2 E!J .... Then 

(33) 

is an invariant bilinear form if gl transforms as X and 
g2 as its dual Xd

• This assertion follows immediately 
from (2), (8), and 

ad;' € = 1 Q' + (3 exp(- icp) 1-2• (34) 

If gl E!J_ ... , g2 E!J..., then the bilinear form 

(35) 

is invariant, provided thatg1 transforms as Xd• C ifg2 
transforms as X. We shall make use of this fact in the 
construction of the invariant scalar product for the 
supplementary series. 

Let i - j - T be an integer, but i + j - T not. This im
plies that all matrix elements Sq. are finite, and some 
are zero. We can also write this assumption as [see 
(22), (23)] 

i - j =n, n ~ + T mod 1, 2j not integral. (36) 

Then the intertwining operator S annihilates the sub
space spanned by the vectors g.(CP) with 

q=n+m, m=O, 1, 2, "', 

which we denote J~+). This null space J~+) of S is an in
variant subspace and carries a positive discrete series 
representation as we know from Sec. 2. Similarly we 
have an invariant subspace J~-) if n "= - T mod 1, spanned 
by the elements g.(CP) with q = - n - m, m = 0,1,2, •••. 

We consider two functions g(cp), g2(CP) of!J ... which do 
not have any components in Ji+). We set gl (cp) =g(cp) 
in (35). Since j is real, g transforms such as g2' Con
sequently, (35) defines a sesquilinear invariant form on 
!J.../Ji+). After a renormalization of S we get a sesqui
linear form on Ji+) itself. Namely, replace the rhs 
of (30) by r(- 2j) 2 sin1T(i + j + T) and denote the new 
operator by S'. Instead of (31b) we obtain 

S' does not annihilate J~+) but J~-). It gives on Ji+) 
S~. = r(1 - 2j)"IN;2 (38) 

so that, up to a constant factor, S' generates the scalar 
product (22) of the discrete series. 
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Imj 

Rej 

FIG. 1. The cuts of the 
function {j}1/2 in the j plane 
for the case ql ?: q2 ?: O. 

One can elaborate further on the singular points of 
the intertwining operator, in particular on the case that 
both ~ ±j - T are integral. In this case 2j is also inte
gral. It results in a discrete series representation of 
SU(t, 1). It is only in this case that subspaces of the 
type Ex appear as intersections of J~+) and J~-) that 
carry finite-dimensional "spino rial" representations. 

The bilinear form (35) leads to an invariant scalar 
product of the form 

(39) 

also for the supplementary series (after an eventual 
adjustment of the sign). We need only require that j is 
real and that 

S 1. 

--=.!l.!l....- = f - ~ - q > 0 
Sq_l,q_l "2 + J - q 

(40) 

for all q. We require j < 0 in order to render the inte
gral (39) convergent for gl,2 Ef)T' All points in the 
domain 

(41) 

and only these solve these constraints, as has first been 
found by Pukanszky. 2 

Finally use is made of the intertwining operator in 
defining new coordinate functions, the "d functions" 

D~ q (v, ~)=exp(iqlcpl +iq2CP2)d~ q (cosh1/), (42a) 
I 2 I 2 

The definition of the square root is a matter of conven
ience. We set 

(43) 

where the right- hand side is defined as a symmetric (j 
- - j) analytic function of j. For ql "" q2 {j} is a poly
nomial ofj of degree 2(ql-q2)' We define the cuts of 
{j}1I2 as in Fig. 1. In particular a cut extends to 00 if 
and only if ql - q2 is odd. On the imaginary axis we 
choose positive real values. Correspondingly the asymp
totic behavior of {j}1I2 is 

{j}1/2 - (:fij)ql""2(1+0(t», O<±argj<7T. (44) 
Ii 1- "" 
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From the definition several symmetries of the d 
functions can be deduced. From (32) or explicitly from 
(15a) we have 

C~~q2 (u) =S~lql (j)C~lq2 (u)S~2~~ (j). 

For the d functions this relation simplifies to 

d~iq (u) =d:iq (u). 
I 2 I 2 

Moreover, we find from (15c) 

di (u) = (-1)ql-q2di (u) 
q~2 q~1 

= (- 1)ql""2d~I·_q2(u). 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

The relation (48) connects the representations X and 
XC,d. These form a pair due to the automorphism of the 
group G 

With (48) we can easily derive 

DX (-I, T t) DX c, d ( t) (49) qlq2 v , -., = -ql'""2 v, ., . 

If f)T possesses an invariant subspace J~±), some of 
the coordinate functions vanish identically. The func-
t· i () . h'f J (-) --IJ(-) f d Ions Cqlq2 u vams I gq2E X ,gql 'i" X or ql >q2 an 
ifgqIEJ~-), gq2iJx forql<q2' Thedfunctionsbehave 
more symmetric. Namely, d~ q (u) vanishes if gq E Ji+), 

--IJ --IJ ( ) I( 2) I gQ2'i" x andifgq 'i" x-,gq2 EJx- forql>q2, andanalo-
gously for ql <q2

1
• Considered as functions ofj, C func

tions have first order zeros at the points mentioned, 
whereas d functions have zeros of order ~ (that become 
of order 1 if they coincide). 

Now consider the case that an invariant space J~+) 
exists, let gql 2 both be in J~+), and j < O. The normal
izing factors Nq appearing in the coordinate functions 
for the discrete series [see (23)] are already incor
porated in the analytic expression for d~lq2(u) and we 
have 

(50) 

Though it is never necessary to use the d functions, 
their characteristic symmetries (46), (47), (48), and 
the simplified appearance of the discrete series, make 
it sometimes very comfortable to use them. We use 
them also in order to facilitate the comparison of our 
results with those in the literature. 

4. INVARIANT TRILINEAR FORMS 

We consider functions gi(CPi)Ef)T" i=1,2, and define 
the convolution integral operator (ReYk> - 1) 

=N(X3!XI;X2)[2r dCPl!o2r dCP2 

x n (1 2 sin CPi - CPi Irk 
i,1,k 2 
cyclo 

X exp[2ia(CPi - cP 1)1/k]) g I (CPI) g2(CP2)' 

W. Ruhl and B.C. Yunn 
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The form of the convolution kernel K given in (51b) 
'satisfies the covariance constraints 

provided only that 

and 

73 + 111 - 112 = integer 

Yl = + jl - j2 + h - i , 
h=-h + j2 +j3- t 

• . . 1 

Y3 =- 11 -12 - 13- 2· 

(53) 

(54) 

We require the integrand in (51) to be periodic. 
leads to the additional constraints 

This 

7 j + 113 - 112 = integer, 

72 + 111 - 113 = integer. 

From (53) and (55) follows 

71 + 72 - 73 = integer 

so that 73 is uniquely fixed by 71 and 7 2 , 

(55) 

(56) 

If (56) is satisfied, the three constraints (53) and (55) 
become dependent and one parameter, say 113' remains 
free. We set 

(57) 

Thus it turns out that there is no covariant kernel K of 
the form (51) if (56) is not fulfilled, but an infinity of 
them if (56) is fulfilled. However, it will be shown that 
in the latter case the kernel K can be represented as a 
linear combination of two fixed kernels Kl and K 2• This 
is in agreement with the known fact that the Clebsch
Gordan coefficients for SU(1, 1) exhibit a twofold de
generacy. 5.6 It remains to be true in the case of the 
universal covering group. 

The integral (51b) converges absolutely if ReYk> - 1, 
for all k = 1,2,3. From (54) it can be seen that this 
convergence domain contains a strip around the three 
principal series Rejk = O. Thus 'one defines the operator 
K first for this strip and then by analytic continuation in 
the whole space ([3 of the variables jl' j2' h. As in the 
case of the intertwining operator, the operator K is 
singular on a subset of points of ([3' This singular set 

is partly connected with the discrete series. A com
plete discussion of the Singular set is not attempted 
here. We will have to show still that K(gl og2)(lP3), gj 

E f)T , g2 E f)T is infinitely differentiable if we are not at 
. 1 2 a smgular pomt. For g3 Ef)_T 

3 

(58) 

is then a trilinear invariant form, if g3 transform as 

X~' 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are defined as the tri

linear invariant forms for three elements of the canoni
cal basis. We set 

gl (lPt) =gqt (lPl), g2(lP2) =gq2 (rp2) 

and define the ftC coefficient": 

K(gql 0 gQ2)(lP) = (27Ttlgql+Q2(rp) 

XC(X3,Q3IXj,ql; X2,Q2)~3 

for q3 =ql +Q2' and 

C(X3,q3IXj,Qj; X2,q2)~3=0 if q3*QI +q2' 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

The constraint (56) is automatically taken into account 
by (61) this way. 

In order to express the C coefficient explicitly, it is 
useful to assume Whipple's notation. 10 Namely 

X3F2(armn, ahmn> aimn; f3ml, f3nl; 1), (62) 

F n(l; m, n)= [r(almn)r( i3'm)r( i3'n) ]-1 

X 3F2(a lhi' a'ri' alrh; i3",o i3ln;l) (63) 

with the labels (g, h,j, l, m,n) denoting any permutation 
of (0,1,2,3,4,5). The a and i3 coefficients are given in 
Table 1. Fn(l;m,n) and Fp(l;m,n) go into each other un
der the simultaneous replacements 

(64) 

All Fp(l; m,n) [Fn(lj m,n)] with fixed l represent differ
ent series with overlapping convergence domains for 
the same analytic function of jk, Qk' k = 1,2,3 which we 
denote therefore Fp(l) [Fn(l)]. For more details of the 
relations between all the Fp(l) and Fn(l) see Ref. 10. 
The Fp(l; m,n) and Fn(l; m,n) are entire analytic func
tions of the variables a and 13 and consequently of the 

TABLE I. Table of a, {3. The coefficients "'Imn are totally symmetric whereas {3mn = 2 - {3nm. 

"'012 = ~ - h + qz 

O'013=~+h-h+h 

O'014=~+j1-jz -is 
"'015=~+j1-ql 

0'023 = ~ - j1 - h + j3 

{301 = 1 - h - jz - q3 

{302 = 1 + jt"- j2 - q3 

{303 = 1 - jz - h - q1 

{304 = 1 - jz + h - q1 

ll' 024 = ! - j 1 - jz - is 

0'025=~- j1- q1 

0'034 =! - jz - qz 

O'035=!+h-q3 

O'045=~ -is - q3 

{305=1-2jz 

{31Z=1+2jt 

{3t3 = 1 + jt - h + q2 

{314 = 1 + jt + is + 'h 
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0'123 = ~ + is + q3 

0'124=!-h+q3 

0'125=!+j2+qZ 

0'134 = ~ + j1 + ql 

0'135=~+j1 +h+h 

{3t5 = 1 + jt - h + q3 

{323 = 1 - it - is + q2 

{324 = 1 - jt + is + 112 

1325 = 1 - jt - j2 + q3 

O't45=~+jl+h-h 

0'234 = ~ - jl + ql 

0'235 = 1- jt + jz + is 
O'Z45=~-jt+h-h 

0'345 = ~ + h - Qz 

{334=1+2h 

/335 = 1 - j2 + j3 + ql 

{345 = 1 - h - is + qt 
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jk' This can be proved by means of a Barnes's type 
integral representation. 11 

After a straightforward computation we obtain the C 
coefficient in the form 

C(X3,ql +q2IXI,qlj X2,q2)n =(27T)2N 
3 

X exp(- i7r(TI + T2 - 'TJ3 - 0!14)/2) 

x [(exp( - i 7T0! 045) - exp( - i7T( (:352 + 2'TJ3» AF p(l) 

+ (exp(- i7T0!015) - exp(- i7T(0!045 +0!345 + 21)3»BFp(4)] 

(65) 

with 

(66a) 

(66b) 

We see that the C coefficient (65) is a linear combina
tion (depending on 'TJ3) of two terms being proportional 
to Fp(l) or Fp(4). Under the simultaneous replacements 

jl--j3' j2-+j2' ql-q3' q2--q2 

the subscript of O! and (:3 are submitted to the 
permutation 

(0,1,2,3,4,5) - (0,4,3,2,1,5). 

This amounts to replacing 

F p(I)-Fp(4), A-B. 

(67) 

(68) 

(69) 

By a particular choice of 1)3 we can either retain only 
the Fp(l) or the Fp(4) term. Namely, if 

(70a) 

then the Fp(l) term survives. The convolution operator 
(51b) for this choice (70a) is denoted KI and its C coeff
cient C1: 

Similarly we may choose 
1 

1)3,2 = - "20! t35 

and have only the Fp(4) term 

C2(X3' q I + q21 Xt, q I; X2, q2) = (27T)3N(- I)03-T1-T2 

x r(0!013)r(0!023)r(0!235) F (4) 
r (0!034)r(0!234) p' 

From (68) and (69) we obtain 

C 1(-jt,Tt ,qtl-j3,T3,q3jj2, -T2, -q2) 

(71a) 

(70b) 

(71b) 

= (- Ift+T2-T3 C2(h, T3, q31 it, Tt , qtj j2, T2, q2)' (72) 

Both coefficients Ct> C2 are polynomially bounded in 
ql and q2' Infinite differentiability of K(gt og2)(CP3) for 
gl Ef)T , g2 Ef)T can be deduced from this fact. 

t 2 
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5. THE DUAL KERNELS AND THE PRINCIPAL 
SERIES CONTRIBUTION TO THE COMPLETENESS 
RELATION 

Apart from the kernels Kt> K 2 , or K we introduce the 
dual kernel Kd by 

d J2. 
K (g3)(CPt> CP2) = 0 dCP3 

XKd(Xt, CPt; X2, CP21x3' CP3 )g3(CP3)' (73) 

We postulate covariance 

K d(g3) Ef)T1 Xf)T
2

' 

(T:'t/ x T~; ,)Kd(g3) =Kd(T~~ ,g3)' 

(74a) 

(74b) 

It is easily verified that a kernel Kd satisfying these 
constraints can be obtained from the kernel K (51) by 
replacing 

(75) 

Infinite differentiability of K d(g3)(CPI' CP2) follows from 
the polynomial boundedness of the C coefficients in qk' 

We note that for gt Ef)-Tt and g2 Ef)-T2 we have a tri
linear invariant form 

J2. J2. 
o d<pt 0 dCP2gt(<pt)g2(<P2)Kd(g3)(CPt, CP2) 

whengt(g2) transforms as xt (X~). We set 

gt(CPt) =gOt(cpt) Ef)Tt ' 

g2(CP2) =go2 (CP2) Ef)T2' 

g3(CP3) =go3{CP3) Ef)T3' 

and denote the value of (76) for these functions by 

(76) 

(77) 

Cd(Xt>qtj X2,Q2IX3,Q3)n
3
• (78) 

Comparison with (60) yields 

Cd(Xt,Qt; X2,Q2IX3,Q3\=C(X~' -Q3Ixt, -% X~, -Q2)-n3 
(79) 

provided the normalization constant satisfies 

Nd{XI' x21 X3) =N{X~ I xt, X~). 
Thus we have immediately 

Cd{Xt,Qtj X2,Q2IX3,QI +Q2\ 

= (27T)2 ~ exp(i7T{Tt + T2 - 1)3 + 0!023/2» 
x [( exp(- i7TO! 123) - exp(- i7T( (325 - 21)3» GF n(l) 

(80) 

+ (exp(- i7T0!234) - exp(- i7T{O!t23 + 0!0t2 - 2'TJ3» HFn(4)] 

with 
(81) 

(82a) 

H = __ 7T_ r(0!245)r{0!145)r(0!014) 
sin7T(34t r{O! 125) r{O! Ot5) 

(82b) 

If we fix 1)3 such that the kernels K t and K2 result [see 
(70a) and (70b)], then the two substitutions (75) are in
compatible. The phases of c1 and C~ must therefore be 
computed explicitly. We choose 1)3 so that only the Fn(l) 
respectively the Fn(4} term survives. From 
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we obtain 

c1 = (21T)3Nd(_ 1)·t-Tt 

x r(a 145)r(a 135)r(a014) F (1) 
r(aS45)r(a045) n' 

Alternatively 

1J3.2=+ia 024 

yields 

C~ = (2rr)3Nd (_ 1)·3-T t-T2 

(83a) 

(84a) 

(83b) 

(84b) 

Our aim is the derivation of a completeness relation 
of the following kind 

J d/l(X3)Psfo2~ dCP3 

[a t(Xt>X2,X3)KHXt, CPt; X2, CP21x3' CP3) 

XKI(X3' CP3IxI' cp{; X2, cP2) 

+ a 2(XI' X2' X3)K1(XI' CPI; X2, CP21x3, CP3) 

XK2(X3' CP3lxl' cpf; X2, cp;)] 

+ discrete series contribution 

(85) 

We assume that Xl.2 belongs to the principal series 
first. Other representations will be reached by analytic 
continuation later. We have to derive ai' D,2 and the 
measure d/l (X3)PS on the principal series in the ia plane, 

In addition we have to show that combinations KfKI 
and K't:K2 that could be allowed by covariance do not oc
cur in (85). 

We take matrix elements of (85) and obtain 

0.1+02'.;+.2 J d/l (X3)PS 

[a1 C~(X1>ql; X2,q2IX3,ql +q2) 

XC 1(X3,q{ +q;IXpqf; X2,q;) 

+a2 C1(xI,ql; X2,q2IX3,ql +q2) 

x C2(X3' qf +q2lXl , qf; X2, q2)] 

+ discrete series contribution 

(86) 

This relation is obtained as special case of a more gen
eral formula. 

Following Ferretti and Verde5 and Wang, 6 we use 
"coordinate functions of the second kind": 
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Imi. 

+ 11.. ja (. .' .. 
ro' 

+ j,,- j;a c· .' . 
(.- FIG. The contours r •.•. 

Rei, 
- 1, + ja c· .' . . 

y-. 

- i.- i. c. • 
" (--

eJ ,(z)=. rr ,{j}1I2[i(z +1)]-< ... ·')/2 
•• sInrr(- 2J) 

x [i(z - 1)]<.+0' )/2-J-1I2 

x[r(i- j- q')r(i- j +q)r(2j + 1)]-1 

X2F 1(i+j -q, i+j-q'; 2j+1; 2/(1-z», (87) 

e:., (z) = (- 1)·-q, e;, .(z) == (- 1)·-<1' e:'. -0' (z) 

X [arg(z + 1) = arg(z - 1) = 0]. (88) 

Here {j }112 is the analytic function of j described in Sec. 
3 [Eq. (43)]. One considers then the product 

e:~.i (z) e:~.2 (z) 
and expands it into a sum over 

e:~~~'.i"~(z), ia(n) =i +jl +h +n 

by means of the Burchnall-Chaundy formula. 12 Since 
ei3 ., (z) falls off exponentially in the right half ia plane 
·3' 3 

(see the Appendix, Eq. (A15)] we can transform this 
sum into a contour integral. Then we add up four such 
integrals by means of 

d: .. (z) ::=e:.,(z) + e;~(z) (89) 

to obtain (z > 1), ql ~ qj, q2 ~ q; 

d:\, (z)d:2., (z) =21. ( dj32j3 
I 1 2 2 Z Jr;,. ••• • 

x [tanrr(j3 + 1'3) + tanrr(j3 - 1'3) ]E(j3)e:~+q2,qi+02 (z) (90) 

with 

E( . ) _ {. }1/2{j }112{' }112 rr 
13 - Jt 2 13 sinrr(- 2j2) 

x (r(a l35)r(a 145)r(a235)r(a245) F (0)F'(5) 
r(aOI2)r(a034) P n 

r(aOI3)r(a014)r(ao,3)r(a024) Fp(5)F~(0)\. (91) 
r(a125)r(a 345) 'j 

The contours Y±, ± are depicted in Fig. 2. Primed (un
primed) terms depend only on primed (unprimed) vari
ables qk' 

A Sommerfeld-Watson deformation of the contour 
L ;y±, ± which is justified in the Appendix, leads to 

Use is here made of the fact that the functions Fp(1), 
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F n(l) are free of singularities in ja. Because the 
imaginary axis and all the integrands except the factor 
e~a ~ are symmetric under is - - ja, we can replace 
e:~; by t d~3 ~ in (90). Together this yields (z ;:. 1) 

a a a a 
1 f+j~ 

d!l ~ (z) d!lo' (z) == - -2. djaja 
I I 2 2 t _j~ 

+ [tamT(ja +Ta) +tamT(is- Ta)]E(is)d~ao'(z) a a 
+ ~ 2is(n)E(is(n))d!a~)(z) (92) 

o .. n"["3 - 1 12J g g 

with 

is(n) =qa - n - i. (93) 

The sum of residues stems from the poles of the func
tion e:ao' (z). a a 

The sum of the residue terms has been given for the 
case 

If 

then we have a sum over n from 0 to 

[-·qa-t] and ja(n)==-qa-n-t. 

(94) 

(95) 

(96) 

If neither (94) nor (95) is fulfilled (still for qa ;" q3), then 
the sum is void. The sum of residues represents the 
contributions of the discrete series. 

Introducing the real parameter p by 

is == ip, (97) 

we can rewrite the measure on the imaginary axis 

dll (Xa)ps 

== - :i is[ tan1T(ja + T a) + tamT(is - T a)] dis 

p sinh27Tp d 
cosh27Tp + COS27TT a p. (98) 

Thus the measure dll (Xa)Ps is positive. 

The relation (92) is usually derived first under the 
assumption 

(99) 

If we go to the limit z == 1 [absolute convergence of the 
integral in (92) will be proven for z == 1 in the Appendix], 
the factor 

Oq +q q'+q' [on the rhs of (92)] allows only 
1 2' 1 2 

ql ==q;, q2 ==qf· 

In order to obtain orthogonality of the C coefficients, 
say, for ql*ql, we have to abandon (99), say, by 
considering 

(100) 

However, the derivation of (92) uses the coordinate 
functions of the second kind, whose hypergometric fac
tor is symmetric in q, q'. Since we want to maintain 
the connection 

(101) 
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it can be seen that the coefficients in the Burchnall
Chaundy expansion remain unchanged. It turns out that 
E(ja) is independent of the order and that (92) is valid 
in general. 

With the help of the three-term relations for Fp(l) and 
Fn(l), 10 we replace Fp(O), Fp(5), F~(5), F~(O) in E(ja) by 
Fn(l), F n(4), F;(l), F;(4) and get 

E(ja) =={jl} 112 {j2}1/2 {j g}1I2 

x [VFn(l)F;(4) + WFn(4)F;(1)] 

with 

+ 7Ta 
V-~~~--~------

- sin7Ti314 sin7Ta145 sin7Ta2a5 

x r(a013)r(a 135) 
r(a 045)r(aoa4)r(a2a4)r(a345) , 

_ 1Ta 

W == sin1Ti314 sin1Ta 145 sin1Ta235 

x r(a024)r(a 245) 
r(aO I 2)r(a015)r(a123)r(a125) . 

Comparison of (102) with (86) then yields 

A.l (Xl' X2' Xa) == - A.2(Xl' X2' Xa) 

== (2 ta(NNdtl 1T 
1T sin1T(jl + ja + T2) 

We have still to determine the discrete series 
contributions. 

(102) 

(103a) 

(103b) 

(104) 

6. THE DISCRETE SERIES CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
COMPLETENESS RELATION 

The contribution of the discrete series to (85), (92) in
volves the discrete measure 2ja concentrated at the 
positions (93) if q3;:' 0 or (96) if qa ~ O. This measure 
depends on qa' The introduction of the covariant ker
nels is therefore more complicated than in the case of 
the prinCipal series. 

The easiest way to deal with the discrete series makes 
use of kernels K1, Kg, K1, Kg (which we are going to 
define) instead of K 1, K 2 , K1, K~ in (85). In fact, the 
choice (70a, b) is not unique for retaining a simple 
Whipple factor Fp(l) or Fn(l) in the C coefficients. One 
can isolate any Fp(l) or Fn(l) by means of three-term 
relations lO if one wants to. But the function 1J3(j3) one 
has to choose is not always elementary. Other elemen
tary choices are, e. g. , 

C
3 

== (21T)3N(-1)q2-T 2 r(aOla)r(aQ23)r(a024) F p(5), 
r(a025)r(a035) 

C~== (21T)3Nd(_ 1)"2-T2 r(a135)r(a145)r(a245) Fn(5), 
r(a 124) r(a134) 

K 4: 1J3==+tao14- T1, 

C4 == (21T)3N(-1)"2-T2 r(aQj3)r(a02a)r(a024) Fn(O), 
r(a 123)r(a234) 

q== (21T)3Nd(_1)"2-T2 r(a135)r(a145)r(a245) Fp(O). 
r(a015)r(CJl 045) 

w. Ruhl and B.C. Yunn 
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(108) 

(109) 

(110) 
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The function E(is) [(91)] can be written in terms of 
C1, C3, ct, C~ easily. The principal series contribu
tion in (85) then looks like 

f diJ,(X3)PS 102
• d"P3[~a(Xl' X2)K~(Xl' "PI; X2, "P2IXa, "Pa) 

XK t (Xa, "Pal Xl' 'Pr; X2, 'P:!) + ~4(Xl> X2) 

XK1(Xl' "PI; X2, 'P2Ix3' "P3)K3(X3, 'P3IXl> 'Pj; X2, 'Pm (111) 

with the weight factor 

~3(Xl' X2) = - ~4(Xl' X2) 
(112) 

= (21Tt3(N~)"I. (. ~ ) 
SlU1T It -h +71 +72 

that can be extracted from the integral since it is in
dependent of j3 [contrary to ~1.2 in (104)]. Correspond
ingly E{j3) is proportional to 

(113) 

If q3 ~ 0, then for the discrete series terms r(a 03s)"1 
= 0 and consequently C3 = O. Thus, only the fir!'t term 
in (113) survives. We introduce a new kernal K~ as the 
convolution of K~ with an intertwining operator, 
precisely 

Cd ( Ie) ~ d( I) a Xt>ql; X2,q2 Xa,qa =r( ) Ca Xl,ql; X2,Q2 X3,Q3' 
a 12a 

(114) 

The contribution of positive q3 to the discrete series 
can then be presented in the form 

+ ~a(X1> X2)~ 2is 102
• d"P3 t'd'P3 

13 0 

XKl(Xl> 'PI; X2, "P2Ix3' "Pa) 

XS(X3' 'P3IXa, "P3)K1(Xa, 'P3Ixl' "Pj;X2' "P2). (115) 

The intertwining kernel S is obtained from (26) by a 
special normalization and by setting 

(116) 

This gives explicitly 

S(X3' 'P3IXa, 'P3)=[r(1 +2h)/21T] 

x [- 2i sini("P3 - "P3 + iO)] - 2Ja-j. (117) 

In fact, the sum over is in (115) runs over all positive 
is so that 

71 +72~ja+i mod 1 

is fulfilled. 

(118) 

Negative Q3 can be treated analogously. In this case 
(96) holds and for the discrete series terms r(a123tl 
= 0 implying C 1 = O. Consequently, the second term in 
(113) survives. We define 

C1(Xl, % X2' Q21 X3, Q3) = [r(a04S)/r(aoas)] 

XC1(Xl,Ql; X2,Q2IX3,Qa). (119) 

As contribution of negative Qa to the discrete series we 
obtain this way 
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xK1(Xl> 'PI; X2' 'P21 X3' 'Pa) S(X3' 'P31 X3' 'P3) 

XK3(Xa, 'P3Ixl' "Pj; X2, "P2)' (120) 

The intertwining kernel S [its complex conjugate enters 
(120)!] is the same as in (117). The sum runs over all 
positive j3 obeying 

(121) 

The completeness relation says that the sum of (111), 
(115), and (120) gives the delta functions 

~ exp(21Ti71k1) 0("P1 - 'Pi- 21Tkt ) 
k1=-" 

x ~ exp(21Ti72k2) 0('P2 - 'P2 - 21Tk2). 
k2=_oo 

APPENDIX: ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR AND 
CONVERGENCE OF INTEGRALS 

We make use of the asymptotic expression 

r(a +j)/r(b +j)_j""b (1 +O(l/j», 

largj I.;; 1T- E 

(122) 

(AI) 

following from Stirling's formula. The line argj = 1T, 
can be included as follows. We have 

r(a + j) sin1T(b + j) r(1- b - j) 
r(b + j) = sin1T(a + j) r(l- a - j) 

and from (AI) 

r(l- b- j)/r(l- a- j)-rb(l +O(l/j», 

(A2) 

I arg(- j) I .;; 1T - E. (A3) 

If we keep away from the poles of r(a + j) by a fixed 
distance E, then from (AI), (A2), (A3) 

I r(a + j )/r(b + j) I .;; M(E)(l + I j I )Re(a-bJ (A4) 

everywhere. In fact for a complex number x = ~ + i1] we 
have 

I sin1Tx 12 = sin21T ~ + sinh21T1], 

I sin1Tx I ~ max ( I sin1T ~ I, I sinh1T1] I). (A5) 

In the case of hypergeometric functions 3F2 at the 
argument one similar reasoning leads to valuable esti
mates. We start with the following. 

Lemma: The analytic functions of x defined from the 
hypergeometric series 

3F2(a, b, c; d, e + x; 1), 

aF2(a,b,c+x; d+x, e+x; 1) 

(A6a) 

(A6b) 

by analytic continuation in x, have asymptotic expan
sions for Ix 1- 00, valid at least for larg(x-xo) I.;; 1T/2 
(xo arbitrary fixed), that are termwise equal with the 
hypergeometric series themselves. 

We have been able to prove (A6a) for I arg(x - xo) 1 
.;; 1T/2 - E. A general proof does not seem to be known 
yet (see Ref. 13). We rely on the fact that it is plausi
ble. It can be verified easily in the special cases where 
the hypergeometric series can be summed. 
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In the left half planes the hypergeometric functions 
have poles at the same positions as the functions 

r(e +x)r(e +d +x- a- b- c) 

respectively 

r(d +x)r(e +x)r(e +d +x - a- b - c). 

(A7a) 

(ATh) 

Assuming validity of the lemma allows us to extend the 
asymptotic expansion into the left half plane up to 
I argx I ~ 7T - E or to the whole left half plane except 
parallel strips around the poles. Moreover, an estimate 
is possible in the same sense as the estimate (A4). 
These results are achieved by inverting the sign of x in 
(A6a) by a three-term relation. 

If we take E(j3) in the form (91), we meet the func
tions Fp(O) , Fp(5), Fn(O), Fn(5) which contain hyper
geometric factors of the type 

3F2(a,b,c; d+x, e-x; 1) (AS) 

that posses poles in both half planes. Again a three
term relation allow s us to express the function (AS) by 
two functions (A6b) or two functions (A6b) with the sign 
of x inverted. Since we are interested in an estimate of 
E(h) for largh I ~ 7T/2 we need the functions (A6b) 
themselves. 

In fact, from the definition we have 

3F2(a,b,c; do+x, eo-x; 1) 

= r(s)r(do +x)r(eo - x)Fp(O, 4, 5), (A9) 

where the parameters Ci.ghj, (3mn are connected with the 
parameters a, b, c,d=do +x, e=eo - x, s =d + e- a- b 
- c, as in Ref. 10, Table 4.1. Then we express Fp(O) by 
Fp(5) and Fn(4) using the three-term relation 

Fp(O) = r(l- e +a)r(l- e + b)r(l- e + c) 

(sinrre 1 ) 
x \rrr(s) Fn(4) + r(a)r(b)r(c)Fp(5) 

and realize Fn(4) and Fp(5) by 

Fn(4)=Fn(4; 0,1), Fp(5)=Fp(5; 0,1), 

to which the lemma applies. It follows 
3F2(a,b,c; do+x, eo-x; 1)-1 + o (l/x) 

+ (rr/sin7Te)[r(s)/r(a)r(b)r(c)] 

(A10) 

(All) 

xx- j +2(a+b+cl-·o-do (1 +O(1/x», Ixl- 00, largx 1 ~ rr/2. 

(A12) 

The second term can obviously be neglected if IImx I 
- 00. Similar situations arise if the functiop.s (A6a) , 
(A6b) are studied in the left half plane: for Imx = const 
there results a power behavior which vanishes if IImx I 
- 00, leaving the asymptotic expansion in a series of 
inverse powers as expected from the lemma. 

Treating the first term in (91) with this techniques we 
obtain (including the factors in front of the bracket) 
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(A13) 

For Imj3 = const we get some power behavior if we keep 
a distance E away from the poles. The second term in 
(91) gives exactly the same result as (A13) and both 
terms cancel. This could be expected since E(js) is in
dependent of the order of ql ~ qf, q2:Z Q2' Consequently, 
there must be cancellations up to the result 

E(j3) - M(jj. jz)(=F iht3-IQj-Qi 1- IQ2-Q21 (1 + O(l/h», 

IImj31- 00, Ih 1- 00. 

(A14) 

Finally we take into account the exponential decrease 
of the second kind function 

[tan7T(j3 + T 3) + tan7T(j3 - T3 )]{hP/2 e~~. (z) 

112 2 
j~-q'-1/2 exp(- TJh), (A15) 

7T sinhTJ 

TJ=arccoshz >0, largj31 ~7T-E. 

This justifies the replacement of the Burchnall
Chaundy series by the contour integral over L:'Y±, ± and 
the Sommerfeld-Watson deformation of this contour. 
For Reh = 0 we have uniformly in z 

Id:~.(z)l~l, z~l (A16) 

following from the unitarity of the principal series. 
This justifies the limit z - 1. 
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The Lagrange mUltiplier version of the Palatini variational principle is extended to nonlinear Lagrangians. 
where it is shown in the case of the quadratic Lagrangians, as expected, that this version of the Palatini 
approach is equivalent to the Hilbert variational method. The (nonvanishing) Lagrange multipliers for the 
quadratic Lagrangians are then explicitly obtained in covariant form. It is then pointed out how the 
Lagrange multiplier approach in the language of the (3+ I)-formalism developed by Arnowitt, Oeser, and 
Misner permits the recasting of the equations of motion for quadratic and general higher-order Lagrangians 
into the ADM canonical formalism. In general without the Lagrange multiplier approach, the higher order 
ADM problem could not be solved. This is done explicitly for the simplest quadratic Lagrangian (g 1/2R 2) 

as an example. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the earliest days of general relativity it was 
known that the field equations of general relativity could 
be obtained from a Hilbert variational principle using 
the Einstein Lagrangian, If 12R. The Hilbert variational 
approach assures the connection is Riemannian and 
treats the Lagrangian as a function of g .. v and its deri
vatives. An alternative method, the Palatini approach 
was proposed almost as early as the Hilbert method. 1 

In the Palatini approach the metric and the affine con
nection are varied independently and the Riemann rela
tionship between the metric and the connection is de
duced as a consequence. The Palatini approach is known 
to be equivalent to the Hilbert approach for the Einstein 
Lagrangian If 12R. 

However, the Palatini approach gives different results 
than the Hilbert method when we apply it to higher order 
Lagrangians. In particular the Lagrangians If 12R2, 

!! 12R .. vR" v, and !!12ROI.Br6ROI.I1Y6 have been investigated by 
several authors using the Palatini method.2

-4 In all cases 
the field equations are different than those obtained from 
the Hilbert approach. This difficulty has been handled 
either by simply choosing the quantities g .. v to be the 
metric, as a special case, after the variation is per
formed, or by simply leaving the two sets of equations 
obtained by separate variations of the affine connection 
and the g .. v as independent sets of equations in a gen
eral affine space. 

Lanczos 5 and later RayS have shown that the Palatini 
procedure for If 12R can be understood as a Lagrange 
multiplier approach where it turns out that the Lagrange 
multiplier itself is zero. We believe that the Palatini 
treatment of Stephenson, 2 Higgs,3 and Roxburgh4 of the 
quadratic Lagrangian of a Riemannian space are un
necessary and incorrect. In Sec. II we will show that 
extending the idea of Lagrange multipliers to nonlinear 
actions leads to the expected results with the additional 
information that the Lagrange multipliers are no longer 
identically zero. We will examine the quadratic 
Lagrangians as particular examples. In Sec. ill we will 
apply a Lagrange multiplier approach to the Arnowitt, 
Deser, and Misner (ADM) 3+ 1 canonical formalism. 
We show that a Lagrange multiplier approach enables 
us to formally solve the ADM approach for nonlinear 
actions, which was not possible in the original ADM 
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method. We consider the Lagrangian If 12R2 as a particu
lar example. 

The Lagrange multipliers used in Sec. III are of a 
completely different nature than those used in Sec. II. 
The constraint of Sec. II must be pre-imposed in Sec. 
m since all the affine symbols involving time as an in
dex must be explicitly expressed in terms of Christoffel 
symbols in order to produce a (3 + 1)-formalism. In the 
(3 + 1)-formalism we use the Lagrange multiplier ap
proach to decouple the variations within the intrinsic 
3-geometry (expressed in terms of 3gjJ and 3r

i
jk ) from 

the variation involving the extrinsic curvature (expressed 
in terms of KiJ> N i , N). This procedure is "natural" to 
the (3 + 1}-formalism because it emphasizes the break 
up between the intrinsic geometry of the 3-space and 
the extrinsic curvature of the 3-space with respect to 
the enveloping 4-space. 

Before proceeding with these investigations we need 
to discuss why we wish to consider nonlinear actions. 
There are, in general, 14 independent algebraic invari
ants of the Riemann tensor, anyone of a combination of 
which could be used as the Lagrangian of a variational 
principle that would yield a "completely geometrodyna
mical" theory, lone expressed entirely in terms of the 
structure of the curvature of space-time. Classical 
general relativity results, of course, from the variation 
of one of the simplest of these invariants, the Ricci 
scalar R. In recent years, the next most complicated 
invariants, the three independent quadratic invariants 
R2, R .. vR" v, and R"'Br6R"'BY6 have attracted renewed atten
tion in several respects. They have been treated in con
nection with the question of stability against gravitational 
collapse7 and also mentioned in connection with the re
normalization difficulties of attempts to quantize the 
gravitational field. 8,9 In view of this interest, we first 
clarify some confusion in the current literature regard
ing the method of obtaining field equations from the 
quadratic Lagrangians by showing (in Sec. II) that the 
alternative methods of "Hilbert" and "Palatini" vari
ational procedures can be made to yield equivalent re
sults if the palatini method is correctly interpreted as 
a Lagrange multiplier technique as indicated by Lanczos 5 

and Ray. 6 

Since one of the major lines of approach to the quan-
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tization of general relativity is the" canonical Hamil
tonian formalism" developed by ADM, it should prove 
desirable also to be able to express the field equation 
of the quadratic invariants in this formalism. We show 
in Sec. III that a "Lagrange multiplier" procedure here 
provides a very natural way to re-express the equations 
of motion into a first-order canonical formalism, and 
exhibit the explicit form of the field equations in this 
formalism for the simplest quadratic Lagrangian, 
gllzR2. 

The idea of using Lagrange multipliers is reminiscent 
of the attempts of Lanczos to develop a canonical formal
ism for nonlinear Lagrangians. 10 His approach, how
ever, was quite different from the ADM method. The 
multipliers he introduced were of a different nature than 
those we introduce in the section on the ADM approach. 

The final section (IV) contains a discussion of the 
general applicability of the Lagrange multiplier method 
in the 4-formalism and discusses the questions of inter
pretation of the nonvanishing of the Lagrange-multiplier 
constraint forces, with some suggestions for future 
work. 

II. LAGRANGE MUL TIPUERS-4-FORMALISM 
FOR NONLINEAR ACTIONS 

A. General comments on lagrange multipliers 

Many papers have been written applying the normal 
Palatini approach to nonlinear actions2-4 such as gl /2R2, 
gl /2R"B R"B, etc. If one followed Ray's suggestion,6 then 
the correct way to approach such problems would seem 
to be via Lagrange multipliers. With such an approach 
it is obvious that the field equations so obtained for g .. v 

must be equivalent to the normal Hilbert variation. How
ever, we will have the additional information contained 
in the Lagrange multipliers. 

Suppose we wish to examine some action 

(1) 

where the integral is over all 4-space and L is the 
Lagrangian of the system. The normal Einstein approach 
is to calculate the set of equations. 

oA/og .. ,,=O. (2) 

We instead consider 

(3) 

where 

La = A"BY[r" BY - tg'"·(gIl8,y + g/fY,B - gBY ,p)] 

with A"f3Y Lagrange multipliers. 

We now solve the set of equations 

oA/og .. " = 0, 

oA/or" By = 0, 

oA/oA"BY = 0, 

(4) 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(4c) 

where the variations are taken treating g .. ", 1"'131" and 
A"BY as independent quantities. Equation (4c) simply 
recovers the constraint. Solving Eqs. (4c) and (4b) and 
substituting into Eq. (4a) must, in principle, produce 
the same result as Eq. (2). However, we now have the 
additional information contained in the Lagrange multi
plier given by Eq. (4b). 

To calculate oLe, we need the following identity for 
affine spaces in which the connection implied by Eq. (4) 
is not known: 

o[tg'"· (goB ," + g/fY,B - gay,.) ) 

= t(gpB;Y + g.";B - gar) og'"° + tg"P« ogPB\" + (1ig py);a 

- (ogBy);.1. (5) 

This identity can easily be established for affine spaces 
with symmetric connection by an extension of Palatini' s 
original argument to affine spaces. As long as the con
nection is symmetric in its covariant indices, by a the
orem due to Weyl, 11 there exists a locally geodesic co
ordinate system in which ordinary and covariant differ
entiation are equivalent. In this coordinate system gsr ,P 

=gBr;p and, since the variation operations and ordinary 
differentiation commute, we see that O(gBY;P) = (ogar);p. 
This variation is a tensor so the explicitly covariant 
form of the preceeding must hold in all coordinate sys
tems. This establishes Eq. (5) for all affine spaces with 
symmetric connections. Once the constraint of a 
Riemannian space is imposed by Eq. (4c), the terms in
volving the covariant derivatives of g .. " vanish and Eq. 
(5) reduces to the well-known result for a Riemann 
space. 

Noting also that terms such as fL (og) d"x vanish when 
Eq. (4c) is applied, we can now discuss the effects of 
the constraint upon Eqs. (4a) and (4b). 

For (4b) we obtain 

TABLE 1. Lagrange multipliers and constraint effects on quadratic actions. 

Case L ~ Aa,BY 
r5g~v r"ey =ooas! 

A R2 - 2RR""+~""R2 _ 2g 8YR;" 

{ -2R" R!'V 

+ ~g":Ro~T _ 2RBr. ,,,, 
R""Ru" B 

{

_RIUJ" _Rvo" o 
; CJ ; 

+ RlJ.IJ;fJcr 

c R"BroR"'BY5 

{ -2RuOT"R"OTP 

+ .1 g"v R R"'e Y6 
2 ",BYO 

{ -4R"BH;TO 

-4R"Y8\T 
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(
OL B'Y) a 

Ora 8Y + Aa or 8Y = 0 (6) 

while Eq. (4a) becomes 

[oL /og" V +~(AILVa;a + AVILa;a - Aa"V;a) ] ogIL V = O. (7) 

The variation in Eqs. (6) and (7) are taken considering 
g"v and r a 

8Y as independent quantities. 

It is now obvious that Eq. (6) can always be solved ex
plicitly for the Lagrange multipliers AaB'Y and substituted 
into Eq. (7). As Ray pointed out,5 the A"BY '" 0 if L = R; 
however, this is not true in general. The particular ex
amples of the quadratic scalar invariants of a Rieman
nian space are shown in Table I. We denote the second 
quantity in Eq. (7): i. e., 

(8) 

B"V is obviously symmetric in Jl and 11, since we took 
rex By symmetric in t3 and y. It is clear that from adding 
columns 3 and 5 of Table I that the results obtained are 
equivalent to those of a straightforward Hilbert variation 
such as found in DeWitt. 9 

B. Discussion of "normal" Palatini results for quadratic 
Lagrangians 

Stephenson2 has considered the quadratic Lagrangians 
of Table I with a "normal" Palatini variation. This is 
equivalent to our results with Aa 8Y 

'" 0, and hence B"v 
= O. The three entries in our table are labeled A, B, C 
in agreement with Stephenson's cases A, B, C. In a later 
paper Higgs3 shows that the only solutions to 
Stephenson's cases A and B are the Einstein equations 
with or without cosmological constant. Roxburgh4 has 
arrived at essentially the same conclusion for a com
bination of cases A and B for symmetric affine 
connections. 

As Buchdahl12 has pointed out there are objections to 
the ambiguities and" unphysical" aspects of applying the 
Palatini method as it is normally given. In the light of 
of our analysis we can add another "physical" objection. 
If we follow the usual Palatini procedure, then the set 
of Riemannian spaces that satisfy Stephenson's equations 
is much more limited than those that satisfy the Hilbert 
variational procedure. Stephenson's, Higgs', and 
Roxburgh's solutions correspond to choosing A/Y = O. 
From Table I we see that for case A, Aa Br = 0 corre
sponds to R;a = 0 which leads to Higgs' conclusion3 if 
we assume the normal relation between the connection 
and the metric. Likewise, for case B, AaB'Y = 0 corre
sponds to RB'Y;a == 0 which again leads to Higgs' conclusion 
for Riemannian spaces. 

For the Lagrange multiplier approach to reduce to the 
results of Stephenson et al. it is not necessary that 
A/r = 0 but only that 

This condition on the sum of the covariant derivatives 
is less stringent than that imposed by the previous 
requirement. 

(9) 

In classical physics Lagrange multipliers are related 
to forces of constraint. It would thus seem appropriate 
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to call the 40 quantities, Aa
8r

, generalized forces of 
constraint that confine physical 4-space to be those sym
metric affine spaces that are Riemannian. That is, there 
is a choice for the 40 Lagrange multipliers such that the 
space is Riemannian. If one imagines the space com
posed of all possible symmetric affine spaces, then the 
set of all Riemannian spaces is a hypersurface of this 
space and the Lagrange multipliers constrain us to this 
hypersurface. It is possible that greater understanding 
of the nature of the spaces defined by the higher order 
invariants can be obtained by examining these" con
straint forces. " 

III. LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS AND THE ADM 
FORMALISM 

A. The connection between the Lagrange multiplier approach 
and the ADM formal ism 

In Sec. II we saw that the Lagrange multiplier ap
proach, although equivalent to the Hilbert variational 
method, does Simplify calculations in the 4-formalism 
approach to general relativity. In our attempt to extend 
the 3 + 1 canonical formalism of ADM to higher order 
invariants, the Lagrange multipliers will playa much 
more essential role. As ADM point out, two essential 
aspects of the canonical form are13 

(1) that the field equations are first order in the time 
derivatives, and 

(2) that time has been singled out so that the theory 
has been recast into (3 + l)-dimensional form. 

The Riemann tensor is second-order in the time de
rivatives, so all of the 14 independent scalar invariants 
constructible from it are also second-order in time. For 
the particular case of the Einstein Lagrangian, 11 /2R, 

it is possible to neatly Sidestep this difficulty and satisfy 
condition (1) by eliminating a total time derivative (as 
well as a divergence term for fUrther simplification) 
and use the equivalent Lagrangian13 

(10) 

which is already first order (although of second degree) 
in the time derivatives. 

Alternatively, we could use the full Einstein 
Lagrangian expressed in terms of gil and its conjugate 
7TiJ and do a "Palatini variation" as ADM indicate. 13 

When they take this approach, ADM have built in the 
constraint that the 3-geometry is Riemannian. This arti
fice is successful in achieving canonical form only be
cause of a peculiarity of the Lagrangian used. Even the 
full Einstein Lagrangian 411 /2 R is only linear in iT il , 

and so the Lagrange equations for gij and 7T
lj as indepen

dent variables happen to be in canonical form. All higher 
order Lagrangians constructed by the ADM "Palatini 
approach" will be nonlinear in iT l

}; hence, some other 
approach is needed to achieve a canonical Hamiltonian 
form for the equations of motion. In order to use this 
approach we will need the extrinsic curvature K ij • 

In the remainder of this section we will show how to 
apply the Lagrange multiplier approach introduced in 
Sec. II to the ADM formalism in order to enable us to 
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put the higher-order invariants into canonical form. 
This is not trivial for the higher- order invariants. After 
some general discussion in this part of Sec. III we will 
examine the Einstein Lagrangian in subsection Band 
finally look at the simplest quadratic Lagrangian, 
g1/2R2, in subsection C. 

Since all the Riemann invariants are second-order in 
time, they would in 3 + 1 formalism have the general 
functional form 

L =Le/{ij,KihKij,N,Nj), 

where the extrinsic curvature tensor Kij is related to 
the intrinsic 3-geometry 3gjj of the spacelike hyper
surface by its definition: 

(11) 

No Riemann scalar invariant.will contain any higher
order time derivatives than Kij. It would seem that for 
the variation process we can give up the definition of 
K jj in terms of gjj, and treat the Kji as independent co
ordinates. These coordinates appear in the Lagrangian 
only in first order in their first time derivative. We 
will impose, as a nonholonomic constraint, the defini
tion of Kii in terms of giJ' This constraint is of the 
form: 

15 J L constraint 4g1 12trx 

= 15 J Aii[Kii - (1/2N)(Nili + Nil! - 3gij )]N 3g1 /2d3x dt 

(12) 

It should be noted that the "constraint" on Kii here is 
not related to the Riemannian nature of the over-all 4-
space. The extrinsic curvature tensor Kij is an entirely 
spacelike 3 x 3 tensor which is completely specified once 
we have given the intrinsic 3-geometry of a spacelike 
slice, imposed the initial-value equations on it, and 
chosen a coordinate system. Thus it is already "con
strained" in form. Because of this, we cannot simply 
treat it as a "free" variable as a direct usual" Palatini"
type approach would do; if we wish to treat it as a free 
variable in the variation, then we must use the Lagrange 
multiplier method to express the" constraints" on its 
form separately. The Lagrange multipliers Aii must 
then be nonvanishing always since the "constraint" (i. e., 
the restriction on the form of K ii) is always real. We 
will find that the Aii are nonzero even for the case of 
the Einstein Lagrangian 4g1 /HR. This is simply a conse
quence of using the Lagrange multiplier formalism to 
"decouple" the variation with respect to Kij from that 
variations of 3g i}' N, and N;, and in itself implies noth
ing about the Riemannian nature of the over-all 4-space. 

Essentially, in order to write the Lagrangian in 
(3 + I)-form at all, the constraint of KiJ in terms of N, 
Nii 3gii has to be "pre-imposed" (i. e., 4-space Rieman
nian as is spacelike 3-space), and we do not solve for 
those constraints in this formalism. They are implicit 
in the initial-value equations obtained by varying Nand 
N;, since it is N, N i , and 3gii that determine the im
bedding once a coordinate system is chosen. 

We now construct a new variational principle. 
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(13) 

where Lc is Eq. (12) above and LR is one of the 14 in
dependent scalar invariants of a Riemann space. The 
quantity 

LR =L R (3glj , Kjj, KjJ' N, N j ) 

is now to be considered a function of two independent 
sets of variables 3glj and KiJ and their first order time 
derivatives. Thus, the total Lagrangian has been ren
dered first order in time so that we can proceed to the 
canonical Hamiltonian formalism in the usual way. The 
3-space itself must remain a three-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold with a metric signature (+++). 
One can choose the 3-space initially Riemannian by 
either varying the 3gjj directly by a Hilbert variational 
prinCiple or by a Lagrange multiplier technique similar 
to Sec. II. 

As we will discuss in subsection B, if the scalar 
Lagrangian LR is chosen to be R, it is possible to elimi
nate Klj and hence the Lagrangian multiplier is trivial 
to find. In all other cases (we examine R2 in detail in 
subsection B) the invariant is sufficiently complicated 
that any attempt to eliminate K ii is doomed to fail. Thus 
it is in general essential to use the Lagrange multiplier 
approach of Eq. (12) for the higher-order Riemann in
variants if one wishes to recast them into a 3 + 1 or 
ADM canonical formalism. 

It is also interesting to note that the constraint of 
Eq. (11) is of an interesting mathematical type-a non
holonomic constraint. In fact, it is the simplest such 
constraint. That is, one variable (KiJ) is related linearly 
to the first time derivative of another corresponding 
variable egij). 

B. The Einstein Lagrangian, 4 g l/2 4 R 

For Simplicity we will begin with the ADM equivalent 
Lagrangian for this case: 

L ADM=N 3g1/2 3R -N 3,gl/2[(TrK)2 _ Tr(K2)], 

where TrK=Kii and Tr(K2)=~JKJi' This is first-order 
and second degree in giJ but is written entirely in terms 
of 3gih Kij, and the lapse N and shift N i . We can treat 
the Kij as separate coordinates if we add the constraint 
Lagrangian 

L =N 3,gl /2 AiJ Kij - t 3t /2Aii (Nilj + NJII) 

+ t 3t /2 Aligi j, 

where the Aii are the Lagrange multipliers. 

The momenta 7T
ij and nii conjugate to 3gij and Kij re

spectively are trivial to evaluate: 

rrij _ aL total -l-t /2'}y - ---ag;;- - 2 , (14) 

niJ _ aL total = 0 
- ilK

i
} , 

(15) 

where we have dropped the superscript 3 on the t /2 and 
in all future cases where the quantities meant are clear. 
Equation (14) allows us to eliminate the Lagrange multi
plier. We can now form the Hamiltonian density 
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Ii = gjjrr li + Kjjn
jj 

- L total 

= - Ngl/2R + Ng[ (TrK)2 - Tr(K2) J 

- 2Nrr iJK ii + (Njlj + NJI j)rr
iJ + Kjin iJ 

and then the Hamiltonian H by 

H= fH rFx. 

Some of Hamilton's equations recover definitions 

gij = ~o~ = _ 2NKiJ + Nili + NJlj, 
urr • 

which are the constraint equations, and 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

The latter Eqs. (18) are trivial in this case only because 
the equivalent Lagrangian Eq. (10) did not depend upon 
the Kji • In general, Eq. (18) will recover the definition 
of nil in terms of KiJ. The equation in gij, Eq. (17), will 
be the same no matter what scalar invariant we take for 
the Lagrangian since it depends only upon the constraint. 
The dynamical Hamiltonian equations are 

. ii oR 
rr =---

ogij' 
(19) 

njj = _ oH = 0 
I5Kij , (20) 

where the zero in Eq. (20) is again a result of the par
ticular invariant (4R) that we used. 

We now have 

1fji =Ngl/2(Rii _ tgii R) + 2Ngl /2 (KjmKmi _ K m ~jj) (21) 

and 

nli = 2Ngl /2 (Kii _ gil K) + 2Nrr ij = O. (22) 

We can make the identification 

rr
jj = rr

jj 
ADM = gl/2(gii K m

m _ K ij ). (23) 

Since the Aij are related to the rr
ij in Eq. (14) we see 

that we cannot take Ail = 0 even for the Einstein invari
ant if we use a canonical formalism. That is, there is 
no direct "Palatini" approach unless we use a constraint, 
either "pre-imposed" or added on by Lagrange multi
pliers, in the 3 + 1 canonical formalism. Since the 
Lagrange multiplier is effectively equivalent to the mo
menta for any action there is no simplification possible 
in our approach. 

In addition to the dynamical equations, general rela
tivity (and other geometrodynamic theories obtained 
from the higher-order invariants) is unusual in that it 
also has constraints on the initial value data. This data 
must be consistent with the initial value data. This data 
must be consistent with the initial value equations, which 
are obtained by varying the action integral, Eq. (13) 
with respect to Nand Ni (lapse and shift). We may in 
a sense consider Nand Ni as "Lagrange multipliers" 
which give us the initial constraints. For the Einstein 
Lagrangian we obtain 

(24) 
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and 

oA _ ij _ 
oN

j 
- 2rr Ii - 0, 

which are identical with the ADM results since rrli 

(25) 

= rr!j ADM' These initial value equations are not expressed 
in terms of the Hamiltonian because they are not dy
namical equations. They are only constraints on the ini
tial value data. 

Thus, in the 3 + 1 canonical formulation of general 
relativity the Lagrange multipliers have a different phy
sical interpretation than we found in the 4-formulation. 
For the 4-formulation the Lagrange multipliers A,.'J.v 
were zero and represented the constraints needed to keep 
4-space Riemann while in the canonical approach those 
Lagrange multipliers relating giJ and Kill i. e., the Aii , 
are related to the canonical momentum. 

It is interesting to note for our "truncated" Lagrangian 
L ADM (with constraint terms L a and L total = L ADM + L c) 

that when we make the identification rrli = tgl /2 A
jj

, then 
the "Hamilton's" equations of motion, Eqs. (21) and 
(22), are in the fact exactly the same as the Lagrange's 
equations for gji and K jj equations, while our "defining" 
equation for rrij, Eq. (17), is just the constraint equa
tion obtained by varying L c with respect to Ali (this last 
identity holds for any Lagrangian). Equation (18) for 
Kil in this case yields nothing, so that our "Hamiltonian" 
equations and "Lagrange's" equations for this "trun
cated" Einstein Lagrangian are in fact identical. It 
should be remarked that the automatic Riemannian na
ture of the space-time for the Einstein Lagrangian 
4gl/2 4 R obtained in Sec. II can still also be seen in the 
context of the 3 + 1 formalism. If we throw in Lagrange 
multiplier constraints for the 3-space Christoffel sym
bols 3A/k eri ik - tgim(gmj ,k + gmk,l - gjk ,m»)Nt 12 =Lc, 
then the variational analysis within the 3-space proceeds 
exactly as in Sec. II for the 4-space and we obtain ex
plicitly 3A/k = O. Hence, an arbitrary spacelike slice is 
automatically Riemannian within the intrinsic 3-space. 
Further, we note that the equations of motion, Eq. (22), 
for the time evolution of nii implies that rrH = rr};DM and 
our initial value equations are consistent with those ob
tained by ADM with the pre-imposed condition. Since 
the above considerations hold for any arbitrary space
like slice through the structure of 4-space, we conclude 
that the over-all 4-space for the Einstein Lagrangian 
must be automatically Riemannian if the Lagrangian is 
the Einstein t! 12R. 

C. The quadratic Lagrangian gl 12 R2 

The quadratic Lagrangian, 4t 12 4 R2, represents the 
simplest quadratic Riemannian invariant used as an ac
tion for a possible field theory. Thus, it will provide 
the simplest example where the Lagrangian multiplier 
technique is needed. In this Lagrangian we will take the 
gil = (3glj) and the Kij as independent variables and im
pose the relation between Kij and gij by Lagrange multi
pliers so that the Lagrangian density is 

Lotal =L R2 + Nt 12Aii[Kij - (l/2N)(Nill + NJIi - gij) J. 
(26) 
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All geometric quantities without a preceeding super
script are three-dimensional quantities. 

When we form LR2=(4i!12 4R)2/i!12, we must use the 
full expression for the Einstein Lagrangian 4i! 12 4R 
rather than the truncated expression L ADM with the di
vergence and total time derivative removed, since the 
left-out terms will now contribute nonvanishing cross 
terms when we form (4i! 12 4R)2. The full expression for 
the entire Einstein Lagrangian is1 

4i! 12 4R= _ giJ7r!!oM _ Ng-1 12[ Tr(7T~DM) _ t(7T ADM)2] + Ni! 12R 

+ 2Nj (7T!!DM) Ii - 2[7T!!oMN i - tNI7T ADM + N I Ii! 12J,i' 

where 7T!!oM = i! 12(giiK - Kii) and 7T ADM = gji7T!!oM' In order 
to form i! 12R2, we eliminate 7T!!DM and irl~M in favor of 
K ji and kiJ. If we once again let K=TrKli=~i' Tr(K2) 
==KimKrni, we can express LR2 simply provided we use 
the notation 

A==- 2i!/2giJKij' 

c = _ wi! 12 Tr(K2), 

B= +Ni! 12K 2, 

D=+Ni! /2R, 

E = + 2i! 12(Nili + Njll)KiJ, F= + 2i! 12~Kli' 

G=_2i!/2Nlill> Q=1/Ni!/2. 

Then, using 4i! 12 4R2 = (4i! 12 4 R)2 j4i! 12, we obtain 

L R2/Q=A2 + 2A(B +C +D + E +F+ G) 

+ (B+C +D+E +F+G)2, 

(27) 

(28) 

where the only terms dependent upon Klj are first two 
since only they contain the term A. We will identify 
them as Lkij/Q =A2 + 2A(B + C + D + E + F + G). These 
are the terms which prevent us from proceeding with 
the canonical form without recourse to Lagrange 
multipliers. 

Using Eq. (12) for the constraint, we obtain again, as 
we must, 

7Tlj==~=ttI2AH, 
ago 

(29) 

but now the momentum conjugate to Kij is not zero but 
is 

This enables us to express Lk .. as 
'J 

L K' =K..nij - (4/N)i!12(i
j
K i f. (31) 

ii t.J J 

Using Eq. (30) for nli enables us to eliminate giiKij 
from Eq. (31), producing 

Lk jj = Kjjn ij _ [Ng-1 12/16K2](K jj n ii )2 

_ [g-l 12/2K](B + C + D + E + F + G)(Kiin ii ) 

- [l/Ni! 12](B + C + D + E + F + G)2 (32) 

The last term cancels all the remaining terms in the 
LR2 of Eq. (28), so that 

LR2=Kjjnli - [Ng-1/2/16K2](KjjniJ)2 

_ [g-1 12/2K](B + C + D + E + F + G)(Kjjn ii ). (33) 
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Once again the initial value equations are well posed 
and come from the total action 

A == J L total elt = J L total tflx elt 

SO that 

M l+ 27T
ii 

K jJ - (g-1I2 /16K
2
) (Krsnrs)

2 1 
6j.j= _ (g"1 12 /2K)(Krs n rs)[i! 12K2 _ 3.i 12 Tr(K2) +.i 12R] 

+{ (Krsnrs)gOJ /K}I iii 

=0 (34) 

and 

oA IJ "'1. rs IJ ~
+ 27Tij . + <>f(K nrs)Kii/K} J 

ONi = _ (KrsWS)[K I i /K] = O. (35) 

The problem is now straightforward. Defining L total 

=LR2 +L oonstralnt and treating giJ and Kii separately, we 
form the Hamiltonian as H = JI-! tflx, where the Hamil
tonian density I-! is fI = giJ7Tii + Kiin ii - L total' There are 
four different Hamilton's equations. Two recover the 
definitions of 7T ij and nii: i. e., 

(36) 

which recovers our constraint of Kij in terms of N, N i , 
and gij, and 

. oH 1 Ng-1/2 'rs 
KiJ=on0=+a(Kr(KrsIl )Kij 

-112 
+;(K) (.s+C + D +E + F+ G)Kii> (37) 

where taking the trace of Eq. (37) and solving for nii 
shows that it indeed simply recovers the definition of 
nii as aL total/aKij' 

The remaining two Hamilton's equations, the dyna
mical equations describing the time evolution of the 3-
space, are 

fIii = _ oH/OKii 

= + 2N7Tii + i(Ng-1I2 /K3 ) (KrsW S)2g ii _ i(Ng1 12/K2) 

x (KrsW S) nil + t (g-l 12 /K2)(KrsnrS)gij 

x [B + C + D + E + F + G]- t(g-l 12 /K)nij 

X[B+C+D+E+F+G] 

_ (l/K) [+ N Kgii - 3N Kii] +{ (KrsWs)Nmgii /Kh m, 

+ (N'ilJ +Njli ) 
" (38) 

irii == _ oH / ogij 

= +b(Ng-1I2/K2)(KrsWS)2gii 

+t[Ng-1 12(Krs n rs)2 /K3 ]Kii + [.8 + C + D + E + F+ G J r + t (g-1 12 /K) (Krsws)gil] 

x r ~(g-1 12 /K2) (KrsIYS)Kii + (Krsn
rs

) (VK) 

_ ~NK2gii _ 2NK Kii 

x + iN Tr(K2)ii +6NKimK m
i 

_ N(Rii _ tgiiR) - KS(Nrls +Nslr)gii 

_ NmKI mgii _ 2NmK ii 1m + N I ml "..g,i} 
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(39) 

Although these are extremely complicated expressions, 
it is clear that the formal conversion from 4-notation 
to (3 + l)-notation has been completed, and that the same 
process will work using any order scalar invariant of 
the Riemann tensor in the action principle. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have seen, then, that the classical Lagrange multi
plier technique proves of Significant value in discussing 
the field equations of higher-order Lagrangians in two 
distinct ways: 

(1) In the covariant 4-formalism treated in Sec. II, 
we can extend the "Palatini" procedure to higher-order 
invariants by employing the Lagrange multiplier tech
nique to constrain the affine connections to be 
Christoffel symbols of a Riemann space. The equations 
of motion obtained are, as expected, equivalent to those 
obtained directly from the Hilbert method; however, we 
gain the advantage of being able to solve explicitly for 
the Lagrange multiplier constraint forces, and thus 
identify those terms in the equations of motion which 
arise directly from the constraint to Riemann space. 

(2) In the 3 + 1 formalism treated in Sec. III, we can 
use the Lagrange multiplier technique to "decouple" the 
variations of the intrinsic 3-geometry of a 3-space from 
the variations of the extrinsic curvature Kij describing 
the embedding of the 3-space within the enveloping four
dimensional space. This allows us to recast the equa
tions of motion into a first-order (in time) canonical 
Hamiltonian formalism (as developed by ADM) suitable 
for attempts at conventional quantization techniques. 

The purposes achieved by the Lagrange multiplier 
technique in each of these formalisms (Covariant 4-
formalism and ADM (3 + l)-formalism) in the context 
of the higher-order invariants are complementary in 
the follOWing sense: In the 4-formalism, we can solve 
easily and directly for the constraint forces that keep 
the space-time Riemannian, but we obtain a second 
order in time Lagrangian formalism that is unsuitable 
for quantization purposes, whereas in the (3 + l)-formal
ism the Lagrange multipliers are not related to the con
straints to a Riemann space, which must be pre-imposed 
in order to achieve (3 + I)-form for the Lagrangians, 
but do allow us to recast the equations of motion into a 
first-order canonical Hamiltonian formalism. Further, 
although the present paper concerns only the quadratic 
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invariants of the Riemann tensor, it is obvious that the 
techniques of Secs. II and III will apply to any of the 
higher-order invariants constructable from the Riemann 
tensor. The classical method of Lagrange multipliers 
thus proves a powerful tool in analyzing the equations 
of motion for higher-order Lagrangians. 

This preliminary investigation of the quadratic 
Lagrangians poses several interesting problems and 
lines of inquiry. What is the physical significance and 
interpretation of the nonvanishing Lagrange multiplier 
constraint forces and the "additional" terms to which 
they give rise in the equations of motion in the 4-formal
ism of Sec. II? What is the significance of the fact that 
these constraints are automatically satisfied for the 
Lagrangian II /2R of general relativity? Is general rela
tivity unique in this regard? (Recall that in Stephenson's 
cases A and B, Higgs has already shown that the assump
tion A,/Y = 0 reduces these theories to general 
relativity. ) 

One would also like to have the remaining quadratic 
invariants R",vR"'v and R",SY6R"'SYO in 3 + 1 Hamiltonian 
form. In principle the application of the "Lagrange 
multiplier" method developed in Sec. III to these invari
ants should be straightforward and direct; however, it is 
obvious that in the (3 + 1 )-formalism the calculations 
involved for higher-order Lagrangians will rapidly be
come very tedious and elaborate. It is hoped that the 
present paper will stimulate interest in the ADM for
malism in the context of higher-order Riemann 
invariants. 
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A quantum mechanical model of electrons on a network which has been used to obtain the line spectra of 
conjugated organic molecules and the band structure for various solid state systems is shown to be 
intimately connected with the homology and cohomology sequences of the algebraic topology of 1-
complexes. Thus, the remarkable qualitative agreement of these models to experiment implies that those 
calculated physical quantities are structural quantities. Quantum mechanical conservation laws analogous to 
Kirchhoff's electrical conservation laws are derived by variational methods applied to the system's 
Lagrangian. The topology is shown to enforce energy conservation on the network. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Network modeling of physical systems has found wide
spread acceptance in science. To chemists and physi
cists this manifests itself mostly in a variety of dis
cretized models of molecules and solids in which a 
three-dimensional material is idealized as atoms con
nected by bonds lying in R3. Modern day mechanical and 
electrical engineers have also found network modeling 
very beneficial in dealing with aggregates of complex 
systems. They, however, utilize a different class of 
networks which we shall for now term "Kirchhoff-like, " 
after G. Kirchhoff. These networks have the feature of 
inherently incorporating conservation prinCiples, ener
gy for example, as part of their algebraic structure. 
Although electrical networks are the best example of 
this class, there is a vast literature on electrical cir
cuit analogies to the electromagnetic, elastic, and 
fluid flow field equations and to mechanical and hy
draulic pipe flow systems. 1,2 A number of publications 
have also appeared in the quantum mechanical litera
ture describing a Kirchhoff-like network model of elec
trons in molecules and solids. 3-8 The remarkable 
success all these models have had in emulating the dy
namic and kinematic features of the systems they 
represent seems to indicate some deep underlying 
mathematical structure common to all. Due to a very 
general theorem in electrical circuit theory, Tellegen's 
theorem, the existence of such structure is even more 
compelling. It has been used to derive virtually every 
theorem concerning the power distribution in an elec
trical circuit, linear or nonlinear, of arbitrary 
topology. 9 

We define an electrical circuit as a graph consisting 
of vertices connected to each other by directed branches 
on which Kirchhoff's current and voltage laws are 
obeyed. The current law (KCL) states that at any in
stant of time the net current into each vertex is zero, 
while the voltagE - -, (KVL) states that instantaneously 
the voltage aroUJ lch loop of the circuit is zero re-
gardless of wheu._. the constitutive processes occuring 
on the circuit are linear or nonlinear, passive or ac
tive, singly or multiply valued. The excitation is also 
arbitrary as it may be sinusoidal, exponential, periodiC, 
or random. It is well-established that both (KCL) and 
(KVL) are topological in origin and that Tellegen's 
theorem is of natural consequence in the algebraiC 
topology of 1-complexes. 10-12 In brief, (KCL) is the 

electrical counterpart of what the topologist calls a 
homology sequence, while (KVL) is the cohomology se
quence. An Ohms law relation comes about as an iso
morphism between the two sequences and Tellegen's 
theorem as a consequence of their orthogonality (in the 
sense of a vector space). For higher-dimensional topo
logical complexes it can be shown that the operational 
structures of linear graph theory and the vector calculus 
are identical. This is the dominant reason for the great 
success of network analogies to problems in continuum 
field theories. More importantly, however, is their 
possible utility as a foundation for the theory of non
linear equations of motion, of which the Bray ton-
Moser equations are one example. 13 

In this paper we restrict ourselves to a discussion of 
the aforementioned one-dimensional (i-complex) net
work model of electrons in molecules and solids. Gen
eralizations to higher-dimensional complexes and their 
relationships to continuum quantum fields will be con
sidered elsewhere. Originated as a free electron model 
to describe in a simple fashion the electronic proper
ties of conjugated organic molecules3 and molecular 
solids such as graphite and diamond, 4,5 it was later 
extended to nonzero atomic potentials by Montroll and 
his colleagues and utilized to analytically determine the 
band structure of perfect crystals, crystals with de
fects, and crystal surfaces. 6,7 Later applications were 
directed towards electron scattering by crystal de
fects. 8 In this model electrons are restricted by non
constant one-dimensional potential fields to move along 
the one-dimensional bonds of a network of atoms. The 
network is given the same topological pattern with the 
same lattice spacings that would represent its molec
ular or crystallographiC structure. Energy spectra are 
then obtained by incorporating the boundary conditions 
that 

(i) the wavefunction is continuous along all branches 
(bonds) of the network and at the node points, and 

(ii) the net current flowing away from any node point 
must vanish. 

The technical details of this procedure are discussed 
at great length in Refs. 3-8. It should be noted that the 
first condition only holds true for atoms with dimen
sions of measure zero, i. e., atoms represented as 
points. (ii) has the flavor of a "Kirchhoff-like" current 
law. It will be shown in Sec. 3 that in the stationary 
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state the conservation condition (ii) has, for an arbi
trary potential V(x), x E R, the form 

~ dz/i(xup) I =0, z/iE L2[j,jp], (1.1) 
I1pl dXiJp Xu =node 

p 

where z/i(Xiip) is the SchrOdinger wavefunction with sup
port on [j,jp] and the sum in (1.1) is over all connected 
lattice points j p to j. 

Comparisons of the energy spectra obtained with this 
method to experiment and to the more accepted theo
retical analyses has shown a remarkable accuracy con
sidering the one-electron approximation used and the 
one-dimensionality of the model. 3.4 

In the forthcoming section we shall briefly review the 
relationship of Tellegen's theorem to the algebraic topo
logy of 1-complexes. The consequences of these gen
eralized topological (KCL) and (KVL) variables will then 
be exploited in Secs. 3 and 4. In Sec. 3 this is begun 
with a general discussion on the embedding of a 
kinematic constitutive conservation theorem, the con
servation of momentum, on a topological structure. 
These results are specialized to derive the quantum 
mechanical (KCL) condition, Eq. (1.1), by a variational 
procedure. It will be shown (Sec. 4) that this condition 
implicitly contains the information of (KVL) and results 
in a net energy conservation for the aggregate network. 
By virtue of this superposition of physics on mathemati
cal structure, the calculable physical quantities are 
therefore structural quantities. 

2. TELLEGEN'S THEOREM AND THE ALGEBRAIC 
TOPOLOGY OF NETWORKS 

Tellegen's theorem may be written as 

o A'ipA"vp = l]A'ibA "Vb' 
P b 

(2. 1) 

where ip(b) and Vp(b) are, respectively, the current and 
voltage as measured along any branch of the circuit, 
with p denoting a port (open branch) and with b denoting 
an internal branch. The sums are performed over all 
the ports and internal branches in the circuit (see Fig. 
1). A' and A" are referred to as Kirchhoff's operators 
and have the following properties: 

(1) If Kirchhoff's laws for currents and/or voltages 
are valid for a circuit of particular topology, then they 
will also have validity after operation by a Kirchhoff 
operator. 

(2) All linear operators and both Kirchhoff current 
and voltage operators. 

Branch 3 Port 2 Port I 

Port I 

(a) (b) 

FIG. 1. Typical network with four internal branches and two 
ports: (a) circuit diagram showing the elements, as yet un
specified, and the branches and ports numbered; (b) topology 
of this network showing the branches and ports numbered. 
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TABLE I. Kirchhoff operators. 

Kirchhoff current (voltage) operators are defined as those 
which yield, from a set of currents (voltages) that obey 
Kirchhoff's current (voltage) law, a set of numbers or func
tions that also obey Kirchhoff'S current (voltage) law. The re
sulting quantities need not have the dimensions of current 
(voltage) and may depend upon other parameters or variables 
(such as frequency or temperature) introduced by the operator. 
All linear operators (that operate in the same way on all 
branches and ports of the network) are Kirchhoff operators. 
Some examples of linear operators are the following (these 
are all Kirchhoff operators): 

1. Identity: Ai= i(t) 
2. Multiplication by a constant or by a specific function of 

time I(t): Ai = j(t)i(t) 
3. Shift in time by to: Ai = itt - to) 
4. Differentiation in time: Ai=di(t)/dt 
5. Integration in time: Ai = f i( r) dr 
6. Convolution with a specific function of time I(t): Ai 

= L:i(t- r)/(r) dr 
7. Evaluation of i for a specific time to: Ai - i (to) 
8. Time reversal: Ai = i( - t) 
9. Selection of the even (or odd) part of i(t); Ai=t[i(t) + i(- t)] 

10. Time aver~ (or stochastic average of an ergodic pro
cess): Ai = i(t) 

11. Selection of first-order perturbations or, more generally, 
nth order perturbations 

12. Selection of a particular experiment; the various experi
ments may involve different element values of different 
excitations, but they always involve the same topology. 

13. Taking the Fourier or Laplace transorm (or, for periodic 
signals, selection of the Fourier coefficients) 

14. Complex conjugation 

(3) The nonlinear operators that presently qualify for 
the title have been found empirically to be either cur
rent operators or voltage operators, but never both 
simultaneously. 

A compilation of proper and improper Kirchhoff 
operators has been listed in Tables I and II. In par
ticular, if A" = A' =1, then (2.1) is nothing more than 
a power conservation theorem which states that the 
power flowing in and out of an open system is the same 
as the internal power generated in the system. If the 
system has no ports, i. e., it is closed, then the lhs of 
(2. 1) vanishes, and 

0A'ibA"Vb=0. 
b 

(2.2) 

As a more interesting example of (2.1) consider the 
two circuits depicted in Figs. 2 and 3. Although they 

TABLE II. Non-Kirchhoff operators. 

Some examples of operators that are not Kirchhoff operators 
are the following: 

1. Squaring: Ai = i 2 (t) 
2. Taking the absolute value: Ai= I i(t) I 
3. Determination of the maximum value in a certain time 

range 
4. Selection of the root-mean-square or effective values 
5. Selection of amplitude-modulation or frequency-modulation 

components 
6. Multiplication by constants or functions of time that are 

different for different branches 
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VI 5vol15 5 

FIG. 2. One state of 
the network (values of 
resistances in ohms). 

-

1 

both have the same topology different constitutive rela
tions occur on them. By associating state 1 with A' and 
state 2 with A" we obtain item no. 12 in Table 1. Equa
tion (2.1) is a reciprocity relation because the two 
states of the network are related solely by their topo
logy and can be likened to the occurrence of a virtual 
process since state 2 does not occur on circuit 1 and 
vice-versa. 

We shall now demonstrate the relation betw een 
Tellegen's theorem and algebraic topology. The theo
rems and corollaries to be stated are given without 
proof, although the references where they may be 
found are provided. 11.12.14 Definitions for the topological 
terms used are given in Appendix A. For the sake of 
clarity it should be noted that, although Tellegen's 
theorem has been applied to electrical networks embed
ded in R2 one would like to show its applicability to 
molecules and to solids in R3. This can be accomplished 
by utilizing the following graph projection theorem. For 
notational simplicity graph is synonymous with linear 
graph. 

Theorem 2.1:'1 rcR3:3 a graph isomorphism n: 
r - ~ onto a two-dimensional orientable manifold ~ c R3 
of genus g. 

The map n must be performed such that no two edges 
in ~ cut one another except at the vertices. 

As an illustration of this theorem, Euler has shown 
that if r is a convex polyhedron with n vertices, m 
edges, andf finite faces, then ~ is a planar graph and 
n - m + f = 1. The f faces form a basis of elementary 
cycles. When the mapping n does not yield a planar 
graph, the number of elements in the basis of elemen
tary cycles, k(~), iS14 

k(~)=(f-l)+r(~), whereO.;r(~)';2g. (2.3) 

Thus, the image of r partitions the surface of ~ into 
m + 2 - n - r(~) faces, with each face homeomorphic to 
P = [0,1] x [0,1]. These examples suggest that no matter 
what topology r has, one can always find a two-dimen
sional manifold in R3 in which ~ is a I-chain. 

The following definitions and theorems will now be 
introduced in order to motivate the central result of 
this section, Theorem 2. 4. 

Definition: Let ~ be a graph consisting of m arcs 
a;' ... ,&~, then a flow is a vector ¢ = (</>1, ... , </>m) such 
that 

(a) for every k .; m, </>k E R, and </>k is denoted as the 
flow in arc uk, (2.4) 
(b) for every vertex a 6 </>1 = 6 </>/. 

iEw-(al iEw+(al 
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Theorem 2.2: A necessary and sufficient condition 
for a vector ¢ to be a flow is if it is of the form 

(2.5) 

where the Si ER, i = 1, ... , m, and the IJ.k are elementary 
cycles, k=l, ... ,m. Thus, </>isa I-cycle and is 
orthogonal to all l-coboundaries. 

Definition: A potential difference (tension) is a vector 
6 = (0 1, ••• ,Om) such that for every elementary cycle 

6 0 - 6 0=0. (2.6) 
IE"+ IE"-

Theorem 2.3: A vector 0 is a potential difference if 
:3 a function t(a) defined on a set X of vertices with val
ues in R such that for every arc i = (a, b), 0, = t(b) - t(a). 
Thus, t(a) is denoted as the potential associated with O. 

Corollary 2. 3: A necessary and sufficient condition 
for a vector 8 to be a potential difference is that it be of 
the form 

m 

8=6 S,w', (2.7) 
1=1 

where the Wi are elementary coboundaries and 
$1>'" ,sm ER. e, therefore, is a l-coboundary and is 
orthogonal to any I-cycle. Finally, 

Theorem 2.4: A vector ¢ERm is a flow iff it is 
orthogonal to every vector in e, the set of all potential 
differences; a vector 8 E Rm is a potential difference iff 
it is orthogonal to every vector in cl>, the set of all 
flows. 

One may conclude from this theorem that cl> and e are 
orthogonal subspaces of R m , that is, cl>EBe=Rm

• Thus, 
the inner product of every ¢ and 8 vanishes: 

(2.8) 

If we now let A' and A II be linear operators that leave 
the vector space of flows and tensions invariant, then by 
pre multiplying (2.5) and (2.7) by A' and A", respective
ly, and then taking the inner product as in (2.8) we have 

(A'</>, A"8)=0. (2.9) 

The proof of (2.9) is easily demonstrated. Since tP and 
8 are I-cycles and I-coboundaries, respectively, then 
by linearity so are 1/>' = A' ¢ and 8' = A "8. Application 
of Theorem A3. 1 completes the proof. 

t 15 
Amperes 50 

ideal 
diode 

FIG. 3. Another state of 
the network (values of re
sistances in ohms). 
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Our correspondence of algebraic topology with 
Tellegen's theorem is now complete by noting the sim
ilarity of (2.4) with the Kirchhoff current law, of (2.6) 
with the Kirchhoff voltage law, and of (2.9) with 
Tellegen's theorem, Eq. (2.1). These results encom
pass the case of port branches and open circuits since 
"open branch" flows and tensions of the form (2.5) and 
(2.7) may be constructed by including ideal arcs of null 
contribution to the elementary cycles and coboundaries 
of such ¢ and 9. 

3. FLOW CONSERVATION ON A NETWORK 

The flow and potential difference properties of a 
linear graph when identified with a physical process 
are, in principle, conservative. This is clearly ap
parent from the Kirchhoff and d' Alembert "principle of 
virtual work,,15 laws, the by-products of graphical 
analogies to electrical and mechanical systems. In 
general, conservation laws can be elegantly obtained 
through the methods of variational calculus when applied 
to a Lagrangian. This approach still holds true for 
systems represented by graphs, with the sole exception 
that the domain of the Lagrangian is now restricted to 
a I-chain. We now introduce two variational procedures 
which will subsequently be used to derive flow I-chains 
in quantum field theory. 

Consider the well-known classical mechanics contin
uity equation 

(3.1) 

and its quantum analog 

~(I/!*I/!) + inv , (I/!VI/!* _ I/!*VI/!) = o. 
at 2m 

(3.2) 

We define the scalar functions p and I/!I/!* in R3N as the 
partic Ie (fluid) density and probability density, respec
tively, and the vectors pv and i1f(I/!VI/!* - I/!*VI/!)/2m as 
currents. 

Let M be a differentiable manifold with tangent bundle 
T(M) 

6N-9 
M=R 3xR 3 x , •• ,.,. xR3xR 2 (3.3) 

and consider the Lagrangian function L(t/>, t/>q) on T(M) 
where t/> is a (3N + I)-dimensional field with coordinates 
ql"" ,q3N+l' Equation (3.1) results from a variation 
of the action integral 

A = J LdqSN+l. (3.4) 

Denoting POI. = oL/ot/>q ,a=I, ••• ,3N+l, the Euler
Lagrange equation as~ociated with (3.4) is 

(3.5) 

Suppose t/> is kinosthenic, that is, a variable not ex
plicitly contained in L, then 

oL =0 
at/> 

and (3.5) becomes 
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(3.6a) 

~+lap 
l.j ..::Ll!! = O. 
01.=1 apa 

(3.6b) 

With the correspondence (qjmod(3) =Xj, Q(l+llmod(3) 

=Yj, QU+2)mod(3) =Zj,Q3N+l =t) and (Plmod(3) =v"j' 
P(l+1)mod(3) =vYI ' P(l+2)mod(3) =vzp P3N+l =m), i, ... ,N, 
we arrive at (3.1). 

Equation (3.2) can be obtained by an application of 
Noether's principle to the N-particle quantum mechani
cal Lagrangian 

L=I/!*(x(> .•• 'XNl(~ ~f (xl>'" ,xN) 

+ V(xu··. ,XN)I/!(X1, ..• ,XN)) 

where (Xl' ... ,xN ) are the N-particle coordinates, 

N 0 
v-I; -

- a=l oXOI.' 

(3.7) 

and V(x1, ••• ,xN) is the N-particle interaction potential 
and/or an external electric field. This variational ap
proach makes use of the property that the action integral 
remains invariant with respect to a group of infinitesi
mal transformations applied either to the dependent or 
independent variables. Since this Lagrangian is invari
ant up to an arbitrary complex phase factor, ia (x, t), 
a (x, t) being infinitesimal, then by substituting 
exp[ia (x, t)]1/! for I/! (3.7) becomes 

L(Xl"" ,xN,a) 

=L +nl/!*(x1, ••• ,XN)I/!(Xl'.'. ,xN) ~~ 

n
2
i ('" o I/! * oa +-2 L..J1/!(Xl"",XN)-a-(Xl"",XN)-~-

m j Xj uXj 
(3.8) 

-I/! (Xl,·",XN)-~(Xl,.",XN;- +O(a . * o I/! ) oa) 2) 
uX j uX j 

Variation of (3.8) with respect the kinosthenic vari
able a yields the probability density conservation law. 

Relations (3.1) and (3.2) are also valid when evaluated 
at the vertices of a graph. We verify this for (3.1); by 
analogy it holds true for (3.2). For simplicity we as
sume temporal invariance, that is, the time dimension 
does not enter in as a directed arc in the graph. 

As a first step we rewrite (3.1) as a conservation of 
flux over the submanifold Dc M 

m 

F1G. 4. A node with m di
rected bonds of length L em
anating from it. 
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By Gauss' theorem the second integral can then be re
lated to a (3N - 1)-dimensional integral over the bound
ary of D: 

JV'(pV)dX3N =J pVdX3N-I =0. (3.10) 
D aD 

Suppose D is a I-chain (D ERN), and without loss of 
generality consider one central node with m attached 
arcs, each of length L (Fig. 4). Then 

m 

D=:0 a}&} (3. 11 a) 
}=I 

and 

m 

diD =:0 a}d1a}. (3. llb) 
}=I 

Since an arbitrary directed arc al, connecting the cen
tral node no and some node nz, can be represented as 

al=(no,nz) (3. 12a) 

then 

(3. 12b) 

Thus, the current I-chain pv is conserved at O-cells 
&~. 

For many physical situations it is unimportant to know 
the time development of ljJ. It is therefore of interest to 
determine a stationary state conservation condition for 
realljJ. Defining ljJl~;, ••• 'XN) as the N-particle wavefunc
tion on bond j, 1 ~ j ~ m, variation of the action integral 
A gives 

~ 1L( aL (i) aL ,(j~ (j) = L.J a,;;m oljJ(x) + ~ oljJ(x) dx 
}=I 0 'I'(x) 'I'(x) 

(3.13) 

f'-[ dL (j)IL =.u a",IU) oljJ(X) 
}=I 'I'(x) 0 

1L ~ OL d dL) (j) (j)] + a:;m - ([XU> a;;:;ur oljJ(x) dx , 
o 'I'(x) 'I'(x) 

where L is (Appendix B), 

L =~t (aljJ(xt> ... ,XN») 2 

2m 1=1 aXi (3.14) 

+[V(XI"" ,xN)-E}ljJ2(XI,'" ,XN) 

and where we have employed the notational substitution 

(x) = (Xi>'" ,xN). 

Substitution of (3.14) into (3.13) yields at the node pOint 
XI=O 

t t(- n
2 aljJl~i I oljJ(j) 

'_j '-I max,} x(j)-o (0) 
J- t- J i-

+ lL{2[V(X) - EM~~ - :: ~ljJl~~}oljJl~~dX(j)) = O. 

(3.15) 

In order for the equality in (3.15) to hold, each term 
must vanish separately. Since oljJlb~ and oljJl~~ in the first 
and second terms are arbitrary functions in the domain 
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of definition of x, then the conservation condition is 

m N aljJ(J) BE ax!il=O. (3.16) 

To exhibit the complete generality of the conservation 
conditions (3.2) and (3.16), consider the one-particle 
Klein-Gordon equation in the presence of an electro
magnetic field, 

{22[P,,- (e/e)A,,]2+ m 2e2}ljJ=0, (3.17) 

whereP" is the 4-vectorP,,=(pj'P2,P3 , ieAo/e) with 
components Pa=(n/i)a/axa and where x,,=(x,y,z,ict). 
This equation can be derived from the Lagrangian 

1 aljJ* aljJ 2eljJ* ( A aljJ) L=- -;:r--+VljJ* .VljJ---. A ,v1/I+~-
c at at net c at 

(3.18a) 

and impliCitly contains the gauge invariance of the 
vector potential 

1 aA 
-~+V.A-O e at - . (3. 19) 

Making the transformation iP'=exp[iCi(X,t)], (3.18a) 
becomes 

- i aCi (d1fJ* a1fJ 2e \ 
L =L - cz at ljJ at -1fJ*a't + ni Ao1fJljJ*) 

+ iVCi • (ljJVljJ* - 1fJ*VljJ - n~~ AljJ1fJ*) + O(Ci 2). (3.18b) 

Variation with respect to the kinosthenic variable 
ci (x, t) results in the current conservation condition 

(3.20a) 

with j" = (jUjz,j3' iep) and where 

(3.20b) 

. - ~ /,,,* .it _ ,I, aljJ*)_ e
2
A1fJ1fJ* Q 1 2 3 (3 20 ) 

Ja-2mi\'I' aXe 'I' aXe me' "=,,. . c 

Equations (3.20) also apply for an N-particle system, 
each particle having its own local coordinate Xi' 

On a graph the conservation condition (3. 20a) is now 
a flow I-chain, j" ER, and must be evaluated at verti
ces. If the I-chain is a combination of time and space 
I-cells the appropriate current component (3. 20b) or 
(3. 20c) must be used. Thus, vertices to which both 
time and space I-cells are connected will have a mixed 
conservation condition. 

In the absence of an electromagnetic field in (3.17), 
A" =0, the conservation condition (3.16) is then appli
cable when ljJ is a time independent real scalar field. 

In conclusion, it should be mentioned that all the con
servation conditions previously derived apply equally 
well upon replacement of the scalar field 1fJ by quantized 
field operators ~. In such a case the current conserva-
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tion condition on a graph becomes 

6j(X) I x=vertex = 6 lim (: - A)G(x, t; x', t') =0 
t'~ t uX uX 

x' .. x+ 

(3. 21) 

with the sum performed over all arcs connected to ver~ 
tex x. G(x, t; x', t') is the time or temperature dependent 
one particle Green's function. 16 

4. ENERGY CONSERVATION ON A NETWORK 

In Sec. 2 Tellegen's theorem was introduced as a 
statement concerning the conservative nature of energy 
(power) on a network. For an electrical circuit this 
energy comes from the product of a (current) x (voltage), 
each factor being intimately connected with the topo
logical structure of the network. To carry this analogy 
over to network models of other physical systems, one 
must obtain an identification of two canonical variables 
whose properties are those of a flow and a potential 
difference. 

For mechanical systems this identification is simple, 
current - velocity, and because of Newton's third Law, 
voltage - force. The product of these two variables has 
dimensions of energy. In quantum mechanics this state
ment can be made explicit by rewriting the current in 
(3. 2) as 

j = (11m) Re(V<pli) = P/111 =V. 

(4.1) is clearly a (KCL) variable. 

(4.1) 

We choose the wavefunction <p as our quantum mechan
ical "force. " This has the appropriate form since the 
solution of the one-dimensional stationary Schrodinger 
equation can be written as 

<P(x) = <Ph (x) + (l/k) r sink(x-x')V'(x')<p(x')dx', (4. 2a) 

° 
where 

k2 = 2 mE/n; 2 , V'(x) = (2m/n;2)V(x) (4.3) 

and <Ph(X) is the homogeneous solution in the absence of 
the potential field Vex). 

Integration of the integral in (4. 2a) by parts yields 

1 
<P(x) = <Ph(X) + p. [V'(x)<P(x) - coskxV'(O)<P(O)] 

1 (x d 
- k2 J

o 
cosk(x - x') dx' (V'(x')<P(x')) dx' 

1 
= <Ph(X) + k2 [V' (x) <P(x) - coskxV'(O)<p(O)] 

+~ 1x 

cosk(x - x')FQ • M • (x') dx'. (4.2b) 

Sinc e <P(x) is continuous at vertex points, it is truly a 
(KVL) variable. 

Energy conservation is then derived by application of 
Tellegen's theorem, which for Fig. 4 results in 

(4.4) 

Continuity of all the <Pet at <Pet = 0 reduces (4.4) to the 
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form (1.1), which is then the starting point from which 
the line and band spectra of molecules and solids are 
derived. 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix we define, for the reader's conven
ience, a number of topological concepts necessary in 
the development of the main text. Due to the extensive 
literature on this subject, proofs will be omitted. 

Definition: A linear graph r is an interconnected set 
of arcs (I-cells, a}) at vertices (O-cells, &~). 

If the arcs are directed then r is said to be orientable 
if it is possible to define a positive rotation at each of 
its points, all the rotations being consistent. For non
linear graphs we generalize the concept of orientation 
by introducing the genus of a surface. 

Definition: An orientable surface is said to be of 
genus g if by elastic deformations it can be made to 
coincide with a sphere of g handles: The ordinary sphere 
is of genus 0, the torus of genus 1, and the pretzel of 
genus 2. 

r can be given vector space structure by defining 
linear combinations, k-chains, of the k-cells, k=O,1. 

Definition: A k-chain, ck
, on a graph r with 11 vertices 

and 111 arcs is some linear combination using the k-
cells &J as a basis: 

Since the set of aU k-cells is a vector space Vk
, ck 

E Vk and 

dimV1 =m, dimVo =11. 

Definition: The boundary operator Ok is a linear 
operator 

ok: Vk_ Vk~1 

with the fundamental property 

ak~1 0 0k(· )=0. 

(A1) 

(A2) 

(A3a) 

(A4) 

In words, (A4) states that the boundary of the boundary 
of a k-chain vanishes. As an example of (A3a) the 
boundary of the arc (a, b) is 

(A3b) 

Chains whose boundaries are zero are called k-cycles. 
The set of aU k-cycles, yk=ker(ok), is a vector sub
space of V k , ykc Vk • 

As an illustration a I-cycle is a sequence of arcs 
(&1, .•. ,&~), &} E VI, such that 

(a) every arc &k, k = 1, ... ,q, is joined to the pre
ceding arc &1~1 at one of its extremities and to the suc
ceeding arc &1.1 at the other (it is a I-chain), 
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(b) the sequence does not use the same arc twice, 

(c) the initial and terminal vertices of the I-chain 
coincide. 

An elementary cycle satisfies in addition to the previous 
three conditions, 

(d) in traversing the I-cycle one encounters the same 
vertex (excluding the starting point) only once. 

For a given I-cycle iJ-, we denote by fl. + the set of arcs 
oriented in a given sense, and by iJ- - the set of arcs 
oriented in the opposite sense. A vector ~ = (iJ-I,··· ,iJ- m ) 

can be associated with every I-cycle of a graph consist
ing of m arcs in such a way that 

( 
° ifiifJ.+Ufl.-) 

fJ.i= 1 ifiEfl.+ . 
-1 ifiEfl.-

(A5) 

Theorem A.1: Every I-cycle is a direct sum of ele
mentary cycles. Since the Vk are linear vector spaces, 
we can define a scalar product 

( • , • ) : Vk* x Vk - R 

(c k*, ck
) = '£ a~* a1, 

j 

(A6a) 

(A6b) 

where ck* is a k-cochain defined by the linear mapping 
V2- k - R and is dual to ;';k. 
The collection of all k-cochains forms an m-dimensional 
vector space Vk*. Geometrically the dual graph r* has 
n* = f vertices and m* = 111 arcs which partition r* into 
f* =n faces [Remark: Each vertex of r lies in a unique 
and separate face of r*.J 

The adjoint to Ok, Ok_I, is a co boundary operator de
fining a linear map 

" . Vk*-1 _ V k* Uk_l • 

and obeying the property 

(oi: k, ck* -1) = (2\ of2k*-I) = (c\ Ok_12k*-I). 

(A7) 

(AS) 

The coboundary operator Ok has a fundamental property 
similar to the boundary operator Ok 

k-cochains whose coboundaries are zero are called 
k- cocycles. 

(A9) 

k-cochains obtained from (k - l)-cochains via the map 
0k-l are referred to as k-coboundaries. As an illustra
tion of the map 0020* - 21*, consider an arbitrary vertex 
a and define an arc as incident from a if the vertex a is 
the initial and not the terminal vertex, while incident to 
a implies that a is the terminal and not the initial ver
tex. Furthermore, if we denote w+(A) as the set of arcs 
incident from a set of vertices A and w-(A) as the set of 
arcs incident to A, then the 1-coboundary is a set of 
arcs of the form w(A) which is nonempty and can be par
titioned into two classes, w+(A) and w-(A). With every 
coboundary of In arcs one may associate a vector w 

= (wI' ••• ,wm) such that 

( 
° if irct W(A») 

Wi = 1 if i E w+(A) 
-1 ifiEw-(A) 

(A10) 
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The Wi are elementary co boundaries and have the 
property Wi n w j = r/J, i '" j. 

Theorem A.2: Every 1-coboundary is a direct sum of 
elementary coboundaries. 

With this background it can easily be shown that the 
following theorems hold true. 

Theorems A.3: Let yl = ker(ol) be the cycle subspace 
of Vi and D 1* =Image(oo) be the coboundary subspace of 
VI*. Then for a connected linear graph r with m arcs 
and n nodes: 

(1) The inner product of a I-cycle and a 1-coboundary 
is 0, i. e. , (yl, £l1*) = 0, V yl E yl, d l* E Dl*. 

(2) Any I-chain orthogonal to every 1-coboundary is a 
I-cycle, Le., if (2t,a1*)=0,Vd1*ED1*, thenc1 Eyl. 

(3) Any 1-cochain orthogonal to every I-cycle is a 
1-coboundary, L e., if (2 1* ,yl) = 0, Vyl E yl, then 
21*ED1*. 

(4) Every I-chain is uniquely expressible as a direct 
sum of a I-cycle and a 1-coboundary. 

(5) The dimensions of the cycle and coboundary spaces 
yl and Dl*, respectively, are 

dimyl=m-n+1, dimDl=n-l. 

APPENDIX B 

The time independent Schrodinger equation for an 
interacting N-particle system can be derived from the 
Lagrangian (3.14) 

L=~t (o<{J(X1, •.• ,XN»)2 
2m ;=1 OX; 

+ [V(Xl"" ,xN ) - EJ<{J2(X1, ••• ,XN ), Xi E R3 

by using the method of Lagrangian multipliers. By 
writing 

o<{J(xu··· ,xN ) =W. 
ox; , 

the original Lagrangian may be modified to 

(B1) 

(B2) 

the Pi acting as the Lagrangian multipliers. Since the 
Wi appear only as algebraic variables, without deri
vatives, they are kinosthenic and 

aL' 1f2W· 
-=-..!-p.=o. 
aWl m 

Thus, 

and (B3) becomes 

(B4a) 

(B4b) 
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N 

L' = i#r E P~ + (V(xI ,.·· ,XN) - E)¢2(XI"" ,XN) 

m N 2 N 'i3¢ 
- -;;'[ '6P i + '6 PI-a - (XI' .•• , X N) 

"101 i=1 XI 
N 

= - 2~m '6 P~ + [V(XI , ••• ,XN) - E]1/J2(XI"" ,XN) 
j =1 

Variation with respect to PI yields 

and variation with respect to 1/J(XI, ••• , XN) yields 

Nap· 
2[V(XI , ••• , xN) - E]1/J(x j , ... , xN) - '6 a----! = O. (B6b) 

i=1 XI 

By substitution of (B6a) into (B6b) we have Q. E. D. 
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Bogolubov-Parasiuk theorem in the a -parametric 
representation 
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A renormalized Feynman amplitude expressed in the a-parameters is defined by introducing a subtraction 
operator acting directly upon the a-integrand. Different forms of this subtraction operator are discussed. 
We define the isotropic and nonisotropic normal products and we give a more general oversubtraction rule 
which ensures both the absolute convergence of the amplitude and the Bogolubov, Parasiuk and Hepp 
recurrence. The proof of absolute convergence of the amplitude is performed using Hepp's sectors and 
equivalence classes of nests. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Bogolubov-Parasiukl theorem on renormalization, 
which tells how to extract a finite part from a divergent 
Feynman amplitude in such a way that the resulting field 
theory satisfies Poincar~ invariance, unitarity, and 
causality, was first established in 1957, and completed 
later by Hepp2 in 1966. In their proof, they first 
regularize with a cutoff the divergent Feynman ampli
tude, and then, they recursively subtract away a 
Taylor expansion in the external momenta of the graph 
and its subgraphs. 

In 1973, Zimmermann3 gave an explicit solution to the 
above recursive process in the form of Taylor sub
tractions of the integrand expressed in momentum 
space. The introduction of a cutoff is then completely 
avoided since the resulting integral is proved to be ab
solutely convergent. 

An independent way of renormalizing a divergent 
Feynman amplitude by performing subtractions on the 
integrand, not according to Taylor expansion in the 
momenta but according to Laurent expansion in the 
Schwinger flI parameters was given in Ref. 4. This 
scheme is a generalization of the work of Appelquist5 

completed by Anikin, Polivanov, and Zavialov. 5 The 
introduction of generalized Taylor operators4 acting 
upon the integrand expressed in the Cl'-Schwinger param
eters turned out to be very convenient to solve various 
problems related to the technique of renormalization 
(for instance, the asymptotic behavior of the Feynman 
amplitudes when the scaling parameter tends to 
infinity",7). 

In this paper, we intend to give a simple proof of the 
absolute convergence of the renormalized Feynman 
amplitude expressed in the O! parameters. This proof 
is generalized to the case of over subtractions (isotrop
ic 3 and nonisotropic normal products8

) as well as to the 
case of soft mass subtractions. 9 

In Sec. II, we remind to the reader, the power count· 
ing theorem for convergent Feynman amplitudes ex
pressed in the O! parameters. The renormalized 
Feynman amplitude is defined in Sec. III, and the proof 
of absolute convergence is given. We restrict ourself 
to Euclidean space; the generalization to Minkowsky 
space in the sense of distribution was performed by 
Hepp, and is not exposed in this paper. In Sec. IV, we 
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discuss an over subtraction rule which preserves both, 
the absolute convergence of the amplitude and the re
currence of Bogolubov, Parasiuk, and Hepp (BPH) in 
terms of generalized vertices. Finally, in Sec. V, we 
prove that the renormalized amplitude as defined in 
Sec. III satisfies BPH recurrence. Two appendices are 
devoted to technical problems. 

II. THEOREM ON THE ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE 
OF THE MULTIPLE INTEGRAL 

I r tr daaexp(-I: Cl'am:)Z(a). 
o a=l a=l 

The above integral is performed over a domain defined 
by 

o '" a I < 00 for i = 1, . . . ,1, (2.1) 

Although the following considerations apply to general 
functions of the above kind, it is convenient to keep the 
usual Feynman diagram terminology. Let us call graph 
the set G={l, ... ,I}. 

Definition III: A subset 5 of integers between 1 and 
1 inclusive is called a subgraph. 1(5) is defined to be 
the number of integers in S. 

Definition II 2: A nonempty collection of subgraphs 
510 ... ,51 is called a nest if i";;?-j implies Sf ~Sj' 

Definition II3: A function Z(a) is said to have the 
"Taylor series property" with respect to a subgraph 
5 if there exists a complex number J.1.(S) such that 

p-,,<SlZ(a) I (2.2) 
aa .. p2aa for aES 

has a Taylor series in pat p= 0 and does not vanish at 
p=O. 

Definition II4: A function Z(a) is said to have the 
"simultaneous Taylor series property" with respect to 
a nest N, if there exists complex numbers J.1.(S) for 
every subgraph 5 E. N such that 

II P""<SlZ(a)1 (2.3) 
~ 2 S SEC /Ii "'a"P SOIa for aE. 

has a simultaneous Taylor series in the variables p S 
at p 5 = 0 and does not vanish when all p S = O. 

ExamjJZe: The function (at + !.l2)-t has the "simulta-
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neous Taylor series property" with respect to the nest 
consisting of subgraphs 51 = {I} and 52 = {I, 2}. 

Theorem: If (0 Z(a) exists for 0< a i < 00; (ii) Z(a) 
is polynomially bounded when arbitrary subsets of {au 
• , 0, a,} are scaled to 00; (iii)Z(a) has the "simulta
neous Taylor series property" with respect to every 
nest N of subgraphs; (iv) the superficial degree of 
divergence 

w(5) = - /.l(5) - 2l(5) (2.4) 

is strictly negative. Then, the integral 

1 ' 
1= r TI daa exp(-6 aam;)Z(a) 

o a=I a:;; 1 

is absolutely convergent provided ma *- 0 for all a. This 
theorem is the so-called power-counting theorem. 

Proof: We decompose the domain of integration into 
Hepp's sectors, 2 each defined by a permutation {iu i 2 , 

... ,i l } of the integers {1, 2, ... ,l}: 

(2.5) 

and we perform in each sector the change of variables 

1 

aj, = TI 13;, 
J k=j 

(2.6) 

For each sector the integration domain becomes 

0~131<00, 

o ~ f3
J 
~ 1 for j < l, 

(2.7) 

and the Jacobian turns out to be 21 TIl=l.e/i-l. In a given 
sector, the change of variables transform Zeal into 

(2.8) 

where the subgraphs Ri = {iu ... ,if}' and where the 
function Z' (f3;) exists in the domain (2. 7) and is poly
nomially bounded when f3 1 - 00. 

Then 

(2.9) 

with 

The absolute convergence of Iff is now straightforward. 
Note that the property thatZ'(;3;) exists when the 
/3's equal zero is due to the "simultaneous Taylor series 
property." In (2.10), /.l(Ri) +2j equals fJ.(RJ) +2l(RJ) 
=-w(R'»O. 

III. R OPERATOR 
This section is devoted to the definition of a finite 

part of the integral 
I I 

1= r TI daa exp(- ~ aam;)Z(a), 
o 0=1 a-I 
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where at least one w(5) is positive or null and where 
all masses differ from zero. It is the purpose of Secs. 
IV and V to show that the finite part chosen here (among 
others) is related in perturbative quantum field theory 
to the renormalization process . 

Definition III 1: Iff(x) is such that x-""j(x) has a Taylor 
series at x= 0, then for any integer n, we define the 
generalized Taylor operator ~ on j(x) by 

~j(x)=x""~-E'(""l(x-""f(x), (3.1) 

where E'(/.l) is the smallest integer larger or equal to 
RefJ. and T'-E'(""l(x-""f(x» are the first n - E'(fJ.) + 1 term 
of the Taylor expansion of x-"" fix) at x = O. 

Definition III 2: If a function Zeal has "the Taylor 
series property" with respect to a subgraph 5, we 
define for any integer n, TS on Zeal by 

Further properties of the generalized Taylor operators 
T can be found in Appendix A. 

Theorem: If (0 Z(a) is infinitely differentiable for 0 
< a i < 00; (ii) Zeal and its a derivatives are polynomially 
bounded when arbitrary subsets of {au . .. , a l } are 
scaled to 00; (iii) Zeal has t!-~ "simultaneous Taylor 
series property" with respect to every nest N of sub
graphs; (iv) for every subgraph 5, c(5) is a non-nega
tive integer satisfying 5 ::J 5' - C(5) ~ C(5 '), then, the 
integral 

1 1 

IR==f'TI daaexp(-6 aam;)R{Z(a)} 
a a=l a=-l 

is absolutely convergent provided ma"* 0 for all a. 

In the above integral, R is the subtraction operator 
which we define as 

R= (1 +6 TI (_ T-21 (Sl+C(Sl), 
N SEN S 

where we sum over all possible nests of subgraphs 5; 
C(5) takes care of possible over subtractions. 

We show in Appendix B that the operator R can also be 
be defined as 

R= TI (1_T"2 1<S)+C(Sl) 
S E"G S ' 

where the product runs over all the (2 1 - 1) subgraphs 
of G, provided that condition (iv) is replaced by the 
stronger condition C(51 U 52) ~ C(Sl) + C(52 ) - C(51 n 52) 
and C(5) ~ O. In that case, the product which defines R 
can be taken in any order. 

The plan of the proof of absolute convergence is as 
follows: (a) decomposition of the a-integration domain 
into Hepp's sectors (2-5), (2-6), and definition of the 
nested subgraphs R' = {ir. ... ,i,} for j = 1, ... ,l; (b) 
construction of a maximal nest g, from a given nest N 
and a given sector; (c) definition of equivalence classes 
of nests N with the same maximal nest g, and sum
mation over all nests of the same equivalence class; 
(d) application of the T operators upon Z(a) and proof 
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of absolute convergence in each sector for each equiva
lence class. The first step has already been accom
plished in Sec. II; let us proceed with the second step. 

A. n. construction 

Given any three subgraphs R, S, and T, we define 
the subgraph 

and we have the property 

wR(S, wR(S, T»)= wR(wR(S, T), T)= wR(S, T), 

If moreover S d T, then 

wR(S, T) = S n (R U T) = T U (R n S), 

and we have 

TC:;; wR(S, T) c:;; S, 

wR(S, T)=S-S U R= TU R, 

wR(S, T)= T- SnR= TnR. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

(3.6c) 

Definition IU3: For every nestN={Tu .. . ,T t}, we 
define the nest N' = {To, Tu ... , T t , T t+1}, where To is 
the empty subgraph <I> and T t+l = G' = {1, 2 •... ,l, l + 1} 
:::l G. Given a nest R= (RO = <I> ,R1, ... ,RT ,W+1= G') and 
a nest N', we define a R-maximal nest g as 

q=ORW,)={~I(T"T'_I):i=O, ... ,r+1;j=1, ... ,t+1}. 

(3.7) 

The presence of RO and Rr+1 in the nest R is such that 

N'c:;;nRW,). (3.8) 

On the other hand, (3. 6a) together with 
I I' 

wR (T" TJ_1) c:;; wR (T" T,_I) for i< i', (3.9) 

makes of nRW') a nest. Now q is a R-maximal nest, 
that is by definition 

(3.10) 

Indeed given two consecutive elements of the nest q 
'I l+l. 

which we call wR (T" T,_I) and wR (T" T,_I)' It can be 
shown using (3.5) that 

WRk(~I+\Tj' TJ_1),wRI(T" T,_l») 

_{ wRI (T"T,_I) for k~i, 
wRl+\Tj , T

j
_1) fork:;"i+1. 

Next, we may partition g into three parts in the 
following way. 

(3.11) 

Let us now rename the distinct elements of g as q 
= {To=<I> , Tu ... ,Tt> Tt+l = G'} and since g is R maxi
mal, we have 

wR l (T"Tj _1)=Ti or Tj _1 for j=l,. " ,t, 

wRl(Tt+uTt)=Tt for i<r+1. 
(3.12) 

Then, because of (3.9) there exists for each j= 1, ... , 
t + 1 a number p{j) such that 0 ~ p{j) ~ r + 1, and 

RI(T. T )={T'_1 for i~p{j), 
w J' i-I 

Tj for i > p(j), 
(3.13) 
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where (3.13) is nothing but a rephrasing of the property 
mentioned in (3.11). Note that pet + 1) = r. 

Lettingp(0)=r+1 andp(t+2)=0, we define 

J<={T,:j=O, . .. ,t+ 1; p{j» p(j+ 1)}, 

H = {TJ:j = 1, ... ,t; p{j) < p(j + 1)}, 

B=g-J<-H. 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

Note that Tt+l = G' E K always; To = <I> E K also since p(l) 
.,,; r because i=r+ 1 is such that WR1(Tl><I> = To)= Tl' 

Let us now state some properties of the subnests K 
and H. We define 

I 
J<I = {Tj:j= 1, ... ,t;wR (T" T'_I) 

I 
= TJ _1;wR (Tj +u Ti )= T

J
+1} 

u {{To} if wRi(Tu To)= Tl } 

o otherwise 

u{{Tt+ 1} if WRI(Tt+l,Tt)=Tt} 

o otherwise . 

Then, KO={G'}, Kr+1={<I>}, G'EKI for i#r+1 and 

r+l 

J< = U J<I. 
1=0 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

One element TJ can belong to several J<l; we label the 
elements of J<I by 

(3.19) 

Similarly, we define 

HI ={T,:j= 1, ... ,t;wRI(T" Tj _1)= wRi(T,+u Tj )= Tj }, 

(3.20) 

such that Ho and Hr+l are empty and 

(3.21) 

It can be provedlO for 1.,,; i.,,; r that in between two con
secutive elements of J<I is one and only one element of 
Hi; in between two consecutive elements of Hi is one and 
only one element of KI; KI has at least two elements; HI 
is never empty since there is one element less in HI than 
in J<I; and wR1(KJ+uKJlE.HI for j= 1, ... ,r! -1. We 
define 

(3.22) 

Again, several H: can represent the same subgraphs. 

Two nests N~ and Nf are said to be R equivalent if 
nR W~) = nRW~). This equivalence relation partitions the 
set W of all nests into a set W / R of R-equivalence 
classes. Each equivalence class r is characterized by 
the R-maximal nest q = nRW) 'V N E r. The largest and 
smallest nests in this R-equivalence class r are, re
spectively, q and B U J<. Then if N' E r, 

BUJ<c:;;N'c:;;q, (3.23) 

and conversely if H' is any subset of H, N' =B UK U 1-1' 
E r. To resume the development of the 0 construction, 
let us now state the following lemmas: 

Lemma 111: The R-equivalence class r of nests N' 
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is isomorphic to the set of all subsets of H in the sense 
that N' in r corresponds to that H' in H satisfying N' 
=8 UKUH'. 

Lemma II2: 

1;1 [l(H;)-l(Kj)]=l(RI) fori=1, .. . ,r. (3.24) 
,=1 

The proof of lemma I12 follows the definition (3.22) and 
the topologic relation l(SI US 2) = l(S 1) + Z(S 2) -l(SI n 52) 

for any subgraphs SI and S2' 
Given a sector g as defined in (2.5) we define the nest 

R(g)= (Ro= ¢,Rr, ... ,RI=G,RI+I=G'), 

RJ={iu . .. ,iJ. (3.25) 

For each R(g)-equivalent class rE wIR(g), we consider 
the space consisting of coordinates 131 for each RI E {R(g) 
- {~}- {G/H, ~B for each BE8, O'~ for each ~E K and 
x~ for each H~E H (i= 1, ••. , l; j= 1, ... , r l - 1). We de
fine the transformation (gr) from the (au"" al)-space 
to the above space by 

( 

n 131 n ~B n <1 n xl ) 2 

"'a R j aE J=I, ••• tTI-l j _1, ••• ,T 1_1 
'" = {leI ..... 1 {BEB {1=l ..... 1 {1':1 ..... 1 • (3.26) 

aE I 
aEK; 'aEHJ 

Lemma 113: Under the transformation (gr), the func
tion Z(a) is transformed to a function of the variables 
~B' and of the group of variables <1//3{ and /31 X; (i = 1, 
... ,l: j = 1, ... ,rl - 1) that is 

Z(a) (~) Zgr(~B' <1/13" i3l x;l. (3.27) 

Proof: We give ourselves a line a. For a given RI, 
we call K~ the smallest element of KI which contains the 
line a. Then from (3.22) and the nest property, a is also 
in H~, K~+I' H~+I .. 'K; -I' H~'_I' The problem is to know 
whether a is in H;_I' !<4rom (3.22) again, with j replaced 
by j - 1, if a is in Rt, then a is in H;_I: if a is not in R j

, 

a is not in H;_I' Consequently, 

(gr)1 rfil 
Z(a)"- ZKr(~B utx;, 13IX:_I) if a is in RI 

P=J 

:6 n (_T-21(S)+C(S»Z(a)1 
N'Er 5E N S ,,(!)a 

n 
i=l, ••• , Z 
J =1,: •• ,r

l
-1 

m(H}) .. O 

and 
r -1 

Z(a)~) ZKr(~B' fi a:,x:,) if a is not in RI. 
P=J 

Both forms can be rewritten under the form (3.27). 

B. "Simultaneous Taylor series property" 

If Zeal has the "simultaneous Taylor series property" 
with respect to a R(g) equivalence class rEwlu(g), that 
is with respect to its R(g) maximal nest q, then 

ZgI:(~B,O'Vi3I,i3IX~)= n (~B)"(B) 
BEE 

x n rEI [(~) 
1=1 J=1 131 

X a~o Jo (~B)dB(~ ) aJ Af~.al(j3fXj), (3.28) 

where tL(S) has been defined in (2.2) and where, of 
course, 

X (,8IX;)-"(HJJZKr(~B'~' i3 I X;)} I~ =alao 
B J 

(3.29) 

Aff.al(i3IX:) has a simultaneous Taylor expansion in ajx;. 

For a given sector g, let us call (g) the transformation 
defined in (2. 6). 

Lemma II4: IfZ(a) has the "simultaneous Taylor 
series property" with respect to a R(g)-equivalence 
class r E wi R(g), and if C(S) is an integer for every S 
EN'E r, then 

(3.30) 

if all m(K}) and m(B) are positive or null and zero otherwise. In (3.30), 

m(S) = - 2l(S) + C(S) - E'[tL(S)], (3.31) 

and for i= 1, ... ,l, 

(3.32) 

Proof: The proof of this lemma is simple; the T operators relative to subgraphs of a nest commute. From lemma 
II 1, we can write 

(3.33) 
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Then from (3.28) and the remainder theorem for Taylor expansions, we obtain (3.30). 

Lemma II 5: Under the assumption of lemma II 4 and further assuming that C(5) is a non-negative integer such 
that S:=)S' implies C(5) ~CCS'), then 

(3.34) 

Proof: From a; "" m(Iq) and from m(H~) + 1"" 0 for m(H~) < 0, we obtain 

r 1_1 

PI~ L; [/-L(Hl)-/-L(I0)+2l(KP-C(I0) +E'[/-L(KP]-2l(H;)+C(HP-E'[/-L(Hp]+l]. 
J=I 

Then, using V"" E'(v)< 1 + v, 
rrl 

PI> L; [2l(KP - 2l(HP + C(H~) - C(KflJ· 
J=1 

From lemma II 2 and from (3.22), which tells that H~ dIq. that is, C(H~) ~ C(Iq) for j * 1 and for j = 1 if K~ * <I> [if 
Ki = <1>, C(K1) = 0, and C(H!) ~ 0], we prove (3.34). 

C. Proof of the theorem 

Given a sector S c of the integration domain as defined in (2.5), we consider a R(g)-equivalent class r of 
subgraphs. 

Assumptions i and ii of the theorem imply 

All the integrals in (3.37) exist because of Lemma II 5. 

The proof of the theorem is then completed by noting that 

USg={a:O""a<oe},andthat U =w 
g rEW/R(c) 

(the sum over all equivalence classes of nests is the sum over all nests). 

IV. APPLICATIONS TO FEYNMAN AMPLITUDES 
A. Fevnman amplitudes 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

The integrand of a Feynman amplitude, in a Euclidian space of dimension D, and expressed in the Schwinger 
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representation, as defined in Refs. 4, 7, and 10, is 

Z(a)={1T(-=l...-a-)exp(+t~) exp[- ~ (Pl+t~)[d(/(a)]fJ(pj+tE/tt)J[Pa(0')]-DI2}. (4.1) 
..fa aDa a~1 f .1=1 0=1 2 J(l b=1 2 "b _ 

a a 0a-o 

In (4.1), the derivatives a/ao take care of Feynmann 
amplitudes with spin or derivative couplings. The func
tions PG(a) and [dG1(a)]/J as well as the matrix Ela are 
characteristic of the topology of the graph. In the ex
ponential we sum over the vertices i and all lines a, as 
well as over the vectoriel indices of the Euclidian 
space. 

It is important to note that Z(a) does have the "simul
taneous Taylor series property" with respect to every 
nest N of subgraphs. 10 Then, by application of the 
theorem of absolute convergence, the renormalized 
amplitude is defined as 

1 1 

ia(p,m)=f TI daoexp(- 6 a.m;)R{Z(a)}. (4.2) 
o a=1 a=1 

It can be shown that the a/ao derivatives can be taken 
through the R operator and outside the a integrals. The 
R operator is independent of the topology of the graph. 

B. Oversubtractions (O.S.) rule 

In Sec. III, the operator R is defined as 

(1 +6 TI (-r 2 Z<S)+C(S»), 
NSEN 5 

where the sum runs over all nests N of subgraphs. Then 
the theorem of absolute convergence holds if the over
subtractions coefficients C(S) are non-negative and 
satisfy C(S1) ~ C(S 2) if 51::> 52' If now, we impose to 
the non-negative coefficients C(S) to satisfy the stronger 
condition 

(4.3) 

for any subgraph 51 and 52, it is shown in Appendix B, 
that R can also be written in any order as TI SCa(1 
- Tt(S )+C(S», where the product runs over the (21 -1) 
sub graphs of G. 

Definitions: Two subgraphs 51 and 52 are said to 
overlap if they have at least one line or one vertex in 
common and if 51 rtS2 or S2rtSl" 

A forest J is a set of non overlapping subgraphs. 

A set of subdiagrams is said to be misjoint if they 
have no lines in common and if the number of loops in 
their union equals the sum of the number of loops in the 
individual subdiagrams. 

An extended forest [ is a set of subdiagrams such 
that any subset of mutually noninclusive elements is 
misjoint. 

Now, if the rule (4.3) is satisfied for 51 and 52 dis
joint, the operator R can also be expressed as 

(1+6 TI (T-21 <S)+C<S»), 
J SEJ 5 

where we sum over all forests; if the rule (4.3) is satis
fied for 51 and 52 misjoint, the operator R can be 
expressed as 
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(1+6 TI (r2I<S)+c<S», 
C SEC S 

where we sum over all extended forests. These defini
tions for R are now dependent of the topology of the 
graph. 

Definition: A subgraph 5 is said to be one-vertex 
(one-line) reducible if there exists a vertex (line) such 
that upon its removal the number of connected parts of 
5 increases. When R is expressed as 

(1 +6 TI (_ r 2 Z<S)+C(S»), 
x S Ex S 

the sum over X can be reduced to the sum over all (ex
tended) forests of one-line irreducible subgraphs if the 
over subtraction coefficients C(S) satisfy 

C(S).,; C(S'), (4.4) 

where 5 is a one-line reducible subgraphs and 5' is its 
maximal one-line irreducible component. The sum over 
X can be further reduced to either a sum over all forests 
of connected, one line irreducible subgraphs, or a sum 
over all extended forests of connected, one-vertex ir
reducible subgraphs; such a reduction can be achieved 
if the over subtraction coefficients C(S) satisfy 

n n 

C( u 51).,; 6 C(SI)' (4.5) 
1=1 1=1 

where any two subgraphs 51 have no common lines (for 
extended forests), or no common lines and vertices (for 
forests). 

Definition: A subgraph 5 is said to be divergent (con
vergent) if 

w(S) = L(S)D - 2l(S) + d(S) + C(S) (4.6) 

is positive or nul (negative). In (4.6), L(S), l(S), and 
d(S) are successively the number of loops, lines and 
derivative couplings of S. 

The sum over X is then further reduced either to a 
sum over all forests of connected, one-line irreducible, 
divergent subgraphs, or a sum over all extended forests 
of connected, one-vertex irreducible, divergent 
subgraphs. 

Definition: A generalized vertex is a connected, one 
line irreducible subgraph 5 such that any other sub
graph with the same vertices as those of 5 is contained 
in S. 

If 51 is a one-vertex irreducible, connected subgraph 
but is not a generalized vertex and if, given 52 as the 
generalized vertex with the same vertices as 51> the 
over subtraction coefficients satisfy C(S 2) ~ C(S 1)' then 
the sum over X can be further reduced to a sum over all 
forests of diverging generalized vertices. 

Those theorems are proved in Appendix B and are al
ready valid in the special case of minimal subtractions 
(C(S) = 0). The purpose of the O. S. rule is to preserve 
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this structure of the R operator when considering over
subtractions. The condition C(S 1) ~ C(S 2) if S 1 :J S 2 is 
compatible with (4.4) only if C(S)=O, when L(S)=O. 
Taking into account that (4.3) and (4.5) are compatible 
only if we impose the equal sign in (4.3) and (4.5) when
ever SI and S2 are disjoint (or misjoint), we can state 
the O. S. rule as follows: 

C(S)~ 0, 

C(cP)=C(S)=O if L(S)=O, 

C(S) ~ C(S') for S:J S' , 

C(SI US2)=C(SI)+C(S2) for Sl and S2 disjoint 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

(4.7c) 

(4.7d) 

The above rule is such that we preserve both, the ab
solute convergence of the over subtracted Feynman am
plitude, and the recurrence property of the R operation 
as stated by BPH l ,2,ll in terms of generalized vertices. 
Then, the R operator must be expressed as a sum over 
nests or a sum over forests. If in addition, we want to 
express the R operator as a product of (1 - T)~ (for 
practical computation), or as a sum over extended 
forests (useful for infrared problems7

), we need to re
place (4. 7c) and (4. 7d) by the stronger condition 

with the equality sign required when S 1 and S 2 are 
misjoint. 

(4.7e) 

We now give two examples of over subtractions which 
were described recently in the literature. The over
subtracted normal products (isotropic or nonisotropic) 
are defined through a subtraction scheme based on 
forests. 

Isotropic normal products 3
: An isotropic normal pro

duct is denoted by No[P(rp)], where p(rp) is a monomial 
of the fields <p and its derivatives and 15 is an integer 
larger or equal to the degree d of the polynomial P (d 
is the number of factors of rp plus the number of deriva
tives a,'). A Feynman amplitude derived from the time
ordered product of many normal products 

(T[No [P l (rp)](X l ) 0" "No [Pn(rp)](xn)])L (4.8) 
1 n 

is defined by the following assignment of 
over subtractions 

C(¢)=C(S)=O if L(S)=O, 

C(S)= .6 (15 1 -dj ), (4.9) 
xi E 5 

for 5 one-line irreducible and connected. Then the num
ber of subtractions of the Feynman amplitude due to the 
subgraph 5 is given by the superficial degree of diver
gence of S + C(S) + 1 if this sum is "> O. The addition of 
(15

1 
- d

l
) subtractions coming from the vertex Xi is in

dependent on which lines of the ith normal product are 
contained in S. Thus, it is called isotropic normal 
product. 

The choice (4.9) for the coefficients C(S) satisfies 
the O.S. rule [(4. 7a)-(4. 7d)] but fails to satisfy (4.7e) 
as it can be seen by taking S 1 and S 2 misjoint with XI for 
common vertex. 

Nonisotropic normal products 8
: Consider the ordered 

pair lUl,j2' ..• ,jn), m], where Ul>' .. ,jn) is a sequence 
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of fields rp and their derivatives and m is a function that 
maps every subset of the set In of integers 1,2, ... ,n, 
to a nonzero integer satisfying 

m(¢)=O, 

m(R)=O, 

(4. lOa) 

(4. lOb) 

if R is a subset of In containing only one integer, 

m(R) ~ m(T) if R d T. (4.10c) 

Then, this ordered pair defines a non-isotropic normal 
product by the following two rules: 

(i) The lines of this normal product in a Feynman 
diagram are fl,j2' ... .fn for a given vertex XI' 

(ii) The over subtractions C(S) of a one-line irreduc
ible, connected subgraph 5 is defined by 

C(S)= .6 mi[Rj(S)], (4.11) 
xIE5 

where R j (S) is the set of the indices of those fields, in 
the normal product at the point XI' that lie in the sub
graph S. Let us mention that such anisotropic normal 
products are used to prove the equivalence theorem12 

under a field transformation rp - rp + F( rp). 

The oversubtraction rules [(4. 10a)-(4. 10c)] satisfy 
the O.S. rules [(4. 7a)-(4. 7d)]. To satisfy (4. 7e) it is 
necessary to change (4. 10c) into the stronger rule 

(4.10d) 

with the equal sign required whenever Rl n R2 = ¢. 

C. Some other examples 

Soft mass subtractions. 9 The function 
1 n-l 

Z(a)= exp[ - (.6 aall~ + .6 p;ldc/(a)]/jp)][Pc (a)]-D/2 
a=l i,j=l 

(4.12) 

also has the "simultaneous Taylor series property" 
with respect to every nest N of subgraphs. The re
normalized scalar amplitude with soft Il mass 

I 

xR {exp( - 2:; aa Il~) 
a=l 

n- 1 

X exp(- .6 Pi[dc1(a)]/jpj) [Pc(a)]-D/2 (4.13) 
i ,i =1 

is absolutely convergent in Euclidean space. This re
sult can be extended to the case of derivative couplings. 

Mellin transform of a Feymnan amplitude. ",7 The 
Mellin transform of a renormalized scalar Feynman 
amplitude in a Euclidian space of dimension D is 

Mc(p,rn,x)= ~r (-~) foo n daaexp(- ± aam~) 
o a=l a=l 

n-l 

xR {( .6 p;ld~/(a)]iiPy/2 [Pc(a)]-D/2 (4.14) 
i ,j =1 
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This integral is absolutely convergent for any complex 
x. This result can be extended to the case of derivative 
couplings. 

V. CONNECTION WITH BPH 

In this section, we intend to show that the R operator 
introduced in Sec. m and used in Sec. IV A, fulfill the 
recursive solution to the problem of renormalization as 
given by Bogolubov, Parasiuk, and Hepp. 1,2,11 Thus, 
such an R operator can be used to construct in perturba
tion, a field theory which is Poincar~ invariant, unitary, 
and causal. For simplicity, we remain in Euclidian 
space since the algorithm of the R operation is similar 
in Euclidian and in Minkowsky space. 

Let us define the Feynman amplitude with cutoff r> 0, 

- ~ I *' Ri; (p,m)= J n daa exp(- £.oJ aam;) 
r acl a-I 

x (1+~ n (_r2I<Sl+C(Sl)ZG(O'), 
N SE N 5 

(5.1) 

where ZG(O') is defined in (4.1) and is characteristic of 
a Feynman amplitide with derivative couplings and 
spinors. Then, in Sec. III, we have seen that 

(5.2) 
r~O 

Now, in Appendix B 5, we show that the R operator can 
also be written as a sum over forests of diverging gen
eralized vertices if the over subtraction coefficients 
C(S) satisfy the O.S. rule [(4. 7a)-(4. 7d)]. 

Let [j (G) be the set of all those forests of diverging 
generalized vertices of G that do not contain G. Then, 
because of the cutoff r> 0, we find 

~(p,ml==Rrc(p,m) + xc(p,m), (5.3) 

where 

- I I 

7rG(p,m)= J~n daaexp(- L: aam!) 
r a=1 a=1 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

From (3.1), (3.2), and (4.1), we see that the T opera
tor acting upon the a's of the entire graph G is equiva
lent to a Taylor T operator acting upon the external legs 
of the entire graph G, 

r::2 I!Gl+C(GlZ (0')- Tw(Gl+C(GlZ ("') 
G G - PI G'" , (5.6) 

where 

w(G) = L(G)D - 2l(G) + d(G), (5.7) 

and where L(G), l(G), and d(G) are, respectively, the 
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number of loops, lines, and derivative coupling of 
G. Then -

'Xi;(p,m)= - TI>~(Gl+C(GlR';;(p,m). (5.8) 

By Fourier transform of (5.3) and (5.8), we obtain 

Ri;(x,m)=Ri;(x ,m) + Xi;(x,m), 

with 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

and where the operator M is defined by (5.8) and the 
Fourier transformation. If x in (5.10) means n vertices 
(Xl! ••• ,xn), xi;(x,m) is a quasilocal object of the form 
Z(%Xk )O(X1 -xn)··· O(Xn~l - xn)· 

In the expression for R~(p,m), we may sum over 
those forests having common maximal generalized 
vertices, and then sum over the set of these maximal 
elements 

(5.11) 

where {R1 , ••• ,Rt } is a set of disjoint divergent gen
eralized vertices. 

The application of each r;' (RI l+C(R I l operator upon the 
function Z(a) gives an expreksion of the form7 ,lo 

(5.12) 

where [G / R j ] denotes the reduced graph obtained from 
G by shrinking R j into a point; the momenta kl's are 
external momentum to the subgraph R j and are a sum 
of external and internal momentum to the graph G. In 
the a representation, a derivative coupling on an inter
nalline a is denoted by (-l/~)a/aoa [see (4.1)]. Then, 

k -p + L: ~_a_ (5.13) 
J - J r- ao ' 

aE[GIRjlVO::a a 

where fJo is the incidence matrix of the graph G. 
Finally, 

(5.14) 

withZG(a,a/cHi, a) given by the inside of the curly 
bracket {} in (4.1). In (5.12), summation over aU pos
sible external momenta kj's and over vector indices is 
understood. 
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From the definition (5.4), we get 

roo n d~. exp(- L; a.m!) 
Jf' .ER, .ER , 

w(Rjl+C(R,) • 

"1(0 0" ~ L.J ,-- "'--R~ (k,m) 
0=0 q. ok, ok, I k =0 

1 0 I 

XZ IG / R ] (a). 
I (k

l 
..... k, ) 

1 0 

Using (5.8), we can write R,(;(P, m) as 

IrG(p,m)= L; 100 

n da. 
{Rl'".,Rt} f' .EIG/UR , ] 

x exp(- L; ~.m;) 
.EIG/UR, ] 

x ZIG/URI](~'O~'O)} 
o =0 • 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

where UR, means the union of all the subgraphs R, . 

To calculate R'G(x,m) in position space, it is con
venient to remind the reader what the curly bracket { h 
{}o -0 in (5.16) is in momentum space, 10 • .-

x n o(D)(Pn- L; Enak.) , (5.17) 
nEIG/UR , ] .EIG/UR,] 

where the k. 's take care of possible derivative couplings 
or spinor on the line a and the o(D) distributions de
scribe energy momentum conservation at each vertex 
n. The right-hand side of (5.17) is a convolution and 
its Fourier transform is the product of the t functions 
x(x, m) times the Feynman amplitude for the reduced 
graph [GIUR , ], where at each contracted point Rp the 
external momentum is L;JERI PJ • Consequently, 

t 

R>G(x,m)= L; n x'R i (x,m) 
{Rl' .... R

t
} 1=1 

x n ~j.( L; E,.,Xn )' (5.18) 
.EIG/UR , ] nEIG/UR i ] 

where {Ru ... ,R t} is a set of disjoint divergent gen
eralized vertices and ~F are Feynman-like propagators 
with ultraviolet cutoff r. Equations (5.9), (5.10), and 
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(5.18) define the recursive solution to the R-operation 
as given by Bogolubov, Parasiuk, and Hepp. 1.2.11 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Most problems on renormalization were solved in the 
past by uSing recurrence arguments. In 1973, Zim
mermann3 introduced a renormalized Feynman amplitude 
written in compact form in the momentum representa
tion. This new result was the starting point for the nor
mal product algorithm. 3 In the same spirit, this paper 
defines a renormalized Feynman amplitude written in 
compact form in Schwinger parametric representation. 
Let us mention some features of this representation: 
the subtraction R operator is independent of the topology 
of the graph; the generalized Taylor operator T relative 
to subgraphs which form a forest commute; we avoid 
completely the problem which occur in momentum 
representation of defining a permissible set of internal 
momenta. The R operator turns out to be easy to manip
ulate for practical computations like Zimmermann's 
identity, 10 calculation of the coefficients of all 
logarithms of the leading power in the asymptotic be
havior of a renormalized amplitude, 7 infrared and ultra
violet convergent amplitude, etc. 

Finally, let us remind the basic property of 
Feynman amplitudes expressed in the a representation 
which makes such a R operator to exist: the a
Feynman integrand has a simultaneous Laurent series 
in the dilatation variables corresponding to subgraphs 
which for m a forest. 
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APPENDIX A: GENERALIZED TAYLOR OPERATORS 

The generalized Taylor operators have been defined 
and extensively employed in Ref. 4. Here we want to 
further generalize the definition over a class of func
tions j(x) which behaves like XV at x = a (where v is not 
necessarily an integer). 

Definition: Given a function fix) such that x,vf(x) is 
Coo in [a,a> 0,] we define the generalized Taylor opera
tor Tn on fix) as 

(AI) 

where i\~ -E'(v) is an integer, E'(v) is the smallest 
integer ~ Rev, and E = E'(v) - v. In (A1) n is an integer 
and T is the usual Taylor operator. 

The above definition is i\ independent. The purpose of 
introducing E is to remove the cut of j(x) at x = a 0 Let us 
mention the following properties: 

T"j(x)-x" at x-O with Req <Sn, 

(1 - T")j(x) - x" at x- 0 with Req> n, 

T"f(x) = 0 if n - E'(v) < o. 
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By using the formula for the remainder of the Taylor 
expansion, we have 

(1 (1 _ ~)n+!. an+!.+l 
(1- Tnlf(x) = Jo d~ (n+ A)! a~n+~+l {~~"'j(x~)}. (A5) 

The € in (A5) is essential to ensure the existence of the 
integral. In this equation, A~sup(-E'(II), -n). 

The generalization of the definition of T to functions 
of several variables is straightforward but in general the 
the T operators do not commute. We observe the 
properties 

~xT~yj(x, y) 

_ {x" for x-a, y"'-O, 

yq for y - 0, x "'- 0 , 

and Req ~nx' (A6) 

(l-~x)(l-?)j(x,y)-x" forx-O, y",-O, and Req>nx' 

(A7) 

but nothing can be said on the behavior at y - 0, x"'- 0. 

0 .. (1- T"I) 000 Tn't" 0 of= ° if n' ~ n (AS) XI X, , f' 

Corollary 

000 (1 - Tn,) 0 0 of= 0'0 (1 - T",) 000 (1 - 7"1). ··f if n: ~ n" 
xf X, X 1 •• 

(A9) 
, , 

000 Tn, 00 of= 000 T", 000 T"f 00 of if n' ~ n (Al0) x, x, xf ", 

where 0 o. means a sequence of T operators. The 
integral representation for the remainder of the Taylor 
expansion is not always generalizable to functions of 
several variables. Indeed in (1 - Ty)(l - Tx )f, €y is gen
erally different for each term in (1 - T x)f. 

Finally, let us define the T operators relative to a 
family of variables. Given a function of several variables 
variables ft {x}, {y}), where {x} and {y} are families of 
variables, we define 

'Ix Jj({x}, {y}) = l7',!f({px}, {Y})]p=l" 

APPENDIX B: DIFFERENT FORMS OF 
THE R OPERATOR 

(All) 

In Sec. lIT, for the proof of absolute convergence, it 
was convenient to use the R operator as a sum over all 
nests N of subgraphs. Here we prefer to define the R 
operator under its original form (see Ref. 4) 

&(0')= n (l_r21<5)+C(5»Z(O'), 
St;;.;G 5 

(Bl) 

where the product runs over 21 -1 subgraphs of G. This 
form is independent of the topology of the graph and 
&(0') turns out to be independent of the order of ap
plication of the T operators. 

1. The nested forest formula 

Theorem: If Z(Q') has the "simultaneous Taylor series 
property" in regards to every nest, 

n (1_r21<5)+c(S»Z(a) 
5t;;.;G 5 

=(1+6 n (_r2/ (S)<c(S»)Z(O'), 
N SEN 5 

(B2) 
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provided that the oversubtraction coefficients C(S) satis
fy for any two subgraphs 51 and 52, 

C(Sl US2)~C(Sl)+C(S2)-C(SlnS2)' (B3) 

Proof: The proof is by recurrence. We consider 
~~ ~~ 
n (1- r 2z(51)<c(5,»Z(O') = n (1- r 21(51)<c(5,) 
,e1 51 l=m 51 

where em_1 is the set of all forests of nested elements 
built from the subdiagrams in W m-1 = {S1> .•. ,5 m-1}' 

For m = 2, it is trivially true, while for m = 21 , it re
duces to (B2). If we assume it to be valid for m = n - 1, 
then it is valid for m = n provided that 

21 1 ri (1 _ r.2/ ( Sf )<C( 51»(_ T-2/ ( Sn)<C( 5n» 
l=n+1 51 5n 

(B5) 

where e~_l is the set of all forests of nested elements 
built from the subdiagrams 51> ... ,5 n-1 with at least 
one element either disjoint or overlapping with 5 n' 
Hence, the nested forest formula (B2) is proved by 
establishing (B5). 

We use the ~ construction of 5 n-maximal nest g. To 
each nest N E e~_1 corresponds a 5 n-maximal nest g. 
g can be decomposed into B, K, and H and every nest 
N with 5 n-maximal nest g is of the form B U K U H', with 
H't;;.;H. Now, some elements of H do not belong to e~1; 
when we group the nests of {~_1 into equivalent classes, 
we obtain from the left-hand side of (B5), for each 
equivalent class 

2/_1 

n (1 _ r.21 (SI)+c(5
1
»(_ r2HS n)+C(Sn» 

l=n+1 51 5n 

x n (_r2HS )+C(S» n (l-r:2/ (S)+C(S»Z(a). 
5EBuK 5 5EHn wn_1 5 

(B6) 

Then, using the property (A9) of the T operators, (B6) 
becomes 
2/_1 

n (1- r 2HS I)+C(SI»(_ T
5
-2J(5 n)+C(5n» 

l=n+1 51 n 

x n (_r2HS )+C(S» n (1_r2J(S)+C(S»Z(a). 
SEBuK 5 5EH 5 

(B7) 

Now, the proof is similar to the proof of absolute con
vergence; we dilate the a's in Bs by ~;, the a's in K j by 
~, the a's in H j by X~ and the a's in 5 n by (32. Then, 
Z(a) becomes Z(a, ~s';'/ (3, (3Xj ). After application of 
the T operators in B UK, and after using the remainder 
formula for the elements of H, we obtain a sum of terms 
each of them containing in factor the term f3P, with 

p >r~[2l(Kj) _ 2l(Hj ) + C(H
j

) - C(K)]. 
j =1 

(BS) 

Now, if the over subtraction coeffiCients satisfy the re-
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lation (B3) then, by the same derivation as (3.24), we 
get 

r-l 

6 [C(H}) - C(KJ )] ~ C(Sn) , (B9) 
Jcl 

so that 

p> - 2l(Sn) + C(Sn)' (BID) 
-21 S 5 Then, the application of T 5 n( n)+C( n) in (B7) gives zero 

by (A4), and this proves (B5) and consequently (B2). 

This theorem shows that if the condition (B3) over the 
over subtraction coefficients is satisfied, the R operator 
used in Sec. III, namely, 

RZ(a) = (1 +6 n (_r2HS )+C(S»)Z(a), 
N SEN 5 

is the same as the R operator defined in (B1). This 
property is true without any reference to Feynman 
graphs. 

2. Forest formula 

(Bll) 

From now on, the function Z(a) is related to a 
Feynman graph. We shall generalize the nested forest 
formula for those functions Z(a) which have Taylor 
series in the dilatation variables corresponding to the 
diagrams of some forests in addition to the forests of 
nested elements, after all common factors have been 
removed. (Definition of a forest given in Sec. IV B). 

Let us note that any forest which is not a nest has 
some disjoint elements. Given a forest, a set of dis
joint elements of this forest is said to be maximal if 
any element of the forest that does not contain all of 
them, is contained in one of them. If no such set exists, 
then the forest is a forest of nested elements. We group 
all forests which are not a nest into pairs of the form 

{Su .. "Sn' rest} and {SlU···uSn'SU" "Sn,rest}, 

(B12) 

where {S u ... ,S n} is the maximal disjoint set of ele
ments and where of course S 1 U ••• USn does not belong 
to the rest of the forest. Either Z(a) has a Taylor 
series property with respect to both forests of the pair 
or with respect to none. If Z(a) has a Taylor series 
property, the T'S relative to the elements of these 
forests commute and we can form the sum 

••• (1 - Tcr
S
\U5.}<-c (U 5/)(_ T 5~J(SI)+C(51» ••• 

X (- "s2~( Sn)+C( Sn)Z(a), 

which vanishes by virtue of (A2) and (A3) if C(U SI) 

(B13) 

~ Li=1 C(S I)' Summing over all such pairs of forests and 
adding the result to the nested forest formula (Bll), we 
obtain 
21_1 
n (1_T 2H51)+c(51»Z(a)=(1+6 n (r2H5 )+C(S»Z(a), 

1=1 5/ J 5EJ 5 
(B14) 

where the sum runs over all forests which have the 
Taylor series property. Then, the left-hand side of 
(B14) is independent of the ordering. 

The same demonstration applies to establish the 
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extended forest formula. In the above proof we just 
have to change the words "forest J" into the words 
"extended forest [," "diSjOint" into "misjoint" (defini
tions given in Sec. IV B). 

3. (Extended) forest formula of (one-vertex) one-line 
irreducible connected subgraphs 

From now on, we consider the function Z(a) given in 
(4.1). In this subsection, we want to reduce the sum in 
the right-hand side of (B14) into a sum over a subset 
of (extended) forests, each (extended) forest containing 
only connected, (one-vertex) one-line irreducible sub
graphs as defined in Sec. IV B. 

Theorem: The sum of all (extended) forests, each 
containing at least a one-line reducible subgraph, 
vanishes on Z(a) if the over subtraction coeffiCients 
satisfy 

(B15) 

where S is a one-line reducible subgraph and S' is its 
maximal one-line irreducible component. 

Proof: Any such (extended) forest has at least one 
minimal one-line reducible subgraph S. Let S' be its 
maximal one-line irreducible component. We gather the 
following terms: 

... (1 - T5~H S· )+C( 5·»( _ rs2 l< s)+C( 5 »Z(a). (B16) 

After dilatation of the 1(i's belonging to S by P and to S' 
by JJ., the function Z(a,p, JJ.) can be written 

(B17) 

where Z'(a,pJJ.,p) has a Taylor expansion in PJJ. and p 
(this property is proved in Ref. 10). 

Then, (B16) becomes 

••• (1- T-2HS')+C( S')+k)(_ y-2HS)+c(5)+k) 
jJ. , P 

~ 

L: Zk k (pJJ.)k 1pk2 • (B18) 
k1,kz=O 1 2 

Using (A2), (A3), and (B15), we see that the expansion 
(BIll) vanishes. 

Theorem: The sum of all (extended) forests, each 
containing at least (a one-vertex reducible or/and) a 
disconnected subgraph vanishes on Z(a) if the over
subtraction coefficients C(S) satisfy 

" C(S)~ ~ C(SI)' (B19) 
1=1 

where the subgraphs SI are the n (one-vertex irreduc
ible) connected components of the subgraph S. 

Proof: Any such (extended) forest has at least one 
minimal (one-vertex reducible or/and) disconnected 
subgraph S. Let us partition S into n (one-vertex ir
reducible) connected subgraphs S10 ... ,Sn' such that 
S = U~ =1 S I and let us sum over all (extended) forests 
containing S but which differ only by the number of sub
graphs SI (i from 1 to n); we get 

••• (1 - T5:( Sl)+C( 51»'" (1 _ TS:H 5n)+c( Sn» 

x (- T.t (5 )+C( 5 »Z(a). 
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Since Z(a) has the simultaneous Taylor property in 
regards to the subgraphs 5 H ••• ,5 n and 5 with common 
powers iJ.1 , ••• , iJ.n and ~I=l IJ.I , the above expression 
vanishes by virtue of (A2), (A3), and (B19). 

4. (Extended) forest formula of divergent subgraphs 

Theorem: If 5 is a convergent subgraph (definition 
given in section IV B», 

~2J{S l+C(SlZ(a)== O. (B21) 

The proof is a direct application of (A4). 

5. Forest formula of generalized vertices (definition 
given in Sec. IV B) 

Theorem: The sum of all forests, each containing a 
subgraph which is not a generalized vertex, vanishes on 
Z(a) if the dimension of space D>-- 2 and if the over
subtraction coefficients C(5) satisfy 

(B22) 

Proof: Any such forest has at least one maximal sub
graph 51 which is not a generalized vertex. Let us add 
to 51 n lines to obtain the generalized vertex 52 such 
that 52 and 51 have the same vertices. 52 has n lines 
and n loops more than 51' We gather the following 
terms: 

• • • (1 - T1~( 52 l+c( 52 l)( - T-S~( S1 l +C( 51l )Z( O!). (B23) 

After dilatation of the ra's belonging to 51 by p and to 
52 by IJ., the function Z(O!,p, IJ.) can be written 

(B24) 

where Z'(a,plJ.,p) has a Taylor expansion in PIJ. and p 
(this property is proved in Ref. 10). 

Then (B23) becomes 

~ 

:0 Zk k (plJ.)k1pk2• (B25) 
k 1.k2=O 1 2 

By (A2), (A3), and (B22), the above expression vanishes 
for D>-- 2. 
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Similar results as those of subsections 3, 4, and 5 of 
the appendix can be also obtained from the complete 
product of (1 - T) 's: 

n (1- r 2I(Sl+c(5l)Z(a)== n (1- T-~I<S'l+C(S'l)Z(O!), 
S~G 5 5'~G 5 

(B26) 

where the product on the right hand side runs only over 
divergent generalized vertices. Such a reduced form 
turns out to be useful for practical computation of the 
renormalized integrand. 
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On the structure of the multiplicity-free Wigner 
coefficients of U(n) 

M. K. F. Wong 

Fairfield University, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430 
(Received 2 April 1976) 

It is shown that the isoscalar factor (or reduced Wigner coefficient) 

(

m,n"'mn-,nO 

m tn - 1 '" mn - tfl - 1 li
P' °11 m;n'" m'n-In 0 ) 
q.O m'tn-l'" m'n-In-l 

in U(n) is essentially a doubly stretched 9-j symbol in U(n-I). The connection between the isoscalar 
factor 

, , 
m,n"'m nn ) 

, , 
min-I'" mn-1n-1 

and the 9-j symbol of U(n) and U(n-I) is also noted. This result immediately implies that the Weyl 
coefficients of U(n) are basically 6-j symbols of U(n -I), a result first noted by Holman. The finite 
transformation matrix D (1m} n either in terms of generalized Euler angles or double bosons can thus 

m)n_l(m)n_l 

be written down in a simple way. The stretched 6-j symbols of U(n) are obtained in a simple form, 
involving no summations. The generalized beta functions of Gel'fand and Graev for U(n) are found to be 
connected with the stretched 6-j symbols of U(n -I) and an isoscalar factor of U(n -I). The 144 Regge 
symmetries of the 6-j symbol of U(2) can be interpreted as the symmetries of the Weyl coefficients of the 
double boson state of U(3) * U(3). In the Appendix we give the phase relations between the Wigner 
coefficients and 3- j symbols of U( n), a result which is by no means trivial, and is of some practical 
importance. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the explicit expression of the multiplicity
free Wigner coefficients of Urn) has been known for 
some time, 1_8 it is still useful to study its structure so 
as to obtain more information from it, and also to 
recognize its symmetry properties. In this direction we 
would like to offer the following suggestion: The 
isoscalar factor 

(
m1n ••• mn_1nO lip, °llm~n ••• m~_lnO) 
mln-l···mn-In-l q, b min .. loo·m~_ln_l ' 

where 
71-1 71- 1 

P= 6 min - 6 min' 
71- 1 71- 1 

q = 6 mi n-1 - 6 mi n- 1 
i=l j=l i:l i=l 

is connected with the 9-j symbols of Urn - 1), and the 
isoscalar factor 

(
min' •• mnn liP' 611 m~n'" m~n ) 
m In- l •• em n_ln_l q, 6 min_I·· ·m~_ln .. l 

is connected with both the 9-j symbols of Urn) and U(n
- 1). A consequence of our result is the result obtained 
by Holman9

: that the Weyl coefficients of Urn) are 
basically 6-j symbols of Urn - 1). This is easily under
stood when one considers the case of U(3). There a 9-j 
symbol in U(2) becomes a 6-j symbol when one of the 
terms (i. e. , P - q) becomes zero. This is precisely 
what happens when one calculates the Weyl coefficients 
of U(3). 

By putting another term (i. e. , q) equal to zero in the 
9-j symbol of U(n), we are able to evaluate a 
"stretched" 6-j symbol in Urn), which involves no sums. 
The generalized beta functions of Gel'fand and Graev lO 
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for Urn) are found to be connected with the stretched 6-j 
symbols of Urn -1) and the isoscalar factor of Urn -1). 

Another result is that the transpositional symmetry 
of the isoscalar factors, which is a consequence of the 
commutativity of upper and lower patterns of the boson 
polynomials, can now be interpreted as the transposi
tional symmetry of 9-j symbols, while the Regge sym
metries of the 6-j symbol of U(2) can be interpreted as 
the symmetries of the Weyl coefficients of the double 
boson state of U(3) * U(3). 

In Sec. 1 we shall show that the isoscalar factor 

(
m ••• m 0 liP b II m' ••• m' 0) In 71 .. 1 n , 171 71-1 n 

m1 71- 1 ••• nZn-l n- 1 q, 6 mi 71-1 • OJ. m~_l 71- 1 

in Urn) is connected with the doubly stretched 9-j sym
bol of Urn - 1) and that 

(
m 1n ••• m nn liP' 61Im~n."m~n \ 
l11~n_1"'m~_ln_l q, 6 m~n_1"'m~_ln_1) 

is connected with the 9-j symbols of both Urn) and 
U(n-l). 

In Sec. 2 we discuss a consequence of this result, 
i. e. , the Weyl coefficients of Urn) are basically 6-j 
symbols in Urn -1), a result first obtained by Holman. 9 

With this result the transformation matrix DIm]. ( 
(m' )nool m) 71-1 

for U(n), either in terms of Euler angles or in 
terms of bosons a{, can be written in a very simple 
form. Furthermore, we propose that the D matrix 
parametrized in terms of Euler angles should be diag
onalized according to labels, denoted as ZI by us, which 
have simple properties under R conjugation, i. e., zj 
= - Zj' In SU(3) these are just the isospin and hyper-
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charge quantum numbers. Therefore, the D matrices 
diagonal in these quantum numbers will have direct 
physical applications. The D matrix of SU(3) diagonal in 
isospin and hypercharge obtained by Yehll is explicitly 
given. Its relation with the boson polynomials is also 
given. 

Another structural property that becomes clear in the 
double boson polynomial is that the Wigner coefficient of 
U(2) is contained in the double boson polynomial of U(2), 
and can therefore be written down by inspection. This is 
certainly the easiest way of deriving the Wigner co
efficient of U(2). 

In Sec. 3 we derive the expression for the "stretched" 
6-j symbols of U(n), which involve no summations. The 
"stretched" 6-j symbols of U(n - 1) and the isoscalar 
factor in U(n - 1) are then found to be connected with the 
generalized beta functions of Gel 'fand and Graev. 

In the Appendix we give the phase relations between 
Wigner coefficients and 3-j symbols of U(n). This is by 
no means a trivial problem, since there is already dis
agreement in SU(3), when one considers that the phases 
of the "l-j" symbol in SU(3), obtained by de Swart12 

(or Resnikoff5
), Ponzano,4 and Baird and Biedenharn13 

are all different. Our principle is that in the case of 
U(2), the phase convention should be that of Eqs. 
(3.7.3), (3.7.5), and (3.7.6) of Edmonds, 14 a point on 
which almost everybody agrees. Then this phase should 
generalize to U(n). In doing so we find that one must 
use labels corresponding to j and m in SU(2), which 
have simple properties under R conjugation. These 
labels are denoted by EnAp and zp i =: 1,2, ... ,n - 1, 
by us. When these labels are used one finds that the 
phase convention of U(2) generalizes to U(n). 

1. MULTIPLICITY-FREE WIGNER COEFFICIENTS OF 
U(n) AND 9-j SYMBOLS OF U(n-1) 

To prepare ourselves for the desired result, we first 
define singly stretched 9-j symbols in U(n), following 
basically Sharp and von Baeyer, 15 who did it in the case 
of U(2). The 9-j symbol is defined by 
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(1. 1) 

where a square bracket means a row of numbers, thus, 
e.g., [fln=U1n,f2n' .•• ,jnn)' while parenthesis means 
a Gel'fand pattern. Throughout this paper we are deal
ing with the multiplicity-free Wigner coefficients of 
U(n); therefore, the Wigner coefficients need not carry 
a multiplicity label, or an upper operator pattern. 
Max means that the state is in its maximum weight. 
Thus, e.g., for U(2) 

[eJn ) = e 12 e22 \ • 

(e)max e 12 / 

Take the scalar product of (1. 1) with 

l
a, 0) c, 0) 
(a)n_1 (c )n-l , 

max max 

(1. 2) 

Since the state 

l
a,o ) 
(a)n_l 

max 

is the conjugate state of 

la,:> 
we can write the Wigner coeffiCient 

(
a, 0 [b]n l[j]n ) 
(~)n-l' (;3)"..1 (lI)n_1 

max 

= (-1)l' ~m J n (d' [. )1/2 

dlm b]n 
(1. 3) 

where y is some phase factor. In the case of U(2), for 
L;[j]n + a=L;[b]n' (_1)l'= 1. We have obtained the phase 
factors for U(n). The details are given in the Appendix. 
There it is shown that y is a function of [b]n only, if 
nonvanishing. Similarly we have 
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On the right the only value of [j] , limited to the 
n • 

conjugate <?f the totally symmetric representation [/,0] 
+[j]n=[a+c,O]n' This limitation ensures that the 
Wigner coefficients in (1. 1) are multiplicity-free. Thus 
the right side becomes 

Now take the scalar product of both sides with 

/[b]n [d]n \[g]n ) 

\( e)n_l> (e )n-1 - (e)n_1 (e )n-1 ' 
max max 

we obtain 

[ll,O]n [b]n liln 

X [c, O]n [d]n [k]n [d]n 

[a -+- c,O]n [g]n [e]n (e )n-1 - (e)n_1 
max 

/[a-+c,O]n[g]" I[e]" \ 

x \(a -+ c)~_;; (e)::,_:,. (e)::,j 

[a, O]n [b]" li]" 
xx [c, 0]" [d] [k] 

" n 

[a+c, Ojn [g]n [e]n 

x (dim[j]n dim[k]n dim[g]n dim[a + c, 0]n)1/2. (1. 5) 

Again we can write 

(1.6) 

[g]n )1 
(e )n- 1 

max 

(1. 7) 

To obtain the result for U(n), let us first consider the case for U(3). The scalar product of the boson polynomials 

m~3 tot mf3 

B (1. 8) 

can obviously be evaluated in terms of the bosons in U(2) x U(2) only, since the irreducible rep. labels (11113 nl23 0), 
(p ° 0) and (m13 m23 0) can all be considered as tensors transforming within U(2)XU(2) entirely. Using the rules 
for the coupling of bosons, 16 we find that the scalar product in (1. 8) is equal to 

m~2 + m~2 - m~3 + p~J ° mf2 + m~2 - m~3 + p~J 

nl12 m22 mf2 m~2 
~ m 12 m 22 ° B mf2 m~2 ° [ !l1 (m12m~2)]1 /2 

2' i)Hmf2m~2) 
P3 

m 12 m22 mf2 m~2 

mf2 mf2 
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W~ - P~' 

W3 0 

X W3 00 B 

00 

0 

W~ - P~' 

w~o 

x W~ 0 0 

00 

m~2 0 

mf3 W~ - p;' 

m 13 m 23 W3 0 
x m 13 m 23 0 W3 00 

m 12 m 22 00 

m~2 0 

where 

00 

o 

W; - P~' 

W;O 

W; 0 0 

00 

0 

mb - w~ + P~' 

mb m~2 

mf2 m~2 0 

m~2 m~2 

m~2 

m~2 + m~2 - m~3 + P~' 

m 12 m 22 

m 12 m 22 0 

m 12 m 22 

m~2 

[W3!]1/2 p! 
W~! (p-q)!q! 

W3 =m13 + m 23 - m 12 - m 22, W;== m~3 + m~3 - m~2 - m~2' W~ + P -q= W3· 

111 is the measure 

n n 
111 = IT (min + n - i)!/ IT (min - mjn + j - i) 

1=1 1< j 

0 0 0 

q 0 

qOO 

qO pO 

0 0 

On the other hand, the scalar product in (1.8), according to the factorization lemma, 17 is also equal to 

Equating (1.11) and (1.12), we obtain 

m 13 tn 23 3' m 12 m 22 . 
(

ln13 m23 0IIP 0 011 m~3 m~3 0) [111(' ')W '1I1( ) J1
/

2 
[ pI J 1/2 

1n12 1n22 q 0 m~2 m~2 = 111(ln13 1n23)W~!i11(mbm~2) (p -q) !q! 

This result agrees with Alisauskas6 and Holman. 9 Let us also note that in the case of U(2) the analogous 
result of Eq. (1. 13) becomes 

_ 11111 Jl J2 - 1n1 - m 2111 11 12 m1 m 2 (
2jj +2j2' 0 12j2'0 12j1 ' 0) [111(2' \M(' +. \M(' +. + + )] 1/2 

j1 + j2 + Inl + 1n2 j 2 + m 2 jl + Inl - /11 (2jl + 2jSJ1Ul - mj11Ul + m 1) 
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(1. 14) 

where the 9-j symbol is in U(l), and if: of course, equal to 1. Equation (1.14) agrees with the result in U(2), i. e. , 

CltJ2JI+J2 = [(2jl)!(2j2)!(jI+jg+mI+m2)!(jI+j2-m1-m2)! J I{2 
m1 m2 m1+m2 (2jI + 2j2)! (j1 - m 1)! (ji + mil! (j2 - m 2)! (j2 + m 2)! (1. 15) 

The argument used for U(3) can undoubtedly be extended to U(n). Thus with the 9-j symbol" defined by (1. 7) 
and with the mapping 

_ (ml n-I ••• m~_1 n_I,O\ 

(e )n-1 - (8)n_1 ) 
max , 

([g]n ),_ (mIn'" mn_1 n ,0) ~[e]n )_ tIn'" m~_1 no
O
) _ 

~e )n-I (e )n-I (e) max (8)n_1 -
max max. ,max , 

W' _pn- I , 0 
n n 

~(9) I=~I>I', i=2,3, ... ,n-1. We obtain 
n- n 

(

mln •• omn_1n, °IIP' 0 II m{n "'m~_In' 0)=~iJ1(mfn •• om~_1n)Wn!~I/2 [ iJ1(m1n_1"' m n_1 n-I)P! 

m "'m q O· m' "'m' iJ1(ml o,om 1 )W'! iJ1(m~n_10"mn_ln-I)(P-q)!q! 
1 n-l n-l n-l' 1 n-l n-l n-l n no. n n 

X dim(m; .-, - -. m~_, .-<1 dim(m, ._,' •• m .,._, 1"[ dim[ w., 0 1~, dlm[ p, 0 1._,J'" 

[q, O]n_I [m i n-I ••• mn-I n-J [mf n-I ••• m~_1 n -I] 
x (- 1 )y(m1 n-I'" mn_1 n_I)·Y(W n)+y(m i ,"'mn_1 n) xX [p': q, 0]n_1 

Lp, O]n_I 

(Wn , O]n_ I 

[m i n ••• m n_I n] 

[W~, 0] 

[mfn' , • m~_1 n-I] 

Though the 9-j symbol defined in(l. 7) is singly stretched, the 9-j symbol we obtain in Eq. (1.17) is doubly 
stretched, since W~ + P - q = Wn • 

(1. 16) 

(1. 17) 

The isoscalar factor in (1.17) does not exhaust all possibilities of multiplicity-free Wigner coefficients of U(n). 
The most general multiplicity-free Wigner coefficient is 

mIn·· ·n1nn p, 0 m~n ···m:m ( . ) 
m i n-I , •• mn-1 n-III q, 0 II m~ n-I ••• m~_1 n-1 . (1. 18) 

Without loss of generality one can rewrite the state on the right so that m~n = O. However, mnn does not 
have to be zero. In this case the isoscalar factor will truly depend on the 9-j symbol of U(n) as well. Proceeding 
in the same fashion as before, we obtain the following equation for U(3): 

I W3 0 0 liP -q 0 011 W~ 0 0 \ / m 12 m22 0 Ilq 0011 m{2 mG2 0 ) 
x~ \ W3 _P~' 0 P -q 0 W~ -P~' 0/ \m I2 m 22 + P~' -m33 q 0 m{2 m~2+ P~' -m33 
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tq t(m l2 - m22 + m33 - P~,) t(m12 - m22 - pr + m33) 

x [(m I2 - m22 + m33 - p~' + l)(p + 1)]1/2 X t(p - q) t(W3 - p~') t(W3 - pn (1. 19) 
tp t(ml3 - m23) t(m13 - m23 +m33) 

The isoscalar factor on the left side of (1. 19) has been evaluated by Chac6n et al. ,7 Alisauskas et al. S 
All the other isoscalar factors in (1.19) do not involve any sums. Thus we can use (1.19) to evaluate the 9-j sym
bol of U(3) on the left of Eq. (1.19). In the case of U(3), this 9-j symbol, like the isoscalar factor, contains a 
sum over two indices. In U(n) the 9-j symbol will contain a sum over (n -1) indices. 

JucyslS and Holman9 have obtained transpositional symmetry for the isoscalar factor in (1.19). In view of (1.17) 
and (1.19) this symmetry, when applied to the 9-j symbols, just means the transpositional symmetry of 9-j sym
bols between rows and columns. However, as is pointed out by Bincer19 and Louck and Biedenharn, 16t the transposi
tional symmetry of U(2h U(2) gives the new Regge symmetry20 for the 3-j symbol of U(2), which goes beyond the 
"classical symmetry" of the 3-j symbols. In Sec. 4 we shall discuss the Regge symmetry21 of the 6-j symbol of 
U(2). 

2. CONSEQUENCES OF THE RESULT 

It has been shown by Holman9 and Louck and 
Biedenharn16 that the boson polynomial in U(nh U(n) is 
connected with the isoscalar factor of the totally sym
metric representation (p, 0). Thus 

~m')) li1(m)-1/2B [m] (An) 

(m) 

_ 6 <[m] \[b, 0] I [m']n_l 0) 
I"ln_l(b)(,,) (m) (b) (11) 

(b' )(,,') 

/[m']n_ l l [b' ,0] I [11 ]n_ l) 

X \ (m') (bt) (11') [bI b'!1i1 [1l]n_J-l/2 

X B (b~~;\ (A) B ~~~~0 (A.) B (~~~) (An_I)' \(b) / \(0) / (11) 

. (2.1) 

This time, without loss of generality, we can put mnn 
= O. Then Eq. (1.17) can be applied to the first term on 
the right-hand side of (2.1), 

The Weyl coefficients of U(n), 

/ [m]n I W I [m]n ) 
\[m ]n- l n-

l 
n [mi]n_J 

can be most easily evaluated by equating the boson An to 

1 

An=(~)= 

1 
o 
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Thus the bosons al = 1, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,n - 2, a~_l = 1, 
a~-J = 1 and all other bosons in Eq. (2. 1) must be 
equated to zero. This gives the constraints: 

Wn= W~_1 and W m= W~ for m < n -1. (2.2) 

Then (2.1) immediately gives 

V11<m)j"'/'B (\:;\ (A.) 

~m;) 
b,O 0 II m~ n- l •• 0 m~_1 n-I 0 \ 

Wn_I,O [m]n_2 ) 

X oWn. W~_1 O(m)n_2(m' )n-2 

(

m' •• om' IW' X 1 n .. 1 n-l n-l n- 1 ' 

(m)n_2 Wn-2' 

Since the Weyl coefficient is independent of (m )n-3' we 
can take (m)"..3 to be max. Then we have 

/ [m. ']n-ll W:"I: I [m]rr-2\= (W~_I I )1/2 [1i1[m}n_2 T/
2, 

"\m)n-2 0 (m)n-l L!11[m ]"..IJ 
(2.4) 

(
[m]n_l \ b,. 0 I[m]n_~ = (bI )1/JIi1[m]n_J

J

/2. (2.5) 

(m)n_2 0 (m)n_2/ ~m]""1 J 
Thus we have 

= [1i1[m].I!1[m ]n-2 ]J/2/ [m]n liP' 0 II [m']n_J ) 
li1[m']n_l11[m]n_1 \ [m]"..1 p, b [m]n_2 
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x [dim[m']n_1 dim[m]n_1P/2 

x ~ [m 1 n' ... ,mn_1 n] [m 1 n-1 ••• mn_1 n_l] [W n' b]n_1j 

{[m1n_2 •• omn_2n_2 0] [mf n-1" om~_l ".l][P, 0]n_1 . 

(2.6) 
The Weyl coefficient obviously occupies an important 

position in the finite transformation matrix of U(n). In 
the case of U(3) this has been calculated by many 
author s, among whom are Chac6n and Moshinsky, 22 
Holland,23 Lezuo,24 Majumdar and Basu, 25 Akyeampong 
and Rashid,26 and Holman. 9 Our result agrees com
pletely with Chac6n and Moshinsky's, including the 
phase. Apart from phase, all other results agree with 
each other. Let us briefly mention the connection be
tween these results. 

Majumdar and Basu's 6-j symbol is the same as our 
(2.6) when we put n= 3. Then we have 

/m
13 

m23 0 II w23 11 m
1
: m

2
: 0) 

\ m 12 m22 m 12 m 22 

XOm +m -m -m ,m' +m' -m 13 23 12 22 12 22 U 

x l'Hm13 - m23)~(m12 - m 22 )i(m13 + m 23 - m12 - m22)j. 

~mu ~(m~2 - m~2) ~(m12 + m 22 - mu) 

(2.7) 

Chac6n and Moshinsky's expression is related to (2.7) 
through the Regge symmetry, and so is Akyeampong 
and Rashid's. Holland's result is equivalent to 
Akyeampong and Rashid's Eq. (2.5). Holman's expres
sion is the same as (2. 7), with the first row and second 
row interchanged (a difference in the definition of the 
6-j symbol). Finally Lezuo's expression can be trans
formed into (2. 7) in the following way. First write 
Lezuo's Eq. (13) as an 

(

b+ f -d+l, c+f-a+l, f-a-c,f-b-d) 
4F 3 

f -e-a-d e+f-a-d+l 2:j+2 , , (2.8) 

with 

a=~(Q!l + a 2 + Q!3+ n)=~(m12+ m~2 - m 23 - mu), 

b = ~(Q!3 + a l3 ) = ~(m13 + m 23 - m 12 - m 22 ), 

c = ~(Q!2 + Q!12) = ~(m12 + m 22 - m u ), 
1 1 ) (2.9) 

d= Z(Q!l + 0'12 + 0'13 + n) = z(m u + m23 - m 22 - m~2 , 

e= ~(a1 + Q!2 + a 13 - n) = ~(m13 + mu - m 22 - m~2)' 

f= ~(Q!1 + Q!3+ Q!12 + n) = ~(m13 + mu - m 12 - m~2)' 

Then (2.8) is related to 4F3(W, 1) through Minton's27 
Eq. (7), and 4F3(W, 1) is finally related to the 6-j sym
bol through Minton's Eq. (9). The 6-j symbol thus ob
tained is the same as Chacon and Moshinsky's. Thus 
all the results on the Weyl coefficients of U(3) are 
expressible as (2. 7). 

It is also clear that the Weyl coefficient is central to 
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the structure of the finite transformation matrix 
D~m!~ () in terms of Euler angles. From the 

m n-1 m n-l 

parametrization of U(n) by Murnaghan2S in terms of 
Euler angles and the work of Chac6n and Moshinsky22 
on U(3), it is clear that all one has to know in obtaining 
the finite transformation matrix Dlmln is the Weyl 
coefficient W

n
_1,n' The rest can be(m")n-1(m)n_1 obtained by 

recurrence, or induction on n. In this regard it is in
teresting to observe that the finite transformation 
matrix for U(n) is a product of 6-j symbols in its sub
groups and U(2) D~'m matrices. 

In view of the significance of the labels zi defined in 
the Appendix, which possess the following two 
properties: 

(1) zj = - zp 

(2) Z/l) + Z/2) = Z/3), 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

it is desirable to construct the D matrices in terms of 
these labels. In the case of SU(3), these are just the 
isospin and hypercharge labels: zl=21z ' z2=3Y. They 
have therefore direct application to physics. The D 
matrix diagonal in isospin and hyper charge in SU(3) has 
been obtained by Yeh. u It is 

D(a1 ••• Q!s) = exp(iI
Z

Q!5) exp(iYQ!7) exp(iX2Q!1) exp(iIzQ!4) 

x exp(iX'7Q!2) exp(iX'2Q!3) exp(iIzQ!s) exp(iY Q!B), 

(2.12) 

where Xl ••• Xs are the Gell-Mann29 matrices. The finite 
transformation .q:"qyl I'm'y.(Q!) is (p = m 13 - m23,q = m 23 ) 

~::~,jI'mlyl (a) 

=exp[i(mQ!5+m'Q!6+YQ!7+Y'aS) 6 Nexp(im 10'4) 
m1I 1 

X dI (2 a l)dI 1 (2Q1 ) 
mm1 -m1/2t3y/4,-m1/2+y'-y/4 2 

X d!:j+Y/2-Y'/2,m' (2Q!3)' 

where 

(2.13) 

N= (_1)2(p+q)/3+(Y+Y')/2-I-I'(2I+ 1)1/2(21' + 1)1/2(211 + 1) 

XW(a b c d;e f)W(a' b' c' d'; e'I'), . 
a=(p+q)/6-h, 

b= (2q -p)/6 - m/4+ y/8 + ~(I+ II)' 

c= (p - 2q)/6 - y/8 + ~(I+ II) + m/4, 

d= (p + q)/6 + y/4 + ~m1' 

e = (2p -q)/6 - ~I+ y/8+ ~I1 -m/4, 

f= (2p -q)/6 - ~I1 -m/4+ iI - y/4, 

a' = (p + q)/ 6 + y /4 + ~m 1, 

b' = (2q - p)/6 - y/8 - m/4+ ~(I1 + I') + y'/4, 

c' = (p - 2q)/6 + y/8 + ~(I1 + I') + m/4 - y' /4, 

d' = (p + q)/ 6 - h' , 
e' = (2p -q)/6 - y/8 - g + ~I' + t(y' -m1), 

f' = (2p - q)/6 - y/8 + ~(I1 -1') + t(y' - m 1)· 

The D matrix can, of course, also be written as 
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boson polynomials. The relations between the bosons 
and the eight angles are as follows: 

cos2a 3 = (D3~13D21 -D3~uD23)/(1 - D33DUD22 + D33D12D21) , 

exp(ia4 ) == (iD13D23)·lD~r(D31D32)-1/2 
a~ = (clC3 exp(ia/2) - 8 1C 2S 3 exp( - ia/2)] 

xexp{i[~(as + ( 6 ) + (a 7 + aa)/3]}, 

a~ = [clS3 exp(ia/2) + SlC 2C3 exp(- ~i(4)] 

x exp {i[~(a5 - as) + (a1 + a s)/3]}, 

a~ = S182 exp{i[t( - a 4 + as) + (a 7 - 2aa)/3]), 

a~= - [SlC3 exp(i~a4) + Clc2s3 exp(- i~(4)] 

xexp{i[~(- as + ( 6 ) + (a 7 + aa)/3]}, 

a~ = [- 8 18 3 exp(i~a4) + CIC2C3 exp( - i~a4)] 

Xexp{i[t(- as - ( 6 ) + (a 7 + aa)/3]}, 

a~ = C1S 2 exp{i[~( - a 4 - as) + (a 7 -2aa)/3]}, 

a~ = S2S3 exp{i[~a6 + (- 2 (\17 + aa)/3]}, 

a; = - S2C3 exp{i[ - ~a6 + (- 2a7 + aa)/3]}, 

(2.14) 

a~ = c 2 exp[ - i(2a7 + 2aa) /3], where 8 I == sinal, CI == cosal' 

The inverse relations are (DIJ:= a{) 

(D23D31D12 - D23D32DU) 
cos

2
a l = (1 D D D)' - D33DU 22 + 33D12 21 

cos2a 2=D33DllD22 -D33Dl~21' 

X (D23D3lD12 -D23D32DU)l/2 

x (D13D3~2l - Dl3D31D22)1/2 

X (Dl~23 - D13D22)l/2(DuD23 - D13D21)1/2 

X (DUD22 -DI~2l)·1/2 

x (1 - D33DllD22 + D33Dl2D21)·1/2, 

exp(ias) =Dl3 D23 (Dl2D23D31 - DllD23D32) 1/2 

x (1 - D33DllD22 + D33Dl2D21) 

X (D13D32D21 - D13D3lD22)"1/2, 

Thus the structure of the boson polynomial in U(n)* U(n) is further clarified. Let us make one more remark 
on U(2). That is, the Wigner coefficient of U(2) is itself contained in the boson polynomial of U(2) * U(2). 

Pror/: The normalized hoson polynomial in U(2)* U(2) is 

( 

IlU) 111_1/ 2 B m l2m 12 

mu 

_ 6 [(m u - m 22 )! (m 12 - mu)! (Ilu - m gg )! (mIg - Ilu)! )1/2 

- s s! (Ilu - m 22 - 8)! (mu - m 22 - S)! (m l2 - mu - Ilu + m 22 + 8)! 

~m +1) !m lJ.l/2 m "m "I' +m +$ 12 • 22' ( I 2 2 1)"'22 15 2"11""'22.5 mU"m 22-3 2 12 U U 22 
X ( 1) a l a2 - a l a2 a l a l a l a2 mu-ma+ 2 

_ 6 6 {[(m u - m 22 )! (m 12 - mil)! (Il ll - m22)! (m 12 - {Lu)! m 22 ! (m 12 - m 22 + 1)]1/2(-l)x 
- s, x S! (Ilu - m 22 - s)! (mu - m 22 - s)! (m 12 - m ll - {Lu + m 22 + s)! x! (m 22 - x)! 

x[(m12 + I)! ]"1/2[(X+ s)! (mu -x - s)! (Ilu -x - s)! (m 12 + m 22 - m ll - Ilu + x+ s)! ]1/2} 

Now putting a = x + s, we find that 2:J } in Eq. (2.16) is the Wigner coefficient in U(2), 

i1i2i3 (mll+"'22"I'Fl/2 "u/2 (mI2"m22 l/2 _~m12m221{LuOlm12+m22-llll' 0) 
cmlm2m3== Cmll""'"lm12 m 22""u l / 2 "'"I'u/ 2 mU"(m12+m22 l / 2 -

mu a mil-a 

_ m (m12 m22i W~, 0 I {Lu 0) 
-(-1) 22 • 

mu mu - (\I a 

Thus knowing the double boson polynomial U(2) * U(2), one can write down the Wigner coefficient of U(2) by 
inspection. This is certainly the easiest way of deriving the Wigner coefficients of U(2). If one wishes to write 
the expression ci 1 i 2i 3 one merely has to make the following identification: 

ml m2 ml+m2 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

One then finds that CI J2 J3 as given by 2: x{ } in Eq. (2.16) is identical to the expression given by Edmonds, 14 

Eq. (3.6. 11). >ntm2m l+
m2 
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3. STRETCHED 6-j SYMBOLS OF U(n) 

In this section we shall derive an expression for the stretched 6-j symbols of U(n). 
in Eq. (1. 17). We then have 

This is done by putting q = 0 

![m1nooomn_1n, O]IIP, [; 
\[m1n_1o,omn_In_1] 0 

[m~ ° ° , m' O]~ [!11[ ,] W 1]1/2 
n n-In' =(_1)y([mln_I)+y([ml n ) m n n' [dim[m] dim[W 0] ]1/2 

[ ...] !11[m] W'l ,...1 n' n-l 
m1r1f-l mn_ 1n_1 n n 

j[mI,...I ... mn_ln_tl [mfn"'m~_ln] [w~, 0]"_1 ! 
X(-1)"n-I(p+mln_I-mn_ln_l·mln-mn_1n_l·W~) [' 0] [W 0] [mIn' "mn_In ] 

p, "-1 n' n-l . (3.1) 

The 6-j symbol in (3.1) is stretched because P + W~ = W
n

• 

Now the left-hand side of Eq. (3.1) has been evaluated by Chacon et al. 7 and the result is 

(p l )1/2 Sn n-1 (m l n •• ° m n_1 ",0; m 1 n-1 ° , • m n_1 n_l)Snn(m 1 n •• ° m n_l n' 0;m1 n ... m n_l n' 0) , 

S (m" "m' O'm • "m )S (m "'m O'm" "m' 0) nn-l In n-ln' , 1n-l n-ln--l nn In n-ln' , In n-ln' 

(3.2) 

where 

(3.3) 

(P I W'I)I/2 • S (m'" 'm' O'm'" 'm' ) 
X -'-"-' (dim[m' "'m' ]dim[W 0] )-1/2 nn-l In ,...In'· 1" n-ln 

Wnl In n-ln n' n-l Snn_l(m~n"'m~_ln,O:mln_l'''mn_ln_I) 

xSnn-I(mln"'mn_ln,O;mln_ln_l) 000 mn_ln_l) 
Snn_l(ml"" m n_1n , O;m{n'" m~_ln) • 

(3.4) 

1 

In the case of U(2), (n= 3), Eq. (3.4) gives 

(3.5) 

Equation (3.5) agrees with Eq. (6.3.1) of Edmonds. 14 

Next let us compare the stretched 6-j symbol of U(n) with the generalized beta function of Gel 'fand and Graev. 10 

It has been shown by Louck and BiedenharnI6c that the generalized beta functions can be written in terms of isoscalar 
factors: 

B(:]} (I + ten n-I) = B~[:)])(I + ten_l n) 

(m) (m') 

_ [!11([m]n) ]1/2/ [m]n II[b,O]nll[m']n_u
o
)/[m']n_l l![b',b]n-l !![m]n_1) fb,. (3.6) 

-O(m)n_2(m')n_2 blb'l!11([m]n_l) \[m]n_l 0 [m]n_l \ [m]n_ 2 0 [m]n-I 
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Without loss of generality, we can put mnn = 0, then 

/ [m 1 n" • mn_1 n' 0] II [b, O]n II [m'L,..I> 0) 
\ [m]n_l ° [m]n_l 

= (_1)y([ml )+y([ml) /II m "_1 n' (_1)"n-1 1.2mln+ lo2
ml n_l+2mln- mn-ln_l (dim[m] dim[W 0] )1/2 

[ 
M [ ,] W' ] 1/2 0:n-2 [n-2 2) , 

n-1 n /1j[ ] W" n-1 n' n-l m n n" 

x ~ [m 1 n-l: •• m n_1 n-l] [m ~ n-l • ': m~_1 n-tl [W~, 0 ]n-l l. 
([b,O]n_l [Wn,O]n_l [mln"'mn_ln] 

(3.7) 

The other term is an isoscalar factor in U(n - 1), whose value is equal to 

(
[ml]n_1jj[b"O]n_1jj [m]n_l) 

[m ]n-2 ° [m ]n-2 

(3.8) 

Thus the generalized beta function is connected to the stretched 6-j symbol of U(n -1) through Eqs. (3.6), (3.7), 
and (3.8). Many of the terms in Eq. (3.8) are similar to the terms in the stretched 6-j symbols of U(n - 2). 
However, they cannot be entirely identified; so we shall leave (3.8) as it is. Thus we conclude that the generalized 
beta functions of Gel 'fand and Graev can be written either as the product of two isoscalar factors, one in U(n) and 
one in U(n - 1), or as the product of a stretched 6-j symbol in U(n - 1) and an isoscalar factor in U(n - 1). 

4. REGGE SYMMETRY OF 6-j SYMBOLS OF U(2) 
AND WEYL COEFFICIENTS OF U(3) 

Louck and Biedenharn16c have shown that the Regge 
symmetry of 3-j symbols of U(2) are connected with 
the boson polynomials of both U(2) and U(3). For U(2), 
the relation is 

( 
'+'+m )('+' ) . + . + . 11 12 . + . . 11 m 1 11 - m 1 

C )1 Jz J h 12 -) 

2jl j2 + m 2 j2 - m 2 

= Cj I j 2 j 3 
m 1m 2m 

(4.1) 

Then the transpositional symmetry it - m 1 - j2 + m2 or 
ml + m2 - jl - j2 is the Regge symmetry as discussed 
by Bincer. 19 

C 

For U(3), the relation is 

(
~I+ml ~1-ml 
12 +m2 12- m2 

j-m j+m 

~jl~h~j ) 
It -)2 +} 

it +h-j 

_ (-1Y -j2+m [ 2(k!) V /2 
Ci1j2i 

- 1 (2j+1)(k+2)iJ mlm2m 

withjl+j2+j=k. 

(4.2) 

A similar question can be asked about the Regge 
symmetry of the 6-j symbols of U(2). As Jahn and 
Howell3o pointed out, the 144 symmetries of the 6-j 
symbol can best be understood if one writes the 6-j 
symbol {ili2 j3} as 

k 1 k2 k3 
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with 

J O +J1 +J2+J3 -K1-K2 -K3=O, 

J O=jl + j2 + j3' J 1 =jl +k2+ k3> J 2=j2+ kl + k3' 

J 3=j3+ k l+ k2' K1=j2+j3+ k2+ k3' 

K 2 =jl + j3 + kl + k3' K 3=jl + j2 + kl + k2· 

Or, conversely, 

(4.4) 

jl=i(Jo+J1-K1), j2=t(JO+J2-K2 ), j3=}(JO+J3-K3), 

k 1+i(J2+J3 -K1), k2=i(J1+J3-K2), k 3 =i(J1+J2 -K3 ), 

(4.5) 
the Regge symmetry is then composed of the products 
of separate permutations of J o, J u J 2, and J 3 with 
separate permutations of K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 • 

Since the 6-j symbol of U(2) is connected with the 
Weyl coefficient of U(3), we now investigate the sym
metry of the Weyl coefficient of U(3). We have seen that 
the Weyl coefficient of U(3), W23 , imposes the 
constraint 

(4.6) 

We can now make the following identification: 
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where W 23 is the boson 

O~!) 
It is clear that, as far as the Weyl coefficient is con

cerned, the labels of the J and K in the state 

J 2 +J3 -KI 

J 2K 2 - J o 

J 3 K 2 -JI 

J 2 +J3 -K I 

are separately permutable. Thus we obtain the 3! x 4! 
= 144 symmetries of Regge from this state. Moreover, 
the constraint equation (4.6) is just equal to the con
straint imposed by Jahn and Howell: 

(4.8) 
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APPENDIX: PHASE RELATIONS BETWEEN WIGNER 
COEFFICIENTS AND 3-j SYMBOLS OF U(n) 

The phase relations of Wigner coefficients are closely 
connected with R conjugation. The R conjugation has 
been discussed very thoroughly by Baird and 
Biedenharn. 13 We shall denote the conjugate represen
tation by star *. Thus, for U (n) 

(A1) 

All relations between Wigner coefficients themselves 
as well as between Wigner coefficients and 3 -j symbols 
can be derived from the two relations: 

1568 

(A2) 

= (- l)s odd permutation of columns of {m(l) , m(2)m(3)}. 

(A3) 
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In the case of U(2), 

(M) 

(A5) 

Clearly what one has to do in U(n) is to extend the 
labels j and m to higher groups, so that they retain the 
same properties under R conjugation. These labels are 
not arbitrary at all. In U(2), under R conjugation, we 
have j* =j, m* = - m. In U(3), the corresponding labels 
are A=m I3 -m23 , fJ.=m23 , zI",2m=2mu-(mI2+m22)' 
z2",3Y=3(mIZ+m2Z)-2(mI3+md, so that, under 
conjugation, 

(A6) 

Thus we can define the following labels: 

ZI '" 2m = 2mll - (miZ + m Z2 ), 

Z2'" 3Y = 3(mI2 + m 22) - 2(m I3 + m 23 + m 33 ), 

Z3 = 4(m I3 + m Z3 + m 33 ) - 3(m 14 + m 24 + m 34 + m44 ), 

j j+ 1 

Zj = (i + 1)6 mil - i6 mJ,hl' 
J=I j=1 

(A7) 

Under R conjugation, we have 

zt = - Zj (A8) 

Moreover, since the Zj'S are diagonal operators, they 
have the property 

z(1) + z(Z) _ Z(3) (A9) 
j j - i . 

Next we define the following labels, corresponding to 
A(= m I3 - m 23 ) and fJ.(= m 23 ) in SU(3): 

A =0 (AIO) 
n 

These labels have the following property under R 
conjugation: 

(All) 

We can now extend the phase relations in (A2) and (A3) 

to U(n): 

(m O ), m(2), m(3» 

( )
(.0)+.(1)+ .-(ll)/2+(.(2)+Z2(2)+ ••• + .. (2»/2 = - 1 1 2'" n_1 1 n-I 

(1) (1) (2) (2) 

(_ 1)' (mi -m )-, (mi -m ){m O ) m(2) m(3)*} nnnnnnnn " , (AI2) 

{m(1) , m(Z) ,m (3)}= (_ 1 )'n(mt 1,,>_ m~)+mF,,>_m~~)+m~3,,>-m~~» 

(1) (1) (2) (2) (3) (3) 

{m(l>* ,m(2)* ,m(3)*}== (_l)EnCrnln -mnn +mln -m nn +mln -m nn ) 

odd permutation of columns of {m(I), m(2), m(3)}. 

(A13) 

where 

I for n= 3 + 4k 

% for n=4+ 4k 

o for n = 5 + 4k, k = 0, I , 2, . .. . 
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In the case of U(3), we obtain 
(1) (I) (1) (I) 

(In( I), m(2), m(3») = (_ l)mu + ml2 +m22 '""'23 

rdimm(3)]1/2( (1) (3)* (2)*) 

x ldim m(2) m ,m ,m (A15) 

This phase agrees with Baird and Biedenharn for R 
conjugation, i. e., (_l)p(m) n_I-p(m)max in their notation. 
It should be noted that this phase differs from de Swartl2 

(or Resnikoff5 ) and Ponzano. 4 However, we can use 
Resnikoff's method to obtain our phase if we define the 
basis state as 

/l-q .p. P-(~-k) ~-k (r) ( )" 
IA/l,CY>=N(A/l:CY)~ k (/l-q-k)!(p-r+k)!~1 111 

(A16) 

Since (A16) is the more natural definition of the basis 
state and is, in fact, the one used by many authors, 
e. g., Akyeampong and Rashid, 26 Majumdar and Basu, 25 

we suggest that the phase of the "1-j" symbol in SU(3) 
should be written as in (A15). 

Baird and Biedenharnl3 stated that an over-all phase 
is arbitrary in U(n) R conjugation. In view of (A12) and 
(A13), we think that even that over-all phase can be 
determined for U(n), and is therefore not completely 
arbitrary. 

Applying Eqs. (A12) and (A13) to Eqs. (1. 3), (1.4), 
and (1.6) in the text, we obtain, e. g. , 

tk I .. (c ~ b). . Idl.) ~Im"'. m'" . m"'l 

~ 1- 11' (t 0)'. Idl"lkl) • 

where 
n .. l "-1 

"= -~ 2: z~l)+ 2: z (3)+3E (m O) -m(1»)+2E (m(3) _m(3») 
J 2 tin 1 n nn n In nn 

I:! 1=1 

with (A17) 

y = 0 for U(2), U(3), U(5), ... , U(2k + 1), 
n-I 

Lmin for U(4), U(6), ... , U(2k). 
1=2 
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Thus y is a function, if nonvanishing, of [d]n only. where 

[d]n=m(3)=[ml n •. .. ,mnn ]. (A18) 

The other cases are similar to the one discussed above. 
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A "nonstandard" approach to the thermodynamic limit. II. 
Weakly tempered potentials and neutral Coulomb systems* 
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Nonstandard analysis is used to prove the existence and uniqueness of the thermodynamic limit for a 
number of physical systems. Included are neutral Coulomb systems and systems described by weakly 
tempered potentials. The basic feature of the method is the application of the transfer theorem of 
nonstandard analysis to the inequalities for the free energy for finite systems. Nonstandard transcriptions of 
packing theorems are also needed. The nonstandard procedure has the great advantage of providing an 
explicit separation of the physical and geometric elements in the proof. This allows a unified treatment of 
several distinct cases, so that the demonstrations-in spite of unavoidable technical details-become 
physically intuitive and mathematically straightforward. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL IDEAS 

It was suggested recentlyl that the methods and 
concepts of nonstandard analysis might be suitable for 
the investigation of systems with infinitely many de
grees of freedom. As a concrete application of this 
suggestion, the existence and uniqueness of the thermo
dynamic limit was demonstrated for systems whose in
teraction potential satisfies a strong tempering condi
tion. (See Sec. II, or Ref. 1, for definitions.) Although 
the use of nonstandard analysis allows a straightforward 
proof to be given for strongly tempered potentials, 1 it 
could be argued that this case is basically simple what
ever method of proof is employed, so that the simplicity 
of this proof does not yet provide convincing evidence of 
the effectiveness of nonstandard analysis in physics. It 
is the purpose of the present paper to develop the sug
gestion further and show that the uniqueness and exis
tence of the thermodynamic limit for weakly tempered 
systems and Coulomb systems can also be derived using 
nonstandard analysis. Furthermore, the logical struc
ture of the proofs for these cases is exactly the same as 
that for the tempered case (treated in Ref. 1). The sys
tems considered here are more complicated than the 
strongly tempered systems; the available proofs of the 
existence of the thermodynamic limit for these systems 
are a good deal more involved and demand more power
ful analytical techniques than do the corresponding 
proofs for the tempered case. 2_4 It is, therefore, satis
factory that the nonstandard proofs proceed along the 
same pattern in all cases, although certain technical 
refinements are needed to handle the more complicated 
cases. 

Nonstandard analysis is based on an ordered field *1R, 
which is an extension of the field of real numbers ffi. 
[For more details on nonstandard analysis, one could 
consult the book of Robinson, 5 Luxemburg6 or, especial
ly, Robinson and Lightstone. 7 Some explanations are 
contained in Ref. 1: an exposition of the field designed 
for physicists is in preparation (by Gambardella, 
Ostebee, and Dresden). ] *ffi contains, in addition to 
the real numbers, infinitesimals E (E is smaller than 
any arbitrarily small real number) and infinite num
bers H (H is larger than any arbitrarily large real num
ber). All algebraic operations and relations valid in 1R 
are equally valid in *ffi; for example, it is meaningful 

to assert that Hl> H2 , even if Hl and H2 are both infinite. 
With each function f defined on ffi is associated the 
natural extension * f, which is defined on *JR. 8 The main 
result used in the sequel is the transfer theorem. This 
theorem states (very roughly) that results established 
for a class of finite values of certain entities can be 
transferred to results valid for infinite values of these 
entities. It is this result which replaces the process of 
taking the limit in the usual treatment by the substitution 
of infinite values for appropriate variables in the 
present discussion. 

Since there are a number of technical details, which 
might obscure the basically simple pattern of the proof, 
it might be helpful to outline the separate steps in
volved. The remainder of this section summarizes the 
qualitative features of the argument. The discussion is 
purposely kept on a heuristic level. Details and precise 
statements are contained in the succeeding sections. 
The basic object to be studied is the free energy per 
unit volume g, 

1 
g({3,p,A)= V(A) 10gZ({3,N,A). (1. 1) 

In (1.1), A is a domain, V(A) its volume, N is the num
ber of particles in the system, Z is the canonical parti
tion function, (3= 1/kT is the inverse absolute tempera
ture and p is the density defined by p=N/V(A). All 
quantities so far considered are finite. The interaction 
potential of the system will be called U. Different as
sumptions about U characterize different phySical sys
tems, but it is necessary to make a number of physical 
assumptions about the behavior of U before the system 
can reasonably be expected to exhibit thermodynamic 
behavior. These assumptions lead to inequalities for g, 
and a careful use of these inequalities leads, in turn, 
to the demonstration of the existence (and uniqueness) of 
the thermodynamic limit. Involved are the following 
steps: 

(a) A condition on U is needed to eliminate a 
catastrophic collapse; the stability condition (see Refs. 
2 and 3) is 

(1. 2) 

This condition gives rise to an upper bound for g, 

g({3,p,A)<C(p,{3) for all finite A. (1. 3) 
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Since A is a finite volume, g is finite, 

- "" < g({3,p, A) < C(p, f3) for all A. (I. 4) 

The shape of A does not enter condition (I. 4) at all; it 
is valid for all finite volumes V(A). 

(b) It is further necessary to assume something about 
the long-range character of the potential. This is ef
fectively an assumption about the forces between two 
clusters of particles, separated by a distance R > R o; 

R o is a characteristic distance. From such "tempering" 
conditions it may be shown that other inequalities result, 

" V(QI) (J 
g({3,p,AbL..J VeAl g({3,pp QI)-I\· (I. 5) 

In (5), 121 is a set of subdomains of A of volume V(QI)' 
g({3, PI' 121) is their local free energy, and A is a remain
der term which vanishes for strongly tempered poten
tials. The analysis of (I. 5) yields further inequalities 
necessary to demonstrate the thermodynamic limit. To 
use (I. 5) effectively, the subdivision of A into sets Q j 

(and perhaps a remainder) has to be chosen judiciously. 
This introduces packing questions which deal with the 
way in which a domain A can be filled up (partially 
filled) with subdomains 121 of a particular type. It is 
at this point that the type of domain A and the nature 
of the subdomains Q j becomes of importance. 

Both the standard and nonstandard proofs of the 
thermodynamic limit start from inequalities (I. 4) and 
(1.5). (Different subdivisions 121 are used for the 
Coulomb, strongly and weakly tempered potentials. ) 
In the standard proof, the inequalities are used to prove 
the convergence of a sequence of g values, calculated 
for suitably chosen sequences of volumes. These vol
umes A, must be packed in an appropriate way with 
subdomains 121 so that (5) can be applied. In the non
standard method, by contrast, the transfer theorem is 
used to let A be an infinite element of *lR.. It then re
mains to show that stg)s indepf!:rUient of the particular 
infinite value A* chosen. To apply the tempering con
dition (I. 5), the volume A * must be packed with ap
propriate domains 12;. Typically, the result obtained 
has the following form [See Ref. 1 for the definition of 
the standard part, as well as more details for the 
argument given after (I. 7): 

stg({3,p,A*)>--stg({3,p,Q) for all Jinite cubes Q. (1.6) 

In this case a volume A* (of van Hove type) was packed 
by an infinite number of finite cubes Q. Applying the 
transfer theorem and recalling that stg(f3,p,A*) itself 
is finite for infinite A * leads to the conclusion that 

st g({3, p, A*) >-- stg({3, p, 12*) (I. 7) 

for all cubes, be they finite or infinite. The generality 
of thi~ result (obtained from the transfer theorem), al
lows an easy demonstration that stg({3,p,A*) is inde
pendent of A* (whenever A* is infinite), and thus the 
uniqueness of the thermodynamic limit. 

From this brief outline, it is clear that the subdivi
sion of A* (where A* is infinite) into subdomains, to
gether with the appropriate packing theorems for in
finite domains, are the main technical tools used. The 
scheme of the proof proceeds from conditions on U to 
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inequalities for g when Nand veAl are finite. The trans
fer theorem is used to obtain g for infinite volumes A * . 
Next the transfer theorem is applied to the inequalities 
for g and to the packing theorems. These results are 
combined to show that st g becomes independent of A *, 
when A* is infinite. Of course, stg does depend on A, 
when A is finite. 

The remainder of this paper is devoted to a detailed 
elaboration of the scheme outlined so far in general 
terms. 

II. DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

In this section we collect the definitions and notations 
which will be used throughout this paper. When we 
consider systems which have hard cores the hard core 
radius will be denoted by 0 and the maximum close 
packing density by Pc' In the case that there are no hard 
cores, 0=0 and Pc="". For densities P<Pc the free 
energy per unit volume is 

1 
g({3,p,A) = VeAl 10gZ(/3, N,A), (11.1) 

where Z({3,N,A) is the canonical partition function, A is 
a bounded open set in *lR." (a v-dimensional Euclidean 
space), veAl is the volume of A Lebesgue measure), 
p=N/V(A), and /3 is the inverse temperature =1/kT. 
Classically, 

Z({3,N,A) = A;~ f·· -f d3r 1 ••• d3rN exp[ - {3U N(ri ... r N)] 

(11.2) 
where 

h2 

11.
2

= 2rrmkT' 

Quantum mechanically 

Z({3,N,A)=Tr[exp(- {3HN)], (II. 3) 

(11.4) 

Here U N(r i ••• r N ) is the potential energy of the N parti
cle configuration; rj and CPj are the particle pOSitions 
and momenta respectively. Clearly, whenever p < Pc 
and A is a finite volume, g({3,p,A) will be finite. For a 
given domain A, the function g({3,p,A) is defined only 
for densities which are integral multiples of Po = 1/ V(A). 
Following Fisher, 2 we extend the definition of g(p, {3,A) 
to arbitrary p by 

g({3, p, A) = g(f3, p', A, ) + 1/[g({3, p' + Po, A) - g(f3, p' ,A)], 

(II. 5) 
when 

p = p' + 1/po, p' = npo, n is an integer, 0..; 1/ < 1. 

Using nonstandard analysis, we may extend the defini
tion of g«(3,p,A) to domains A in *lR." which have an in
finite volume. The problem of proving the existence of 
the thermodynamic limit of the free energy is to show 
that the standard function G({3,p) defined by 

G(f3, p) = stg({3, p,A) (11.6) 

for p in the half-open standard interval [O,p) is the 
same for all inJinite domains A. Thus, the problem is 
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to show stg({3,p,A)=stg({3,p,A') for any pair of infinite 
domains A and A'. It is important to remember that the 
nonstandard extension of the standard function G({3, p) is 
not g({3,p,A). It should be noted further that Eq. (II. 5) 
leads to the result that if V(A) is infinite and p is not 

infinitesimally close to Pc' g(/i,p' ,A)"'g(/3,p,A) for all 
p' '" p. This result plays an important role in the proofs 
presented in this paper. However, it does not imply 
that G({3,p) is continuous. 

We make the following physically sensible 
assumptions: 

(A) UN (r1 •• ·rN ) is symmetric under the exchange of 
particle coordinates and translationally invariant. 

(B) U satisfies 

U (r· •• r r' ••• r' ) - U (r ••• r ) 
N

1
+N2 1 N 1 ' 1 N2 N1 1 N1 

- U (r'··· r~ ) '" NNW / W+E (II. 7) N2 1 Z 1 2 B , 

whenever I r i - r; I ;:" R > Ro for all i = 1,. . . , N1 , 

j = 1, . . . , N2 , and E, Ro, and W B are finite positive 
constants. The potential is strongly tempered if W B 

= 0, otherwise weakly tempered. This assures that the 
repulsive part of the interaction falls off sufficiently 
rapidly with distance, so that the system does not 
explode. 

(C) It is assumed that the system (Hamiltonian) is H
stable. The Hamiltonian HN is H-stable if 

(II.8) 

For classical systems it is sufficient that the potential 

UN be stable; that is 

(II.8a) 

This requirement eliminates catastrophic interactions. 
If the Hamiltonian H N is H -stable, then there exists a 
finite function C({3,p) (independent of A) such that 

g({3,p,A) '" C({3,p) for all A. (II.8b) 

This is the only place where H-stability is used in 
this paper. (II. 8b) is a more precise version of the 
upper bound mentioned in Sec. I. 

(D)9 We assume that A is a bounded open set in 
*]W such that sf V(A)/ d(A)V > 0, where d(A) is the 
diameter of A. [The "diameter" d(A) is the maximum 
distance between any two points on the boundary of A.] 

(E) If hE *lR is such that h/V(A)l/v",O, then 

(II. 9) 

Here Vh(A) is the volume of the set of points of A lying 
within a distance h of the boundary of A. Geometrically 
(E) asserts that "surface effects" should be negligible. 

Together (D) and (E) are equivalent to the condition 
used by Fisher (see Appendix A) to prove the existence 
of the thermodynamic limit for systems with weakly 
tempered potentials. However, we feel that (E) is a 
much more natural requirement to impose. 

If the potential UN is strongly tempered, it is suffi
cient to require 

(E*) If h is a finite standard real number, Vh(A)/ 
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V(A) '" 0. This condition is the nonstandard analog of 
van Hove convergence to infinity. 

III. PACKING THEOREMS 

In this section we collect several results on the pack
ing of domains with cubes and balls. These theorems 
are purely geometrical in character and have a priori 
nothing to do with physics. However, the use of temper
ing inequalities such as I. 6 requires results about the 
manner in which particles can be placed in subdomains; 
these in turn require packing theorems. We summarize 
one lemma, (due to Fisher), one packing theorem due to 
Lieb and Lebowitz, which are used in the proofs of two 
new packing theorems. These new results will be tran
scribed to infinite domains, since they are needed in 
that context. Theorem 1 is formulated directly in non
standard terms; Theorem 3 can be directly transcribed 
(and is used) in the nonstandard framework. 

Lemma 1 (Fisher): If a domain 0 is filled with cubes 
r of side d, lying entirely within 0, the volume remain
ing when the maximum number of cubes has been 
inserted is less than Vh(O), where h=..fVd and Vh is 
defined in Sec. II. 

The following packing theorem for infinite domains is 
needed when the potential UN is weakly tempered. It 
allows us to fill all but an infinitesimal fraction of the 
volume of an infinite domain A with infinite cubes so 
that the distance between any two of the cubes is infinite. 

Theorem 1: If A is a bounded open set in * lRv
, satis

fying condition E, V(A) is infinite and E' is a standard 
real number such that d v( v + E) > £' > 0, then there 
exists a positive integer m (i. e. , mE *1N") and a posi
tive real infinite number w such that: 

(i) m cubes 0 of edge h=(l +l/w)-l V(A)l/(v-e') may 
be placed in A, 

(ii) mV(O)/V(A)::::1, 

(iii) the m cubes may be placed in A so that they are 
separated from each other by a distance of at least 2R, 
where R==(l+w)-l (V(A))l/(v-e·). 

Proof: Choose a"'O, so that a(V(A))' is infinite; T 

""dv - E. (v + E). 10 Then 

w"" [(a V(A )')1/ (v+e) - 1] (III. 1) 

is a positive infinite real number. Let d == h + R = 
(V(A))l / (v ... ·) and m be the maximum number of cubes 
r of edge d which can be placed in A so that they lie 
entirely within A. We can use Lemma 1 to obtain 

1 > mV(r) > 1 _ Vh·(A) 
~ V(A) V(A) , 

(III. 2) 

where h' = VI /2 d. Since A was assumed to satisfy E, 

Vh.(A)/V(A) '" ° and so we must have 

m V(r)/V(A) '" 1. (III. 3) 

Centered in each of the cubes r we place a cube 0 of 
edge h. Clearly, the cubes 0 are separated by a dis
tance of at least 2R. Now 

(III. 4) 
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since w is a positive infinite real number. Thus, V(n)/ 
V(r) '" 1 and we have 

m v(n)j V(A)::::1. (III. 5) 

This proves Theorem 1. 

Theorem 2 describes a procedure (first given by Lieb 
and Lebowitz-Theorem 3.2) for the packing of a cube 
with balls such that the packing y is exponentially fast. 

Theorem 2 (Lieb and Lebowitz): Let Q'v'" (2 v -1)2..fV, 
Uv be the volume of an open ball of unit radius in R V

, 

and gv'" 2-vuv' Let p be a positive integer and 1 + p;, Q'v 

+g~1. Then it is possible to pack Uj=1(nJ balls of radius 
r,) in an open v-dimensional cube of volume Uv where n, '" pi-1(1 + p)J(v-l) and r, '" (1 + p)-J. The fraction of the 
volume filled after the balls of type j have been packed 
is 1 - yj, where y= p/(l + p). 

The meaning of the phrase "exponentially fast" is just 
that the fraction of volume left unfilled after the balls 
of type j have been packed, is [(p/(p + 1))¥ which de
creases as a power with j. 

If the potential UN includes Coulomb interactions, the 
application of (1. 5) requires yet another packing 
theorem. We need to pack a cube with a finite number 
of balls such that the particle number density in each 
ball is less than Pc' In addition, we require that the 
balls be separated from each other by at least Ro where 
Ro is defined in assumption (B). Theorem 3 establishes 
a sufficient condition on the size of a cube so that this 
is possible. 

Theorem 3: If an integer k and positive real numbers 
p and ro satisfy the conditions 

(a) Pc> p> p, 

(b) ro> 2v1 / 2 (1/15 - 2(p))1/v -1, 

( c) r a > (p I a v I )_1 / v , 

(d) (p - 1/ r~av) (1 - yk)(l + R/ ro)-V > p, 

(III. 6) 

where R is a positive constant and 15 is the hard core 
radius, then a cube r of edge d = (R + ro)(l + p)kcf,,/V 
can be packed with UJ =1 (nj balls of radius R j ), where 
R j '" ro(l + p)k-i such that 

(i) The distance between any two of the balls is at 
least 2R and the distance between a ball and the boun
dary of r is at least R; 

(ii) At least M = p V(r) particles can be accomodated 
in the balls without the density in any ball exceeding p; 
and 

(iii) Particles can be placed in the balls in such a way 
that the denSity p in any ball of type j satisfies the 
inequality 

p' - 1/ V j "" P "" p' + 1/ V, < p, 
where 

(III.7a) 

(III. 7b) 

Proof: Using Theorem 2 we pack the cube r with 
balls of radii R; = (R + ro) (1 + p)k-j where j = 1, ... ,k. 
Concentric with each ball of radius R; we place a ball 
of radius R j • Clearly, the distance between any two 
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balls of radii R, and RI (1"" j, l:S k) will be at least 2R 
and the distance between any ball of radius R, (1"" j "" k) 
and the boundary of r will be at least R. This proves 
(i). 

Lemma 1 implies that the maximum number of 
particles N; which may be placed in a ball of radius R, 
satisfies the inequality 

(III. 8) 

NOW, 

pV, p(215)v 
N "" (1- 215v1/2jR )v "" 1 (III. 9) 

, J 

by condition (b) of the hypothesis. Since [pVJ]:S pV" 
where [ ] denotes the greatest integer function, we con
clude that at least [pV,] particles may be placed in a 
ball of radius RJ' Let n", UJ=1 (n, balls of Rj ) and M' the 
maximum number of particles which can be placed in 
n with the density in each ball, not exceeding p. Using 
the result (III. 9) we have 

k 

M' ;, 6 n,[pVj ]. (III. 10) 
, =1 

Condition (c) of the hypothesis requires that pV
k

;, 1, so 
we can write 

pVk=J+ ~, 

where J;, 1 is an integer and a "" ~ < 1. Since Vj 
= Vk (1 + p )(k-')V, we have 

[pV,];, (pV
k 

- ~)(1 + p)(k_jlV. 

We use (12) to rewrite (10) as 

k 

M';, (p - ~/Vk) 6 nj Vk(l + p)(k_jlv 
J =1 

From Theorem 1 we have 
k _ 

6 n, V, = (l-y)V, 
'=1 

where iT == h(l + p)k]V. 

Now 

v (r)" 
V(r)== ~ , 

(III. 11) 

(III. 12) 

(III. 13) 

(III. 14) 

(III. 15) 

so that (14), (15), and condition (d) of the hypothesis 
may be used to obtain 

M' > pV(r) =M. 

This proves (ii). 

Condition (d) of the hypothesis gives 

p>p'+l/Vk >p'+l/V, for j <k. 

We recall that 
k 

p' 6 n,V, =pV(r) =M, 
'=1 

so that 
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(ITI.19) 

This proves (iii) and the theorem. 

After exhibiting these geometrical theorems, we re
turn to the physical situations, where these results 
will be used. 

IV. WEAKLY TEMPERED POTENTIALS 

In this section we present a proof of the existence of 
the thermodynamic limit for a classical system with an 
interaction potential satisfying conditions (A)- (C). The 
arguments remain essentially unchanged for quantum 
systems. 

The assumption (B) may be used to derive the 
inequality2 

( 
> ~ V(a j ) 2 V(A) 

g (3, p, A) ~ t; V(A) g«(3, Ph al) - (3W BP WH , (N.1) 

where U /.1 a l ell., a l n a J = <p, and the subdomains a j 

are separated from each other by a distance R> Ro. 
Further, P V(A) = L:~.1 PI V(a l ). 

This inequality (N. 1) and the upper bound (II. 10) 
may be used to prove the existence of the thermo
dynamic limit for cubic domains. The proof of this 
statement, using nonstandard analysis is not very dif
ferent from the proof given by Fisher. We assume this 
result, without casting it in the language of nonstandard 
analysis. The proof of the existence of the thermo
dynamic limit using nonstandard analysis for general 
domains is quite different from Fisher's proof. For 
that reason it is presented here while the proof for 
cubic domains is omitted. 

Let A be an infinite volume bounded open set in *R" 
satisfying assumptions (D) and (E). Choose €' EO lR to 
satisfy the inequality E/lJ(lJ + E) > €' > O. We may apply 
the inequality (N. 1) to the packing of A * with cubes a 
as described in Theorem 1, 

* mV(a) , 2 V(A*) 
g«(3, p, A ) ~ V(A *) g({3, P , a) - (3W BP W H ' (N.2) 

where 

p' = V(A *}/m V(a)p '" p and R> Ro is defined in 

Theorem 1. (N.2') 

The existence of the thermodynamic limit of the free 
energy for cubic domains and the fact that V(A *)/R"+E 
= 0: '" 0 (0: is defined in the proof of Theorem 1) imply 
that g«(3, p, A *) is bounded below by a finite number. 
Since a finite upper bound for g({3, p, 11.*) exists by virtue 
of the bound (II.8b) we may take the standard part of 
(IV. 1). This results in 

stg({3, p, A *) ~ stg«(3, p', a) = stg«(3, p, a). (N.3) 

The last equality follows since p' '" p. Let a* be an 
infinite cube enclosing 11.*, such that st (V(A *)/V(a*)) 
= Il > O. The existence of such a cube follows from con
dition (D). Let 0' be an infinitesimal chosen such that 
w'=[a'V(a*)'/"]I/(V+El is infinite. Define R 1 :; V(a*)I/v/ 
w' and let r* denote the set of points of a*\A * (the 
complement of A * in a*) lying at least a distance R1 
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from the boundary of 11.*. We place the particles in the 
domains A * and r* in such a way that the denSity in 11.* 
is p and the density in r* is p' = (V(a*) - V(A *»/V(r*)p 
"'p. 

Since Rl > Ro we can apply the inequality (N. 1) to 
the subdomains A * and r* of a*, 

({3 a*) >- V(A *) «(3 11.*) + V(r*) ( , *) g ,p, ~ V(a*)g ,p, v(a*)g{3,P ,r 

2 v(a*) 
- (3WBp Rt+E . 

Now V(a*)/Rj'+E = 0.' '" 0, so that we have 

(N.4) 

stg({3, p, a*) ~ Il stg({3, p, 11.*) + (1 - Il) st g({3, p', r*). 

(N.5) 
The result (N. 3) holds for any infinite domain 11.* 

satisfying (D) and (E); it does not depend on a* being a 
subdomain of E. Since r* satisfies (D) and (E) we can 
write 

st g({3, p, a*) ~ Il st g«(3, p, 11.*) + (1 - Il) st g({3, p', a*). 

(N.6) 

This implies directly that 

stg({3, p, a*) ~ stg({3, p, 11.*). 

Equations (N. 7) and (N. 3) yield the main result, 

st g«(3, p, a*) = stg({3, p, 11.*). 

(N.7) 

(N.8) 

Since (N. 8) holds for all infinite domains satisfying 
(D) and (E), this proves the existence of the thermo
dynamic limit for general domains 11.*. This completes 
the proof of the thermodynamic limit for weakly 
tempered case. It is noteworthy that once the packing 
theorem is established, the remainder of the proof is 
identical with that in the strong tempering case. 

V. NEUTRAL COULOMB SYSTEMS 

The Coulomb interaction is not even weakly tempered, 
so a different proof of the existence of the thermo
dynamic limit is needed. If all the particles in the sys
tem have charges of the same sign, the Hamiltonian of 
the system is H-stable, but obviously there is no 
thermodynamic behavior. We, therefore, consider only 
systems which are overall neutral. For these systems 
we can anticipate thermodynamic behavior whenever the 
Hamiltonian is H-stable. If, in addition to the Coulomb 
interaction, there is a tempered interaction which in
cludes a hard core, the Hamiltonian will be H- stable, 
in both classical11 and quantum mechanics. 12 Dyson and 
Lenard13 and, more recently, Federbush14 and Lieb 
and Thirring, 15 have shown that the purely Coulomb 
Hamiltonian is H-stable in three dimensions if all the 
positively charged particles, and/or all the negatively 
charged particles, are fermions. 

We now restrict our considerations to overall neutral 
systems in three dimensions (lJ = 3) and assume that all 
the negatively charged particles are fermions (i. e., we 
deal with real matter). In addition to a Coulomb inter
action, a rotationally invariant interaction satisfying 
(A)- (C) may be present. 

The method of proof used here may be easily adapted 
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to the case of a classical system (e. g., a neutral sys
tem of charged particles with hard cores). 

A. Neutral Coulomb case and weak tempering 

It is advantageous to give separate proofs for the two 
cases where the non-Coulomb part of the potential is 
strongly and weakly tempered. In this section, we will 
discuss the second case. When describing particles (or 
mixtures of particles having different charges) and 
densities we will use, throughout, the language in
troduced by Lieb and Lebowitz2,4 of a fundamental mul
tiplet of particles, which is overall electrically neutral. 
Densities and particle numbers are understood to be 
given in terms of this multiplet as a basic unit. In 
principle, the density P should be treated as a vector if 
an arbitrary mixture of particles is considered. Since 
the main purpose of this system is to demonstrate the 
use of nonstandard analysis, P is treated as a scalar. It 
takes only minor (mainly notational) modifications to 
generalize the results to arbitrary- but overall 
neutral-mixture of charged particles. The basic out
line of the proof is again the same: Using the H-stabil
ity of the potentials and the tempering inequalities, 
bounds are established for g. Then the transfer theorem 
is applied, eventually leading to the independence of 
sf g(A *) on A *. In the present Coulomb case, a basic 
tempering inequality (analogous) to (N. 1) was estab
lished by Lieb and Lebowitz4 (Theorem 2.6). Adapt2d 
to the present case it reads: 

k V(B j ) V(A) 
g({3, p, rt)?- E V(rt) g({3, Pj, B j ) + V(rt) g({3, PA, A) 

2 V(rt) 
- {3p W B R"+' . (V. 1) 

In (V. 1), rt is the domain under consideration, A is 
a subdomain of rt, and the B j are disjoint open balls 
which are subdomains of rt/ A, i. e. , 

k 
rt:J UBi UA. 

j=l 

Further, the B j are separated from each other and 
from A by a distance larger than R. Finally, the net 
charge in each ball B j is zero, and the local densities 
Pj and PA satisfy 

k 
pV(rt) = 6 PjV(B j ) + PA V(A). 

i=1 

The conditions on the domains together with the 
properties of the Coulomb potential enable us (Lieb 

(V. 2) 

and Lebowitz!) to obtain an inequality which has the 
appearance of a tempering inequality even though the 
Coulomb potential has no tempering properties. To 
apply the inequality (V. 1), special packing procedures 
are necessary and special domains will be selected. 
This is why the packing theorems- especially Theorem 
3-are so essential. We will present the proof of the 
thermodynamic limit for arbitrary domains rt, satisfy
ing (D) and (E), assuming the result for ball domains 
(as given by Lieb and Lebowitz). The derivation of the 
result for general domains is simplified most by the 
use of nonstandard analysis. (It will, of course, be 
possible to show the thermodynamic limit for ball 
domains, using nonstandard analysis, but that would en-
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tail little more than a repetition of the Lieb and Lebo
witz argument, combined with the method of Ref. 1, 
so it can be omitted. ) 

Since g has an upper bound for all finite A (from the 
stability condition), g(A *) is finite even when V(A *) 
satisfies the requirements (D) and (E). Pack A * first 
with cubes r of infinite edge. Next, use Theorem 3 
(Sec. III) to pack the cubes r with balls of infinite 
radius. It is clear that the nonstandard version of The
orem 3 is presupposed in this discussion. We then 
apply inequality (V. 1) to obtain a lower bound on the 
free energy g({3, p, A) in terms of the free energy of an 
infinite ball. We then use the same method to obtain an 
upper bound on g({3, p, A). Together, these bounds may 
be used to establish that stg is independent of A, which 
demonstrates the uniqueness of the thermodynamic 
limit. 

Let E' be a standard real number chosen so that 
E!v(v +E) >E' > O. Also let QI be an infinitesimal real 
number, and k an infinite integer chosen such that ~ 
is infinite (p is a finite positive integer), 

~'" QI(V(A»,/v(v+')-"(l +prk. 

Define 

R", QI(1 + prka~l/"(V(A»l/V-", 

ro'" (1- QI)(1 + prka~l/v(V(A»l/v-". 

(V. 3) 

(V.4a) 

(V.4b) 

Notice that both Rand r o are infinite. (av was defined in 
Sec. III, Theorem 2. ) If P is chosen as a standard real 
number such that Pc> {5 > p, then the numbers {5, ro, R, 
and k satisfy the hypothesis of the nonstandard exten
sion of Theorem 3 (Sec. III). The cubes r of Theorem 3 
are of edge d = (V(A»l/v-,'. Since d/V(A)l/v '" 0, there is 
an integer m c:: *N+ such that m cubes r may be placed 
in A and 

m V(r)/V(A) '" 1. (V. 5) 

(See the proof of Theorem 1. ) Define Ivl and e by 

N/m=l1,l+e/m, O-'SB<m, M,ec::*N+. (V. 6) 

Here N=pV(A). Now place (AI + 1) particles in each 
of B of the cubes r, and M particles in each of the rest. 
Then the particle denSity in each of the cubes r is less 
than p (by construction) because 

M+1 V(A) 1 
V(r) -'S m V(r) P + V(r) '" p. (V. 7) 

(By assumption, p is a standard real number greater 
than P and thus greater than any real number infinite
simally close to p. ) We, therefore, may apply the in
equality (V. 1) to the packing of cubes r described in 
Theorem 3 to obtain 

m V(r) ~ nj V(Bj) 
g({3, p, A)?- V(A) T.; V(A)- g({3, Pj, B j) 

2 V(A) 
- (3p WE RV+€ , (V. 8) 

where B j denotes an open ball of radius R j • The balls 
B j (j = 1, ... ,k) are all finite so Pj '" P by Theorem 3. 
From the existence of the thermodynamic limit for ball 
domains, we conclude that 
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g(/3, Pi' B i ) = st (g(/3, p, BO)) + 1}" 

1}j '" O. 

(V.9a) 

(V.9b) 

Here Bo is anyone of the infinite balls; the free en
ergy of the different infinite balls can only be infinitesi
mally different. Use (V. 9) in (V. 8) to obtain 

( mV(r) [ '] ~ njV(Bj ) 
g/3,o,A)~ V(A) stg(/3,p,Bo)+1} ~ V(r) 

2 V(A) 
- /3p WB RV+E 

_ mV(r) [ ( '].J< 2 V(A) 
- V(A) stg/3,p,Bo)+1} (l-y)-/3p WBRv+€ 

(V. 10) 

where 1}' = Minj 1}j '" 0, and y was defined in Sec. II. Now 
V(A)/W+€ = (Aa~1/v)-(v+€) '" 0, so that using (V. 5), and 
that k is an infinite integer we have 

st g(/3, p, A) ~ stg(/3, p, Bo). (v. 11) 

Next let Q be an infinite ball enclosing the domain A, 
such that st (V(A)/V(Q) = J.l > O. The existence of such 
a ball follows from condition (D). Let W denote the set 
of points of Q A at least a distance R from the boundary 
of A. Since Q and A satisfy the requirements (D) and 
(E), so does Q'. We place the particles in Q' and A in 
such a way that the net charge in A is zero, and the 
density in A is P. The density in W is then p' 
= (V(Q) - V(A))/V(Q')p "" p. Since st (V(Q')/V(Q) = 1- J.l, 
we have d/ (V(Q,)1 Iv::: 0 so that we can pack Q' with the 
same cubes r used before. That is, there is an m' 
E:: *tr such that /Il' cubes r can be placed in Q' and 

m'v(r)/v(w)::: 1. (V. 12) 

The arguments which led to (V. 8) may be repeated to 
derive the inequality 

_ V(A) m'V(r) ~ njV(Bj) 
g(/3, p, Q) '" V(Q) g(f3, p, A) + V(W) 7:'1 T1(ff g(/3, Pi' B j ) 

2 V(Q) 
- /3p W B RVH (V. 13) 

where 

Pj:::P' forj=l, ... ,k. 

The arguments which led from (V. 8) to (V. 11) can now 
be applied to (V. 13) and yield 

sfg(/3, p, Bo) ~ stg(/3, p, A). (V. 14) 

Equations (V. 11) and (V. 14) clearly imply that 
stg(/3, p, Bo) = stg(/3, p, A) for any A satisfying the re
quirements (D) and (E). This establishes the indepen
dence of sf g on the infinite domain A, hence the unique
ness of the thermodynamic limit for the weakly tem
pered Coulomb case. 

B. Neutral Coulomb case and strong tempering 

In this section we sketch, rather briefly, the modifi
cations necessary in the proof, in the case that the 
additional potential is strongly rather than weakly tem
pered. It is, of course, true that strong tempering 
implies weak tempering, so in a sense this proof is not 
necessary. However, it is interesting to see that the 
strong tempering condition allows the demonstration of 
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the thermodynamic limit for more general domains 
[satisfying condition (E*) rather than (E)]. Thus the 
tempering conditions influence the type of domain for 
which the thermodynamic limit can be shown to eXist. 

Consider again an infinite domain A of volume V(A) 
and density P = N/V(A). The method of proof is similar 
to that employed in the neutral Coulomb and weak tem
pering case, with the main difference that we must now 
pack the infinite domain A with finite rather than in
finite cubes. Choose p, ro, and k to satisfy the condi
tions of Theorem 3 (Sec. III). Let R = (ro + Ro) 
x(l +p)ka~/v, where Ro is the "strong tempering dis
tance" defined in Sec. I. Further, whenever R appears 
in Theorem 3 it has been replaced by Ro. We can pack 
A with nz (which is infinite) finite cubes r of edge Ii so 
that 

mV(Q)/V(r):::1. (V. 15) 

Define Al and a by the relations 

N/m = nz + a/H, 0 ""a <m. (V. 16) 

Now place (leI + 1) particles in a of the cubes and "'vI 
particles in the rest. 

Let p':= (V(A)/m V(r)p::: p. Then 

""vi + 1 , 1 ,1-
V(r) ""P + V(r) ""P + V

k 
<po (Vo17) 

In (V. 17), Vk is the volume of the ball with smallest 
radius, and condition (d) of Theorem 3 (Sec. III) has 
been used. We now apply Theorem 3 to the cubes r, 
i. e., each r is packed with balls B j , satisfying (i), (ii), 
and (iii) of Theorem 3. Applying the fundamental in
equality (V. 1) to this subdivision leads to 

mV(r) -A njV(Bj ) 

g(/3, p, A) ~ V(A) ~ ---v(r) g(/3, Pj, Bj). (Vo 18) 

The Pj are selected as in Theorem 3. 

Notice, parenthetically, that a "mechanical naive 
neglect" of the last term in (V. 8) would just yield 
(V. 18). However, in (Vo 18) we know that all the B j are 
finite [something a naive use of (V. 8) could not be 
establishl, since further Pj <Pc for allj, g(/3,Pj,B j ) is 
a finite standard number for all joIn addition, g(/3, p, A) 
has a finite upper bound (from H- stability). Therefore, 
we can take the standard part of (Vo 18), giving 

~ V(Bj) 
st g(f3, p, A) ~ j;i nJ V(r) g(/3, Ph B j). (V. 19) 

Equation (V. 19) holds for any ro and k satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 3. If Yo and k satisfy these con
ditions, so do all r~ and k', satisfying Yo " Yo and Ie' :' k 0 

We can, therefore, apply the transfer theorem to 
(V. 19), which establishes the validity of (V. 19) for all 
infinite values of ro E:: *ffi and k E:: *N+. Thus Equation 
(V. 19) also applies to infinite balls B J ; then by Theorem 
3, Pj"'p. The arguments following Eqso (V. 9)-(Vo 11) 
can just be repeated to yield the result 

stg(/3, p, A) ~ sf g(/3, p, Bo)o (V. 20) 

The remainder of the proof is pretty much a repeti
tion of that given in Sec. I Part A. Let Q be a ball en
closing A, such that st(V(A)/V(Q)) = J.l > O. (J.l is a stan
dard real number.) Let Q denote the set of points of Q 
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exterior to A, which are a distance greater than Ro from 
the boundary of A. Since Q' satisfies (E*), we can pack 
it with finite cubes of side R. As before, we pack these 
cubes with balls E j • Applying the inequality (V. 1) to 
this subdivision of the ball Q, yields an inequality simi
lar to (V. 13), 

V(A) + m V(r) (V(W») 
g(f3, p, Q) ~ V(Q) g(f3, p, A) V(Q') V(Q) 

(V. 21) 

The argument proceeds now as before (Eqs. (V. 8)
(V. 11)]; to avoid repetitious detail, just the result is 
recorded, 

sf g(f3, p, Eo) ~ stg(f3, p, A). (V. 22) 

Equations (V. 20) and (V. 22) imply the existence and 
uniqueness of the thermodynamic limit for neutral 
Coulomb strongly tempered systems with the conditions 
(D) and (E*) on the domains. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The proofs presented in this paper would seem to be 
reasonably direct demonstrations of the existence and 
uniqueness of the thermodynamic limit for the weakly 
tempered and Coulomb systems. The physical input re
quired consists of inequalities satisfied by the free en
ergy as a consequence of the stability and tempering 
conditions of the interaction potentials. These results 
were taken from the basic studies of Fisher, Ruelle, 
Lieb, and Lebowitz. However, from these results, with 
the use of the packing theorems, repeated application 
of the transfer theorem of nonstandard analysis leads 
in a direct way to the existence and uniqueness of the 
thermodynamic limit. Comparison with the work of 
Fisher, Ruelle, Lieb, and Lebowitz shows that the 
nonstandard method avoids the limiting process (N- 00, 
V - 00) which is usually both difficult and delicate. It is 
pertinent to observe that this limiting process becomes 
more involved as the systems and domains considered 
become more complicated. By contrast, the nonstan
dard method of proof remains much the same for dif
ferent systems and domains. The tempering inequali
ties-which are needed in both approaches- become 
more involved, but the main complication of, say, the 
weakly tempered, compared to the strongly tempered, 
or the Coulomb proof, is the appropriate subdivision 
of the domain to which the tempering inequalities are to 
be applied. The needed packing theorems for different 
domain are the expression of this additional complica
tion, but only need to be applied once. With the results 
of this paper, we believe that we have demonstrated the 
effectiveness of nonstandard analysis for questions deal
ing with the thermodynamic limit. It should be stressed 
that so far we have reproduced known results, albeit 
with different and, we believe, more straightforward 
methods. It would seem that all the known results on the 
thermodynamic limit can be obtained in this manner. 
Much more interesting is, of course, the question of 
whether new physical results can be obtained with these 
methods. We have some partial results, pertaining to 
the thermodynamic limit of correlation functions and the 
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uniqueness of the equilibrium state (which is the state 
reached when the time t - 00). It appears that the great
er the part of the analysis. that can actually be carried 
out in *m, the more effective the use of nonstandard 
analysis becomes. It takes some time and some effort 
to become familiar with that language, but it seems 
fair to conclude that nonstandard analysis is a suffi
ciently promising method to continue its further ex
plorationo The results on the correlation functions and 
the uniqueness of the equilibrium state will be reported 
in a future publication. 

APPENDIX 

Fisher2 makes the following assumptions about the 
domains A, considered in the proof of the existence of 
the thermodynamic limit of the free energy, for sys
tems interacting via weakly tempered potentials: 

(i) A is a connected, bounded open set in *mv; 

(ii) limH Vh(A)/V(A) = 0; 

(iii) there exists a shape function 1T(0') satisfying 

(iiia) lim" -0 1T(0') = 0, 

(iiib) there is a finite constant 0", so that for 
0'<0", 

Vh(A)/V(A) '" 1T(O'), 

where h = O'V(A)l Iv. 

In this paper, conditions (ii) and (iii) were not as
sumed. Other conditions were encountered in the con
text of our proof, which at first sight appeared more 
natural, 

(ii)' if h/(V(A»)llv::::O, then Vh(A)jV(A) ::::0; 

(iii)' if d(A) is the diameter of A, 

M =st(;~~) > O. 

(ii)' and (iii)' have the advantage that no shape function 
need to be introduced. (ii)' asserts that for infinitesimal 
"skins" the volume of the skin is infinitesimal, which is 
a reasonable condition. (iii)' gives some condition on the 
shape of the volume. 

It is the purpose of this Appendix to prove that the 
conditions (ii)' and (iii)' are, in fact, equivalent to the 
conditions (ii) and (iii) of Fisher. Condition (ii)' clearly 
implies (ii). We now show that (ii)' and (iii)' imply the 
condition (iii). We have from (iii)' that 

1 ~ V(A)/(d(AW;: 11. 

If a cube of edge d(A) enclosing A is placed in the 
center of a cube of edge 2d(A), we see that 

V(A) > J!: 
1;:· 2V(d(Q)t - 2V . 

Further, for any h < td(A), 

Vh(A) '" 2V(d(AW - V(A). 

From (A2) and (A3) we obtain 

Vh(A) '" 2V(d(A)t _ 1 '" 2v _ 1 
V(A) V(A) 11' 
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Clearly 2"/ /J. - 1 is finite and positive [see (A2)]. Now 
consider the function 7T(a) defined by 

(A5) 

where 

(A5') 

It is clear that 7T(a) satisfies condition (iii) of Fisher 
for a <: c;' <:d(A)/2(V(A)1/", since the domain A was 
assumed to satisfy condition (ii)'. Thus, (ii)') and (iii)' 
imply (ii) and (iii). 

Fisher proves that (iii) implies that A can be enclosed 
in a cube r, with V(A)/V(r) '" /J. > 0, where /J. is a stan
dard real number, which is precisely condition (iii)'. 
Assumption (ii) also implies (ii)'. We have shown here 
that (ii)' and (iii)' imply (ii) and (iii) of Fisher, while 
Fisher showed that (ii) and (iii) imply (ii)' and (iii)'. 
Hence, the equivalence is established. 
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The fundamental structure of thennodynamics is purely algebraic, in the sense of atopological, and it is 
also independent of partitions, composite systems, the zeroth law, and entropy. The algebraic structure 
requires the notion of heat, but not the first law. It contains a precise definition of entropy and identifies it 
as a purely mathematical concept. It also pennits the construction of an entropy function from heat 
measurements alone when appropriate conditions are satisfied. Topology is required only for a discussion of 
the continuity of thennodynamic properties, and then the weak topology is the relevant topology. The 
integrability of the differential fonn of the first law can be examined independently of Caratheodory's 
theorem and his inaccessibility axiom. Criteria are established by which one can detennine when an 
integrating factor can be made intensive and the pseudopotential extensive and also an entropy. Finally, a 
realization of the first law is constructed which is suitable for all systems whether they are solids or fluids, 
whether they do or do not exhibit chemical reactions, and whether electromagnetic fields are or are not 
present. 

INTRODUCTION 
ThermodynamiCS, perhaps more than any other 

physical theory, can be said to pervade the fabric of 
science. Its history is measured in centuries rather 
than decades. Its range of applicability appears to be 
limitless. Its fundamental principles seem to be almost 
trivially simple. Its practitioners, both contemporary 
and historical, are legion. Yet in spite of all of these 
things, many students and practitioners of thermo
dynamics feel a vague, and sometimes not so vague, 1 

uneasiness about the subject and its fundamentals. Much 
of this malaise can be ascribed to the second law of 
thermodynamics and the concept of entropy because the 
zeroth and first laws seem to be quite readily accepted. 

Heat engines, partitions of various kinds, and com
posite systems form the substance from which thermo
dynamic theory is generally constructed. Thus, for 
example, heat engines are the devices which were used 
in the early formulations of the entropy concept, and 
their use for this purpose has perSisted to the present. 
Partitions are used to control the transfer of heat and 
various forms of work between a system and its sur
roundings or among subsystems forming a composite 
system. If thermodynamics is viewed solely as the 
study of heat, work, and their interconversion, then 
this is a perfectly acceptable procedure with a great 
deal of operational significance in connection with ex
periments. In fact, however, contemporary thermo
dynamics could more appropriately be described as a 
study of the intrinsic properties of matter. Certainly 
intrinsic properties of matter should depend neither 
upon the surrounding partitions nor upon heat engines. 
To say they are so dependent is akin to saying that the 
intrinsic properties of matter are dependent upon bound
ary conditions, and hence these properties are not real
ly very intrinsic. It fOllows that it should be possible 
to study some of these intrinsic properties without 
reference to boundary conditions. This is not to say 
that partitions cannot be used to deduce useful informa
tion about intrinsic properties, for, indeed, they have 
been used in just this way. The question is, rather, 
how much information can be deduced without their use. 
To clarify this outlook, consider an example from the 
study of the solutions of ordinary, linear, differential 
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equations. One can study the solutions of a particular 
differential equation in two ways. Either one can at
tempt to find all the independent solutions and study 
their properties, or else one can select a particular 
solution from the infinite set of all solutions by im
posing boundary conditions and then study the proper
ties of this solution. Both methods yield useful informa
tion about the properties of the solutions of the differ
ential equation. The first procedure, if it can be car
ried out, is more economical in its use of concepts for 
it has no need to introduce the idea of boundary condi
tions. But, by itself, it cannot answer the question of 
how the solution varies when boundary conditions vary. 
However, it is easy to see that the information gen
erated by the first method can be applied to a study of 
boundary value questions by subsequently adding bound
ary conditions. 

Even though the second law of thermodynamics re
ceives much of the blame for the difficulties associated 
with the understanding of thermodynamiCS, a portion 
of the onus must be placed on the first law. The reason 
is that the first law is one relation connecting three 
quantities, heat, work, and the internal energy incre
ment and can be used as the definition of only one of 
them; the remaining two must be given independent 
definitions. Thermodynamics tries to use the first law 
to define both the internal energy increment and the 
heat and attempts to give an independent definition only 
for work. But there are problems even with the inde
pendent definition of work. Clearly, there is no difficul
ty when one is dealing solely with mechanical work and, 
of course, the early experiments which served as a 
foundation for the first law did rely on mechanical work. 
Subsequently thermodynamics was applied to phenomena 
involving chemical reactions and electromagnetic fields 
and in both cases it was necessary to introduce an ap
propriate expression for work. The definition of 
"chemical work" was an ad hoc procedure which pre
supposed the existence of an entropy and which seemed 
to work quite well. The definition of "electromagnetic 
work" was, and is, complicated by the existence of 
several alternative definitions. 

Reformulations of thermodynamics have appeared 
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from time to time; however, none of them specifically 
deal with the questions I have raised. Can a formula
tion of thermodynamics be given which is totally devoid 
of partitions, composite systems, and heat engines? 
Does such a formulation clarify the concept of entropy? 
Does it expose any assumptions which are implicitly 
made but not explicitly stated in the conventional formu
lations of thermodynamics? Does it provide a sufficient
ly general expression for thermodynamic work? 

Many more objectives could be listed for a theory 
of thermodynamics in addition to those posed by the 
foregoing questions. High on the list would be an answer 
to the question of how dependent is thermodynamics 
on the form of the expression for work. Another impor
tant objective would be the recognition, from the outset, 
that thermodynamic states of matter are, after all, 
rather special states. They are special in the sense 
that they can be completely described by a small num
ber of parameters in contrast with more general states 
which require a large or perhaps even an infinite num
ber of parameters for their description. The theory 
should interrelate the two types of states. Certainly 
somewhere on the list of objectives for a thermody
namic theory would be the removal of the temperature 
variable from its pOSition of preeminence among other 
thermodynamic variables. Since this preeminence was 
achieved largely from the zeroth law, it can be rescind
ed only by an abrogation of this law. In essence, does 
a viable thermodynamics exist which includes the notion 
of temperature but excludes the zeroth law? Finally, 
a theory should both possess intuitive appeal and as
siduously avoid implicit assumptions. This combina
tion of intuitive appeal and explicit assumption enables 
one to delimit rationally the region of validity of the 
theory by experimental testing of the assumptions 
built into the theory. 

Only some of these objectives indicate a suitable 
starting point for a formal theory of thermodynamics. 
Others merely serve as guideposts in the development 
of that theory. For example, it is obvious that a theory 
without partitions and composite systems must effec
tively be a local theory of thermodynamics. Concomi
tantly, a local theory has no need for the zeroth law 
since the zeroth law deals with thermal equilibrium 
among three systems which are formed pairwise into 
composite systems. Thermodynamic states can be 
recognized as special states simply by partitioning the 
collection of all states into thermodynamic and non
thermodynamic states. By contrast, it is possible to 
establish the degree of dependence of thermodynamics 
on the form of the work expression, partitions, and 
composite systems only by avoiding any statements 
about them as long as possible. Similarly, to endow a 
theory with intuitive appeal one should work with con
cepts that are readily interpretable experimentally and 
that are likely to be familiar to many people. That is, 
there should be an almost obvious correspondence be
tween the elements of the mathematical theory and their 
physical realizations. Furthermore, the collection of 
physical states should be given a minimal mathematical 
structure and additional structure should be imposed 
only as the need arises. This implies that one should 
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try to establish as much of thermodynamics as possible 
by purely algebraic arguments since some algebraic 
structure is certainly a prerequisite for topological 
structure. It is not at all obvious that the set of thermo
dynamic states need be given any topology, and certain
ly it is less obvious just what that topology should be. 
If topological considerations become a necessity, then 
a reasonable attempt should be made to justify the 
chosen topology by making some concrete statements 
about it. This attitude would prevent the ad hoc as
sumption of, say, a metrizable topology without justi
fication. It also would prevent the use of an arbitrary 
topology for the deduction of thermodynamic conse
quences from topological axioms which might not be 
satisfied by a particular topology or, indeed, by any 
topology. 

Despite the long history of classical thermodynamics, 
only a comparatively small number of distinctly differ
ent theoretical formulations of thermodynamics exist. 
These theories will not be discussed in detail, but I 
shall be content merely to point out a few significant 
features. Undoubtedly the best known of all thermo
dynamic theories is the one associated with the names 
Clausius, KelVin, and Carnot. It is by far the most 
common and its exposition can be found in many 
thermodynamic texts. For example, it can be found 
in the books by Adkins, 2 Wilson, 3 and Zemansky. 4 This 
description of thermodynamics is replete with parti
tions, composite systems, and heat engines. A com
paratively more recent theoretical structure is based 
on the work of Caratheodory5 more than 60 years ago. 
More recent expositions have been written by 
Landsberg,6 Buchdahl,7 Bernstein,8 and Boyling. 9 In 
some respects this thermodynamics is very similar 
to the ClaUSius, Kelvin, Carnot formulation, complete 
with partitions and composite systems. It differs from 
the latter chiefly in its approach to the second law, 
which is obtained not from a heat engine but from an 
axiom that contains topological considerations. The 
axiom could aptly be called the adiabatic inaccessibility 
axiom. The chief function of the axiom is to assure the 
integrability of a pfaffian form, the first law of thermo
dynamics, and so to introduce the entropy. Landsberg 
assumes the topology to be a metric topology and appar
ently so do Buchdahl and Bernstein. Boyling (1968) as
sumes a separable topological space, while Boyling 
(1972) uses a differentiable manifold and hence a 
separable Hausdorff topology. 

Yet another theory of thermodynamics is the work of 
Tisza10 and Callen. 11 It differs significantly from other 
theories because it presupposes the existence of an 
entropy with prescribed properties and makes no at
tempt to derive either the entropy or its properties 
from more fundamental assumptions. It is an excellent 
pedagogical device, particularly in Callen's presenta
tion, since it systematizes a great deal of the thermo
dynamic formalism used in applications. This thermo
dynamics, like most others, relies heavily on parti
tions and composite systems. 

Numerous conceptual similarities exist between the 
theory of Falk and Jung12 and that of Giles, 13 although 
the concepts are implemented differently. Both theories 
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place a heavy reliance upon the composite system and 
both represent processes as ordered pairs of thermo
dynamic states. Neither introduces entropy through 
integrability of a pfaffian form. Significantly, both 
theories are considerably more algebraic in character 
than most other theories of thermodynamics, although 
they are not wholly independent of topological 
considerations. 

A degree of kinship is also exhibited among the 
thermodynamic theories of Buchdahl, 14 Buchdahl and 
Greve,15 Rastall,16 and Cooper. 17 These authors base 
their analyses on the adiabatic inaccessibility axiom 
of Caratheodory. Buchdahl and Buchdahl and Greve use 
it in connection with a separable, connected, metric 
space, Rastall employs it in an arbitrary topological 
space, and Cooper uses it in a separable topological 
space. In fact, Buchdahl (1962) assumes the usual 
topology on a Cartesian product of the reals. In each 
paper the topological structure is involved in the deduc
tion of an entropy; however, this is accomplished with
out pfaffian forms in contrast to Caratheodory-like 
theories. All four papers use adiabatic processes; ad
ditionally Rastall introduces so-called energic process
es which are generalizations of Buchdahl's14 isometric 
processes. Again all four papers utilize composite sys
tems, although Rastan points out that he makes only 
sparing use of them. Hornix18 attempts to establish a 
connection between the thermodynamics represented 
by the work of Falk and Jung, Giles, and Cooper and 
the Tisza-Callen approach to thermodynamics. Al
though Hornix does not specify his topology, his reli
ance on the work of Cooper implies the use of a separa
ble topology. 

My approach to the theory of thermodynamics, 
presented on the following pages, represents an attempt 
to deal with the previously stated objectives. It is 
broadly subdivided into four parts and each portion 
deals with a different aspect of the problem. Thus, 
successive sections deal with algebraiC, topological, 
integrability and continuum considerations. Each sec
tion is independent of all succeeding sections but draws 
freely on concepts introduced in preceding sections. In 
fact, the physical interpretation of a concept becomes 
progressively more transparent the farther one pro
ceeds with the development of the theory. The reason 
for this is that only those aspects of a concept are 
introduced in a given section which are needed in that 
section; additional facets of the same concept are de
fined in subsequent sections as they become necessary. 
The rationale for this fragmentary method of definition 
is that is permits one to draw conclusions subject to 
the least restriction and hence capable of the widest 
applicability. 

Instead of immediately proceeding to the development 
of the theory, let us briefly digress to discuss a related 
topic. We are considering the formulation of a physical 
theory and hence it would be well to reflect on the 
nature of physical theory and attempt to delineate what 
we can or cannot expect of it. Broadly speaking, a 
physical theory might be characterized as a mathema
tical structure capable of mirroring phenomena, 
thermodynamic phenomena in our case, that occur in 
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the real world. Thus, in some sense the mathematical 
structure and the real world "coincide" for a physical 
theory. But in what sense can the two be the same 
since it is obvious that mathematics can and does exist 
independently of the real world and certainly the real 
world exists without reference to any mathematical 
structure. The various "morphisms" such as homeo
morphisms and several kinds of homomorphisms and 
isomorphisms provide a precise definition of the equiv
alence of mathematical structures in mathematics. 
There is no counterpart which serves the same function 
for a mathematical notion and a physical phenomenon. 
In a sense the correspondence between the two is es
tablished directly by using names for the mathematical 
objects which are also interpretable in the real world. 
Thus, it is possible to conclude that the function of a 
physical theory is not to give a physical interpretation 
of a mathematical object but to serve as a predictive 
device for physical measurements, which are the 
source of our quantitative knowledge about the real 
world. As an example, we cannot expect the theory to 
define equilibrium states unless they are definable and 
recognizable by measurement. Nor can we expect to 
give a physical interpretation of a wholly mathematical 
concept unless that concept can be reduced to the con
cepts which are interpretable as measurements. It is 
important to remember that an acceptable physical 
theory must necessarily be based upon impeccable 
mathematics; by contrast a mathematical structure 
may represent perfectly respectable mathematics but 
not necessarily respectable physical theory. 

I. ALGEBRAIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Conditioned as we are to expect physical properties 
to be representable by continuous functions, it might 
seem strange at first to expect to construct a thermo
dynamics which is independent of the topological notions 
of continuity and nearness. Nonetheless, it is possible 
to cast a substantial portion of thermodynamics into a 
purely algebraiC mold by using only quite elementary 
algebraic ideas. Most of the prerequisite material is 
available in anyone of a number of introductory texts 
on abstract algebra; an excellent choice would be the 
book by Paley and WeichseL 19 Two options are available 
in the construction of algebraic thermodynamics. The 
first is to develop the mathematical and physical ideas 
simultaneously, while the second is to separate the 
mathematics and physics by as wide a gulf as possible. 
I choose to proceed by the second mode since it pos
sesses the advantage of cleanly separating the two kinds 
of ideas and results in a precise pinpointing of the phys
ical assumptions. Furthermore, the development of 
the physical ideas is then unencumbered by mathema
tical asides. The chief disadvantage is the difficulty in 
supplying an adequate motivation for the reader whose 
primary concern is the phYSics and not the mathema
tics. I feel that the advantages of the chosen approach 
outweigh the disadvantages, for my aim is to clarify 
the fundamentals of thermodynamics and such a purpose 
is not necessarily consonant with pedagogical aims. 
Nevertheless, some motivation is desirable and, in
deed, essential in order to indicate the purpose behind 
some of the mathematical definitions and theorems 
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which will precede the thermodynamics. The mathe
matics to be developed will involve two physically 
relevant concepts which are of fundamental importance 
for thermodynamics. One is the notion of states of a 
physical system and the other is the idea of processes 
connecting these states. The development of the mathe
matics of these two concepts will concentrate on two 
topics. The first is a complete and precise characteri
zation of reversible processes and an elucidation of 
their function with respect to the states. The second is 
a similarly careful treatment of the ordering of the 
states and a determination of the connection between 
order properties and processes. Once this has been 
achieved, the thermodynamics can be developed in a 
relatively straightforward manner. 

States and processes will be an integral part of the 
definition of the mathematical object, called a physical 
system, which will be the subject of our mathematics. 
For the present these two notions will be treated as un
defined concepts since their detailed definition will in 
no way affect the algebra. However, we shall become 
more definite about them as the analysis progresses, 
and ultimately they will assume the roles conventionally 
assigned to them. 

Axiom 1.1: A physical system is the quintet 
(X, 2:, II, F, f), where (1) X is a set called the set of 
all physical states, (2) 2: eX is a subset of X called 
the set of all thermodynamic states, (3) II is a set 
called the set of all simple processes on 2:, (4) F is 
a function F: II - 2: x 2:, and (5) f is a function 
f:II~II satisfyingfof=ln, where 1n is the identity 
map on II. If P is a simple process, that is, p E II and 
F(p) = (a, b), then a and b are said to be the initial and 
final points, respectively, of p. Further, f(P) = p* is 
called the reverse of p, and F(p) = (a, b) if and only if 
F(P*) = (b, a). 

Henceforth I shall use E for is a member of, y in 
place of for all, :i for there exists, => for implies, and 
either iff or ~ for if and only if, The negation of 
these symbols will be indicated by /, the null set will 
be represented by (/>, and the logical or will be used in 
the sense of either A or B or both. Some mental 
imagery would undoubtedly enhance the understandabil
ity of Axiom I. 1 as well as the subsequent algebraic 
manipulations. For this reason, and for no other, it is 
helpful to view states as points in some finite-dimen
sional space and simple processes as directed curves 
connecting pairs of these points, the initial and final 
points of the process. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
We are now in a position to make some observations 
about the content of Axiom 1. 1. First, it presupposes 
that a distinction already exists between physical states 
and thermodynamiC states, although it does not exclude 
the possibility that they coincide (X = 2:). Second, it 
restricts initial and final pOints of simple processes 
to the set 2: (since the range of F is 2: x 2:) rather than 
permitting them to be arbitrary physical states. How
ever, in terms of the mental image of a process, it 
does not require the directed curve to lie within 2: nor 
does it require p and p* to be superimposable as shown 
in Fig. 1. Third, it does not assume that only one sim
ple process can have a, bE 2: as initial and final points 
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in 2:, nor does it assume that each pair of points in 2: 
is connected by some simple process; equivalently F 
has not been assumed to be 1-1 and onto. Such an 
assumption would contradict experience since there are 
many routes one can take to convert a gram of ice 'to 
a gram of steam, for example. Finally, the adjective 
simple is appended to the word process merely because 
I wish to reserve the term process for a combination 
of simple processes which will be introduced shortly. 

Algebra of reversible processes 

I shall now begin to develop the mathematical ma
chinery that will be used to erect the algebraic struc
ture of thermodynamics upon the foundation established 
by Axiom I. 1. This subsection and the following one 
will examine to what extent it is possible to use pro
cesses to induce algebraic structure on 2:. Here we 
will use reversible processes to induce equivalence 
relations on 2:. In the following subsection processes 
will be used to induce order properties on 2:. The ma
terial in these two subsections will be of a purely math
ematical nature and will not utilize any thermodynamic 
concepts or, indeed, any physical concepts whatsoever 
apart from those introduced by Axiom I. 1. For ex
ample, the first two theorems are immediate conse
quences of Axiom I. l. 

* Theorem 1.2: (p*) = p Y P E II. Also P1 = P2 iff 
pt=pi Y P1,P2E II. 

PrOOf: (p*)* '=f(P*) '=f{f(P) =f of(P) = 1n (p) =p. The 
remainder of the theorem follows from the fact thatf is 
a 1-1 function. Thus, Pt =P2 => f(Pt) =f(P2) since f is a 
function, andf(pt)=f(P2)=>Pl=P2 sincefis 1-1. 

Theorem 1.3: The map F induces an equivalence rela
tion "" on II. That is, V Pt, P2 E II, the relation"" defined 
by Pt "" P2 iff F(Pt) = F(P2) is an equivalence relation 
on II. 

Proof: An equivalence relation is refleXive, sym
metric, and transitive. The relation"" is (1) reflexive 
since F(p) =F(p) Y PE II because F is a function and 
therefore P '" p. (2) symmetric since Pt "" h => F(Pt) 

FIG. 1. An example of a simple process p, with initial point a 
and final point b, and its reverse process p* • 
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= F(P2) :=;> F(P2) = F(Pt):=;> P2 '" Pt, (3) transitive since 
Pt ::::: P2 and P2::::: P3 => F(Pt) = F(P2) and F(P2) = F(P3) 
==> F(Pt) = F(P3):=;> Pt ::::: P3' 

As a result of Theorem I. 3 it is apparent that the 
equivalence classes of the relation::::: can be put into a 
1-1 correspondence with ImF, the range of F, even 
though it may not be possible to do this with II itself. 

Definition I. 4: A simple process p E II is said to be 
null, or a simple null process, iff p* = p. 

Theorem 1.5: Let PE II. If P is null, then F(p) = (a, a) 
for some aE~. If F(p) = (a, a) for some aE~, then 
p*:::::p. 

Proof: Suppose p* == p. Then (a, b) =F(p) =F(p*) 
= (b, a) and therefore a=b. From Axiom 1.1, F(p) 
=(a,b) iff F(p*)=(b,a) and therefore b=a:=;>F(p) 
=F(p*).and hence p:::::p*. 

Thus, ~hile the initial and final points coincide for 
all simple null processes, if the initial and final points 
coincide, then we may only conclude that the simple 
process and its reverse are equivalent but not neces
sarily equal. 

Subsets of II play an extremely important role in the 
algebraic theory being developed. Indeed, it would be 
difficult to overemphasize their importance. Substan
tially all of the following definitions and theorems will 
be statements relative to some subset of II. The first 
of these is 

Definition 1.6: Let B c II be a collection of simple 
processes. A simple process P E II is said to be reversi
ble in B if P E Band p* E B. If P is not reversible in B, 
then it is said to be irreversible in B. 

It is a trivial consequence of the definition of p* that 
'fI p E II, P is reversible in II. This is not, however, 
true for other collections of simple processes as is 
shown in the next theorem. 

Definition 10 7: If B c II, then B* c II is defined by 
B*={plpEII, p*cB}. 

Theorem 1.8: If B c II, then, for any simple pro
cessesp, (l)p*EB* iffPEB, (2)P*EB iffPEB*, 
(3) (B*)* =B, and (4) P is reversible in B iff 
pEBnB*. 

Proof: By Definition 1. 7 we have p* E B* iff p* E II 
and (p*)* = p E B where Theorem 1. 2 was used. To es
tablish (3) consider that (B*)*={plpEII, p*EB*} 
={plpE II, pEB}==B, where part (1) was used together 
with Definition 1. 7. To establish (2) we can use (3) and 
(1) since p* E B iff p* E (B*)* iff P E B*. The last part 
of the theorem follows by using part (2) and Definition 
1. 6 since p E B n B* iff P E B and p E B* iff P E Band 
p* E B, and henc e p is rever sible in B. 

We observe two things. First, it should be obvious 
from Theorem I. 8(4) that p is irreversible in B iff 
P E B - B n B*, the relative complement of B n B* in B. 
Second, the symbol * applied to a subset of II can be 
viewed as a map induced by f on the power set of II, 
that is, the collection of all subsets of II. A trivial 
consequence of Definition I. 7 is 
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Theorem I. 9: Let 0 E II be the set of all simple null 
processes. Then 0*=0. 

Proof; By Definition 1. 4, P EO iff P = p* and there
foreO*={plpEII, P*=PEO}=O. 

Further development of the reversible-irreversible 
concept is possible and, indeed, essential if it is to be 
utilized in a thermodynamic theory. Perhaps the most 
obvious extension would be to consider the reversibility 
of arbitrary subsets of II rather than the one element 
subset {p}. Thus, we make 

Definition I. 10: Let B c II, let.c.. be an index set, let 
{C", Ie" c II, 0' E .c..} be the collection of all subsets of II 
such that p is reversible in C", 'fI P E B, and let 
{O'" \f)", cB, 0' E.c..} be the collection of all subsets of 
B such that P is reversible in B 'fI P E f) ",' The reversi
ble superset of B is the set (B)T=n"'E~C"" and the re
versible subset of B is the set (B)T = U"'E~f)",. 

Theorem 1.11: Let B c II. Then (1) (BY and (B)T are 
unique, (2) if C c II such that P is reversible in 
C'fI pEB, then (B)'cC, (3) iff)cBcII such thatp 
is reversible in B 'fI P E f), then f) c (B)T' and (4) 
(BY=BUB* and (B)T=BnB*. Also (BY=(B)T iff 
B=B*. 

Proof: To establish (2), observe that if C is a subset 
of II such that all elements of B are reversible in C, 
then C E {C", 10' E .c..} and by the property of intersections 
(B)' = n ",EO ~ C", c C. Part (3) can be establish by sup
posing that each element of f) c B is reversible in B. 
Then f) E {O'" 10' E .c..} and by the property of unions 
f) c U ",E ~f) '" = (B)y. To prove the uniqueness of (B)Y, 
notice that 'fI p E B, P is reversible in C", 'fI 0' E.c.., and 
hence p is reversible in n"'E ~C '" = (B)T. If B i~ another 
reversible superset of B, then by (2) we have B c (B)T 
and (B)' cB, and thus 13 = (B),. The uniqueness of (B)T 
is derived analogously since 'fI p E (B)T' P E f) '" for some 
0' E .c.. and hence P is reversible in B. If B is another 
reversible subset of B, then from (3) we have iJ c (B)T 
and (B)T cB, and therefore B = (B)T' Only (4) remains 
undone. From the definition of B* it follows that 
B U B* E {CI 0' E.c..} and by (2) (B)TCB U B*. Now 
P E B is reversible in C", iff p, p* E C", by Definition 1. 6. 
Since this must be true 'fI P E B, it follows that 
B cC"" B* cC", 'fI 0' E.c.., and therefore B U B* cC", 
'fIO'E.c.. andBUB*cn"'E~C",=(B)T. Thus (B)T 
=B U B*. From Theorem I. 8(4) it follows that 
B nB* E {O'" I Cl' E.c..} and by (3) B nB* c (B)T' Sup
pose p E (B)T; then by definition of (B)T it follows that 
P is reversible in B and by Theorem I. 8 (4) P E B rl B* , 
and therefore (B)T cB n B*, and then (B)T = B n B*. 
Finally, suppose B =B*; then B U B* =B nB*. Con
versely suppose B U B* = B n B* and B *" B* 0 Then 
B U B* - B nB* = III and ::1 PE B and pi B* and there
fore pEB U B* and pi B n B*, and hence PE B UB* 
- B n B*, which contradicts B U B* - B n B* = (i). 

This theorem has now established that for any subset 
B c II, there exists a largest subset (B)T such that all 
elements of (B)T are reversible in B and, further, there 
exists a smallest superset (BY with the property that 
all members of B are reversible in (BY. What about 
the reversible subsets and supersets of (B), and (B)T? 
This is answered by the following corollary. 
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FIG. 2. A process on :E of length five with initial point a1 and 
final point b5• For clarity the simple null processes after P5 
are not shown. 

Corollary I. 12: Let Be II. Then [(B)r]r = (B)r = [(B)ry 
and [(B)r]T= (B)r= «B)r1r. 

Proof: If B = B*, then B U B* = B and B n B* = B . 
Hence, if it can be shown that [(B)r]* = (BV and [(B)r]* 
= (B)r, then this corollary is a direct consequence of 
Theorem I. 11(4). The definition of the * operation ap
plied to sets is given in Definition 1. 7 and, applying it 
to (BY, we find [(B)r]* ={p [PE: II, p* E: (BY=B UB*}. 
But using Theorem 1.8(1,2), we obtain p* E: B U B* iff 
p* E: B* or p* E: B iff P E: B or P E: B* iff P E: B U B*. Hence, 
[(B)r]* = {p [PE: II, pE: B U B* = (B)T}= (B)r. In a like 
manner [(B)r]* ={p [PE: II, p* = (B)r=B nB*}. But 
p* E: B nB* iff p* E: Band p* E: B* iff P E: B* and P E: B iff 
P E: B n B* = (B)r, and thus [(B)r]* = (B)r' 

Ultimately it will become necessary for us to have 
available a generalization of the notion of a simple pro
cess. This generalization is supplied by the next 
definition. 

Definition I. 13: Let N be the set of positive integers. 
A sequence of simple processes is a map P : N - II, 
where P(n) = Pn E: II. A sequence of simple processes is 
said to be finite of length no E: N iff Pno is not null and 
Pn is null 't/ n> no' It is said to be finite of length zero 
iff Pn is null 't/ n E: N. A process P on ~ is a finite 
sequence of simple processes such that bn = an+1 't/ n E: N, 
where F(Pn) = (an, bn). More particularly, a process 
P such that ImP eB e II is called a B-process on ~. If 
P is a B -process on ~ of length no E: N, then P is said 
to B -link x, x' E: ~ iff x = at and x' = bnQ • This is repre
sented by x !:..x', and x,x' are the initial and final points 
of process P. 

An example of a process of length five is schemati
cally shown in Fig. 2, where, for clarity, all simple 
null processes after Po have been excluded from the 
sketch. However, note that from Theorem 1. 5 P4 
might be a simple null process. It is apparent that each 
process P induces a sequence in~, namely, g:N-~, 
where g(n) = an, but this then raises the possibility of 
considering a process to be an infinite sequence of 
simple processes with convergence of this sequence 
determined by convergence of the induced sequence in 
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~. While this is certainly possible, such a procedure 
would violate my avowed intention to eschew topology 
in ~; convergence of an infinite sequence in ~ can only 
be defined in terms of topological ideas in L. Finally, 
the fact that each process P has an initial and final 
point can be regarded as an extension of the map F to 
the set of all processes from the set of all processes 
of length one since a process of length one is effective
ly a simple process. Equivalently, F induces a map 
from the set of all processes to ~ XL. 

Naturally the observation that F can be extended from 
simple processes motivates us to look for other exten
sions. The extension of the concepts of null processes 
and reversible processes is accomplished in 

Definition 1.14: Let P be a process of length no on ~. 
The process P is said to be (1) null iff no = 0 and (2) 
reversible in B e II iff Pen), p* (n) E: B 't/ nE: N. The 
process P is irreversible in B iff it is not reversible 
in B. The reverse of P is a process P* : N - II, where 
p* (n) = P~o+l-n for n ~ no and p* (n) is null for n> no. 

Note that for any process P there might correspond 
many reverse processes since no restriction was placed 
on the choice of null processes P* (n) for n> no' With 
this in mind it is possible to derive a theorem analogous 
to Theorem 1. 8. 

Theorem 1.15: If 0 e II is the set of all simple null 
processes and OeB e II, then for any process P (1) 
ImP*eB* iff ImPeB, (2) ImP*eB iff ImPe8*, and 
(3) P is reversible in B iff ImP eB n B* = (3)r' 

Proof: As was pointed out above, P (n> no) E: 0 nB 
does not imply p* (n> no) E: 0 n 8*. However, if 0 e B, 
then 0 =0* e8* and, conversely, if 0 eB*, then 
0=0* e8* and then 0 e8. Thus we have 0 e8 iff 0 e8*. 
However, under these circumstances 8 nO =0 =8* 1,0 
and hence P (n> no) E: 0 n 8 iff P* (n > no) E: 0 n 8 *. The 
first two parts of this theorem now follow from Theo
rem 1. 8(1, 2). Now if we use part two of this theorem, 
we have P is reversible inB iff Pen), P*(n}E:B 't/ nE: N 
iff ImPe8 and ImP*e8 iff ImPe8 and ImPe8* iff 
ImPeB nB* = (13)r' 

The following corollary to Theorem 1. 15 is of con
siderable importance for thermodynamics. 

Corollary 1.16: If 0 e IT is the set of all simple null 
processes and 0 c B C IT, then all (B n 8*)-processes 
[(B U 8*) - processes] are reversible in 8 n 8* 
[B U B*]. 

Proof: P is a (8 n 8*)-process iff ImP c8 (': 8* = (13)r' 
But from Theorem 1. 15(3) we have that P is reversible 
in (B)r iff ImP e [(B)r]r = (B)T' where Corollary I. 12 
was used in the last step. Hence, all (B n B*)-process
es are reversible in 8 n B*. A similar proof holds for 
(B U 8*)-processes. 

The significance of this result lies in the fact that if 
P is a (B nB*)-process [(B UB*)-process] and x !:..x', 
then p* is also a (B n B*)-process [(8 U 8*)-process] 
and x' E!!.. x. 

Once we have available Corollary I. 16 it becomes 
a relatively simple matter to make a connection be
tween processes on ~ and equivalence relations on L. 
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This is demonstrated in the next definition and theorem. 

Definition I. 17: Let B c IT be a collection of simple 
processes containing the set 0 of all simple null pro
cesses. A point XE ~ is said to be B-equivalent to 
x' E~, x!!. x', iff :3 a (B U B*)-process P such that 
x 1:.. x'. It is said to be B-equal to x', x= BX', iff:3 a 
(B n B*)-process P such that x 1:.. x'. 

Theorem I. 18: Let 0 c IT be the collection of all 
simple null processes and suppose that, for each 
xE~,:3 somepEO such thatF(p)=(x,x) andOcBcIT. 
Then (1) the relations!!. and = B are equivalence rela
tions on~, (2) x= BX'=>X!!.X', that is, each equiva
lence class of = B is a subset of some equivalence class 
of Ii, and( 3) if B =B*, then x= B x' iff xlix', that is, 
if B = B*, then the equivalence classes of = a coincide 
with those of !!.. 

Proof: We first observe that 0 cB nB* cB U B*. The 
relation = B is (1) reflexive since for each xE ~ :3 some 
p EO such that F(p) = (x, x) and hence let P be the 
constant function P : N - IT defined by pen) = p 1I n EN. 
Then x ~ x and x = B x. The relation is (2) symmetric 
since x= BX' iff :3 a (B nB*)-process P such that 
x ~ x', and then, by Csrollary 1.16, p* is a (B nB*)
process such that x' .E..- x iff x' = BX' The relation is 
(3) transitive since x = ax' and x' = 8X" iff :3 (B n B*)
processes P and P' such that x!!.. x' and x' Lx". If P 
is a process of length no, then the process P" : N-IT 
defined by P"(n) =P(n) for n "-' no and P"(n) =P'(n - no) 
for n>no is a (BnB*)-process andxLx" iff X= BX". 
The proof that Ii is an equivalence relation follows in an 
identical manner, To establish (2), we notice that 
BnB*cBuB* implies that each (BnB*)-process is 
also a (B U B*)-process. Part (3) is true since 
B =B* => B nB* =B UB* and hence X= 8X' iff xi2. x '. 

Theorem I. 18 is the culmination of the efforts ex
pended to produce a complete analysis of the notion of 
a reversible process. It will playa significant role in 
the development of the algebraic theory of thermody
namics. In connection with this theorem it should be 
noted that B = B* was sufficient to demonstrate x = BX' 
iff x fl x'. However, asserting B *- B* does not assure us 
that the equivalence classes of = a and Ii do not COincide, 
because it certainly is possible that for each (B U B*)
process there exists some (B n B*)-process linking the 
same points while still maintaining B *-B*. 

The algebra of partial order relations 

Recall that in addition to the algebra of reversible 
processes we must still make a careful analysis of 
order properties before we can attempt to get into the 
details of thermodynamics, The treatment of order 
properties to be given here represents only a modest 
generalization of the discussion found in textbooks. 
This generalization, however, is essential for the ap
plication to thermodynamics and, indeed, for the 
concept of entropy used in this paper. Order proper
ties can be phrased in terms of partial orders and 
strict orders. The former is defined by 

Definition I. 19: A partially ordered set is a triplet 
(M, "-' M' =u), where M is a set, = M is an equivalence 
relation on M, and "-' M is a relation on M which satis-
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nes (1) m "-'M m 1I mE M (reflexive), (2) m "-'M m' and 
m' "-'M m" => m "-' M m" (transitive), and (3) m "-' M m' and 
m' "-'M m => m =M m' (antisymmetric). The relation "-'M 
is called a partial order on M. Elements m, m' EM 
are said to be comparable iff m "-' M m' or m' "-' JJ m. Mis 
said to be a chain, or M is said to be linearly ordered 
by "-'M iff lim, m'E M, m "-'M m' or m' "-'M m. If M is 
linearly ordered by "-' M, then "-' M is called a linear (or 
total) order relation on M. 

In the conventional definition of partial order the 
equivalence relation of ordinary equality is used in 
place of the arbitrary equivalence relation =M that was 
used in Definition I. 19. This is the only difference 
between Definition I. 19 and the usual one and is the 
generalization referred to previously. Now any subset 
of a partially ordered set M can itself be regarded as 
a partially ordered set, ordered by the restriction of 
"-' M and =M to the subset, Thus, a subset inherits a 
partial order, With this convention a subset of a 
partially ordered set M might be a chain even though 
M itself is not. Of course, every subset of a chain is 
obviously a chain. To complement the definition of 
partial order we have the conventional definition of 
strict order. 

Definition 1.20: A strictly ordered set is a pair 
(M, < M), where M is a set and < M is a relation on M 
which satisfies (1) m<M m' and m'<M m"=> m<M m" 
(transitive) and (2) m<M m'=> m'!:M m. The relation 
< M is called a strict order on M and M is said to be 
strictly ordered. 

Manifest differences exist between the definition of 
partial order and that of strict order, These differ
ences, however, are more apparent than real, for 
partial order can be used to induce strict order and 
conversely. This duality is established by the follow
ing two theorems, 

Theorem I. 21: Let (M, "-' M' = M) be a partially ordered 
set and define a relation <M by m <M m' iff m "-'M m' 
and m *-M m'. The relation <M is the strict order in
duced by "-'M and =M if (1) m =M m'=> m "-'M m' and 
m' "-'M m or (2) (m "-'M m' and m' =M mIt) or (m =M m' 
and m' "-'M m") => m "-'u mIt. 

Proof: Let m < u m' and, by the definition of < u, this 
=> m "-'M m' and m*-M m'. Suppose m' <M m. Hence 
m' "-'M m and m'*-M m, But m "-'M m' and m' "-'M m::;> m 
=u m', a contradiction. Thus, 111 < u m' => m' i Mm. 
To establish the transitivity of < u, suppose (m < M m' 
and m' <u mIt) => (m "-'u m', m*-u m' and m' "-'M mIt, 
m' *-u mit) => m "-' u mil by transitivity of "-' u. Suppose 
m=u m". By condition (1), mil "-'u 111 and, since 
m'''-'Mm'', =>m'''-'umand, sincem"-'um', ::;>m=Mm', 
which contradicts m < M m'. Hence, m "-'u mil and 
m*-M m"::;> m <M mIt, so that <u is transitive. If condi
tion (2) holds, then m =M m" and m "-' M m' => mil "-' M m' 
and, since m' "-'M mIt, => m, =u mit which contradicts 
.m'<um". Similarly, m=um"andm'''-'Mm''~m 
=M m', which contradicts m <u m'. Again <u is 
transitive. 

Theorem 1.22: Let (M, <M) be a strictly ordered set 
and =u an equivalence relation on M with the proper
ties (1) m<um' and m'=umlt=>m<um", (2) m=u m ' 
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and m' <M m" ~ m <M m" and define a relation ""M by 
m ""M m' iff m < M m' or m ==M m'. The relation"" Mis 
the partial order induced by <M and =::M' 

Proof: The relation"" M is (1) reflexive for m "" M m 
because m =::M m, (2) antisymmetric for, if m "" M m' 
==o>m<Mm' or m=Mm' andm'''''Mm~m'<Mm or 
m=M m', then either m<M m l or ml<M m but not both 
because < M is a strict order. In either event m = M m' . 
It is (3) transitive for if m ""M m l and m' ""M mIt, then 
(m<j( m l or m =y m/) and (m l <M m" or ml=M m"). 
The four possibilities lead to m <M mIt or m =M m" 

=>m""Mm". 
Examples of the duality between partial order and 

strict order are easily found, especially when condition 
(1) of Theorem I. 21 is satisif~d. In this case it follows 
that m "" M m' and m l "" M m iff m ==M mI. One such exam
ple is supplied by the reals R with the usual order. 
Here the equivalence relation is the ordinary equality 
==, rt "" r2 iff r2 - rt is nonnegative, r t < r2 iff r2 - rt is 
positive, and the partially ordered set (R, "", =) is a 
chain. A second example is the power set of any set. 
The power set is ordered by set inclusion, where 
AcB and BcA is used to defineA==B. Here the 
partially ordered set is not a chain. Because of the 
many possibilities for partially ordered sets it becomes 
important to have some criterion for judging when two 
partially ordered sets can be regarded as having the 
same order structure. This is supplied by 

Definition I. 23: Let g be a function from the partially 
ordered set (A, ""A' =A) to the partially ordered set 
(B, ""B, =B) such that (1) g(at) ""B g(~) iff at ""A a2 and (2) 
g(at) =::B g(a2) iff ~ = A ~ 'fI at, ~ E: A. Then g is called 
an order homomorphism from A to B, and Img is called 
the order homomorphic image of A under g. If g is 1-1, 
then g is said to be an order isomorphism or a similar
ity. If Img* B, then A is said to be order homomor
phically (order isomorphically) embedded in B if g is 
not (is) 1-1. 

Note that if partially ordered sets A and B satisfy 
Theorem I. 21 (1), then at =:: A a2 iff at"" A a2 and a2 ""A at 
iff g(at) "" B g(a2) and g(a2) "" B g(at) iff g(at) =::B g(a2) and 
the second condition of Definition I. 23 is redundant. 

A prime concern in the application of order proper
ties to thermodynamics is the concept of a chain in a 
partially ordered seL Some standard terminology is 
needed to facilitate a discussion of some important 
properties of chains. 

Definition I. 24: Let (M, "" M, = M) be a partially ordered 
set. An element mO E: M is said to be the largest ele
ment of m iff m ""M mO 'fI mE: M. It is said to be maxi
mal iff mO "" .II m => m =.11 mO. An element moE: M is said 
to be the smallest element of Miff 1110 ~ M 111 'fI 111 E: M. 
It is said to be minimal iff 111 ~ .II mo => m == .II mo. Let A 
be a subset of M. An element aO E: M is an upper bound 
of A iff a ~M aO 'fI aE: A. An element aoE: M is a lower 
bound of A iff ao "" M a 'fI a E: A. When they exist, the 
smallest element of the set of upper bounds of A is 
denoted by sup(A) while the largest element of the set 
of lower bounds is denoted by inf(A). 

In addition to Definition I. 24 we shall also need a 
well-known tool of mathematics known as Zorn's 
lemma. 
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Lemma 1.25 (Zorn): Let (M, ""M' ==M) be a non empty 
partially ordered set in which every chain has an upper 
bound. Then M contains a maximal element. 

Both Definition I. 24 and Zorn's lemma are used in the 
proof of 

Theorem I. 26: Let (M, ~ M' = M) be a partially ordered 
set. Then (1) (/) is the unique minimal chain in M, (2) 
maximal chains exist in M, and (3) (/) is not a maximal 
chain. 

Proof: Let C be the collection of aU chains in M 
that is, C = {C ICc M, C a chain} and order C by s~t 
inclusion. Then (C, c, =) is a partially ordered seL 
Now (/) E: C since (/) is the null subset of M and has no 
elements and thus all of its elements are comparable. 
Further, ¢ is minimal in C since if C E: C and C c (/) 
then, because (/) c C, it follows that C = ¢. Suppose 
C E: C and C is minimal. Then for any chain C such that 
C c C we have C = C. Set C = (/) to find C = ¢. To es
tablish the existence of maximal chains in M, let J be 
a chain inC and letD=::UcE:]C, Suppose a, bE:D. Then 
aE: Ct and bE C2 for some Ct , C2 E: J and, since J is a 
chain, Ct c C2 or C z c Ct and thus a, bE: C2 or a, bE: Ct. 
But Ct and C2 are chains and in either case a and b 
are comparable. Thus D is a chain in M. Clearly 
C cD 'fI C E: J and D is an upper bound for J. But then 
every chain in C has an upper bound and, by Zorn's 
lemma, C possesses a maximal element and thus M 
has at least one maximal chain. It is obVious that (/) is 
not a maximal chain since for every chain C it is true 
that (/)c C and hence this cannot imply C = (/) unless 
all chains in M are null, that is, M=(/). 

Key results, for thermodynamic purposes, about the 
properties of partially ordered sets are now almost 
within reach. In fact, only one more definition must be 
supplied. 

Definition 1.27: Let (M, "" M' =M) be a partially ordered 
set. The relation"" M is said to be a nonbranching partial 
order and the triplet (M, ""M, =M) is said to be a non
branching partially ordered set iff (1) 111t ~ M in2 and 
mt ~M 1113=> m2 ~M m3 or m3 ""M m2 and (2) m2~.11 tnt and 
1113 ~M 111t => m2~.11 m3 or m3~.11 tnz tnt> m2' tn3E: IV1. 

A condition similar to Definition I. 27 was first used 
by Falk and Jung12 (see p. 124 of their paper) and the 
term nonbranching was used in their paper. Gilest3 

(p. 27, Axiom iv) uses the equivalent of part (1) but not 
part (2). In a sense, Boyling9 (1968, condition A), 
(1972, postulate IIa), Buchdahl14 (1958, Eq. 4.1), 
(1962, Eq. 4), Buchdahl and Greve15 (Eq. 3.2), and 
Rastall16 (Axiom III) used an assumption that corre
sponds to a special case of Definition I. 27. This will 
be obvious following Theorem I. 30 as will the fact that 
the term nonbranching is really quite descriptive for 
a partial order which satisfies Definition I. 27. As we 
pursue the consequences of Definition I. 27, it should 
be kept in mind that ~ M need not be a total order and 
hence some points of M may not be comparable. 

Theorem 1.28: Let (M, ~.II, =M) be a nonbranching, 
partially ordered set. Then (1) if Ct , C2 are chains in 
M such that Ct n C2 *(/), then Ct U Cz is a chain in M 
and (2) if Ct , Cz are maximal chains in M, then C1 II C2 

=Q)orC1 =CZ' 
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Proof: If aE C1 n C2, then aE Cl and aE C2• But 
aE Cl =;> a ~M cl or cl ~M a V clE Cl , and aE C2 =;>a ~M C2 

or C2 ~ M a V C2 E C2• Since ~ M is nonbranching, the four 
possibilities imply that cl ~ M c2 or C2 ~ M cl W c l E Cl , 

C2E C2 and hence Cl U C2 is a chain. To prove (2) let 
Cl and C2 be maximal chains and suppose c l n C 2 *(/). 
Then by (1) Cl U C2 is a chain and clearly C1 e C1 U C2 
and C2 e Cl U C 2• But since Cl and C2 are maximal 
chains, we have C1 U C2 = C1 and Cl U C2 = C2, and 
therefore Cl = C 2 • 

Theorem I. 29: If (M, ~ M, "" M) is a nonbranching 
partially ordered set and C *¢ a chain in M, then:3 a 
maximal chain in M containing C. 

Proof: Let ](C) be the collection of all chains in M 
that contain C, that is, ](C) ={C", eMIC", a chain, 
C ec", V a E ~}. Obviously C E ](C). Let D = U"EA C'" 
and suppose a, bED. Then for some a, {3 E ~ we have 
aEC"" bECs. SinceceC" andceCs, thenC",nCs *(2} 
and, by Theorem 1.28, C",UCsisachain, a, bEC",UCs, 
and therefore a ~M b or b ~M a. Thus, we see that Dis 
a chain. To show D is maximal suppose C is a chain and 
suppose-.?eC. Then cnD*¢ and CnD=~n (U",EAC",) 
= U"'EA(C n C"')' Hence, for some a E~, C n C" * ¢ and, 
by Theorem I. 27, C U C'" is a chain containing C since 
CeC",. This implies that CUC",E](C) and then 
CeCUC",eD. But then CeD and Dec and, of course, 
C =D. Thus, D is a maximal chain containing C 

Theorem I. 30: Let (M, ~M' =M) be a partially ordered 
set. Then the collection of maximal chains of M is a 
partition of M iff ~ M is nonbranching. 

Proof: Let C = {C" I a E ~} be the collection of maximal 
chains in M. By Theorem I. 26(3), c'" * ¢ Va E~. Since 
each mE ;11[ is a member of the one element chain {m}, 
it follows from Theorem I. 29 that mE C'" for some 
a E ~ and therefore U"'E A C" = M. Finally, by Theorem 
I. 28, if C'" '* Cil then C'" n C/3 = ¢. But these three condi
tions are precisely the requirements that make C a 
partition of lvI. Conversely, suppose C is a partition 
and ml, 1/12, lIIaE lVI. If inl ~'\f m2 and ml ~M ma, then 
ml' in2' 1113 E C'" for some a E ~ since elements in dif
ferent chains are not comparable. Similarly, m2 ~M ml 
andm3~Mml=;>ml' nl2' maEC",forsomeaE~. Hence 
m2 ~ M ma or rna ~ M m 2 and thus ~ M is nonbranching. 

The use of the terminology "nonbranching" to describe 
the partial order of Definition 1. 27 can now be easily 
understood. It merely means that comparable elements 
can never belong to more than one maximal chain or, 
equivalently, that distinct maximal chains never inter
sect. The assumptions of Boyling,9 Buchdahl14 (1958, 
1962), Buchdahl and Greve, 15 and Rastall16 correspond 
to the simplest possible case of a nonbranching partial 
order, that is, the case where M is the only maximal 
chain. 

Essentially all mathematical prerequisites for 
thermodynamics have now been established. To close 
the purely mathematical portion of the paper, I shall 
show how processes can be used to induce partial order 
relations. This will complement the earlier develop
ments which related processes to the equivalence 
relations!? and =8' 
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Definition I. 31: Let 8 e II be a collection of Simple 
processes containing the set 0 of all Simple null pro
cesses. A point XE ~ is said to be 8-comparable to 
x' E b, x ~ ax', iff :3 a 13-process P such that x .Lx'. 

Theorem 1.32: Let 0 e13 e II and suppose (1) for each 
x E ~ :3 some P EO such that F(p) = (x, x) and (2) if P is 
a 13 - prq.cess such that x .L x' and P is a B -process such 
that x' E. x, then:3 a (/3 n B*)-process P such that 
x l.. x'. Then (~, ~ a, = s) is a partially ordered set, and 
x= 8X' iffx~sx' andx'~8x Vx, X'E~. If 13 =13*, 
then x~ 8X' iff x= 8X'. 

Proof: By Theorem I. 18(1) we know that = 8 is an 
equivalence relation and we need only consider the 
relation"" a and show that it satisfies Definition I. 19. 
Since 0 e13, the reflexivity of "" a follows exactly as 
the reflexivity of = a in the proof of Theorem I. 18. 
Further, the transitivity of ~ ais proven in the same 
manner as the transitivity of = a. Thus, there only 
remains the anti symmetry property. Suppose x ~ ax' 
<==>x.P.. x ', P a13-process, andx'~ax<==;;>x'!.x, 
P aB-process. But then:3 a (Bn13*)-process linking 
x and x', and hence x=a x'. Now if x=a x', then 
::I a (/3 n13*)-process P such that x E. x ' and, since 
13 nB* e13, x ~ aX'. But, by Corollary 1.16, P* is a 

* (B n13*)-process and x'L.. x , and hence x' ~ aX. Sup-
pose13=13*; thenBn13*=B. Thus, Pis a 13-process 
iff it is a (13 n13*)-process and hence x ~ ax' iff x = aX'. 

The situation that exists in the last part of this theo
rem is analogous to that in Theorem 1.18(3). That is, 
13 =8* is sufficient to demonstrate that there do not 
exist elements x, x' E b such that x < ax'. However, 
asserting 8 *- 8* does not assure us that such elements 
exist because it is certainly possible that for each 
13-process there exists some (B n13*)-process linking 
the same points and still maintaining8*B*. Thus, 
13 *8* is necessary but not sufficient for the existence 
of strictly ordered points. 

Algebraic thermodynamics 

Let us now proceed to the actual construction of 
thermodynamics by implementing the information 
reposited in the preceding definitions and theorems. 
This can be accomplished by augmenting the assump
tions represented by Axiom 1. 1 with additional assump
tions of a phyiscal nature. Before setting down the 
next axiom, let me point out that processes in thermo
dynamics serve a dual role. The first is, obviously, 
the alteration of the state of a physical system. The 
second, and more important role, is their use to estab
lish relationships between and among states, and it is 
precisely this function that we have been intensively 
investigating in our discussion of the relations 
!2., =B, ~ B, and < 8. The capability of interrelating 
pOints by processes is what makes processes so impor
tant in thermodynamics. The importance of processes 
is reflected in the next axiom, which deals exclusively 
with processes and their properties. This axiom will 
make assumptions about subsets of simple processes 
which will just be adequate for the generation of alge
braic structure on the set of thermodynamic state ~. 
In particular, the axiom will introduce adiabatic pro
cesses which will ultimately become the adiabatic pro-
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cesses of thermodynamics. However, initially, these 
processes will not be connected with heat and will be 
regarded merely as a distinguished subset with some 
assumed properties. 

Axiom 1.33: The set of all simple processes II con
tains the subsets 0 cA c pc II, where P is the collec
tion of all simple physical processes, A is the collec
tion of all simple, physical, adiabatic processes and 
o is the collection of all simple, physical null process
es. The subsets satisfy the following conditions: (1) 
PE P or P*E P V PE II, (2) (P-A) nA* ==(/) andAo#A*, 
(3) for each XE ~ 3 some PE 0 such that F(p) = (x,x), 
(4) for each x, x' E ~ 3 some p-process P such that 
x .e. x' or x' ~x, (5) if :3 A-processes P and P such that 
x ~x, and x' 1. x then, 3 an (A nA*)-process P such 
that x t x', and (6) if :3 A -processes pi and P" such 
that (x' E:- x and x" ex) or (x E: x ' and x ~x") then, 
3 an A-process P such that x' .e. x" or x" Eo x' . 

In this paper the adjective physical has been applied to 
processes for the first time in Axiom 1. 33, and it might 
be well to comment on the connotation of that word in 
this connection. The elements of P and p-processes 
should be regarded as the mathematical analogs of pro
cesses which can actually be carried out, in some 
sense, in the real world. Concomitantly, this interpre
tation implies that perhaps not all processes are realiz
able in the real world. As a matter of fact part (1) of 
the axiom assumes that either a simple process or its 
reverse is realizable, and part (4) makes the eminently 
reasonable assertion that any pair of states can be 
linked by some realizable process. An observant reader 
may have noticed that a statement equivalent to part (3) 
of the axiom was used in connection with equivalence 
relations and partial order relations, while the equiva
lents of parts (5) and (6) appeared in connection with 
partial order properties. 

Definition 1.34: AnA-process is called an adiabatic 
process, while a p-process is said to be a physical 
process. AnA nA*-process is called a reversible 
adiabatic process and a P n p*-process is said to be a 
reversible process. 

Immediate consequences of Axiom 1. 33 are contained 
in the next theorem. 

Theorem 1.35: (/)*0 cA nA* c P n P* c pcp U P* == II. 
LetpEA and P anA-process. Thenp and Pare 
reversible iff they are reversible in A . 

Proof: Suppose PE II; then, by Axiom 10 33(1), PE P 
or p* E p, and, by Theorem 1. 8 (2), P E P*; hence 
PEP u P* and thus II cPU P*. The converse P U P* c II 
follows similarly. By Axiom 1. 33(3), 0 *(/) and, by 
Theorem 1. 9, 0 == 0*. Since 0 cA c p, we have 
0=0 n 0* cA nA* c pn P* cpu P*. Since A nA* 
c P rl p*, it follows from Theorem 1. 8(4) and Theorem 
1.15(3) that if P and P are reversible inA, they are re
versible in P n P* and hence reversible. Conversely, 
suppose P and P are reversible. Then pEA => p* E A* and 
p, p* E p. But then p* E P nA* ==A nA* by Axiom 1. 33(2) 
and, by Corollary 1.12, pEA nA*. Thus, p is reversi
ble inA. Since ImPcA, then ImP*cA* and, since P 
is reversible, ImP* c P and, hence, ImP* c P nA* 
=71 nA* => ImP cA nA* and thus P is reversible inA. 
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As a consequence of Definition 1. 34 and P n P* c P 
we see that all reverSible processes are assumed to 
be actually realizable in some sense. A sketch of the 
relationship among various kinds of simple processes 
is shown by the Venn diagram of Fig. 3. 

Given the content of Axiom 1. 33, we can immediately 
utilize some of the previously derived results in order 
to introduce various equivalence relations on~. Thus, 
we have 

Theorem 1.36: The relations.d, = II, t., and = pare 
equivalence relations on ~ and, furthermore, (1) each 
equivalence class of = /I (=p) is a subset of some 
equivalence class of .d (.e) and (2) the relation e possess
es only one equivalence class, namely ~ itself. 

Proof: Except for part (2) this theorem is a direct 
consequence of Axiom 1. 33 and Theorem 1. 18. To 
establish part (2) we know by Theorem 1. 34 that 
II = P u P*. Thus, it follows that every process is a 
(PU p*)-process and by Axiom 1. 33(4) each pair of 
points in ~ is linked by some process and, hence, for 
each x E ~, x.e x' V x' E ~. 

Definition I. 37: If x~x', then x and x' are said to be 
adiabatically equivalent. The equivalence classes of 
::!. are called adiabatic components and denoted by r~, 
A E A and A an index set. If x =/1 x', then x and x' are 
said to be adiabatically equal. The equivalence classes 
of =/1 are denoted by [x], x E L 

The adiabatic components represent rigorous general
izations of the sets {:3, {:3', {:3", • ", introduced heuristically 
by Landsberg (1961, p. 31). As a matter of fact, in the 
next theorem we shall encounter subsets of the adiabatic 
components which themselves can be regarded as gen
eralizations of Landsberg's {:3, {:3', {:3", 0 0 o. 

Theorem 1. 38: The triplet (~, "'II, =/1) is a nonbranch
ing partially ordered set whose maximal chains parti
tion the adiabatic components. For each x E ~, [x J is 
subset of some maximal chain, and x = AX' iff x.; Ii x' 
andx'';IIX'tIx, X'E~. 

Proof: Combining Axiom 1. 33 with Theorem I. 32 and 
Definition 1.19 shows that (~, '" II, ==/1) is a partially 
ordered set and satisfies x = AX' iff x'" AX' and x' '" AX' 

But by Axiom 1. 33(6) and Definition I. 27 the relation 
'" A is nonbranching and by Theorem 1. 30 the maximal 
chains partition ~. Because A n A* cA cA u A*, it fol-

FIG. 3. Interrelationship among various kinds of simple 
processes. 
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L = rlu r 2ur3ur4 
r l =C l uC2uC3 
CI = [X]u [x']u [x''] 

FIG. 4. An example of the partitioning of the set of thermo
dynamic states L by adiabatic processes. The r I are adiabatic 
components, the C l are maximal chains, and [xl, [X'I, [x'1 
are the equivalence classes of adiabatic equality. 

lows thatx=lIx'~x"'lIx'~x.dx'. Thus, each equiva
lence class [x] meets only one chain, each chain meets 
only one adiabatic component and the theorem is 
proved. 

The maximal chains C of the nonbranching partial 
order "'II can also be regarded as generalizations of 
Landsberg's {3, {3', {3", 0 0 o. They can also be thought 
of as the equivalent of Boyling's9 simple systems. See 
postulate IIa in Boyling (1972). An example of a situa
tion that is compatible with Theorem 1. 38 is illustrated 
in the Venn diagram of Fig. 4. Here there are four 
adiabatic components but only the internal structure of 
r t is depicted. It contains three maximal chains and, 
again, only the internal structure of the maximal chain 
C t is pictured. It contains three equivalence classes 
of the relation = II. The content of Theorem I. 38 can be 
rephrased in terms of the equivalence classes [x], 
XE: ~. 

Theorem 1.39: Let S = {[x] IXE: ~} be the collection of 
equivalence classes of the relation = A. If = is the 
equivalence relation of ordinary equality in S and if 
[x] '" [x'] iff x '" /I x', then (S, "', =) is a nonbranching 
partially ordered set whose maximal chains partition 
S. Let r = {r 1.1 ~ E: A} be the collection of adiabatic 
components of ~ and SA = {[x] Ix E: r J. Then (1) 
{SAl ~ E: A} is a partition of S, (2) the maximal chains 
of S partition SA, and (3) C = {[x] Ix E: C, C a chain in 
~} is a maximal chain in S iff C is a maximal chain 
in ~. 

Proof: From the fact that = A is an equivalence rela
tion it follows that [x] = [x'] iff x = llX'. This, coupled 
with the definition of the relation", and the fact that", A 

is a nonbranching partial order relation, establishes 
that (S, "', =) is a nonbranching partially ordered set 
and hence its maximal chains partition S by Theorem 
1. 30. Next we show that {SI.I~E: A} is a partition of S. 
Obviously, SA *(/J since rl. *(/J and UI.SI. cS. Suppose 
[x]E: S; then XE: ~ and hence XE: rl. for some ~ since r 
is a partition of ~ and hence [x] E: SA for some~. Thus, 
S c UI.S I. and hence S = UI.SI.' Finally, suppose SAn SA' 
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*(/J. Then::l [x] such that [X]ESI.' [x]E:SI.' and then 
x E: r I. and XE: r I.' ; hence, rAn r I.' * (/J which is a contra
diction. Thus, {S I.I~E: A} is a partition. Now consider 
the set C = {[x] IXE: C, C a chain in ~}. Since x "'Ax' or 
x' '" AX iff [x] '" [x'] or [x'] '" [x] it follows that C is a II 

chain in S iff C is a chain in~. Further, C t = {[x] IXE: Ct] 
cC2 = {[x] IXE: C2} iff C t CC2 ; hence, C t =C2 iff Ct =C2 
and thus C is a maximal chain in S iff C is a maximal 
chain in~. Since the maximal chains in S partition S, 
we need only show that if C is a maximal chain, then 
C c SA for some~. But [X]E S I. iff XE: r I., and hence 
C c SA iff C erA' But C erA from Theorem 1. 38. 

Corollary 1. 40: There exists a 1-1 correspondence 
between the maximal chains in S and the maximal 
chains in~. 

Proof: Let {C} be the collection of maximal chains in 
~ and {C} the collection of maximal chains in S. Define 
the relation g: {C} -{C} by g(C) =C = {[x](XE: C}. By 
the proof of the previous theorem Ct =C2 iff C t =C2 iff 
g(C t )=g(C2). Thus, g is a 1-1 function. Further, if 
C is a maximal chain, then C = {x I [x] E: C} is its preim
age and hence g is onto. 

The "mutual accessibility" classes of Boyling9 and 
Buchdahl14,t5 and the "frontier sets" of RastaU16 are 
analogous to my equivalence classes [x] with the follow
ing clarification. My equivalence classes and the 
"mutual accessibility" classes are purely algebraic 
in origin and invoke only adiabatic accessibility. 
Rastall'st6 "froniter sets," on the other hand, involve 
not only adiabatic accessibility but topological assump
tions as well (p. 2958, Axioms VI and VII together with 
the assumption that "frontier sets" are closed). 

High on the list of important thermodynamic concepts 
is the notion of equilibrium states, yet, sometimes, 
this idea is poorly defined in theoretical treatments of 
thermodynamics. An unambiguous definition is 

Definition 1.41: Let C be a chain, not necessarily 
maximal in (~, "'II, =A). An equilibrium state of C is a 
maximal element of C. 

Three things should be observed about this definition. 
First, an equilibrium state is defined with respect to a 
chain and unless one is prepared to specify the chain 
one cannot speak about an equilibrium state. Second, a 
particular chain may not have an equilibrium state since 
we are not assured of the existence of maximal elements 
in a chain. Third, an equilibrium state, if it exists, may 
not be unique. This is shown in the next theorem. 

Theorem 1.42: Let C be a chain in (~, "'A, =;;) and e 
an equilibrium state of C. If e'E: (e], then e' is an 
equilibrium state of C. 

Proof: Suppose e is an equilibrium state of C. Then, 
since e is maximal, e '" AX~X= lie for XE: C. Further, 
e' E: [e] <=='> e = II e' iff e '" A e' and e' '" Ii e. Suppose 
e' '" fiX and x* Ae'. By the transitivity of '" A and =lIwe 
know that e' '" A X and e '" II e' ~ e '" II x ~ x = A e and, 
since e = II e', ~ x= /i e' which is a contradiction. Thus, 
e' '" AX ~ X = lie' and e' is an equilibrium state of C. 

There are two ways in which one can arrive at a 
unique equilibrium state if equilibrium states exist. 
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One would certainly have a unique equilibrium state if 
the cardinality of [e) were one. Alternately, and more 
generally, one could impose additional conditions on 
the states in C which would permit one to eliminate all 
members of [e) except one. This is equivalent to assum
ing the axiom of chOice, that is, endowing ourselves 
with the ability to select one element from each of the 
equivalence classes in C. This, in fact, represents a 
generalization of what is conventionally done in thermo
dynamics. There one encounters statements such as 
(1) equilibrium is the state of maximum entropy for 
fixed internal energy and fixed volume or (2) equilibrium 
is the state of minimum Gibbs free energy for fixed 
pressure and fixed temperature. The axiom of choice is 
a standard mathematical tool and is equivalent to Zorn's 
lemma which appeared as Lemma I. 25. 

Theorem 1.43: Axiom of Choice: Let {A", IO! E fl.} be 
a nonempty collection of pairwise disjoint sets. Then 
::I a set A such that All! nA has precisely one element 
in A", for each O! E fl.. Equivalently, let {A", 10' E fl.} be a 
nonempty collection of sets, disjoint or not. Then ::I 

a function y: fl. - U"'Et. All!' called a choice function, 
such that Y(O!) E All! for each 0' E fl.. 

The axiom of choice is intimately connected with the 
extension of the definition of the Cartesian product from 
the case of a finite number of factors, e. g., Ll X Ll , to 
the case of an infinite number of factors. This standard 
extension is given as part of the next definition. 

Definition 1.44: Let {A", 10' E fl.} be a nonempty collec
tion of sets, disjoint or not. Then the set of all choice 
functions is called the Cartesian product of 0.",10' E A} 
and designated by TI"'Et.A",. For {3E fl. the {3th projection 
map, 1T~, is the function 1T~: TI"'Et. A", -A~ defined by 
1T~(y)=y({3)=y~Y YETI"'Et.A",. 

Theorem 1.45: Let C be a chain in (L, ";A,=A) with a 
maximal element and TI[x] the Cartesian product of the 
distinct equivalence classes in C. Then for each 
YETI [x) 3 a unique equilibrium state of C. 

Proof: Since Y is a choice function, the discussion 
preceding the axiom of choice applies. 

The fundamental structure of thermodynamics is now 
complete and arises from only two axioms, namely 
Axiom I. 1 and Axiom I. 33. This has been accomplished 
solely with the ideas of states and adiabatic processes 
without any mention of heat, work, the first law, tem
peratUre, entropy, etc. This is not to say that these 
ancillary trappings are unimportant for the applications 
of thermodynamics but only that the fundamentals of 
thermodynamics in no way depend upon them. The use 
of the word adiabatic in the preceding development 
might give one the erroneous impression that heat has 
been implicitly used in the concept of an adiabatic 
process. The fact is that adiabatic processes have only 
been required to possess the properties listed in 
Axiom I. 33 and any subset of P with the requisite prop
erties will suffice to generate a thermodynamics. The 
choice of a name for the subset, although operationally 
significant, is mathematically inSignificant. The gen
eral thermodynamics that I have developed specializes 
to a form that is obviously similar to conventional 
thermodynamics if one assumes that L itself is the only 
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adiabatic component and is also the only maximal chain. 
In effect, conventional thermodynamics is the restric
tions of the general structure to a maximal chain. 

Of course, any theory which aspires to be calleq 
thermodynamics must eventually come to grips with 
such things as entropy and the first law. The definition 
of entropy presents no problem. 

Definition 1.46: Let C be a chain in (L, ";A, =A). An 
empirical entropy for C is an order homomorphism 
from C onto a subset of the reals with the usual order. 
That is, rp is an empirical entropy iff rp : C - R is a 
function such that (1) rp(Xl) ,,; rp(X2) iff Xl ,,; AX2 and (2) 
rp(xl) = rp(X2) iff Xl = AX2 Y Xl' x2 E C. 

Strictly speaking condition (2) of this definition is re
dundant because it follows from condition (1) and the 
property x =A x' iff x";A x' and x' ~ x of Theorem I. 38. 
Thus, Xj =A X2 iff Xj ~ X2 and x2 ";A Xj iff rp(xj)"; rp(X2) 
and rp(x2) ,,; rp(Xj) iff rp(xj) = rp(x2)' The need for restric
ting the definition of empirical entropy to a chain rather 
than L itself is obvious when one recalls that the reals 
with their usual order are a chain. But a chain can only 
reflect the order properties of another chain if at all. 
The desire to retain the notion of entropy is what dic
tated the requirement that,,; be a nonbranching partial 
order in the first place. As we have seen, a nonbranch
ing partial order partitions a set into maximal chains 
and hence each element of a set is in some maximal 
chain. The existence of maximal chains does not guaran
tee the existence of entropies but at least it makes it 
reasonable to attempt their construction. A substantial 
portion of the remainder of the paper will be devoted to 
the construction of entropy functions. Definition I. 46 
presents an unambiguous answer to the oft repeated 
question "What is entropy?" Simply put, it is a real
valued function which reflects the order, in a chain, 
induced by the adiabatic processes on L. It decidely is 
not a real-valued function which establishes an order 
because every real-valued function induces some order 
on its domain by virtue of the usual order on the reals 
and this order, in general, will not be the same as the 
adiabatic order. The entropy is now recognized as a 
purely mathematical, rather than a physical concept 
and this may account for some of the conceptual difficul
ties surrounding the entropy in thermodynamics. Clear
ly, the concept of entropy has no extension to all states 
X unless it possesses an extension to ~ and, of course, 
it can only be extended to all thermodynamic states if 
L itself is a maximal chain. Thus it is of prime physical 
importance to establish experimentally the extent of 
the maximal chains in L. The definition of entropy 
makes it clear that an entropy cannot be unique, for if 
rp is an entropy, kl > 0 and k2 real numbers, then the 
function rpk ,k defined by rpkl,k2 (x) = kl cp(x) + k2 is also an 
entropy. IflW~ insist that an entropy exist for a chain 
C, something we have not yet done, then we must ac
cept the fact that C cannot contain more equivalence 
classes than the cardinality of the continuum. This is 
shown in the next theorem. 

Theorem 1.47: Let cp be an empirical entropy for a 
chain C in (~, ,,; A , = A ) and C = ([x) 1 x co C}. Then C is 
order isomorphic to a subset of the reals. 

Proof: Define t/J : C - R by t/J([x)) = rp(x). Then t/J([Xt]) 
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- <f>([X2]) == ° iff q;(Xt) - q;(X2) == ° iff Xt == AX2 iff [Xt] 
== [X2]' Thus, <f> is a 1-1 function. Further, this also 
demonstrates that the second part of Definition 1. 23 
is satisfied, Similarly, <f>([Xt]) - <f>([X2])";; 0 iff q;(Xt) 
- q;(X2) ..;; ° iff Xt ..;; ,qX2 iff [Xt] ..;; [X2]' 

Finally, we have reached the point where it becomes 
appropriate to introduce the first law of 
thermodynamics. 

Axiom 1.48: The First Law: Let X be the set of all 
physical states and n the collection of all simple pro
cesses on the collection of thermodynamic states ~. 
Then 3 real-valued functions Q: n -R, W: n -R, and 
Au :xxX-R such that (1) Q(p) + W(p) ==Au(x, x') " 
PE n and x, x' E ~ such that F(p) == (X, x'), (2) 
Q(p) + Q(p*) = 0, W(p) + W(p*) == 0, "if PE n, and (3) 
AU(X, x') + AU(X' , x") ==AU(X, x") V X, x', X"EX. The 
values Q(p) and W(p) are called the heat and work, 
respectively, of a simple process p, while Au(x, x') is 
the internal energy increment between x, x' E X. 

A few explanatory comments about Axiom I. 48 are in 
order. The domain of both Q and W is taken to be n and 
condition (2) is interpretable as a property of heat and 
work. However, we could equally well have chosen the 
domain to be the set of simple, physical processes p. 
Then condition (2) would be interpreted as the extension 
of heat and work from P to n. The reason for this is 
that, by Axiom 1. 33, (1) PE P or P*E P V PE n. Also 
the domain of Au was taken to be XxX rather than 
~ x ~ in order to imply that Au is significant even for 
nonthermodynamic states. Of course the thermodynamic 
applications of Au will only involve its restriction to 
~x~. 

Theorem 1. 49: The restriction of Au to ~ x ~ is a 
skew-symmetric function, that is, Au(x, x) == ° and 
Au(x,x')=-Au(x',x) VX,X'E~. The relation 
ux-: ~ - R defined by Ux- (x) == Au(x', x) V XE ~ is a 
function " x' E ~ and is called the internal energy rela
tive to x'. 

Proof: Let PE nand F(p) == (x,x'). From Axiom 1. 48 
it follows that 0= Q(p) + W(p) + Q(P*) + W(p*) =Au(x, x') 
+Au(x',x)=Au(x,x). To show thatu", is a function 
observe that ux,(X) - ux'(x) = Au(x', X) - Au(x', x) == Au(x', X) 
+Au(x,x')==Au(x,X). Thus, ifx==x, thenux'(x)=ux'(X) 
since Au (x, X) = 0. 

We shall find it convenient to postulate that certain 
simple processes have zero heat or zero work. 

Axiom 1.50: (1) If pEA, then Q(p)=O, and (2) if 
P EO, then W(p) = 0. 

Note that since 0 cA we have the fact that simple 
null processes are both zero heat and zero work pro
cesses. Further, the converses of the statements in 
Axiom L 50 are not generally true. For example, 
Q(p) = ° does not imply pEA. In fact we have 

Theorem 1.51: Q(p) ==0 V pEA uA*. 

Proof: IfPEAuA*, thenpEAorpEA*and, by 
Theorem 1. 8, pEA or p* EA and hence Q(p) == ° or 
Q(p*) = O. But, by Axiom I. 48 (2a) Q(p) == - Q(P*). 

It now is a very simple matter to extend the ideas of 
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heat and work from simple processes to processes .• 
This extension is carried out in the next theorem. 

Theorem 1.52: Define relations from the collection 
of all processes to the reals by Q(P);: 2:" Q(Pn) and 
W(P);: 2:" W(Pn), where P is a process such that 
P : N - n with pen) = Pn and x E. x'. Then the extensions 
of Q and Ware real-valued functions on the collection 
of all processes. Further, (1) Q(P) + W(P) ==Au(x, x'), 
(2) Q(p) + Q(P*) == 0, W(P) + W(P*) = 0, (3) if P is an 
(A uA*)-process, then Q(P) == 0, and (4) if P is a null 
process Q(P) = ° = W(P). 

Proof: Simple null processes have zero heat and work 
by Axiom 1. 50. Since a process contains at most a finite 
number of nonnull simple processes, the sums Q(P) 
and W(P) are finite and hence convergent. Suppose 
P == P. Then Pn == Pn V n E N and therefore Q(Pn) = Q(Pn) 
and hence Q(P)=2:"Q(Pn)=l:,Q(Pn)=Q(P). Similarly, 
W(P) = W(P) and thus the extensions are real-valued 
functions. The second part is easily established since 
by Definition 1.14, if P is a process of length no, then 
for its reverse p* we have p* (n) = P~O'l-n for n";; no and 
P*(n) EO for n> no. Thus, 

"0 

Q(p*)=L; Q[P*(n)]=L; Q(P:o+1-n) 
n ",,1 

no no 
= - L; Q( Pno+1-n) = - L; Q(Pn) = - L; Q(Pn) = - Q(P). 

"=1 n=1 n 

In similar fashion W(P) + W(P*) = 0. The third part fol
lows from Theorem 1. 51 and the definition of an 
(A uA*)-process. To prove (1), suppose P is a process 
of length no linking x and x'. Then 

where F(Pn) = (an, bn). But, from Definition 1. 13, 
bn = an+1 and using Axiom 1. 48 (3) Q(P) + W(P) 

= l:,:~t Au(an, an+t) =Au(at, ano+t) = Au (a1' bno) = Au (x, x'), 
Finally, to establish (4), suppose P is a null process. 
Then Pn EO V nE N and, from Axiom 1. 50, Q(P) = ° 
= W(P). 

Heat, like work and the first law, has played no role 
in developing the fundamental structure of thermody
namics, as has already been pointed out. But its role 
in thermodynamics can be quite easily established in 
spite of the fact that no explicit definition for heat has 
been given. It turns out that heat offers us a means 
for deciding whether or not two points x, x' in a maxi
mal chain are adiabatically equal, X= AX'. This then 
leads to a possible construction method for empirical 
entropies. We start with a simple theorem which will 
lay the groundwork for establishing these assertions. 

Theorem 1.53: x, x' E ~ and Pap-process such that 
x E.. x '. If x = /1 x', then:3 a p-process P such that 
x ~ x, Q(P) + W(P) = 0, and Q(P) = Q(P). 

Proof: By Theorem 1. 38, x= AX' iff x..;; AX' and 
x' ..;; "iX, and hence 3 A-processes Pt, P 2 such that 

Pi P2 -
X -x' and x, -x. ConSider the process P such that 

P ~ - -x -x' -x, that is, pen) ==P(n) for n ";;no and pen) 
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= £'2 (n - no) for n> no, where no is the length of P. Then 
x L x and thus Q(J5) + W(J5) = ~u(x, x) = 0 and P is a P
process. Also Q(P) = Q(P) + Q(P2) = Q(P) since Q(P2) = O. 

This theorem asserts that for any pair of adiabatically 
equal points connected by some physical process P 
there exists another physical process P whose sole 
effect is the complete interconversion of heat and work. 
This presents no difficulties if Q(P) .,,; 0 for then W(J5) 
= - Q(P) > 0 and this corresponds to the conversion of 
work to heat. If, however, Q(P) > 0, then W(P) < 0 and 
heat has been completely converted to work without a 
compensating change in the system. This violates 
Kelvin's statement2• 3 of the second law and is a result 
at variance with experience. This suggests that we 
adopt 

Axiom L 54: x = /IX' iff Q(P)"'; 0 'fI p-processes P such 
that x !:..x' or x' .f.. x. 

This axiom plays the role of a second law because it 
is designed to prevent the occurrence of the same situa
tions which are prohibited by the second law. One im
mediate consequence of Axiom 1. 54 is Q{P) .,,; O'fl P
processes such that x Lx because x = AX. The combina
tion of Axiom 1. 54 and Theorem 1. 52(2) shows that if 
P is a reversible process linking x and x' where x = Ii x', 
then Q(P) = O. Another immediate and important conse
quence of Axiom 1. 54 is 

Theorem 1.55: x < /IX' iff x.,,; /IX' and Q(P) > 0 for some 
P p P-process P such that X - Xl or x' - x. 

Proof: From Theorem 1. 21, x< AX' iff x.,,; AX' and 
x'* /IX'. But the contraposition of Axiom 1. 54 is X'* /IX' 

iff Q(P) > 0 for some p-process P such that x.f.. x' or 
x, .f.. x • 

The significance of Axiom 1. 54 and Theorem 1. 55 can
not be overestimated for they take two relations, = A 

and <1/, whose definitions involve the concept of re
versible processes, and recast them into a form which 
is wholly independent of the notion of reversible pro
cesses. The idea of reversibility has been replaced 
by the idea of the heat of a process. This enables us 
to regard reversible processes as mere mathematical 
constructs rather than true physical reality if we wish. 
Such a decision need not be made here. It is important 
to point out that, while the first law was used in the 
proof of Theorem 1. 53, both Axiom 1. 54 and Theorem 
1. 55 are independent of the first law. The only purpose 
for Theorem 1. 53 was to provide motivation for Axiom 
1. 54, Both Axiom 1. 54 and Theorem 1. 55 become de
pendent upon the first law only if the first law is used 
to define heat, that is, if heat is defined in terms of 
work and the internal energy increment. 

Definition I. 56: For any pair of points x, x' E ~ de
fine a subset of the reals by S(x, x') = {Q(P) > 0 Ix .f.. x' 
or x,.f.. x , ImPCP}CR. The greatest lower bound of 
S(x, x'), inf[S(x, x')], is called the minimum heat for 
X and x' if it exists. 

The next few theorems will utilize Definition 1. 56 in 
an attempt to construct empirical entropies from heat 
measurements alone. 

Theorem 1.57: Let C be some chain in (~, $;A, =A) 
and rp : C x C - R be a relation defined by rp(x, x') = 0 if 
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S(x,x') is a null set, cp(x, x') =inf[S(x, x')] if X< AX' and 
Cp(x,x')=-inf[S(x,x')] if x'< AX. The relation cp is a 
skew-symmetric function and satisfies (1) X = AX' 
==> cp(x, x') = 0 and (2) x $; A X' ==> cp(x, x') > O. If 
inf(S(x,X')]ES(X,X') 'fix, X'EC andx'*Ax', then(3) 
cp(x, x') = 0 iff X = /IX' and (4) cp(x, x') > 0 iff X $;AX'. 

Proof: By Axiom 1. 54, x=A x' iff S(x,x') is null 
==> cp(X,X') =0 which is (1). If S(x, x') is not null, then 
inf[S{x, x')] > O. Hence, x$; 1/ x' iff x < A~' or x == A X' 
==> rp{x, x') > 0 or rp(x, X') = 0 ==> rp(x, x') > 0 which is (2). 
To establish the skew-symmetry of cp we have, if 
x = AX', then rp(x, x') + cp{x', x) == 0 + 0= 0 while, if 
x< AX', then rp(x, x') + cp(x', x) = inf[S(x, x')] -inf[S(x,x')] 
= 0 and similarly for x' <Ax. To show cp is a function 
we must show that (x,x')=(X,X')ECXC==> rp(x,x') 
= cp(x, x'). But (x, x') = (x, x') iff x == x and x' == x' ==> x = A X 
and x' = /lX' • If x = AX', then x= AX= /lX'= AX' and con
versely. Thus, X= AX' iff X=AX' and then cp(x, x') = 0 
= rp(x,x'). If x'* AX' and (x=x and x'=x'), then x Lx' 
==>xI!.x'. But then S(x,x')=S(X,x') and again cp(x,x') 
= rp(x, x'). This establishes that rp is a function. To 
establish the last two parts of the theorem suppose, 
inf[S(X,X')]E S(x,x'). Then by the definition of S it fol
lows that inf(S(x, x')] > 0 and hence cp(x, x') '* 0 iff x'* A x'. 
Thus, cp(x, x') = 0 ==> x = /iX', which combined with (1) 
establishes (3). Further, cp(x, x') > 0 ==> x < Ii x', and then 
cp{x, x') > 0 ==> x .,,; Ii x'; this combined with (2) establishes 
establishes (4). 

Even though we have not yet produced an empirical 
entropy, we have now reached the point where it be
comes possible to write down conditions which are 
sufficient to guarantee the existence of an empirical 
entropy. The satisfaction of these conditions will also 
permit us to exhibit a number of empirical entropies. 

Theorem 1.58: Let C be some chain in (~, $;A, =A), 
S(x, X) the subsets of the reals given in Definition 1. 56, 
rp the function of Theorem 1. 57, x' E C, and cp,,' : C - R 
a map defined by cp,.. (x) = cp{x', x). If 'fix, XEC, we 
have (1) cp(x, X) $; cp(x, x') + cp{x', X) and (2) inf[S(x,x)] 
E S{x, x), then (3) cp,.. is an empirical entropy called 
the empirical entropy relative to x' and (4) cp(x,x') 
+ cp(x', X) = cp(x,X) 'fI x, XE C. 

Proof: From (1) we have cp(x, x) .,,; cp(x, x') + rp(x', x). 
Multiplying by (- 1) and using the skew-symmetry of rp 
leads to cp(x, X) > rp(x', X) + rp(x, x') > rp(x, Xl, where the 
last inequality is just (1). Hence, rp(x, x) = cp(x, x') 
+ rp(x', Xl, and the last part of the theorem has been 
proven. From this it follows that cp",(X) - c,o,..(x) 
=c,o(x',Xl- rp(x', x) = c,o(x, x). Hence, by the skew-sym
metry of cp, it follows that x=x==> c,o.,(x) = cp",(x) and 
hence cp", is a function. Further, cp,..(Xl"'; CPr'(x) iff 
rp(x, x) <S 0 iff cp{x, x) > 0 iff x <S A X and rp.Ax) = CP.,(x) iff 
rp(x,Xl=O iff X=,IX and then, by Definition 1.46, cpr'is 
an empirical entropy. 

Suppose that there exists some x' E C which satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 1. 58. Then by the skew
symmetry of rp(x, x') it follows that cp,..(x') = cp(x', x') = 0 
and hence x' is a state of zero entropy, as is any other 
state which is adiabatically equal to it. Clearly, no 
particular significance can be attached to this result 
unless x' is unique in some sense, that is, x' itself 
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possesses some intrinsic significance. But the only 
possible way that an element of a chain could be in
trinsically significant would be for it to be the largest 
or smallest element of the chain. These elements, if 
they exist, are unique but they need not exist. Intuitive
ly one feels that a maximal chain, in thermodynamics, 
cannot possess a largest element. This certainly is 
conjecture and not proof. However, granting this intui
tive feel, it then seems that the third law of thermo
dynamics can be regarded as an assertion that a maxi
mal chain possesses a smallest element and that this 
element satisfies the conditions contained in Theorem 
I. 58. We shall not pursue this further, but instead look 
at the situation where more than one point satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem I. 58 and try to determine the 
relationships among the various entropies. 

Corollary I. 59: Suppose x', x" E C both satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 1.58. Then "x E C it is true that 
CPr (x ) - CPr'(x) = cp(x', x") and (1) cp(x', x") = 0 iff x' = AX" 

and (2) cp(x', x") ~ 0 iff x' .:; A x". 

Proof: From the definitions of CPr and CP"u it follows 
that cpAx) - cp" .. (x) = cp(x',x) - cp(x",x) = cp(x',x) + cp(x,x"). 
Since x" satisfies the conditions of Theorem I. 58, it 
follows from Theorem I. 58(4) that cp(x, x") + cP(x", X) 
= cp(x, X) Yx, XE C. Let x=x' and use the skew-sym
metry of cP to get cp(x,x")+cp(x',x)=cp(x',x"). The 
remainJer of the corollary can be proven by setting 
x=x' in cp(x, x") =0 iff X=AX" andcp(x,x")~O iff 
x .:; IIX", which come from Theorem I. 57 (3,4). 

All that is now required is the postulate that the con
ditions of Theorem I. 58 are actually satisfied. Such a 
postulate is unwise on two counts. First, the existence 
of an empirical entropy is not a requisite of thermo
dynamics and, second, the conditions of Theorem I. 58 
have not yet been subjected to an experimental test. 
There are some highly significant aspects of the fore
going discussion of entropy. The discussion is couched 
solely in terms of heat and physical processes. No
where is there a mention of the first law; if one can 
define heat without recourse to the first law, then 
entropy possesses an existence which is independent 
of the first law. Nowhere is there a need to come to 
grips with reversible processes and their experimen-
tal significance. One need know about adiabatic pro
cesses only to the extent that they determine the maxi
mal chains which partition~. My reliance on adiabatic 
processes alone contrasts with the work of Buchdah114 

(1958, 1962), who used not only adiabatic processes but 
also zero work processes, which he called isometric 
processes. Similarly, Rasta1l16 employed adiabatic pro
cesses and a slight generalization of the isometric pro
cesses, which he called anergic processes. These 
authors used isometric and anergic processes to con
struct entropies. This could also be done within the 
framework of the theory constructed here. It would only 
be necessary to postulate the existence of such a set of 
processes and assume that these processes suitably link 
the equivalence classes [x] of a maximal chain. This 
procedure has the disadvantage that one must charac
terize these processes sufficiently so that they can be 
recognized experimentally. Additionally, one must then 
verify that any postulated linking properties are realized 
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experimentally. To me it seems preferable to construct 
thermodynamics from only one class of processes, 
namely, the adiabatic processes. 

All of the thermodynamics developed so far has dealt 
exclusively with the abstract, and hence undefined, con
cepts of states and processes connecting these states. 
An obvious advantage of this abstract approach is that 
it gives the experimentalist considerable latitude in 
selecting the real world counterparts of the abstract 
quantities. Any attempt to be less abstract, and thus 
more specific, will limit the choices available to the 
experimentalist. The move from the abstract to the 
concrete is deSirable if it leads to a characterization 
of abstract notions in terms of ideas which are more 
easily interpretable in the real world. Since our charac
terization of phenomena in the real world is predicated 
on measurements, it is natural to attempt to interpret 
states and processes in terms of measurements. This 
is precisely what will be done and the opening move in 
that direction is a definition of measurement. 

Definition 10 60: Let Y be a subset of the set of all 
physical states X. A measurement m is a real-valued 
function on X, m:X - R, and its restriction to Y, 
m I Y, is said to be a measurement on Y. A set of mea
surements;/1 ={m'" I Y 1m'" :X - R, c¥ E ~} on Y is said 
to be a measurement set for Y iff it separates the points 
of Y, that is, X*X'E Y~ m"(x)*m"(x') for some 
c¥ E~, A measurement set for Y is said to be a coordi
nate system for Y iff it is minimal, that is, ;/10 is a 
coordinate system for Y iff ;/1 is a measurement set for 
Y and;/1 e;/1o~;/1 =;/10' The dimension of a coordinate 
system is its cardinality and its elements are called 
coordinates of Y. 

A measurement is by definition a real-valued 
function; however, a real-valued function need not be a 
measurement since it is the experimentalist who decides 
which real-valued functions qualify as measurements. 
An alternative, but equivalent, definition of a coordinate 
system would be to say that a measurement set is a 
coordinate system for Y iff every proper subset does 
not separate the points of Y. In general, a given set 
Y could possess many coordinate systems and there is 
no a priori reason for all coordinate systems to have 
the same dimensionali ty. Obviously, the dimensionality 
will strongly depend on the character of the measure
ments. From an experimental point of view it is 
essential that the dimensionality be finite because there 
is no way to make an infinite number of measurements. 
Since the cardinal numbers are linearly ordered, it 
makes mathematical sense to speak of coordinate sys
tems with minimal dimenSionality. However, as a 
practical matter there is no way to know that a given 
system has this property since this requires compar
ing its dimensionality with the dimensionality of all 
other coordinate systems. 

Theorem 1.61: Let YeX, ;/1={m"'IY Im"':X-R, 
eJI E~} a coordinate system for Y, Im(m" I Y) =R" " 
CI' E~, n"EaR" the Cartesian product of the R" and R a 

the collection of all real-valued functions on the index 
set~. The relation e : Y - D"E aR", defined by e(x) = y", 
where Y" is the map Y .. :~ -U"EaR", with Y,,(eJI)=m"(x), 
is a 1-1 function called the evaluation map induced by 
/11 and Ime en"'EaR" eRa. If rrB is the 13th projection 
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map, then1f8o e=m6 IY, f3Efl, andn8o e(x)=m8(x) is the 
13th coordinate of x E Y. If e' is an evaluation map in
duced by In', a coordinate system for Y, then the map 
e' 0 e-1 : Ime !:t\ Ime' is called a coordinate transforma
tion from /n to /n'. 

Proof: From the definition of e it is obvious that 
Ime c n",EAR",. If R", =R l/ a E fl then the Cartesian 
product is the Cartesian product of copies of R, one for 
each a Efland this set is exactly the collection of all 
real-valued functions on fl. Hence, Ime cn",EAR", CRA. 

Suppose x=x'. Then m"'(x) = m'" (x') l/aE fl; hence, 
Y,,=Yx' and e(x)=e(x') so that e is a function. If x,*x', 
then m'" (x) '* m"'(x') for some a Efland Y" '* Y x', and 
therefore e(x) '* e(x'), which establishes that e is 1-I. 
But then e is 1-1 and onto Ime and hence its inverse 
e-1 exists and is also 1-1 and onto. Similarly, e' is 
1-1 and onto Ime' and this implies that the composite 
e' 0 e-1 is 1-1 and onto. The only remaining task is to 
establish n8o e=m8IY. But this follows from the defini
tion of an evaluation map and the definition of a projec
tion map given in Definition 1.44. That is, n8o e=y,,(J3) 
=m8(x) l/ XE Y. 

The next axiom has two purposes. First, it asserts 
that coordinate systems exist and, second, it makes an 
assumption about simple processes that brings them 
into closer agreement with the sketch in Fig. I. 

Axiom 1.62: The set of all measurements on X con
tains a subset/n ={m'" :X-R la E fl} which is a coordi
nate system for X and a finite subset /n' of cardinality 
nE N such that T = {Ti =mi II: Imi E/n', i= 1, 2, ••. ,n} 
is a coordinate system for I:. The elements of Tare 
called thermodynamic coordinates. For some In' and 
some i, say i = 1, T1 ==cur for some x' E I:. Further, if 
pEn is a simple process and I ==c [0, 1] c R is the unit 
closed interval, then (1) P is a map P : I - X and F(p) 
= (p(0),p(1» and (2) PE 0 iff P is a constant function. 

This axiom says that finite-dimensional coordinate 
systems exist for I: and that some of these coordinate 
systems use the internal energy as a coordinate. It does 
not, however, require all coordinate systems for I: to 
have the same dimension nor does it say anything about 
the dimensions of the coordinate systems for X. The as
sumptions about simple processes enable us to prove 

Theorem 1.63: If P is a process of length no on I:, 
then P induces a map from the closed-open interval 
[0,00) to X. The induced map, also designated by P, is 
the function P : [0, 00) - X defined by p(t) = Pn (t - n + 1) 
for n - 1 ~ t ~ nand 1 ~ n ~ no and P(t) = Pn (1) for t> no· o 

Proof: Obvious. 

This theorem brings processes into agreement with 
the sketch of Fig. 2. The following definition merely 
serves to introduce notation and terminology which will 
be useful later. Some of the defined quantities are illu
strated in Fig. 5. 

Definition I. 64: Let/n= {m'" la E A} and T 
= {rlli = 1,2, ... ,n} be coordinate systems for X and I:, 
respectively, e(/n) and e(T) the evaluation maps induced 
by /n and T, and n"', a Efland 1f1, i == 1,2, ... , n, the 
corresponding projection maps. Let m : X - R be a mea
surement on X, T== m II:, and write Ti(X) ==Xi l/ XE I: 
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and i == 1, 2, ... , n. The function m 0 e(/n)-t, with domain 
Im[e(/n)], is called the coordinate representation of m 
in X. The function Toe(T)-!, with domain Im[e(T)]j is 
called the coordinate representation of m in I:. If 
P: [0, 00) - X is a process on I:, then the collection of 
functions {n'" 0 e(/n) op I a E fl} is called a coordinate 
representation of P in X and is usually written as 
{m'" =m~(t) laE A}. If ImPCI:, then the collection of 
functions {n i oe( T) op Ii = 1, 2, ... ,n}=={xi =x~(t) Ii 
== 1, 2, ... , n} is called a coordinate representation of 
P in I:. If ir:. : I: - X is the inclusion map, that is, 
ir:.(x) ==X l/ XE I:, then the collection of functions 
{1f'" 0 e(/n) 0 ir:. 0 e(T)-1

1 a E fl} with domain Im[e(T)] is 
said to be a coordinate representation of I: in X and 
is usually written as {ma == ma (xl, x2 , ••• , x") 
== m"'(xi ) la E fl}. 

It is not only measurements which have coordinate 
representations. Suppose YCX, Z some set and 
l/J : Y - Z. Then l/J will have a coordinate representation 
l/J 0 (e (/n) I y)-l. If Y C I: C X, then l/J will also have the 
representations l/Jo(e(T) I y)-1. In particular if Y==I:, we 
have the coordinate representation l/J 0 e(T)-l and written 
as lj> = l/J(x i ). The following two definitions round out the 
algebraic treatment of thermodynamics. They simply 
define concepts that appear in other treatments of 
thermodynamics but which have not been used thus far. 

Definition I. 65: A process P: [0, 00) -X on I: is said 
to be quasistatic, or a process in I:, iff ImPcI:. 

Definition I. 66: Let T1 and T2 be coordinate systems 
for L such that T1 - T2 == {u".} for some x' EO: I: and T2 - Tl 
== {e}. The thermodynamic coordinate e is said to be an 
empirical temperature iff [e(x) ~e(x) iff u".(x) ~u".(X)] 
and [e(x) =e(X) iff u".(x) =u".(X)] l/ x, )CEO: L such 
that T(X) = T(X) V TEO: T1 n T2• 

The empirical temperature is not unique for if e is an 

1m eUf) 

FIG. 5. The relationship between the evaluation map e(lYi) 
and the evaluation map e(J). 
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empirical temperature, then the function E>kt'k2 defined 
by E>k ,k2 (x) = k 1E>(x) + k2 is an equally good temperature 
for aAy real numbers kl> 0, k2• By Definition I. 66 an 
empirical temperature is regarded merely as an alter 
ego for the internal energy. This is consistent with the 
ordinary usage of empirical temperatures in the real 
world, where one never measures the internal energy 
directly but instead measures a temperature. One 
might argue that processes offer a method for measur
ing the internal energy increments, and hence internal 
energies, through the first law. But this presupposes 
that one has previously made unambiguous definitions 
for both heat and work and this certainly is not the case 
in thermodynamics, as was pointed out in the 
Introduction. 

The wholly algebraic development of the structure of 
thermodynamics is now complete, and certainly a few 
words are in order about what has been accomplished. 
The fundamental structure of thermodynamics has a 
completely algebraic character and requires only an 
independent definition of heat for its implementation and 
experimental verification. Nowhere in the treatment is 
there any mention of topology, partitions, or the zeroth 
law. While work, internal energy, the first law, 
entropy, quasistatic processes, and temperature are 
introduced and, in most cases, discussed within the 
framework of the algebraic theory, they are clearly 
dispensable concepts. The only indispensable tools are 
the notions of states, processes connecting these states, 
and the heat associated with such processes. The ab
sence of topology points to the conclusion that 
Caratheodory's inaccessaibility axiom is not a basic 
concept in thermodynamics. The absence of partitions 
means the algebraic formulation is compatible with 
partitions and hence seemingly contradicts the state
ment, made in the Introduction, that a thermodynamics 
without partitions is effectively a local theory. In a 
sense this is true, but in a more precise sense there 
is no contradiction. The reason for this is that the local 
character of the theory is buried in the assumption that 
a single point of L, rather than a collection of points, 
represents the state of a real world system. Equivalent
ly, one set of measurements characterizes the real 
world system. 

II. TOPOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The algebraic prerequisities for the preceding portion 
of the paper were minimal and as a result that part of 
the paper is almost completely self-contained. Unfor
tunately, this is not the situation with respect to the 
topology and it will be necessary to cite topological 
theorems that require a somewhat larger background 
on the part of the reader. All of the necessary material 
can be found in the recent text on topology written by 
Willard,20 although any other comparable text will also 
suffice. For convenience all citations will be to 
Willard's book and will be designated by the letter W. 

It is obvious that topological considerations become 
essential when one wishes to speak of continuous func
tions. It is equally obvious that in a physical theory it 
is the measurements which one would like to make con
tinuous. But whether or not a given function can be 
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judged continuous is determined by the topologies as
signed to its domain and range. The range for mea
surements is the set of reals R. In any physical theory 
one would have to be somewhat addled to consider 
assigning a topology to R which differs from its usual 
topology even though other topologies do exist. Hence
forth when the topology of R is under discussion it will 
always be assumed to be the usual topology. What about 
a topology for L? If (L, -'SA, =A) were a chain, then it 
certainly could be endowed with the order topology. 
However, we have no assurances that this is the case 
although we do know that L is a union of disjoint maxi
mal chains. This does make it possible to choose a sub
base for L such that the relative topology for a maximal 
chain would be the order topology. Such a topology, 
based on order properties, has the disadvantage that it 
probably would not make measurements on L continu
ous. A topology to be preferred is one which makes 
measurements on L continuous functions. The follow
ing scenario is designed to make plausible a choice of 
topology for the domain. Since the states of L are re
garded as "simpler" than the states of X, measure
ments, corresponding to the set /11' of Axiom I. 62, are 
discovered which are adequate for labelling the pOints 
of L. A topology is assigned to L which is just adequate 
to make the functions Ti E T continuous. Additional 
measurements m are invented and deemed acceptable 
if and only if miL is continuous in the topology assigned 
to L. Hence, by construction, if /11 is a coordinate sys
tem for X, then lfi' e/l1 and mE/I1-li1' iff miL is con
tinuous. This story is the basis for the first topological 
axiom which, for clarity, incorporates a portion of 
Axiom I. 62 in its statement. 

Axiom II. 1: Let /11 = {m": X - R 101 E A} be a coordinate 
system for X which contains a finite dimensional subset 
/I1'e/l1 of cardinality nEN such that (1) T ={T i 

=mil L I m l E/I1', i=: 1,2, ... ,n} is a coordinate system 
for Land (2) U x' E T for some x' E L. Let ux' = TI. Then 
m E/I1- /11' = miL is continuous in the topological space 
(L, T( T) where T( T) is the weak topology on L generated 
by T. 

The definition of a weak topology is given in (W, p. 
55, DeL 8.9). 

Theorem 11.2: Let (X, T(/I1)) be a topological space, 
where T(/I1) is the weak topology on X generated by /11 
and (L, T'(/I1» be a subspace, that is, T'(/I1) is the rela
tive topology on L. Then T'(/I1) == 7( T) and hence 
(:0,7'(/11» and (:0, 7( T) are homeomorphic. 

Proof: By definition of the weak topology (W, p. 55, 
Def. 8. 9) a subbase for 7( T) is the collection of subsets 
of L given by {(mll:0tl(U) 1m! E/I1' and U open in R}. A 
subbase for 7(/11) is {(m,,)-I(U) 1m" E/I1 and U open in R} 
and a subbase for 7'(/11) is the collection of sets 
{(m" l:0t1(U) 1m" E/I1 and U open in R} (W, p. 59, Exer. 
8H.2). Since /11' e/l1, the subbase for 7( T) is a subset of 
the subbase for 7'(/17) and therefore 7( T) C T'(/I1). But, 
by Axiom 11.1, m" 1:0 is continuous 'fI 01 E A in (:0, 7( T) 
and, by (W. p. 44, Th. 7.2a, b), (m" 1:0)"l(U) is open 
and hence (m" l:0tl (U)E7(T) 'fIOIEA and then T'(/I1) 
C 7( T). Therefore, 7'(/11) = 7( T), and the identity map 
on :0 is a homemorphism. 

We have now succeeded in converting L and X into 
topological spaces based on measurements alone. What 
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can be said about the resulting topologies? 

Theorem 11.3: Letif1 and T be the coordinate systems 
of Axiom II. 1, R'" and R n Cartesian products of the reals 
endowed with the product (Tychonoff) topology, and e(if1) 
and e( T) the evaluation maps induced by if1 and T, re
spectively. The space (~, T( T) is a metrizable space 
embedded in R n by e( T). The space (X, T(if1» is a 
Hausdorff space embedded in R'" by e(if1) and it is a 
metrizable space if the cardinality of A is finite. 

Proof: The embedding of (~, T( T) and (X, T(if1» fol
lows immediately from (W, p. 56, Th. 8.12) since T( T) 
and T(if1) are the respective weak topologies. The space 
R n is metric and hence so too is any subspace. Since 
(~, T( T) is homeomorphic to a subspace of R" and 
metrizability is a topological property (W, p. 49, Exer. 
71.5), it must be a metrizable space. If A has finite 
cardinality, then the previous discussion also applies 
to (X, T(if1». The reals are a metric space and thus 
Hausdorff (W, p. 86, Example 13. 6b). But then R'" is a 
nonempty product space such that each factor is 
Hausdorff and hence R'" is Hausdorff (W, p. 87, Th. 
13.8b). Since every subspace of a Hausdorff space is 
Hausdorff (W, p. 87, Th. 13.8 a) and (X, T(if1» is 
homeomorphic to a subset of R"', it too is Hausdorff. 

As a consequence of this theorem we can prove two 
corollaries. The first one interrelates Im[e( T)] and 
Im[e(if1)], while the second one offers a suitable metric 
for (~,T(T). 

Corollary II. 4: The space Im[e( T)] is embedded in 
Im[e(if1)] by e(if1) 0 ir,° e( T)-I. 

Proof: Since e( T) is a homeomorphism of ~ onto 
Im[e( T)], then e( T)-I is a homeomorphism of Im[e( T)] 
onto~. The inclusion map ir, is a homeomorphism of ~ 
into X, and e(if1) is a homeomorphism of X onto 
Im[e(if1)]. Hence, the composition e(if1) 0 ir,oe(T)-1 is a 
homeomorphism of Im[e( T)] into Im[e(if1)]. 

The embedding covered by Corollary II. 4 is illustrated 
in Fig. 5. 

Corollary II. 5: The function p: ~ x ~ - R, defined by 
p(x,x")=[L:;=I(XI _Xi )2]1I2, wherexi=Ti(x) and TiET, is 
a metric on ~ and generates the topology T(T) on ~. 

Proof: Suppose (Z, T) is a topological space, (M, p) a 
metric space, and (M, Tp) a topological space with the 
metric topology Tp induced by p. If (Z, T) is homeomor
phic to (M, Tp) and g is the homeomorphism, then it can 
be shown that p: Z x Z - R defined by p(z ,Z) 
=p(g(z),g(z» is a metric on Z and induces the topology 
T. Now e(T) is a homeomorphism onto Im[e(T)]cR n 

whose metric is the restriction of the metric on Rn. 
Hence set Z to ~, g to e(T), and for p use the restric
tion of the usual metric on Rn. 

More details about the topological structure of ~ may 
be obtained by postulating some additional properties 
for processess. 

Axiom II. 6: V x, x, E ~ 31 some quasistatic process 
P such that x!?.. x,. Further, if P is a simple process, 
then P is a continuous function. 
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Theorem 11.7: The topological space (~, T(T) is 
pathwise connected and hence connected. If m I ~ is not 
a constant function, then Im(m I~) is an interval in 
R V mE if1, where if1 is the coordinate system of 
Axiom II. 1. 

Proof: Suppose P is a quasistatic process of length 
no and x £.x'. Then it follows from Definition 1. 65 that 
ImPn c ~ V n E N, where Pn : I - ~ is continuous by Axiom 
II.6. Define p : 1- ~ by p(t) =Pn(not - n + 1) V n -'S no and 
t such that (n - l)/no -'S t -'Sn/no. Then P is a function and 
its restriction to the closed interval [{n - 1)/no, nino] 
is continuous because Pn continuous. Further 
U:~I[(n - l)/no, n/no] =[ 0, 1] and by (W, p. 48,' Exer. 
7D.2) or by the repeated application of (W, p. 45, 
Th. 7.6) it follows thatp is continuous. Thus, V 
x, x, E ~ 31 a continuous function p such that p(o) =x 
andp(I)=x', and by (W, p. 197, Def. 27.1), ~ is 
pathwise connected, and by (W, p. 197, Th. 27.2), 
~ is connected. By Axiom II. 1 m I ~ is continuous on 
(~, T(T) V m Eif1, for either m Eif1' and then m I~ is 
continuous by the choice of the topology T(T), or 
m Eif1-if1' and is also continous. But by (W, p. 192, 
Th. 26.3) Im(m I~) is connected since it is the contin
uous image of a connected space. If m I~ is not a con
stant function, then Im(m I~) c R contains at least two 
points. But the only connected subsets of R with at least 
two points are the intervals. 

To establish Theorem II. 7, it was only necessary to 
postulate that quasistatic simple processes were con
tinuous, whereas Axiom 11.6 assumes all simple pro
cesses to be continuous. This broader assumption en
ables us to prove, in the next theorem, that all process
es are continuous. Boyling9 makes the more restrictive 
assumption that they are continuous and possess con
tinuous derivatives of all orders. 

Theorem II. 8: If P: [a, 00) - X is a process, then P 
is continuous, as are e(if1) op and rr'" 0 e(if1) OP V CI. E to. 
If P is quasistatic, then e(T) op and rri 0 e(T) oP, 
i= 1, 2, ... ,n, are continuous. 

Proof: Suppose P is a process of length no. Then by 
the definition of P given in Theorem I. 63, the restric
tion of P to [n-l,n] is continuous since it is Pn V 
n-'Sno. Now U:~I[n-l,n]=[a,no] and by (W, p. 48, 
Exer. 7D. 2) or by the repeated application of (W, p. 45, 
Th. 7.6) it follows that the restriction of P to [a,no] is 
continuous. If rE [no, 00], then the restriction of P to 
[no,r] is also continuous since it is a constant function 
andby(W, p. 45, Th. 7.6), Piscontinuouson[a,r]. 
Now suppose rl E [0,00). Then choose r so that no -'S rand 
rl ~ for then rl E [0, r] and thus P is continuous at rl 
V rl E [0,00) and hence continuous by (W, p. 44, Def. 
7.1). The evaluation map e(if1) is a homeomorphism and 
therefore continuous, which means that e(if1) op is con
tinuous since the composition of continuous functions is 
continuous by (W, p. 45, Th. 7.3). Similarly, the con
tinuity of mOl. = rr'" 0 e(if1) assures the continuity of 
rr'" 0 e(if1) 0 P = m"'o P. If P is quasistatic, then ImP c ~ 
and the continuity of e(T) and rrioe(T)=Ti make e(T)oP 
and rri 0 e(T) op = Ti op continuous. 

Except for the notion of the reverse of a process, all 
of the abstract ideas associated with states and pro-
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cesses have now been made more concrete by relating 
them to measurements. The reverse process will be 
made less abstract by the next axiom, where the usual 
definition of a reverse process will be given. This 
should be viewed as a realization of the function f of 
Axiom 1.1. 

Axiom II. 9: If p is a simple process on~, then the 
reverse of p is given by P*(t) =p(1 - t) Y t E [0, 1]. 

Theorem 11.10: If P is a process of length no on ~, 
then the reverse of P is given by P*(t) = P(no - t) for 
t "" no and P*(t) =P(O) for t > no. p* is quasistatic iff 
P is quasistatic. 

Proof: We need only consider 0"" t "" no, for which 
P(t) =p"(t - n + 1) when n - 1"" t "" n by Theorem I. 63. 
But if n - 1 <; t <; n, then no - n <; no - t <; no - n + 1 and 
o ""no - t- (no -n) <; 1 or 0 <;n - t <; 1 and, hence, P(no- t) 
-p I (n - t) when n - 1 <; t <; n. But, using Axiom II. 9, - "o·n+ 
we obtain P(no - t) =P: -"+1 (1- n + t) when n - 1 <; t <; nand 
by Theorem I. 63 this ~mplies P(no - t) =P*(t) for t <; no, 
where Definition 1. 14 was also used. This result now 
shows that ImP = ImP * and hence P* is quasistatic iff 
P is quasistatic. 

In view of this theorem and Axiom 11.9 a process is to 
be considered reversible if and only if a system can be 
made to pass through the same states but in reverse 
order. Hence, this rules out the situation depicted in 
Fig. 1 where a process and its reverse do not coincide. 
We now have available not only algebraic structure but 
also topological structure on L:. The next two theorems 
combine the two structures to obtain results which can
not be obtained from either alone. The first theorem 
concerns itself with empirical temperatures, while the 
second one deals with empirical entropies. In these 
theorems and for the balance of the paper the subscript 
on the internal energy will be suppressed and the inter
nal energy will simply be denoted by u rather than ux' 

Theorem II. 11: Let e be an empirical temperature 
and denote its coordinate representation in L; by the 
symbol e, that is, e= e(x\.r, ... ,x") = e(u,x2, ... ,x"). 
Then e is a monotone increasing function of the internal 
energy. Further, if e is differentiable with respect to 
u in YeL:, then ile/ilu> 0 in Y. If ile/ilu is continuous 
in Y, then :3 a unique solution u = u( e, x 2 

, ••• ,x") in Y 
such that u and ilu/ il e =. C are continuous with respect to 
e. The heat capacity c satisfies the condition c> 0 in Y. 

Proof: Since e is a temperature, it is the restriction 
of a measurement to L: and hence is continuous and has 
the coordinate representation e = e(u, x2 , ... ,x·). But 
then Definition I. 66 is just the requirement that e be 
monotone increasing. If it is differentiable, then the 
monotone increasing property shows that ile/ilu> O. 
The existence and continuity of u(e,.r, ... ,xn) and 
ilu/ il e follow from a standard theorem known as the 
implicit function theorem. Further since (ilu/ile)(ile/ilu) 
= 1, we have c> O. 

Theorem II. 12: Let cp be an empirical entropy for 
some chain in L; and cf>=¢(u,x2 , ••• ,x') its coordinate 
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representation. Suppose ef> is a monotone increasing 
function of u, continuous and possessing continuous 
first partial derivatives with respect to Xi, 

i=I,2, ..• ,n, in some subchain C; then, in C, T q,def> 
= du - [(ilu/il.r)q, d.r + (ilu/ ilx3 )</> dx3 + ... + (ilu/ilx")</> dx"], 
where l/T </> = il¢/ilu > O. The function T </> is called the 
absolute temperature in C associated with the empirical 
entropyef>. 

Proof: From the conditions in the statement of the 
theorem it follows that il¢/ilu > O. Further, d¢ == (il¢/ 
ilu)du + (il¢/ilx2)dx2 + ••• + (il¢/ ilx")dx". Since il¢/ilu 
'* 0, we can divide by il¢/ilu and use (il¢/oxi)/(il¢/ilu) 
=- (au/ilxi)q" i=2, ... ,no 

Although T q, has been called a temperature, it might 
not be an empirical temperature for two reasons. First, 
it might not be a monotone increasing function of u and, 
second, it might not correspond to any measurement 
which could be performed on X. If T </> were differen
tiable, then it would be a monotone increasing function 
of u if and only if il 2¢/ilu2 < O. The fact that T'i> should 
be coupled to a particular empirical entropy is obvious 
if one considers the entropy kef>, where k is a positive 
real number. For then it follows that kT k0 == T 'i>. 

The differential form which appears in Theorem 11.12 
is very much like the form of the first law displayed in 
thermodynamics textbooks. It cannot, however, be the 
first law because it is defined only for increments in the 
chain C e L:, while the first law must be defined for any 
process P which need not even be quasistatic. I wish to 
pursue the consequences of assuming a differentiable 
form for the first law but then processes themselves 
must be assumed differentiable in the sense that the 
functions rr"'a e(/Yi) a P == m'" a P, which are the coordinate 
representation of P, are differentiable. These items 
are incorporated into the next axiom. 

Axiom II. 13: All processes P are differentiable, that 
is, rr"'ae(/Yi)aP is differentiable YaE~. Let/Yi,/Yi', 
and T be the sets of Axiom II. 1 and define a finite sub
set of the index set ~ by {a i Im"'i E/Yi' and m"'i IL; 
= Ti E T}. Then:3 n real-valued functions {3i : X - R, with 
coordinate representations Bi == (3j a e(/Yi) =Bi (m"'), 
i == 1,2, ... ,n, in X and BI = 1. The heat increment 
is the differential form i1Q ==BI dm"'l + ••• +Bndm"'n 
and the work increment is dW = - [B2 dm"2 + .•. 
+B.dm"'n]. For any process P the heat and work are 
Q(P) = f; dt dQ(P)/ dt and W(P) = f; dt dW(P)/ dt, where 

i1Q(P)/dt =BI dm~l/dt + ... + B.dm~n/dt and aW(P)/dt 
= - [B2 dm;2/ dt + ... + B. dm;'/ dt]. If P is quasistatic, 
then the notation dQ(P)/dt==iTq(P)/dt=.AldxVdt 
+"'+A"dx']/dt and i1W(P)/dt==dw(P)/dt=.- [A 2 dxVdt 
+"'+A.dx';/dt] will be used, whereAi(xi ) 

= Bi[m'" (Xi)] '* 0 y X E L:. 

The definitions contained in Axiom II. 13 lead to the 
result Q(P) + W(p) == f; dt dm~/ dt= mI(oo) - mI(O) =- AU 

since mIl L: = u and the end points of P are in L:, and 
also to the result q(P)+w(P)=J;dtdx~/dt=~u. Thus, 
Axiom II. 13 contains the first law for any process as 
well as its restriction to quasistatic processes. Two 
things should be pointed out in connection with Axiom 
11.13. First, the functions {3j were not required to be 
measurements, although they could be. Second, while 
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the quasistatic form of the first law is obtained from 
the general form, it will not be possible to reverse the 
procedure if ~ is a proper subset of X. As has already 
been pointed out, the notion of entropy is not dependent 
upon the first law and may be discussed purely in terms 
of heat. But the usual treatments of thermodynamics 
do associate an entropy with the quasistatic form of the 
first law. This connection can be investigated provided 
that some additional assumptions are made. These 
assumptions will be made here since they lead to results 
of a topological nature. However, the connection be
tween the quasistatic form of the first law and the 
entropy will be treated in the following section. 

Axiom II. 14: Let C be a maximal chain in (~, eSri> =A)' 
Then (1) x = /IX' iff 3 a quasistatic process P such that 
x2-x' and itq(P)/dt=O'fl tdO,oo), (2) 'fix, x'EC3 
some process P such that xL-x' and 1m Pc C, and (3) 
every continuous differentiable map P: [0,00) -~. such 
that PI [r, 00) is a constant function for some r < 00, is a 
process. 

Theorem II. 15: Let C be a maximal chain in 
(~, eS A, =,.;) and x E C. Then C and [x] are pathwise con
nected and hence connected. 

Proof: The connectivity and pathwise connectivity of 
C follow from Axiom II. 14(2) exactly as the correspond
ing properties for ~ followed from Axiom II. 6 in 
Theorem II. 7. To establish the result for [x], we ob
serve that by definition [x]={x'IX'E~ and X'=AX}. But 
x' =Ax ~ X =AX' and by Axiom ll. 14(1) 3 a quasistatic 
process P such that x..E. x ' and dq(P)/dt=O 'fI tE [0, 00). 
Let rj do, 00) and define P:[O, 00) - ~ by PI [0, r j] 
=P 1[0, r j ] and P(t > r j ) =P(rj). Then by Axiom II. 14(3) 
P is a quasistatic process and by construction itq(P)/dt 
=O'fl tE[O,OO); hence, x=AP(rj)'fI rjE[O,OO) and thus 
ImP E [x]. But in the manner of Theorem II. 7, P induces 
a map from the unit interval I to ~ whose range then 
lies in [x]. Now suppose x', X"E[X]; thenx'=Ax=/lX" 
and obviously 3 a path from x' to x" in [x]. Thus, [x] is 
pathwise connected and hence connected. 

Corollary II. 16: Let!l1 be the coordinate system of 
Axiom II. 1 and rn E!I1. If m I C(m I [x] I) is not a constant 
function, then Imm I Crimm I [x]) is an interval in R. 

Proof: See the proof of the corresponding property in 
Theorem II. 7 using the fact that the restriction of a 
continuous function is continuous (W, p. 45, Th. 7.5). 

Observe that this section and the previous one have 
reduced the abstract ideas of states, processes, coor
dinate systems and topological structure to the concrete 
experimental idea of measurement. Yet in spite of their 
commonality, there exists a strange gulf that separates 
the two sections. It is significant that, while quasistatic 
processes appear quite prominently in this section, they 
are essentially nonexistent in the preceding section. The 
converse is true of reversible processes. A second 
significant difference between the two sections is that in 
the previous section it was necessary to distinguish be
tween physical and nonphysical processes, whereas such 
a distinction is not even mentioned here. It is not even 
necessary to regard a quasistatic process as a physical 
process and hence it need not be possible to carry out 
such a process in the laboratory. Based solely on axi
om II. 14(1), it is tempting to consider the condition 
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ttq(P)/dt=O'fl tE [0, 00) as the definition of a reversible 
adiabatic process. Although it is done conventionally, 
it is neither necessary nor desirable for it imposes ad
ditional constraints on the theory. More properly 
Axiom II. 14(1) should be viewed as an alternative way 
of determining adiabatic equality just as was done with 
Axiom I. 54. The counterpart of Theorem I. 55 is 

Theorem II. 17: x< AX' iff xeS AX' and;a a quasistatic 
process P such that (x Lx' and rrq(P)/dt=O 'fI tE (0, 00). 

Proof: From Theom I. 21 x < AX' iff x eS AX' and x* AX'. 
Thus, the theorem follows from the contraposition of 
Axiom II. 14(1). 

III. INTEGRABILITY CONDITIONS 

Considerations about integrability in thermodynamics 
speCifically focus on the relationships among (1) the en
tropy, if it exists, (2) its total differential in the form 
given in Theorem II. 12, if it exists, and (3) the quasi
static differential form of the first law, ttq, if it exists. 
This topic itself would not exist were it not for the exis
tence of Axiom II. 14. Its counterpart, Axiom I. 54, is 
supported by a substantial accumulation of experimental 
fact but it is not obvious that Axiom II. 14 is valid. Its 
verification requires one to know the quasistatic differ
ential form of the first law, that is, the Ai =Ai (x j

), 

i= 1, 2, ... ,n, and either to construct mathematically 
the quasistatic processes such that ttq(p)/ dt = ° 'fI t 
E [0, 00) or else to carry out such processes experimen
tally. But these processes are quasistatic and the (un
proven) consensus seems to be that quasistatic proces
ses are not physically realizable processes (Wilson, 3 

p. 9; Landsberg, 6 1961, p. 35; and Callen, 11 p. 60). 
This, if true, leaves us with only the possibility of a 
mathematical test. The mathematical test is generally 
based upon a Pfaffian form, the quasistatic differential 
form of the first law, coupled with Caratheodory's 
theorem and Caratheodory's adiabatic inaccessibility 
axiom. Caratheodory's theorem provides necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the integrability of a Pfaff ian 
form in terms of the properties of its integral curves. 
Landsberg6 (1961, p. 50) gives a proof of the theorem 
based on reduction of the Pfaffian to canonical form, as 
does Bernstein,8 while Buchdah17 [1949 (p. 44, p. 212), 
1954, 1955] offers proofs in terms of integral curves. 
The use of Caratheodory's theorem is an indirect ap
proach to the integrability problem since it uses integral 
curves rather than the Pfaffian itself. This oblique at
tack on the integrability problem might have an advan
tage if it eliminated the need to know the functions 
A1(x j

), as would be the case if quasistatic processes 
were physical processes. It would also have an advan
tage if it eliminated some restrictions on the functions 
Ai(xj). Neither of these criteria are satisfied by the 
approach based on Caratheodory's theorem. Further, 
this method has not been wholeheartedly accepted by 
thermodynamicists. 

Of course, a direct frontal assault on the Pfaffian ttq 
should also be capable of dealing with questions of inte
grability. The basis for such an approach is already 
partially available in the literature of differential equa
tions. 2j The analysis of this section is assumed to take 
place on some open connected subset, say V ~ Ime( n 
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eRn, and it will be useful to define some standard nota
tion and terminology. 

Definition III. 1: Let VcIme(T)cRn be an open con
nected subset of Ime(T). (1) A real-valued function 
l/i: V- R is said to be of class C(->, k a nonnegative 
integer, iff all partial derivatives up to and including 
those of order k exist and are continuous. (2) A collec
tion of real-valued functions {l/il : V - R Ii = 1,2, ... ,p} 
is said to be functionally dependent in V iff :I a relation 
'l!(l/ib l/i2, ... , l/i~) = 0 which does not explicitly depend 
upon the coordinates Xk, k = 1,2, ... , n. If the functions 
are not dependent, they are said to be independent. 
(3) If :I a collection {Zl = Zl (xi) Ii = 1,2, ... ,n} of inde
pendent, class C(1), functions on V such that for some 
nonnegative integer n ~ n, z 1= ci

, i > n, where c i is a 
constant, then V is said to be an n-dimensional sub
space of e(T) and z1,z2, •.. ,z" are called intrinsic co
ordinates for V. The functions Xi =xl (zi, ... ,z", c"-!, ... , 
en) =Xi (z1, ... ,Zii) are said to give a parametric rep
resentation of V. (4) When an index is repeated in a 
term, once as a subscript and once as a superscript, 
summation over the range of that index is understood. 

The existence of the parametric representation of V 
in Definition m. 1 (3) is a consequence of the implicit 
function theorem which also shows the representation to 
be of class C (1). The next theorem and its corollary 
are also standard consequences of the implicit function 
theorem and are cited without proof. They will be used 
in the subsequent analysis. 

Theorem III. 2: Consider a collection {l/ib l/i2," . ,l/ip} 

of p real-valued, class C(f) functions on V, where p is 
a positive integer. Then:l P - r relations connecting 
these functions iff rank J=r, where J is the Jacobian 
matrix a (l/ib l/i2, ... , l/i~)/ a (xi, x\ ... ,xn) and rank J is its 
rank. 

Corollary III. 3: Two real-valued functions of class 
C(1l on V, 'l/il and l/i2, are functionally dependent in V iff 
a (l/ib l/i2)/a (xi, Xi) = 0 'II i,j. 

The next theorem and its corollary make a partial 
connection between an empirical entropy and the quasi
static differential form of the first law. 

Theorem III. 4: Let cp be an empirical entropy for a 
maximal chain in (L, ~i1, =A) and ¢ = ¢ (xi) its coordinate 
representation. Suppose:l an open, connected subchain 
C such that cp I C is not a constant function, C is an n
dimensional subspace of e(T) with parametric represen
tationx i =x i (z!,z2, ... ,z"), and, in C, ¢ is of class 
C(1l. If P is a quasistatic process such that ImPc C, 
then aq(P) = 0 ==>ImPc [x) for some x E C iff po ¢ = const 
iff d(po¢)=O. 

Proof: Po¢=const iff d(Po¢)=O is obvious. Now 
dq(P) = 0 => dq(P)/ dt= 0 'tit E [0,00) and hence P(r1 ) 

= AP(r2) 'II rb r2 E [0, 00) as in Theorem II. 15. If x is 
any point in ImP, then ImPc[x). But'll X'E[X), cp(x') 
= cp(x) since cp is an empirical entropy; hence ¢(x') 
=¢(x) and thus Po¢=const. Conversely, Po¢=const 
=>cp(P(r1) = cp(P(r2)==>P(r1) = APh) 'II rj, r2 E [0, 00) 
==>ImPc[x] for some XE ImP. 

Corollary III. 5: Suppose the conditions of Theorem 
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m. 4 apply and ImP c [x ]~diI (P) = O. Then, in C, dlj (P) 
= 0 iff d(P 0 ¢) = 0 and :I a real-valued function X 
= x(zt, z2, 0 0 • ,Zll) * 0 such that d¢ = xaq and a¢/az'" 
=AA, ax'/az"', (\' =1, 2, ... ,no If P is a quasistatic 
process, x 1;. x and ImPCC, then [cp(X)- cp(x»)/IXl max 
~ q(P) sgn('\) ~ [cp(X) - cp(x»)/ I X I mill' where I X I max' 
I X I mb are the largest and smallest values of the mag
nitude of ,\ along P and sgn(X) is the sign of X. If n = n, 
then X = a¢/au, a¢/axi = AA I , i = 1, 2, ... , n, and Ai 
=- (au/axl)(/), i=2,3, ... ,no 

Proof: Combining the condition in this corollary with 
I'tq(P) = O~ImP c [x] from the previous theorem estab
lishes the first part of the corollary. By the chain rule 
for differentiation the condition iiq (P) = 0 iff d(Po ¢) = 0 
gives (a¢/az"') dz'" = (a¢/axi)(axl/az"') dz'" = 0 iff 
Ai(axi/az"')az"'=o, where (\' runs from 1 ton. For the 
case n = 1 we have, upon suppressing index (\', d¢/ dz 
=Aldxi/dz and take X=1. If n> 1, then let (\'j, (\'2 
E [1, 2, ... ,n]; now since the z'" are independent, we can 
choose displacements so that dz'" = 0 for 0: * (\'11 0:2. 

Then d¢ = (a¢/az"'1)dz"'1 + (a¢/az"'2)dz"2 and I'tq 
= (AI ax i /az"l) dz"'1 + (Ai ax i /az"2) dz"2. Then drj = 0 iff 
d¢ = 0 leads to a pair of homogeneous equations for 
dz"1,dz"2 which have a nontrivial solution iff the deter
minant (a¢/az"1)(A I axi/az"'2) - (a¢/az"2)(A i aXi /az"'1) 
vanishes. Varying 0:11 0:2, we get 

ap/az1 _ ap/az2 
_ ap/az" := "-

AI axi/az1 - Ai ax i /az2 - Ai axl/az il • 

Observe that x=o=>a¢/az"=o=>¢ =const, a contradic
tion and hence ,\ * O. It immediately follows that d¢ 
= Xit'q. Now q(P) sgn('\) = sgn('\) f~d¢/'\ = f~d¢/I XI, 
where the integrals are line integrals along P from x 
to X. Further, we have [¢(Xi)- ¢(xi)]/I Xlmax~ f!d¢/I xl 
~[¢(XI)_¢(xi))/I"-lmin' wherexi=Tlrx). Since cp(X) 
=¢(Xi), we have then [cp(X)- cp(x))/IXlmax~q(P)sgn(X) 
~ [cp rx) - cp (x)]/ I ,\ I min' If n = n, the matrix of partial 
derivatives is nonsingular and (ax i /azi)(az i /axk) = o~, 
where o! is the Kronecker deltao Thus multiplying 
a¢/az i = AAi axi/az i by azi /axk gives a¢/ax- = AAk• But 
with k = 1 we have a¢/ax1 = o¢/au = AA1 =,\ since A1 = 1. 
But then Ak = (a¢/axk)/(o¢/au) = - (au/axl)~ for 
i=2,3, ... ,n. 

Corollary III. 6: Suppose the conditions of Theorem 
III. 4 and Corollary III. 5 are satisfied with n not neces
sarily equal to n. Then (1) x = AX iff q (P) = 0 and 
(2) x ~ /iX iff q(P) sgn(X) ~ 0'11 quasistatic processes P 
such that ImP c C and x 1'. X. 

Proof: Suppose q(P) = O. Then from CorOllary III. 5 
[cprx) - cp(x))/ I X I max "" 0 ~ [cprx) - cp(x»)/I X I mill' Since 
1,\ I max > 0 and I X I min> 0, we find cprx) - cp(x) ~ 0 and 

cp (X) - cp (x) ~ 0 and henc e, since cp is an entropy, cp (x) 
= cp(X) iff x =tJx. Conversely, x =/iX iff cp(x) = cp(X) and 
therefore 0 ~q(P) sgn('\) ~ O. Since sgn('\) =± 1, then 
q(P) = O. If x ~ AX, then cp(X) - cp(x) ~ 0 and q(P) sgn(x) 
~ O. Conversely if q(P)sgn('\)~ 0, then [cp(X)- cp(x))/ 
I ,\ I min ~ 0 and it follows that cp (x) ~ cp (X) iff x ~ AX' 

This result can be regarded as the quasi static 
analog of Axiom I. 54 and Theorem I. 55. However, it 
should be kept in mind that some fairly strong assump
tions were used to derive it. Further, it may not be 
valid for a maximal chain but only for some subchain. 
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Now that we have treated one aspect of the connec
tion between entropy and the quasistatic first law, we 
should also consider the converse problem. In the 
direct problem we have demonstrated that if an entropy 
cp is assumed to exist, then under suitable conditions 
there exists a function ,\ such that the coordinate rep
resentation 1:> of the entropy satisfies d1:> = Aiiq. In the 
converse problem we do not assume the existence of 
an entropy but ask under what conditions does there 
exist a function, analogous to A, which converts iiq into 
the total differential of some function and under what 
additional conditions does this latter function become an 
entropy. We first consider the integrability of ttq and 
subsequently examine when the resulting function be
comes an entropy. As mentioned before, Caratheo
dory's theorem is one method of dealing with the in
tegrability problem. I shall now discuss a more direct 
approach and begin with a definition of terminology. 

Definition III. 7: Let V be an open connected subset of 
e(T). The differential form iiq =Akdxk is said to be in
tegrable on V iff :3 functions 1:> = 1:> (Xi) and M =M(Xf) '* ° 
such that, on V, drp=Mdq=MAkdx". The function rp is 
called a pseudopotential and the function M is called 
an integrating factor. 

The next theorem, although well known, is cited 
proven because it will be used in the discussion of the 
integrability problem and because its method of proof is 
similar to the proof used in the integrability problem 
(Theorem III. 9). 

Theorem Ill. 8: Let V be an open connected subset of 
Ime(T) and {1/Ji li=1, 2, ... ,n} a collection of C(i) func
tions on V. The system of partial differential equations 
arp/ax i = 1/Ji possesses a solution on V iff the conditions 
a1/J/axk-a1/Jk/axi=O, i,k=1,2, ... ,n, are satisfied. 

Proof; Suppose rp is a solution. Then a2rp/axk axi 
=a 2¢/axi axk==>a1/J/axk - a1/Jk/axi=O. Obviously, if n=1, 
the ordinary differential equation possesses a solution 
given by the indefinite integral 1:> = J 1/Jl dx 1

• Now pro
ceeding by induction, assume the theorem true for 
n - 1, use Greek indices ct, /3," . = 1,2, ... ,n -1, and 
suppose ¢ satisfies a¢/ax'" = 1/J"" where 1:> = 1:> (x"'; x") 
and x" is regarded as a parameter. Let A= 1/Jn - a¢/ax". 
Then a A/aX'" = ol/ljax'" - a21:>/ax" ax'" = al/ljax'" - a1/J",/ax" 
= ° and therefore A = A(Xn). Let <I> = 1:> + J A(Xn) dx". Then 
a<I>/ax'" = o¢/ax'" = 1/J" and a <I>/axn = arp/ax" + A = l/lno and 
thus <I> is a solution of a1:>/ax i =l/Ii' i=1,2, ... ,n. 

The introductory remarks to this section contained 
an allusion to the availability of results in the literature 
which would provide a basis for a direct approach to the 
integrability of dq. Specifically, I had in mind the con
tents of the next theorem, which are available in Chap. 
1 of Forsyth. 21 Instead of merely quoting the results, 
the theorem will be proved here because of its im
portance, its simplicity of proof, and because the meth
od of proof differs from that found in Forsyth and 
may be more appealing to some. 

Theorem III. 9: Let V be an open connected subset of 
Ime(T), dq=Akdx\ where the functions Ak=Ak(Xi),*O, 
k = 1,2, ... , n, are of class C(i) on V. Then iiq is in
tegrable on V iff Ai (aA/axi - aA/axk) + Aj(aA/axk 

- aAk/axi) + Ak(aA/axi - aA/axi ) = ° 'If i,j, k = 1, 2, ...• 
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n. Further, an integrating factor is not unique, and 
any function l'v1 = M(xl) '* 0 is an integrating factor iff it 
is a solution of the system of first order partial dif
ferential equations Ai aM/ax

j 
- A J aM/axi = M(aA/axi 

- aA/axJ), i,j = 1, 2, ... ,n. 

Proof: Suppose aq is integrable. Then M llq = ,'\flAk dxk 

= (a¢/axk)dxk or a¢/axk = MAk. Using a2¢/ax i axi 
= a2¢/ax

j 
axi gives a (MA!)/ax i = a (MAi)/axJ and per

forming the differentiations gives the differential equa
tions Ai aM/axJ - A J aM/axi = M(OA/ax i - aA/axi). 
Multiplying this by Ak gives ,'V1Ak(OA/ax i - aA/ox j ) 
=A0i aM/axi - A0J aM/ax i . A cyclic permutation of 
indices k - i - j - k followed by addition of the result
ing three equations produces M[Ak(aA./axi - aA/axi ) 

+ Ai (OA/axi - OA/axk
) + Ai (iJA/axk - }aAk/axi )] = 0. But 

since M(%i) '* 0, the bracketed factor must vanish. Con
versely, suppose M is a solution of the system 
AI 'OM/ax! - Aj a.u/ax i = J:l(aA/ax i - aAjax

j
). Then this 

=>a(MAj)/ax i - a (MAi)/axJ = 0; by the previous theorem 
the system a1>/axi = A:lAi possesses a solution rp, and, 
of course, d¢ = (a¢/ax i ) dx i = MAi dx i = ]'vl d"q. The proof 
of this theorem is complete if we can establish that the 
system of partial differential equations for M has a 
solution when the integrability conditions are satisfied. 
We must first show the system of equations is con
sistent; that is, if we select any n of the equations 
which can be solved for the derivatives oM/axi , then 
these solutions will identically satisfy the remaining 
equations, Equivalently, we can show that any pair of 
equations with a common index will imply another equa
tion of the system. Thus, consider the (j,k) and (k,i) 
members of the system; multiply the former by Ai' the 
latter by Aj and add the resulting equations to get 

A (A ai\~ -A. alVl) 
k J ax' • ax

j 

=MfA (aA~_ OAj ) +A (aAi _ aA~)J l: I ax) oxk i axk ax' 

=_ MA (aA! _ OAi), 
k ax' ax! 

The last equality is a result of using the integrability 
conditions. But since Ak '* 0, this implies Ai aM/ax i 

- Ai aM/axj = :''vl(OA/ax
j 

- OA/axi ), which is the (j, i) 
member of the system. Thus, the system is consistent 
by virtue of the integrability conditions. Now we com
plete the proof by induction to demonstrate that a solu
tion exists. For 11 = 1 we have d"q =Ai dx1

• If we set 
1:> = f Ai dx i , then d¢ = d"q with M = 1 and an integrating 
factor exists for 11 = 1. We now assume that the case Jl 

- 1 is integrable, that is, if Greek indices are used for 
the range 1,2, ... ,11 - 1, then A", dx'" is integrable. Thus, 
:3 functions M(x'" ;x") and 1i(x" ;x") such that }i1A" dx" = drp'" 
where x" is regarded as a parameter. But 1i regarded 
as a function of n variables satisfies d(f = (a(f/ax"')dxC< 
+ (a (f/ox") dx" = iWA", dx'" + (a¢/axn) dx", and therefore 
;w (tq - d¢ = Oi1A" - a (f/ox") dx" = t:.dx", It is easily proven 
that if the Ak satisfy the integrability conditions, then 
so too will the functions obtained from Ak by multiplica
tion ~ any differentiable function. Hence, if we write 
Dk=NIAk, then Di(aD/axi - iJD/8x k

) + Dj(aD/axk 

- aD/axil + Dk(aD/ax i - aD/axi ) = Q.. If we now set 
i=n, .i=a, k=f3 and use a(f/ax"'=lVIA"" this becomes 
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.MA"(a2(ji/ax" axB - 02 (ji/axB ox") + a (ji/ax "[a(MA")/axB 

- a2cp/ax" axB] + a(ji/axB[a2cp/ax" ox" - a (MAn)/ax"] == O. 
The first term is identically zero, while the remainder 
can be rewritten as (a(ji/ax")(at./axB) - (a(ji/axB)(at./ax") 
==a«(ji,A)/a(x",xB)==O yO',i3==1,2, •.. ,n-1. But, by 
Corollary ill. 3, (ji and A are dependent insofar as their 
dependence on x", and so at worst A == t.(CP, x"). Hence, 
dg=dCP + Adxn is a differential form in two variables, 
(ji and x". Let eI>«(ji,x")==const be a solution of iTg==O, 
that is, of the differential equation d(ji/dx"==- t.(rp,x"). 
Then dg== 0 iff del> == O. But as in Corollary III. 5 this 
condition => the existence of a function A== A«P,X") such 
that A ag == del> and so ctg is integrable. But then del> 
== A ag == A(M tiq) and thus AM is an integrating factor for 
aq; hence, by induction rrq is integrable for any n. That 
an integrating factor cannot be unique is obvious, since 
if .'II is an integrating factor, so too is kM, where k is a 
constant. As a matter of fact, any function of the 
pseudopotential, corresponding to .'II, when multiplied 
by .'II will give an integrating f;'lctor. 

There is no a priori reason why the region of in
tegrability V of itlj should in any way be connected with 
the chain of (~, "',q, =A). Is it possible, working solely in 
V, to determine if V can be thought of as the image of 
some chain? This certainly is not possible without im
posing some conditions because the relation'" A is 
defined in terms of adiabatic processes which need not 
be quasistatic, whereas if we work only in V, then we 
can carry out only quasistatic processes. However, 
Corollary III. 6 offers a clue as to just what the addi
tional conditions must be. 

Theorem Ill. 10: Suppose Ve Ime (!) is an open, con
nected subset, C==[e(T)r1(V)=={xE~le(!)(x)E V}, aq 
integrable on V, Al an integrating factor, and ¢ the cor
responding pseudopotentiaL If x "'Ax iff ::I some process 
P such that xf.. x, ImPe C, and q(P) sgn(M) "" 0, then C 
is a chain in (~, '" Ii, == 11) and ¢ is the coordinate rep
resentation of an entropy for C. 

Proof: Let rp be the function on C whose coordinate 
representation is ¢, that is, rp == ¢ 0 e (!) I C. Then just 
as in the proof of Corollary III. 5 it can be readily 
established that 

[rp(X)- rp(x)]/IMlmax 

"'q(P) sgn(M) '" [rp(X) - rp(x)]/IMlmin 

"I processes P such that x 1'.. x and ImP e C. From this it 
follows that rp(x) '" rp(x) iff q(p) sgn(M) "" 0 "I processes 
P such that x 1'.. x and Impe C, and also if q(p) sgn(M) 
"" 0 for one such process, then q(p) sgn(M) "" 0 for all 
such processes. Note that no conclusion can be drawn 
concerning the quasistatic heat effect for quasistatic 
processes for which ImP r:t C. Now since V is an open, 
connected subset of R", then V is pathwise connected 
(W, p. 199, Cor. 27.6) and hence C is pathwise con
nected since C and V are homeomorphic images of each 
other under e(T)1 C. Thus, for each pair x, X E C::I some 
process P linking x and x, x 1'.. x and ImP e C. Now either 
q(P) sgn(1vI) "" O=x '" fiX and rp(x) '" rp(X), or q(P) sgn(A1) 
< O=q(P*) sgn(M) > O=>q(P*) sgn(A1) "" O=:>x "'11 x and 
rp(X)"'rp(x). Thus, "I X,XEC, X "'"x or X "'/IX, and 
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hence C is a chain. Further, x "'AX iff rp(x) '" rp(X), and 
since x ==AX iff X "'AX and x "'AX iff rp(x) '" rp(X) and 
rp(X) '" rp(x) iff rp(x) == rp(X"), and hence rp is an entropy 
and ¢ is its coordinate representation. 

A connection between pseudopotential and empirical 
entropy cannot be made unless one can verify the con
dition on '" A contained in Theorem ill. 10 or else one is 
prepared to accept it as an assumption. In either event 
its function is analogous to that of Axiom I. 54 where 
the relation == A was expressed in terms of heat. Here 
the relation "'Il, and hence also =A, is related to quasi
static heat. The surprising feature of this latter con
nection is that it involves sgn(M). But a little reflection 
dispels this surprise for sgn(A1) is arbitrary because, 
if .'II is an integrating factor, so too is (- M). Con
sequently, the condition q(P) sgn(M) "" 0 really is nothing 
more than the requirement that sgn[q(P)] be invariant for 
all processes P such that ImPe C. The factor sgn(M) 
was retained in Theorem ill. 10 merely to reinforce the 
warning that Theorem ill. 10 critically depends upon 
dq being integrable. Without integrability there would 
be no theorem. 

Corollary III. 11: Suppose Theorem ill. 10 is valid and 
¢ is the pseudopotential corresponding to the integrat
ing factor .'II for aq. If V is of dimension n with intrinsic 
coordinates z1,z2, .•. ,zil, then in Vwe have a¢/az" 
==MAjox/az", 0'==1,2, •.• ,n. Ifn==n, thena¢/au==M, 
o¢/oxj==MAi , i==I,2, ... ,n, and A j ==- (au/axi)<I>' 
i==2,3, ... ,no 

Proof: See corresponding proof in Corollary ill. 5. 

Several features of thermodynamics remains to be 
clarified. These include (1) a determination of the num
ber of independent integrating factors and pseudopoten
tials, (2) a consideration of the role played by the in
tensive-extensive partitioning of thermodynamic 
variables, and (3) an exploration of the connection be
tween integrating factors and empirical temperatures. 
I shall now look at the first of these three items. This 
question is examined by Forsyth (p. 3).21 However, his 
discussion is predicated on the assumption that only one 
relation connects the differentials dx l , Clearly, this is 
an assumption which goes beyond any statement con
fined to properties of iTq alone. The next theorem de
pends only upon iTq and the fact that it is integrable. 

Theorem 111.12: Let V be an open, connected subset 
of Ime(!), itlj ==Akdxk is integrable on V and also the 
functions Ak ==Ak(xl) * 0, k == 1, 2, ... , n, are of class 
C(1) on V and, for somek,j, aA/axi-aA/axk*O. Then 
(1) any two pseudopotentials are dependent, and (2) if .'II 
is an integrating factor and ¢ the corresponding 
pseudopotential, then M and ¢ are independent. Further, 
(3) iTq possesses only two independent integrating fac
tors, and (4) if .'II is an integrating factor and ¢ the cor
responding pseudopot~tial, then any other integrating 
factor is of the fo£..m M==Mg(¢), where g(¢) is any 
function of ¢ and .'II is independent of .'II iff g is not a 
constant function. 

Proof: To establish (1) and (2) suppose ¢1> ¢2 are 
pseudopotential corresponding to the integrating factors 
.'lIb M2. Then a¢/aXk ==M1A k, O¢2/axi==M2A" and hence 
a(¢1> ¢2)/a(xk,xi ) == (a¢/aXk)(a¢2/axi) - (a¢/aXi)(a¢2/axk) 
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= (MIAk)(M2A,) - (Mj A,)(M2Ak) = o. Now consider 
a(¢, M)/a(xk,x') = (a¢/axk)(aM/axJ) - (al/>/ax')(aM/ax") 
= M(Ak oAf/ax' - A, aM/axk) = M2(M/axk - OAk/ax'), 
where the last equality comes from the differential 
equation, satisfied by M, given in Theorem III. 9. 
Obviously, since M* 0, a(¢, M)/a (x\ x') = 0 iff aA/axk 

- 6A/ax' = o. But by hypothesis this is nonzero for 
some k ,j, and, by Corollary IlL 3, ¢ and M are inde
pendent, and ¢I and r/J2 are dependent. The property (3) 
is established by supposing MA, X = 1,2,3, to be in
tegrating factors, Since rTq is integrable, at least one, 
say M2, is nontrivial, that is, M2 * O. By Theorem 
III. 9 we know that Ak aMjaxi - A, aMjaxk = MA (M/ax" 
- aA/ax'), X=1,2,3. Now consider the expression 
Ak a (MjM2)/ax' - A, a (MjM2)/axk = (1/M2)(Ak aMjax' 
- Aj aNljaxk) - (MAl M~)(Ak aM2/ax' - AJ aM2/aX k

) 

= (MjM2)(aA/axk - aA/ax') - (MAM2/M~)(M/axk 
- aAiaxj)=o. Hence, with X=1,3 we have 
Ak a (1'vf/M2)/ax' -A, a(M/M2)/axk=0 and 
Ak a (Ms/lv12)/ax' - A, aO\lls/M2)/ axk = O. Since Aj * 0, 
i = 1, 2, ... ,n, the Ai are a nontrivial solution to a pair 
of homogeneous, linear equations. But homogeneous, 
linear equations have a nontrial solution iff the deter
minant vanishes. Hence, a(NI/M2>Ms/M2)/a(xk,xi )=0 
'fI k ,j. But by Corollary III. 3 and Definition III. 1 (2) we 
have \jj(,Vl/M2, ,"f3/M2) = 0 and NIb M 2, M3 are dependent. 
Thus, there can be no more than two independent in
tegrating factors. Suppose M =g(¢ )M; then by direct 
computation a(M, M)/a(x\xJ) = (dg/dr/J)o(¢, M)/a(xk,xJ). 

If dg/d¢ * 0, then }iI, M are independent since r/J and M 
are. Hence, there always exist two independent i~ 
tegrating factors since it is trivial to verify that :If is 
an integrating factor. This completes the proof of (3) 
and a portion of (4). To complete the proof of (4), we 
consider a third integrating factor Xi. By (3) 3 a func
tion w such that M=w(M,llf). Now by differentiation 
a:1I/ax·= (aw/aM)(aA1/ax·) + (aw/a~1)(g(¢) aM/axk 

+,I?lvla¢/'Oxk), whereg=dg/dr/J. Substituting into the 
differential equation satisfied by ;-;;1 we have, using 
c¢/axk = JHAk, 0 =Ak allVaxi =-A, aXI/ax· - i;;;;l(aA/axk 

- aA/ax') = (ow/aNI + g aw/aM)(Ak aM/ax' - A, aM/axk) 
- 'J!(M/axk - aA/ax') = [(aw/aN/+ g B'J!/a2i1)M - w] 
x (CiA/ax k 

- OA/ax'). Since M/axk - aA/ax' * 0 and 
gM=;W, we find that w is a solution of Maw/aM 
+ ]q oW / a:11 = W. The general integral of this equation is 
obtained from two independent solutions of the sub
sidiary equations dl'vl/Jl=riXi/M=dW/w. The first equal
ity has the solution 51/;H=cl where Cl is a constant, 
while by equating the first and third terms we get the 
solution w/JI = C2 where c2 is a constant. The general 
integral is thus of the form w/M=G(M/M). But ';W/M 
o=-g(¢); hence, w=MG(g(¢» and the theorem has been 
proven. 

Extensive and intensive variables are endemic to 
thermodynamics, and this partitioning of physically 
relevant quantities does not seem to extend to other 
physical theories. Roughly speaking, extensive varia
bles are often said to be proportional to the mass of the 
system while intensive variables are said to be inde
pendent of the mass. Alternatively, it is sometimes 
said that extensive variables are additive over the sub
systems of a composite system. The first of these has 
no meaning in a local theory, while the second has no 
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place in a theory which avoids composite systems. If 
we are to explore the consequences of such a partition
ing of thermodynamic variables, then we must find an 
alternative, but equivalent, expreSSion of the exten
sive-intensive property. The extensive-intensive 
partitioning reflects phYSically Significant properties of 
these variables. Further, mathematics and physics 
differ in their treatment of functions only because 
physics insists that each function bear a set of physical 
units or dimensions. Hence, the obvious place to look 
for the extensive-intensive characterization is in the 
physical units assigned to functions. The following 
definition does just this for real-valued functions on L, 
although it could equally well apply to real-valued func
tions on X. 

Definition Ill. 13. Suppose 'J! : L - R is a real-valued 
function. The function w is said to be extensive iff w is 
a specific quantity, that is, >It is expressed per unit 
mass. If 'J! is not extensive, then it is said to be inten
sive. Let T be the collection of Axiom II. 1, and suppose 
n members of T, say ~, r, ... ,-0, are extensive and 
the n - n members .fi+1, .•• , 'T" are intensive, where Ii 
is an integer and 0 "" n "" n. Then T is said to be exten
sive of rank n. If T is extensive of rank 'ii, then the 
following index convertion will be adopted: (1) Latin 
indices will use the range 1,2, ... ,n. (2) Greek indices 
from the first part of the alphabet (a, (3, y, ... ) will use 
the range 1,2, ... ,'ii. (3) Greek indices from the last 
part of the alphabet ((.1., lJ, a, T, ••. ) will use the range 
n+1, ... ,no 

Axiom Ill. 14: Suppose w ; L - R is a real-valued func
tion and I/J(xk) = I/J(x"', x'") is its coordinate representation 
in L. Then (1) w is extensive iff I/J(xk) is homogeneous 
of degree one in the extensive variables, that is, 
I/J(XX"', x") = AI/J(X'" ,x"). (2) w is intensive iff I/J(xk) is 
homogeneous of degree zero in the extensive variables, 
that is, I/J(AX"', x") = I/J(x", x"). 

Definition III. 13 might be regarded as the physical 
characterization of extensive and intensive quantities, 
while Axiom III. 14 serves to relate this physical char
acterization of a function to the mathematical charac
terization of homogeneity. It would be nice to replace 
AXiom III. 14 by a corresponding theorem, but there 
does not seem to be an obvious proof. In the absence of 
such a proof Axiom Ill. 14 serves to limit the class of 
thermodynamic functions. It represents a reasonable 
restriction Since, at least for algebraiC functions, it is 
sufficient to guarantee that the physical units of I/J will 
be correct. 

Some clarifying remarks are necessary before we can 
begin an analysis of the Significance of the intensive
extensive partitioning of variables. The form Ak(xi) rlxk 
has been indicated simply by aq, and no attempt was 
made to indicate that its evaluation required the Xi co
ordinates and their differentials. This created no prob
lem since essentially only the xi coordinates were ever 
used. We will shortly consider the form Ak(zi) dzk, 
where the Zi are new coordinates related to the Xi by a 
particular kind of coordinate transformation Zi=Zi(X

k
). 

Whenever it becomes necessary to distinguish between 
the two differential forms, we will write aq,,=A.(xi)dxk 

and aqz=Ak(zi)rlzk. In general, we cannot expect aqx 
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to equal ttq e despite the fact that the same functions were 
used in both cases. 

Definition III. 15: The differential form il:q is said to 
be extensive on Ime(!) iff il:qz= Xil:qx for the coordinate 
transformation z" = XX"', z" =x", where X * ° is indepen
dent of x' and dliz=Ak(Zi)dzk, il:qx=Ak(xi)dxk. 

Theorem III. 16: The differential form aq is extensive 
on Ime(!) iff the functions A" are intensive and the func
tions A" are extensive. That is, iff A,,(XXB,x") 
=A,,(xB,X") and A" (xxe, x") = AA,,(XB,X"). 

Proof: Since ttqz=A",(ZB, z") dz'" + A,,(ZB, z") dz" 
= AA",(xxB,x") dx'" + A" (XXB,x") dx", it follows that d:q z 
- X il:qx = x[A,,(xxe,x") - A,,(xB,x")] dx'" + [A" (XXB,x") 
- AA" (x B, x")} dx". But in Ime (!) the Xk are independent 
and hence, since X * 0, the theorem follows. 

Relatively important, for the structure of the thermo
dynamics based on the use of a pseudopotential as an 
entropy is the assertion that the pseudopotential is ex
tensive. Yet, so far as I know, no one has questioned 
the validity of this assumption or attempted to prove it. 
I shall now deal with just this question. Is it always 
possible to choose the pseudopotential as extensive and, 
concomitantly, the integrating factor as intensive? 

Theorem III. 17: Let aq =Ak(x')dxk be extensive on 
Ime( n, integrable on an open, connected subset V 
c Ime( n with Ak of class C(t) on V. If M(x"', x") is an 
integrating factor on V, then for any constant X* 0, 
M(Xx'" ,x") is an integrating factor. 

Proof: Since il:q is integrable, 3 an integrating factor 
M, which by Theorem ill. 9 satisfies A,(Xk) oM/ox} 
- A} (Xk) aM/oxi =M(OA/ax i - OA/axi ). There are three 
cases which must be considered. For i = 0', j = (3 we 
have A",(xr , x") CJll,I/axB - AB(xr , x") aM/ax" 
= l\;I[aAe(x r ,x")/ax" - aA,,(xr,x")/axB]. Dividing by A and 
using Theorem ill. 16 we obtain A,,(zr, z") a/w/azB 

- AB(z\ z") aM/az" = kI[aAB(zr, z")/az" - aA,,(zr, z")/3zB]. 
In a similar manner we find for i = 0', j = J.l and i = a, 
j = T the results A",(zr, z") oM/az" - A,,(zr, Zll) aM/az" 
= Al[ilA" (zr, z")/ilz" - ilA,,(zr, z")/ilz"] and Ao(zr, z") 
x a,vr/az T - AT(zr, z") a;ovl/azo = M[aA,(zr, z")/ilz<7 
- aAo(zr, z")/3z THence, Ai(Zk) 3M/az i - Aj(Zk) aM/az i 

=M(aA/az i - aA;/3z
j
). Thus, if l\;I(x",x") is an integrat

ing factor, so too is M(z",z") =;\;I(xx",x"). 

This theorem says, in effect, that the transformation 
ZB= XXB, Z" ==x" is a symmetry transformation for the 
system of partial differential equations whose solutions 
are the integrating factors for ttq. It thus guarantees 
the existence of a continuous one parameter family of 
integrating factors M(XXB,x"). But by Theorem ill. 12(3) 
only two members of this family can be independent. 

Theorem Ill. IS; Let ctq=Ak(xi)dxk be extensive on 
Ime(!), integrable on an open connected subset V 
c Ime(!) with Ak* ° of class C(j) on V and OAk/OX} 
- aA/ilxk*O for some k,j. If M(x",x") is an integrating 
factor on V, then M is homogeneous of degree p in the 
extensive variables for some real p. That is, 
M(Ax",X") = XPM(x",x") and p real. 

Proof: Write iVIA(x"',x") =kl(XX"',x"). Then Mi(x",x") 
== l'vI(x" ,x"). Let cp be the pseudopotential corresponding 
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to M. Then since MA is an integrating factor, by The
orem ill. 17 it follows from Theorem ill. 12(4) that MA 
= Mg(ep; A). Differentiation with respect to cp gives 
aMjarp =Mag/aep +gaM/aep, But aMjaep =0= aM/oep, 
and since M* 0, we conclude that ag/aep = ° and hence 
MA = Mg(A). If this result is differentiated with respect 
to A to get [aMja(xxB)] a (xx B)/a A = Mg(A) where g(X) 
=dg/dX, X is set equal to 1, and in place of i(l) we 
write p, we then find that x B aM/axB==pM. Hence, for 
some real number p, M is a solution of a partial differ
ential equation whose subsidiary equations are dxi/x i 

=dx2/x 2 = ..• =dxii/x"=dM/pM. Now n independent in
tegrals of these equations are easily found by selecting 
one of the x", sayx1, and solvingdxi/xi=dx"/x", 
0' == 2, 3, ... ,n, and dxi/xi =dM/pM. The solutions are 
x"/xi=e", 0!=2,3, ... ,n, andM/(xi)P=e, whereeand 
e" are constants. The general integral of the partial 
differential equation for Mis 1\;1= (xl)l'>I' (x 2/xi, ... , 
xii/xi,x"). This form immediately shows that M is 
homogeneous of degree p in the extensive variables 
where p is reaL 

Corollary III. 19: Let ttq =Ak(Xi ) dxk be extensive on 
Ime (n, integrable on an open, connected subset 
V c Ime (!) with Ak * ° of class C (1) on V and aAJ ax} 
- aA/axk*O for some k,j, M(x"',x") an integrating 
factor for il:q on V, homogeneous of degree p in the ex
tensive variables, p real and cp the corresponding 
pseudopotential. (1) If (P + 1) * 0, then cp can be chosen 
to be homogeneous of degree (P + 1) in the extensive 
variables. (2) If (p + 1) = 0, then for some xr * 0, cp has 
the form cp = e Inxr + >1', where I{t is a function homo
geneous of degree zero in the extensive variables with 
th f .T, ( i/ r r-i/ r r+l/ r "/ r ") d e orm '" x x, ... , X x, X x, ... ,x x, x ,an 
e is a constant. The constant e = 0 iff x "A", = 0, and iff 
e * 0, then e == 1vlx"A", and M can always be chosen so 
that c = 1. 

Proof: Suppose M(z",z")=M(XX",x")=XPM(x",x"). 
Then dCP (zi) == M(zi) aq z == [APM(xi) l[A aqxl = AP+i dCP (Xi). 
Hence, d[cp(zi) - AP+icp(xi)] = 0 or cp(Zi) = AP+iCP(x i ) +C(A), 
where e(X) is at most a function of A. Thus, we have 
cp (Ax"', x") = AP+iep (x", x") + erA) and differentiating with 
respect to ,\ gives Xll Clep(Xx"', x" )/a(Axfi) = (p + 1);\P 
xCP(x"',X")+C(A), where c=de/dA. Letting A=I, we find 
that ep satisfies the partial differential equation x B ilep/ 
ilxB=(P+l)CP+;(I) with subsidiary equations dx 1/X 1 

= ••• =dxii/xii =dcp/[(p + l)ep + ~(l)J. For some fixed in
dex y this system has (n - 1) independent integrals x'" / 
xr = c'" with Ci * y. The remaining independent integral 
takes one of two forms depending upon whether or not 
(p+l)=O. If (p+l)* 0, thendxr /xY =dep/[(p+l)ep 
+c(I)] has a solution [(p+l)ep+c(I)]/(xr )P+l=el> while 
if (p+l)=O, we have the solution ep-c(l)lnxr =e2' The 
general integral has the form ep = (Xr )P+l >I' (x'" / x r , 0' 

1'y,x")/(p+l)-c(l)/(p+l) for (P+l)*O and ep 
=c(l)lnxr +>I'(x"/xr ,O!*y,x") for (P+l)==O. If ep is a 
pseudopotential, ep + k is a psueodopotential for any 
constant I?~ In the case (p + 1) * 0, the choice k = c(I)/(p 
+ 1) gives a psueodpotential which is homogeneous of 
degree (p + 1) in the extensive variables for I{t is ob
viously homogeneous of degree zero in the extensive 
variables. In the case (p + 1) = 0 we have by differentia
tions MA" =aep/ax" =o~c(I)/xr + a>l'/ax". But since >I' is 
homogeneous of degree zero in the extensive variables 
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we have x"'aw/ax'" =0 by Euler's theorem on homoge
neous functions. And hence since x"'6~ =xY , we find 
MA",x'" =c( 1). Now M'" 0, and therefore c(1) = 0 iff x"'A", 
= 0. To complete the J?roof observe that if M is an inte
grating factor, then M =kM is an integrating factor for 
any constant k. The choice k-1 = c(l) gives MA",x'" = 1 or 
M-1=A",x"'. 

Theorem Ill. 20: Let t/"q =Ak(xi) dxk be extensive on 
Ime (T), integrable on an open, connected subset 
Vc Ime(T) with Ak '" 0, k = 1,2, ... ,n, of class C(j) on 
V, ClAk/aXi - aA/oxk",O for some k,j, x "'A", "'0, 
M(x "', x ") an integrating factor and </> the corresponding 
pseudopotential. Then x "'A", is not a constant function, 
M can always be chosen to be homogeneous of degree 
P = ° or P = - 1 in the extensive variables, and P = - 1 
iff (x"'A",)"1 is an integrating factor. If P = 0, then 
</>/M =X "'A",. 

Proof: Suppose M is homogeneous of degree P '" - 1. 
Then by Corollary m. 19(1) the pseudopotential ¢ can 
be chosen to be homogeneous of degree (P + 1) in the 
extensive variables, and since (- M) is an integrating 
factor with pseudopotential (- ¢), it is no restriction to 
assume sgn(¢) = 1. By Theorem III. 12(4) M = M/ 
[(p + l)¢Pf(p+j)] is an integrating factor. Further, 
Xl(zi) = M(zi)/[ (P + 1)¢I>f(p+1l (zi)] = [AP / (AI>+1)P/ (P+1l]M(x i )/ 

[(p + 1)¢P/(p+1)(x i )] = AGM(x i ). Thus, AI is intensive and 
the corresponding pseudopotential Ci> is extensive by 
Corollary III. 19(1). In fact, dCi> = AI aq =d¢/ 
[(p + 1)¢P/(p+1l(x)1 =dcp1j(p+1l. Thus, it is no restriction 
to assume p = ° or p = - 1. By Corollary III. 19(2), 
P = - 1 implies that (x'" A", }_1 is an integrating factor, 
and thus if (x'" A", )_1 is not an integrating factor, P'" - 1. 
Hence, p = - 1 iff (x'" A", }_1 is an integrating factor, and 
a constant integrating factor contradicts oA/ ox} 
- oA./oxk '" 0. If P = 0, we know by Corollary III. 19(1) 

J 
that cp is extensive, and by Euler's theorem on homoge-
nous functions </>=x"'ocp/ox'" =x"'MA Ct or cp/M =xCtA Ct . If 
x"'A", is a constant function, then cp and M are dependent, 
and this contradicts Theorem III. 12(2). 

Validation of conventional thermodynamics can now 
be seen as the justification of the conditions which are 
required for the applicability of Theorem III. 9 (t/"q is 
integrable), Theorem III. 10 (the pseudopotential is an 
entropy), and Theorem III. 20 (the pseudopotential is an 
extensive function). But to accomplish this validation it 
is necessary that one possess the expressions for the 
functions Ak(Xi

) so that the criteria set forth for the 
applicability of these theorems may be tested. There is 
one additional aspect of the usual thermodynamics 
which needs examination. This is the connection be
tween the coordinate representation e(xi) of an em
pirical temperature e and an integrating factor :vI for 
ltq. In the language of Theorem II. 12 this could be 
phrased as establishing a connection between the ab
solute temperature T r/>' associated with an entropy 
</>, and e. Obviously, if T r/> dcp = aq and acp = M dq then 
T r/> = 1W1. If such a connection can be established, then 
a nonmeasurement T r/> is endowed with experimental 
significance by virtue of its association with a mea
surement e. The usual thermodynamics asserts that a 
linear relationship exists between Tq, and some e. This 
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linear relationship is merely a special case of func
tional dependence and, since there is no particular 
significance to linearity, I shall deal with the less 
restrictive case. 

Theorem III. 21: Let J be a collection of real valued, 
nonconstant functions on L whose coordinate representa
tions are of class C(1). Suppose wj, w2 E J and 
zlil (xi), z/iz(x l ) are the respective coordinate representa
tions. A relation ~ is defined on J by i'1 ~ i'2 iff zlil (Xl) 
and zli2(X i

) are functionally dependent. The relation 
~ is an equivalence relation on J. If i'1 ~ i'2, then i'1 
and i'2 are said to be thermodynamically equivalent. 

Proof: The relation ~ is reflexive since zli1 - zlil = ° 
shows i'1~i'1 and symmetric since W1J:W2=o> g(l/!1,l/!2)=0 
==>i'2 ~i'1' To show transistivity consider i'1 ~i'2 and 
i'2"'i'3. By Corollary III. 3 this =0> o (l/!1, z/iz)/a(xi,X i ) = ° 
and 0(1/12, 1/13)/3 (Xl ,xi) = 0. Using these results, we cal
culate (o<{!/ ox') a(<{!I' <{!3)/ a(xk, Xl} = (rJ <{!/ax')(a <{!/ oxk) 
x (o<{!i axl) - (a <{!/ox')(ol/!/oxl)(o<{!ioxk) = (0 <{!/oxk) 
x (0 <{!/oXI)(ol/!3/ax') - (al/!/axl)(O<{!2/o0)(al/!3/0x') 
= (CJl/!s/OX S

) a(zlij, l/!2)/CJ(Xk,X1) = 0. But since for some 
value of s, az/!2/aXs",0, we have a(1/Il,l/!3)/a(xk,x1)=0, 
and hence i'1li'3' 

Theorem III.22: Let ctq =Ak(xi)dxk be extensive on 
Ime( T). Integrable on an open connected subset V 
cIme(T) with A k ", 0, k=1,2, ... , n, ofclassC(llon 
V and oA/ ax' - aA/ a0 * ° for some k ,j. If ctq admits 
an intensive integrating factor, it is unique to within a 
multiplicative constant. 

Proof: Suppose M is an intensive integrating factor 
for aq and cp the corresponding pseudopotential. By 
Theorem III. 12(4) any other integrating factor M can 
be expressed as if = Mg(cp). Then, by differentiation, 
oM/ax'" =goM/ox'" +Mgocp/ox'" =g oM/ax'" +gM2A", , and 
hence x!"2M/{Jx"'=gx"'aM/ax'" +gM2x"'A",. If M and AI 
are both intensive, then by Euler's theorem on homo
geneous functions x"'oM/3x'" = 0 = x"'oM/ox"', and hence 
gM2x"'A" =0. But M*O, and by Theorem III. 20 x"A", *0 
since x'" A", is not a constant function. Therefore, g= ° 
or g=const. 

This theorem establishes that all intensive integrating 
factors, if there are any, are linearly and thus func
tionally dependent. There only remains the task of 
showing that some empirical temperature is a member 
of the same equivalence class or else devising a set of 
criteria which could be used to test an empirical 
temperature. 

Theorem III. 23: Suppose i'l ti'2' and the coordinate 
representation <j!l(X i) of i'1 is homogeneous of degree PI 
in the extensive variables, while the coordinate repre
sentation <{!2(Xi) of i'2 is homogeneous of degree P2 in the 
extensive variables. Then PI = ° iff P2 = 0. 

Proof: Since i'l ~ i'2' we have C(ij, ,,<Ji2) = 0 and 
C[ ~'1 (AX"', x"), <{!2(AX'" ,x")] = C[AP l<{!1 (x'" ,x"), AP2 <{!2 (x" ,x") 1 
= D. Differentiating with respect to A and then setting 
A=1 givesPl<{!loC/al/!l +P2'J!20C/O<Ji2=0. Since <{!I> ac/a<{!" 
<Jiz, and aC/a<Ji2 are aU nonzero, it follows that PI = ° 
iffP2=0. 

Axiom Ill. 24: Let e be an empirical temperature. 
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Then its coordinate representation e(xi) is intensive. 

The combination of this axiom plus the previous 
theorem shows that the association of some empirical 
temperature with an integrating factor is possible only 
if aq admits an intensive integrating factor (Theorem 
III. 9 and Theorem III. 20). But the existence of the 
essentially unique intensive integrating factor (Theorem 
III. 22) does not establish its functional dependence with 
the coordinate representation, e(x i

), of some empirical 
temperature. This must be proved either directly by 
implementing Definition III. 1(2) or indirectly by using 
Corollary III. 3. In either case one must know both the 
integrating factor and the empirical temperature. Is it 
possible to devise a test which involves only the empiri
cal temperature? The answer is yes. 

Theorem III. 25: Let ttq =Ak(xi)dxk be extensive on 
Ime( T), integrable on an open, connected subset 
vc Ime( T) with A k ", 0, k = 1,2, ... , n, of class C(ll on 
V, aAk/ax

j 
- aAj/axk", ° for some k,j, and x"'A", '" 0. Let 

e(x i ), the coordinate representation of an empirical 
temperature, be of class C(I) on V. Then 3 an integrat
ing factor M = M( e) for aq iff (x'" A",t1 is not an integrat
ing factor, and for some function h(e), iz(e) =dh/de", 0, 
the empirical temperature satisfies (A ia e/ax

j 
-Ajae/ 

axi)h( e) = h( e)(aA jax i - aA ;lax}). 

Proof: Suppose M=M(e). Then aM/axi=M(e)ae/ax i , 
and substituting this into the differential equations de
termining M (Theorem III. 9) gives the deSired equation 
for e. Conversely, if e satisfies the given differential 
equations, then obviously M =h(e) is an integrating 
factor. The balance of the theorem follows from the 
fact that any function of e is intensive and Theorem 
III. 20, 

Suppose e(x i ) is an empirical temperature based upon 
ideal gas thermometry (Adkins, 2 p. 20). Then thermo
dynamics assumes M- 1 = e + k, where k is a real num
ber and is 273. 15 if the triple point of water is used 
as a fixed point. What are the consequences of the 
preceding theorem in this case? 

Corollary III, 26: Let ctq =Ak(X i) d0 be extensive on 
Ime( T), integrable on an open, connected subset V 
clme(T), with Ak",O of class C(I) on V, OAk/aX} 
-aAjoxk", ° for some k,j, and x"'A","' O, Let e(x i

), the 
coordinate representation of an empirical temperature, 
be of class C(l) on V, Then 3 an integrating factor for 
ctq of the form M- 1 = e +k >0, for some constant k, 
iff (X"'A",)-l is not an integrating factor and e +k satis
fies Ai a In(e +k)/ilxj -A j il In(e +k)/ax i 

= - (oA j/ox i - OAi/OXj). 

Proof; SinceM-1 =e+k=M-1 =-(e+k)2, thenM/M 
=_(e+k)-l. Further, (e+k)-lae/axi=oln(e+k)/flx i 

and, now using Theorem III.25, the corollary follows. 

While it is certainly possible that ideal gas ther
mometry generates a solution to the system of equations 
given in Corollary III. 26, there is no a priori reason 
to expect that nature would be so cooperative. This is 
particularly true if n is at all large. It seems to me 
that a thermodynamicist would want to check on nature's 
beneficence. 

Each of the topics discussed in this section has dealt 
with some aspect of the connection between entropy and 
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the differential form of the quasistatic first law. No
where was it necessary either to invoke Caratheodory's 
theorem or to use composite systems. In all cases it 
was possible to phrase assumptions and results in 
terms of the functions Ak(Xi ) which determine dq. The 
advantages of such an approach are obvious since they 
expose the assumptions which must be made if thermo
dynamics, as presently practiced, is to be valid. It 
should be clear that the necessary assumptions are far 
from trivial. 

IV. CONTINUUM CONSIDERATIONS 
Every fundamental feature of thermodynamics has 

been carefully examined in the preceding three sections, 
The treatment was intentionally quite abstract, and no 
specification was ever made of the nature of measure
ments on X or of their restriction to "2:. Indeed, nothing 
was said about the sets X and "2: themselves. Neither 
was there any need to invoke a particular mechanics in 
the analysis. Hence, the mathematical results are in
dependent of these factors. Applicability of some of the 
mathematics, of course, assumes that one can at least 
achieve a suitable realization of heat as well as an 
appropriate definition of the sets X and "2:. All of the 
theory can be used only if one can define a differential 
first law. The purpose of this concluding section is to 
give a realization of the mathematics based on the equa
tions of continuum mechanics. That is, the equations of 
continuum mechanics will be used to derive a differen
tial form of the first law, Now continuum mechanics 
describes a particular universe which is defined, though 
not necessarily uniquely, by a set of constitutive rela
tions in the sense that the constitutive relations deter
mine the system of continuum equations and the solu
tions of these equations represent the phenomena of that 
universe. The utility of the continuum approach is 
determined by one's ability to find some set of constitu
tive relations which defines a universe whose phenomena 
correspond to observations in the real world. At the 
present time one cannot point to a "best" set of consti
tutive relations, nor can one eliminate constitutive re
lations from continuum mechanics. This then implies 
that one should only deal in broad generalities when dis
cussing constitutive relations. This approach offers 
one the advantage of not becoming mired in the details 
of the functional form for constitutive relations, and it 
also makes the results applicable for a wide class of 
consti tuti ve relations. 

Naturally the mathematics to be used in this section 
is completely different from the mathematics of the 
previous sections. Here we shall require tensor analy
sis on a three -dimensional Riemannian manifold and an 
adequate background is available from the book on ten
sor analysis written by Sokolnikoff. 22 Those who prefer 
a more abstract approach to the subject should consult 
the book by Bishop and Goldberg, 23 Notationally, Latin 
indices will represent tensor indices and will have the 
range 1,2,3, while Greek indices will be nontensor 
indices and will have an unspecified range. The spatial 
coordinates will be indicated by Xk, and t will represent 
the time, Covariant derivatives will be written as 'ilk> 

while absolute, or intrinSiC, derivatives with respect 
to time will be written as 6/6/=0/ot +Vk'ilk , where 1,k 

is the velocity vector, 
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Axiom IV. 1: To each measurement there corresponds 
a temporal evolution equation on a three dimensional 
Reimannian manifold. 

The balance of the material in this section lends itself 
to a somewhat less formal approach than the axiom
theorem method of the previous sections. We shall need 
only a few of the evolution equations mentioned in Axiom 
IV.1 in order to obtain the first law in differential form. 
These are 

om am 
- +mV' vk=O=- +V' (mv k) of k at k , 

on ~ _ R k a ( ) ( k) mTt- ).-V',jl~=at mn). +V'k mn~v , 

oVk 
mTt=Fk, 

V'1i B j k I =' V'I B j k + V' j B k I + V' k B Ij = 0, 

aB lk 
V'kEI- V'IEk= ---at. 

(IV.2.1) 

(IV.2.2) 

(IV.2.3) 

(IV. 2. 4) 

(IV. 2. 5) 

(IV. 2. 6) 

(IV.2.7) 

(IV.2.8) 

(IV. 2, 9) 

(IV.2.10) 

In these equations m is the mass density, v k the veloci
ty, [the energy density, JJ the flux of energy, n~ the 
amount of species A expressed per unit mass, R). the 
rate of production of species A, d~ the diffusive flux of 
species A, Fk the force per unit VOlume, Ekl the symmet
ric Eulerian strain tensor, B bl Ij a fourth rank tensor 
expressible in terms of ekl and the metric tensor gij' 
The vector j k is the flux of charge and is called the 
current denSity; P is the charge density, E k the electric 
field, Eo the vacuum permittivity, Bkl the Skew-symmet
ric magnetic induction tensor, and Ilo the vacuum 
permeability. 

Each of the first four equations is a conservation 
equation from continuum mechanics and, in order, they 
represent the conservation of mass, energy, species, 
and momentum. The last four equations are Maxwell's 
equatiol1s of electromagnetism. The evolution equation 
for the strain tensor (IV, 2. 5) follows by direct differen
tiation of the definition of the strain tensor 

(IV.3.1) 

(IV. 3. 2) 

where Gkl is the symmetric Cauchy deformation tensor, 
Xl are the material or Lagrangian coordinates, and Xl 

are the spatial or Eulerian coordinates. The relation-
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ship between the two classes of coordinates describes 
the motion of the continuurp. 

Xl = XI(X, f), 

with Xi(X,O)=~I. The tensor B k1lj is given by 

B k1ij =~(gkIGlj +gIIGk)· 

(IV. 4. 1) 

(IV. 4. 2) 

(IV.5.1) 

The equation (IV. 2. 6) is the expression of charge con
servation. Invariably the force F b is broken down into 
conservative, nonconservative, and stress forces, while 
charge and current are partitioned into bound and free 
charges and currents. The following partitionings of 
F b' P, and jk are suffiCiently general to accommodate 
the ordinary assumptions: 

(IV.6.1) 

(IV. 6.2) 

P=Pb+P" (IV.6.3) 

l =j: + j}, (IV.6.4) 

(IV. 6. 5) 

(IV. 6. 6) 

(IV. 6. 7) 

(IV. 6. 8) 

In these equations n is the scalar force potential, fk the 
nonconservative force, T

kj the stress tensor, whi~h need 
not be symmetric for our purposes, Pb and PI the bound 
and free charges, and the bound and free currents j: 
and j;. The vector pk is the polarization, the skew
symmetric tensor Mkj is the magnetization, Db the elec
tric displacement vector, and the skew-symmetric 
tensor H ik is the magnetic field intensity. In the decom
position of the stress tensor given by (IV. 6.2) the term 
tl.T ij will shortly be seen to represent the dissipative 
stresses, while the first term, containing the tensor 
Ski, will represent nondissipati ve stresses> Because of 
the symmetry Bkl/j =B lkij it is no restriction to assume 
that Ski is symmetric. The terms involving the scalar 
q, in (IV. 6. 5) and (IV. 6. 6) are new and the conventional 
case corresponds to q, = O. The form of the added q, 
terms was motivated by the desire to maintain the four
dimensional character of the electromagnetic equations. 
In the case q, = 0 the bound charge and bound current 
densities can be regarded as the components of a four
dimensional vector which can be expressed as the 
divergence of a four-dimensional, skew-symmetric, 
second rank tensor. The components of this tensor are 
expressible in terms of pk and Mkl. The additional 
terms in (IV. 6. 5) and (IV. 6. 6), involving q" have been 
added so that in four-dimensional notation the bound 
charge-current 4-vector now appears as the divergence 
of the skew-symmetric tensor minus the four-dimen
sional gradient of q,. The physical significance of the 
q, terms can be most easily seen by deriving the equa
tions satisfied by Pb' Po DR, and H lk • These are easily 
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obtained by combining Eqs. (IV. 6. 3)-(IV. 6. 8) with 
Eqs. (IV.2.6)-(IV.2.8); 

ap, ..• aZif> Z [a Pb .• ] ( ) 
ai+'1.lt=JJ.oEo otZ-'1if>=- Fit+'1.lb' IV.7.1 

(IV. 7. 3) 

The Laplacian '12 is defined to be '1Z""ogii'1i'1j , and the 
d'Alembertian is defined to be o=JJ.oEoaz/atZ-'1z. Thus, 
the d'Alembertian of if>, oif> = JJ.oEoil 2if>/at2 

- '1Zif>, acts as 
a source for free charge and a sink for bound charge 
and, in addition, the time derivative of if> contributes 
a source term for the electric displacement vector, 
while its gradient acts as a source term for the magnet
ic field intensity. It should be clear that higher order 
tensors could be used to generate expressions for the 
force Fk in (IV. 6.1) and for the bound charges and cur
rents in (IV. 6. 5) and (IV. 6. 6); however, that will not 
be done here. 

Related to the decomposition of F., Pb' and j: is a 
similar decomposition of the energy flux JJ. Rather 
than writing down the form immediately, as was done 
for Fk> Po, and j:, and then deducing its consequence, 
I shall proceed in reverse fashion. That is, I shall look 
at the consequences of the decomposition of F., Pb' and 
j: and deduce from these an appropriate form for ~ k • 

Contracting the momentum Eq. (IV. 2. 4) with v', using 
the form (IV. 60 I) for the force per unit volume and 
using the relation 6n/6t=anjat +v·'1kn leads to the 
result 

m6~ (v;1I. +n)=m~~ +l)kfk+'1i ~k;vk)-rk;'1jVk' 
(IV.B.I) 

The term v·v./2 is called the kinetic energy per unit 
mass and n is called the potential energy per unit mass. 
If the conservation of mass (continuity), Eqo (IV.2.1) 
is used to rewrite the left side of this equation, we get 

(IV. 8. 2) 

From two of Maxwell's equations [(IV. 2. B), (IV. 2.10) j 
it is possible to show that 

(IV.9.1) 

(IV.9.2) 

(IV, 9. 3) 

where U is called the energy density of the electro
magnetic field and N' is the Poynting vector. But the 
expressions (IV. 6. 5) and (IV. 6. 6) for Pb and j! imply 

E l =E ap· _~Mkl aBkl _ V (MikE _ if>El) ~ 
k b • at ill I • - Eo ' 

(IV. 10. 1) 
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(IV.10.2) 

(IV. 10. 3) 

To obtain the first of these equations, it was necessary 
to use the skew-symmetry of Mik and Maxwell's equation 
(IV. 2.10). The third member of this set is obtained by 
substituting (IV. 10. 2) into (IV. 10. 1) and using (IV. 6. 7). 
If Ekj~ is eliminated from IV. 9.1 by means of IV.IO. 3, 
we obtain 

ilU +'1 (HikE + if>Dl) = -E .• + if>p, + pk'1kif> 
at I·E .It E E o 0 Z 

(IV. 11. I) 

If the internal energy per unit mass u is defined by 

mU=E_U_m(v;vk +n), (IV.12.1) 

then combining the evolution equations for E [(IV. 2.2)], 
1;>v./2 +n [IV.B.2)], and U [IV. 11. 1)] produces an 
evolution equation for u in the form 

ap· aB +r';'1.1) +E - _lMkl __ '_1 . 
J k k ilt 2 at (IV.12.2) 

Suppose we now require that the flux of u, 
form 

J:, have the 

(IV.12.3) 

The first term represents the convective flux of inter
nal energy, q. is the flux of internal energy in the ab
sence of convection and diffUSion of species, and the 
last term corresponds to the flux of internal energy due 
to the diffusion of species. A comparison of the flux 
~ with the flux as given by the divergence term in 
(IV.12. 2) leads to the identification 

J1""om u+--'+n v1+ql+JJ.'dl_ril}J.+HlkE +--( 
vivo ) if>Dl 

{2 "k Eo 

(IV.13.I) 

and 

JJ. aif>z an . 
+--..J!._ -m - -v'(. +rkJ'1.vk 2 ilt at . • J 

apk 1 .1 (}B. 1 ()) • 
+EkTt -2M at =7Jt (mu +'1.(muv ). 

(IV.13.2) 

Equation (IV. 13.2) is the last evolution equation which 
will be needed in obtaining the first law in differential 
form. Note that (IV.13.1) effectively defines the total 
flux of energy ~. The flux of energy associated with 
the stress, rilv;, can be rewritten in terms of the 
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tensors Ski and IiTkl. Similarly, the source term 
Tkj'iljV k for the internal energy can be written in terms 
of ~I and IiTkl. The source term can be rewritten sim
ply by using (IV. 2. 5) and (IV. 6.2). To rewrite the flux 
term, it is necessary to use the symmetry of Ski as 
well as the definition of B klmn given in (IV. 5.1). Thus, 

(SkIBklmngmignj)V i =tskl(gkmG In + g'mGkn)gnjvm 

=tSkl(VkG In + V IGkn)gnj = SklvkG Ing nj 

= vkSkIG'j. 

The symmetry of Ski was used in the next to last step. 
Thus, we have 

(IV.14.1) 

and 

(IV. 14. 2) 

Given the evolution equations (IV. 2.1)-(IV. 2.10) and 
(IV. 13. 2), we still do not have a well-defined system 
of equations for we are still lacking the necessary con
stitutive relations. In these evolution equations the 
constitutive relations for R~, d~, n, fkJ Ski, IiTkl, p\ 
cf>, Mkl, jJ, q\ and !l). must be prescribed. These 
quantities are potentially functions of position Xk, time 
t, and all measurements, not only those whose evolution 
equations have been given, as well as their covariant 
and temporal derivatives. Fortunately for our purposes 
it is unnecessary to select a particular set of constitu
tive relations and we can proceed to the first law. 
Suppose we define a polarization per unit mass pk and a 
magnetization per unit mass m kl by 

(IV.15.1) 

(IV. 15.2) 

Then since opk/ot=apk/at +Vi'ili pk and OBk,/ot=oB kl / 
ill +vi'iliBw it follows that 

E apk 1. kl aB. , Opk k j 
kat- 2M -at=mEk6f -Ek'il j (Pv) 

(IV. 15.3) 

If we use the evolution equation for species, (IV. 2. 3), 
we can write 

(IV. 15. 4) 

Now substituting (IV. 14.2), (IV. 15.3), and (IV. 15.4) 
into the evolution equation for the internal energy, 
energy, (IV.13.2), we obtain 

m[OU _Skl O('kl -E 6pk 1. kl OB.k' ). On"l 
01 6t k 61 + 2 m ot -!l TtJ 

=-'ilkqk+IiTkj'iljVk-vkfk-m ~~ -!l).R).-d~'ilk!l). 

.k <I> p, pk I.l a<I> 2 . 
+EkJ,--- -- 'il <I> +!::.Q. -- -E 'il (pkv') 

Eo Eo k 2 at k i 

(IV.16.1) 

Based on this result we can now define heat and work 
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increments, thus giving explicit realizations for heat 
and work and hence connecting this section with the 
earlier ones: 

"fJQ + oW = 6u, 

"fJQ k 
mTt +'ilkq 

A kj'il k an A k A =<.>T .vk-V Fk -m-- _II R -d 'il II 
J j i at'" A A k'" 

OV.17.1) 

(IV. 17.2) 

(IV.17.3) 

(IV. 17.4) 

Here we have a realization of AXiom 11.13, where dif
ferential heat and work were defined. It should be 
pointed out that the symbols -uQ / of and trW/Of are not to 
be interpreted as absolute derivatives. They are merely 
quantities defined by (IV. 17. 1) and (IV. 17. 2). If we 
were to commit this abuse of interpretation merely for 
descriptive purposes, then the equation for heat, 
(IV. 17.4), suggests that qk is the heat flux and that the 
right Side of (IV. 17.4) represents a source of heat, 
that is, dissipation. The diSSipation contains contribu
tions from, among others, stress ATkj , chemical reac
tion R A, diffusion d~, and free current jJ. The expres
sions for the heat and work increments show that heat 
and work are intimately connected with constitutive 
relations. Thus it is the constitutive relations for Ski, 
pk, m k

), and !l" which preordain work in general and 
thermodynamic work in particular. Hence, making a 
statement about the integrability of the quasistatic 
limit, fIq, of fIQ amounts to making a statement about 
the restrictions of Ski, pk, mkl, and I.l A to the thermo
dynamic subspace 6. Except for p", these constitutive 
relations appear as coefficients of the incremental 
terms in (IV. 17. 1) and (IV.17. 2). The stress-strain 
term, Skloek,/ot, in these equations is the appropriate 
form for solids, but it should reduce to pressure
volume work in the case of fluids. Suppose that the 
strain in a material can be characterized by a strain 
scalar (', that is, e kl = eJ.{kl' Then from (IV. 3. 1) it fol
lows that Gkl = Ggkl = (1 - 2e)gkl' Substituting these into 
the evolution equation for the strain tensor (IV. 2.5) 
gives an evolution for the strain scalar 0('/61 =G'ililli/3. 
But if we use the continuity equation (IV. 2.1) to elimi
nate 'ili1)i, we find Oe/O! = - (G/3m)Om/ot = (mG/3) 
x O(l/m)/ot. Hence, SkIO('kzl0t = SkIKkl0 (' /ot = (mGS:/3) 

x o(l/m)/ot. Since l/m is the specific volume, it is 
reasonable to define the fluid pressure p as 

-p =" mGS:/3 

for then 

(IV.IB.I) 

(IV. lB. 2) 
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The differential equation oe/ot = - (G/3m)om/ot 
= - [(1 - 2e)/3m lom/ot can easily be integrated to give 
m(x,t)=m(x)(1-2e)3/2, where the initial state is taken 
to be the zero strain state. This is nothing more than 
a special case of the more general relation m 
= m(x)( I oj - 2eJ I ~1/ 2 where I oj - 2e; I represents the 
determinant of 0; - 2e J. 

Yet to be discussed are some pOints about the realiza
tion of heat represented by (IV. 17.1). First it should 
be pOinted out that, based on Definition III. 13, u, 3"', 
pk, and m kl are the obviously extensive quantities in 1JQ 
while ekl , E k, Bm and /.Lx are intensive. For the fluid 
case, pressure p is intensive and specific volume l/m 
is extensive. Note that in 1JQ not all of the differential 
quantities are extensive. If the quasistatic limit of tl"Q, 
that is, fJq is integrable and has an intensive integrating 
factor in some subset of 6, then this implies that the 
Euler relation ¢/M=x"A" (Theorem III. 20) takes the 
form ¢/M=u -Ekpk - /.Lxnx for solids and ¢/M=u +p/m 
-EkPk - /.Lxnx for fluids. Of course, all quantities on the 
right side are meant to be the quasistatic forms. 
Notable by their absence are the terms Sklekl and 
-1/2mkIB kl . Another point to be mentioned concerns the 
term E hOpk in fJQ. This tacitly assumes that in the 
quasistatic case Ek must be regarded as a function of 
pk (and also u, ekl , B kl , nJ. But conventionally the 
polarization is regarded as a function of the electric 
field. These two points of view are consistent iff the 
Jacobian I apk /aE i I does not vanish in the quasistatic 
limit and then pk = pk(E i, .•• ) can be inverted for Ei. 
This is certainly satisfied when the polarization is a 
linear function of the electric field, but a linear rela
tionship is not generally applicable. If one would like to 
use E k' rather than p\ as the independent variable, 
then it is necessary to work with a Legendre trans
form ll of u. The appropriate function is (u -pkEk). If 
we use the conventional thermodynamic notation of s in 
place of rp and T for M-1 then from Corollary III. 11 
we have, in the region of integrability, 

~: = y-l =(~~r, 
as au 

T a(l/m) =p = - a(l/m) , 

as au 
Taj}' = -Ek= - apk , 

as m kl ;Ju 
T--=--=---, 

aBkl 2 aBkl 

as x au 
T-=-/.L =--. 
an~ an~ 

Here I have used the same symbol for the constitutive 
quantity in 6 as in X. The partial derivatives of the 
transform u -pkEk are 

a(u -pkEk)/as = T, 

a(u -pkEk)/ekl = Ski or a(u -pkE k)ja(l/m) = -p, 

a(u -pkEk)/aEk = _ pk, 

iJ(u -pkEk)/aBkl = - m kl /2, 

a(u -pkEk)/;Jn~ = J.I. x. 
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Similar expressions could be written for the Massieu 
function which arises from a similar Legendre trans
form of the entropy. Finally, Eq. (IV. 17.4) can be 
written in terms of s if the equation is restricted to the 
region of integrability: 

os k 
mT6i +'ilkq 

A kj k an XR dk x ·k 
= T 'il jV k - V fk - m at - J.I. x - ~ 'ilk J.I. + E klt 

_ <f>Pf _ pk 'il cf> +l!:.!L acf>2 -E 'il.(pkVi) +!.MkIVi'il B 
Eo Eo k 2 at k' 2 I kl' 

Hence, we now have an evolution equation for the 
entropy, valid only in the region of integrability, and 
its right side is interpretable as an entropy source. Of 
course, since this equation is only valid in this region 
of 6, the quantities /.L \ E k, and Mkl could be replaced 
by the appropriate partial derivatives of s. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Now that we have come to the end of the paper it is 
appropriate to survey what has been achieved. First, 
a complete examination of the fundamental mathematical 
structure of thermodynamics has been made in order to 
determine the function of each component of that struc
ture. Second, nowhere were partitions, composite 
systems, or the zeroth law of thermodynamics used in 
the analysis. Finally, all assumptions were explicitly 
stated in the development of the mathematical structure. 

Out of this analysis a number of conclusions could be 
drawn. The fundamental structure of thermodynamics is 
completely algebraic. This structure requires the 
notion of heat, but not the first law. It contains a pre
cise definition of entropy which is identified as a purely 
mathematical concept, and possesses criteria which, 
if satisfied, are sufficient for the construction of an 
entropy function from heat alone. Topological structure 
serves only to permit a discussion of properties based 
on the continuity of functions and the weak topology is 
the appropriate topology for thermodynamics. If one 
supposes the existence of a first law in differential 
form, then one can discuss integrability of the first law 
independently of Caratheodory's theorem and Caratheo
dory's inaccessibility axiom. If the first law is inte
grable, then the integrating factor mayor may not be 
a temperature, the pseudopotential mayor may not be 
an entropy and, indeed, it need not even be extensive. 
Finally it is possible to construct a realization of the 
first law from the equations of continuum mechanics 
which is suitable for all systems whether they are solids 
or fluids, whether they do or do not exhibit chemical 
reactions and whether or not electromagnetic fields are 
present. 

What I have attempted to do is to elucidate the struc
ture of thermodynamics and expose those assumptions 
which must be satisfied if thermodynamics is to be 
valid. Clearly some of the assumptions, such as Axiom 
I. 54, are well supported by experiment. Others, such 
as the integrability of the quasistatic first law, though 
regularly used are still unsubstantiated. Clearly the 
unresolved questions should be experimentally 
examined. 
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Eigenvalues of the Casimir operators of the orthogonal and the symplectic groups are obtained in closed 
and simple form by diagonalizing directly the matrices introduced by Perelomov and Popov. This method 
unifies the treatment of the problem for the semisimple Lie groups. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many authors have attempted to compute the eigen
values of the Casimir operators of the unitary, orthog
onal, and symplectic groups which form the various 
series of the semisimple Lie groups. 1_8 Although, for 
the unitary groups, general expressions for the eigen
values of these invariant operators of any degree are 
known in closed form, 9 no such expression seems to 
exist for the eigenvalues of the Casimir operators for 
the orthogonal and the symplectic groups. Wong and 
Yeh7 have recently attempted to solve the problem, fol
lowing Perelomov and Popov's work, 1,2 who obtained 
the eigenvalue of the invariant of the pth degree as sum 
of the elements of the pth power of a matrix which de
pends upon the group and the irreducible representation 
one considers. For the unitary groups, the correspond
ing matrix can very easily be diagonalized and the 
values of the invariants written down immediately in a 
closed and simple form. 9 On account of the relative 
complication of the corresponding matrices for the 
orthogonal and the symplectic groups, no one seems to 
have tried to diagonalize them. Wong and Yeh, 7 noting 
this difficulty, have attempted to circumvent it, which 
led them finally to quite complicated expressions for the 
eigenvalues. 10 We note that we do not require all the 
elements of the diagonalizing matrix or of its inverse, 
but only sums of elements in the rows of one and 
columns of the other which are nothing but left and right 
eigenvectors of these matrices. 11 In fact, most of the 
elements of the diagonalizing matrix are computable as 
products of certain factors, but some of the elements 
are single sums of products of factors. The sums which 
are required for computing the eigenvalues of the 
Casimir operators are indeed products of factors. This 
fact results in very simple answers for these values 
which closely resemble the answers for the unitary 
groups. Thus our method unifies the treatment of this 
problem for the various series of semisimple Lie 
groups. 

We have organized this paper as follows. In Sec. II 
we obtain the matrices for the orthogonal and symplectic 
groups, which are required for our computation. In 
Sec. III we briefly sketch the diagonalization of these 
matrices and quote our results. Details of the diagonal
ization are given in Appendix A, whereas Appendix B 
contains the connection between left and right 
eigenvectors. 
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II. THE MATRICESA 

We shall deal with the orthogonal and the symplectic 
groups together. Let GIJ' where the indices i,j run from 
- n to n for O(2n + 1) and from - n to n excluding zero 
for O(2n) and Sp(2n), be the infinitesimal generators of 
these groups. We then define the Casimir operator Cp 
of pth degree by 

C =Gl 1 d 2 ••• dp (2.1) 
P 12 13 11' 

where summation over repeated indices is understood. 
The generators GI J satisfy the commutation relations 

[GIJ' GkzJ = okJGl z - olzGk j + EIEJ[O-ZJGk -1- Ok _IG-J Z]' (2.2) 

The quantity EI in the above commutation relations is 1 
for O(N) (the symbol N will always mean 2n or 2n + 1) 
whereas it takes the values 1,0, -1 for i> 0, i = 0, 
i < 0, respectively, for Sp(2n). The above commutation 
relations can be obtained from the basic representation 

I _ 1_2_ -J _2_ 
G J -x 2xJ -EIEJX 2x- I ' 

On account of (2.3), the generators GIJ have the 
symmetry 

(2.3) 

GI, = -EIEJG-J -I' (2.4) 

which results in N(N -1 )/2 and n(n + 1) independent gen
erators for O(N) and Sp(2n), respectively. In particular, 
for O(N), 

GI_I=O. 

The irreducible tensor representations of these 
groups are characterized by n integers fn' f n-1> ••• Ju 
such that fn ~ f n-1 ~ ••• ~ fl' These n integers are the 
eigenvalues of the n diagonal generators GI 1= - G-I _I 
(i> 0) in the highest state I tJ». Writing f_1 = - ff> we 
generally have 

(2.5) 

[Note that GOo which can exist only for O(2n + 1) is 
identically zero on account of the symmetry relation 
(2.4). This requires fo= 0 which is consistent withf_1 
= - fl' J The characterization of the tensor representa
tions can also be made in terms of Young's tableau 
wherein the tensor representation Un,fn-1, .•. ,f1) is 
shown as an n rowed diagram with fl boxes in the ith 
row. Note that we are ordering our rows in the reverse 
direction. With this notation, the highest state is char-
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acterized by filling the boxes in the ith row by the sym
bol i. The states of the irreducible representation 
represented by Young's tableau are ordered by 
comparing the ordered set {m l : i = n, n - 1, ... ,I} 
(called the weight of the state) of numbers of n 's, 
(n - 1)' s, etc., in the state, the higher state having a 
larger number of the first unequal number in the weights 
of the two states. In this sense, there is no state higher 
than the highest in the representation. The action of the 
generators A jj (i > j) on any state, therefore, is to 
transform it to a higher state. These generators must, 
therefore, annihilate the highest state I ¢). This argu
ment will be made more precise later for any tensor 
operator. 

The Casimir operators commute with all the genera
tors and hence, by Schur's lemma are multiples of the 
identity matrix in any irreducible representation. 
Hence the eigenvalues of these invariants can be 
obtained by computing them on any state and in partic
ular on the highest state. This is exactly what we shall 
do. 

Let us also define 

Tjj(p) = 6 Gjl Gj
1 j oood p- 1J, 

11'12 •• · •• ,i p_1 1 2 

(2.6) 

in terms of which 

Cp=6 Tl
j

• (2.7) 
j 

The {Tj
j

} acts like a tensor operator whose commuta
tion relations with the generators are given as 

[Gjj,T"/]=6"jTj/-61/'Pj +EIEj [6-1
j T"_1 _6k _ jy-J I]. (2.8) 

We show that 

'P I I ¢) = ° for k > l. (2.9) 

Let k > l ~ 0. Then 

[Gj i' Tk I] = (6\ - 6 j I + 6 -I j - 6k -I) 'P Z' 

which shows that Gil commutes with Tk I when i> k but 
[Gkk , Tk l ] = 'PI' Thus 'PI I ¢) has the weight fn' f n-1, ••• , 

f k+1' fk + 1, ... , which is higher than the weight of the 
highest state, which is impossible, or 'PII ¢) = ° where 
I? > l ~ 0. If 1 < 0, k > 1 implies - 1 > - k and the same 
argument shows that TIll I ¢) has weight fn' fn-I> ... J_/+l, 
f-I + 1 (u f-I + 2 if k = -l), ... , which is also higher 
than that of the highest state or again Tk II ¢) = ° where 
1 < 0. 

Note that the property mentioned above is a property 
of any tensor operator satisfying the commutation re
lation (2. 8) and does not depend upon whether it is con
structed from the generators or not. 

We can now write down a recursion scheme for 
computing TI j (q) on the highest state. Indeed 

Group Eigenvalues of the matrix A 

O(2n + 1): f j + n + i-I for 1 ~ i ~ n, n for i= 1, fj+n+i 

n 

yt I(q) I ¢) = 6 Tlj (q -l}Gjll ¢) 
j=-n 

= 6 Tlj(q -1}GJ j I ¢) (.: Gj j I ¢) = ° for j> i} 
j "I 

=fITII(q -1}1 ¢) + 6 T')q -1)Gi I I ¢) 
j<1 

[from (2. 5)J 

= fl TI I (q - I) I ¢) - 6 [Gi I' Tlj (q - )] I ¢) 
j(! 

(.: Tlj (q-l}l¢)=Ofor i>j) 

= fl y! I (q - 1) I ¢) - 6 (1'f 6-J I)[ Tj j (q - 1) 
j<1 

- Y!1(q -1}]1 ¢) 
n 

= 6A!JTjj (q-l)I¢), 
J=-n 

where 

AlJ = [jl + n + i - i(1 + el )]6 jj - 8Ji 

+ i(1 + e l )6 j ,_J for O(2n + 1) 

(2.10) 

= (fj + n + i-I - e j}6 jj - 8n + i(1 + e j)6 I ,_j for O(2n) 

={fj+n+i)6Ij-8jj-i(l+ej)6j,_j forSp(2n}. (2.11) 

The symbol e i in the above equation is 1,0, - 1 for i > 0, 
i=O, i<O, respectively, and 8,,=0,1 for i~j, i<j, 
respectively. Note that 'f in Eq. (2.10) are for O(N) and 
Sp(2n), respectively. The matrices A with the compo
nents Ali given in (2.11) are those we desired to com
pute. These were first given by Perelomov and 
Popov. 1,2,12 Each one is a fixed (independent of q) m x 111 

matrix which depends only upon the representation of 
the group (m is the order of the group). 

The recursion relation (2.10) can now be repeatedly 
used taking into account the fixed nature of the matrix 
A to arrive at 

Tjj(P)I¢)= 6 (AP)jjl¢), (2.12) 
j =-n 

or 
n 

Cp l<l»=6Tl j(p)I¢)= 6 (AP)/jl¢). 
i i,j =-n 

Thus 
n 

Cp = 6 (AP)jj' (2.13) 
i ,j=-n 

The matrices A in (2.11) are upper triangular and 
hence their eigenvalues Aj (- n '" i '" n) are the diagonal 
elements. These can be written down immediately from 
(2.11) and are given below with respect to our ordering. 

for - n ~ i ~ - 1, 

O(2n): :fl + n + i - 2 for 1 ~ i'" n, +fj+n+i for - n ~ i '" - 1, (2.14) 

Sp(2n) :fj + n + i for 1 ~ i'" n, +fj+n+i for - n ~ i ~ - 1. 
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Since fn ~ f n-l ~ ••• ~ fl' all the eigenvalues of Sp(2n) 
are distinct and strictly decreasing. For O(N), these 
also have the same property in general. However, when 
fl = 0 (the lowest row having no blocks) for O(2n + 1), 
the eigenvalues corresponding to i = 1,0 are both n, 
whereas, for O(2n), the eigenvalues corresponding to 
i=± 1 are both n -1. Except for this case, the eigen
values are all distinct and strictly decreasing. This re
mark will be useful when we attempt to diagonalize the 
nonsymmetric matrices A for the various types of 
groups. 

III. DIAGONALIZATION OF THE MATRICES 
A FOR THE VARIOUS GROUPS 

We have already remarked that the matrices A are 
upper triangular and we know their eigenvalues, which 
are in general distinct. Thus, to diagonalize, we must 
obtain the right and left eigenvectors X"" YB (X", is a 
column vector whereas YB is a row vector) with com
ponents Xt'" YBj , respectively, forming the matrices 
X and Y. The Greek indices also have ranges - n to n 
[excluding zero for O(2n) and Sp(2n)] but we use them to 
enumerate the eigenvectors.} The matrices X and Yare 
also upper triangular, and we choose their diagonal 
elements as unity. The eigenvectors are now completely 
defined though not normalized to unity. However, this 
choice has two important advantages. First, as will be 
shown in. Appendix B, the matrix Y can be trivially 
written down from X. As a consequence, X and Y look 
similar in contrast to the choice of the diagonalizing 
matrix by Okub06 and Wong and Yeh. 7 Secondly, this 
choice automatically makes Y = X-I and diagonalization 
is achieved. Details of the diagonalization are given in 
Appendices A and B. In Appendix A we compute X 
whereas in Appendix B we show that Y can be obtained 
from X quite easily. We remark that, since A is non
symmetric, Y is not the transpose of A as is also 
evident from the fact that both X and Yare upper 
triangular. 

Noting now that Y = X-I, we have 

or 

6 (AP)lj = 6 Xl",(AP D)",BYBj' 
i,} i ,j ,a,J3 

where 

(AP D)"'B= >l ",o",B' 

Thus 

(3.1) 

i. e. , to compute Cp we require only the products of 
sums of components of the left and right eigenvectors 
of the matrices A for the same eigenvalue ~",. This 
remark makes the computation of Cp a much simpler 
task. 

The sums L: I Xl'" are computed in Appendix A and to 
obtain L: j Y"'j we must use the rule in Appendix B. We 
quote below these results; 
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n n 
6Xl ",= n (1 + ~j - ~"')/ n (~J - ~"') (a ~O) (3.2) 
f 1=0.+1 Jr:Q+l 

l (1 + ~o - "-",)(1 + "--'" - "-",) - ("-0 - "-",) \ 
= ~_",- A", 

2 + A_", - A", 

a-I 0:.,,1 

= n (1 + Aj - \,v n (AJ - \,) (a ~ 0), (3.5) 
j=-n J=-n 

where the primes on the products in (3.3) and (3.4) im
ply that j = 0, - a are to be omitted and the outside fac
tor in these equations is for O(2n+ 1), O(2n), and Sp(2n), 
respectively. 

Substituting from the above Eqs. (3.2)-(3.5) into 
(3. 1), we finally arr ive at 

n )(1 + Ao - A",)(1 + A_",- A",) - ("-0 - \,.l \ 
C p = 6 AP '" A_", - A", 

O:=-n 

2 + A_", - "-", 

(3.6) 

Naturally for O(2n) and Sp(2n) the product in the de
nominator in (3.6) should not contain i= O. The same re
remark applies to the summation. 

We have always been mentioning the tensor repre
sentations. Spinor representations exist for O(2n) 
groups. In fact they appear as pairs of inequivalent 
representations with the same dimensions and the same 
values for all the Casimir operators we have defined. 
For a complete characterization in this case, we require 
another Casimir operator in place of C 2n in the inde
pendent set C 2 , C4 , ••• , C2n • This operator C~ and its 
eigenvalue are both given in Ref. 2. 

Our expression (3.5) has the form of the correspond
ing expression13 

Cp=~ "-~XC~l (1+"-I-A"')~~1 (AI-A",»)' 
H", 1 i~", 

(3.7) 

for the unitary groups. Our method has thus unified the 
treatment of this problem for the various series of the 
semisimple Lie groups. 
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APPENDIX A: COMPUTATION OF THE RIGHT 
EIGENVECTORS OF THE MATRICESA 

We first discuss the groups O(2n) and Sp(2n). We 
order the rows and the columns by the index values n, 
n -1, ... , -no (The index 0 is missing in this case.) 
The matrix A is upper triangular having the diagonal 
elements .\, (-n~ a~ n) given in (2.14) and has -1 in 
all the off -diagonal positions except the (i, - i) positions 
for 1 ~ i ~ n, where it has 0 or - 2 for O(2n) and Sp(2n) 
cases, respectively. For the right eigenvector X", cor
responding to the eigenvalue A"" we immediately have 
Xi'" = 0 for - n ~ i ~ a -1. We shall attempt to compute 
Xi'" for a + 1 "" i ~ n in terms of X",,,,, which we shall 
finally put equal to unity. 

For a'" 1, the computation is trivial. In fact, the 
presence of off-diagonal elements not equal to - 1 has 
no effect on this computation since XI'" = 0 for - n ~ i 
~ a -1. For this case, one finds immediately 

XI",=X",,,,XC=~~I (1+Aj-A"')!~.I (Aj-A",)}a+,""i~n) 
(At) 

for the nonzero components, and 

tXI",=tXi ", 
I =·n i ='" 

(A2) 

for the sum of the nonzero components. 

Next we consider the somewhat more difficult case 
of a ~ -1. The components XI'" (a + 1 ~ i ~ - 1) are 
easily computable in terms of X",,,, to give 

(a+1~i~-1). (A3) 

In addition, the components XI", (- a + 2 "" i ~ n) are also 
computable but in terms of X."'.I,,,, in the form 

Xi'" =X.",.I '" XC~"'.I (1 + \ - A",)/:~~.2 (Aj - A",l) 

(- a + 2 ~ i ~ n). (A4) 

In particular 

X =X 1 x("it (1+A.-,u!A (AJ.-A",l). nc¥ _0:+ a J ..... 
j:::_a+l j=_a+2 

(A5) 

Now the equation corresponding to the component X"", is 
".1 

(A" - \,)Xn", = 6 Xi"" 
i='" 

which gives 

6 Xi'" = (1 + An - A",)X"",. 
i='" 

By using (A5), this becomes 
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"" ( " 6 X = 6 X = X X [l (1 + Aj - A \ iO! fa -a+la ex' 
i=-n i=a j=-Ot+l 

(A6) 

The above equation shows that we need to express 
X.",.I,,,, only in terms of X",,,, to be able to compute the 
sum of nonnegative components of the eigenvector X", 
(a"" - 1), though the computation of the diagonalizing 
matrix will also require the components XI'" (1 O:;i 0:; - a 
+ 1) in terms of X",,,, since all other components are 
already given in (A3) and (A4). To compute these, we 
write the equations corresponding to the components 
XI"" 1 0:; i 0:; - a + 1, which Simplify to the form 

(A.",.I - A",)X.",.I '" - (1 + A.", - A",)X.",,,, =±X"'''', 

(A.", - A",)X.",,,, - (1 + A.",.1 - A",)X.",.I '" =± (X",.I '" - X",,,,), 

(A2 - A",)X2 ", - (1 + Al - A", )X1 '" = ± (X. 1", - X. 2 ,,), 

.2 

(AI - A",)XI", ={ ~lX.I'" + j~ Xj"" (A7) 

The above is a system of inhomogeneous equations with 
the right-hand sides known on account of (A3) in terms 
of 

i x.", = (A.I - A",)X.I", = ~ (1 + Aj - A,,) In (\ -A",). 
j=a J j=a+l /}:=0:+1 

The ± and U} appearing on the right-hand sides are for 
O(2n) and Sp(2n), respectively. 

From these equations we can solve for any of the XI'" 
(10:; i 0:; - a + 1) in terms of X",,,, as the ratio of two de
terminants. The common determinant in the denomina
tor can be calculated. It is just [lj~tI (\ - A",l. The de
terminants in the numerator can be expanded in terms 
of the known right-hand sides (which are products of 
factors) as a single sum. For our problem, we are only 
interested in X which appears in (A6). In the cor--a+l, Q: 

responding determinant, the terms can fortunately be 
summed to give 

(AS) 

(A9) 

where the prime on the product symbol indicates that 
the term with j = - Q' is to be omitted. Note that none 
of the symbols in the above sum is to take the value 
zero. The l11ethod of calculation we have adopted works 
when a < - 1 and for a = - 1, a + 1 does take the value 
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zero. But, if we computed directly the case of Q' = - 1, 
the answer is exactly as in (A9) by omitting any term 
in which the index j = O. 

We now return to the problem of the equality of two 
eigenvalues for the groups O(2n) which occurs when f1 
= 0, in which case Al = A_I = n - 1. Let us look at the sum 
in (A9) which is valid whenever f1 "* 0 or Al - A_1"* 0 even 
for Q' = - 1. In this case, the product in the denominator 
starts at j = - 1, i. e. , with the factor Al - A_I which 
vanishes when f1 = O. This factor is precisely killed by 
the factor (AI - A_I) appearing as a separate factor in 
(A9) in the numerator [since we are finally going to put 
X",,,, = - 1 for all, we notice that when Al - A_I = 0 U1 = 0), 
the sums in (A2) and (All) are equal]. To be more 
precise, consider the case where Q' = - 1 and Al "* A_I' 
Then, for Q' = - 1, X_2 ,_1 = X_3 ,_1 ••• = X_ n,_l = 0 and X 1 ,_1 

= 0, while, for Q' = + 1, X_1 ,1 = •. • =X_n,l = 0 and the 
calculation for the remaining components proceeds 
exactly as before. Taking Xu =X_1,_1 = 0, we see that 
the components 2 ~ ,,; n are exactly the same, and this 
explains the equality of the sums when Al = A-I' Had we 
done the calculation starting from Al = A-I in the 
beginning, we would have found that the ± 1 components 
are arbitrary. Once one chooses for one of the vectors 
the + 1 component zero and - 1 component 1 and makes 
the opposite choice for the second vector, one arrives 
at what we obtained before. In this case, the formal and 
the exact methods bring about the same result. This 
favorable situation is the result of the fact that the 
matrix A is nondefective. 

Finally, we examine the case of O(2n + 1). In complete 
analogy with the O(2n) case, the vectors with Q'::;' 0 can 
be computed and these are given by (A1) and (A2) with 
Q' = O. When Q' < 0, only the last of the equations in (A 7) 
needs a change, and we must now add X",,,, also to the 
right-hand side, which is also given in (A3) for i= O. 
The remaining steps are identical, and we finally ar
rive at the modifications of (AS) and (A9) as follows: 

X_""l'" = [(1 + AO - A",)(l + A_", - A.",) - (Ao - A",)] 

and 

( 

_",_1 

XX",,,, X n 
j=a.+l 
j~O 

n 

(AI0) 

6 Xl'" = 6 Xla = [(1 + AO - Aa)(1 + A_a - Aa) - (AO - Aa)] 
I =-n i =a 

XXa", XC=~: (1 + ~ - Aa;!'~'l (Aj - Aa )) , (All) 

where the prime on the product indicates that j = 0, - a 
are to be omitted. Note that though we computed the 
answer taking Q' < 0, the answer is correct even for 
CI! = 0 when it coincides precisely with (A2) about which 
we have already remarked that it holds for O(2n + 1) 
for all 0,,; CI! ,,; n. 

We return again to the problem of the eigenvalues AO 
and Al becoming equal when f1 = O. In this case, if we 
solve the equations, only one independent vector is ob
tained, which is exactly the same as given in (AI) for 
CI! = I and the sum of its components in (A2) is a multiple 
of Xu' However, if we look at the sum in (A2) for a = 0 
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with Al = AO we see that the denominator has a factor Al 
- AO which vanishes in this case. This is indicative of 
the defect of the matxix, and we cannot, in principle, 
diagonalize the matrix in this case, To complete our 
computation even for this case, we proceed, formally 
supposing, in the beginning, that A1 - AO"* 0, and examine 
the left eigenvector also. We can immediately solve the 
equations and obtain the sum of the components of the 
left eigenvector as 

y •• x C~> + ", - A/~:'(A' -A.I) 
for a"; O. For a = 0, we note that the numerator has a 
factor I + A_I - Ao- Since, for O(2n + 1), A_I + Al = A_I + AI 
= 2n - 1 (for i"* 0) and AO = n, 1 + A_I - Ao = Ao - AU i. e. , 
this factor is exactly the same (but opposite in sign) as 
the singular factor in the sum of the components of the 
right eigenvector. The product of these two, which is 
what we require, does not contain any singular charac
ter even for "-t = AO U1 = 0). 

APPENDIX B; CALCULATION OF THE LEFT 
EIGENVECTORS 

Note that the matrix A for each group is not sym
metric. Thus, a priori, we do not expect any connection 
between the left and the right eigenvector. However, 
these matrices satisfy a pseudo symmetry given by 

(Bl) 

which is the symmetry with respect to reflection in the 
diagonal joining (n, -n) and (-n,n) elements. This 
reflection only changes the diagonal elements and this 
change is incorporated in (B1). 

Let us now examine the eigenvalue problem 

(B2) 

where Xa is a right eigenvector corresponding to the 
eigenvalue A",. Its components depend upon the eigen
values of the matrix A and their ordering. 

Writing out (B2) completely gives 

L: Aij(A~)Xja(A~) = AaXia(A~). 
J 

By using (Bl), this becomes 

6 Xja(A~)A_j ,_I (A_~) = AaXla (A~). 
j 

Let us write 

Y- a ,_ i (A_~) = Xi a (A~). 

Then (B4) takes the form 

~ Y_a,_j(A_~)A_j,_I(A_~)= Aa Y_ a ,_I(A_8 )· 

(B3) 

(B4) 

(B5) 

This result holds for all a, i and j is a dummy index. 
Thus we can change the sign of all of them to obtain 

6 Y aj (A_8 )Ajl(A_8 ) = A_ aY aj (A_8 ). (B6) 
j 

This shows that Y's are the left eigenvectors. Thus we 
can obtain a left eigenvector from a right eigenvector. 
To obtain the left eigenvector corresponding to the 
eigenvalue a, we must take the right eigenvector cor
responding to the eigenvalue (- a) and reverse its com
ponents and replace every A~ appearing in it by A_8' 
Since reversing the components does not alter the sum, 
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to compute the sum of the components of a left eigen
vector corresponding to the eigenvalue Ac", we just have 
to replace all Aa by A.a in the sum for the right eigen
vector corresponding to the eigenvalue A.a' 
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Erratum: On the equality of S operators corresponding to 
unitarily equivalent Hamiltonians in single channel scattering 
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The first sentence of the first paragraph immediately 
following Eqs. (5.12) should read: 

CUMULATIVE AUTHOR INDEX 

Invoking (5. 7b), (5.7d), (5.11), (5.12), and the com
pactness of rt, we conclude that aa(y,t) -1 and 
Aa(y, t)/(l + 4t2 ) - 0 for given 0* YE R

3
, aE R3 as t -± 00. 
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to compute the sum of the components of a left eigen
vector corresponding to the eigenvalue Ac", we just have 
to replace all Aa by A.a in the sum for the right eigen
vector corresponding to the eigenvalue A.a' 
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Erratum: On the equality of S operators corresponding to 
unitarily equivalent Hamiltonians in single channel scattering 
[J. Math. Phys. 17, 409 (1976)] 

A. w. Saenz and W. W. Zachary 

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington D. C. 
(Received 27 April 1976) 

The first sentence of the first paragraph immediately 
following Eqs. (5.12) should read: 

CUMULATIVE AUTHOR INDEX 

Invoking (5. 7b), (5.7d), (5.11), (5.12), and the com
pactness of rt, we conclude that aa(y,t) -1 and 
Aa(y, t)/(l + 4t2 ) - 0 for given 0* YE R

3
, aE R3 as t -± 00. 
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